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The:+111inois State Library, bas- decided t pu
lish'thei(ritten testimony submitted for the-m dwest
regional heating of the National.CoMmission 'n Li-
braries and\ information Sciences held in Ch ago
on September. 20, 1972'teeause, of the import nee

not the event and the contribution such.a public tion
w makeptc3 library literature fOi' Illirioig-and for
the ,nation: It is hoped that ,the ideas preden ed
here, which. represift the thinking of many of,
leaders in.. the library profession, o
's.tmulate and. guide,Ahe National 9;inirnissiOn, b t

mwill have a more immediate -elfeet on libraries,211
brarians and trustee who are involved in the ever
day responsibilities of planning and, providing Ji -.
brary service. he .variety of issues discussed in
this testimony of vital interest and shoUld make
an important contrilption to future librardevelop-:.

itment. ro;
Of' special interest 16 Illinois is the testimony of

41,

fleeted in 'the testimony. The testimony from li
brary leaders from othersareas of the, rnidwest can,

'cottge, be equally, useful. to Illihois..
This publicatidn` inclUdes only the . testimony--,

whi was submittedprepared and, s Omitted in advance of
ithe aring or at the time of the hekring. While-N.

,nonTs bStantive editing by the participants has been
.allowed, no essential' changes have been made in
the testimony. Oral dideussions and testimony

y presented at the hearing is -not included or avail-
able at this time. The National Commission on Li-
br ries and Info
t e future, the testimony, both oral and writter, \'Information Seience indicates. that in

presented at the three planned regional hearings
will be available through ERIC.

Thei testimony is 'presented alphabetically ac-
cording to the author'slast name. An asterisk in-
icates which individuals, in addition to submitting
ritten testimony, fave.bral testimony. With such

v. ried 'areas of'condern being presented no effort
ha been ma&,4o`classify testimony according to
su ect matter. - The statements made are strong'.
'lie that can stand on their own.

he preparation, proofreading and layout of this
pub!! ation wasjhe responsibility of Susan Shultz,
form editor, Illinois Nodes, Irma Bostian, editor
lllirroi Libraries, Nancy Krah and Nancy Bell, pub-
lication assistants.

Alphonse% F. Trezza, Director
Illinois State Library
January 19, 1973

4.

its wn residents.. The Illinois State Library's de-
- clar policy of maintaining cdntinuous, revision of

its fi e year long-range comprehensive program-can
only be achieved if interested persons are allowed
to pa ticipate in the injiut of ideas. While the View-
point ex essed in the testimony can serve to-help
meet his need, they can also serve to provpke fresh
ideas from those who .feel_ that there are better
meth() s or mote important priorities-than those re-
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INTRODUCTION

Regional Hearing

Dirksen Federal Building
219 South Dearborn Street

Chicago, Illinois
September 27, 1972

. ,

formation Science, a perma ent independent agen-
cy, was bstalilished by lar in the- summer of 1970..

' In passipg the.Act, Cong ess and the President af-
firmed that library and/information seivices ade,

quate tojneet the needs of the people of the United
States are essential ;to achieve national goals and
to utilize effectively the educational resources of
the nation.

: To place the library and information problem In
a- national frariiework 'rather than in one that 'is
local or topical: is a significant aspect 'of the charge
given to, the National Commission_ on Libraries and
Information Science. The Commis ion is to recom-
mend the plans it delops to Co ess, the Presi-'
dent, and the. governments of t e state- and local
communities. In the preparation of its recommep-
dations, the Commission is authorized to conduct

__
'
\
necessarynecessa studies, surveys or analyses.. The .cbm;
mission may sponsor and promote research and
development activities, and it may'conduct hearings
to further its objectives.

The basic working philosophy of the Commission
is user oriented. It is the plan of the Commission
that the user of- nformation Will be the bipeficiary
of all its work. In thts context, and throughout this
introduction, the "user Of- information" is meant in
the broadest context andis-not limited to the pres-
enr users 0 libraries_ , or other existing informatidn
services..

This emphasis on users was stated as follows
in a widely. disseminated Commissiorrresolution:

Resolved, that the National Commission on
LiOraries and. Information Science' should
give first'priority in its planning effortto prd-

..0

viding new and improved services. that will
be helpful to all libraries in 'the country and
their - users, at every.levef of societyn,

This resolution expressed the commitment of '
the Commission to'balance-itqiCtivity,.not favorihg
in its study or planning the)development of one
type of library Or information system over anotter
unless all.userswere.hereby aided. The resolution
also. implied that the Commission would need to .
understand users' needs' for' information in a better
way than these needs have been understood heee-
tofore. 7 , ' ,

A first step in this process of understanding"
was the development of .a series of regibnal hear-
ings. The Commibsion recognized that library prob-
lems and, information needs ace not the same iti
every sector of the nation. Reports from state
and regional groups and particularly from articulate
users .in other areas would be needed. Accordingly,
the Chairman appointed's coMmittee to plan a se-
ries; of regional hearings to fill this need. ' Th'
Committee, chaired by Mrs. Bessie Bdehm Moore
outlined three meetings for tics! 1973. A Midwesi\
regional hearing,was planned for Chicago with later
hearings scheduled forSan Francisco and 'Atlanta..
The regional hearings are to:

1. Provide' an opportunity for people from all
sectors of society tc place their viewpoints
on libraries and information science and
service" before the ommission.

2. Foetei an understa ding of the role, and
progress of the work of the Commission.

3. Submit recommendations and 'plans to early
criticism and review by those who will be.
affected.

. \

01.
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WALTER C. ALLEN
Co-President

Reference and Addlt Services Division
American Library Asiociation

Chicago, Illinois

`STATEMENT

Prepared for the ,
National Commission on Libraries and Iriformation Science

I

ftt

I arrOesponding to your request for written testi-
. mony for consideration by the Commission on behalf

of the Referenc%and Adult Services Division of the
American. lribrary Association* Your letter to Mr.
.Hansen reached him the ,day before he left for a
vacation.in Scotland, and he was unable to reach
me for discussion of it befoi'e he left. I have, there-
fore, consulted a number' of colleagues in the pro--
fession whb are interested in adult services, in an
attempt to identify some future trend, in this area.

If you wish oral testimony from ur °division,
,please address the request to Mr. At will
be impossible for me to come to Chi gekt t day,
anckit's a Tittle far, for Mrs. FreidUs e from
Atlanta. Perhaps she could participate in whatever
hearings you have arranged in the Southeast.

First, it seems /6bvious to all of that there lis a
tremendous unexplored future in thearea of CATV,

, 1f we -get involved in nothing else, we will be involved
in this, At this point in time, librarians, civic of-

'ficials, private enterprise groups, and everyone else
involved in the development of SATV are going Off
in a thousand different directiqns, with many more
questions -being raised than answered. It would

. seem to me that there are many possibilities for th
use of CATV in providing informational service o
adults `(and others), both in terms of actu re-
Vonses to specific requests for information, and in

-..a he area of what is sometimes`called adult education.
A second area of concern will sully be the rode

of adult services in all types of libraries, not just

today is ultimately paid for. by the IndiVidual tax-
, payer who is, in this day of increasing resistance to''

higher taxation, Ong to be very critical of any bar-
riers between him and total service.

ID
#

A third area also has its roots in economics. I

might say that the peoN I discussed this problem °

with are .by no means agreed on this one, for. vari-
ous reasons. I will,try to. indicate the areas of dis-
agreerneit as') outline the. problem, but I think in
some forth it will be a matter to be faced.

Many librarians today are engaged irr a wide
variety of programs whiCh are attempting to serve
tf unservecj: blind, deaf, black, aged, young, illit-
.erate, disadvantaged, whether poor, uneducated,
unemployed or whatever, among others. Many of
these have been highly successful, at least sa long
as they were' adequately)funded,, but most of that
funding was feder4 and if and when* it dried, up,'
and it usually-did, t'Ve program then went. on the
rocks, totally or in part, because lacal funding for
continuing the program was unavailable. The ques7
'ohs raised are: ,r-e-theqe programs really Success
al? Do they reabh ehoug4 peoPle"-to be worth the
enormous-cos? Or are we waking efforts which are
really little mbre than empty gestures? The sugges-
tion is that some hard research be dbrie on the eh-
tire area,,and that it be done by 40ople who are not
'themselves engaged in this Ark and thelefor'e
have no axes to grind. The objections are: 1) it is
impossible to fheasure the effectiveness of this kind
of service (this was raised by one. person); 2) Cost,
is not:a valid measure of this kind of service (raised
by:two); 3) What difference does it make? (raised
by one). The last can be disposed of, I think, in the
same vein as the.geparated services:, The taxpayer
is wing to lower the boom. The other two are not
so easily disposed of.

To sum up: It would seem obvious that there will
continue to be efforts to reach- the unreached. It
would. seem equally obvious that there ought to 1?e.
But it wpi4d also seem that the evaluation of them
so far hat often been Inadequate. arid that real justi-

public libraries, the traditional center of activity in
-this area.' Service to facultY . members; graduate
students and undergraduates in academic libraries
is certainly a form of adult Service. So is service to
industry and, other commercial and service enter
prises in special libraries. It strikes' me as entirely
logical and, in ,terms of total - ,service, to the total
community, desirable that the traditional barriers
between types of libraries be broken down. Ace-/
demic institutions will Scream bloody murder, but
it is a cold economic fact that most higher education

p
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ficatiort, bas'ed on real success,'will have to be pro-
vided. ,This implies, then, thf much greater effort to
make these iirograMs wsf\rk. Th1T means continuing
financing, more cooperation by othevcivic bodies,
and many new approaches.

nother areain which adult services philosophy
an activities will be challenged is in terms Of in-
creased:leisure tine.' It seems fairly clar that the

. nation is moving rapidly tgward the four:day work ,
week. 9he of'my coAsultantsasked, so what? What
does this have to do with ljbraries? Won't people ,

, continue to do what they have always one on week-
ends? YeS, would seem to be the answer, they will,
but with that extra day, boating, gardening, house-
cleaning etc., may well begin.to pall on, that third
day, and Vtere will be an' increased interest in edu-
wtion, be it,formal or informal. Certainly the library,

%academicandi public, will be inVolved in any such '

programs.- This lea& to the agOLold philosophical dispute
in public library circles as to whether the library is

,.primarily educational or ,recreatienal. This ong.has u.

iY.
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never been laid to rest. Many say one, many say the
other, more Say. both. But the future of library'serv-
ice toaclults in atime.of increased leisure is going
to be based), at least in part, on the thinkipg Of the
profession bout this question.

It would appear, in summary, that many of the"
questions I have Raised are tied in with the nation's
edonomy.-it ;Would also appear that the federal
government is going to have to fake an increasing
part in providing the funding to take scare of all of
the nation's educational needs, ihcluding those of
libraries., A reordering of the priorities of tite:;gov-
ernment would seem to be:indicated.- .6

this is brief, not too welkorgtnized,iand sketchy,
but I hope it'Will provide some information for con-
sideration bythe'Commissionf I. am sorry thank lim-
ited .time.fiaS made this so: It is a. tremendously
important,question, and we Ihk forward to the rec-
ommendations:of the Commission.

If I can be of further service to the. Commission, I
will beNhapPy to try.



EDMUND R. ARNOLD'"'
Director of Library Services

Cornell College
Mount Vernon, Iowa

e.
STATEMENT

Prepared for the .

National Comniission on Libraries. and Information

The opportunity to submit testimony to'the
mission is much appreciated. The Commission; I

:believe,. is a great step forward in the proceagcif
rationalizing and devdtoping library resources and
services I hope that my .remarks will, prove useful.

Libfaries,.as the memberi of the Commission
swell "know, are very expensive...They are also very
imPortant, as various legislation over the past fifteen

- years and the existence .of the Commission Will
testify. Such testimony would also seem to indicate
that libraries.and library service are of great public
interest; that is to, say, that libraries and library
services are, with or without, ublib clamor, of great
public importance.

'Perhaps the major. problem confronling the
library is finding the...wherewithal. to

Maintain adequate resources and to gain access to
a full range of materials. The small ocillege's busi-
ness is working with the undergraduate. At Cornell
in particular, there. has been a long tradition of
.undergraduate research, yet, with notable excep-
tions, attempts. to borrow from university or other
research collections for undergraduates brings* a-

refusal. In My. opinion, undergraduates do not
receive the respect and attention -- or services
to which they ought to have access generally. ;',

The Commission'Yould provide a great service
toiall if it werato encourage and support revision of
the interlibrary loari code at least to include under"-
graduates. Alurther step would be .the fostering',of
regional library service centers such as the F'eriodi
Cal Bank of. the Associated tolleges of the Midviest.
Such centers, which could charge membership fees
based on income, and modest copy costs, would be-

. cause-of the .non-circUlating nature of their collec-
tions, be able to provide sure access to periodical
materials, and at the same time take a lot of pressure
off' individual' libraries particularly the large re-
search libraries. The benefits of such centers would
be that the principle of free access to information
for all would be that much closer to reality. Natur-
ally, such centers would run afoul of the pres7t

Science

copyright law, and strong 1,-peasurps would have to
be taken io ensure both the rights of library users,
and of theitrublishers and authors. I believe that
the need and the public interest yould justi-fy such
action.

As an extension of the suggestion ,for service
penteri for )3'eriodical literature,-..'iirengthening of
the:interlibrary loan process in general' would be

, ,clesiratile, and steps should be taken. to speedup,
:the process. A number of such-,steps have been
taken iii certain' localities, though the sydtems and
Services vary widely. The lowa Library. Information
Teletype Exchange Al-LITE) network is' perhaps
somewhat less sophisticated than the network in
Indiana, but eithellii these' or MINI-TEX in Minne-
sota would serwe'Vs good 'examples of possible
models. Such .networks regionally baied would be
of significant' value to the libraries of the small col-
leges and, through regularization of procedure, and
POssibly.the development of regional union catalogs,
should, in addition to extending the availability of
resources for the small-college library, helprin tak-

. ing pressure off of some of. Our larger bretheren.
Small private ,collegeaprOvide a'valuable public

serliice. They provide important alternatives to the
masSivelmpersonal campuses of, our multi-universi-
ties. Many pourish on those massive campuses, but
many ler° while they do well in a situation
Where there is dose perSonal interaction between
faculty and Stuclent. The small private college de-
serves more by way of publici support in order to
preserve its.. character. .

The foregoing comments have certain implica-
tions which, coupled with the fact that education is
.'not obtained solely in an instructional situation, but
is rather a life-lOng process in which schools and
colleges provide initial guidance and suggestion,
leadS to the remarkS which follow.

There are several areas of inquiry which the
Commissispought to pursue, cii:eitse to be pur-
sued; al are closely, interrelated. ese are'. °

1) What is an optimum size for library corn-

O
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munity. This involves several factors in-
cluding quetians such as: ,a) are there
levels of community, and if so what are they,
b) what are the limits, for each, of popula-
tion, distance from service unit, and costs,
c) what are the necessary and viable com-
munication channels in order to provide,
maximum.service at each service point.

2) Who are the people whom the library Units
will serve; why do they need library service,
what levels of library service, and at what
points.

3) Given that .library services are important,
What is an appropriate and viable base of
support, and at what leyels shotild control
be independent; at what levels should con-
trol be subordinate?

. .
The foregoing makes no mention -of types 00-

braries..In mylopinidnr.the concept of type of library
has operatetl}n the past, and is continuing to over
ate as one of the great barriers to effective library
service. I, believe that.the Commission should seek
all means possible to minimize, if not obliterate, dis-
tinctions between so-called typAs of libraries in .
order to foster the maximum utilizationof resources..
My r sons for making theuaboVe assertion are as
f ows: A.

1) Any given library'user is a member-of sever-
al library communities. The school child,

, for example, is both a member of his school
library community and of the local public
Library's comMOrtity, and should one of his
parents happli to, be on tile acuity of a
local college, he /she is. also member of '
that college's community; thctugh there are

ly an extension of library privil a to facul-
ty families,
Level of user needs is not necessarily de-
pendent upon the age of the user; it varies
widely according to intelligence level, and
interest. This is to say that level. of ma-
terials required by a juvenile may well, and
not infreqently, exceed the level required by
many adults. Readers will not "stratify."
Users are not particularly fussy about where
they get what they need, just so they get it;,.
they are not concerned with the type of
library, only with the materials and the-serv-
ice. f. ..

4) Whatever the, reasons for which people use
libraries, the prime function of all is educa-
tional, which term includes the information-

' .*

er

ar function. It is the educational, as opposed
to the instructional function which lenders
our libraries so important. Without' ftill and
ready access to, the widest possible range of
information and idea, -.a free and democratic
society such as we profess canriot 4ong
exist. It is the educational function which
jOstifies publib concern; recreational and
other uses are valuable, but subsidiary
fringe benefits.

It 'does seem a shame that in community after
community Community Colleges have been started
without onde referring to possible significant .pubric
library resourcet available; there are many co,m-
munitiet where the only signifibant library resource
happens ;to be a college library which, is, more
often than hot,. open to the Jocal population op a
quite restricted basis; there are other corriThunities
in which both an academic and 'a public library,
coexibt but with minimal cooperation or -coordina='
tion; there are many communities with both poverty-
stricken public libraries and bovertY-stricken school
libraries both trying to serve muchthe same func-
tions, but .neither willing to recognize the other. We
are faced with much needless duplication of facili-
ties and resources which could be greatly alleviated
if library service units were opened to a wider range
of clientele, and were designed to serve multiple
levels of use.

rhave taken the 4ertyitif appending a copy of
an, unpublished paper of mine which approaches
one 'aspect of the problem of Which I have been
speaking, but which sets forth in much better detail \
some of, the reasoning behind my argument.. It
should be noted here, however, that a single mono -
lithic library system is tfot envisioned. Such a sys-
tem would hardly, seem desirable, Rather what is
suggestedis an interconnected set of more or less
independent local systems, each local system based
upon a geographic area, each*loCal system a flier-
archical one with local service units distributed, at
appropriate locations (not unlike a main public
library and its branches) for primary service, and a
more central referral unit, but the system's, would be
connected probably in a federated structure through
the state librarieSto nati9nal Tegional library centers.
Any reader should be able to get most of the service
needed at any service unit; no reader should have
to go to more than two places to get all the service
required, and all readers should be able to use any
unit, anywhere; anytime without payment 'Cif special
fees..

These, then are some of the problems towhich



the Commission should direct research, and some
suggestions as to directions in which theI,Comrpis-
sion ought to encourag6 libraries to go, most particu-.

ss

larf y. in erroourgging activities and services which
cross library boundaries:
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CongreSsman
iLES AspIN

United States Representative

First District of.Wisconsin

STATEMENT "

Prepared for the
Natiohal Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for this opportunity
to report on the concerns (If librarians of the First
pistriCt of Wikonsin to the National Comthission o_ n

LibrOries and Information Science. I would like to
take this opportunity to) commend the Commission

. for its Work and for holding thls- series of regional
hearings tO assess the progress of local libraries
in meeting the ediicational, informational and recre-
ational needs of the public tjiey serve.
-.. In peeparing my. slatemead, .1 enlisted the help
of librarians at public and dollegelibraries through-
out the First. District. I invited each to respond to
a series of questions and to' include additional
observations which might be: releva to the objeC-
fives of Vie: Commission: This statement is .a corn-,
pilation of their views.. ,

The First Congressional District 'includes Rock,
Waiworth, Racine, and Kenosha _Counties .in 'the
souttieastern corner of Wisconsin. The four Largest
cities in' the district are Racine, with a population
of 95,162 according to the 1970 U.S. Census; Ken-
osha, 78,805; Janesville 46,426., and Beloit, 35,729.
Whitewater has a pa ulation of 12,038. Seven other
cities have pop tons exceeding 2,000. Over
one-third of the opulation of, the district lives in
smeller communities and rural areas.

Libraries in the district rahge from large acadern.;
is collections at the collegand university campuses
and large public 9ollections In-the bigger cities to
small, independent libraries operating in the smaller
towns. `Frequently mentioned among the priorities
of the respondents to my sfAvey were the *need to

1:)ncrease availability of service too rural areas and the
need' to improve interlibrary loan programs.- A.
universal complaint was the absence of adequate
funding to accomplish these otOactives.".;

' Following are the questions. I asked and sum-
glades of the responSes to each:

,1) Are current library facilities me'etin4 the
informational. Ads of ."teachers, and students
yolyedin formal educaan at all levels?

This question evoked a varjetX14. responses:
Generally, the litirapians.of public libraries. reported

that they do nbtittempt to dvplicate. the services
provided by elementary, schobl, high school and
college libraries. This was partici:fatly truib the
smaller cities and towns and those in close pro mi2
ty to college an universitycampuses.

J-lowever, re ofidents Irom Racine reported
that a large number of dtudentS use.the public li-
braries to complete assignments because of the e
inaderquacy of school librarieS., Miss Klorrha, Deck,'
Supervisor of Adult Services Oi the Racine ,Publip
Library, cited the Soheasterh WiScrinsiri Rgiohal
Planning Commission's 1969 frprery 1.0er.' survey, in.:
which 51 percent of those Who .responded to the

.questionnaire were students,,comPlpting sthool as-v,
signments. "Although the high spool ant academic
libraries'in this area are developing stronger Col- -

lections, this, library still tries to answer the needs'
of many high school Students," Miss Deck wrote.
(The sarhe survey reported 53 percent usage of
the Kenosha Public Library by students doing
school assignments.)

Mr: William p. Grindeland, Director of the In-
structional Matetials Ceritee and Libraries. for the
Racine Unified School. District, reported that Racine
,elementeryechools have- "the greatest inequality'.' r.
in library fabilities. "Main libraries are housed in
basements, on stages in gyms converted_ substand-
ard rooms and Converted balcdnies. Manxof these
rooms are poorly lighted and ventilated arid, lacking
in space. This is,' complicated further bylfhe fact
that school .sYstems are having problems iPassifig
bond referenda for new buildiiigs, and conseqube,dt-
ly the need to use every available space to increase

,the number of classrooms in each building width the
result that existing libraries always .face theAossi-
bility'of being moved into basements or other sub-
standard areas."

P.ublic school students in rural areas would-bene-
fit by greater access to the public library syStem, ac
carding to several. of the respondents.. Mrs. Marjor-
ie P. Staffeld, Librarian of the Eager Free Public
Library in Evansville, reported that there are rural.,
students who are not being served. "Previously we
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have had townshiP-wide service'through paYment by
the Town Boatd,'.' she wrote "This year they, felt
the cost was too much and doh faintly has to pay
`all or part-for service on a daily card :bekia:" '

Mr. Gary. J; Lenox, Librafian of the Rook Oqunty
Center campus of: the UniverSity: of -Wisconsin
Center System, filed the following report On libraries
at all, educational levels in'Janesville:

In Jansrille some concerted teffOrt:has been
spent to make the new elementary schools meet
current needs for information. For example, Van
Buren Elementary sthoolhaS,been designed with
the learning resour es center at ,the Caper. of..
the building with classrooms (without walls) ":
radiating from' it. MY inspection of the scho'oll
found a wide range 6 \media in use ;, eniptresis 4.
was not on books . . . , , ,,

Both high school I brarieS are rather ton-.
veritional in orientation. Books, periodiCals and
newspapers are the primary resources: The
rooms- h, which the lidrades are hbUsed are
Unimaginative and conventional in design. For
example, study carrels Are virtually riot used
but rather large open spices With large tables
in rows. The book bollections 'are 'abominable;
they have-never been developtfikto an adequate
level and are maintained inadequately.".. .

To my knowledge, no one on the federal
or state level Systematically looks after high
schodi fibrafies like they do college and:elet.
mentary schOol libraries. Federal - funds are
available systerhatically for these latter types of
libraries and administrators seem to like to put
these funds to "new uses" ,with audio-viSual

% 0
resources, realia and so on.

Admittedly high schools must have materials
fork the exceptional student college level
physics texts and readers for sloW learners, for
example and the dollart just do not stretch
far enough. Increased funds- for h h schools
are needed and they need to be ex ended in

the stu-
one to
'That

and
and
es,
th

a 'terrible impression of libraries as storehouses maintains evening hours which many students make
of dreadhll books containing unwanted, irrele- uses of to study, in lieu of baying their-eWn,high
vant and imnicierial information. Librarians must \ school libraries open in the eveningi.
work at all' I els to overcome this image. . On the other hand, Director George E. Earley of

For the most part colleges in this area (with e Gilbert M. Simmons Library in Kenosha repotted
-

new ways that will be mare relevant t
dents. For example, more needs to be
entice students to, use library- materialS.
may mean purchase 'of more '"undergr
periodicals and publications, more records
tapes of contemporary .music and lectu

, speeches and to on. Students come here w

'

the exception of this school) have sufficient
room for study, storage of resources and work.

1 Enrollments are drbpping; sttedy space is not
at a premium. However, every one of these fa-
cilities is Conventional in orientation. Advarces
have been made in' providing individuat tUdy
space, grdup study ,rooms, attractive surrouri&
ings and so on but none Have been built for
audio-yisual .perVices. Stopgap measures, some
"remodeling" and so on have been 'instituted
but none. of the' college libraries in this end
of the District have been installed witiQwet
carrels" (that is 'wired carrels for showing of .

910ead circuit TV,' video stapes, audio 'tapes,,
movies, Slides,irecords, etc.).-

The generationsf coming to us will expect
to use`and will be able toUse ..theseothings and
we do not have. them. Colleged libraries need
to be built for the future with provkion for'pres-
ent retour4es. funds, in ,part, account for the

G.,,,inadeqUate. provision for ,new materials and
equipment. 'Administrdtors are "tokenists" with
relation to audio- visual materials in colleges/
and such resources,, to be meaningful, must be
provided for -and used as regularly as bOoks

",- Costs on audio-visual:resources and equipment.
are very, very high;:pfeaent funding in all col-
leges cannot do what 1c all 'far above.'Addition-
al funds, probably:federal, should be proyided
sPecifically for audio-viSual instruction in addi-
tion to present federal library 'suPpott- ".
2) Are current librarsctacilities 'reeling the

information* and recreatiohal needs-of the public
at large?

Answers to this, question were simildrly-varied.
MisS Ruth A. Young, [librarian of the Edgerton Pub-
lic Library, said, "Speaking for a small library in a
small community, I .think that recreational and in
formational- needs of our public are served fairly
well. Funds, of course, restrict purchasing .pewer.
Space also beeomes a .restricting factor at times."

Similarly, Director Irene Blackford,of
ville Public Library repOrted that "libraries thepsrze'
of Janesville's are able to, meet these needs 4uite
well." This assessment was echoed by Mr. Lenox
Of the UW Center -"Rock County, who reported that
Janesville Public Library is adding' films to .its col-
lectidn, has an: adequate reference service ,and
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that only the eastern part of KenoSha County ade-
quately 'Served. "Those who give in the, e tern
part do not have conveniently located faCilitie or
mobile service. Also the city library is the only
public library in the couhand the central building
has been grossly inadequa for many years."

Librarians it the Beloit and Lake Geneva Public
Libraries coinplained of an inability. to meet all
needs adequately.- "The public, libraries cannot sup-
ply sufficient variety of materials, andschool and
academic librariedfican't Provide' enough duilficate
copies of materials," wrote Librarian Dorothy
Naughton of, Lake Geneva. "Students travel about
the area, needing materials for,assignments where-,

--- ever they are. Small public, libraries are expected
to supply information on as wide a variety of inter
ests as a large library:, No single.small community
library can meet these needswith its own materials
and p rSonnel. We all peed the encouragement of
additions funds, to develop effective mean of co-
operation among all types of libraries."

Librarian Lila:ineles, Head of Adult Seri/iCes
in Beloit, also complained of shortage ..ot personnel
and inadequate variety in materials: "We are not
able to meet the needsof-the public as we sliarld.
The most ,Serious lack, probably, is in-staff ---- we
need people to meet" the public, help them find
the materials they need, to work with young adults,
to plan programs fob all ages, to get out into the

, community and bring library services to those peo-
ple who are unfamiliar with libiaries, or who are
timid = people who .dortl know they, are welcome
and that we have information and services that
would help them. We also are in need of more
pliOn'ograph records, films, periodicals, books, mi-
crofilm and equipment such as microfilm readers,
'tape cassettes, etc.

Racine city Librarian Forrest L. Mills provided
me with the results of the 1969 library user survey
of the. Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission, .as it relates to public libraries' in
Racine, Kenosha anMilwaukee. This survey, which
I am forwarding to you wth 'this statement, cites
statistics on user satisfaction with services provided,
in addition to statistics on library use.

3) What forms of interlibrary communication
have been established to expand services to library
users? .4 -

All librarians who responded to my survey in-
dicated that their libraries participate in some form
of interlibrary lending piogrrn.

These programs rangei rom an "elabbrate tele-
type connection between Racine and Milwaukee to

r

informal systems of Cooperation among 'smaller
libraries.

\ Mr. Mills) City LibrariaFKof .Racine, described.,
the Tacrnilf---Service as a "pioneering interloan

7iiritice between Milwailkee and Racine lublic .Li-
braries using teletype and five' day a week delivery

:service." Mr. Mills continued:
i?ver the nearly 25.years since its inception,; the

-4 service has made a very'significant contribution,
to the Information needs of the Racine corn- .

triunity' lo technical and scientific perdonnel
ad well as to serious stUdents. Total cost of the
service a nually is about $1200, &small fraction
of the co t involved in supplying the needs from
loc lby o neci resoures. -

From tim to time, feletype ISo serves as a .-
medium f prompt and acc irate cornmunica- .

tion of qui4, directory type reference inquiries
and the ansyv ers thereto. A thirtyrday experiment
this spring itlXerox facsimile proyed conclu-
siv'ely that ail or messenger transmission of
l'hotocoPy i thit aria:is not unduly slow and
far more eco omicarthan facsiMile using tele-
phone circuit (about 5 cents vs. 30 to.40 cents
per page).

_
Thp Janesville uhlic-Library, agerlFree Public..

Library in Evinsvi etand the Beloit PUblic Library
reported using the State Division for Library. Serv-
ices in Madison t supplement their Collections.
Ms. Pineles of the eldit Public Library:WI:cite:

The state maint ins the Reference and Loan
LibrarY of Madisb , which lends, less frequently
used books to .p blic libraries on interlibrary
loan. If the Refere ce and Loan L4irary cannot
proVide a book, th y 4ve an arrangement with

_ 'Milwaukee Public . ibrarY by means of Which
they can borrow, b As from them. They also

, borrow books ,frOrn he University of Wisconsin
for us.,,The State Hi twice' library provides us
with books on in ern rary: who db this out of
courtesy. 'Beloit Coll ge is very generous in
extending interlibrary oar9 privileges to'us.
The. Lake Geneva Pub iO Library has access to

,the Union Catalog listing dult books in all public
libraries in Walworth ,Coun y, and it pays for teleT,
phone communication amo g the,11 libraries. Col-
lege libraries in Southern , isconsin are finked by
the Southern Wisconsin Academic LibrarianS Ors
ganization. Participating in timions including
UW- Whitewater, UW Center Rock,' County,. Milton
,College, Rockford College a d Beloit College
share materials so that any s udent has access to
the resources of all libraries:
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Several respondents fro Rock County coin-
plained abotit the disconti uation of the county-
wide interlibrary 4kdan service' which was previously
available. Librarians in Janesville and Edgerton both
'aid the services available throughlhe.RoCak County
Library Service were invaluable, and-they regretted
the decision of,the Rock County Board, to terminate
the system. ,

4) What, additional, forms of cooperation and
co4pmunication should be established to provide'
'greater access to bibliographical materials and re-,
sourReel

The concensus' on this question 'was that' inter-
librarY loans, and sharing' of informatiOn must be
facilitated if- libraries are. to meet the needs of the
'future. Many suggestions were\madt as to.kinds
Of communication which could' or should' be in-
stituted,

Several systems for interlibrary communication
4 and lending have been proposed. The new seven=

county library study nearing completion under the
auspices of the -Southeastern Wisconsin Regional
Plarining Cpmmission will Make recommendations

Jri this area (see Addendum). The Council of Wis-:
coniin 4s proposed a statewide inter-
library loan system, but iflacks adequate financing
to implement it. .1 e

fylr."'Earley of Gtibert 'M. Simmons Libriffey sug-
gested that any communications syStem shoUld Pro-
vide "a ..quick means of *relaying inforMation, per!
haps.through Cable TV or other elettronic gadgetry,
and, cOoperative listings of holdings." Mr. Gerald
F. Perona, reference librarian of The Kenosha Cam-
pus of Vocational Technical and, Adult EdUtation
LearningReS$urce Center (VIA0,. added, 'Warden
catalog of all libraries in this area is needed.. In

of TWX and demputer links between
libraries in this district, not just public libraries,
should be begun:)

Miss Mary Reynolds, Su9ervigor of ,Materials.
Processing at the Racine PubliC Library, suggested
that a statewide system should" be, instituted to:
"search for and provide materials outside Wiscon-
sin not available within the State:establish a state=
wide mail service to shut -i s; provide ,all libraries
With speCial information sjich as a Union list of
serials.and location of special Jollections, and pro-
vide a computer center available to all libraries
for direct book ordering and other record keeping."

Other ppssibilitieS'were suggested in these com-
ments by Ms. Pineles of the Beloit Public Library:

A county or multi-County library systems would
be very helpful, with a telephone network, and

.
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permitting a patron to borrow books from, any
of the libraries in the sybte4 -7- and return them

,--to any library. It: would make it possible to
share. the 'moat expensive items such as
16mm films, and provide an additional \resource
for books that areicurrently but of circulation,
or not owned by any one of the libraries in the
system. It would also make it possible for the
specialists in any library to share their' knowl-
edge with other libraries for instance busk
nesS materials,) genealdgy, ethnic \studies. . It
would help us with publicity too;. cable TV is
available to all .of' us, but we .don't have the
Staff or skill to.i take advantage of it. A library :.

systerri could Share the services of a publicity,
expert for ngt only T,V programs, but radio, news-
papers, posters,,special krograms ended. sorts
of community relations activities. - ..
CornmunicatiOn. among libraries of educational

institutions present a special problem. "College
and university libraries h60 long'eared materials
through interlibrary Joan," reported Mr. Perona-
of yT4E in Kenosha.. "However, since, there exists
no single listing of holdinge for these libraries, es-
pecially in this area of the state, much time and

is.
,

Money is wasted in trying to locate needed. ma-
terials. What perhaps is needed is a more effecz-1.',
true system of co, munication among' Schools in
this area i .'

Mrs. Joseph atsh; Librarian of Milton College
irt;,,Milto'n, said hat. proposals for a statewide inter-
librariloan system "will be of valde go the -small,
private 'liberal arts institutions only if undergradu-
ate loans are

t.
emitted through thii.program. The

voices -of,tre qein4itutioni must be heard before
-.finalizing any rogram. The problems and 'needs (
are unique fro 'those of the stale sUppOrfed insti- -'
tittions." Mrs Walsh also pointed to the MINITEX
system in Mi nesota as an eXarnple of an inter-a,
library ,.comm nicatioris network "which provides
service to Min esota libraries ori a firstrcome,first-,
served. basis.'.

5) What steps have been taken to improve li-
brary serices to rural communities and economi-
cally or. culturally deprived segments of the popu-
lation? What are the defiCiencies 1n,, this area?

Lack of tuna Was cited by many respondents
as the priMary factor affecting expansion of services
to -potential library users who are not now reached.
Librarians at. Janesville' and Beloit Public, Libraries
and Eager Free Public. Library in 'Evansville reiter
ated that the discontinuation of the' Rock County,
system has hampered their ability to extend services
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to rural areas. Janesville Public Library :Director
Irene Blackford pointed out that rural opposition
to a library taxevy it high, "even though rural arya
residents haxe the most benefit to gain from liblary
system establishment."

The
.

Lake-Geneia Public Library usep a Right
to Read grant to provide for a storytelling program
in rural areas. Although the program was success-

!' fulNits future depends op the decision of the Wei
worth County Board. The Gilbert M. Simmons Li-
brary in Kenosha is seeking federal, aid to provide
programs for. the Spanish-Speaking migrant worker
families who have settled there. The library has
also establish& a "Book Nook'" in a local church;

*"" center to- service children who might not otherwise'
have access to the library.

I .encloSe with this statement descriptions of
several projects in Racine, furnished -to me by Miss
Gertrude Mor Super4igor of Extension Services

. .at the Racine Pub . Library. These federally
nanced _projects Mop e paperback collections In

.'Racine neighborh.00cli centers, the Olde9r Adult Day
Center Book Service, the "Book Nous project fof-
preschool and.elmentary school children, the ex-
pansionof the children's collection through a Right
to Read grant and. the Souttiside NeighbOrhOod
ter book room prOject. . e

Mr. Lenox of UW denterLlitock CoUnty offered-the
following. general suggestions: "Bookmal5fle and
storefront. service with special collection§ of inter-
est to a. neighborhood or ethnic pr racial group'`
should be developed wherever meaningful thrOugh
the .outiliq libraries:L All important consideration
to the .ec000micajly depyived, the- aged and the
handicappdiris t ansportation, they need to
take service tot ese people di4ectly not once
in a while, but consistently and constantly! Hos-,

pital services, in general, veterans anB''rnerital _hos-
pitals, should be provided at some level (probably
at the publia. level)."

6)' What are the pritkities envisioned in cprrent
planning for luture development of library' facilities
and services? .

Many respondents'wrote of the need to,expand
in terms of space, either- through additions to ex-
'sting :buildings or through establishment of branch
facilities to provide greater community access to
libraries. Most librarians 'said the lack of funds
available' styMied orealistic plans for future growth.

Mrs. Sugan Meez, Librarian of Aram Publid Li-
brary in-Delavan, wrote:' "Our Rresent facilities are
not adequate for any expansion of programs and
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, .
services such as-film-lecture series; private study
areas; music and listening room, meeting room, etc.,
but there is no current: provision in the city, budgjt
to include any of this. I feel our priorities for the
future should include expansion c,:fi _the existing
facility plus ways to' make %ervice more available
to rural residents through bookmobile service, Mail-
ing program and projects fdi the elderly such as
large print books. , Since the amount of our allot ed,
budget controls all bur present and proposed pr j-
ects, securing adequate local support is our bigg st
concern."

Mr. Earley of Gilbert M. Simmons Library pointed
to the urgent ,need for a central library building f r
Kenosha (books, he Said; are currently stored .t
the city Water Depattment). "County =wide plap
ning and tax support is eeded for adequate seivrc
to.- all residents," he wrote. "The new building
should reflect thip expanded, service." Mr. Lenox
of. UW, Centel-41*k -County suggested that \ new
library` buildings "mist be built for all people
handicapped, aged, children, students, educational:-
IY dePrived and so on and that they should re-
flect the 4echnical innovations which have been
introduced in more modern, libraries and schools.

Rocly County Librarians .in Janesville, Evans-
ville and Edgerton again underscored the need, for
county-wide Cooperation, informatiori retrieval and
interlibrry I nding. Beyond this, a statelkide sys-
tem "would ertainly -benefit .rural 'and depriveld
are*" according to Miss .YOungPf dgerton Pub.
tic Libkary. -"It seems tht, the greatest need is
to educate. the users, -largely rural, in \ the value
end importance of library service to

Mills; of the Racine Public Libr6ry would
like to see library service extended throu bout Ra-
eine County. Current planning envisions additions
tothe main building, two or three branch s'or out-
lets in various parts of the city and mobil service'
for outlying communities in e county.

Pineles of Beloit outl ned the need for ad-
ditfonal staff and summarized the problems f most
librarieslh'a cogent analysis:

VVhat.we need most, rig now, is mo e staff
to Make. the community a re of the dvan-

tages offered to them by the pun ibrary.
. We should be reaching the p wh are

poor, semi-literate, people with failing eye fight,
businessnien, tradesmen, skilled workers and
many others for whom we cah provide vat ble

(IA

information but who never think of the library )

as a source of useful materials to themtelves.

r
0
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There is much sophisticated .gadgetry discussed
in plans:Jot future,public library services such
as being ableto read a book on your television
screen at home, but most putlic libraries are
struggling to keep irom slipping backwards and
are not able to hope for such JaCilities for a
long time to come.
7) What role should governm t at the federal,

state and local levels play in thmprottement of
library services?

,Again, financial assistance was the most fr
quently meipped item. ,Several librarians fel
that federal and state funding of libraries 'shoul
be increased in liety,of local financing, _because
many citizens are not willing to tax themselVes at
the local level to ensure good liprary,serv.icep. Ms.
Blackford of Janesville suggested that; to this end,
"any propetty-tex-relief -Would be- welcome.,'

'Op the federal level, sevflral respondents men,
tinned the necessity to improve services of the
Library of Congress. Mr."Lerfox of UW Center-RoCk
County suggested ,that the Library of .Gongress
should bq rnaintained and developed a'S "a na--
tional libriarjr which serves the-biblio4raphic, needs
of libraries throughout the 'Country and Can' be e
guiding fo'rce in systfts development and general
library praCtice. It, is currently too isolatidnist as
a library, service to the- federal government." 'Mrs:

.,Walsh of the Milton College Library wrote:-
Qf irnportinCe la all libraries is the '-need'

for the federal government to increase its sup-
. port of the 'Library of CongresO; 'National Li-'
:brary'of..Medicine and National Agricultural Li

-"A.brary-at--theNational Libraries." StrengIhrfning
the programs of these libraries will be,nAcessary

any of the rest of the country's libraries is to
pe with the' inforination explosion.' N blear-

- .inghouse and inforMaticinvetrieyet centers Oen
to all libr)aries and users, are needed, This

( must be subsidized 'by the government. Many
excellent studies and programs initiated during
the Johnson Administration have been cut Pack
bedause of lack of. funds. These should lie
restored.
Also on the federal; several librarians mentioned

the need to increase federal appropriations under
the Library Services and Construction Act to the
higher ilevels of previous administrations. Mr.
Grihdeland of the Racine Unified Schbol District
made the following suggestion: !To dramatically
improve' library services, federal-and 'state govern-

;.rrynts should require minimal guidelines regarding'
,

facilities, staff and 'materials and Should provide
some matching funds.' PresentlyAsctiodt libraries

,receive' monies mainly for materials under the ESEA
Title 'II Program and _art not included in funding
for facilities as are public librarieS:"

Mrs. Walsh of Milton, 6ollege explained the
problems of private colleges: "For the past two
years, many libraries*of the private liberal arts col-
leges ,have not civalified for grants -under the Title
IIA Program as they did in the past. 'This is be-
cause the criteria have been changed to concen-
trate on those institutions serving large minority
group and disadvantaged 41,udent ,enrollments.
While the needs of the above-,institutions should
be met, they must ,not be met -at the expense of
Ignoring the very real needs of institutions serving

iddle class students." '7*

At the state_ le , many respondents felt gov2:,*lenments should be t I central coQ
ryfor interhbrary coop\ation and

Mills of the Racinejkliblic Li'
the state maintain rfgional libr
é overflow materials from bot

libraries. Mr.. Lenox 'of U
suggested -that the state
reference and- processing

odrdinate 'interlibrary;' endi
-"Coord ation--ot federal funds to local* libraries
within t e perspective of a region, and indeed the
-state, eh uld be done at the state levpIP

The r le of local goVernMents-in library develz-:
ppment el'ciled conflicting opinions. While 'some'
respondents o felt that looal government must con-
tinue to share the responsibility for libraries, othersri
felt that local Support and oversight should be-ea:Mr

\
'reduced or eliminated. Mr. Lenox summarized the
opinions of the latter group: - ,,.,,,

Local gpvernmenfkrole in, library servibe
should be diminished since 'library service in a
mobile age. should 6'e more highly diversified
and coordinated. Cobal governments can be
an impediment to larger movements in library
service which they Ana understand. In a
time when county library systems and in fact
larger systems are springing up or growing
throughout the cOuntry, one was' allowed to die
here (in. Rock County) fqr shame! For.,all

a, reasons related -to property tax, libraries,
schools, should be funded by state or fed-

eral income tax:
The following information provided to me by

Mr. Mills of the Racine Public Library dramatically

e
c
Mr
tha
for
publi
Corm
region
would

rdinatlng agen-
lo an programs.,
rary suggested
ry depositories'
acadernic.and),

Center-Rock'
hould oversee
center's WhiCh.

g,. He added,"
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sets fo h the problems of .locar financing of li-
b e

The comments here refer to' Racine County.
Five public libraries operate/in the County
thetCias Of Burlington and Racine, the Villas
of Union arove, Rochester, andWaterfOrd, Each
of the rernaining thirteen municipalities haS pur-
chase or service 'contracts with one, or more
of these iibraries. Legal access to a public
library is, therefore, not a problem; geographic
accessibility town bdequate ,service -point is.
The support aspect can be summarized by the

following-,1971 data:
Net cost of public library service for 1971
arnopg the five munIcipalities having'
public libraries was.

u
Mill ilt:e per Capita
on f Cost

equalized value
High 0.91 . $5.31
Low 0:24 1.53

0.55 -44:16

Average 0.55 3.61
Among the thirteen municipalities con-
tracting for service .

_High 0.46 $3.66
Low - 0.08

'Median 0.21 1.76
Average 0.22. , 2.02

Erten so, one .Town (0.11 mill) terminated its
contract with Racine (retaining its contractwith
Union Groye) to prevent its cost from exceeding
$1.00 per capita; a second Town (0.38
discontinued all mobile service in ordek to save
money.,

t

I

_The new`""library systems law" (Wisconsin
Library Laws, 1971) makes possible county fund-
ing under a consolidated system* orscounty-
municipal funding under a federated systern. it
is expected that the County BOard will act in
the near future to appointa County Library Plan-
ning Committee to review the -possibilities of
a-public library system for the County. In the
event a system is established; -state'aid, if fully
funded, would produce slightly less tharL$130,-
000 or about$0.70 per capita.

Addendum 4

The Southeastern Wisconsin' Regional Planning
Commission (SW/RPC)-. serving the: counties of
Walworth, Racine and Kenosha in the First District
in addition to Milwaukee. 9zaukee, Washington and
Waukesha Counties; initiated a .pomprehensive li-
brary planping program in 1968/ I call the atten-
tion of the Commission to the prospectus of this
program which I submit with this staterrient. Pub- ,
licafion of thefinal repott on the'SEWRPC program
is expected. shortly. I will submit a copy of the
report. for the use of t e ,Comrhission4hen it it
completed; as am cert in it will be useful to yOu.h

r they views ol the li-
brarians

:Again,' I 'wish my appreciation for
this opportunity to exp

of the First cistribt. I also wish ID make e
matter of recorOly' gratitUde to thee librarians who
responded tb my' questionnaire bri very' -short no-

Not all the ibrariana f contacted were ,able
meet my rather unrealiatib deadline; but I am

certain those who were able to respond brOught
to nil, attention many of the concerns of their col-
leagues. I. hOpe that these comments will prove
4iseful td the Commission in its work.
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INTROI51.1§TION It was the latter intention which led to the clevelf
Irn the period imme-diately following World War

II, scientists began to be aware of the problems of
communicatiAg scientific knoWledge a d to ;ecog- ,

. nize inTormetion science and technolog ,as se arat.
fields with aajoPproblerns to solve.' Wilat4lad been
viewed vaguely f'as "the literature" ocierfe and-

eg n to be recognized aka loose!e
gY 4.:_i

developed
,_,1 Y

Coordinated, impuriecl ueveloped comtellation of The,,,American Chemical Society has been a
activities including: (1) . The publication of 'original pipneer in the development of automated informa-

papers, patents, and reports in the "primary litera- tion systems and is noW. in the midst of a long-'

ture"; (2) The creation ''of inforrriation accessing term development effort to create a fUll-range auto-

otools (principally abstraCtsand Various, forms of mated system, for processing infOrmation.* This

indexes) constituting the "secondary" services; and system will be characterized by e-time processing

(3) The 'maintenance. of libraries, other forms of of informa ion, avoi g multiple 4nteffectual and
depository, and informatian centers where the docu- clariCal ha lingi_ f ,material nth t have charac-

- ments can be physically accessed and used by terized previo uplication systarri'sN °The new sys-

those who havt a neat for the stored infoirnation~ tem wiy_Concentrate on building a Data Base of

Within the past decade or so, increasiWg efforts fully validated information, with all selection, editing,

have been made to improve the coordination of and correction haVingbeen accomplished with com-.

overall information-transfer process., The American

peter
of dat elements for any given

r assistance at the input stage. The appropri-
ate s'

these activities and to increase the efficiency of the

,service will be' selected \from the Data Bqpe, or:Chemical Society (ACS) has been deeply involved
inthese efforts, since it represents the viewpoints of ganized, formateds and composed for the intended

(Chemical

use. Both computer-readable services and printeda primary publisher (some 20 journals), a second-
services Are derived from the same files, with ap-ary service (Cheical Abstracts Servioe, one of .

propriate foryiating variation supplied automaticallythe wc,gd'S largest .discipli secondaryne-oriented seconda
information' services), and the gineratori and users
of scientific information (a nrIEmpership of some
100,000 chemists and chemical engineers.) .

All of the information activities of the ACS are
based on, the assumption that libraries will provide
back-up to the scientists in Iris need for primary
documents. In particular, the SeCciAdary services
of the Chemical Abstracts SeMce (CAS) are de-
signed to help the User to identify Primary docu-
ments of interest to him, with his actual Information
needs to be sqiiplied from the original documents.

-opme,nt of the'CAS SOURCE ff115EX (CASSI), which
lists the holdings of some 400 US and foreign re-
source libraries corresponding to" primary publica-
ffans covered by CAS services. CASSI is kept up-
.to-date by quarterliu)adStes.

Automated Information System

t4

by the output programs based on the.data content
of the package. The system will depend on auto-
mated composition based on CAS-developed, soft-
ware that will handle thp entire range of some 1500
different typographic characteks used in CAS pub-
licationst---Some-of the considerations in the design
of this.. -at described in Annex A. Conse-. . 1.quences to the linformation-usmg community in
terms of long-range effects on information service

The development'of this ystem has\ received substantial
funding from the National Sci nce Foundation.
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and of economics of such service are discussed bined, integrated, and automated, pmuch of the
below. highly.dutiliq'ative)effort -could be avoided with the-

LONG-RANGE EFFECTS OF AUTOMATIdN

The automation of information- processing will
considerably reduce unit processing costs, improve
the qmeliness of service, and increase the access-
MAIO and lengther4the-useful life of information.
These benefits in themselves justify the expense of
system, develoFZent rand installation. ,However,
such automation, while it is essential if lie larger
secondary services are to suryive, is only a first
*step toward long-term stabilizfition in the supply
Of information to the worldwide scientific and tech
nical community. For, although use of the com-
uter proVides a very subStantial, impr:ovement in
rocessing economics and greatly extends access
o the stored data, it does not leisen the duplicated

efrOrt i he' chain of inforrnthion handliit leading.
from p ary publication.. to accessing 'service -to
library to the *user! And it reduces neith,er the
multipircity of systems, recording the same _infor-
mation in 'various natural languages,;nor the grow-
ing overlap in secondary services growing out of
the rapid progress in the integrationittall sciences
and technology. Thus, a lasting solution .to the
problems of inforn6tion supply can come about
only if ,unuseful ,oVerlap is eliminated 'across the
complete range of scientific and technical infor-
mation-handlingactiVities on a worldwide basis.
This will require efficient combination of recording,
processing, and dissemination activities frdm the
point of information generation Through publication
and organiiation into archives, and the associated
efforts of establishing effeCtive early and continued
access to the growing information store and of
evaluating-the stored data.

Some of the effects of close coordination of ele-
ments of the present information supply system are
-discussed below)

Primary/Secondary Interlinkage
10- The work of building and using pkmary publi-

cations, secondary services, 'and arcRives is in
large part.repetitious. Much of the effort expended
in recording and editing the content,of as paper for
primary publication is repeakd in building, the sec-
ondary services, and many elementse bibliographic
and subject data are copied and edited over an
over again in the routine- process of reportin
storing, and retrieving information. It is obid
that if processing operations could be suitably com-

,1-
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resulting major saving in 'overall processing Costs.
Sdch 'combination woad also Savings in time
between the submission 9f a- manuscript and the
availability of detaildd _a6Cess.to pie.' information,
and greatly improved quality, and :retrievability of
the infprmation. The integrated. :automated system

.would avoid opportunities, for errors in' multiple
-copying /editing /correcting Cycles:and would thus
Justify i'nCreased intensity of the/remaining editing
steps: "'

The combining primary and secondary process
ing Would also provide the possibility of a single
intellectual effort from which issue. 'arid yoluD.e
author and subject indexes for bath Primary and
Secondary publications would derive. Correspon-
ding abstracts and index entries could appear in,
both the primary jouenal and the secondary journal
at essentially the same time. PrirharyYsecondary
interlinkage is discu sed,rnoie fully in Annex B.

,

Integration Across t e. Range of scientific

The primary record of. Science and ttchnology
is characterized by a single published aebountof
each accomplishment; this single report supplies
the details and the tnvestigator's conclusions for
ail interested parties, regardless of the frameWork
in which the results /night be utilized. InformatiOn-
accesiing services; whatever their subject orienta-
tion; follow the author's emphasis in focusing:,on
the new information in each paper, patent, or 're-
port. "Newness" is judged largely on. the ,spitis
of the author's emphasis, which in turn. is guided
by strong pressure from the scientific community
for authors to recognize previously reported work.;:
Each primary report appears in the jargon of the
appropriate specialty field and in the formIt of the
primary journal in which the author chooses to pulz;'
lish. This system of building the prirnarjf.record
focuses the cost of creating the archival network,
distributing the expense among those who gain
benefit from the record. Those who benefit in

lude the author, who is often asked to pay a "page'
harge" for publicaticifi, and the users, who pay

subscription fees. .

In' contrast, tools for ProVidinglacCess to this
primary' information- resource are fir lesg singular
in their focus. Since a given :paper usually in=
volves many sciences and technologies, details of
the work are likely .tO be of interest to a wide

\ ,



audience. Any infOrmation in a given 'report may
be applicable, in,many combinations of practice or
interPretation. Thus; any reporl shObld be accesti=
bte through search for any one of its essential in-,
formation'elements, and each route of access
should be subject-organized to assure easy use
Such organization requirs the use of broad termi- r
nology in the Corresponding subjecrindeXes raThes
than highly speCialized jargon which, because it
is very limited in its erifpipyinent, is df-
ficult for the to-interpret reliably: Of
course, cFoss-references from specialized jargon to

. the broader terminology are .very helpful. Overall,
there need to be several routes of ,subject access
to a. given primary.Paper, patent, or report. It is
these different_routes of :access to a primary pub-
lication; not the nucleus of new inforitatian from
that ptibliCaticgt, which didtinguish differently on -
ented secondary services from one anther.

I

International Decentralizatibn
To build an internationally based information

system is more .thn just a matter of providing
complete Coverage voi all the world's published
primary literature associated with a given subject
area. However, for an effective international Sys-
tem to be viable, its design must' recoginize that
beneficial use of the primary literature .dependa
upon its availability throVgh local library tatililies.
it is alto clear that patterns of Use of, information'
within any' given local community. are deeply 'in-
fluenced by respective liational governinents. In -
such. a framework; the establishment 'of a world-
wide information -system depends not just. upon
sharing the responsibility and expense of generating`
and initially recording wqrthwhile infOrmation. there,
must alto be.s0,aled reSPonsibility for developing
and maintaining an automated ..information-acces-

.

sing system and internt
.

ional network. of archives
for the reco . The non-US participa-.-
tion in buil1ing a new sygtern is necessery to assure .

compatibility among information-handling resources
and the archives which are already generally es.
tablished . within ' individual national Aframeworks
The develoPment of such an internatiMal character .

.efror the.sYstem must be evolutionary, ,lor it would be
completely out of scientific haracter to break the
established continuity ofsub e6t coverage -or of ac-
cesping routes: i' ''

GI

Shared responsibility foridevelopment is neces-
sary to assure that the syst m can be well utilized
in the worldwide scientific nd technical communi-
ty. The concerns of thosewho will eventually have
to utilize the accessing routes must be understood1,
during design of the syste if maximum use Cf the
systesp is to be, assured.

...

There cannot _ be less concern for system re-
liability or usability in a decentralized ihforination
system than in a centraliZed one. Therefoie, if
decentralizatidn of responSibility is to succeed, it
must improve community econornica in utilizing the
system wthout reducing the system's effectiveness.
Efficient operation will depend upon large authori,-
ty files ail work files of data and upon extensive,
highly refined software. Each input center Must
therefore make a relatively large investment in
hardware, software, and staff to be ableto guaran-
tee consistency in carrying, out its individual op-
erating assignments and to assure equivalent per-
formance in terms Of data reliability, timeliness,
and processing costs. Each such assignment must
inclUde processing enough information to justify

The focus-on ne informatiortclescribed in the
-jargon of the corre ponding. paper, patent, or
port explains the requent use of essentially the
samepbstract in di erently oriented secontlary
ices. Subject orientation of a given accessing
service is supplied In the terViology and organi-

. zation Of.the entries in the corresponding indexes.

These facts suggest an approaCh to economy
in building information:aCcessing tools: exclusive
coverage of mutually 'agreed-upOn priniary publi-

, cations by each of a number. of coordinated sec.-1
I ondary services. Such services would have dif-'

?rill subject orientations And, would overlap con-
ably in coverage without the agrdement on

exclusive,coverage. This kind of mutually exclusive
coverage can be made praclitql by the creation of
two-way termindlc* bridges 'in the indexes of each
coordinated service. This type of index bridging
would permit Users to execute a single search
using coordinated services. A search would be
started 'with any one servic6 and would then be
extended into Other services by easy identification
of equivalent terrninolOgies.4This type of coordina-
tion of services, of course, would requiretthat the
users have a full definition of the boiindaries of the
exclusive. primary coverage of each service and,
that index bridges among the coordinated services
be readily apparent.

The building_of effective indtc bridges requires
that the individual coordinated indexes use precise
terminology" which in turn would require an effi-
cient vocabulary.;contrOy system for each operation.

LI
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installations,maintenance, and operation of *the re-
quired processing tooli. .

These Concerns make 'irevident that there will
be a small number of input centers.; On the other
hand,",at,least. ihitially, the number of output(kpen-,
tors need not be'similarly limited, singe ,fhesp cen-
iers will operate on highly standardized information
packages that can be produced easily in multiple

- copies. But, when user know-how becomes highly
-bevelope51 and the- demands for service based .fin
autbmated processing become widespread, the
number of-effeCtiVe output-processing centers will
also be rIrriffed. This must happen because the
available computer- readable informatioil -packages
will be large, because each information consur(her
must depenppon output from two or IllOre,proces-
tors,, and because exercising the available data
files effectively and economically will, re(Uire op-
erational -CotAigierations much the Same as thOse
of the Secondary processor in terms of volume of
data handled and investment in developing and op-
erating capabilities. In large-Scale use, an odtilut
processing center must; of course; be available to
the information consumer through many directly
connected'ammunication
Deterrents to Achieving Coordinated/ ServiCe.

There are 'many complex deterrents to elimi-
nating unuseful 'overlap in the design, develop-
ment, and implerrientation, of automated informa-
tion-handling 'SW-terns and the creation, of cor-
responding informtion service's for community use

_basically, however, suchaleterrents arise from two
sources, One source is the different. operating
policies and motivations of the ma y vested inter
ests associated with the de fief° system of infor-
mation supply. The first source of deterrents in-
cludes factors such as the following:

'a) Differing financial orientation for-Proilt,
break-even; and government ownership or
Operation each imply different goali, con-
cerns, #nd -

b)` An organizaticfn's mission and/or economic
status may leiien'-willingness or ability to
make long-tertkinvpstriier,*,,

c) Problems of obtaining support for one-time
or continuing system adjustment, whether
that adjustment is to-improve existing serv-
ices, to,,standardize processing practices for
the purpose of reducing user technical prob-
lems, or to permit, coordination and coopera-

4tion with other processing operations to in-
crease long-term viability.

0.

Difficulties In developing shared manage-
ment of combined or interlinked operations.
Stow orgahliational responsiveness. The
diffuse nature of membership orga9izations
and their management and the. difficulties of
bureaucratic red tape that chaf,acterize gov-.
ernment agencies make-quick tdsponsive-
ness rare. Yet both types of organizations
play major rolesoln generating, processing,
and using', scientific anti technical Infor-
mation:

The second source o deteirerk arisei: out of -

operational differenCes among the :organizations
working in the field. Such differeribediare illustrated
by the following closely injeglepenitent factors:

a) The wide range in scale of operations and
the great variability in breadth or .subject
Coverage among the, individual organiiations.
These varier-6s create associated dispari-

' ties in an organization's- management and
technical capabilities and in the availability
of other resources., For instance, highly au-
tomated procepsing systems'. usually depend

-upon, large processing volumes to assure ,
economical operation, and :broad coverage.
offers many more opportunitieslOr effective
cooperation among processors en does
narrow Coverage.

b) DiVerse Standards from one (service to an7
other for reliability and consiStency,ln in-
formation content and for firmness oti'pro-
duction schedules. Such standards are often
deter ined by the useful life-span of each
available information service, by the range
of alternative routet of access provided. by
a given service to the information content
of the primary literature, and by the 'nature
of the processing system through, which the
services are produce4 Reliability and con-,
sistency concern both the accuracy of de-!
livered information records and the need for',
equimalent validity of unsuccessful and pro -
ductive searches. Service consistency over
an extended period of, time may also -be
necessary so as to assure reliable long-term
backup for,organizations and individuals
with newly developed interests. A special
concern forithose who -utilize computer,
readable services is the checkability by the
recipient of each new increment of the file
for assurance that there are no gaps in
coverage.

.1 , ,



C) The differences in the, needs, oft information
consumers for timely reportr g, for infofrna-
tional details, and for long- erm continuity
of subject coverage. These factors., are re-
lated to established service production
cycles, to competitive pressures upon users,
to the affluence of those served, and to the

.

inherent subject characteristics of the infor.-:
mation being processed and packaged.

d) The level of sophistication of both informa-
tion processors and information users and
the corresponding operottOnal bias of the
processor and of thode who receive either
hard copy-or compUter-readable Versions of
his individual services. There is much vari-
ability from one organization to another in
the size of the computer-readable service;
the operating Policies and practices guiding
the acquisition and use of _operating sys-

'tems, utility programs, and specialty soft:
ware obtained from hardware manufactPrers
or from other sources; the level of detail of
in-house documentation and the degree of
control exercised in the design, implementa-
tion, and use of automated and manual op-
erations; management and operating un; cier- '
standing of the clear distinctions inlhe use
of the coMputer in busineds practice, in sci-
entific calc on, in reduction and,-prpni- ,
zation of nu rical data, and in proeessing.:
a wide r of scientific and technical in-:
format' role of the processing of sci
entific an technical information in 'i
veloping overall organizational -computing
specVications; the amount of inbuilt modp/
larity 'bf applidation software, which can as-i,

sure economical system maintenance and\
upgrading as improved processing tech -\
niques and hardware become-available; the
stress on evaluation of processing efficiency
and reliability as the overall system develops
and ill day-to -day operations; and the effec-
tiveness of monitoring of routine' workflow,

e) The rate of change la Workload characteris-
tics, hardWare, and processing environment
within a given organization.

f) The distinctions between 'routine production
of services and the exercise, of these serv-
ices in supporting those who actually use /1
information. Production requires review and,
control of each information record, while use
Of a service involves review andsreliable se=

lection of limited, portions of the total record
to identify candidate documents for the in-

, formation . consumer.
g) The level bf investment in activities directed

at informing or ;educating users in the char-
acteristics and use of a given service as it
grows and changes.

Standardization and Transfer of Teohnology
Overcoming siich deterrents cannot. be accomt-

plished by debrelt At best, it is a slow process
'which requires the education, understandi,ng, and
cooperation of many individual's and organizations.
Such changes can, perhaps, be hastened by co-
alesced user guidance based upon broad com-
-munity experience with computer processing of
information. Such guidance required organized
initiative. by the iriformation-user community across
the full range. of -science and technology.

It is not presently possible to establish exacting-
general standards for automated information pro-
cessing becouse there are too many available hard-

swaretsOftware alternatives of inadequately defined
-equiyalence and because- information processing
is still largely inthe afea' of empirical technology
in contrast to the domain of recognized science.
Thus, the required community -wide cooperation 'in
information processing must blind in a stepwise
fashion based upon initial adjustment-to generic
principles of prbcessing compatibility. .It must

.start with the identification of data components re-
duired , in spiecific types of information records
which are widely used in,,the scientific and techni-

1 community :-- for example, agreement upon
th data components int a bibliogrOphic citation
constitutes a standard; details 'of citation organiza-
tion and formatare of secondary importance: How,
ever, the community must also agree upon bench-
marks for record reliability and the Capability for
"automatic validation as well as upon such mint
matters as standard alphabetic transliteration and
abbreviation.prattrces, It is not likely that gen-
eral community standards, can be established for
details, such as timeliness, whiCh have widely dif-
ferent levels of acceptability from one field to an-

'other. This implies that the first. steps in estop-
. lishing transferability of information - processing
know-how, in developing shared processing respon-
sibilifies (including the building of information net-
WoilCd), and in improving verall community infor-
mation- processing econo cs* to define in detail
the informational compon ts-of each type of rec-
ord.to be routinely transferreg and to establish the



,

level of reliability required for each such data
record:

With the wide range of existing operating en-
vironments, it is obvio s that well-documented
processing techniques are more readily, transferable
than programs or _systems which incorporate these

aechniques, no matter how well the programs and
systems may be documented...

.

ECONOMIC FACTORS

The developing CAS computer-based syStem
will Materially affect the economics of the CAS
information-processing operati n. An overall ob-
jective of CAS is to achieve pri e stability, and the
effort in this direction is a far-re ching multifaceted
activity that embraces every as ect of CAS opera-
tions: The folloWing brief di cussions illustrate
some of the interrelationships a ong costs,,prices,
and expenses on the one hand and coverage, de-
centralization, and interdiscipli ary cooperation on
the other.

In these discussions, "pric " is used to mean
the price established by'the A S Board of Direc-
torS for a defined CAS inform. tion package Such
as CA. ".Cast." is used to mean the cost to the sub-
scriber for an)nformationalco ponent or unit of a
defined CAS package;fOf inst nce, in 1971, CAS
covered 350,105 documents and the CAcsubscrip-
tion .price was $1950,therefor the 1971 cost per

4;locument covered was 10.557 ents. "Expense" is
used to mean the dull expens: of producing and
distributing the corresponding AS product includ-
ing all applicable overheads. 0 viously prices must

0. rise if-cost, expense, and/or tffe number of)informa-
tion units per paeRage un ess there is an og-
setting reduction in onkior an ther of these three*
dimensions.

system. The net result :wduld be increased use of
the single system. Thus, the fixed expense of in-
put would be spread over a larger number-of sub-
scribers with a consequent lowering of subscription
prices.

Discipline-Oeiented Services
Cooperation among the information services of

different disciplines also offers possibilities for price
stabilization. The increasing integration of subject
matter in the various disciplines of science and tech-
nology causes the rapidly growing primary record
to have increasingly wider usefulness across. the
traditional scientific and technical disciplinary
boundaries. It is this factor which leads to cover-.

, age overlap and accounts in largt.part for the OA
growth rate of 8.2% per year in contrast to the over-
all growth primary publication, which more nearly
approximates 5% per year. (See Annex C.;

To be complete, each discipline-oriented infor-
mation service must cover many doCuments that
deal with information of Concern`to other disciplines
as well as its own. For example, CA, as a discipline-
oriented service, covers only 263 Primary publica-
tions completely.* yet 2000. primary publications
provide about 90% of the CA, norrpatent coverage
and approximately 12,000 different nonpatent pri-
mary publications contribute to CA noitratent cov-
erage during fiye consecutive years. Obviouily the
proportion-of inforthation that is of interest to diem-.
istry is very small in very many of the journals cov
ered, and obviously many of these journals are coy:,
ered by the information services of more than"one

Coverage overlap leads not only to du licative
abstracting, but also to dUplicative indeldng.
all concepts in a given extract are carried into any
given discipline-oriented index, nor do all Concepts
receive duplicate index coverage. However, CAS
experience- is that the main concepts of subject
index coverage generally-6,10 include details which
are of concern to two or more disciplines. Thus,
there is very significant overlap in concept cover-
age of secondary indexes as well as in coverage
of primary documents by secondary services de-
voted to diffprent disciplines..

This Jsitiatn leads to inconvenience for the
Information user when he must utilize indexes'frOm
two or more services .centered in different disci-

.41ihes. These services may be fully independent,

Decentralliation of CAS Opera
Pecentralized input and ou

and fdistributing chemical info
duce .the expense of Maintain'
In fact, decentraliz,ed operatio
expense of processing a unit of
workirrg tools will have to be d
various processing centers an
these centers Will have fo be
However, the attainment of ta s
remove, the wasteful dil'Olicati
ducing very similar services4
thereby making the funds spent
available for purchasing tie ou
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n inherent in. Pro-
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partly coordinated, or fully coordinated., Two fully
coordinated secondary: services would have no over-
lap in their coverage of primary. publications and
they would provide full cross-reference of indexing
terminology used in- the two differeril services in
each of their corresponding indexes. Clearly, few
if any services are fuljy coordinated today. Rather,

patibility across all or part of the overall information-
processing cycle can greatly reduce the total effort
required to po'cess a single unit ofinformation.
Again, however, the increased cbordinStion re-
quired to administer the system will offset some
of the gains realized by the increased cooperation.

More Efirasient Processingat present, almost all of the discipline-oriented sere-
ices operate fully independently. In those few cases The unilateral CAS shift to a computer-based

-where coordination Floes exist between services processing system will make proceising more ef-
ficient: The'net result will be lower unit-processingoperating in different isciplines, the extent of co-,

ordination is very sThall. expense for information handled in the system, pro-.
vided that. Ihe definition of a unit of informationIf the appropriate informatio6 is to flow into an

-organized, discipline-oriented data base and remain remains constant. Other improvements in proc
retrievable, and if the discipline-oriented services esiing efficiency can be expected over the long

term as a result of new equipment and new tech-.cannot afford to independently process the full
piques; iptroduced through community developmentrange of potential 'primary source documents, then or aS.part of the CAS, research any developmentthere must be an agreed-upon, division of the pri-

mary information among the broad-range secondary effort:
The point that §hould not be overlooked in theservices.. Only then can there bewell-coordinated,

deVelopment of a computer-based processing systsingle coverage of the primary literature. This can
tam is that it Is this system which makes feasiblenot occur until effective two-way linkages can be
each of the above attacks on price *stabilization.built between the secondary services to permit the
All of the major information-handling servicesinformation user to shift readily from one secondary
thcoughout the world are facing serious economicinformation store to another information store in
problems; EacItt is considering the rciany causativea neighboring discipline. When this happens; the

overall rate of growth of the literature and the rate, factors and investigating workable alternatives tb

of buildup of secondary procesSing costs can be traditional publication, processes. The potential of
brought into balance.

It is important to emphasize, however, that inter-
disciplinary cooperation and coordination, like the
decentralizatiion of CAS operations, will not reduce
the expense of- processing a unit of information,
Again, the unit expense for processing information
will be higher thah for a single processor because
of the additional expense of maintaining adminis-
trative and technical coordination. However, since
interdisciplinary cooperatibri reduces the 'number
of units per secondary package, there is a net re-
duction' in the package price fot each secondary
service. In additilon,- the user buys coverage of a
given segment of the primary_ literature from only
one secondary service.

the computer provides a common ingredient of the
apparent solutions for many Of 'these services. The
shift to an automated system, while it improves'
etividual performance, also offers the adctitional op-
portunities identified above. The pressure for de-
veloping such interlinks come hot orgy. from the
processor community, bill also from the.user com-
munity: Users soon realize that whereas -the joint
intelle'ctual use oftwo or More printed secondary
services which follow different publication practices
Causes few major problems, joint use of computer-.
readable files froM two or more processors which
follow different recording and/or compilation prad-
floes can cause the user serious operational prob-
lems. Thus, the users will' insist that procesiors

. a establish compatible processing practices.
t

Pricing of Cornputer-Readable Services
With very few, exceptions, the large computer -

readable data bases which are distributed to the
public are derived in combination with the produc-
tion of printed services. This relationship is likely
to continue in the foreseeablerfuture, for sales of
the corresponding printed version will continue to
provide most of the required support. The buildup

lnterlinkages.of the Information Generator, Primary
Publisher, Secondary Service, and Information User'

Reduction of repetitive processing between the
generator of the 3nformation, the primary publishing
operation, the secondary services and the informa-
tion users offers thepossibility of actual reductions
in the expense of processing a unit of information
through the full processing cycle. Maintaining coin-

cr., :,k
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in use of computer-readable services over the 19 0-
72 period offers no Indication of an early break-
through in c mmunity acceptance and/cr communi-
ty ability to 1utilize such services effectively and,
therefore, no strong prospebt of quick buildup in
revenue from these services to shift the balance of
support from the printed services. With this back-
ground it is not surprising that there is considerable
misunderstanding of the approach to marketing ,of.,
computer-readable information services. This mis-
understanding is further extended by the many )dik.,
ferences in pricing practices followed by the 'distrib-
utors of computer-readable servicos and by recent
developments in. copyright. matters. igeThe-fol lowing
'points are intended to focus on the reasons for the
wide diVence in price levels established for the
various computer-readable services.

t Low prices. These are intended to provide
revenue to offset only the direct expense as-
sociated with distributing the computer-r2ad-
able files, which are equivalent to the printed
publications that provide the revenue to sus-

, tain publiCation, None of the expense asso-
ciated with producing the corresponding cur:.
remit printed publications is recovered or in-

.
tended to be recovered from the sale, lbase,
license, etc., of computekeadable services.

2. Medium prices. These are intended to pro-
vide sufficient revenue from the sale, lease,
license, etc., of computer-readable files to
offset a. -"substantial" portion of current '(ie.,

, immediately corresponding) expense associ-
ated with generating the delivered computer-
readable files and the equivalent printed pub-
lications.

S. High prices. Prices set so high that the num-
tier of organizations which acquire the files
will be very small assure that:
a. The demands on theA supplier's staff by

users of the computer-readable services
will te very low. This practice is almost
entirely restricted to governmental infof-
mation services which are not premised
-recovery of the cost of production.

'OR.
b. The distributed copies of the computer -

readable services will in no wa interfere

"4

cost Of operation and, where applicable,
' his profit.

Low and Medium prices are directed tbward.the
Ove result -- the acquisition of sufficient revenue
from the distribution of the computer-readable sent-
ices,lo-feduce the demands, upon the corresponding

printedtpublications as a revenue' source. However,
these two types of pricing differ in timing, with medi-
um prices aimed at immediate results and low prices
aimed, at encouraging the community to help in de-
veloping the *ability to benefit fro computer -
based information services. (Medium pricing ap-
pears likely to lead to .data, bases available to a
much smaller number of organizations and individu;
als in .the next several years than will low prices.
Low pricing, therefore, has the likelihood of provid-
ing lower per-unit- prices for information five years
from now than has medium pricing, because low
pricing stresses establishing wider participation in
use of the syStem and thus wider availability the
resource If either 'of these two a[ternatives are
essential to immediate survival, obviously medium
pricing is the choice.

The short- and long-range results from any one
2of the pricing variants will be strongly affected by
the administration of the distribution system. The
freedom to experiment is essential to growth in utili-
ty, increased 'ease of use, and better economical
performance. If the distributing organization does
not encourage experiments in using these services,
they will not grow into important tools *thin the
next ten years.

CAS has folloviedand will continue to subScribe
to the low-pricing alternative. CAS believes and
publicly states that: (a) No large information user,
can depend upon the services supplied by anysingle
infprmation procedior. (b) That the present 6bjed-
tive of the marketing of computer-readable services
should be to expand the range Of users which can
benefit from such sevices without regard to which
processor supplies the services used by a given
subscriber..* (c) COmputer-readable services, if
marketed properly, offer a means. of gaining appro-
priate firiancial support from the benefiting informa-
tion-consumers of such services to complement the
support of users of the printed*Services, helping to
asspre..overdll economic viability. of the sevices.

It is to be noted that comput eadal)le servicesy
6"C\wit the acquisition of 4revenue. from the-

sale of the corresponding, printed publi-

O
in the CAS-conducted sen7nsar ona of the CAS INTE-processor depends to recover the full GRATED SUBJECT-FILE in May 1971.0

The latter point is illustrated by the CAS invitations to
cation(s) or service(s) upon which the . othe*r information precessors and for- profit.
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in science' and technology are used almost entirely been little development, to date of retrospe'ctive
to provide alerting services [usually called, elective search capability, and this capability wat probably
cifSsemination of information (SDI).]. There has not develop soon except in highly specialized areas.

r.
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MARY C. BAKER

Great River Regional Library
Count Service

.St: Cloud, Minnesota

STATEMENT

a Prepared for the.,
National ComMission on Libraries and Information Science

.Because money is becoming tight- on local
levels, there is a great need for additional funds.

Much has been done ip Minnesota in rural and
urban areas, but without federal funds, there will,

.24
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have tobe a serious cut back in the services started
and planried.

I also urge that funds be made available for li-
brary construction purposes.

G.
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BARBARA BALLINGER
Head Librarian 4

Oak Park litblic Library
Gat( Park, Illinois

ST4TEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

The medium-sized suburban-public library in the
Chicago metropolitan area has some of the same
opportunities for providing service to- individuals
from a wide area and some bf the same problems
colicerned with more adequate financial support
that exist for the large metropolitan library. Having
large collections and more Space than smaller Pub-
lic libraries nearby, the medium-sized public library
quite nattFqlly attracts users from-surrounding com-
munities. if the larger library is in a retail shopping
area or if it houses significant collectione of a library
system, it has additional attractions to increase its
use.

Some statistics from Oak Park Public Library
suggest the extent of brie library's role in providing

toservice o residents of an area wider than the com-
munity in which the library is located. On two day@
in February 1971,.some 19% of those filling out a

:4 questionnaire given to all those who came in to the
library were from other communities -- suburban
and Chicago. In August of 1972 a count of the re-
quests for periodicals in Oak Park's Main 1.4brary
showed that 45% of them came from residents of
Other communities and from the Suburban Library
System referenbe service-Jar other community li-
braries.

Clearly the medium-sized public library provides
services which extend beyond the boundaries of its
local community; thus there is a clear need for finan-
cial support above that provided by the local com-
munity.

Some public libraries, such as Oak Park, receive
reimbursement from their_library systems for provid-
ing reference or ,interlibrary loan services to other
libraries, but most medium-sized libraries are not in,
this position. Their income is derived from local
prooperty taxeswithout supplement from state tax

urces.

4rt

Presently there is a concern that the local prop-
erty tax does not provide an equitable means for
giving educational opportunties to allresident&of a
state. Alongswith this there might alsO be a concern
related to the fact that some communities, city and
suburban, are .providing services without commen-;
surate financial support.

The medium-sized public library, by virtue of its ,
size, is in an excellent position to give services not
only to its own community but also to residents of
neighboring communities. HoweVer, more equitable
financing, with' maintenance of local responsibility
for library operation needs to be provided if this kind
of library into realize its full' service potential. Other
important concerns of libraries-of all sizes include:.

1. Better ways of assessing community informa-
tion needs which the library can serve, and more re-

e- liable ways of measuring the effectiveness of serv-
ices given.

2. Development of better and more readily .

available information about the nation's library 're-
sources and standardization of tfethods of rqpOrting
library holdings and operations.

3, The need for improved means of transferring
books and information between libraries. Emphasis
should be placed on more timely delivery of library
materials to the library user.

4. The potential for faster processing of new
books in individual libraifies through further devel- 4
opment of cataloging publication. ;,

5. Inter-community cooperation for "most effec-
tive library use of cable TV.

6. The neucr for effective cooperation in' such
library activities as provision of telephone reference
service beyond. usual library hours, automation of
circulation procedures, and library publicity and
public relations.
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JOSEPH BENSON
Librarian

Joikt Reference Library
Ohicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and InforMation Science

..

Thank you for the:opportunity to make some sufficiently specific subject descriptors are.not read-
omments to the National Commission' on Libraries ily available.. A great deal has been done in the
`nd Information about special library problems in a general library community and among special librar-/
etropolitan area While libraries 'have alWays been ies to provide for special subject, needs of this kind?'

conscious of a community of interest, the help of There are, however, two important problems in deal-

, tle Commission will be welcome in focusing on ing more effectively with bibliographic control in.
w ys to provide the very best library and information special subject areas. One is the inadequacy of
s rvice to all people in all of their various pursuits: financial support, especially io the humanities and

Special libraries have a unique role in,
the social sciences. The second is the lack of a

any at- for coordinating special efforts to con-
tempt. °to make .information available to people trol highly specialized,subject areas and for making
wherever they are and wherever the information is. such,efforts co atible with majo,r existing systems, '
By theiknature special libraries traditionally have . specifidally with the Library of Congress.' and Dewey
served a special clientele, often have served other--systems ____. Both of these systems are key resources
librarieespecially other s rarpecal libies, and some- in national efforts for bibliographic control. If au- .what lesoften have served as a general community . thorjzed scholars in special subject fields could
information rescprce. Much could be. done to extend 1. elaborate subject classification ,schedules ,and
special library information service. to e Chicago identify the very specific subject descriptors neces-
area both the Illinois Chapter of the'Special Libraries sary in specials fields in such a way as to make
Associatibil and the Illinois Regional Library Council these class schedules and subjeCt descriptors,,corn-
foster cooperation among libraries. The encour.4ge--
merit of cooperative projects of either or both of

pebble with one or the other of the national systerhs,
might the existing national system agree to recog-

these organizations has the potential of developing nize such work as an authorized extension of- its--
more service by special libtaries to the community schedules or subject list? The problems of effeCtu-
at large. Whateverthe Commission can do to con- ating a workable scheme for authorized extensions
tinue and increase federal, state, end local govern- of the two4 large national classification systemlare
mental funding and private funding of such cOopera- forbidding indeed. Yet the need for standardizing'

i' tive projects can help materially in making compre-- bibliographic controls appears more and more irri
hensive library service available to everyone. .ilbl t portant as libraries and information systems become

,
Organizing material for.use in a special library more and-more interdependent and as the concep-

becomes a problem in many subject areas for which tion of all information being made available where-
. sufficiently detailed classification, schedules and ever it is needed becomes an achievable.goal.
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ROBERT E. BOOTH
Professor and .Chairman

.

Department of 'Library Science
Wayne State University

Detroit, Mighigan

STATEMENT;

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Thank you for your letter of duly 17 inviting me to
subMit comments for consideration.by the National
CommissioNon Libraries and Information Science.

One of the great issues facing 'librarianship, in
my judgment, is that of making more, effective utili-
zation_of library manpower.' Currently there is very
important. work being done in the state of Illinois
thiough the Illinois Library Ai.sopiation with cooper-
ation/of the LED and LAD of ALA. This project is
known as the Minors Library. Task Analysis Project.
The project is currently in Phatseill and Miss Myril

oRiaing and I are working_ as consultants to the
proXct. In earlier phases of the.project, the Ad Hop
Committee of the Illinois Library 'Association
gaged.Social.EducationalInforenation Development,
Inc. (SERD) of Silver Spring,.Maryland, to engage)
an extensive task analysis operation: SERD identi-
lie d 1615 tasks.performed in all types.of libraries, at
all levels, from custodian thrtklugh library direbtor.
At the present time, Miss Ricking and I. are produc-
ing a handbook._ which interprets the. SERD data

and' hopefully will make it possible for libraries at
the local level to take meaningful steps to make
more effective utilization of the human resources
available to them. Our approach has been guided
by the principles' of differentiated staffing -reflected
in the 1970 ALA Policy 8tatemerit on Library Edu-
cation and Manpower. This covers positions at five
levels (senior librarian, librarian; library associate,
library technical assistant, and clerical).- It is my
observation that forces are operating in the U.S.
at the present "time' that seemingly bypass the
concept of differentiated staffing expressed in offi-
cial ALA Policy. I refer specifically to efforts which
in my judgment overemphasize one level of em-
ploynient, namely, the library technical assistant,
without consideration of the total spectrum of which
the LTA is but one part.

I would be pleased .to meet before a' bearing of
-the. Commission and would. suggest the follOwing
people as additional resource personnel you may
wish to contact: Myr! Ricking and Tom Brown.



GERALD M. BORN*
Executive Secretary

Association of State rary Agencies
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Chicago mois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and InformationScience

Thank you for the opportunity of submitting testi-
mony relating to 'state library agencies as the Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information
Science goes about the task of setting its prioritieso
for action.

The problems faced by state library agencies
are not as clear cut as those in other types of
libraries due to the great diversity that exists in
function and organizational patterns in the various
states. In a recent survey the Association of State
Library Agencies found that only two functions were

'held in common by all of the state library'agencies,
viz., the extension of services to public libraries, atid
the administering of federal LSCA funds. Often the,
other functions are divided 'ainong two- or more
agencies. Generalizations, therefore, are difficult.

The state, 'lbw/ agency is a slumbering giarit
among libraries )111th the potential of bringinorder
to library services of the states through coordination
andtelositiiie leadership.

Several tinge hamper the state library agency
in assuming thiS\. role. .

(a) The lack of adequate funding. Over the
Years a lo tradition of underpaid and °lief-
worked taff hisdiverted much talent to

v,. 'other pes of libraries.
, (b) The political framework in which they oper-

ate. PoliticlThppointmentd have often meant
'that, professional and supportive staff was
not capable of meeting the challenge of a
sophisticated and demanding program.
Tod 'often the state agency has become a
political football.

(0, An orientation to the public library, This
well intentioned emphasis has often exclud-"
ed state library agencies from involvement
with all types' of libraries in the state. -

(d) The lack of a clear-cut political base of
. support. Since the state library agency, in
,most cases, is an intermediary and does hot
offer services directly to its patrons, rather
through another library or, another agency,
it is almost invisible and gets lost in a gov-

,

2fr

er'nmental maze and fias a'difficult time in
identifying a public which can speak for
and defend it

(e) An attitude of apathy. Change at the state
level requires gigkntic outlays of time, tner-

. gy, and endless, hassels, With. little recog-
nition for the::.struggle. It is not surprising

I that so few major changes have taken place.
Coupled with the problems of the state agency, are
those faced by the libraries it serves and which
in turn adds to its problems:

(a) Chief among these is the lack of information
about the library and informational needs of
the people and institutions it serves..Broad
based user .surveys identifying the library
and informational needs'of the states are
needed. The relationship of the existing
institutions and possible. alternatives as re-
lating to the resources, the cultural develop-,
ments, the business. , and industrial com-
munity must be. clearly set forth. Only
then can goals be formulated.

(b) The tax base problem. At competition for
the dollar increases it is becoming clear
that traditional taxes are no longer going
to be sufficient to finance the anticipated
librafy and informational needs at the' local
level among all types of libraries. New
sources of funding are needed.

(c) The uncertainty of changing jurisdictions
and the consolidations taking place. As a,
result of the multiplication of political juris-
diction following the rush to the suburbs and
budgetary strengenqies, more and. more
pressure is being placed on overlap-ping
functions to merge. It is very difficult to
plan when everything is in a stdte of flux.
New approactes and new methodologies
are needed to cope with change.

(d) The unieached. There is no Clear consen-
- sus whether the priorities of library and in-

formation services is the responsibility of
the 'Rate or local governments. The solution



to the probleM'continues to haunt people at
all levels of government. \

State library a
that will move th
leadership they sho

encies need to develop str4$egies
into the position of >natural

d assume. Elements of such
a program would b :

(a) Increase informational services to state gov-
ernment and other state agencies.

(b) Develop closer relationships with urban
public, college, and university libraries.

(c) Encourage the involvement of industry and
other significant elements of society in

'future plannitg.
(d) Foster broad ased user surveys to analyze

the society the agency seryes and the best
methods of relating t6 it.

(e) Institute programs that coordinate all types
of libraries.

(f) Develop programs of continuing education
for state library agency staffs, their trrtees

and the profession as a whole, especially in ""
cooperation with library schools and \the li-

. brarians themselves.
(g) Develof:s statewide networks of information

and resources.'
While most of the effort is needed at the state,'

level, other problems which have great bearings
bn the state library agency will have to be attacked
on eh interstate or national level in order to' find
a solution. StandKdilation ofthe hardware involecl
in information storage and transmission is the mast
pressing. In order to succeed many of the infor-
mational systems will have , to cross. state lines..
Only where the hardware is standardized will effi-
cient systems be possible. . .

The ramifications of the new copyright legisla-
tion will touch all typei of libraries afi'd in the.
interest of education .a critical revaluation of what
is happening must be made and steps taken to see
that the flow of information is not impaired.

Me,
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sTATtMENT
'Prepared for the

National Commslon on Libraries and Information Science

Thank you for the oPportunity of presenting tes-
Aimony for consideration by the National, Commis-
sion, on Libraries and Information Science, as it
prepares to set its priorities for action,

The public library is one of the least visible of
public agencies providing community service. Very
few other public agendies reach into as many com-
munities, or have a service and self educational tra-
dition comparable to the public library. It is,one
of the least understood and least utilized agencies
in government. Yet it has one of the greatest po-
tentials for providing library and informable) serv-
ices to society.1 Some 10,000 public libraries exist
in the United State and of these approximately
250 serve standard metibpolitan areas with 100,000
population and over. 4 .

To meet the challenge of the next 25 years public
libraries will undergo a period of rapid and unrelent-
ing change necessitated by the Changes taking
place in society and the environment. These
changes will be dictated by economic, social., cul-
tural, and technological factors currently on the
scene and will occur at different times- and in dif-
ferent degrees across the nation.

As in any era of change, institutions will face
grave, problems. The following is a list of the major -

problem "areas that are apparent from my perspec-
tive:

1. The plight of urban libraries.. Nowhere is the
`Impact of change going to be greater. Al-
ready the decliping tax base 'has left many
libraries- unable to cope with pperational ex-
penses let alone providing new services and
programs aimed at the urban poor. The de-
velopmenis taking, place at the urban level
will have a profound effect on all public
braries. Much experimentation has taken
place in taking the library to the people, but
without adequate staff and supportlittle prog-
ress can be hoped for. It has been estimated
that one quarter of o'u} annual population
growth comes frbm immigration, primarily
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from the Orient and Southern Europe: it
is e cted that this trend will-continue. Most
of this group will gravitate to the cities. Few
urban libraries are organized to handle such
developments.

2. In order to be relevant in a world in transition
we gust have librarians who' can respond to
the changes, who are flexible, oriented to

. problem solving, good managers, and who
know public relation teChniques well enough
to sell the institution to thepeople who pro-
yide the support. We. will look to the library
'schools to produce librarians who know how:
(a) to analyze the library and information

needs of each community;
(b) to set goals and develop plans with not-

only tor the users;
(c) to utilize information-technology;
(d) to relate sympatheircally to urban social

problems;
(e) to manage libraries organized on a scale

-hitherto unheard of;
' (f)- to evaluate -the performance of their in-,

stitutions and constantly up-date the
goals;

(g) to implement without delay;
(h) to change and help others to change;
(i) to cope with an oVerabunqance in-

formation.

3.- _Because of the increased reliance on tech-
nology and the development of a. highly so-
phisticated society which will run on informa-
tia, the public library will need to increase'
its resources and the people who service
them, by great amounts. It has' been esti=
mated that it would take 5 billion dollars na-
tionwide just' to bring the resource strength
of the country up to the point suggested by
standards that are 10 years old.. Such mas-
sive amounts of money are not available lo-.
cally. The recent study done by the Public
Library Association, Strategy for Public Li-



brary Change,found that finances are the
number one deterrent to adequate library
services. Therefore, federal and state aid

) must be increased dramatically in order to
meet the need. :

4., In conjunction with a need for greater sop-
port, public libraries need to formulate a new
basis on.which to measure' the, cdntribUtiOn
of-the public library to society. A firSt step 0
has been taken by the. Public .Library Asso-
ciation with a project funded by'USOE which
identifies; evaluates and constructs a system
for testing the effectiveness of the library.4

5. Along with an effective way of measuring li:
braries, thee is a need for a new kind -of
standards for libraries operating in an age of
change. Every public library is not a car-
bon copy of every other public library. ,Dif-

ent levels of 'development exist. Urban
libraries serve a much different clientele than-
subufban libraries, and rural libraries differ
from both urban and suburban libraries. Each
library will have to set its own goals based on
its oven' community needs. It may haVe to

.buy different materials. Comic books may
be 'needed for the upan.'poor, while more
traditional types of materials may better
serve' the suburbs.

6. Out of the lack of finances has come a need
to cooperate and coordinate. Networking:
techniques most be learned to hook up all
types of libraries and informational agencies
to avoid duplication and provide access to
materials not generally available, More and
more libraries need to adapt to a communi-
cation centered culture, and -to employ all
different types of the new communications;
especially in cooperation with other libraries
and other agencies.

7. There. is a. need for high, level coordination
on a national level of public. library develop-
ment', With so much O'ctivity 'and so many
groups involved fn research and experimen-
tation, it is obvious that more time and energy
must be devoted to the important task of:
(a)"analyzing the institution in broad national

terms;
(b) identifying trends;,
(c) isolating programs of interest to the pro-

fession;
4d) disseminating infOrmation and statistics

on public libraries;

é) coordinating research, arranging for pro-
. totypet and experiMentation;

." (f) testing theories in practical situations;
(g) 'doing liaison work with library schooli;
(h) gathering and analyzing meaningful sta-

tistics.'- L

realize that all of the needed coordination
cannot be. accomplishea with volunteer help.

. and part time staff at ALA. A full time office
with adequate staff is needed to provide the -.....
necessary leadership. --

8. One of the greatest ,stumbling blocks that
faces the profession is the lack of clear defi-
nition of library, terins. It has been 30 years
since the ALA Glossary of Library Terms was
published, and even. Library ciSfalistics: A
Handbook of Concepts, Definiti ns and Tech-
nology does knot contain nan-'print material.
Indeedthere is not even .a definition'of what
a public library is The profession has strug- _

gled far many years, but has not produced
a clear definition. In many states public
libraries .are neither fish nor fowl. They have
no legal stanaing as educational institutions,:
which severely hampers the progress of li-
braries.

9. Finally there is a need for the public library
to assume a culturarrole quite different than
anything it has yet known.. In an age of iii -
stant communication, noise, and an over-
burden of materials, it must provide breath- "
ing space for the spirit. Reflection, medita-
tion; and an inward glance are needed quali-
tieg, whidh the public library can supply. In
addition to fostering an appreciatiOn for its
roots in America it must provide room for
the different ethnic groups and' the cultures
they represent, and it must provide an or-
dered atmosphere in whichthe new society
can reflect "an 'all that is happening. Only,
the public libfary'can provide an, alternative
to the mass education endeavors of our
schools and universities. Children as well
as adults must have access to materials' that.
offer them a choice.

10. There-is a need to have
ing the hours When the,

the library open dur-
ublic can make the =

best use of, it. This one faCtor would prob-
ably improve its,image ore than anything.

For any one desiring a close look at the milieu
in which the public library exists, I would suggest
three works as required reading '__._...,:,
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,(a) A Response to Change: American Library
in the Seventies, by Virginta H.. Mathews
and Dan Lacy (Report No. of the Indiana
Library Studies). - q

(b) Libraries at Large, edited by Douglas M.
Knight and E. S. Nourse.:

(c), A Strategy for. Public Library Change, by
-Allie Beth,Martin.
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, JOHN BRADEMAS

United States pepresentative
Indiana

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
Commission on Libraries and information Science

Mr. Chairman, members of the Comrnission, firs)
let me say that as a cosponsor of the legislation
establishing the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science, end as the Chairman of
the Select Education SUbcommittee which has juris-
diction over the Comtnission, I appreciate this op-
portunity to express my views on the future direc-
tion of the Commission.

EXISTING FEDERAL 'PROGRAMS FOR LIBRARIANS
I think it would be helpful if l'first lay the ground-

work for my rem4rks by touching on existing ef-
forts of the Jederal government to preserve and
strengthen our resources in the library and informa-
tion science field. And when I refer to "lipraries"
in the following statement, I trust it will be clear that
I include thereby "inforMatian science's" as well.

There can be no quarrel with the proposition
that the libraries of the United States constitute .a
great national treasure. We in. Congress clearly
hold this view:; in recent-years we have voted for
significant library assistance in, three broad' areas:
poblic libraries, elementary. and secondary school
libraries, and libraries in our colleges andunive'rsi-
ties. .

Here briefly, is a catalogue of existing federal
Programs to support libraries:

The, Library. Services and Construction Act
authorizes programS for rural and urban f li-
brary services, library construction, and in-
terlibrary cooperation.

111 Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Ed-.
F ucatiod Act authorizes grants fcie school li-

brary programs.
--- The Higher Education FacIlities Aqt of 1963,

and Title II of theMigher Education Act of
1965 help our college and university libraries
through grants and loans for library con-

. struction, resoarces, librarian training, -and
research and demonstration.

What have these laws meant in dollars and cents
to thek libraries of-the United States?

Since 1956, under Title I of the Library Serv-

ices and -Construction Act, $330 million in
Federal money has been-spent, and-this has
stimulated over $1 billion in state funds for
libraries. '
Last year, $90 million was spent on the
'brary programs of elementary and secondary
schools.
Annually, some 2,200 institutions of higher .
education participate in-the library resour
programs authorized by the Higher. Edu
tion Act, and since 1966 over 10,000 ards
have been made totaling $92 mi n under
Title II of this Act.

The Office of EdLicatioh reports that since 1966
colleges and univeeSities.have, as a direct result of
Title II of te Higher Education Act, acquired over
11 million new volumes. i

!Lis clear that based solely on the three pro-
grams I have outlined,..the federal interest in main:-
taining and developing our. libraries is substantial.

Let me hasten to add that I do not believe for
a minute that we have reached the saturations point
providing financial assistance to our libraries. Ob-
viously much remains to be .domkto enable. our li
bradei to' meet the demands now being made on
them, not to, mention the tasks they will be expected
to undertake if knowledge continues to grow at its
present exponential rate.

NEEb FOR .NATIONAL LIBRARY POLICY
- But, as I said on convening the hearings to con1

sider the legislation authorizing the.National. Com-
mission on Libraries and Information Science:

Our Willingness to support library and infor-
mation science facilities and personnel could
conceivably soon outstrip our ability to plan and
coordinate, to'develop, inshort, a national policy

. on the basis of which sudnassistance could be
g .

It is for this reason I' supported the establish-
ment of a' National Commission On Libraries and
Information Science, mandated to carry out plan-
ning, including the establishmeht of goals, and to
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make recommendations "to feder I and other pub-
lic and nonpublic libraries and inf mation services
of ways and means of sharing res woes and devel-
oping new capabilities."'

Your assignment, then, is ind
I can visualiie the Commission eve
currentljagt=tgtreT by legislati
basis of your evaluation, preparing
well-documented proposals for ne

So lei me, then, discuss a few
which I can see thepommission
significant national contribution to

First let me ask this question:
tion, putting our resources where t
most effectively?

This question can be asked on
rationalizifig the utilization of our d
and (2) ensuring that the library
needs of all'ot our citizens arebei

ed a broad one.
gating programs
n, and, on tit
coordinated and

legislation.
of the areas in
aking a highly

our lives.
re we, ea-a na-
ey will be used

-two ikvels; (1)
Ilars.-and bents;
nd .inrrition
g met:41i

RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Let me speak first, then, to the p obleM of mak-,

Mg sure that our dollars are being isely spent.
Even a `cursory glance through he catalog of

Federal Domestic Aasistance indicat s that a great
deal of federal money is being expe ded -on library
and* information science development over mid
above the major legislative authoritie which I have
already cited. -

And I should note that I have not e en mentioned
the millions of dollars being spent by federal agen-.
cies themaelves to develop their ow information-
related-daja-bases.

If it did,n6thing else, the Nationa Commission
Would help greatly by providing a co rdinated sur-
vey of what funds are available,- of hat is -being
spent, by whom and where, to improv= services in
library and informthion science reso rceso in the
United States.

As a legislatoi, I do not look forwa d to another
group pushing some pet, project. Rat et, I would
Prefer the National Corntnission to t. ke a larger
view, to "get it all together" so that so e perspec-
tiveon the problems of the library and information
science field could be given to legislate rs, as well
as the professional library and informa ionscience
community, and the public at large.

COOPERATIVE EFFORTS
Another area in which the Nationa ommission

could provide an invalUable service w WI be in
evaluating and promoting. interlibrary ooperation
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which Title III of the Library Services and Con-
struction Act encourages.

We can-vastly increase the cooperation between
libraries and information ocnters, and the Commis-
sion can bp of great value in evaluating achieve-
ments in different places and . offering advice and
encouragement to institutions which have been slow
in attempting cooperAtive efforts.

If you will permit me to use an example from
my own state of Indiana, a first class coOperative
program is in operation at the four state universities.
Indiana, Purdue, Ball State, and Indiana State have
entered into an agreement whereby they share the
cost of two full-time librarians, one stationed at Pur-
due, the otherat Indiana, who provide special serv-
ices to,the two smaller libraries on interlibrary. loan,
reference, and bibliographic sprvices.

By means of this program( the smaller State in-
stitutions are able to share in the resources avail-
able at the larger universities.

, ,

This type ca - arrangement, it seems to me, 'is a
common sense way to avoid duplication of effort
and wasted resources. Bu as you know, better
than I, institutional pride and mistrust often make
cooperlion difficult.

The KatioAal Commission, I f el, could be a great
help in promoting workable c operative arrangq-
ments orthis sort..

The relationship between libr ies and informa:
tion centers is not the only sub' ct on which the
best thinking of the National Co ission is needed.
There is also the matter of the elationship between
libraries and archives of all sorts. throughout the
country. 10' ' '

As the Member of the House ot Representatives
on the National Historical Publications Commission,

_ which is administered by the National Archives, I

am well,aware of the similarities and differences
as well as of the need for joint endeavor between
libraries and archival. institutions.

I hope that the Natiopal Commission will con-
tribute to the development of clearer thinking and
more effective planning for future ties between these
cousin institutions.

EXPANSION OF SERVICES
i

.
Now let me turn to what may be termed the hu-

man concerns of the library world.
I have said that I have the honol to chair the

Select Subcommittee 9n Education in the House.
This subcommittee deals with a wide variety of
programs including: the arts and humanities, vo-/*
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cational rehabilitation, older Americans, and inter-.
national _.education, to mention just a few.

.Our mutual interest in. libraries, and my sub-
committee's responsibilities in these other areas can
Complement each other in valuable ways.

For instance, the National Commission should
evalufile how our libraries are serving sdme of the
forgotten people in America: the poor, the elderly,
and the emotionally and physically handicapped.

I realize that the disadvantaged, rural residents,
and instituticaized and handicapped individuals
are being served under the Library Services and
Construction Pict. But we do not know just how
effectjve these services are for those for whom they
are Intended. i

Nor do we know how many people do not have
these services available at all.

Or, let me speak of older Americans.
It is, I think, ,a national disgrace that we have

swept the problems, of elderly Americans under
the rug.

There are over 20 million persons 65 'or older
in America, and literally millions of them are. left
to lead lonely existences often in the most wretched
conditions.

What are our libraries doing to help these citi-
zens who have contributed so much to qur country?

The answer is, "very little." Beyond a few in-
novative libraries which have taken advantage of
funds available under the Older Americans Act, few
libraria, pay much attention to people who are not
as spry as they once were, or4#re losing their vision,
or are unable to walk or driveto the neighborhood
library..

As jusebne measure I, introduced earlier this
year, with Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D.-Tex.), the Older
Reader Services Act of 1972.

' I am glad to say this- bill whith would earmark
funds for home visits for the home bound elderly,
as well as provide transportation to enable the elder-
ly to visit libraries, was included as part of the Com-

.prehensive Older Americans Services Amendments.
Pill which the House passed earlier this year and
which is waiting ,action in the Senate.

I believe such a program can provide a window

to the world for many elderly persons. Many of
them have virtually no emotional or intellectual
stimulation, and services such as those. I have de-
scribed might help make good on a romises of s
"golden years," promises which have become a
cruel joke for many older citizens.

Without my belaboring the point, you can see
that the emotionally or physically handicapped and
the poor and the isolated couldbenefit as well from
similarly innovative programs aimed at meeting their
special needs.

Let me conclude, then, with &striking statement
made by a distinguished libtarian, Dr. William S.
Dix, Director ,of Libraries at Princeton University,
and Past President of the American Library Asso-
ciation, when he testified before the Senate. Sub-
committee on Education on the need for the Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information.
Scipce:

Dr. Dix said that the library of today: ,

. . . is not a warehouse full of books. It is a
surprisingly complex and sensitive instrument,
the central and supporting mechanism for 'edu
cation at all levels,. in and out of school, for the
development of the new knowledge with which .

our society must constantly be replenished and
fc:l. the enrichment of the human spirit."
He concluded by saying: "Libiaries have simply

become essential to the welfare of this country."
I realize that'when I quote these lines, I am/only

stating the obvious to the members of this distin-
guished Commission.

But I do ask that you bear Dr. Dix's admonition
in mind as you go about your work.

For likJ Members of Congress, Commissions 'in-
volved with such vitally important' matters as na-
tional library policy can become trapped in admin-
istrative and financial detail.

While I urge you to become involved in the de-
taili of the administration and financing of our na-
tion's libraries, I also urge you to remember that
these concerns are not ends in themselves. The
ultimate end is that librarjes enrich- thwhuman spirit,.
and .yout. charge is to counsel us how we may best
attain that goal.

OR%
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ESTELLE BRODMAN* -

Librarian and Professor of Medical History

School of Medicine
Washington University- .

St. Louis, Missouri
(Member, National Advisory Commission on Libraries)

0.

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Cahmission on 1.1braries and Information Science

Il am Estelle Brodman, Librarian and Professor
of edical History at Wasliington University School
of Medicine in St. Louis, Missouri. am xery glad
to be able to testify before this cbfrimissidMor a
number of reasons. As a member of the original
National Advisory Commission oniibrariesil helped
to make the recommendations for a permanent com-
mission and for the statement that "adequate library
and information services are essential 0 the
achievement of national goals." J am, therefore,
very pleased that the Congress has embodied that
idea in the legislation setting up this body, and that
President Newell-has pr2mptly activated the commis:
sion and appointed such'outstanding members. We
all look for great results from yottr work, although
I for .one, am very well aware of the time required
and the amount of work which will have to be ex-
pended to reach your goals.

In .the letter inviting' me to testify before this
et Commission, I was asked to discuss the .present

status and future direction of medical libraries. It
would be epresu7rptious person indeed, who would
think he could\leefthe future as clearly as this
would require, but I should like to discuss several
points which I believe might well be considered by
the Commission, and might even become the sub-
ject of latger investigations supported by the COm-
mission; I propose to talk-about (1) the principle of

, egalitarianism in access to medical information, (2)
the kinds of users of medical information we can ex-
pect to see irtthe next few decades and Aheir needs,

.5v including blanketing theory of networks, (3) the
chance th9t the newer technoOgies might change
the method of transferring medical information, and
finally (4) the possibility that legal constrictions (es-
pecially copyright) might, retard the best means '.
developed for such transfer of information. Ob-
viously I cannot discuss any of these in any detail
within a short presentation, but perhaps a view of

1.

some of the problems and principles can indicate
,.paths which the Commission might wish to explore.

First- let me define my terms. By "medical
libraries" I mean libraries whose basic collection
encompasses the field of medicine per se, dentistry,
pharmacy, nursing, and the ancillary sciences need-
ed by biomedical workers in the furthernce of their
goals. I include under the -rubric collections of
books, journals, tape recordings, audiovisual ma-

lerials, computer outputs an0 any form Of informa-
tion which be stored and used repeatedly. 1

make littIrdifferentiation between libraries narrowly
considered and those information services using the
newest technologies, provided they are offered in
conjunction. with collections of information. In
general, however, I shall omitoollections of individ-
ual patient records in their raw form.

I. Egalitarianism in Access to Medical Infornfation.
Medi al libraries exist to bring what has been

learne'd on health and disease in the past to bear
on th problems of the present, in order that the
tutor nay be able better to cope with its problems.
This encompasses research into the basic sciences
underlying biomedicine, the application of what is
learned in patient care, and the education of the
next generation who will carry on the work. It is
neither time-bounded nor geographically hemmed
in: a patient with rheumatoid arthritis in Africa
has the same disease as one in the United States,
and a knowledge of the physiology of the Islets of
Langerhan's is as important to the physician with a
diabetic patient today as it was to Banting and Best
a half-century ago, when they were discOering in-
sulin. The recent exchange of anti-cancer drugs
between the scientists in Russia and those at our
own National Institutes of Health is a further.case in
point.

It is obVious`that Americans today believe that
medical care is a right, not a privilege, as shown
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by the, many bills in congress and the many laws
passed in the last few decades to extend medical
care to more and more people. If one also believes,
as many do,that the provLion of medical informa-
tion is a necessary condition to the provision of
good medical 'Care, then it follows that the presenta-
tion of medical information is as much a right as
is medical care itself. Evdaccepting this,. however,
does not illuminate the best way to Provide that
medical information, and it is here that the investiga-
tions of this-Commission take on great importance.

Perhaps it would be helpful to start with some
historical backgroun):1, which might help' to explain
how the present situatioribame into being.. Medical
libraries have been supported by governments and
private groups fpr many centuries, because all men
fear illness anedeath, and all hope that medical
restarch, medical training, and medical care will
bring about condjtions which lessen this fear. In
ancient times, support went to the priest physician,
thus invoking the highest powers of tt2e here and

`the hereafter. Later, and still sadly today, it goes
to the quack, the self-styled physician, and the
mountebank. Yet the purpose has always been the

- same: to kuopoillnessaway, and to stay the hand
of death as long as' possible. With the advent o the
so called "scientific age of medicine" in the mid
19th century:the actual ability otthe physician to
prevent and curet' came closer to the promises of
the healer in previous centuries. Then, for the first.
time, medicine could ),point statistically to lowered
morbidity and mortality rates and payment to the
medical profession became a good investment.
at is therefore, obvious 4why the New 'York City
Board of-Health around 1880 took as its motto the
words, "Within limits, public health is purchasable."
Or, to take another example, Sir William Petty,c
working on the Bills of Mortality in 18th century
London, calculated how much a citizen was worth
to the wealth of the Country, and concluded that it
was an economically 'sound measure' to provide
medical care, healthful dwellings, and-clean air and
water, thus assuring that the King's revenues and
daains were enlarged.1 In other words, sick and
dead men pay no taxes.

For these and other reasons, medical libraries
have tended to fare better than libraries offering
their wares to practicing engineers, clergymen,
brewers, bakers, or college professors. Even so,
the large majority-of medical libraries .have always
been ,in straightened circumstances, made more
*so lately by the inflationary pressures and the
increase in publications which have hit all segments

of the field. Surveys by the AmeriCan Hospital
Association,2 the Medical Library Association,: and
Dr. Alan Rees of Western Reserve Universtty,4 have
shown that the most common medical library in tOe
country is the small hospital library, in a non-teach-
ing, community hospital, without .a trained attendant
or regular hours of opening. Necessarily such li-
braries givehardly any kind-of professional-service
and are essentially a storehbuse of minimal useful=
ness and maximal frustration. (I do not mean to
imply that all hospital libraries are like this, of
course., There is a continuum between the poorest
and the best, just as there is in the medical, center
interdigitated.) Although the voices of other larger
medical libraries are heard asking for-new, better,
and more expehsive warps, , the needs of these
hospital libraries are usually unheard or unheeded.

I have mentioned already' that the national goal
is to provide every citizen,. no matter where he lives,
with the opportunity to obtain the best medical. care .

known. In actuality, of-course, neither good medical
care nor good medical information services is
available to large groups of Americans: the poor,
the poorly-educated, ard those living in depressed
areas, both urban and rbral. Just as public libraries .

have begun to realize. that the traditional services
it offered and the attitudes it held were not meeting
the needs of large bodies of citizens, and so' started
to change to make their wares more relevant to
present conditions, so medical libraries might well
reconsider their traditional role in the provision of

. medical information and design a system which
abandons unalloyed egalitarianism for tailored re
sponses to different levels of needs. It is obvious
that there are great differences among health work-
ers in their needs for medical information and their
ability to use it, and one vast,, monolithic attempt to
blanket everybody with the same kind of service is
bound to fit only a very few people and a very few.
needs. It would also appear to be a, waste of the
nation's resources, because although much money
would be expended. this would not provide the
means to solve the varying problems and thus
assure that everyone got e answer that was neces-
sary for his needs.

_ II. Uses of Medical- Literature
This problem is more acute now than it has been

in . the past because of the rapid proliferation- of
additional workers in the health care field: the
physician's assistant, the pediatric nurse practition--
er, the dental assistant, the radiological technician,

r-,-L L.)
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the physical therapist, the community worker, the .
laboratory specialist, the nurse anesthetist-and all
the myriad of other. assistants who are "multiplying"
the highly-trained physician,sor dentist or nurse in
our society. These people will not be able to handle
the same literature as the highly trained scientist

.
or the physjcian. Without considering these people
merely "ignorant physicians" it still must be realized
that there will have to be an entirely different kind
of literature, and that there will have to be a different
kind of service for such people. None of the sys-
tems which have been suggested or provided so far
seernto take into account the needs of these grpups
of people. What they need are evaluations of the
literature and a single answer rather than a complex
of detailed and unweighted information. More
Portant than a lengthy bibliography to these people,
(as indeed to the general practitioner off in a cul
de sad of medical learnitlg and research) is the need
to speak to somebody who knows hiskipwn field.
More than a list of literature, the practitioner at all
levels needs a consultant and I_ believe that one way
in which the medical library in the future may per-
fOrm its services to the practitioner more usefully'
than it has in the past is to act as a switching device
between the questioner and the specialista real
live human specialist. In addition, for the parapro
fessional, 1 believe the medical.library of the future
will have to provide value judgments and come up
with actual recommendations. Up to now this has
always been shunned by medical librarians and
rightly so, since few of them have been so well
'trained in the field that they were abl6 to make pro-
fessional value judgments in medicine. We will need
a different group of medical librarians in the future
to t Ike care of the needs of different groups of
'user of medical libraries:

uch librarians aie likely to cost more, though
per aps not as much as the generally. accepted
proposal to blanket the whole country with a highly
sophisticated system for storage and retrieval of -

medical information, patterned ofi the idea of the
telephone network, where each individual anywhere
can tap into the system from his own instrument
and without, having to learn how the systeirn works.
Th latter' system appears to be more expensive
.th n society as a whole is willing to pay for; nor
do practitioners see rh to be inclined, to pay for it
in ividuilly, since it gives them more information
of the wrong sort than they, need; while, many re-
se rch workers cannot 'even afford it. Just as the
la gest number of medical libraries are in small
community .hospitals, so the large§t numbers of

health professional are in solo practice or in small
community instituti ns, and I reiterate, the needs
of these practitioners is not for long, involved, de-
tailed studies spew d forth by the yard (even if th
could obtain copies of the studies referred to by
these answers), bu for a specific answer to a spe-
cifics question, gen rally, along the lines of, "What .

do I do now?" The newest paraprofessional worker,
therefore, might w' ell be the PIA: the Physician's
Information Assistant, trained both in bioniedical
khowledge and in melhods of loCating and evalu-
ating rbiornedical information, to be paid for by the
grou,p or small hcispital in which the majority of
health professionals work..

Let me then sum 'up what 'I believe, and what.
l'have been trying to say. Up to how the needs
of those who are working in the field of bip-
medicine are varied. The scientist and the clinician
working at the cutting edge of the field need an
extensive view of thOiterature: they need to be
able to get it quickly; they need to have it in many
languages and from many places;,and they wish to
be able to evaluate ituthemselves. Theirs is usually
a long-term problem on which they are working,
rather than an immediate problem represented by a
patient who has a certain paling illness! On the ..
other hand, the general ,practitioner is usually too
busy or too far away from the sources of informa-
tion to be able to use the literature in this way. He
comes to the information store with a problem-ori-
ented °question; he wants an immediate answer. He
does not want the literature itself, he wants 'the

se ed by being put in touch with a specialist, who
hdensation of the literature, and he is better

has himself worked in th field and who -can give
him the answer without m 'ntermediaries: Here
it is; I think, that the medical library can act as a
switching device. For the ever-larger group of para-
professionals Coming into the biomedical field, on
the other hand, I believe that a librarian who makes
value judgment and Who synthesizes literature.for
the inquirer answers a need that has been neglected
in the past and that ought to be served in the future.
To reach this goal, we need to invest in, a new
paraprofessional worker'the Physician's Informa-
tion Assistant, whb, like the detail man in the corn
mercial pharmaceutical firm, goes from physician
to physician find out what problems exist and
bringing back the answer the next time argund.

Ill. Newer Technologies
,

1- do not mean by what I have said up to now that
we should abandon the, research worker and the

--,,Lit
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clinician in the large medical center or research
institution whci e work is new, not derivative in
medical knowle ge. These people are our. hope
for the future gr wth of ,biomedical knowledge and
for the education f succeeeinta generations of bio-

-. medical workers. oney invested in providing them
with a knowledge rwhaf has been thought, said,
and done elsewlaer is an investment, that pays off
greatly. Such peopl have an ever enlarging need°
for information, bot as scientists and in their role°
AS a vital part of th chain of information transfer
which assures that hat is learned today will .be
known tomorrow. 1 some ways, of course, they
may be blamed for What ,,LLikasiewicz calls, "The
Ignorance EXplosion"k5 through the Profusion of their,
publications. On the whole, however, this group
hes been the beSt served in our society by presently
operating systems of information transfer; and since
they are usually connected with an institution, they
have access rapidly to the expensive indexes and
abstracts, the newest techriical devices for storing
and retrieving information, and can obtain a con-
spectus of the literature as a whole-as soon as it is
published. Perhaps- they need more of the same/
rather than entirely new systems: more reviews of
the literature, more synthesis of small pots, more
Selective Disseminatiorft of Informatio4 systemS,
more access to Pore4ournals reporting small

systems,

o - It is for these people especially that such com-
.puter systems as are provided by Chemical Ab-
stracts, MEDLARS/ and MEDLINE have the greatest

' advantages, and it is this group. that considers it
part of their. research to learn 'the details of these
systems and thus get the most out of them, These.
newer 'Computer techno!ies tend to be part of
their armamentarium.as soon as the, systerng' be-
come available anywhere, especially the younger
and newer membere of the group, not yet part of
the establishment "Invisible College." Since these
people need help in searching the literature.which
can only be done well by someone with a sound
background in their field of science, it is not un-
common'for them to have a bibliographic assistapt
or information officer in their departments to serve
them, or else they use Information Services, such
as the Brain Information Service at UCLA. It is
unlikely, however, that a one-to-one relationship
between ,.uch a person nd the scientist 9n ever
come about in our econ ru, due to the paucity_ of
such information assists S!the disinterest or bench
scientists in taking on this role, and the dearth of
money to support them; but the presence of a few

in each large institution might serve to "leaven"
the whole mass and further medical knowledge.

One way for solving a great many problems.,
which has been touted recently, is the..network.
For our discussion, we 'can define a network as a

4'grcibp of libraries or information servicAs, or people,
or ,institutions who come together for a purpose
which they will carryout jointly, and in which there
is a series of nodes leading one to the others, There
are many forms of networks from Ihe simple reticu-
lated one to the hierarchical one which is central-
ized and authoritarian. Just as there are Many. kinds
Of networks, so there are many problems attached
IO them. While many people haire held out 'hope for
the advance of librarianship, 'particularly medical
librarianship through networks, the real difficulties

.which have occurred have made many people less
sanguine about their future, than was true a few
years ago. .A survey of library networks by Dr.
Edwin Olst*, of the University of 'Maryland° has
shown that OW only.ones that tend tp:be successful
are those in which someone else pays for the costs

,of the network or when the network Works under a
strong leader who forcefully presents his idea's to
the group and aliows them to feel that it is a joint
decision. Networks, like political parties, tend to be
a series of compromises: yet only a modicum can
be allowed if a networir is to remain viable and not
fall' into ma* pieces.

'The most successful network, outside of govern-
mental ones, has been the OCLC ,(Ohio College
Library denter) which has provided computer serv-
icessfor cataloging, and now for other things, to a
group of some 80 librariel in Ohio. It is now at-
temRting wider uses throirgh-extensions, to the Five
Assdciated University Libraries in New York State
(FAUL) and to NELINE II, the New England? Libby
Network. Thereason that- OCLC has been so suc-
cessful, in my opinion (besides the fact that it was
originally set up with a large sum. of money from
nonmember budgets), is that it takes into account
the desire for indivkluality among librarians and
libraries, and the-fai---ct "its .-of changing an old
established library/in order to conform to the rules
set up by .a new network. It is easy for a library of
five books, for example, to change its cataloging
system, but a' library of five million books would
find this a very difficult, and expensive, and a time-
consuming matter. The OCLC has allowed-libraries
to vary its outputs in many-more ways than any
other network has found possible, moreover, it has
allowed them to manipulate a record from thestore
without changing th store's original work. This
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helps solve the emotional problem of the librarian
who feels that a professional decision has been
taken from his hands. I believe that networks which
require the individual library to give up 'a share of
its autonbmy is bound to run into difficulties. Permit
me to give ,you two persbnal experiences bearing
on this topic. The Washingtcm,University School of
Medicine Library runs PHILSOM, a serials control
network of 7. medical libraries throughout the cowl-
try, inCluding the National Institures of Health Li-
brary in Bethesda, the. University, of Texas. Medical
Library in San Antonio, the University of. Utah in
Salt Lake City, the UniverSity of Missouti-in Colum-
bia, the University of Illinois Medical School in Chi,
cago, and the St. Louis University, as well as Our-
selves. PHILSOM controls the serials of all these
libraries via a computer and batch processing, f8r
approximately two to threehundred dollars a month
pertlibrary, and provides eachibrary with up-to-date
hodsekeeping information about its holdings in
printed form, claims notices, binding information,
fiscal accounts and so forth. .Our problems with
this system are partly due to the fact that we
"backed into" running a network, for we were using
PHILSOM for ourselves only when we were asked to
add -a few other libraries, rather than designing the
system as a network to start with. The problema
which we run into in this:System is "that every
library likes to have so many variations on our
standard operations. It is necessary, otiourse,. to
have standardization in otder to get the advantage
of joint action and economy of scale. This is a
problem which is -small in our setup, but whiqh
woUld be larger if we had a large number Of li-
braries'or a union book catalog instead of hanefling
journals.

I
Similarly, we sell our computer-produced icata-

log cards. or I should say, we try to sell /them.
The reasons given for not pur hasing our cards are,
in essence, "In our library we do it slightly different-

. ly." Just as the OCLO has be n so successful, be,
it

-
cause in t one can, indeed, "do it slightly different-
ly," future networks will have to be more flexible and
permissive than has been true in the past , How to
do this willtake thought and experimenta.tion.

Most networks in biomedicine todlay dePerld
heavily upon newer technologies,. especially the
computer. One need only consider the! use of the-
satellite to bring medical informattan info remote
areas of AlaSka from. the resources of! the Pacific
Northwest Regional Medical Library, !part of th.k
network of the National Library of Medicine, to see)
an example. , The use of long-line computer tele-

'
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phone hook-ups to bring, MEDLINE to medical li-
braries around .the country is another example.
Electrostatic copying and even holography perfoim '
useful and new tasks in the transmission of medical
information.

I have mentioned' MELLINE several times already.
This has been one of the most succeSsfut of the
newer technologies offered to medical libraries in
the recent past, and, the National Library of Medicine
is to lib commended for having developed ft and
made it available nationally. Its success has been
due in part to the wand- planning and the experience
NLM had with the predecessor systems, MEDLARS
and AIM/TWX partly because (unlikfiVEDLARS)
MEDLINE is an interactive system which the inquirer
can, use himself without the interposition of. another
person. It is simple, enough so that the biomedical
worker, especially the young research worker or
student, accepts it h4ppily7, since he does not have
to learn complicated systems, more appropriate to
the specialist sin information science. He does not
have- to be knowledgeable' about Boolean algebra,
but cart play a kind of "20-questions" game pith
the system, which allows him to modify and change
his search as preliminary results come in, just as he
would do if he were searching for information manu-
ally is a set of books or other documents. This
important, useful, and 'powerful tool may very well
change the system Of medical information transfer
and thus of medical libraries, but MEDLINE has been
in .operation nationally for too smelt a time to give
the outlines of -this. clearly. It is hoped that money
will be made available for further experimentation
and expansion of this and similar systems; for here
a large set-up and the ervices of many different
kinds of people will necessary.

IV. Copyright
Since all -systems for transferring biomedical

information are bibliographic (that is, 'they point to
where the informati , rather than giving the data)
it is still necessary for the inquirer to obtain the
documents referred to. It is here that document pro-'
curement service, run by the Regional Medical Li-
braries, under the National Library of Medicine and
the Medical Library Assistance Act, and the 'library
programs of the Regional Medical Programs hav
been most useful. Whether this can continue as it'
has, however, is a questionfbecause Of the question
of copyright. If the case against the government by
Williams and Wilkens, now about to come before
the courts, is won by the publishers, then the cost
of producing interlibrary loans will increase. Wheth-

;
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er this is in the public interest is questionable, and.
so it seems appropriate to bring to this CommiSsion
the"need to have Congress 'revise- the copyright
law on which it has been working and on which it
has appointed anti ° advisory group, so that the
country can have a clear idea of the best way to
treat those who produce our scientific and scholarly
publications. The problem of copyright has been

-. muddying the waters of librarianship, and the trans-
mission of scholarly and. scientific information for
too long. It is time for something to be done one
way orthe other, and I believe that this Commiseion,

° as well as scientists-and scholars in general, should
put pressure 'on Congressio see that a swift com-
pletion of the new legislation comes about.

CONCLUSIONS
Let me try to sum Up the'things that I have iAen

trying to say. First of all, there are many users of
medical information, and it is In the. public interest
that all of them be served adecuately. Many users
have many different kind's. of needs. That means
that one great, national, Monolithic system will not
be equally successful for evpryone`and may well riot'
be relevant to many. A,4reater attention should,
therefore, be paid to the differentes among users of
biomedical information; and Collections and -fttd1h-
ods should be devised to help each other to the
greatest extent. This will require 'not only money
but different kinds of individuals to go into the field
of, the transmission of scientific information than
haS been true in the past.

Secondly, new forms of biomedical informa-
tion-transfer-assistants will be necessary . in the
future: the Physician's Information Assistant, who
can search and synthesize the literature and make
value judgMents on a problem-oriented request,
and the research scientist's Bibliographic Assistaht
who can feed information WI a worker continuously
and in_all-forms. The medical library as a switching
device between the general clinician and the spe-
cialist will also be necessary.

Finally, I call attention of this Commission to
the way in which the copyright situation has emas-

.

culated the ability of the libraries to bring all kinds
of information t6 anybody anywhere, and have sug-,
gested that a very important thing in the future of
the transmission of biorriedical information is the
need to have the copyright law rewritten to be clear
and easy to use. As for the future of medical li-
braries, I have said that medical libraries follow
medical practice, medical_ care and medical teach-
ing. These'are to a late of violent change at the
moment. We k ow that the pattern of medical care

'Which has bee evolving in the United States over
"the past few wvVindred years will probablyibe changed
drastically Within the next decade. In order for
medical libiaries to perform their functions as the
transinitt is of the information needed by these new,.
forms of practice, it will be necessary. for them to
broade their subject scope of the collection, their
subje t knowledge, their ability to work with differ=
ent eople. I believe that it ifincumbent upon the
medical profession itself,' to help in devising ways
of bringing information to all the peobli who need
,ii, and l'believe that in this kind of endeavor the

' :medical library should not be a passive instrumen-
tality, but should be.a dynamic member of the group
which holds as has been said by the Bible, "I labor
not 'for myself but for all those-who love learning."\. .-
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In its deliberationd over the past four years the
(Ohio) State Cibrary. Board has on a nulitbei' of

_occasions reviewed the Nelson Associates' 1967
report, American. State Libraries and State Library
Agencies: An Overview; the 1970 (and earlier) edi
floe of Standards for Lityary Futictions at the State
Level (ALA, 1964 and 1970); and a number of other

-analyses of state library roles and Operations. Each
time our attention is directdd toward both the in-
creasingly important role which the state libraries'
should play in statewide library development and
in national planning, and toward a number of.con-- straints wnich, militate against luny carrying out this
responsibility,, In these, comments I would like to

.address myself' to fchir of the latter, touch upon
some of the ways in which we are attempting .to
deal with them, and suggest three ways in which the
National Commission might assist state library
boards, commissions, and other lay groups vihich
bear some responsibility for state library functions.
1. Limited resources as a library Which serves the
information needs of a "sophisticated' governMent.
The State Library serves as a reference libfary for
state departments, agencies, boards, and commis-
sions. A few special libraries such as the Legisla-
tive Service Commission and the Department of
Taxation are operated by individual stet depart7,
ments, but only three are staffed by traine rari- Jfactors make it difficult for the State Library to Com-
ans. Pete with public, academic, and school libraries for

information on state programs back to the Library.
Staff teamwork and cooperation between agen-1

*cies is vital in facilitating access to r,esources. In
the prOvision of reference and information service,
emphasis is placed on indexes, abstractis, and serv-
ices which will act as a key to other collections..

--A contract with Ohio State University provides a
reproduction service for technical and professio'hal
journals'. The. Union Catalog lists the nonfiction
holdings of 35 libraries in Ohio which cooperate in
interlibrary lending. A teltskpe system linking the
State Library, the Union Catalog, and.,,two existing
'networks is being used experimentally to speed in-
terlibrary lop service. A terminal which provides
accegs to be OSU collection locates requested
materials in their system and makes them available
to state government personnel.
2. Oifficulties in recruiting and retaining. a highly
qualified staff, particularly for library development
functions . ,Working within the state government
structure 'presents us with such problems as non-
competitive, pay scheddles, limited flexibility in ad-
justing pay scales, difficulties in providing profes-
sional staff with the opportunity to participate in
out-ofIstate conferences, and a 10-day vacation
period which is substantially shorter than the vaca,
tions given most other librarians in the state. These

We believe it is impdrtant that state' agencies :the
Wave,

staff we need.
be aware of the services, available to them from have, on the other hand, Made full use of
the State Library and that the State Library utilize some benefits Of being a part of state government,.
every possible means to provide access to informa- particularly through- capitalizing on opportimities
tion and material not available in its own collection. for management training programs. We have en-

One of the key Nembers of our reference staff couraged our staff to participate in a variety of
is the State Government Services Specialist, who professional development programs, and for the
acts as liaisOn between state agencies and. the past three years have had a contract with the School
library. This staff specialist notifies agencies and of Library Science at Case Western Reserve Uni-
individuals of acquisitions in their own fields, as- versity.for an "Advanced Professional Training Pro-
sists in the arganizatioh of collections and brings gram" which provides brief Arninars, related field
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trips, and other useful continuing educational.ex-
periences for our staff.
3. Practical problems in carrying gut a ct ordinating
and leaders hip function for autonomous libraries.of
dferent types. The 252 pUblic libraries, 288
branches, mole than 62 colleges and universities
which maintainlibraries on main apd regional cam-
puses, the libraries in some 5,037 school buildings
in the state, and some 157 special:libraries in Ohio
constitute a complex of ,library systems and sub-
systems. Inevitably 'z'a state library can have only
limited effect qn their decisions and programs.

in the discharge of its responsibility for a state-
. wide program and the development and coordina-

Mon. of library services, the State Library Board has
encouraged the widest feasible participation in
planning and evalUation. Our relationships with
libraries and such nongovernmental organizations
as the Ohio. Library Association and the Ohio
Lib-rary Trustees Association respectS differing
roles. In fact; the Ohio Library Development Plan
(1968), resulting from more than two year's work
in surveying and analyzing library conditions and
ndeds,.Thcludes a basicletatement on /coca/ respon-
sibility, state responsibility, and the responsbility
of the professional and trustee associations:

In continuing educatidn programs sponsored by
the. State Library Board and made available to Ohio
librarians, there has been an emphasis on manage..."
ment f resource's, analysis of needs, and sound

N. planning and development.
We have undertaken a number Of steps to in-

crease face-to-face communication between librar-
ies and the State Library. In addition to staff and
board participation in meetings throughout Ohio,
we have begun a small but important program (also
finder the contract with Case Western Reserve

-University) of hiaking it possible for librarians from
all sized libraries to visit the State Library to learn
about its resources and beCome acquainted with

'its trend programs.
As an agency of state government we have tried

to- forM an alliance with those state agencies which
operate programs in which local. service outlets
might :profitably cooperate with local libraries,. The
statewide BOOKS/JOBS- program, brought about
through cooperation between the State Library and
.the Bureau of Employment Services, put Ohio's
public libraries in touch with many local \public
and volunteer groups concerned: with the informa-
tion needs of the unemployed and under-em-
ployed. Cooperation with the Department of Eco-
nbmic and Community Development has made pos-

IP
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sible, improved public library service to lopal govern-
ment officials; and is now opening ne avenues
for library useof CATV. State Library cooperation
with the Administration on Aging facilitated partici-
pation in statewide planning meetings for the 1971
White House Conference on Aging and involved
other libraries throughout the state in community
forums and task forces. The State Library's Cow

.sultant for Children's Services works closely with
the State Department of Education and one of their
joint concerns has been library participation in the
Right to Read effort. Each of the le contacts has
helped us and other liOraries analyze the needs of
user groups and- has had some influence on ours
collective ability to develop an appropriate library

4. Developing, a prpgram without addquate apio-
service response.

priations. The State Library Board is too dependent
upon fede funds for on-going responsibilities
which are state concerns. White the state support
of State Library operations was substantially in-
creased in 1971, the state appropriation for the li-
brary and for state aid ranks well below standards
and the support level of other_ states. Library Serv-
ices and Construction /Cot funds have had consider-
able impact on library services, yet they are lesi
than 3 percent orthe total library experiditures in
Ohio.

We have used Library Services and Construction
Act funds both to strengthen the State Library's
capability, and for grants. These grang have been
extraordinarily useful ih the statewide library devel-
opment program. It has been our objective to re-
duce thb. State-Library Board's reliance on federal
funds for operation of the State Library. As the'
State Library Board secures re adequate funding
of the State Library opera ons, it increases the/.
proportion of funds going into grar4, and such
grants to public librarieS a an increasingly im-
portant priority of the State Libra

While we have been successfql i !sec ring in
creased appropriations for the State Li ary from
state sources, we have experienced the effect of
the drop-off of federal support. While 1972 LSCA
funds were increased -Aliver 1971, they were less
than the amount available five years ago. At this
moment, 'after Ihe August 16 Veto of the HEW ap-
propriation, we are experiencing the uncertainty of
operating on a continuing resolution which provides
less money for 'LSCA programs than was available
in 1972.

The federal Library Services and Construction
- Act has made great advances in library services,



but appropriations have always fallen short of the
authorization. At the samo time we recognize the
need for state appropriations for a greatly expanded
state aid prOgram which will solve our problems in
the uneven distribution of library resources: 64
percent of the books, 74 percent Of the staff, and
64 percent of the tax income of public. libraries are
in the libraries,q)f only 12 counties. The per capita
income of libraries range from $8.23 in the highest
conty to 76 cents in th lowest. Merely adding
resources on a library or ounty basis will,not solve
this problem and funding and implementation of the
Ohio Library Development Plan will provide the
regional systems and network development neededn,
to remedy this.

As the president of the State Library Board; a
former trustee of the Akron Public Library, and as a
social worker, it concerns me that ibrary resources
are not fully used by people who n ed information
most. There: are thousands of pe ple in our state
whose lives could be immeasurably enriched if
they were to discover_ and use their libraries. I am
concerned that trustees and staff make more direct
contact with the people we are trying to serve and
that we make such Changes in our library service as
might be necessary to meet: these needs, I ,am
pleased that the State 'Library Board has made it
pbeSible for a number of Ohio libraries of different
sizes to develop new programs for special needs,

-
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and I believe that some of theses projects have been
instrumental, in these libfaries' redirecting more of
their own resources to these. _deeds.: :

Most of the problems I have outlined hefe must
be solved by Ohio people, but they are' not unique
to Ohio.. I will suggest three ways. in whidh the
National Commisiion could assist us and other
states. These are:

1. Bring to. the attention of the. President and
the- Congress both the iignificant impact
which limited LSCA funds have had on serv-

.ices to people, and the need for adequate
LSCA appropriations. - ,

2. Bring statewide library services needs and
state library agency needs to the attention
of the Council of State Governments, the
National Governors' .Conference, and the
National egislative Conference.- -

3. The Nation I Commission mighttake leader-
ship in bringing together. the members ofli
state library boards and commissions in some
kind of brief assembly along with govern-.

--,......0
ment officials and users to, examine common
problems and. possible solutions.

As I, explained in my earlier correspondence, I

regret very much that I will be unable to be in Chi-
cago September 28. I wish the. Commission well
in it's deliberations and look forward to its accom-
plishnient.
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THOMAS M. BROWN*
Head Librarian

New Trier. F11911 School West
Northfield, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

This letter is in, response to yours of July 14, 1972.
The following statements reflect some of the con-
cerns for libraries which I feel the National..Com-
mission shOutc144eXplore, although they are by no
rineans all inclusive of my library concerns nor very

11aexhaustive In analytis.
1. The use of library perSonnel. As chairman of

the Advisory Committee to the Illinois Library
Task Analysis Project (LSCA fund I have
been .involved in identifying and exa fining
tasks performed in .libraries: When hase
Ill of this pioject .is completed (prob bly in
late summer 1973)ta publication will b mien-
able kxhich will give administrators a tool with
whi'ch to evaluate their current staff assign-
ments against' the goils of their' institutions.
We hope this will make for more efficient
utilization of current personnel.
The five-year experience with the project
suggests the folloyvink to nt:
(A) Each library ought to look at each task

now being performed to determine
whether, if makes a necessary confribu-

.. tion to the,library progrdm of that insti-
tution.

(B) Smaller libraries ought to be provided
incentives to use professional personnel
cooperatively to the endthat more effi-
cient utilization will be made of the pro-
fessional's training. This might involve
a) operating smaller libraries , with ap-
propriately trained technical assistants
qualified to provide minimal reference
and other patron services, and b) pro-

. viding more extensive patron ervice by,
telephone from the small libr some
more remote central locatibn, (a per-
haps thereby necessitating higher levels
of support for library programs from
state or federal sources), and c) sending.
such materials as meet the patron's

needs direct to the patron's home, re-
quiring him to make, one visit tolhe
brary -ter ervice, and one visit, to the
library (or a library) to return the ma-,
terials.

(C) Larger libraries needito be providetop-
porlunities for the chief administrator
or personnel specialist tot ecome fa
rriiliar with task analysis as one, tool in
restructuringlibrary jobs to provide bet-
ter service for all concerned.

(D) Libraries at every level need to be pro-
f vided incentives to increase the ratio

of support personnel to professional per-
sonne.1, with, of cdtarse, adequate-safe-
guards to insure that 'each staff person
will be expected to perform at a high
level, but only within the 'framewbrk of
his formai training and experience and
that the public will always receive com-
petent guidance and assistance. Li-

braries of all types are probably under-
staffed at present. The' Illinois Library
Task . Analysis Project- suggests that
while additional professionfl staff may
be needed, institutions heed to look at
overall utilization of personnel in jux-
taposition with specific institutional
goals before they hire staff_at any level, r
and that quite possibly not very many
libraries or librarians are now equipped
to 'do this. ,

2. Cooperative use of resources.
, (A) School library budgets have not .expand-

ed as rapidly as the information needs
of individual students, and the media
needs of newer educational teaching
Strategies. In most:cOmmunities, in Illi-
nois, at least, a student has access to
extensive information resources beyond
his local public library through his local
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public library, latit he cannot similarly
reach beyond his school librarY through
his school library, and thus a heavy user <3
of information uses his time and the pro-*
fessional staff time of)he libraries he
uses inefficiently. The student would be
served, best if (1) he could be taught
well to use the resources of any. library,
(2) be required, to exploit Wily the re-

., sources of al school library before going
beyond a school' library,. (3) and if those
resources proved inadequate to his
needs the local resource person, the
school -librarianb, could. help him. reach('
'beyond that collection, identify ,,likely
materials of use to him and have these
sent to his home directly, with his re-
,sponsibility being to return the materials
to- his school library for return to the
appropriate library. This would involve;
at least, (1) a level of ,.cooperation
tween schools and library systems not
common in Illinois today, (2) additional
financial resources, (3) re-training or
continuing education of many school li-
brarians to learn of not previous-
ly utilized, ,(4) iR most cases an expan-
sion of school library staffs, (,,p) expan-
sion of reference and 'othersupport per-,
sonnel in systems offices, and (6) some
provision of information service to the
.general Public by ihe school library not
previously given. It would fix in the high
school the responsibility for infOrma-
tion service to high school studentS and
Make for a. more equitable utilization of
both high school and ,public library col-
lections..

(B) It should be possible with equipment,
now in use for a group of libraries to be
on-line With a major library or processing
center for most technical processing
functions. To test the practicability of
such programs the National Commission'
plight structure a pilot prograrn includ7
ing, an example, a major university, such
as Northwestern, currently converting-lo
computer technical peocessing, and
some of the larger suburban secondary
schools in the surrounding area. Shar-
ing the costs of MARC tapes, of the tech-
nical expertise of programmers, of the

technician's, of the operating, costs of
the equipment, etc., promises true say-
ings to all participating institutions; yet
it really has not been tested to demon-
strate this nor is it likely to be as long
as th;finitial costs of conversion to it
remain staggering and the spectre of
reconversion costs remain, in the back-
ground! The possibility, of encourag-
ing interlibraryscooperation on the leyel
of public and privately supported insti-
tutions _servicing a variety, of clientele,
possibly coordinated by some program
of the Slate . Library, is considerable,
but-no one library has the resources to
risk in a pilot project of sufficient scope
to demonstrate the validity of such a
scale of interliPrary cdoperatidn.

3. -Training of schoOPlibrary personal..
(A) In the summer of 1972 'I.was privileged

to teach a course in ',school library ad-
ministration: One of the students em

A ployed in a special solpool for the educa,,,,
tionally' disadvantaged wished to struc'-
ture a program for these students fob the
fall. It was apparent to me after work-
ing with her that very little is .known
about workin4vwith the disadvantaged
student, about his needs for
about his needs for skills in interpretat-
ing the information once found, Per-
haps the National Complision can stim-
ulate researcOAto idenlify the informa-
tion needs of the disadvantaged in. Our
society, the tethniques necessary to pro=
vide it to them, and the special training

, requirements of those information spe-
cialists who would work with the cultur-
ally or educ 'ationally disadvantaged..

(B) For years the school librarian has served
yoUng peopIB well by understandingthe
nature of the school curriculum, the psy-.
chology and growth patterns of young
people, and developing a thorough
knowledge of the materials of the local 0
Collection. These remain very real needs
of school, information specialists, but
some others have been identified: (1)
the range of planning and evaluation
activities necessary to a modern media
program in schools, (2) the need for a
school information specialist to,be able,
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to structure research which will deter-
mine. the nature of information use in'
his own schoorsystem, th? specific na-
ture of research skills students
and staff, arid (3) a more creative.
standing of the interactions between hu-
man beings.

Good evaluation instruments for library
programs are not available.

We don't know how students -find
most of the information they do find,00r
how. they integrate schoOl-experiences
w4th. other life experien6es,\ nor whether

any research skill-teaching has Ty ef-
fect at all.
School librarians (and I include jnyself)
need to have better understanding of
these areas than they da now. Quite
possibly the National Cominission can
stiMulate the creation of programs with-

in the existing programs for educating
sdhool librarians which will provide more
substantial backgrounds in these areas
for', the practitioner than has heretofore
been the case.

If any of-these ideas are not clear I shall be
happy to attempt an exAansion'of them.

,
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W LLIAM S. BUDINGTpN
Execu ive Director 'and Librarian

T .e John Crerar Library
Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commiss on Mt Libraries and

Through invited statements and in its earings,
the Commission will, without doubt, view an exceed.
ingly diverse picture of resources, needs, p oblen
and'communities. We Wish\, as suggested, o-tou h
on specifics of urban area "information n eds as
they affect Crerar Libfary; on the fiscal pro lems of
this unusual type of institution; and on some i medi-
ate and longer range remedies.

One view of the metropolitan area sees t e pro-
liferation of jurisdictions, *of. units:of gore nment
and their service agencies, many of which equire
,,and may provide information. Another vie sees
the concentration of developing institutions, f new
universities, of community colleges. Still a other
view notes the fantastic spectrum of infor ation
users, from preschool to Nobelists to industr al .ex-
ploiters of technological breakthroughs. And inally,
there is the oyerwhelming flood of new public tions,
some (but not all) of which carry new infor ation.
'Not all of these factors-are unique in metropolitan
areas. But, together in the urban pressure c oker,
they produce an educational and intellectual brew
of bewitching portent.

Many new information resources have been born
into this context. The existing prior corpus f re-
corded information, however, needed by ost
organizations atone time or another, is to be f und
only in the true research libraries, at major ca-
demiC institutions, a few public libraries, and the
independent research libraries. The pressure on
these resources, from all quarters, have grow to
a tolerance-stiaining level.,

Within the above complex, the independent re-
search libraries have particitiar missions and gni ue
needs. TO a degree not matched by any other pe
of library, the independents have significance at
national and international levels Crerar, N w-
berry, Linda. Hall, Huntington, Folger, and so n.
While in some instances, substantial use of th se
resources is made by local and regional users, he
recipient demography-is found to be exceedingly -x-
tensive. Crerar's statistics are of interest .on t is.
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point. As part `of its support program, Crerar offers
mernberships to, individuals and to institutions.
(While any' individual may use the resources on the
premises, the borrowing priVilege 4s extended only
to members.) Its 383 current student members,
contributing to the supboii of the Library, come fror,n'.
56 educatiOnal institutions in seven states; in addi-
tion, of course, are the thousands of nori-contributor
student users. The 309.corporate and institutional
members are located in fifteen states and two prov-
inces. During 1971, photocopy and loan services
were provided to 1,556 different organizations .in
47 states, and to 137 institutions in, 31 foreign
countries.

Not only is the service pattern unconfined by or7-
ganiiational parentage, but the administrative, ac-
quisitions and service programs have the advantage
of indebendence and-flexibility to meet a' wide va-
riety offarequirements and opportunities. Collection
development need not hew to curricular patterns,
but can instead tpecialize to great depths and/or
aspire to great breadth of coverage. Fteiponse is
thus postible not only to individual disciplines but,
to interdisciplinary developments and mission-ori-
ented needs.

But with these singular accopplishments corm
singular problems; mainly fiscal in nature. Most
of the independent research libraries were estab-
lished years ago by munificent bequests. Despite
the changed economics of the times, there hovers
about these institutions an auras of wealth which,
in most instances, is no longer real but which elimi-
nates them from first considerations of charity or
the need for any external support. They are not
eligible for local tax support funds. They are not -
eligible for federal support fundt from the- Library
Services and Construction. Act They are-cot fully
eligible for grants under provisions of the "Higher
Education Act; cecent amendinents qualify them
only to the extent that they "provide library and in-
fornation services to 'institutions of higher educa-
tion on a formal, cooperative basis?! This is ef-



fectively no help at all to their real needs. Further-
more, the continuing existence of such libraries is
threatened by tax reform provisions applicable to.
private foundations, taking no cognizance of the
essential nature and objectives of library and simi-
lar institutional endowments.

Remedies to the foregoing specific ill are read-
ily apparent. Legislative changes are urgently
heeded to rectify the inequities. The programs of
these libraries in large part supportlhe research
of students from educatiOnal institutions; such pro-
grams shopld be equally eligible for financial sup-
port, without the requirement for formal cooperative
arfangements. The fact that Crerar is a. public li-
brary obviates'the need for formalities, and most
other similar institutions are accessible Without con-
tractual rigmarole. Likewise, sensible revision of
tax legislation seems a reasonable suggestion.

Finally, consideration should be given to recog-
nizing the private research libraries and possibly
others as well as intellectual resources of na-
tional import and significance. In their absence,

needed resources either would not exist, or would
be Wastefully duplicated at enormous and competi-
tively magnified oost. A currently popular prescrip,
tion is the imposition of "user charges," and the in-
sistence on "cost-benefit" justification. There is
rip social yatidstick known which is capable of pro-
viding such accounting with respect to information
resource management. The notion that research
resources can be self-supporting short-sightedly
fails to distinguish the orders of magnit e'and real
origine of the costs.

Pesignation as 'regional or national institutions
of assured strength and continuing presence may
indeed be,reqUired if they are to survive and grow,
instead of wither and disappear. As a Midwest col-
lege president feared for his institution, the inde-
pkpdent research library directorcan also pi, "A
slow death as.we are experiencing [may go]. prac-
titally unnoticed.'.' Unnoticekl, that is, until the'aca-
demic and other research. communities are siYdden-
ly faced with a void, where once there was the basis
end foundation for achievement.



THOMAS L. CARNEY
Director

Cedar Rapids Public Library
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

STATEMENT .

Prepared.Joi. the
National. COmmiesion on Ltbraries and Information $dience:

I am writing in response to your letter received
Jti ly 18, 1972, In regard to ,my thoughts on ptfplic
library deve)pment in the medium-sized commu-
nity. For the sake of brevity, I have Outlined sev-
eral areas and trends which I see occurring and
have deliberately omitted an excess of statistical
information. I am sure you haver lieard most of
these arguthents many times, but 1 hope they are
not too redundent.

1. With the rise in bread independent study and
educational opportunities and the "need to
sknow" to function in our increasingly com- '
plex society, access teand.utilization of both
printed and audip-visual materiaks, has be-
-come essential to personal develppment. Ac-
quiring, housing, and effectivel9 distributing
the materials produced by the most sophisti-
cated informational explosion known to man
to meet these peeds on the local level is
perhaps the greatest and most frustrating
challenge facing medium-sized public librar-
ies today. It appears evident that in additibn
to offering outreach services and. traditional
services, medium-sized libraries will witness
and bear, the burden of an increase in the
next few years as international and reference
centers by persons of all ages, but particular-.

. ly by the non-student adult.
2. For at least eventy-five years, effective

coordination of II library services in a given
community has een discussed, but the pro-
gress toward this geal has been small. One
of the major obstacles in this quest has been
the need to preserye the primary purpose
for which a specific type of library exists. In-
stead of structuring different types of librar-
ies under a "coordinating" administratorcisr
merging various types , of libraries, local
libraries might consider the possibility of
forming a federation or councliSto facilitate
communication and joint planning of. serv-

5

ices. The Cedar Rapids Public Library is
currently participating, in a metropolitan
reference cooperative with' local industrial,
college, public, and private' libraries. Two
recent results of this interaction have been
the interchange of purchases and the devel-
opment oftr.computerized unio list of seri-
als. Any person served by one brary in the
coop has direct personal access any other
library's collection in the coop on a referral
basis. Support for the cooperative has been
on a local nature which indicates-that it is
worth doing whether or not Federal monies
are available for such a purpose:. The
cooperative has been a great help, in utilizing .f"

local resources (public and private) for the
benefit of the entire community. The day
of a mediorn-sized ptiblie library meeting all
informational inquiries or_ requests for mlter;
ials f m within its own four walls is ON if
indeed 'n reality the possibility ever existed.

3. Ch s in copyright law appear ,likely in
the next few years and these Will be extrem-
ely important to the mediur4sized public
library, Unlimited copying is certainly not
fair to authors and publishers and the d0-
velopment of sophisticated copying machines

ublic
e in-
How-
mited

at an affordable cost to medium7sized
libraries has probably accelerated t
equities in an ancient copyright law.
ever, if photocopying, is tdo severely I
or assessed a high fee as compensaton to
the copyright owner, a real .blirden will be
placed on the medium-sized public library.
I would hope that the. .National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science would
spend some time studying this area with the
possibility of- reaching the most desirable
recommendationi for changes in law which
would be mutually advantageous to authors,
publishers, and library users.
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4. Inadequate space for bocikS, people, staff,
..

and new services is one of the major prob-
lems facing effective public library service
in Cedar Rapids. We currently occupy a
Carnegie library building built for a city one-
forth the size of Cedar Rapids today, to
which three small later addition's have been
added leaving a. main library 23;000 square
feet short of meeting the 1969 minimum
American Library Association standards.
The main building is .further restricted due
to a broken floor plan and poor mechanical
systems. For example: The two story
building has nine random levels. Three air
conditioning systems ..and six window units
are in operation and yet 40% of the main
building is not air conditioned. Our chil-
dren's librarian has her office on one level,
her library on another, and her storytelling
area on yet another level. The Adult Depart-
ment was built to accommodate 28,035 books.
Yet today there are' over 83,000 books in this
part of the collectib* not to mention thou-
sands of records, 15,000 bound periodical
volumes, 50,000-80,000 pamphlets, govern-
ment documents, 700 telephone directories,
8mm and 16mm films, thousands of paper-
backs, and much more. Georg_ e S. Bobinski
in his recent book "Carnegie Librades" in-
dicates that 1,137 Carnegie buildings are still
'operated with substantially thp same exterior
as when they were first built. Itaus, the prob-
lem must be one that is being faced in count-
less niediurii-sized communities. With the
tying of construction funds to the property
tax, the future replacement or expansion of
these 60-70 year ,old buildings does not look
bright. The problems posed by out-dated, in-
efficient physical facilitierrwill become even
more acute in .future years in hindering the
medium-sized public library's ability to pro-
vide the quality of service it has so ably done
in the past.

5. As communities continue to grow in popull
tion anW diversity, increases in the number of
both professional and clerical staff members
is anticipated if a high standard of public
library service is to be maintained. American
Library Association standards indicate that
the Cedar Rapids Public Library Should em-
ploy 4 additional professional librarians and
12 additional clerical staff.' Most medium-

sized public libraries do not appear to have
adeqUate staffing and this will become even
more critical as the public user presents his
dergands for increasingly sophisticated serv-
ices.

6. The complexity of the various aspects of our
society today requires that individuals have
access to information and supportative ma-
terials in order to lead more productive lives.
Cedar Rapids, with a wide variety of excel-
lent libraries, is located in a county public
library service and is. surrounded by many
towns that either have no public library sery
ice or inadequate service. It seems incredible
to me that as we approach the two hundredth
anniversary of the foldnding of our country and
the twentieth anniversary of the 1956 Federal
Library Services Act that there are large num-
bers of rural adults that do not have any ac-
cess too, a library of any type. As medium-
sized cities become identified more and more
as cultural, economiciand educational ben=
ters in their geographical setting, ,develop-
ment of the medium-sized public, library as a
regional library, center appears to be a
reasonable developmental goal. Such a sys-
tem could be structured to protect local in7
terests and preserve the desirable effects of
local pride and participation in planning li-
brary development. Larger and more special-
ized collections could be utilized as back-up
resources provided fair and adequate com-
pensation of those" services could be paid.
the introducti6n of btate and/or Federal aid
on a more massive scale would certainly ac-
celerate this process. A funding switch from
a property tax dependency to financing by an
income tax 'would also probably accelerate
the process of delivering library services to
rural areas.

7. Extension 'programs of service to those per-
sons in need of special types of services,
such as inmates of correctional institutions,
the homebound, the culturally disadvantafed,
the blind and handicapped, the elderly, per-
sons suffering from short-term illnesses, and
the chronically ill are generally lacki g or
inadequate. Hopefully, the next few y rs
will see an increased-emphasis on the dev l-
ament of special extension services to per -1

sons whoa for one reason or another cannot
utilize 'the traditional concepts of public
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brary service. This projected goal is in keep-
ing with the ideal of universally available
public library service's,

I have included a background sheet on the Cedar
Rapids area for your information in evaluating my
Comments. Obviously, I am very much influenced by
the nature, and composition of the community in
which I work and you should take this into account.
The following is a list of services which have been
implemented at the Cedar Rapids Public Library
within the past tWo years. These are in addition to
providing the more traditional adult reader's assist-

rant, reference, exterision, and children's ,services
and illustrate the demands that are being made on

`'medium -sized public libraries. My personal evalua-
tion is that demands of this type will increase rapidly
rather than decrease.,

1. The Cedar' Rapids Public Library is working
with a volunteer cadre of approximately
twenty individuals at a local hospital to pro-
vide library service to short-term patients.

2. A drug education program is currently being
developed at a cost of approximately $25,000.
This program is financed by local funds
combined with a L.S.C..A.4rant and involves
several social service agencies and the Cedar
Rapids Community Public School System. It
is being administered by the Cedar Rapids
Public Library.

3. Service is currently being directly delivered
to the Linn County Jail; Special Problems
Center; Meth-Wick Manor (a home of primer-,
ily elderly persons); the Home Icy, Aged
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Women; and similar organizations in the corn-
4 munity.
4, aA books-by-mail program is being conducted

which provides delivery of library materials
for an individual who cannot use existing
public library facilities.

5. The Cedar Rapids Public Library is a member
of the Iowa Library Information Teletype Ex-
change which allows rapid location and de-
livery of interlibrary loan materials.

6., A Friends of the Public Library organiza-
tion came into being in March, 1972, to aid
in the development, of library programming.

7. The Cedar Rapids Public Library recently
joined a 16mm film cooperative to at least
Provide the beginnings of 16mm film service
to the community.

8. The Cedar Rapids Public Library is an asso-.
date member of the Periodical Center of the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest. This
has greatlyexpanded local access to periodi-
cal articles.

9. A dial-a-story program is in' operation which
allows preschoolers; to hear taped stories
over their home telephone by.dialing a pre-
determined number. Over 175,000 calls
should be handled by the automated equip-
ment this year.

10. Increased emphasis is being given to utilizing
-automation for clerical routines.

I hope that you find this letter of 'value as you
pursue your very diff'cult task. If I can be of further
assistance, please dpp not hesitate to contact me.
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I welcome the opportunity to share with., you
some ideas regarding new directions for the public
library, and recurring education for librarians.
I. The-Public Library

There is urgent need for research and demon-
stration to examine and assess', in a variety of criti-
cal dimensions, the urban public library as a viable
service institution, what its alternate .futures might
be, and what the role of the Federal government
should be in supporting and reshaping it. The fiscal
crisis V. most cities, makes it essential that such
needed exploration be funded at the federal level
since state and local funds today are often not even
sufficient for minimum day-to-day operation.

The American Public Library is now suffering
aan identity crisis.

The recent Public Library Goals Feasibility Study,
directed by Mrs. Allie. Beth Martin,* has documented
again that public librarians cling to the (concept that
they serve all strata of society and all individuals
within their supporfarea, 'whereas in practice, librar-
ies are structured to serve a well defined minority
of white, well educated, Middle class people.

As major urban libraries lOse 'their tradifional
clientele in the widespread flight to the suburbs,
they face such crucial problems as:

1..A new public (often less educated, culturally
'different, economically deprived, of minority
group background) who are not accustomed

e
to using library service as it has been and
is structured.

2. Excellent and expensiye-to-maintain, undupli-
catable research level collections, relatively
unu3ed by the core city residents, and in
great demand by businesses, industries, stu-,
dents, professional people and °theq resi-
dents of the suburbs, to whom they' are
legally closed.

," Public Library Association. A Strategy for Public Library
Change. pp. ix-x. Chicago, American Library Association,

. 1972.7

3. An eroding tax base in the correctly and the
need to find some way to transcend the
political fragmentation of the metropolitan
region in-order to plan area wide service.

Public librariet are also losing many of their
traditional users with the deyelopment and sub-
stantial improvement of other resources in school,
community college, college, university and special
libraries.

As information explodes in range and depth, the
cost rises of providing access to it in a varitty Of
print and non-print forms. People have greatly in-
creased need for information, packaged in new
ways. The new technology offers the possibility of
new levels of access and requires new skills of the
librarian The new technology demands high levels

-.of-centralization at the same time as a counter-trend
toward decentralization andcommunitycOntrol chal-
lenges traditional library organization..

Since 1956, and significantly since 1966, the
federal government throubh LSCA and other legis-
lation has been providing funds to stimulate the
improvement of public litrary service: There is
some concern now about whether these funds are
only intensifying patterns of service and organization
which are no longer viable. There is also concern
about where continued operational, support of pub-

. lic libraries should come from, as municipalities
and states find themselves in drastic fiscal crisis.
Questions are being asked about whether the pub-
lic library today, along with other agencies, may be
duplicating services, and where the library's priori-
ties should be in, a rapidly shifting society.

As a first step to finding answers to these and
related questions about the future of the py_blic li-
brary, I would like to recommend That the National
Commission sponsor a series of working confer-
ences to which outstanding public and state li-
brarians and relevent authorities from other disci-
plines would be invited.
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Topics of the Conferences might be:
a. Financing the Public Library the fiscal

plight of cit raries, rising costs, patterns of
state aid,_ fed ral funding, accountability,
budgeting by o jectives, evaluttion.
Staffing and Organizational Patterns prob-

s of metropolitan consolidation,, local
munity control, participatory manage-
t within library staffs, skills and attitudes

ede by new and present library staff in_
order!for the public library to move into
the future, utilization tof staff, paraprofes-
sional and professional, specialists from
Other disciplines, as well as librarians.

c. The Library as an inforMation-referral cen-
ter

d.0 The Library as a classroom without walls --
as is now under consideration by theNation-:
al Commission of Non-Traditional Studies.

e. The. Library as a rehabilitation center for
the aged, alienated youth, the mentally ill,
the retarded, the criminal and delinquent,
addicts and alcoholics.

f. The Library as a cultural center= especially
as an instrument of ethnic and neighborhood
pride in urban ghettos as an exponent of
pluralism in a polarized world. .

The Publib Library as a coordinator of all
kinds of libraries the library network; the
relationship of the Public Library with school,
community college, academic and other li-
braries.

Participants would be asked at each conference
to:

a. Assess future directions of the public library:
b. Assess and recommend alternate federal,

support roles;
c. Identify the most urgent unanswered ques-

tions and missing data;
d. Suggest guidelines for progress into recom-

mended directions.
Participants might be supplied with a bibliographic
essay do each topic before coming to the confer-
ences, \ which would highlight the issues and the
present thinking and aspirations of the profession.
Conferences might be taped and proceedings pub-
lished.

These conferences would not only clarify the
diection in -which the public library should grow
and encourage public libraries to try new structures
and services, but also should result in a variety.

b.

g.
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of by-produtts immediately useful to the whole li-
brary profession such as:

a. A series of bibliographical essays 'defining
the state of the art, and major issues and
problems in the most promising future direc-
tions for the public library.

L. Proceedings of the working conferences, re-
flective of the bevst thinking of leaders in the
public library and other related professions
about alternate futures for the public library.

c. A final- report which should em-
body the b st present thinking on alternate

-futures for' he publiclibrary and for federal
support roles.

IL Recurring Education for Librarians
The American Association of Library Schools;

at its January 1972 annual conference, distributed
to its members the following position "statemeats
on the role of the Association in Continuing Educ7-
ton.*

(1) Continuing education of librarians is one
of the most Important problems facing library.

, education today; (2) In spite of the undeniably
good job which is being done by somet.library
schools, 'there is a 'great need for coordination
and eXpanded programming in post-graduate
continuing library educatiOn in order to meet
the needs of practicing librarians; (3) Library
schools have a responsibility. to develop pro-
grams which will (a) enable graduate librarians
to continue their lifelong professional develop-
Ment anflb), meet the needs of the profession
by lessening the gap that exists between avail-
able knowledge, concepts, and technology and
their applicition in library practice; and (4) Con-
tinuing library education is a national problem
for which the best solutions can only be found
through coordinated and vigorous national plan-
ning involving at a minimum five cooperating
components:- the library schools, the library as-
sociations, the libraries, the state and igional
library agencies; and individual librarians.
In harmony with this position, in November,

1971, and again in June, 1972, representatives of.
Midwest state libraries, state library associations
and ALA accredited library schools met at the in-
vitation of Wayne State University to discuss a pilot
project for a regional, muly-state approach to pro-

* Report of the Study Committee on the Role of the Asso-
ciatidn of American Library Schools in Continuing Library Edu-
cation. Distributed at Annual Conference of AALS, Jan. 21-22,
1972.
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viding, on--a-long7term basis, continuing education
for librarians from all types of libraries.

It was the consensus of this group that:
1) Upgrading of the present library work force

should be receiving increased effiphasis and
that it is the responsibility of ate libraries,
library associations and libra schools to
assume 'leadership.

2) The' JSOE HEA IIB institute ogram has
contributed to the upgrading of the library
work force, but has certain built-in limitations.
(Theregulations do not encourage institutes
to be repeated, or to be built upon. Annual
grants do not encourage long-range. plan-
ning. National priorities do not always co-
incide with regional needs.)

3) Planning should include the needs of all
types of libraries public, state, academic,
school, and special. (Surveys conducted by
Catholic University and Wayne State Univer-
sity tend to verify a consistent pattern of
need for training and retraining in manage-
ment skills, (personnel administration, per:-
formance budgeting, public relations, sys-
tems analysis, etc.) the impact upon library
operations of the new technology, and serv-
ice to special groups the disadvantaged,
ethnic minorities, the aged, young people,
business, industry, etc.)

4) Planning should be ona regional, rather than
a local or state level, since this would enable
pooling of needs and resources for long-
range impact...

5), The regional recurring education should be
on the professional level with training of sub-'
professional and para-professianal staff the
responsibility of local or state libraries. Em-
phasis in the region should be on trainfig
trainers. Emphasis should also placeddn
coordinating the education of .personnel on

-I
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all levels of the Asheim Manpower Scale.
6) Library schools, library associations (includ-

ing associations of library trustees), and state
libraries should collaborate in long-range
planning.

Since there is general agreement on these prin-
diples, the next step to implement the project is
a preliminary study °ea Midwest Recurring Educa-
tion Center. This preliminary study should:

1) Defir the region (alternatives would be the
states included in USOE's Region V, or the
3 states -- Michigan, Wisdonsin, Illinois
which have already held one joint confer-
ence and are planning another, or at the
beginning, a two state region such -as Ohio
and Michigan.)

2) Inventory training needs, with the collabora-
tion of the state libraries and state associa-
tions.

3) Inventory resources .for recurring education
within the region.

4). Recommend a structure for the establish-
ment and administration of a Midwest Cen-
ter for Recurring EduCation.

5) Develop a plan for a 3-year demonstration.
6) Develop a plan for evaluating the effects of

recurring education upon the services and
impact of the cooperating libraries, leading
to a cost-benefit analysis. .

After the completion of the preliminary study
(which could be conducted in a few months at a
minimal cost), the region should be ready to seek
funds for the demonstration which should provide
the nation with valuable data on the.most effective
methods, content, structure and administration of
recurring education for libraries.

I would like to recommend that the National
Commission sponsor the preliminary study for this
pilot project of. regional recurring ethic,ation.

.
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My name is obert F. Cayton and I am librarian
of Marietta Co ege, an 1800-student liberal arts
colleget loca in a southeastern Ohio town of
17,000 po lation. My 21 years of professional
experien e include 18 years as a library adminis-
trator and consultant, the presidency of a state li-
brary assotiation, and long service as a member
and officer of the Board of Trustees of a regional
computerized system of library services.

It is a pleasure to share with the members of
the CommisSion some thoughts regarding the local
and national need's of libraries as the Commission
seeks to set its priorities for action.

The basic reason for a library's existence is to
provide; information to the people. The best collec-.
tion of books and the finest facilities are not really
a library unless the collection and facilities are
staffed by an aggressive, knowledgeable, and in-

. telligent staff; and are used by the people to in-
*crease Individual- knowledge and thereby, collec-
tively, the knowledge of society.

Never before in recorded history has the local
library required as much aid to develop with speed.
and in,a rational manner the enormous potential of,
its resources. While financial aid will always be
welcomed by every librarian, I am thinking at this
time of other kinds of aid which can be drawn from
the human and technological resources of this na-
tion. The local library of whatever type and size
must take advantage of any, means available to it

erri our highly sophisticated civilization to secure, or-
ganize, and serv'i'ce the collections of library ma-
terials. The ultimate aim-of every libr rian should
be the provision .of quantities of materi Is and qual-
ity of services sufficient to answer the ssential in-
formational requirements of its clientele. Libraries
must be user-oriented.

Traditionally, libr.arians have gone beyond the
limited boundaries of the local library to obtain the
answers to the myriad questions which library users
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ask. This is the basic premise of the present inter-
library loan system and the universal borrower's
card, as well as cooperative acquiSitions plans and
contractual technical processing programs. But it
is very apparent to the reference' librarian, and to
the cataloger, that these programs do not provide'
total answers to the problem of providing informa-
tion services. Not only are these programs failing
the librarian, but the cost of locating and transport-
ing materials among libraries is now prohibitive. It
can be said, then, that libraries are caught in the
tightening vise of the increasingly heavy crush of
their clients demands for information and the ever
accelerating rise in cost of services.

It is my opinion, therefore, that the local library
should, now turn with all deliberate speed to the
World of technology for help in solving the prob-
lems of bringing client and information together
at the appropriate moment. Permit me toi cite an
example of what I mean.

Marietta College is participating in a computer-
izecrsystem of on-line shared cataloging provided
by the Ohio College Library. Center, an on-going,
cooperative, regional library system based in Colum-
bus, Ohio, and presently serving some fifty Ohio
acadenyic ,libraries. In the near future the publid
libraries of Ohio and several other regional library
networks will be utilizing the services of the Center.

The use of the OCLC system at Marietta College
is dramatic. Careful utilization of the on-line shared
cataloging system has permitted the. Technical Serv-
ices Division to catalog 23% more titles during fiscal
1972 than were cataloged during fiscal 1971, with
a 50% reduction in professional cataloging time
and no additional clerical or student help: At the
samtime, the personnel of the Division processed,
through reclassification, as many volumes as had
been added during the fiscal year, thus in effect
doubling the production while having the profes-
sional cataloging time. The professional time saved



was allocated to the. Reference Department, thus
increasing the potential effectiveness of the library's
service to students and faculty.

The on-line shared cataloging system is only
one of several systems planned- by the Center,' A
serials control system and an ordering systerh are
in the process of being implemented and should
be operative within the next.year or.two. It- is a
challenge to plan for 'the activation of these addi-
tional systems and to anticipate, further savings of
time and cost per student, a gost which hopefully
can be passed on to the studenrtiimself in effidient
and excellent library service.

It is my suggestion to the Commission that it
give top priority to the development and support of
a national network of regional computerized library
centers such as OCLC. A national system of net-
works would revolutionize library service's for every
type of library. For the local library, such a sys-
tem would retard spiraling costs, reduce the geogra-
phical isolation of many' local libraries, and effec-
tively curtail the time element in library processes,
all to the benefit of the library user. It would also
relieve some of the pressure placed on the Library
'of Congress by the local library. For a variety of
reasons too numerous to include here, librarians
should remain insistent that the Library of Congress
maintain; with 'adequate government support, the
awesome role of the national library. But it is time
I think, that the local library cease looking to``LC
to solve all its problems.

In order to establish an effective network of com-
puterized library centers, decisive' action on a rfa-
tional level must be taken in two areas: 1) a great
deal of'basic and applied research in elevantareas,
e.g., .library management, must be done, and 2) the
concept and practice of library education must be
Closely reviewed, restructured, and revitalized.

Librarians must find some definitive, hard an-
swers to certain questions. For example, 1) who
uses their librities and why? 2) what constitutes a
basic reference collection? and 3) what is the ac-
,tual value of reserve bdok systems? Librarians
have 'merely guessed at the answers to these and
a host of other questions through the past centuries.
Is subject cataloging Of sufficient depth? Can the
card catalog be replaced by the book catalog? I

do not understand why book, and nonbook mate-
tials are treated0as oil and 'water by librarians. The
client is seeking information; he doesn't care where

,the librarian finds it for him.. He cares only that
the information is obtained. In sum, it is obvious

ghat librarians must- undertake research in many
areas. A fuller utilization of technology would cer-
tainly be a boon in this type of researchr...

Lest any librarian believe I advocate replacing
librarians with machines, let me assure him, I do
not. What I am suggesting, however, is that li-
brarians employ the tools and methods of technolo-
gy in their librar,ies in efaer to bring about better
library service. -Therefore, it is Thy belief that a
second high priority of the Commission should be
the establishment of a nationwide program of basic
and applied research in all areas relevant to library
service. This program should be directed by li-
brariatis with advice from experts in many fields,
such as electronics management, and economics.

I have referred Ito the fact that appropriate use
of technology in libraries helpS to free the librarian
from onerous, routine duties to allow hi the time
to work more closely with rge clientele. This fact,
I know, frightens many librarians. Ikcreates a feel-
ing that their jobs are insecure. In my opinion
the most intelligent way to alleviate these fears and
to develop the real potential of librarians is to teach
them how to live and work in our new. and rapidly
changing environment. It is my contention that li-
brary school curricula must be'restructured to pro-
vide the student with training in the behavioral sci-
enbes, among other things.. think that librarians
must know how to. "catalog" peddle as well as
books. In addition, intensive programs of in-
service training must be created and maintained on
a regional basis, so that librarians rnay,-as needed,
avail themselves of the new technology.

Every librarian believes that the book collection
is the most important element of a library, and that.
the only resources in a library are found on the
printed page, 'or on "electronic tape, or film. This
is, and certainly must remain, true up to a point.
But librarians must realize that the most precious
resource of any library is the library staff member,
who is the real key to the knowledge stored in the
library stacks. 'Too often libraries are character-
ized as dusty warehouses and their staffs are un-
known and forgotten members of the community. ;

Many library educators and library administra-
tbrs fail to develop the assets of their staffs. The
technical training of librarians should be rillnimized
and training in how to work with people shouldbe
maximized in library school curricula. The talents
and knowledge of librarians often remain untapped
by clients because librarians, have been `trained to
be indexes to books, not indexes to "books and
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people." The Commissioo, in my opinion, would
perform a magnificent service to the profession if
it prgvided the impetus and the on-going leadership
which would be necessary to review,, restructure,
and revitalize library edycation.

While there are certainly many other areas of
concern to librarians,lit is my belief that kical li-
braries and the nation. as a whole would be well

served if the Commission established as priorities,
for immedi implementation: 1) a nationwide net-
work of compute ed library centers, 2) a nation-
wide program of basic and applied research in all
areas relevant to library services, and 3) a nation-
wide review, restructuring, and revitalization of li-
brary education.

Thank you for this opportunitylo voice my views.
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Thank you for this opportunity ,to 'present this
information to you regarding our role in developing
*statewide library programs. The State Library of
Ohio, like, many other state agencies, is changing
its emphasis from operation's to planning and co-
ordination. There are compelling reasons why such
changes in responsibility must occur.

First we see the needs of the people changing.
There is a greater demand fob library service; and
better service and therefore, the role of the local
library *hether it be public," school'or university,
has changed substantially within the pasti 0 years.

Libraries are encountering problems in coping
with proliferation of materials including many fields
which never before weFe represented in, .library'
stacks. The-format of these materials sometimes
add's to the problems Of the libraries 'as technology
produces varied types of media -- films, records,
cassettes, TV tapes, computer tapes, etc.

Rising costs not only of materials but for salaries
and development of specialized services have pro-
duced major and continuing problems for libraries.

We have seen changes in the past few years in
the organization of various levels of government
and we can expect more. There is a stronger stress
on a systems view of service and the concept of
a public service delivery system to people.. With
government reorganization and the concept come
new patterns in taxation, financial support, and or-
ganization. Thei7eTs a greater competition for the
tax dollar in the financing of public service.

The State Library of Ohio, like many other State
Libraries, faces difficulty in planning and develop-
ment because of limited staff and money. Neverthe-
less, we have made significant advances in the re-
cent years. As a state agency we work with auto-
nomous systems. Much of our work, requires a
measure of consensus and this in turn requires a
interest, cooperative efforts, and agreement among
libraries, the State Library, professional associa-
tions, and- library interest groups in the state.

After aljCr statewide survey .of Ohio libraries
and State Library services was completed 'in 1967,
the Ohio Library Development Plan was formulated
and new libfary legislation for the State Library and
for the development of regional library systems was
enacted in 1969. Accordingly,",our, work has been
toward the implementation of systems and networks,
and the Librqry Development Divisiolh of the State
Library of Ohio has as its four major,objectives:

1. To develop a program for the statewide utili-
- 'iation of the information sources available in Ohio's

major libraries.
9 To encourage libraries to develop programs

... attacking basic social economic and 'educational
problems. .

3. To develop' sound financial organizational
structure of library services.

4. To administer federal and state subsidy funds
fairly and effectively. '.

Staff work through coniultant visits, committee
work, giantprograms, contin ind education and re-
search is directed toward the e objectives. Through
the Library. Services and onstruction° Act grant
program the State Library has been laying the
groundwork for regional systems, and has been en-
couraging libra)es to evaluaie their programs, ob-
jectives, and services.

We also have a' priority on statewide reference
and information network development. LSCA funds%
have been used to fund network components, test-
ing parts ogithe system. While much of .this has
centered around public libraries, cooperative devel-
opments including' 'school, academiC, and special
libraries have also been funded.

Through seminars, workshops and other con-
tinuing education 'programs the. State Library has
endeavored to bring together librarians of academic,
public, school and special libraries.' These pro-
grams haveopened up a channel for an interchange
of ideas which could not have otherwise beenes-
fablished. The State Library has taken a leading



role in upgradipg'professional development and hps
increased. bPportUnities ,for professional librarians
to advance and grow. Public, school, university
librarians throughout the United States have partici-,,.
pated in the Miami University Library Executive De-
velopment program.. This seminar. .in management
was originally designed by the State Library of Ohio
and Miami University for public librarianS in Ohio
to make them aware of management problems and
SolUtions and evaluate their systems for, better utili-,
zation of resources. Its success encouraged Miami
,University to establish the program on a self sus-
taining basis and open it to librarians throughout
the nation.:

These programs are illustrative of the efforts
which the State Library (like other state libraries)
has undertaken because of its commitment to great-
er utilization of all library resources in the state.

There is a greater job ahead, partictilarly in c*
operation and coordination of different types of p
braries. Libiarians from different types of libraries
are aware of prOblems and perhaps of statewide
development needs in -their own type 'of library,
largely because they are made aware of this through
contact with their colleagues and through their pro-
fessional association. They also have a working
knowledge of resources and problems of other types
of libraries irt their own community or area. How-
ever, our experience in the 197 Library Standards
and. Planning workshop on interlibrary coopera-

,
tion shows that few librarians have a thorough
knoWledge of overall library 'needs statewide. The
State'Library is the agency which is most likely to
have this awareness sbecause it has statewide ie-

-sponsibility. However, it is often difficult to ascer-
tain or document some of the needs of varying
'typesof libraries because statistical information is

A b. fragmentary and not uniform.
There needs to be more coordinVion effort as-

sisted by federal funds, ,(LSCA, ESEA, HEA, and
ottlers), so that library resources' and services in
Ohio may develop on a total .utilization basis in-

stead Of an 'a piece-meal basis. Since the 'State .
Library and all types of local libraries have a corn- -
mitment to the development of improved services,
ik is important that communication-among them be
open. But there also needs to be a closer com-
munication between the state agencies and the fed-
eral agencies in planning and evaluation of pro-
grams, particularly in federal discretionary programs
which distribute directly to individual libraries. Un-
fortunately today we can see the USOE requiring
statewide plan for Library Set-Vices development,
and at the same time making grants -in that state
without consultation to, that plan.

I would like to suggest the following points for .

possible review by the National Commission in de-0
%/eloping their priorities:

"1. That the. National Commission bring to the
attention of the President and the Congress the need
for. increased funding in the Library Services and
Construction Act (especially in the Title Ill Inter-
Library Cooperation, Program). Increased funding
must also be urged for other federal programs with
library components, particularly ESEA and H.

2. That the National Commission bring to the .

attention of the U.S. Commissioner otEducation and
the Associate Comrniasioner of the Bureau of the
Libraries and Learning Resources "the need fOr the,
United States Office Hof Education to coordinate its
discretidnary grant prOgrarns with the long-range
planning and-development efforts of the state. State
Library agencies should have at' least the oppor-
tunity to 'comment on federally funded programs
which are initiated in their stafes.;-

3. That the National' Corntnission take the ini-
tiative in the planning,, and development of a cen-
traliied information retrieval system of library stud-
ies and research in progress.

4. That the National Commission call attention
fo the heed for adequate-information and statistics
on all types of libraries and to support theadecivate
funding for the National Center for Educational
Statics. K.

0
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TACK CHITWOOD ,
Director

Northern Illinois Library System
- and the
Rockford Public Library

Rockford, ,i)1inois

.1STATEMENT

. Orepared foi the
Commission on Libraries and information Science

I appreciate the opportunity to make the follow- .

ing comments in response to your invitation and
,shall be happy to elaborate further should you wish.
Please keep in mind that not concerned about
the terminology used fOr the institutional cover by
which we and our successors ma refer to the kOUS-
ing ofthese services and materials, but rather the
quality and quantity with which we make them avail-
able to .oti total population.

is appropriate here, I think, to indicate that
illinois will be holding a very important conference
next year; the purpose of which is to explore and
.perhaps develop a total approach to the solution of
the problem of providing all our people with the
(library) materials and services they need, when
and where they need them, and of a level appropri-
ate to their need.)

1. The provision of (libriFy type) materials and -
services is a necessity to support our way of
life.
a) The permissive availability of these

aerials and services at whatever level a
community -(be, it political or formally 'ed-

=, ucational) wishes can nvtiffiger be tol-
erated,

b) These services mint be inandated from
the level of the largeit political unit we
can coerce and established at the highest
level of competence we can imagine.

c) They must be accessible without
tions to all our people. .-

1). This applies to the services in formal
educational situations as well as to
the general public. (The majority of
educational °institutions tolerate the li-
brary requirements of accrediting
agencies/fund source§ the lowest
level allowed and _are not generally
service oriented.)

2. ,Systems appear to be the best approach -to
the equalized .provision of the services and
materials.
a) Systerns,are able to equalize opportuni-

tiei for access and provide' superior serv-
ceS 'and collections within their bound-
'ides and betWeen each other much more
flexibly, and effectively than smaller units. .
1) The provision of adequate duplication

as well as the inhibition of unneces-
sary duplication can be administered
more effectively from a wider base.

2) Recruiting, continuing training, and
scheduling of personnel in more ap-
propriate and rewarding' assignments
can also be accomplished more effec-
tively.

3) Care must ,be taken to assure a large
enough base; there are too many in-
stancee:4of systems with inadequate
bases.

-4) The dependence on cooperation as a
a preferred tool for accomplishing any-
thing should be abandoned.

b) System, responsibilities should include
provision (*the vario'us types of services
and, materials needed by individuals and _

groups, dr9anized and unorganized for
the total ariea, population, and institutions.
encompassed.
.1) ,ThUs the formal educational commu-

. nity must ilge supported, but equally,
and perhap? even .more important, is..
adequate and 'appropriate support for
ouP0f-school individuals and groups.

c) Systems should be developed with
strong administrative units having the
requisite authority and support, financial
and otherwise, which can assure the de-'

.



velopment (including necessary research
activities) and provision of the appropri-
ate services properly located, and can in
turn provides-adequate support for local
situations as these became known:
1) Systms shodld develop flexible (mo-

bile) solutions to support .problems.
3. Library services, in whatever ivtitutional

form they may be developed, should be di-
vorced from local political control.
a) The concept of local autonomy .for li-

brary control is not really defensible when
we speak of quality and quantity of ma-
terials and services.

b) The total problem of citizen control of
public institutions needs study in depth.
As it applies' to libraries, the prevailing
board, "lay" citizens is outmoded..' It
was developed before there was a 'pro-

f .

fessional cadre to support such services.
c), Strong control should be exercised from

the' bigliest level.
1) Such control is necessary to see that

our people are assured of quality serv-
ice all the way down to the individual.

4'. :Financial.supliort should be on a matching
basis. .

a) Support from the top (federal at present)
should be available, only if the mid-unit
(state at present) is willing to assure a
specified proportion at its level and will
require the local unit to proinde the re-
mainder.
1) Support "in jkind" should not be ac-

ceptable.. s

b) Support should be based
formulUS.

O

4
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HARRIETTE M. CLUXTON
Medical Librarian

Illinois Masonic Medical Center
Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Librarigs and Information Science

The dominant special libraries i r,1 the medical
and health ,fields for many, years were those of the
medical schools, the'fnedical associations, and the
federal government. Most hospital libraries were
those for patients in, institutions offering long-term
or custodial care. What libraries there were in
general hospitals were operated for the medibal
.staff, and largely supported by them the "Doc-
tors' Library." If the hospital operated its own nurs-
ing school some sort of library service was devel-
oped for the students.

Today the Hospital Librarif is the real workhorse
in the medical and health field. But it is stillstrug-
gling to change its image to catch up with the
rapid changes imposed upon its parent institution
by such 'forces as the extension of insurance plans,
pressure for accreditation, rising costs, govern-
ment controls, etc., as well as the new concepts of
the role of hospitals in health care; and the reflec-
tiontherein of advances in medical knowledge and
technology.

"Patient Care" is still the reason for everything.
that goes op in a hospital today. BUT most librari-
ans never see a patient; typically he stays less than
a week (or is never admitted at alll'he doesn't need
or can't absorb bibliotherapy; and his reading-for-
diversion needs can be et by volunteers with their
book trucks stocked wit best sellers in paperback.

Increasingly; nursin students are being trained
elsewhere, but the' hos ital is getting more deeply
involved in other facet of education.

For 'one thing, more medical students are in the
hospital, and sooner. Material adequate for attend-
ing staff and residents must be supplemented with
texts and handbooks, and more instruction/in using.
libraries must be provided. /

More importantly, the last 20 years
tremendous increase both in numbers
verse titles of workers in the health
ManpOwer 'Admin'istration's 1971 Re

es seen a
and in di-

lelds. The
ision of Job

escriptions identifies 55 new health jobs.
sta that only a little more than one-third
health s vice personnel are the doctors,
and nurses the medical professionals
some library serve has traditionally be

What are we provi
for the other two-thirdS? "Career ladders"' are dis-
cussed, but what concrete help are we giving em-
ployees toward their self-improvement? Toward
their improved performance on the job? This is
the new slant on education in the hospital today.

I feel that here is an area the Commission might
well investigate. The 'majority of workers in the
health fields have sketchy library service, if any
at all. What library funds there are tend to be used
for medical education and research -- not more
than a trickle gets directed toward the paramedi-
cals, technicians, nonmedical professionals and
supportive personnel.

As well as urging some redistribution of funds
into this area, the Comipission might well encour-
age the production of printed materials suited to
these readers. Right now, there is one paramedical
dictionary and'a few terminology books and medical
secretary's handbooks which have won wide accept-
ance: In well established fields like Rad. Tech.
there are textbooks and even a few journals. But
for the vast number of- health service employees,
there is a striking paucity of 'suitable career-related
literature. A. V. materials are developing slowly.

The health field grows in all directions today,
not just according'to "what the dobtor. ordered?'
Every new program the Hospital envisions or even-
tually adopts is reflected in the Library's mirk. For.
example, we research before the-grant application
is written, dig up materials on planning facilities,
perhaps hell write job descriptions and promotion-
al pieces, stock books for training the new per-
sonnel involved, etc.

Subjects like sociology, economics, social work,'

It also
of total
dentists

or whom
available..

many in hospitals.
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social psychiatry, management, and especially raw
must now be represented in our collections. This
is a far cry from the medical, nursing and a few gen-
eral reference books of yesterday's libraries.

I'm sure the ComrnissioR has been urged-.be-
fore to back reform of the copyright laws. Not only
must provision'for the traditional "single copy for
scientific and scholarly purposes" be protected, but
true recognition must be given to the fact that inter-
library loan is the, life-line of the Hospital Library.
Forced by, the varied nature of their clientele and
the wide range of subject matter required for their
needs -- at the same time usually restricted by
funds and space and traditional attitudes -- few
hospital libraries could function well if this vital-
source of assistance were cut off. And production
of multiple copies of articles tebe used within, a
health institution for instructional purposes should
be freely allowed.

Thanks to the growth of the Regional Medical
Libraries with their networks and other services, and
to the stimulus of the Regional Medical Programs,
Hospital Libraries are finally off and running. Hos-

pital Librarians are being listened to in professional
circles, and there is even a textbook how to tun
a Hospital Library coming off the pres this summer
(aibit late?). My remarks have been slanted toward
Hdivital,Lihraries because we are the majority of
libragei in the fastest growir1g part of the economy''
health services. Our strength is in the magnitude
of our challenge and the courageous determination

' with which we face it. Very few are so fortunate
as I have been, for whom financial and adminis-
trative support have been gerierous. The Commis-
lion can help the vast majority of us by recom-
mending more adequate funding for °health bare-
libraries (even from the private sector why should
so- much be for .resedrch?), strengthening of the
federal programs now in" existence, and by zeal-
ously resisting their curtailment; by urging recog-
nition of statua of libraries and librarians in this
field; by encouraging the development of suitable

a
literature and supporting copyright law reform es-
pecially in its inter-li ry loan aspects;' and, in
short, ,by recognizing and abetting the growing im-
portance of the health service sector of the Library
Community.



ZOE I.. COSGROVE
Librarian

3M Company Tape Division Library
St. Paul, Minnesota

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

I apologize for my delay in answering your let-
ter and thank you and the Commission for yam
invitation to comment on information needs in the
Twin Cities area. Sev of us who received such
invitations (Grieg es of Cdrgill, Inc, Audrey
Grosch of the University of Minnesota Systems Di-
vision, Zella Shannon of INFORM-Information for
Minnesota, and I) agreed that the local special li-
braries and information centers could make the most
efficient use of your limited time in this region by
submitting a joint statement. I understand this will
be done.

I have concerned myself personally, in helping
to prepare the.Special Libraries Association presen-
tation to you for example, more with national/inter-
national priorities and potentials of non-tax-support-
ed libraries than with geographically coincident in-
formation agencies, . As a librarian at the headquar-
ters of a billion dollar corporation, I have immediate
physical access to ten of 3M's libraries and its com-
puterized information facility. Despite these ex-
tensive on-site resources, 3M librarians naturally
make extensive use of materials not available in-,
company. Fast and efficient access to materials
outsi our own institutions Mr. Aspnes, Ms.
Sh nnon, and I set as a number one priority.
W agreed that a' registry of data and materials

"available, 'regardless of source or format, and a
workable system for obtaining access to needed

..-'

items should be established at the earliest possible
time on the widest feasible base. Obviously central '
registers and/or union lists, interlibrary loans, and
other cooperative efforts, are commonplace. Patch-
work networks, more or less formal and more .or
less functioning, are common, too. However, due
to each institution's proper concern with serving
its financial supporters (taxpayers, students, or cor-
porate management and employees) and less ad-
mirable .insistence on autonomy (and/or self-
aggrandizement), these voluntary efforts often fail
to fill information needs. I believe that if your Com-
mission were to persuade the national govdnment
that non proprietary information resources in both
the private and the public sectors should be..in-
ventoried and accessible to those with a need to
know as a matter of policy, most. institutions, includ-
ing such good corporate citizens as my compdny,
would willingly cooperate.

If access were convenient, expenditures for in-
formation service could return a much better value
for each dollar .by eft' inating unnecessary dupli-.
cation of expensive items and encouraging infor-
mation users to consult published literature before
reinventing the wheel. The present haphazard sya-
tem sometimes makes it' less expensive and time-
consuming simply to take rock and chisel and start
chipping one out.

4,
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DON S. C LBERTSON*
Executi e Secretary

Inform Scienc and Automation Division
American/Library Association

Chicago, Illinois,

STATEMENT

Prepared for the - 4
National Commission on Libraries and -Information Science

Thank you for the .OArlUnity to submit written
testimony to the National Commission on Library
and triformation Science preceding its hearing in
Chicago, Illinois on September 27, 1972.

Paragraph three notes "We are particularly in-
terested in your views on the developments in li-
brary automation which have been or will be of sig-
nificance 'to future library planning."

Library automation efforts to date can roughly
l$e categorized thusly:

1) Automation of technical service operations
of libraries such as book catalogs, order
systems, and circulation control. These sys-.
terns enable the library to speed up opera-
tion cycle time, provide management infor-
mation (statistics not available before, and
improve public service.

2) Cooperatively developed automation pro-
grams which spread development costs and
enable lager scale systems to be imple-
monted. Typical of these consortia, frequent-,
ly organized for broader purposes than just
library automation, is* the New England Li-.
brary Information Neiwork (NELINET).

3) Automation products for public service use.
These vary from tools for the use of librarians,

book catalogs, authority lists, to services
furnished directly to the ultimate user, i.e.,
SDI'systems, custom searching of machir
readable bibliographic files.

-a& An estimated one thousand libraries use some
-Icind of automated procedures. The most common

are holdings lists of various kinds, *specially-Ana's
or special collections. Nearly all of these opera-
tions were developed by the using institution, on
data processing machines which happened to be
available. The first significant nationwide effort
was the creation of the Information Systems Office
at the Library of- Congress. During its meiamor-
phosis into the MARC Development Office of the
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Processing Department it' did the two things nec-,
essary to the automation of libraries on a broad
scale. First it developed the standard format for
the interchange of bibliographic information and
second, began the .enormous task of converting
bibliographic records- into the standard MARC II
format on a systematic basis. In the process f de-
veloping the MARC system, several basic °s bdies
were undertaken, to lay the theoretical foundation
of the task or to delineate the procedures in such
a way that the procedure became a landmark in
library systems development. The National Com-
mission sholtld recognize the importance of the
contribution to the state-of-the-art of the MARC De-
velopment Office, encourage the Librarian of con-
gress to assign broader responsibilitieeto.the MARC
Development Office especially basic research in
contemplated automation activities,.and encourage
the funding of the continuation and expansion of
the FrECON Project, the program Of retrospective

-conversion of LC records to the MARC II format.
Cooperative systerlis development, especially

that done by a consortium; on-line library automa-
.tion including both cataloging /card production simi-
lar to that done by the Ohio College Library Center
and 'circulation systems typified by that at North-
western University; and remote searching of com-
puter tapes for bibliographic or data use depend
upon transfer of data from one place to another.
Many types of communications facilities are avail-
able for immediate use such as Bell System land
lines and MCI's microwave transmission facilities:
Other communications technologies are available
on an experimental basis such as various members
of the NASA satellite series or are not yet in opera-
tion except in the laboratory i.e., lasers.

Although several experiments in transmitting
facsimiles for library use have indicated an unjusti-
fiably high cost to benefit 'ratio;the rationale for
transmitted library data has changed in the last few

A



years and some of the newer methods of transmis-
slop may make library type use economic. The
National Cornmission could bring the library com-
munity and agencies like NASA together k) that
experiments could be funded and prepared in time
to take advantage of the new broad band, two way,
high powered satellites to be launched beginning in
1973, ATS-F and G.. A periodic reexamination in
the light of the present environment of experiments
such as that done by the University of California
should be undertaken to see if the changing econo-
my or new technologies l l make them feasible,
also might be encouraged. Cooperative exPeri-
ments over commerpial satellites migli be fostered
with foreidn bolintries. The Agency for Interna-
tional Development has indicated an interest in
assisting with such experiments.

As previously stated, the preponderance of the
automation effort in libraries is the result of the
effort of the individual .library using a small systems
staff or contracting services from their campus or
city data processing dep rtment. Developing sys-
tems were so unique or i such a state of flux that
the transferability of programs from one system to
another, a highly touted advantage of nearly all
recent programming, languages, is nearly non-exist-
ent. Yet this possibility has been a feature in the
justification of the development investment for most
system endeavors. The National Commission would
hasten the spread of the better systems if research
could be promoted in computer program transfer-
ability; especially if the proeess of transferring pro-
grams from one computer to another, especially,
of different makes, were written up .in detail.

Another aspect of this "transfer" problem, is the
availability of one or more complete "turn-key" sys-
tems. These would be especially useful if they
used one of the more popular mini-computers so fhat
hardware, software, forms, computer operations
manuals, library procedure manuals, etc., were avail-

able for one flat rate. This would enable a relatively
small library to ehjoy the advantages of automation
without incurring the high one -time development
cost otherwise necessary.

Although librarians can find ample evidence that
properly conceived and tested automation systems
are economic, it has become fashionable in some
library circles to "knock" automation, This not
only forces the burden of proof upon librarians con-
vinced of the economic usefulness of automation
but also tends to make headlines Of the antkuto-
mation pronouncements. The greatest dan9er in
these headlines is the influence they might have
on library trustees, college and university adminis-
trators, municipal and. state officers, and federal
government officials. Negative attitudes fostered
in these`. quarters are difficult to counter. The Na-
tional Commission, Aowever, can reach these vari-
ous groups and publications reflecting the true pic-
ture in library automation would carry weight with
them.

Much of the foregoing is predicated upon the
availability of material in the library, to be promoted
by the library to users of the collection. Many of
the parts of the proposed Copyright Act represent
benefits for private special interest grotips and do
not reflect the rights of, the public to access to in-
formation, much of it produced with public funds.
A prestigious agency must take it upon itself to
ipeak to the Cong-ret'sfao the administration, and.
to these special interest groups, in the public inter-,
est to guarantee at least 1) the right' to experiment
with information storage and retrival system, infor-
mation manipulation, and information delivery sys-
tems and 2) the right to use copyrighted informa-
tion for scientific research without penalty. I be-
lieve the National Commission should be that
agency.

Thank you for the opportunity to present m
views on library automation to the Commission.
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JOSEPH M. DAGNESE*
Director of Libraries and Audio-Visual Center

Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Rogers & Weber (1) define a university library
as "a research library which is typically a congeries
of special libraries, rather than merely a major col-

t lection. on a fairly circumscribed arekor subject,
such as are the Huntington, Folger, Linda Hall, Pier-
pont Morgan, or Newberry libraries." The Special
Libraries Association (2) provides the 'following
statement: "Special libraries serve industry busi -.
ness, research, educational and technical institu-
tions, government, special, departments of .public
and university libraries, newspapers, museums, and
all organizations requiring or providing specialized
information." .

For purposes of this paper, we shall omit from
consideration those specialized libraries to be found
within the jurisdiction of university governance:
such- libraries as serve medical schools, business
schools, various centers and institutes. They fall
into Rogers and Weber's concept of a university
library and will be treated as such.

Interlibrary cooperation has long been a topic
on which librarians and the administrators to whom
they report haVe ,waxed eloquent. UnfoFtunately,
this eloquence seems to have carried about the'same
weight as a patriotic address on July 4th or homily
on Mother's Day. 'In fact, cooperation has become
a shibboleth, the magic' word that must .appear in
annual reports, national conferences and even in
testimony before augu,r41. commissions.

From the way the subject of cooperation has
been received, one almost begins to suspect that
there is something un-American about it, something
that claws at the moral tissue of capitalism and
competition. This reception appears to be so per-
vasive that librarians have had to go undergrounq

*to participate in cooperative ventures. Note the
ways thpt the costs of interlibrary loans are hidden
in budgets. Is there a' librarian bold enough to

show the, true price of membership in the Center .

for Research Libraries? NPAC comes in for its
share of brickbats every time it comes up for funq-
ing. Cataloging-in-publication spent years under-

' ground, and even now in its. reincarnation cannot
be certain- of survival. The Farmington Plan, truly
the most ima6inative program in cooperation, has
hadas funding buried deep in library bud ets. This
brief recital of a few cooperative yen res only
serves to highlight what librarians have k own all
along -- namely, that cooperation is at be a very
'tenuous idea, one which succumbs y to the
exigencies of self-interests and fiscal retrenchment.

The possibility of cooperation between academib
and-special libraries must .be approached with this
background. For the sake of emphasis," it must be
stated that in the context of this paper, cooperation:`
means the sharing of resources and services. Ex-
cluded from consideration are the many intures
in bibliographic control for which special libraries
are justly famous such ventures as the National
Translations Center, Technical Book Review Index,

- Dictionary of Report Series, an i_t4any more. All
of these have-made the rethea ofelusive informa-

,

tion easier and are indeed a form of cooperation.
But valuable as these are, they do not constitute
cooperative programs. The inclusion of special li-
brari4s in regional lists of serial holdings or bibli-
ographic data banks is becoming more Common.
But once again such participation should not be
construed as significant interlibrary cooperatke pro-
grams.

In order to proceed, it seems necessary' to di-
vide tpe general concept Of special libraries into
three separate categories: thOse serving profit-
making organizations (industry, business, lianancial,
research, etc.); those.servtng non-profit organIza-
tions (museums, foundations, and privately-endowed
collections such as those mentioned on the first
page above); and those serving governmental agen-
cies, as well .as -the three national libraries. Fur-

T: Rogers, R. D. and D. C. Weber, "University Library Admin-
istration" New York, H. W. Wilson, 1971. p. 1.

2. Special Libraries Association. "Directory, 1971/72", NewYork 1971 p1
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ther, t o considerations occur in relatioh to cooper-
ation ith each of the three groups: firstly, whether
it is ossible for .these special libraries and aca-

..
demic libraries, to cooperate; and secondly, on
what ground should cooperation be based.

Profit-Making 'Organizations
The first consideration poSed above raises the

question whether it is possible for non-profit ace-.
demic libraries to cooperate with profit-making or-
ganizations without violating one of the prime tenets
of the academic community, namely, access to all
information for the further expansion of knowledge
whether in the instructional or research mode of
the university. The first mandate of adadernici, li-
braries is 16 provide personnel and material which
will fbrnish the services the students, faculty and
staff require in their ptirsUit of knowledge, unfetteied
by commercial or economic consideration. On the
other hand, the ultimate reason for the profit-making

:,organization served by this type of special library
is precisely the marketplace. Thus the issue arises
Whether the very reason for existence of the aca-
demic community is not opposed to that of the profit-
making organization. This_ question has never been
fully_explored, bust it most certainly contains caveats
for;the acadernic_library administrator.

The seCond conSideration raised above poses
the question on what grounds -should cooperated

Abe based.Niostspecial libraries of profit-making
'organizations have little or nothing they can share
with academic librarier:. Moreover, the very nature
of the firms which support these libraries in many
cases prohibits cooperation on the thesis that since
the firm's work is proprietary, any .revelation of its
interests -- even through the literature collected '
could be damaging to its,economic life. The state-
ment that these -libraries"Phave little or nothing
they can share" must not be construed as a deni-
gration. Many of them have fine journal and mono-
graphic collections in their fields of specialtzation.
Most of these, however, also exist in academic, li-
braries. The very core of their specialized library
collection in-house reports, technical reports
tom government agencies translations, corporate'
reports, privately-issued financial surveys, market
studies, etc.,all of these are in most instances
not to be foind in academic libraries. Yet itis this
core collection which is typically subject to no ch.,
culation outside the company.

The typical situationthen isthat, since academic
collections ,are ."open," they are accessible to the

0

public; whereas, since profit-making organizational
libraries are "closed," they are not accessible. This
is not a basis for cooperation if, once again, We
define cooperation as the sharing of resources and
services for a mutually beneficial end. In at least
Some academic libraries, the issue of cooperation-
with profit-making organizations has been solved
by membership plans whereby-the companies may
use the facilities of the academic library by paying
for it.

Non-Profit Organizations
The consideration of whether libraries of non-

profit organizations Can cooperate with academic
libraries does not contain the complexities dis-

.

cussed above, if 'only for the reason that their ra-
tionale for existence is very much like that of the
academic community. Most of these libraries have
a long history of cooperation with -Their academic
counterparts, especially those privately-endowed
ones which ere,sympathetic to scholarly research
and whose charters do not forbid this activity.

The question of on what, grounds should co-
operation be based raises again the issue that the
library associated with this kind otorgadization has
a very highly specialized collection usually not
reproducible even if funds could be found. The li-
brary of the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the Folger Library or the Newberry Library are ex-
amples. Because of their uniqueness, scholars are
drawn to the, collections as supplements to their
university libraries. Also because of their very
uniqueness: these collections are self- sufficient and
rarely need material from other sources.

The issue then becomes a question of how aca-
demic libraries can justify their use of these collec-
tions Since they have little to offer in return. At
least one of these libraries, the John Crerar
has instituted a contributing 'institutional member-
ship at a cost of $100 per year effective. April 15,
1972, The. Center for Research Libraries is a mem-
bership library which has a fee based. on an acqui-
sitions budget formula. It appears that in the fu-
ture academic libraries can expect to pay to use
these collections. Such fiscal arrangements- may
be justified inasmuch as there seems to be no basis
for true cooperation.

Governmental Organizations
The two considerationi raised above whether

these types of libraries can cooperate with academ-,
is lipiaries and on what grounds should cooperation
be based -- should not be issues with governmental

47
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libraries. Their specialized collections should be
available to academic libraries by the very- nature

\ of the foundation of our governmental system. The
three national libraries have been leaders in inter-
library cooperation. The distribution of 'govern-
ment publications through the Government Printing
Office makes readily available the bulk of ma-
terial which forms the basis for governmental agen-
cy libraries.

Perhaps in the strict sense of the word, this re-
lationihip cannot be described 'as cooperation, in-,
asmucA as the material tends to flow from the.
governmental libraries to...the academic ones. How-
ever, academic libraries have always been willing
to reverse the flow whenever they have been -called
on. It would seem then that this arrangement is as
it should be.

The -Future

We have seen that inane case some- dcademic
libraries have instituted fees for use by profit-
making organizations, and in another situation non-
profit organizational libraries have a membership
fee for use by academic libraries. One other point
not brought out above is that very recently some
academic libraries have given serious considera-
tion to Charging fees for interlibrary loans to help
defray the cost of the transactions. What do these
considerations. mean to the future of interlibrary

. cooperation between special and academic li-
braries?

There is an old adage which says that thbse
who have, get and those who don't, pay. Up .to
very recently, scholarship seems to have- escaped.

--"- Gentlemen agreed that, even if cooperation were
not mutually beneficial, they had a responsibility
to further knowledge no Matter where it- was pur-
'sued. We seem to be witnessing the passing of
that. era. Do not mistake me: we are all .still gen-
tlepersons, However, we find business officers and
,treasurers poking around in hidden nooks and ask-
ing what we get for our membership fees, or how

(Nmuch it costs 'to loan material. On the othe hand,
we are not abOVe asking the president how t the li-
brarY can support StU 'es withoutnew

back up the teach g or re-
ew programs of,

proper colleotions
search. The real question then is hassi erlibrary
cooperations comet,down to a matter -.of d011ars?

Universities have become big businesses, and
this is refidcted in library budgets. Information is
big business. The 1970-71 "ARL academic library
statistics show 77 of its 78 member -libraries with

'budgets:over $1,000,000, and the 78th one less than
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$50,000 away from that figure. The general eco-
nomic conditions indicate fiscal 'retrenchment and
many libraries are having to cut budgets. This cli-
mate is having its effect on cooperative ventures
between libraries. Those libraries to whose mutual
benefit resources and services can be shared are
strengthening their cooperative programs. Other
programs' which fall under the "gentlemanly" agree-
ment of cooperation are being closely examined
and reevaluated. We should not be optimistic about
the outcome.

The Role of the Commis§ion
Is there anything that the National Commission

on Libraries and Information Science can do to ..

support interlibrary cooperation between . special.
and academic libraries?

.
It does not seem appropriate for the Commis-

sion to get involved in the relationship between aca-
demic and profit- making organizational libraries.
Membership plans based on financial arrange ents
between the two units are probably what is eded.
There is, however, one, area which could e re-
examined, namely a revival of the State Technical ..
Services Act. The original terms of this Act
matched federal and state. funds to support indus-
try and business in solving technical, business and
scientific programs. Federal money is no longer
available, but some states have continuedthe pro-
gram on a reduced basis. New, legislation similar
to this would provide on a national level an alterna-
tive to each library working out a separate.program
for this type of cooperation.

Cooperation with libraries of non-profit organi-
zations, especially privately-endowed collections,
offers an opportunity for'support by the Commis-
sion. Our great private collections, among them
those listed on the first page of this paper, deserve
fiscal support as national resources. These li-
braries are truly national treasures and should be
available freely to scholars. It is inconceivable
that academic libraries should attempt to duplicate
these holdings, even if .they were available. The
Commission should, therefore, investigate means
for developing fiscal support for these libraries in
such a way- as to make them readily accessible
to the -scholarly community. It may be possible
that the National Foundation on the Arts- and Hu-
manitievinight be an,appropriate body to, ork with
to develop this suggestion.

CooPerative ventures between academic and
governmental libraries certainly seems to fall within
the purview of the Commission. Strengthening the



three national libraries might be the first approach.
At present, the National Agricultural Library seems
to be in need of the most support. Interlibrary co-
operation should be extended, so that these collec-
tions are readily. available.

One unresolved issue clouds the entire concept
of cooperation the right to photocopy and dis-
tribute copy;ighted information. It is fervently
hoped that Commissioner Davis' opinion in the case

sion, still in Congress, will also affect cooperation.
The CoMmission is urged to take a stand in fpvdr
of more liberalized copyright laws. Unless the right
to photocopy is formalized by law, any attempt to
broaden and strengthen cooperative, ventureslwill
be undermined. Of all the issues currently demand
ing the attention. of the Commission, undoubtedly
this one is the most critical.

The opportunity to offer these comments on the
of Williams and Wilkins vs. United States will not role of academic and special" libraries' in interlibrary
be upheld by the courts. The copyright law revi- cooperatiOn is truly .appreciated.

t
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CHARLES H. DAVIS
Associate 'Professor

University of Michigan
School of Library Science

Ann Arbor, Michigan
J ,

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

a Thank you for inviting me to provide you with
r written testimony. I have just one or two brief

comments relating to resgarch and development in
our field and the manner in which it has often been
funded.

. Specifically, I would question the wisdom of
providing individual universities or other institu-
tions with large-scale grants, usually renewable
from year to year, for the development and imple-
mentation of automated systems. The, argument
normally used in favor of this practice is that it
avoi a duplication of effort. I should like to' point
out the. ,ii)also has the effect ofelimitiating compe-
titiona &the examination of alternative approaches
to a given problem.
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It is my personal conviction that it would
much more fruitful to provide a greater numb':
individuals and institutions with small to mediiirn
sized grants for the "investigation of particular as-
pects of a general problem. In addition, l-lhink
that researchers should be encouraged to do more
on their own. Much can. be accomplished on the
proverbial shoestring, and it seems apparent to me
that a lot of time and effort is expended on "grants-
mans/hip" in the pursuit of prestige.

Having delivered myself, of these qpinions, I

wish to thank you again for providing the opportu-
nity. You have my best wishes for the success of
your Commissiqn.

O



EMMETT DEDMON
Vice-President and Editorial Director

Chicago Sun - Times.
Chicago Daily News

Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.

.

Mr. Field has asked me to respond to your let
ter asking for written testimony for the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science.

On consulting with our Librarian, William Sann-
wald, I find that the following areas might be use-
fully explored by the Commission:

(1) Lack of Hardware standards for microfilm,
recordings and films: Libraries must spend money
to duplicate equipment. For example 4 different
sizes of microfilm are marketed to libraries.

(2) A need for an inde or catalog of resources
on a national and local le I.

(3) A.better way to fin nce public library,serv-
ice. For example, tax income for libraries in the'
Chicago area varies a great deal. The North Subur-
ban Library System serving the north and north-
western suburbs spends $5.29 per capita, while
the Suburban System serving the Western suburbs
spends $3.38 per capita.*

If you wish further information, I suggest you get
in'touch ditectly with Mr. Sannwald

, 73
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- LEO DINNAN
System Director

Wayne County Federated Library System

4 Wayne, Michigan

STATEMENT

Prepared fOr the .

NOtional Commisslop on Libraries and Information Science ,

This statement is being ,sent for two reasons,
1. My name was submitted by Mrs. Bartlett B.-Smilh
on a form accompanying your request to her for
names of people to contact, and 2. You invited
interested persons to submit such statements.

Our Library System serves over 50 public librar-
ies of-all sizes in three counties of Michigan, plus
two community colleges and 'eleven school dis-
tricts. Because of this broad base and the unusual
federated relationships involved, we get grass root
sentiments usually denied directors of large librar-
ies. On the other hand, our operations are easily
among the top twenty in size irthe nation so we
have also a feel for the magnitude of it all.: With
that disclaimer, I would like to submit the following
statements related to library needs as we see them.
I. The' weakest point in the provision of library

service is the delivery of information directly to
" the consumer in a fully usable form.

For years, librarians and scholars have labored
over intricate, networks) interloan, bibliographic
'storage, subject and specialized bibliography; and
more recently hard copy transmission and electronic
data storage. All of this substantially in *suit
of the elusive and useless goal of 100% bibliograph-
ic control of sources. All the while; the consumer
has been forced by and large to look elsewhere for
his information in usable form. It is the magazine,
the radio, the TV, and the newspaper which serve
as the library of the common man, assisted. by ex-
perts such as the hardware store clerk or the news-
paper answer man services: If is as ifwe had spent
millions on the waterworks and- forgot to connect
the fauOets.

The real need is to provide at the place closest
to the consumer, the end product of all our biblio-
graphic :efforts, information in an immediately. us-
able form. The most important research and de-

- velopment need is the form and;the method of de-
livery of information at this point. Echoes of this
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basic need will be spotted in several of the follow-
ing statements. . ,

I I. Demonstration- projects and "innovative"' experi-
ments are not the most productive Ways of using
Federal funds to support' libraries: -
It has long been.assurned that if we show people

what a great idea some .currently -popular library
fad, is, that they would be overjoyed to take it over
at the close of the demonstration.period. The truth
is that more often than not, it either dies or is kept
alive by artificial respiration using other federal
funds. Then it is repeated over and over again at
great cost 'and with little benefit.

There are reasons these projects so often fail
and some of them are 'good reasons.

1. They are usually over-furfilltd in terms of
what the local area could be expected to
continue.

2. They are Usually a good thing for an area
provided it has established the more essen-
tial services firmly enough. to support the.
"enriched "" service. Most local areas are
still Short on funds to support the essential
services and decline to take over the supple-
mentary.

'
3. They are, more often than not, keyed to what

librarians and government employees think
would be good and not to what the citizens
really need or' want.

Money spent on esoteric and seldom used serv-
ices is of doubtful value.

Manufacturing co4erns try to determine 'the'
-market before they pluinge into a new project, but
libraries have repeatedly set up projects which later
failed simply for lack of use. Hard copy transmis-
sion is the most recent example.
IV. Money spent on regular staff consultants is less

valuable than money for materials or direct
services.

.As the farmer is reported to have told the Coun-
ty Agent, "I already know how to farm twice as good

0`.",-r,
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aso do."., most cases, it is hat so much lack of be willing to help share' the coat. If the Federal
kn wledge' as it is lack of resources: and,. funds. Government is unable,to respond,to the basic need
Fu thermore, the staff consultants Often are not_for point-of-contact materials and information in
tr ly expert in their specialtieS and a, 'Careful read- usable form, then give us, the money and we will
itt -61 published material is often superior to the undertake to do so.
r sults of their consultation. There is also prob- We have begun to move in this direotion as a

m df lack of' residual_ benefits for the money spent system of libraries by entering the publishing field
hepay for a staff consultant is consumed with very to provide point-ot-contatrnaterials in immidiately
ittle,if any continuing_benefit-while materials may usable' forms under a generic term, "Referepce-
have a useful life' of from two to'five years allowing Packets." Attached hereto afe a few of thsimpler
for an accumulative effect ones.

Note that the above is not intended to criticize 1. The leaf identification flyer is giVen.out freely
the short term hiring of a. cOnsultant for a particular to users of ow librartes who find them invalu-

able.purpose .Such as a' building program.
V. The need is tor substantial direct' assistance 'at .

2. The Drug treatment .or help enters in the
the point of contact between the library and the . area item was reprinted from the Detroit
consutow of information,' - : News., The large Detroit papers have bOth

,

MoneY or services in an immediately usable
form available to even the smallest public libraries
would be of most benefit. For example land only
an example) the provision of_ the consumer pu_blica-
tiona of the Federal Government in, an, attraatively
prepared, 'organized display withadequate dupli-
cation of 'items to meet needs; 'made available in
each public library4'io the country -would do more
than opening up a consumer information. services
with a staff_ of experts or 'some such typical re-
sponse. 7

You will note that -I haven't sonde said that mere
money should be Spent on systems at networks: Of
course, as a 'system we would like more money, and
would try to use it, as iridicated above; but it is our
conviction that "if' we do, in fact, provide a needed
service, local librarieswill insist on using us and will

.

been ,generoukin allowing us to reprint and
distribute informatini of more than daily in-
terest such as this

..

3 `-The Phase II Rules and Regulations is from
s the Federal' Register:- We do,the same thing

with other dbcumentarl- materials of use chk
as draft lottery numbers, the Roth. decikm
on school ,integration sand other 'basic:in- /
forniation. which tends* to be lost quickly-and
not remain available to the consumer himself,.

4. "Crisis faces pupils who can't read."
5. Common sources of poisbning'and the poison

control center ?telephone number in book=
mark. form is an even simpler adaptation.

If-opny, of ,the above statements seem to warrant
further considerations, I °would be pleased to talk.
with' your staff members or committee. Members
)about them.
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Students in today's schools are aophisticated

both intellectually and experientially, and it is nee- ing
essary to provide them with a broad variety of in- .
structional materials` to enhance their learning ex-
periences. There is an urgent need for. print and
non-print materials in all types of librariesachool*
public, university, and research libraries. This need
can be met only through cooperation among ;librar-
ie&and information agericies at the local, regional,
:state and federal level, making available equal -ac-

. Cesa to information.

VALERIE J. DOWN
Director

ices
blic Instruction

.Media* and Library Se
Office of the Superiniendent of. P

Springfield, !Hindi

STATEMENT

- Prepared for the .1
National Commission on Libraries and Inf rmation Science

In the Action Goals for Ole Seventies; An Agenda
'for Illinois Education, emphasis is placed on the
need for equalization of educalional opportunities
and individualized instruction. The sChool media

. center is the vehicle through which these goals can
be met. Because of the inherent nature of ariab-
tive school media' program, students are given equal

opportunities to learn independently,to the liMits
of their capabilities. A media program that play&
a vital role inrthe school encourages akillVemeloP-
inent as well as student motivation and positive at-
titudes about the !earring aperjences..;

The National Cemrdission 'op Likaries and In-
formatiOn` Science 'should be' concerned, with the
following priority areas'' cooperation among librar-
ies-and 'informalibn agencies research and needs
assessment, finances, and'Materials selection. De-
veloping all of thesevriorities would help meet the
ultimate-objecthie expairdedinfOrrnation services

COOPERATION
, 4 p4 i, There spould be' established of the State level a

similar Commission' that would-carry out detailed
recommdridatibne Of the ,ilatiOndil 'Commission.
Membership °s Toq.ude :representatives from
brisiness, induatiV,4aubdtion irl.general, library and
information -citizens, 'gOvernment, etc.
The State etormiiisaiori thoUld. be completely re-
moved' from riaqisdti 'pantiCs aridas free as possible
from vested In't4r.eit

7ta .

0 %

*I-
.;

This ommission could be engaged in the follow-
activi ies: ',
1. Re ional inforniation renters should be .or-

ga lied in Illinois. 'Policies for these cen-
ter would. be decided by the Commisslok.
Th regional centers could function similar
to t eilMC's for the Handicapped in that they

.WO Id be collections of alfavailable mate-
. Librarians and information 'specialists.

at a I level's would be able to select materials
by n-the7spot evaluation of these regional'
coil ctiens. These regional centers would
also Ova part of p mechanized statewide lh-
for.rn lion storage and Tetrieval network. Lo
cal lbrarieg auld request,. inf drinati on
throu h the regional' centers which would
have ook-ups with loCal, school, state, urii-
versit , and *federal libraries. This network
:of co peration would eliminate:duplication
of' eff rt and expendilures and makeinfOrma-
Hon m re accessible. .

:2. The C mmission should coordinate the ef-
forts o professional infOrrhation science or
ganizat ons to stimulate renewed coopeca-
tion am ng information agencies, The Cath-
olic Lib, ries Association, American Library
Associat on ale just a few organizations that
could be involved. o

'3. The Com isaion should organize a taskforce
16. imp em nt direct codperation among all
types Of li raries. A universal library card
could be is ued to all school students so that

',they coalci check. out matepiials from any li-
brary* in the state. More liberal interlibrary
iban regulations could be instituted.

4. The Commission should assume the respon-
* sibility of disseminating information through.:

out Illinois about current prohicts and goals
of information agencies, results of research
and, their implications. in scHoOls, proposed
legislation and other 'relevant information.
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... RESEARCH
A complete.assesSment of the information needs

of the people of Illir/iois must be conducted before
a comprehensive program of cooperation can be
organized. The results of this research would pro-
vide essential input for planning programs of in-
formation service. Ramifications of this research
wetild possibly /alter teacher training techniques
in the universities.

Needs assessment could survey the following
areas of concern:

1. What affect does the school- media:tenter
. have pn the child's intellectual attainment

and ttitude development?,
Whoa types of instructional materials are
most effective in teaching each concept, mo-
tivating the students, and adapting teaching.
methodology to individualized instruction?

3. What background do the teachers need be-
fore they can use thd media center as an
integral part of their teaching strategy? This

vice training I fwould affect

4. What i rovements can be made in college
ro f r t p.04 di p t cf

librariana
5. What insights could we gain from a feasabili-

ty aistudy to identify areas )23ff-cooperation
among information agencies? .

FINANCES

would

gorical aid could also be used to test cooperative
production, acquisition and cataloging of materials
as well as dissemination of materials and informa-
tion through technological approaches to informa-
tion storage and retrieval,. An addendum is at-
tached showing the progress Illinois school libraries
shave made since ESEA Title It was instituted in
1965.

A concerted effort should be made to emphasize
the need- for continued funding at the local, state
and national level.

"
SELECTION

Tbe.changingdemands of school childrenoclirect-
ly affect. the seleclion of materials for their use.
The service programs of AI types ollibraries should
emphasize the use. of a variety of materials to meet
the unique needs of each individual student. The
library .is the place .where children can pursue a
topic in depth; pictorial and audio materials on
sophisticated subjects serve a wider range of ability
and interest levels than print materials.

Selection standards should be developed for
'all types of m terials in the collectidn. A statement
On, freedom f selection would ultimately increase
theiajuality of rnaterialS accessible to the.students,
It 4ould also give support to lbcal librarians who
get involved n' controversies over censorship of
materiys.

emphasis on /the ap
.peoacfr to en ancing cognitive development and

.

Programs of inform4tIon service -cannot be, in- building the, child'S self-concept is also mandatory.
life-no vative unless sufficient Clnds arip,provided. Tech- Positive.student attitudes toward learning and

advancements in library .and information
scienceb are expepeive. Furthermore, .funding is'
necessary to establikh regional demonstralowcen-
ters and conduCt research. AlltOo ofteriplans for
efficient, effective library services are' curtailed for-
lack Of funds. . 0 , ,

Categorical ai&lor-school librailei should be
continued on a brdader'besis where it implies suP-.
port of the curricular program. Media center fa-2:
cilities and collections are an essential element
in the curriculum, providing support. especially In,
the priority areas of reading and mathematics. Cate-

..
6

0

tong use of libraries can be encouraged by use of
;media in the school and at home.

an oonclusio , it is imperative that the National
Cominission on Libraries and Information Science
become a catalVst for change. We must broaden
the scope of learing experiences we offer students,
individualizing school activities thrOugh the fuse of
instructional materials from sources throughout Illi-
nois, Cooberation among libraries and information
`agenies offers the key with which we can unlock
thecreativity, imagination, and resourcefulness of
our youth.



Congressman
THOMAS F. EAGLETON

United States Senator.
Missouri.

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Comthission on Libraries and Information Science

!s* indeed d" pleasure to have this opportunity
to present testimony to the distinguished Com-
mission members. As a cosponsor of the authoriz-
ing legislation for this body,- I am particularly
pleased with the fine work this Comrnission has
done in coordinating existing 'federal programs,
conducting studies of library needs, and providing
assistance to libraries.

A great deal of progress has been made in
strengthening library programs. From 1956 through
1969, about $200 million in federal funds were pro-
vided to extend public library services to: an esti-
mated 85 'million people. The funds have had
a remarkable -catalytic effect; every federal dollar
spent for library services has stimulated the alloca-
tion 'to libraries of three dollars of state or local

"0 money.
In addition to the assistance provided for library

services, about $135 million in federal funds was
-Akfatched by $326 million in state and local funds
to support more than 1,500 building projects for
the construction of new facilities and the enlarge-
ment or modernization of existing structures.

And yet recently, library programs haite suf-
fered, and-continue to suffer, from financial anemia
under an Administration that puts education and
libraries near, the bottom of its priorities at. A
look at, this year's budget recommendations-clearly
shows the Administration's lack of support of library
programs.

Title I' of the Library Services and Construction
Act is the principal federal program for strengthen-
ing public library services and permitting them to
focus on specific areas of need.' The President's
budget proposed to reduce the appropriations for
Title I by 36% from the previous year's appropri-
ation.

The Administration also recommended the elimi-
nation of, all funds for -public library construction.
In Missauti" arone, at least two construction projects

a branch library in St. Louis and an addition. in
-Jefferson' City, both of which had they necessary
matching funds would have been cancelled. The

construction of new libraries is essential if all per-
sons are to receive quality library services. There
are some 200 communities with public library con-
struction projects in approvable form, awaiting the
availability of federal funds.

Moreover, the President recommended that
funds for school library materials remain at 1972
levels. This is in reality a step backward wherl
viewed in conjunction with the rising cost of
materials.

Fortunately, Congress reversed this picture, by
maintaining all of the library -programs at suitable
levels of increase over last year's appropriations.

This Administration's meat axe approach to
library programs is particularly distressing in light
of their much touted Right to Read program, which
is closely related to library programs. You may
remember that President Nixon, in his 1970 mes-.

, sage to Congress on education reform, pledwd
$200 million for the Right to Read program for 1971..
The President's $200 million reading program was
largely illusory. Buried deep in hii education mes-
sage was the news that the $200 million in question
waS, not new money but was actually the amount
he was requesting for two existing programs, Titles
II and III of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act. In fact, this amount proved to be about
$23 million less than Congress ultimately appropri-
ated for Titles II and III. Most-of these funds were
subject to previous commitments for ongoing pro-
jects and very Little was available for the Right to
Read program.

Almost three full years have now passed since
this ambitious and far-reaching prOgam was an-
nounced. The late Dr. James Allen, the main pro-
ponent -.of the program, and an outstanding edu-
cator, was forced to leave the Administration after
he publicly criticized the military thrust into Cam-
bodia and the Administration's handling of racial
problems at home. \ His dream of a right to read
for every' American 'became a game of educational
politics.

In the last fiscal yearahe Rt ht to"Read program

-12:1



had allotted to it -- not the large sums anticipated
for a new nationaleffort but a total of $10 million
siphoned off from eight other programs.

For this fiscal year, the Administration recom-
mended only $11 million for the Right to. Read pro-
gram. Certainly; the Administration cannot believe
that such a paltry sum can accomplish its stated
goal of insuring' that, by 1980, 99. percent of the
people over 16 shall be functionally literate. Re-
grettably, this amount was accepted in the final
version of the Labor-HEW appropriations bill, rather
than the higher funding level approved by the Sen-
ate.

As you may know, I have uced legislation
which would move to 'fulfill t unmet promises
made long ago by the present Administration.
fully intend to move ahead with this legislation this

fall. I am convinced that.reading ability is essen-
tial to 'education achievement s and therefore es-
sential to the country in terms of an enlightened so-
ciety. The anticipated rise in the literacy rate as a

suit of coordinated federal programs will have
ct bearing On- the need fol6fultrer increases in

library services.
*

It is imperative that the needs of libraries be
meta It is equally imperative that we improve edu-
cation and expand learning opportunities through
new measures and more adequate appropriations
for existing programs.

The country cannot afford the kind of "ffscal
responsibility" that results in cutting the budget
for hooks to the bone while signing a blank check,
for the Pentagon.
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DONALD C. EARNSHAW*
Library Trustee .

Mid-Continent Library System
Lee's Summit, Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Scienpe

"

I. One basic fact is common to alltf the metro-
politan areas of the United States, i.e., the peOple
to be served do Snot know; nor care, as they live,
shop, visit; attend meetings, and sports events,
about established boundary lines of puNie-libraii
districts, but demand the full range of library serv-
ices without regard. as to whether their need can
best be met by an old, established institution
located in the central city, or by a crose-at-hand
newer institution in the same metropolitan area:

2. We find that there is no true acceptance by
Professional. librarians, nor. by their trustees, Of
the concept of librdries as the "Universities of the
People," bringing to the people the full range of
services throughout the metropolitan area. Too
often those 'Concerned with the administration' of
and planning for central city _librarieslimit -their
concept to sophisticated information for business
and industry, and services essentially oriented to
their remaining cultural and, educated population,
paying lip service only to the needs of the culturally
deprived, the minority groups, the poor, and the
unserved. Suburpan library systems, on the other
hand, find themselves serving those who, have been
attracted by the newer and more modern fadilities
of the suburbs, as well as those who have fled the
central city for a great variety of reasons, with these
suburban libraries finding that the cost is too great,
as well as of questionable economic validity, for
establishing facilities equal to thobe built up over
the years by the central city library. ; Without'
closely knit political and administrative cooperation
the chasm between the two grows wider and deeper.

3. In looking at the central city. libraries, it is
generally tide that they are the major
research, and information Center within their re-
spective metropolitan areas. But these 'same cen-
tral city libraries find themselves with a declining
population and tax base with which ttrey" cannot
ever maintain 'existing levels, .either of collections.
or of services, much Less change and expand into
the modern demands for information and services..

. ,

In la ge.measure the central tity libraries are con-
'fine within boundaries established in the past
before the advent of urban sprawl, and, because of
the strictures of equally out-dated laws, as well as

by the-closely confined provincial outlook of those
in their administration, they find themselves unable,.
and sometimes unwilling, to exPind to the full- ex-
tent of the' metropolitan area with whiCh they are
now confronted. They seek, instead, funding from
the State and National levels for their survival as
resource and cultural institutions, and include pro-
posed programs for serving the unserved only ap
a currently popular device, and turn to the hard
decision, whether consciously or not, to determine
ihe areas in which. they Will expend their shrinking
revenues, without admitting that they_arein need of
becoming a-part, "politically and administratively,
of their metropolitan area.
- It is at this point that' great State and National

concern should be hadfor the more and more prob-
able loss of the central city libraries as a current,
live, and relevant source for information, education,
research,.and outreach.in their metropolitan areas.
That concern must not be on a basis of p servatior
of the status quo. The increasingly g ater yoid
is only partially-being filled by, the treme ous up-
surge of private,thusiness *oriented special rari
ies, on the one hand, and of information centers
concerned with government documents, records,
and information maintained by government, whether
state or federal, both of which ignort their rele-
vancy to any general public need. It is becoming

, more and more urgent for there to be a comprehen-
sive rethinking on the role of the central city librar-
ies and how they are to be brought into the current
age we liYe in.

4. While I may seem to be unduly critical 'of
the central city Libraries, without mentioning subur-
ban libraries, may I now invite your. attention to
suburban libraries?

With the tremendous growth of the' rnetropoli- 45
tan areas. of the nation, rnOst.tentral city libraries



find themselves surrounded by suburban auton-
omous lipraries, whethertlarge or small, old or
new, serving educated suburbanites in new com-
munities in the urban sprawl, or serving old and
small communities. These libraries are also af-
flicted with restricted boundaries, but, to a certain
extent have deliberately chosen such restriction,
and furnish only basic services without hope or
economic justification of matching the central city
collection, and without desire to assist in maintain-
ing that collection even where used by their patrons.
Narrowness of viewpOint irt,,the political and ad-
ministrative needs of the metropolitan area is no
exclusive prope/rty of the central cities.

5. Instead of presenting any detail of infor-
mation on Chicago,. New York, Atlanta, .Los Angeles,
Dallas;or San Francisco, in relatiOn- to this discus-
sion, may I present information on the Kansai City
area? ,

.The Kansas City area is divided by the State
line between Missouri and Kansas.. The main cen-
tral city library, administered by. the Kansas City,
Missouri, Board of Educatidn, is confined within
that School District. The Mid-COntinent Public
Library is administered by a -J3oard of Trustees
drawn from the three counties in which is located
the City of Kansas City, Missouri, and Serves, in
those three qoun ies, a 'burban population and a,
-territory which is closely apprOaChing ,the assessed
valuation for tax purposes of the central School`
District library. The School District .library 'of
Kansas City, Kansas is adrainistefed by the Kansai
City, Kansas, Board of Education, and -serves ah in-
dustrial and residential ,clientele, The. Johnson
County, Kanias; Public Library is administered by a
Board of Trustees, and, serves a" large ,suburban"
population- lying ,to the southwest of Kansaii City,
Missouri. 'The Cass County, Missouri, Ptiblic Lb
brary is administered by the.. Mid-Continent Public
Library, but not as a member of that system, and
serves a mixed suburban and rural area to the south

_of Kansas City, Missouri. The city library of North
Kansas city, Missouri.is administered by a Board of
Trustees, and serves a highly industrialized area ex-
Public Library is administered by a Board of Trust-
ees, and serves an old, established smaller city.with
a mixed population of college students, older resi-'
dents, and suburbariites.
iizk 1966, total expenditures for public libraries

in theNKansas City metropolitan area -- both Mis.
souri, and kansas amounted to a little more than
$3,000,000 per year: These expenditures are now at
a. revel of $5,500,000, an increase of over 80%,, Of

which inflation would account for approximately
8%. These figures exist without the three major

raries outside of the central school district library
ing achieved the holdings and the range of ser-

ice in that central library, and it is evident that
public funs will not support these three suburban
library systems expanding to the size of the Kansas
City, Missouri, School District Library. Population
migration aggravates the problem as the tax base
moves from thd Kansas City, Missouri, School Dis-,
trict Library' go the suburban areas, resulting in
a loss to the suburban population of the investment
in the fpicilities and holding of the central city

rylibra, without cooperative agreements of some
nature.

Ethnomic, administrative; and political cooper-
ation has become increasingly a necessity, but
with little accomplished as between the suburban
libraries and the central library. If we are to as
some that cooperation is inevitable to avoid bank-
ruptcy we must direct our thiriking to a total metro=
politan area library system and to view.library prob-
lems 4s falling into three categories:

(a) The. improvement of the quality of holdings,
the expansion in the range of services at the library,
and the introduction of'new technology: These are
internal concern's of ell libraries at the presentlime
and are not directly related, to cooperative. arrange
ments. Theywould, however, be enhanced by such.
airangements.

(by 'Achieving maxiinurn accessibility by pa-
. trons to holdings With minimum inconvenience to

the P'atrons. This is obviously one of the great
,benefits of ,cooperatiVe arrangements.

(c). Improving he management tir the adrriini
.7-stratiop of this system, stich as cataloging, book

pioCe4sing acquisition, and storage systerris.
Ttiere is, thusly, no point in .havirig several major
systems' operating independently- of each other
with: to identical management functions:

The third category. presents the political prob-
lem of achieving some kind of regionahgovernance" .
ofirarar'y systems.. While the State of MiSsouri has
recently enacted into law a far-reaching provision
for the consolidation of libraries; political con:-
siderations arising' from\4pfeatened loss of local -
autonomy remain in the. fOrefront.

The Mid-Continent Public Library, of which I

am a member of the Board of Trustees, is the out
growth of three county libraries, surrounding or
three sides the Kansas City, Misdouri, School
District Library, and, by area, serves 31/4thi of the
City of Kansas City, Missouri, as well as a number
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of smaller suburban communities. This area has
been marked, in the past ten years, by heavy popu-
lation growth, as well as by sharp increases in
taxable assessed valuation, while the central
School District Library has suffered a loss of pop-,
ulation of approximately 60,000. The Mid-Continent
system is committed to maintaining units of distri-
bution (branches) within ten minutes or less of
driving time, and located, insofar pas poisible, in
areas where people tend, to congregat e.,' shop-
ping centers or near mein arteries' of nsportation.
Extensive use is made of nterbr nch telephone
and teletype service, with daily elivery service by
library .trucks, so that the system is tied- together
and is, in effect, one large central library located
throughout the Service area. An, administrative and
.aigtribution center is located near the center of the
district, to provide support services necessary for
operation of its processing and ordering of mate*
als, data Processing services, and communications
center. Administratively' we feel that we have no
need t9 try to duplicate depth research materials
of the central School 'Distritt library, recognizing

, that the. central library can provide the "in house"
materials that are needed in the metropolitan area.
We feel strongly that, through interlibrary loan,"rna=

" terialb can°be routed throughout _themetropolitan
area.

6. Central city libraries are crying for money,
saying, in effect, that if they are given the money,
from whatever source, they will solve their prob-
lems. But At should be noted, that few are attacking
the problems politically or adminisirativel*Within
their metrcipolitan' area's..

Federal recognition is lacking, as is evidence
by the Administration's general lace of support 'for
library programs in its fiscal year 1973 budget,
with HEW Secretary Elliot Richardson being quoted
from a briefing on the budget conducted on January

, 22, as saying:
'"Overall support for libraries will' be reduced
inn the 1973 budget. Federal support for the
construction' of public libraries and for the ex-
tension of public library services was instituted
in order .to stimulate the development and WI-
provement of public libraries; TOday, States
_and localities consistently overmatch Federal
coptributions., Recognizing this increased, ;State
and lOcal:suPPOrt: a; reduced,appropriation for
the public library p_fograrns.will be requested in
1973." -

and I calities also consistently overmatch federal
contributions for schools, but that there is no
thought of the federal government getting out of
its examination and lupport of school programs.

It thus becomes apparent that the. time has long
since come for there to`be a formuletibn of a nation-
al policy of support for libraries and com-
munity information programs, which would serve
as the basis of federal appropriations to be -ex-
pended under guidelines for cooperative action.
within the metropolitan areaS.

While not intended as exclusive suggestions for
the consideration of.. the dommission, the Com-

. mission's attention' is invited td its conducting a
feasibility study into communications devices,
whereby .nationallibraey centers mould be created,
utilizing the facilities of the New. York: Boston,
Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle Public
Libraries, and designating them as resource centers,
within specified. regions, charged with fully main-
taining resource and research information on a
national basis, with such .materials to be furnished .

to other libraries within their respective regions on
a cooperative basis, and thereby relieving those
other libraries.of the necessity for proouring such`'..
information materials.

Secondly, as to the congested and deitely
populated parts Of-deny metropolitan ,'area, that
federal programs be offered and funded, whereby
inner-city branches would be converted into core-
prehensive information' centers for direct service
to the unserved.

Thirdly, that any fedbral program qfferea would,
any metropolitan area, be7the,sqbject of review

by a ,.metropolitan area slibrarY0 planning. Council,
with 9merribprship, ..,drawn frOm the entire area of
service, Cfunde.6y:.the federal° government and
ph.aiged withttie dutyo collebt library, data on 'the
Metropolitan area as it- now exists; Conducting
feasibility studies on what'is pbssible; estimating
the costs involved irrbrin,gi'ng-about full librarSf
ice to all segments of the metropolifan-area;
omrnending action programs funded, at thp state
and national levels, including, pqtitical and ad?,
ministrative Changes, and then to have the power
to give approval for such programs and their fdrici-
hlig by the state or federal governments, but also
to have the power to withhold such federal or .

state funding until there be compliance by the
ry political subdivisions in the metropolitan-

By way of comMented should -be noted that states area. e



W. LYLE EBERHART
Assistant Superintendent

.Divisiorifor Library San /ices
Department of Public Instruc

State of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

I ani pleased to be invited to submit written
testimpny to'the National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science prior to its regional hear;
Mg on September 27, 1972.

State library agencies strongly supported the"
establishment of the National Commission, in the
belief that the Uniked States, far fiOm facing a siffi-
atiOn of too Mud: iniorination, is confronted with
an urgent need to more ,effectively channel; avail;
'able information to:persons and agericies,needing
it. 4,

Alt state. libraiy administrative agencies' have
been making plans and experimenting with pro
grams in the area of information. networking. In
this endeavor, they have been _hampered by meager
funding, 4he° inherent= complexities of i formation
_and computer. science, and to degre by the
parochialism. of library Personnel.

-1 believe;; e most important role sat library
agencies can} in building appropriate infor-

',nation netwo'r essentially a political ohe.: That
is.0, the ogether repedsentatiyes of thede
agencies which would-be the likely nodesiitinfor-

ation networks,. with' pm eitential users of, ch
formation, in order-to establish; criteria,' priorities,
and plans _Which will assure that networks, Mien
established;, will meet the full range of user needs
within the `-lation, its regions, and4the indiVidual

.4fit

' states.,
State librarians, generally coming from back-

grounds of public library experience, feel partic-
ularly keenly the need for information networksoto
reach "the special library, and informational needs
of rural areas and ofeconomically,'socially, or cul-
turally,deprived persons:" Better information serv-
ices, for scientists 'and scholars are certainly
needed. But the tommisSion in its effOrts must not
be purely elitist. In a demodratit society, all, citi-
zens must have access to Infor,mation sources
which aret.ittiportant to them- in their personal,
yocational,.and civic responsibilities.

It-followa,- then, -that people- communication wily
continue to be a central function of your Commis -'
Sioir after the regional hearings are Corfcluded.
State library agencies would bike to: continue to
participate in . statewide and regional planning,
which would' include continued expressidn of- user
interests, as well as the interests of librarians; com-
triunication and computer science experts.

t sm.confj5lent this nation can find the resources,
ta.prbyide adequate library and information services

oontin-
ena e of,

tion, whiCh

for its citizens. Our joint task should be.t
uing exploration; developmentand m
th&e communication channels an
can most effectively. serve such purpose;



IRENE- S. FARKAS-CONN*

1.469 East Park Place
Chicago, ,Illinois

STATEMENT

'.erepared for the
Nationaftommission on Libraries and Information Skterie

The appointment of the National Commission ig,
welcomed by-- members; of the litcrarylAd infor-'
mation science profession. These hearings provide
an opportunity to highlight our problems, so that the
Commission may act as a catalyst in the- solutions
of these problems.

Although I was specifically "asked about auto-
Mated information services, for acadgmig, special
and public libraries, I feel it is important first to
establish the necessary climate for sharing infor-

, mation'resources on a national level, cutting, across
traditional boundaries. This is an area where the
initiatiOn,.and guidance of the Commission would

'-'have. its greatest impact. Beyond, my general re-
marks about' the accessibility of information serv-
ices. I will also touch (in the funding of research
and-various- problems -involved-in-the-management
of information.

ACCESSIBILITY OF INFORMATION
We should. make greater efforts, to see that in-.

formation is available to those* who need it, rather
than allow this information to be restricted to spec-

,
iar segments of the,.population. :The research
Worker at a small college usually, does not have
access to data bases that would be available' to a
colleague at one of tie larger universities. An

,engineer in a small company does not have the
same access to nonproprietary information as his
counterpart in a larger organization. It is even
difficult to obtain legbl or social informatio9 in the
public domain; the statistics that have been col-
Iected at great effort and expense are not utilized
sufficiently because no systems exist for ready
access, Conveisely, we are all aware that there,
is considerable unnecessary and very costly dupli-
cation which we can ill, afford, in either time or
money. 'Reduction of this duplication would not
only promote efficiency, but would also free. funds
for other, uses.

The needs of the public and prNate instifitions
" as well as industry require an administrative
framework which .would make it riossible to make'
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Use of the vast information resources, sharing data
bases, programs and hardware. The concommitant
problems to be solved involve methods of sharing
cost, full utilization of available technology, ade-
quate development of necessary new technology,
and the setting up of networks. Even dee er prob-
lems in the legal, organizational, politi I and
managementtreas eed to be solved. The treme
complexity of these problems will require the partic-.
ipation of lawyers, political and social scientists,
management specialists, and politicians in addition
to experts in the library. and information sciences
area, to plan for the necessary changes. Ideally
the sharing of resources should strengthen the
organizations involved, yet help them to maintain
their .identity.

Su PPO Rt OV SERVICES
While the need for -new services is being 'con,

sidered, current services should be reviewed to
assure adequate support-to maintain their useful-
ness. ;It is sad to see a decline- in the quality of
some current services;- for iristfince, in the case of
abstracting and indexing services an increasing
time lag between the original, publication and its
citation, or less thorough coverage of the pertinent
literature, decreases the value to the user.

Engineering index could serve its users even bet7
ter if its coverage and its timeliness could be in-
creased. The John Crerar Library in Chicago pro;
vides an example of a different kind. Instead of in-
creasing its services, this ihstitution of established
excellence doesnot have the funds to maintain its
proper growth. In terms of the future, this kind of
economy is very costly indeed. The John Crerar Lip
brary should be, considered as a national resource,
particularly since its services are truly.of a national
or even international nature. Means, must be found
to support privateopervices as well as public librar-
ies and other services which ale considered to be
of national importance.

As far as more recently initituted services are
concerned, the Commission could appoint a blue



ribbon committee for review of these services;
they could recommend continuation of those which
seem appropriate, and discontinuance of some
systems which were successful as pilot studies
but would proVe too expensive at this time for large
scale

SUPPORT OF RESEARCH
While advocating careful review in the selection

of research and development projects, I cannot
stress too strongly the need to obtain funding to
suppbrt new research and to encourage develop-
ment of applications of .the ever broade ng tech-
nology. With available funds sharply 'li 'ted we
will not be able to maintain a strong. eno gh re-
search baser and the nurnber of planned develop-

, rnent projects will have to be cut.- If research in
i,. this area.is restricted it wall be harder to make well

thought-out-decisions as new systems are being set
up; however, the data from intelligent, well-docu-
mented studies, would provide a base for these
decisions. One of the majpr contributions of the
Commission could be to ensure more regular fund-
ing in the library and information sciences research
areas anti to make the results visible.:

We should take advantage of the knowledge
and experience gained in other qouritries. A
thorough review by experls of the planning, organi-
zation, staffing, costs, and*end results of various
science' information services in the Scandinavian
countries might provide useful data to us in our

- planning..
All research and pilot project grants must have

provision in them for thorough documentation,
and the funding agencies should take it upon them-
selves to see* that it is properly carried out. Doc-
umentation does take more time than most people
like to spend on it, hence it is expensive. Yet with-
oUt this the usefulness of any project is greatly
fimited.

COOPERATIVE EFFORTSGENERAL COMMENTS
Networks seem to be the answer to many curre

problems. Special librarians have made th n-
formation gathering mire useful even before formal
networks have been set up; informal networks exist-
today between the various libraries and information
systems. But there are many new and more for-1
malized areas which need to be explored. What
kind of networks are needed for different user
groups? What size user group and what, degree
of .specialization justifies a network? What is the
optimal Mix Of automatic, on line, batch- processed,

I

and traditional service for the specific groups who
use these services? What is.the cost 'of cooper-
ation, both formal and informal? These-problems
need to be studied before proliferation of new net-
works, cooperative agreements, and new consortia
are -being set up. The optimal number of switching
points, and optimization of switching,'though ex-
plored theoretically, have ruitt been examined
rigorously for libraries and Infoymation systems.
Management of networks is complex; we have
to learn considerably more about human problems
of communication in large organizations.

With the tremendous growth in the number of
indexes and abstracts, and information servicees in
general, it is obvious that the catalog of any, .one
library represents but a small part of the material
available to the user. But how is the user to know
of the existence of additional services and how to
access them? We need to explore the possibilities
of educating .the users, especially in the public,
librafies and universities. Specialized interactive
programs, lilmstrips andIllustraied: self-teaching
texts sho,uld be prepared and tested to determine
suitability for the' different kinds of users. The
tested packages then should be made available to
public-and-private-institutions-and-special_ libraries

The maintenance of union catalogs is fiery ex-
pensive, yet no research has been done to show
under what circumstances it is best to maintain
union catalogs, or where less costly approaches
might provide adequate access to collections.

While we will not be able to actuallydetermine
the value. of information, of receiving a report, or
the loss incurred by not finding an article, yet we
should try to come much closer to costing out
services. This would give planners and managers
a much better base upon which to make decisions.

NEW. NETWORKS
The National Science Foundation is planning

to establish a network for science. While this is
a most desirable development, I would like to add
a strong 'plea that technology be included. Even
though funds might not be available at the present
time to consider a combined network for science
and technology, it is of great importance that over-
all planning be carried out with this as an ultimate
goal.. While support of information services for
medicine, agriculture and education has been con-
sidered appropriate for public funding, there has
been no such support for technology because it ,

has been onsidered to belong to the private 'do
we

-
main. If ecognizeIhat the government has sub-
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sidized-projectSbuilt plants, bought equipmentfor
private industry when it has been needed for na-
tional defense or other government priorities, such
as-space exploration, it would not seem out of line
to provide some funding for a national plan for
information services for technology. This -would
make our existing data much more accessible, and
provide better, services-to academic as well as pri-
vate users' in addition to those invoked in govern-
ment projects.

It might even be practical to set up library-
warehouses similar to the National Lending, Library,
for Science and Technology in England. Through
requests channeled through \the users' libraries, ma-

" terial from this field is available to everyone. The
operation is kept simplified, and is hot computer-
ized; it is government subsidized, well known, and
heavily utilized. :This kind of service, as part of
the network, could enrich or improve the local,in-
formation services. There is, no necessity to build
up regional libraries of this kind in the United States,
since mail-service from a single location can be

-
mode, housed at the American Society foi- Metals,
for the design of bridges. With the initiative of in-
terested groups similar proarams_courd be set up
in other areas of interest.

While informal exchanges are possible, there is
noway currently wherein Searle, Northwestern Uni-
versity, Mundelein College, the John Crerar Library,
and Chicago State University, for example, could
share Cherni stracts, MEDLARS, or any other

f their computers. I hasten.to add
for technical reasons. In a city_ the

o there may even be more Chemical
ISI tapes in the area than are actually

needed, yet only a very small segment of the popu-
lation, including professitnals, have access to_them.
Much exploration is needed to work out how costs
and resources could be shared in a fair manner,
but this effort might benefit 'a segmehts of the
population.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES AS INFORMATION CENTERS

tapes on one
that this is n
size of Chic
Abstracts or

. The public libraries ih the cities have expanded
just as satisfactory as from a regional center. into many areas of endeavor. Since pro'grams can

There will be more mission oriented information be prepared centrally, and data could be entered,
services in the future. While duplication of work into computers regionally as as locally, some
should be avoided-as-mud' possible,-redundanceservices forthe-ditizens-could-be-providedona na
of coverage will be necessary, since different clien-
tele will be using the variousservices. The latest
surge of needs for has been in the area
of environmental and urban problems; I expect de-
mands will soon be strong for information serviced
dealing with energy and its uses. Full utilization
by,, all Focal organizations or interested citizens
would certainly allow a larger nurnber of 'groups and
individual minds to confront these, problems..

I am not discussing the uses, of terminals, and
other details dealing with the technology, manage-
ment and cost of informationiservices in this state-
ment, because I want particularly tb stress the
necessity to make provisions for sharing basic in-
formation resources. If more information is made
available to all 'members of the 'community both
in the public and private sector, this will allow for
more eqUitable use of' the material and hopefully
reduce the cost of providing services.

As mentioned before, university and public H-,
braries would greatly benefit from such an increased
coverage. Special libraries, and particularly those
of smaller companies which could benefit even more
proportionally, might share data in their field to. an
extent 'never befbre possible. For in tarice, struc-
tural engine se a computer in a time-shared

tional haiis. This could open up a means 'for pro-
. viding', local service dealing with social agencies,
legal rights, or eligibility for various categories of
aid in service of the underprivileged. While this
information would be in the province of other agen-
cies, access could be provided by Ilbraried
are much more, available to the Smaller groups work-,
ing on such 'problems, as well as to the individuals
themselves. We need to accept the fact, that a good4'
personalized computer reference service is prefer:-
able to a poor, often disinterested service provided
by peopl?.

In the same way, 'statistics of local importance,
such as selected census data, might be made avail-
able to local ;businessmen and agencies through
computer terminals at public libraries.

LEGAL PROBLEMS

It has become common practice in providing in-
formation services, to make copies of articles, ab-
stract, or tables.. Thig is a questionable practice in
view of copyright laws. Thus, as we are planning..on"
extending information services, it will be necessary
to secure clear new copyright legislation. The
Commission could:perform a great service by press-
ing for'lit. It is absurd id plan fUture information
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systems When 'a most udeful -,servicli might prove to
be illegal! ,

The Commission could also encourage greater
cooperation between private enterprise and govern-
ment. It might'be in the putTc Interest in the long
run to allow profit making organizations to retain
title to patents developed under government con-
tracts, provided that the government retain royalty
free rights Precedent established y the De-
partment of. Defense which might be ore
valuable to the.-public in other areas. The infor-
mation industry is' less competitive, fewer patents
would probably be involved, and proper modifica-""
tions could well be explored to encourage coopera-
tion to take advantage of the. expertise of privately
run, companies. -

SETTING OF STANDARDS
The-format of*the computer :records for biblio-

- graphic descriptions and for abstracts should be
standardized in order that they may be easily ac-
cessed under, different systeins. The impetus, of
the. Commission should be utilized in preparing such
standards. Certainly a monolithic approach should
be avoided, but the multiple agencies preparing.
computer tapes should be advised and strongly

-'encouraged -to- adhere to the-StandercLiecnrd format.
Since it would, in almost every case, be to their
advantage to do so in terms of sales or usage, ad-
herence stiould be good. .

Having a uniform 'vocabulary for accessing The
various data bases is an idle wish. But we can take
a different approach. Just as the MARC tapes pre-
pared.by,the "Library of Congress are of inestimable
value to the nation as a whole, the preparation of
prograTs to act as a Rose Ca stone for the indexing
languages of major importance also the subject
heading lists, the§auri, and the classification tables
\used for subject retrieval- should certainly be
considered. Users,'on the 'whOle, are understand-
ably unfamiliar with terminology used by special-
ties outside their own area. Having an interactive
computer aided translation of subject headings

. would make it possible for each user to utilize much
more fully the already available services.,

Standardization of "free standing'! equipment,
such as terminals, microfilm and microfiche readers
is of great importance. Regreitably, the excellent

0

work done. by the Library Technology Project of the
American. Library Association is being discontinued,
with the publication of the reports remaining. It
would, be greatly in the national interest to provide
funds to continue work with the various manufac-.
turers and to find a way to fwther standardize. The
Lister Hill Center for. Biomedical Communication has
pioneered in plans to work with the manufacturers
in bringing out new and improved equipment at a
cost which more and more organizations can afford.
It is hard, to believe 'that sin our era of high tech-
nology an inexpensive portable microfiche reader
of high quality has ,not been deieloped. It could
be, of great value irtimany places, particularly in
academic libiaries.:-

HANDLING OF LARGE FILES
While I have deliberately: abstained from discuss-

ing 1echnical details in my statement, I do want to
mention the importance of file handling studies for
efficient computer usb. Information services and
libraries use voluminous data; most records are of
varied length, only a small part of the files is needed
at any one time, yet all must be accessible for
searches. There is considerable data stored with
very limited access,.hence information systems are

_not untilized as fully_asTpossible,-beeause-sea re les
are expensive.

As data bases, such as -Biological Abstracts,
Chemical Abstracts, and others grow through the
years, it would be most important for us to have
their cumulate. d indexes organized efficiently in the
computer to make it possible for users to do corn-
puter searching of the cumulated files inexpensively.

s

CONCLUSIONS
- As I have indibated, the Commission through its

stature and positions could perform a number of
services no other organization now in existence
could possibly do. I am sure_that all of us are look-
ing forward to seeing the results of its actions.

I appretiate the opportunity to make this state-
ment to the Commission and to expresS my deep
concern for the need to look into organizational;
political and economic patterns in addition to the
technical problems of providing information on a
national level for all users of public, academic and
special libraries.
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, GEORGE D. FiSCI:IER
Chairman of the Board

Educational Facilities Center .

Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National'Cornmiss on on Libraries and information Science

From June 27-29, 1972, the Educational Facilities search 'library level while benefits to publit and ele-
Center of Chicago, hosted a special exhibit for mentary/secondary level libraries are unqueation-

,

ERIC/CLIS. Twenty-five organizations offering mi- able; and , g

crofiche products and service, were represented. WHEREAS, the 'content presently available on
The exhibit coincided with the 91st Annual Cqn- fiche is primarily restricted to 'the college and re-
vention of the American Library Association in. Chi- search level;

0cago. . NOW, THEREFORE, the Educational Facilities
As a result of statements mad&by librarians v4- Center urges the National. commission on LibrariesRing the exhibit, the. Educational Facilities Center; and Information Science to consider the following

223 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, hereby recommendations:
respectfully submits the _following testimony: -.,'

1. Further increase the range of subject matterWHEREAS, a total system for indexing, search,,,
ing and retrieving abstracts, full-length reports anil

terest to 'public, elementa and secondary'otherwise unpublished documents has been deve- ry
level library usedoped by the Edutational -Research Information Ce - g

available on fiche to include materials of in-

ter (ERIC); and i 2. _Establish fl sys s_and trainingCenters
WHEREAS, the entire microfiche system devel-

oped is required for maintaining a complete library
and information center; and

WHEREAS, space .required for a fiche library,
retriveal system and-search system' is insignificdnt
compared to space required for storing hardbound
and paperbound documents, repo,rts and abstracts;
and

WHEREAS, understanding and use Izsf the fiche
system is primarily restricted to the college and re:

at pre -exist state libraries where librari-
ant and inffirmation science personnel could
receive' orientation to and training in the
system, in keeping with NCLIS' policy of
avoiding the proliferation of executive branch
,agencies; and /or

3. Consider the establishment of aliche training
center and clearing houie at a centrally lo-'
cated site in' the midwest where...understand-
ing of the system is relatively low.



RICHAR'b FLOX
Trustee

The Peabody Library
Columbia

aCity,,
Indiana

STATEMENT

'Prepared for the
Nation I Commission on Libraries and Int rmation Science.

- A it of background- informat on. I Have been
4 trust e of a small, public library orfourteen years.
Our tib ry serves' county seat town of five thou-
sand pe ple and three townships bf nearly Six thou-
sand peciple: - Four of the nine townships in this

1.agricultgrai county are not sere d by any of the
three publi&,,libraries. But, in all fairness, it must

. be' said that in many instances, rural townsfiips
are unserved, as a matter of choice: Their trustees
and advisory boards are not Wi4ineto assess the

- property tax levy which would proVide library serv-
ibk to their people as well as rook' collections for
thek schools vIchich norfflally lat,k a library collec-
tion of any worth. Contemplated bookmobile dem-
onstrations financed by Library Services and Con-
struction Act fundS have encoubte ed the problem
of seeming to provide "free" libr ry service to a
township which does not lax` \for It rary support to
the dismay of another township th rdoes. Small,
pUblic libraries, afraid of losing eu port, are often
opposed to any program which rnig t seem to pro-
vide "free" service to'unserved areas.

. .44

1'

It see s to me that only a statewide tax, levied
for the upport of libraries, with minimum stan-
dards to rotect, the taxpayer will achieve the goal
of adequate lii$rary service for all the people.
Through the Legislative Committee of our Library,
Associations we will be seeking 4such support in
the next legislative session of the General Assembly.
Such a levy, .if realized, would also accomplish"
'another purpose; it would free the library from total
dependence on the property tax and all the present
and potential difficulties arising 'from such depen-
dence.

L.S.C.A. funds have done much to broaden serv-
ices and provide adequate buildings for storing
library collections. The Aot has sufficient flexibility
to enable it to respond to varying needs, and I
would hope that this program, or something like it,

' would continue td receive the support of the fed-
eral government. The task Of providing the entire
population with library service, however, is one
that ail types of libraries:information centers, and
the separate states must resolve.

ere a

O
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MAR ELLA K. FOOTE
Director

Indian State Library,
Indianapolis, Indiana

!STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National CommissiOh,on Libraries and -Information Science

4

I appreciate being given the opportunity to pre-
sent written testimony for- consideration by the Na-.,
tional Commissiont Libraries and InfOrMation Sci-
ence at its hearin in Chicago on September 27,
1972.

Indiana has a strong public library laW -- one
which gives public library boards cornplete autono-
my. The boards have the power to determine their
own budgets and set their own tax levies to ra se
the. amounts needed to meet these budgets. ax
monies are paid by county officials directly to t e
library boards. They also have Ilhe power of cOn-
demnatioh and the power to, bond. Unfortunately
local property taxes are the sole support of public
libraries. Indiana has no state support for public
libraries even though the 'public library law ,begins:
"Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State
of Indiana: Sec.1. It is'hereby declared tb be the
policy of the state, as a part of its provision for
public education, to .promot& the establishment,
maintenance, and developineni of public library
service for each of its various subdivisions." (Our
emphasis.)

Because establishment of public libraries is left
entirely in the hands of lo-cal citizens, 58,4,212 per-
Sons or 11.2% of the total state populatioh is with-
out direct access to a, public library. 533,376 of
these Five in rural areas where the influence of local

'c Farm Bureaus or county officials have successfully
defeated attempts to establish county library service
in at least nine counties in spite of the facMhat the°
demonstrated bookmobile and branch service had
been widely used. 33% of the townships in Indiana
have no library Service.

The greatest need, then, is for a compulsory
public library law like the compulsory public school
law. Once everyone in a state is.paying his share
of local library serVice,, it will be equitable to fur-
nish assistance from taxes levied statewide. If such
a law is passed, the' dilemma o'f double taxation
for t ome, and not others will be _avoided.
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Indiana is beginning to develop area confedera
tions, of all types of libraries but the public library
is the common denominator. Its service .is the
warp into which is woven the services of other typ'es
of libraries and information centers to make avail-

, able to the individual citize,the whole cloth of in-
formation retrieval. The time has passed when
school, special, public, private, and academic' li-
braries can stand apart. There must be total com-
mitment to the idea of sharing ,sharing in funds,
in service, in clientele.

.The state library agency is the generator of this
kind of development. Being not a part of any one,
kind of library it can be a part of all. It is the con-
ductor between federal and local activity. ltn
also be the weakest connection becaute of the very
low profile it often carries in the hieiarchy 6f state
government. And that is its dilemma. Where it* ,

can advise; suggest, and urge otters to act it is
elpless to move (except at a snails pace) because

of the redtape of state government. Untiletate leg-
islators adequately fund and state administrations
allow state libraries to spend these funds,state li-
brary agencieswill continue to be too weak to pro-
vide the efficient dynamic leadership in the quantity
needed to establish truly effective information net-
works.

Without federal funds Indiana libraries would till
be in the horseoand buggy era. With them we
seen eighteen new county libraries; thirteen new
lihrary buildings; special service to the disadvan-
tagediCeight communities; vastly improved service
in twenty-six state supported institutions; seven dis-
trict centers for services tolthe blind and physically
handicapped; a statewide teletype network; a union
list of serials showing the holdings of-sixty-three
libraries; many statewide institutes, seminars, and
workshops involving cooperation among several
state departments and various types of libraries.
These are but a few of the many projects funded
with Library Services and Construction Act money.'
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(I° And plans for the future'include many more state-
wide proposal's such as the development of a data
bank of 'state socio-economic statistics accessible
through computer-terminals located in sthool and
public libraries; a bibliographic center using MARC
II tapes for shared cataloging and eventual devel-
opment of a union catalog of the holdings of aca-
demic and public libraries and-the state library;
and a unit to facilitate use of federal-and state docu-
ments.

The legal charge of the Indiana State Libr;ary
is to "be respOntible for executing the policy of
the state. of Indiana tod6velop'afid proVide library
service to state government, its brafthes, its de-
partments and+ its officials and employees; to pro-
ifde for the individual citizens of the state those
specialiNd library services not generally appropri-
ate, economical or available in other libraries of

O

a
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the state; to encourage and supportIthe develop- :;
ment of the library profession; and -to strengthen/
services of all 'types of publicly and privately sup-
ported special, school, academiC and public li-
braries."

It iS toward the executibn of this.cherge that the
State Library' is striving to bend its efforts and use
its funds. This is the role of the State Library, but
without the cooperative efforts of the local and fed-
eral sectors as wellsat'the_state MO pan be accorrr-ft
plish4ii.r. Therefore I feel that one of the State Li-
brary's gfeatest roles it that of a catalyst

The hopes of librarians and of all others whose
job it is to provide information in anyof its many
forms rest on the effectiveness of the Nation,a1Corri-
mission in selling the importance of libraries and
media centers to the rational administration. We
wish you success.

O

0.

N
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RUTH R. FRAME
Executive Secretary

kibrary Administration Division
American ybrary.Association

Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

-Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Inf&mation' Science

Thank you f6r the opportunity to present testi-
mony to the National COMMissiOn on Libraries and2
Information _Science for its hearing in Chicago on

.Se"Osember 27, 1972."
In your letter of July 24 you say. "We are par-

ticularly interested in your views aril current trends
in library organization and administration, especially
as_regards the organization of interlibrary coopera-
tive efforts." , -

The LAD offic is now in the process of assem-
ling some data a out libraries which serve multi
kpe role or which' are part of a multi-purp se fa-
Pity. We are identifying walk-in facilities rather
than technical processes and bibliographic cdntrol
point cooperatives) such as "a public li rary-college
library,';. "a school library-public librar '' "a public

should note that this study included only consortia
in_Which the participating institutions were autono-
mous.

lbelieve the factors which probably will have the
most bearing on library organization and adminie-
tration in the near future are:

1. The necessity for libraries to establish added
service valet in order to provide the broadest
access for all publics,

2. The rising costs of library manpower, ma-
terkels and space;

3. The library user's need for non-print mate-
rials, lang distsance transmission, TV, and
other nonbook /ormatsand services,

4. The recent chang in employment laws and
patterns regarding sonnet selection and

librarylmuseum," "a public librarylsc of library-
, administration.

social service center," etc. We are ide tifying the ''II would assess library administration's current
activities in general as beinfil more concerned witharK4athering brief information about its
the development services and ,the continuationgbverning body, source of funds, loca ion, and

space. The -data We now have about these facili- of ongoing services, than with. administrative styles

ties is tawincomplete to include- in this le ter but or practices. The basic \problems-of economic
crises, inadequate technological tools, and the im-,

I will' bring the inforthation we have acqu red by
perative need for wider services to many publicsSeptember 27 to the hearing. This data may give 's

set the pattern of organizati nal and administrativesome added insight into trends in organizational
structures of sonic of the newer library prograths. efforts.

libraries'

demic Library Consortia in the U.S. (pages 271-
I'm sure you are familiar with the Survey of\Aba- With the anticipated chan es in many.

responsibilities of service, and isth the new methods

283, COLLEGE & RESEARCH LIBRARIES, Jul of communication and new for ats of information,

1972), and the Directory and Guidelines Which re-
Suited from the survey. The CRL article includes
considerable information about 125academic If:
brary consortia. AboOt one-third of, them 'have a
consortia director, in the other two-thirds the direc-
tion is' provided by an elected chairman and the li-
brary directors, of be consortiu . It' is probably
also pertinent to quote from,. tha article .(p. 277)
"the kind of leadership needed fo yconsortia cans
for 'authority' to be. based on the pOwer of sugges-
tion and persuasion quite different frogi the tra-
ditional hierarchial leadership." Perhaps one

y
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will come:
1. New or amalgama ed governing bodies cho-

sen from a wider area of the public and from
many municipalities or agencies.

2. Funding` from multi agencies (or rrOrded
agencies) with accountability to all.

3. Differentiated library staffirig, with top level
administrators trained in library management.

it may be that the National Commission can best
aid in improving library development and usage by
encouraging those activities which will:

1. Assist in devolping thy technology of rapid



and inexpensive reproduction and distrib
tion of information and materials;

2. Assist in establiShing strong library networ s;
3. Conduct experiments and demonttratio of

new and economical methods a provi ing
library and information services;

4. Provide continuing educ'ation for library an-
agernent; . ss

5. Provide concrete data about library n eds
and activities for legislators and ad inis-
trators;
Encourage the development of econo ical
equipment for use by 'libraries;

: )

7. Provide a vigorous public relations campaign
to make known the benefits of good libraries.

The agove cam-gents are made from rrr own
observations and knowledge, 'and do not rieO.essar-
illy represent official, policies or statements .by the
Library Administration Division of ALA.

'As you- know, the Library Administration Divi-
sion of LA works with concerns of personnel ad-
ministr ion, organizationaairu ct9 re, budgeting, IV

.,brary`facilities, statistics, and other gerk§ial a4min-
istrative problems. I'm sure I speak for the division
in saying we will be happy to assisitife National
Commission ell possible ways.

r , -

O

9.
1.
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ROGER B. FRANCIS
Director

South Bend Public Library
South Bend, hldiana

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information, Science

I expect you will have adequate testimony about
the ,problems of city libraries from the ()ripen Li-
brary Trustees Council of Public Libdries, so I

will not comment on their concerns.
One development th-at does concern me greatly

and Urban Library Trustees might- overlOok, is the
recent de,cisicin in the case of Williams and Wilkins
vs. National Library of Medicine on the subject of
photo duplicatibn 'service by libraries:

Photocopy service is a very vital part of the mod-
ern library's service as its community informatipn
center and the popntial forced curtailment of that

futetion would greatly reduce the public library's,
role and Usefulness.

tAlthough there is the possibility th arrange-.
ments can be made to give permisgion fo'r ibraries
to continue to provide photocopy service, the extra
aper work which it would require would besex-ciremely burdensome. .

.." I
I urge the Commission to investigate this situa-

tion and work to assure continuation of the "fair
use" practice ,under which libraries have provided
photo duptation service in the past.

/
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'BNARD M. FRY*

Dean, ,Graduate Library School'

Indiana University
Bloomingtbn, Indiana

a

STATEMENT

P.gepared for the
National Commission on LibOties tnd Information Science

PART I
, solved relating to substantive matters such as him-

In -the, context of the continuing flood of ' new ,tions, costs, priorities, ObjectiVes and goals; but
publications amidst declining library budgets there is no .doubt that the organizational problem,
much current action in the library- and informatib fie familiar, is the key toactfon and concrete sb/u-
field appears to be- uncoordinated and fragmented,
often contraryduplicative, and counterproductive.

tions.

What seemsto be lacking in dispussions'about
A number of special panels and task groups

have examined basic problems of the library and
coordination and Co hcteration between and.among
research libraries and information services are dug-

infohination community, but rarely are the recom-

gestions for new or Nomising untried structures,.
mendations of these studies carried out because

capable of acting with some initiative and charged -no
effective mechanisms exist for coordination and

with theiresponsibility for developing I4gislation and implementation needed at all levers. Beginning with

authority, organization,
operative agreements and compacts to pro- the Baker Panel, and running through the later

vide the necessary studies, there has been the implied and sometimes,
or , re-

sources, and a.financial base for specific national overt search far management concepts sand- pro-

co-programs and priorities. Proposals offered for im- cedures.whIch combine elements of the demo-

provement, moreover, are usually too .indirect, in cratic approach representation, voluntary

'my judgment, 'to cope with the urgency of present
operatlion, and utilization of "decentralized strengths

with responsibility and authority to take action
problems or to develop a nationsal program of action. on national programs for improved utilization o'' -in-

running
the belief of many that we are rapidly .

running out of time and resources to deal effectively formation resources.

with the mounting complexity and size of the infor- 'Some proposals put forward, such as the "Cap-

mation-communication problems' facing us. These. ping' Agendy," the delegated agency `concept; and

problems require large-scale cooperation, coordi-: repackaging including the wholesaler and rtailer

I

are, of course, sbumerous other question's-to be. re-

nation, implementation of networks, 'sharing, elimi-
ntion of unnecessary duplication and overlap, in-'
fusion of new effort and funding, imaginative plan-
ning anSoinost of all, capacity for developing 'pro-

. cedures 'leading, to national programs. f,

The direct result of this line of thinking leads me
to suggest that we need noWto focus on the need
for development of new management concepts,.
which I believe are essential in the coming years
if we are to achieve coordinated cooperation be-
tweenlederal agency, information operations and
the seor at state, lbcal, regional and eventually
national lets' 1,4

Let (is considepwhat forms of interlibrary organ-

relation are too indirect or are too product-oriented
to get at the heart of the'problem. What I am sug-
gesting is that we give mdre attention to developing
new management concepts and to re-examining
tome we already have but do not regularly use. In

the latter category I am referring to library and in
formation activities operated by 'conSortia and by
planning or operating groups, including commission-
type state or regional organizations. .Such groups
are often structured to combine elements of demo-
Cratie representation with responsibility ,and author-
ity- to take action. Some progress, of course, has
been made in this directidn through establishment
of multi-jurisdictional pdblic library systems. A re-

ization and cooperation will be required fpr collect- cent ALA- study reports on nearly 500 such systems

ing and ,processing and for intercommunication' in operation.
among resource centers and with the public. There A relate management Concept is found in the
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establishbent of port authorities. throughout the
untry. Operating under a state or national char-

te , the port authority cuts across geographical and
p litical boundaries and usually has statutory au-
t riti to own and operate facilities and tomake
ctia ges for their use. Admittedly, operation of -4
port is far removed from the sensitive and complex.
coordination. or oparation, of. research libraries and
infor,mation activities; but it seems to me clear

pc that we are not many years away from a new nation-
al information policy' It will provide public infor-
mation utilities for t storage and retrieval of in-
formation, including Oth research library informa-
tion and a wide riefy of educational material:
Such utilities will undoubtedly involve computer-
based networks. '

Apart from such "blue -s ' forecasting, I be-
lieve many will agr ha traditional committee
tfforts are not .adequate to take information prob
lems beyond the identification and study stage and
seek their implementation or bring about actions
leadi tel. national programs.. If coordinated action
is ne ded on a broad scale, we must look to other
man gement concepts and mechanisms.

t Another possibly appropriate organization-
al or management concept suggested is the creation.
of a quasi-governmental unit, such as the Federal
Reserve Board, which would represent the interests
of both the public and 13 rivatesectors. A further
example earl be found in the public corporation
concept under which COMSAT is chartered by Fed-
eral ,legislation. Other parallel -situations can be
cited which could ..also serve as reference points
or precedents in dealing with- the organizational
problem.

PART II

The present state of research in library andn-
formation science may be ch-aracterized as frag-
mentary, noncumulative, and frequently unapplied.

-In order to irnpler4nt and further develop the na-
tional policy, of library anO,informationservices for:
theation's needs, I believe the most important and
fundamental ared7-- apart folm the organizational

- , problem referred to above the building of ade-4
°_,,quate research capability: This can be achieved

obly as,a consequence of long-range planning and
fostering, of research attitudes and skills among
professionals. in libraries and infounation science.
Two ' basic preparatory steps, howeyer, can and-
should be undertaken as :soon as possible: (1) en-
couraging and exploiting recent and ongoing re-
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seafti; (Z) providing leadership in upgrading edu-
cation for research in schools of library and, infor-
mation science.

Encouragement and Exploitation of
Recent and Ongoing Research

The need for owanized availability of present
and emerging knowledge affecting the state-of-art
has been recognized in recent years by several fields
and disciplines. However, the best-known and most
comprehensive'service of this type, provided by the
Science Information Exchange, has marginal value
fOr the library and information science community
because of limited input' from non-government

.sources. Since 1969 three separae effOrts have
vbeen undertaken to provide a similkr but special-

ized service 'for repoiting research in this field:
(a) the computer data base developed by the Gradu-
ate Library School Indiana University; (b) the
Maryland:List published annually; .and (o) the FID
Register published monthly.

Without making coMparisons among' these three
services, I would like to call the attention of the
Commission" to the characteristics and potential
usefulness of 'the computer data base on research
developed at Indiana University (described. in more
detail in Attachment A entitled "Invitation to Query
Data Base of Research Affecting Technic-al Library
and Information Services")., Begun in 1969 this file
updated daily now consigts of about 1500 descrip-
tions of recent and ongoing-research projects which
have potential usefulness to anyone concerned with
improving Jibraries and Information gcience through

availability of this'file wo
research. For',both tie administrator and the re-
search

-
search worker the ready,

application of the- results- of recent and,
ongoing research to management and operational
problems as well as the identification-of-probtem
areas needing further research. -

There is 'reason to believe that a comOter-
based record of recent and ongoing research proje
ectw'woulq. be of benefit as well to the,naticIrkel
planning function and also to the grant making
process. Intorniation in the-fire- could be made'
av'ailarale ae. searches on a service bulbar.' basis, or
for ldcal terminal searching on undated tapes. The

'several 0c and analytical indekes, plus a
free term se seching capability, through computer
manipulation offers access tq a wide range of use-'
ful background information. A computer-based rec-
ord of research kept up-to-date could serve as the
basis forTmerous statistical aneanatytical studies,
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not now feasible buf essential to an adequate kriowl-
edge of recent advances in the field. Such a re-
search resource would ccmtribtee impor ntly toy

studies for analisis ofocurrent -and. future library
needs, .assessment of th6 strengths,v,dweak ,asses
ofexisting library and information services; and eval-
bation of the state and progress of library arid in-

-.formation science development. ,

°
or- .

Providing Leadership in Upgrading 4ducation
for Research fri Schools of Libraly A

and InformatiOn* Science
. -\ . .

.The changing nature of libraries and informa-
tion systems has implications for the educational
requirements of future librarians and information
scientists. .`re Ty mind the cpromissjon need's to
fake a leadership role in -developing a consensus
among professionals in the field whiQb will .influ-
ence thedirection of the education and research

v./

a

A

of advanced students. The following suggestions
are offered for Commission cOnsideration:

(1) Promotion of regional seminars to encour-
age exchange of viewsamong library school
research faculty and staff of research units
in academic libraries, e.g. discussion of team
and cooperatiie research as a means of solv-
ing management and operational proble'ms,
establidhment of bi-lateral and' multi-lateral
arrangements for the conduct Qf research, -
etc.

(2) Urging USOE to' establish fellowships in 1i-
Vary and information science research par-
allekto those available in the past for teach-
ing and for library admili tration.
Sponsoring studies of (a) the application of
research, results (of lack.of)'to managment
and operational problems and (b) the re- .
porting,of completed research, i.e. when, in'
what' form; how effective, etc.

(3)

1

4.
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ERVIN J. bAINES*
Director

O,

Minneapolis Public Library
Minneapolis,' Minnesota-.

-
STATEMENT

Prepared' for the
National Commissn on Libraries and Information Science

Let me say at the outset that I would welcome
the- opportunity to aP-Pe4r before the Nationar'Com-

.. mission on Libraries and Information Science when
it convenes in Chicago on September 27, 1972. The

..Minheapolis Public. Library is the largest such
tution west of Chicago and north of St. Louis, and
potentially is the key, public -library service point
for on f the largest geographical areas of the-
United States.

. To respond specifically to your inquiry of July
21, I have set down thie following observations;
many of which are not original, but whicp will serve

.to, reinforce convictions' already arrivell at by the
Commission. I ope beyond that, 'I have some
opinions which rnay be useful in stimulating fur-
ther, lines of inquirY.. Inall casesmy Coniments are
predicated on the needs, ,problems ands opp9rtuni-

,

1 ties of urban 'libraries. My omission of any com-
mefits about.,suburban or rural libraries implies
nothing. more than that I believe there are more:
able spokesmen for their concerns.

, FinancesUrbane libraries, are under-financed,
and the eroding property tax baSe which is the most
commonly used revenue source for public,libraries
is insufficient to.maintain them at levels of excel-
lence society requires. The Minneapolis tax base
has scarcely changed in thd 8 years of my tenure,
and the problem of Maintaining good library service

such ?circumstances grows increasingly difficult.
pled with this is the growing use of the library

by nonresidents who perceive its Value withotit a
corresponding commitment to support 1.116-

The National Commission can be of signal as-
sistance in' highlighting. this problem by seeking
support within the Et!ecutive Branchoof the federal
government for direct aid to urban libraries in har-
mony, with,the proposals of the Urban Library Trus-
te Council and of the American Library Associa-
tion. d

4n he spirit f ResolutionlIl adopted by the
Commissio its meeting of February 17 and 18,
1972 in Was inglon, D. C., the Commission could
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usefully expand its concept of equalization of li-
brary tax support by pointing out..that while,school

. systems can be made roughly equal to each other
for the purposes, of formal &cremation, libraries can
not.

Libraries are by their .very nature unequal
their resources and in- their potentials for service.
Equalization of tax, support, while desirable in

'achieving minimal standards of library service, wily,
not in and of itself, achieve the purposes we have
in mind. Large librarie-ar.g the backup- for out-
lying. institutions and, hence, the 'Clients of. those
institutions. To the degree that urban libraries, en-
rich the informational and cultural ambience of a
wide area, they require additional support to com-
pensate for their greater efforts an d\ capabilities,
which necessarily entail higher unit costs of opera -
tjon.

To provide this compensatory balance which is
`not availabe at the local level; the intervention of
state and federal resources,is required., As I pointed
out in the opening paragraph of this letter, the Min-
neapokLibrary could be a resource operating be-
yond even its state borders, into North and South
Dakota, Iowa and westein Wiscorisirt. This it clear-
ly cannot do without revenues not now accessible
to it.

Recdgnition of this problem has already been
granted with respect to the New York Public Li-C
brary, but the phenomenon of overused central li-
braries by non-taxing clients is repeated in vary-
ing degrees of intensity all over the United States.

Service ProgramsThe urban librartis afflicted
with problems related to the poverty offfhe citize s
'who- are its immediate responsibility. The vast, dQT
rivations in the larger land older 'ties of the east
and midwest New York, Philade hra, Chicago,
Detroit, Clevelandneed no reiteration ere: This
service problem \is not acute in Minnea is, but its
even

'
so we feel to some degree the lack of re-'

sources to mount a vigorous informationat program
so much needed by less fortunate peOple locked
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into the inner cities. *Programs to aid minorities
and the poor are weak"herethey exist at all, and

. they -Mostly are pledges. of good intent rather than
viable instruments for social improvemeht.

Giveaway programs are needed with books and
documenti regarded .as expendable items, not "as
property to be loaned and refrreved. Something
analogous to' the Armed Farces book program of
World War II is much needed. Information coun-
sellors should be assigned irNdeprived areas, not
as substitutes for social workers, but in' addition.
to thern.

The traditional pro2rams of the Minneapolis li-
brary, at least, work Pdut, as well as can be ex-
pected. Whet our city experiences is its inability to
innovate and fortify 01.0e programs to overcompen-
sate the nlental erosion that accompanies economic
and social deprivation.

Service prograps, however, should not be con-
centrated on deprived clients Vp, the exclusion of
others. To do so would negate the broad purposes
of the library which must serve the entire spectrum
of so specially that part which has by a
proc ss of s ifiselection itientified itself as library
orie ted. The emphasis on the deprived has led
to t kind of analysis which sugges)s that there
is a inherent snobbery in catering to li rary; elites.

so. Any institution must pay cliition
to the requirements of those most cep eAousing
its services. A' gymnasium is not-Well errlighyed if
it does not cater primary to the athletically- gifted.
bemoratic institutions cannot spurn the most able
citizens in some mistaken pursuit of,equality at the
lowest' levels.

Hence, a public library is bifurcated. It must
try to-establish alunpmental level of good service
for the deprived and at the same times meet the re-
quirements o_ f its self-confident NO demanding ch-.

ents.
Information requirements are in some ways lim-

itless. The most sophisticated and recondite ma-
terials must be acquired to ?fleet specialized `
mands.
/The public library has tu'rned an indiffere

`43 the requirements of the economic and commer-
:Cial demands of lt-community, with fie result the?
community elites who could channel financial re-
sources to the library. have elected`not to do so be-
-Cause they have not perceived that the public

has value except as a palliative for social ills
when in reality it is a fundamental resourch fOr build-
ing a vigorous society. The library is' perceived as
an amenity rather than as a necessity. Librarians

t eye

c.

a.

are themselves at fault'for, permitting this attitude,
to proliferate. ,

. ..
Special librarieshave sprung up in all our cities

d' precisely because the'pUblic libsery hg persistently '
,fallen short in proViding, for the specialized require-
ments.of business and induCtry: The irade book of
ransient -value has always been- preftrred to the
specialized document. The tendendy is to' produce1a flac id intellectual' menu which is filling but not
nece arjly nourishing. In some ways the publio
library has exhibited the symptoms of the..mass.
mediaa persistent. repetition of superficialities to
the neglect of the more intellectually demanding

"3 materials: .
Finally;the library must past from its tradifional

passive role to become an active generator of in-.
formation cul4ed from its resources, and packaged
for effective use by a large array tikt specialized
clients. ,

CoJjection Deve/opmentThere should be a re-
ional development of library resources. The con-

antration of massive collections :in a few major li-
braries is inapprbpriate for the late 20th century.
There shoulr; ncT developed a national policy
to assignyr sponsibility for Collection building of
Massive pf oportions in 15 or. 20 centers dispersed
throughout the nationt_ Collection building 'for the
entire populace should, no longer be left to chance
ortNhim. Where weaknesses show' in the public
collections orimportant cities, there should be de-
veloped-a naticin* instrumentality for upgrading
such key collections. We do not, do well to permit
the decline ,Of resources in such .crutially impor-
tant cities as Chica o and Los Angeles. Local, int-
tiatives, while- impor ant, ought not to determine
the future 'of library Collection development, lest
we find the resources separated from the people

o need/ them. ?he manipulation of funds to 1' e -
ss obVious imbalances is socially desirable.-
If this is-too radical, then, at the very least, stand-

ards can be established wtiich will suggest ap-
propriate rates of accumulation to produce the rich-.
!less end diversity required to serve the larger social
demands of our nation.

Con6lusiohIt has not seemed important to me
to mention administrative problems of libraries.
These are routine matters of no national signifi-

.a.cance. The crucial issues are finance, th'e harmony
of resources with population density and the equali-
zation 'of resources geographically.

I have assumed that there will be. a continual
growth of library systems and distribution links, for
without the ability to disperse information from cen-

-1P
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t I nodes to the point of dernand,Q,we will still be,
o erating on 13tecentury principles Which assumed
that inforrnation stood still and people moved to-
ward it. The reverse is now true. The information.

.-an by Madeto movie to the, patron. This develop-

7'

44

ment should be 'encouraged by ,the.fostering-Oi-all
appr_ riare teasology: computers, communica-
tions tr ission'antl.sreprograpTiy. It is the intel-
lectual .and t e economic solutions that arp most
important.

a.
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LOUISE GILES

Dean of Learning Resources

Ma Comb County Community College
Warren, Michigan

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
Natiopal Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Thank you for this opportunity to submit some
ideas regarding library needs. I respectfully sub-

.

mit the following comments for, the consideration'
/of the-CoMmission: . .

I. FUNDING

.0ne of the most serious problems'that libraries
of all types are faced with today' is that cif. funding. -
In hard times,' libraries are usually among the first
institutions to suffer reductions of funds. Without
the confidence of a certain leve Of ongoingefinan-
cial support, it is difficult for librarians to implement
any significant programs and virtually impossible to
do any effective short' or long-range planning.
Should, librariee.ic4rge fees for certain services?
ShoUld they chiige a flat-tee to all ttsers? Some
more stable and dependable methods of funding
than the ones We presently have need to be avail-
able. Couldrexperts present us with_rne alterna
tives for library- funding? Also, 'Could the federal
government ?liberalize its grant pOlidy by pitting.
more emphasis on the evaluation of the worthiness
of the proposal itself and minimizing obstacles such
as the "matchingfund" and "maintenance of effort"
concepts?

,.

II. THE STAFFING DILEMMA

Yes, there is shortage of jobs for librarians, but
we still need to examine the nature of the duties
our librarians are now-performing. -Perhaps the
reason some of us Have diffidulty in justifying ad-
ditional personnel is because we are marriedto
the idea of hiring a costly, professional librarian
for every little function to be performed. Could we,
without harming the library profession, make wider
and more effective use of paraprofessionals? I

fervently support this concept.

III. LIBRARY SERVICE TO MINORITIES

I submit lhat the library profession has failed
to meet the challenge of effective library service

to minorities and the disadvantaged and to .large,
urban areas. Yes,.there are certain valuable pro-
grams goin on in certain. parts of certain cities;
but there ha been no Such' progrm that has been
implemented on a large scale basis. *Coufd the.
Commission search Out and,Publicize the most ef-
fective programs that do exist and of courage crea-
tive librarian's to try to initiate even more?

Often we librarians.are too "hung up" on our,
concept of what a library should be: What a li-°
brary was yesterday is not necessarily a criterion
for what it is today a what it will be tomorrow.
Could the CommiShion challenge us to flex our
minds? I,

Public libraries, particularly, might'take a hard
look at the learnillhbresourCe center concept. It

just might be theanswer as to how to salvage dome
of. those 'ininer-city branch libraries that are dying
,on the vine.

Public and college libraries would, do well to
tune in quickly to .the° external degree concept.
Library involvement in individualized instruction and
credit by examination programs; to some extent;
should be seriously considered. If. the external de-
gree trend catches ori, it may well be that minority
groups and the disadvantaged will- be some of the
most logical practitioners, as they are, perhaps,
more like be too busy or 'es's-inclined to en-
roll in re college classes. Could the Commis-
sion encourage the study of the library's potential
role in externak degree programs?

IV. GREATER UTILIZATION OF. LIBRARY
RESOURCES

A library is an expensive proposition, bilt even
given an unlimited budget, it would not be possible
for all libraries to stock a I-Information in all formats
on every subject. We ha e always known that every
library can't' be the Lib ry of Congress, but still
the information explosio boggFes the mind. On
the others-111nd, vast area of this co ntry have no
library service at all, while most of the densely
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populated areas are spotted with all types of lif
braries.that provicteJall kinds of duplication of ef-
fort and services. Obviously, there is an imbalance
of library resources. Individual libraries need to
make greater use of their own -resources, also.

--The following are some things.that I think would
encourage greater utilization of library resources
in the country: .

A. Thp Computer Gap:. The computer is here
to stay, they telrus. Some of us feel that it might
be and are willing to try it; but there always seems
to be, forone reason or another, a.great gap be-
tween us willing librarians and those'capable com-
puters. Could the Commission in some way en-
courage computers for the common man? If we
can ever "get our thing together" with the corn-
pUter, l have a feeling that it would. contribute to
greater utilization of library resources. .

B. _Networks, Systems, and .Interftbrary
operation: Of cor. it goes without saying, ex-
cept when, we strip talking about it and try to
start-doing it, we discover it isn't easy to collect
on past promises. Nevertheless some inroads have
been made with networks, systems, and interli-
brary cooperation,,and the most successful of these
should be publicized. More development of libraq
co eration should be engouraged. What about a

computers for the common man, this would be pos-'
sible.

atkonal network, even? And, of course, if we had

C. Media Cataloging: Ah,' yes"That battle's
been won; you don't have to convince me," one li-
brary school professor told me. The battle has in-
deed been wonon paper and in conversation.
How many libraries in the country, in actual prac-
tice, haye their media cataloged and the cards in-
terfile8 With their print materials? In other words,
holt many libraries in the country, make their in-.
formation on filmstrips, filmloops, slides, audioL.
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tapes, and videotapeS as readily available to the
reader' as they do their information* in books?
damned few.

Here's another -area where We "wea great
talk." Could the Commiision help us to be ,,prac-1
titioners, rather than debaters in this area?...

t

V. LIBRARY EDUCATION

. We tend to sit back and criticize what they
teach in library school, but there is one good thing
about most newly-graduated librarians: they are
usually flexible and,,, receptive to new ideas. But,
I think we should -be just as concerned, ,perhaps
more, about the education .(or`re-education) of the .

"old( librarian who has been in the field I0, 15,
20, 25. years and has not learned. -anything new
since year one. Many librarians are nOt even aware
that their rigidity is detrimental to thelAlves, not'.
to mention the profession.

But how does a profession update its image,'
its role? I suggest the library school could. play
more of a leadership role in this respect.

If the market for librarians continues to level off,
library schools May be wise to consider limiting
their enrollments to the estimated number of posi-
tions available on the local market. Continuing to
supply librarians to a market Where there _it no
demand is cruel, unwise 'Politically and, possibly,
even fraudulent. But, could library .schools shift
their emphasis to provide for Continuing education
programs in a variety of areas of librarianship and
education? Could library, schools take the lead in
providing for the self-renewal of librarians, thus,
updating the role of the librarian ,in society? Could
employers of librarians, library schcols and library
associations combine forces to make it necessary,
worthwhile and attractive for "old" librarians to. .

renew themselves?

e"
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HERBERT GOLDHOR f.*

Director

Graduate School of .Library Science
University of Illinois .

Urbana,

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
- National Commission on Libraries and

,

,There are thousands of libraries* in.thiS country,
today, and there are, thOusands Of government agen-
cies, profesgional groups, library schools, and other,
organizatiorial units which are concerned with li-
braries. But no one of therh is committed to. overall
planning, evaluation and research in regard to the
functions and services of libraries, And without any
program of its own to defend ar'' implement. At
least this was true up to now if the National Ad-
vitory Commission could fill this role, it Would make
a- major contribution to the welfare &

TWO main considerations need to be spelled out,
viz., what are the major challenge problems al li-
brarianship 'today, and, specifically, how might they
be approached. I haVe chosen to list some of the
main problems here as I see them, without regard
to the order of listing.

1. Library service is still not available to every-
one. We have ktill not brought local public library
service within ret.ch of every American, as a mat-
ter of legal' right. And the 15% Or so of the people
who are so deprived live on farms or in small towns,
typically. We have never figured out how to serve
them satisfactorily. Bookmobiles, books by mail,,
deposit librariesall (have their defiCiencies, and
the modern developments in regional public library
systems tend to strengthen existing libraries rather
than to help those without ser*ice. Similarly, there
are many elementary schools with no library serv-
ice of any kind. . , . .

. 2. Inadequate and low quality service is given
by many existing libraries of all kinds. About one
third to one-half of all 'libraries in this country (es-
pecially school, public and college libraries)" are
understaffed, poorly financed, with poor collectiOns,
in inadequate buildings, and served by untrained
or poorly trained staff memberS. The gap between
the worst and the tlest'service is far too wide for
the gdod of society.
. 3. As libraries ofiall types have increased in
number and in size, especially in the same geogra-
phic area, it has become increasingly /clear that/

1/4
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there is both duplication and gaps between them.
By Passing" 'Title III of the LSCA, Congress was
ahead of-trie.prbfession in providing, for cooper-
tion between libraries. But cooperatiop procee;ds
at the pace of th.e slowest member of the,group,
and' some more drastic. approach seems needed.

4. In most libraries, reference service is 'poor-
ly donee neglected; and *often completely lacking.
Yet reference service is the one most promising . ' '

techniqye so .far developed for. operfing up the re-
toUrcest_of a:library's collection for the needs of
the average citizen. "Study after study has shown
libraries to'be givin§ out misinforrfiation and failing
to ;utilize .their own resources properly and fully.

5. Libraries of all types (but especially the pub-
lic library) have failed to make. adequate adjust-
ment to the particular needs of the urban poor. In
contrast, libraries met the needs of the immigrants '

of the early 20th century and, helped them adjust 1
to their new. circumstances. But today's immigrants °

are different, and libraries by and large 'have not
learnedhow to respond to their needs and cir-.,,
qrstances.

6. Libraries need to have a national plan for
colle:pting all appropriate material, and NI- mak-
ing th m all readily available to every citizen. This.
is part'cularly a responsibility of the university;.
researq , and national libraries. Some major and
successful attempts have been made; e.g.; the
Farmington Plan, PL 480, 'etc., but much more re-
mains to be done,- as. in the way of information,

...analysis centers. The other side of the coin in-'
'valves preservation of the materials collected.

7. We are only just begun in the improvement
and. rationalization of the work of libraries using
techniques from work simplification through op=

. erations research to automation. We :need sys-
tematic exploration of computer applications, net-
works, and the problems of classification and
subject retrieval 7 as well as a sensitivity to new
technological developments still to come.

8. There are a number of problemd inthe gen-
eial area .of library manpower. Education for II-

4?
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bratlanship is changing, and needs to change More.
We need, more and better programs for the can-
tinuing education of librarians. The profession
pee-ft-people with interdisciplinary backgrounds or.
with depth in specialized subjects, rather than gen-

. eralists. ,
And so on. How to tackle and solve any one

of these problems both more difficult and more
important. Presumably, the Commission will pick
a few prdblem areas in which to work, and will
utilize such approaches as research, evaluatiOn,

'demonstration, legislation, and planning. I shall
-try to say a few words about each of these.

. %Research' in librarianship is still young, and all
too zfnany Studies have been tbrveys. Methodolog-
ically, we are just beginning to use eXperimentation
and multivariate analysis, while we search for more
precise and more meaningful measures of ,library
phenomena. Still this is the best single resource
vie have for creating and testing new knowledge,.
and I suspect that any and problem listed above
would yield to 'a concerted attack' of all presently,
aVailable library research peksonnelif they could
be so marshalled... -Evaluation is an essential steern--the admin-
istration of an agency or in a national Project but
is often skippedpartly because it is difficult and
partly because it is likely to turn. up negative re-.
sults. The National Commission should seek to,
evaluate the results of it own as well as _of other:
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agencies' programs, with the results p blished-"
far the good of all.

Demongtratbn is a powerful tool for convincing
doubters, .e.g., as used by the agricultural exten-
sion service. If new patterns or relationships need
to be established so that others, including -legis-
lators, can see how they work,, a demonstration .

should be used, with outside funds, and with evalua-
tion built-in. In fact, new patterns and new ideas

-at)e constantly being tried out in individual libraries,
but usually in an inefficient manner and with no
evaluation or follow-up.

Legislation, especially a(the national level,- is
likely to be one of the Commisslop's main direct
Contributions. Not Only is there a peed for codi-
4ication of law' and of model statutes for
the states, bu of the problems listed above
have their roots in various laws; and no great ad-
vances are likely to be made unless or until thoge
laws are changed. .1

Planning is listed last, for, emphasis. It should
come first, both ,on the. part of the. Commission.,
and in each indiVidual project. If there is one sin.
gle most Important defect of American libraries,
it is thit they haVe grown up uqpianned. And even,
today rio one library and no one library agency,
other than. the CoMmission, has the breadth of
view and of responbibility to be able to plan in
telligently and dispassionately for all libraries and .

for the whole country.

ti
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RUTH W.,GREGORY
Librarian

Waukegan Public Library
Waukegan,

TATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and

I have been asked to contribute to the testi-
mo y for the September 1972 hearings of the Na-
tio al Commission on Libraries and Information,
-Seuelice from the point of view of the medium-sized
p'blic library and its role in libray networks.

It is obvious that a network of libraries is.the
nly hope of the medium - sized public library in

securing quality access to materials and in de-.
veloping services required by the increasing diver-
sity of needs of our various publics in an ever=
changing society. -

It is also bfOious that a network bf libraries im-
plies Cooperation at all levers. The medium-size'd
public library must be prepared in the faire to
assume professional , responsibilities within **the
structure of a network system. The medium-sized
liborary must be more than a recipient of the benefits
of a national library network.
. In order that the medium-sized library may be-

"come a working participant in the devefbpment of
the network onelept, even within its natural lim-
itations, the administrators and trustees of such
libraries need help in the form ,of reliable. data
and information which will assist them irythe identi-
fication of 'priority public needs and in an analySis,
of methods for the improverhent of local library
services. The research required for the establish-
ment of such data might be a contribution of the
Commission in collaboration with state libraries, li-
brary systems and/-or research Centers.

The research areas- of immediate concern
dude the following:

1. Finance
I a. an exploration of alternate tax sources,

for adequate support of all types of li-
braries as units in the library network

b. cost studies of 'local library operations
increasedcby network affiliation, andcost
analyses of traditional services (such as

\
.

Information Science

various levels of reference service)' as an
aid in, establishing label goals and pri-
orities '

c. a study pointed toward the resolution of
financial burdens of strong librakeb sup-
plying- demands from -residents of neigh-
boring communities

d. an exlminatio.n of such network services
, I as may require a shared financial re-.

sponsibility on the part of th`e receiving
library for the benefit of special segments
of the public .

2. povernmOt of libraries
a. a survey oethe goyernment of public

o determine owe advantageous
structiir s of govern.menf including com-
munity i volvemeni \ -

b. a study, feasible%relationships between
boards o local, taxisupported institutions
to establis cooperetive.errangements for..
coordinates informational and service
programs the community level as a
part of the twork complex

3. Public relations
a. a study of way in which 'a national pro-

gram of public'\tformation might ai the
medium-sized an smeN public libra in
extending networ services

b. am exploration of c\ntinuing educational
programs, on a star. or regional basis

to involve person I in the promotion
of the concept of lib\-oy networks and
the effective use of nab onal resources .

Any contributions 'of the Natio\al Commission.
on Libraries and Information Scienl to objective.
studies of the needs and problems a \

\
the libraries

of the nation will be apprecited by e medium-
sized. public libraries.



. AUDREY GROSCH.
Ad Hoc Ommittee

Minnesota Chapter
Special Libraries Association t,

STATEM

Prepared f
National Ccnimia,sion on Libreria

The special library represents an pnique infor-
mation resource in'the Upited States. Individually,
special libraries may not be physically large, yet
each focuses a depth of interest toward 'a defined
area. Collectively, this resource is vast. And yet,
except in serving its local clientele, the full impact
of the speCial library may be largely unfelt. Why

Formal and informal networking of special li-
braries and other institutions in the information
community increases the benefit of information cen-
ters to 'the individual consumer. For this reason
networking wile help the information user, but it is
necessary to examine the nature of the special li-

.brarY collection in order' to learn whytthe impaCt
of the special lib.r4ry may be largely unfelt.

A special library's collection, in acitilition to pub-
lished materials, :contains: many -"fugitive" items

. such as,reports, studies, articles; addreses, and
scientific/technical results. Many of these items are
difficult to prove exist and then procure. Obviously,_
some orthese materials may be considered proprie-
tary. Therefore, these 'Iubitive" materials represent
an underutilized; resource. Not only is it difficult
for the special libier'ylo find and procure such ma-

.
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to but also such difficulty is passed on to the
int% rmatimi consumer as he fails Jo obtain special-
ize data.

herefore, it is clear that the special library can
be n even more iffiportant information resource
if at eption is focused, on the "fugitive" literature
prob em. An example of one attempt at solving this
problem can be seen in the fietid .of education
The E IC ClearhIghouse 'system.

special lit4y, as a consumer and sup-
f g.o'verrinrkint generated information, can

more effectively if,existiog information sys-
improved. Better retrieval and availability
are needed for current research informa-

Th
plier
fut}ctio
tems a
system
tion.

The eed for information is not diminishing, but
our abilit to become, aware, to locate, to evaluate,
to disse mate fails to keep pace. In the area of
"fugitive" materials lies a major concern of special
libraries. e respectfully urge the National Co -
mission st dy this 'problem and formUlatel racorrk
mendation which will lead to increasing the im-
pact of the special library nationwide.

1,



BETH ILT011
Execu a Di ctor

IllinOis Regional Library Council
Hinsdale, Illinois

4..g
The-Illinois Regional Library Council was 'floor-,

porcated in March, 1972 as. a general not-for-profit
corporation of the state of Illinois. Its purpose is
to improve access to inforrination by all fesiclents
within the six counties comprising the Chicago.
Metropolitan Area, as .a first step toward an even-
tuarstatewide OoopOrative library network.

The foundation was laid for the COuncilcs.emer-
gence by a grOup of Chicago area librarians who
investigated the feasibilitKand desirability-of es-
tablishing a cooperatiie library a ency. Over a two-
year period, this group elicited a overwhelmingly
enthusiastic response from the li rary community
on the desirability for an agency devoted solely to

ifosieririg iptertype library cooperation, formulated
--/lbylaws 90 objectives for the propoSed coopera-

tive; obtained startkUp funding through. an L.S.C.A.
TRW III grant and invited Chicago area libraries to
join thp Cou cil and send voting representatives to
an -organizt oval meeting held in July,' 1*.

Ninety ins Itutions joined:the Council as charter
members dur ng the 1971/72 .yeai. A governing
board of twel p directors was eleoled by the repre-
sentatives of the member institutions. The twelve
directors represent: University Libraries, College
Libraries, Public Library SysteMs, Public Libraries,
JUnior College Districts, SChOol Districts, Special
Libraries (nonprofit), Special -Libraries , (profit),
three director-at-large who Musr; be non-librari-
ans. Three additional directors, One each from Chi-
cago Public LibriirY, University of Chicago Library
and Northwestern University, hold permanent seats
on the board.

The Board of Directors appointed an Executive
Director, whose employment was effective May 1,
1972. At that time, a headquarters office, donated
by the Suburban Library Coun-
cil's formative period, wa occupied:, The IllinoiS

lystem during the Coun-

Regional Library. Council has thus been irrfull opm-
eration only four months.

Over the past four months, the Counqil staff has
visited member libraries and existing cooperatives

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Coimhission on Libraries and !Mot:nation Science

to identify the most pressing problems, investigate
possible solutions and establigh program priorities.
The immediate areas, of concerh,ies stated in the
formal objectives adopted by the membership, are
as follows: i

A. Knowledge of Resources
The holdings, services and unique features

of Chicago Metropolitan area libraries, li-
rkobrary agencies and i' brrnation centers will

be described in such to Is as bibliographies,
guides to subject collections, directories and
Union lists.

II Coordination of Resources:. .
g. It is essential that: each member library

be able to supplythe basic needs, of its insti-
tution, but these libraries cannot afford to
compete with each other in building.ldupli-
cate. collections of highly specialized re-
search materials. Based on the knowledge

e Council gains of area resources, it must..
the 1) Identify the Strong points Of various
collec ns; 2) Develop coordinated acquisi-
tions pro rams to build on these strengths
to avoid extensive and expensive duplica-
tion;4and 3) Evolve- collection development ,..
policies which will enlarge the area 're-
sources by filling existing gaps.

C. Accessibility of Information
Having described the Chicago area library

collections, the .CoUncil 'must 'devise means
1.for making them more accessible. In addi-

tion to Infopass, a device to promote un;
complicated access to the public of all area
library resources, the Council will be con-
cerned with improving interlibrary loan and
delivery services, reference referral centers
and reciprocal privileges. .
Exchange of Information ,:i

The Council will investigate all the means
for the rapid transfer of information, from the
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. prosaic methods such as mail, telephone,
scheduled messenger and truck delivery
service to gophisticated electronic devices.

E.. Autolhation
A long-range goal of the Council is a com-

puter Center, dedicated to library service.

The. Council must move rapidly to provide prods
ucts and/or services that can be of immediate. bene-
fit and can demonstrate the potential contribution
of such a cooperative agency. - The spector of
fiirincial support is present until such time as fund-
ing, which will insure'the continuity of the coopera-
tive and its.prdgrams, is obtained. The Council is
presently supported by membership fees and an
LSCA Title III start-up grant.

Li\)rary Council and other 'similar intertype ry,
In examiniog the future of the Illinois egiogil

coOperatives, the question of funding appears crit.
Ica). While -tile Library Services
and Constructi n t has sArved,..its purpose' in
many ,ways, such funding is tnadeqwte for ambi-.
tious cooperative programs. Duration 61 demon-
stretion periods shbuld be extended to a five-ygar.
maximum; otherwise, advance study.to substantiate
the need and feasibility of specific cooperative
projects, and ability to experiment with pilot proj-
ects, will be sacrificed in order to produce imme-
diate re_ sults.. Such computer-baAd projects as
on-line bibliographic service can certainly not be
generated-within the preser time ,

It is generally recogniz d that when coopera-
tive -programs are evolved locally, with maximum
input from members, and are .financially supported
locally to some exte'nt, they have more likelihood
for success. The logic of internal support is ac-
knowledged; however, in few instances has local
support been sufficient to develop more than the
most nominal programs.

The problems of funding may be partially re-
solved when those of structure and governance ar
solved. Some questions which need answers: Can
intertype library cooperatives be most effectively
developed through state agencies and within state
boundaries, funded by state appropriations? Or
would they be more effectively based on national
regions, developed according to .a National' Net--
work Plan, and federally Supported? Or, are there
natural conditions conducive to intertype library co-
operationjwhich transcend political boundaries and-
support considerations? Can such natural Ob9cli-
tions be exploited and, if so, under any standards
other than those'perceived to satisfy local needs?

s
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Intertype li ary cooperation, involving_ private
profit and nonprofit institutions, must be 7differen-
tiated from library cooperation among publicly-
supported-institutions: There is borne recognition
for accountabilityto the taxpayer in,publicly-supz,
ported institutions. On the other hand, private
stitutions may elect participation in cooperative li-
brary efforts only as they find their needs can be
served.

A cooperative agency exifecting to serve various
types of libraries must be -cognizant of the unique
needs of each type,of library, the levels of sophis-
tidation among members of the professional com -'
munity served, and the degree of. commitment with-
in that community to both the philosophical con-
cept and the realities of cooperation. .

The intertype library cooperative may offer serv-
ices which will benefit alkmembers. It needs to
recognize that all its activities need not benefit all
its members, that select activities can be offered
to `select types of libraries, perhaps on a fee basis,
rather than underwritten by the entire membership.
A balance must 4e sought in the total services. Of-
fered On a select lbasis.

The intertype library cooperative needs to pro-
,, vide opportunities for full communication among

different types of librarians. This means breaking.
down some well established barriers and eqninat-
in9 numerous misconceptions. Human attitudes
have been traditional' problems in library coopera-
tion: If intertype library cooperation is to survive
attitudes must be altered and resistance to: inno-
vation, overcome.

The writer sees the National Comrpission on
Libraries and Information Science as having a
uniqueNopporrunity to promote intertype library co-.
operation. It can:

1) Recommend effective structures and guide-
lines
withi

for library cooperative development,
the context of a future 'national net-

work.
2) Recommend better "courdination of the fund-

ing activities of federal agenVes as they per-
unity.
orting of all federal -
rmation science re-
e that research is
rest and when its

taro to the library corn
3) Promote centralized r

ly-supported library/in
search, both at the ti
funded, while it is in pr
resdlts ere reported.
Suppdit and recommend andardization
procedures and: practices, o which li-.
trary cooperative_ programs may continue to
develop in a, haphazard manner, with little

o.
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pope of local programs ever fitting 'easily
and inexpensively into a future national net-
work. .

5) Endorse a national census of libraries and
infor ation centers. rim can the complex
problems of the library community be con;
fronted until that community 11 fully identi--

fled? 'Library census data should be made
available in such form ae,to inform the publ.
lic and the library profaSsion of natural con-
.ditions which could baimproved by coopera-
tion. For example, dkfltdtories grouping
libraries geographically, by type, by source
of support, by subject strengths, and by
mission would be a useful y)ol for coopera-
tive° development. ,

6) Recognize the present state-of-the-art of co-.
ordinated acquisitions. At.the 1972 ALA con-
vention in Chicago;. it as reported that the (.,

operative projec0itihi h: involved coordinat-ri

To summarize, I rank the problems involved in
Commission would gi priority to those co- ; cooperation betiveen various types of libraries in

ed acquisitions. Until research has been this order, 1) Hu an resistance; _2) Inadequate
conducted and facts mane known about pat- 'funding; 3) Lack o veralLstructure and guidelines

terns of use of all types of libraries, until the for systematic development; and 4) Insufficient-bp- ,

library profession accepts the economic ,portunities to communicate the advantages of co-
need for -sharing resources, until More et-- operation.

#

J

.

f r

fective means of traniferring documents and
informatiOn 'are available, coordinated ac-
quisitione can, at best, be successMy un-
dertak#n only on a limited scale.

`4f

7) SuppOrt Education for Cooperationplease!
The 'greatest ;:barrier to effective intertype
library cooperition is the uninformed
brarian. Ovetcoming human barriers is a
slow and often painful task. It would be use-
ful to a) have cooperative- concepts inter-
woven into! the course work offered in library
schools; b) to have conferences and insti-
tutes available for the working librarians
who may need to know how to make co-
operative efforts succeed; and c) to increase
funding to permit. advanced students to con
duct the research needed forwell-conceived
cooperative projects.

es)
.r.b. *

o.
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FRED W. HANES
Dean of Library Services

Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana

STATEMENT,

Prepoled for the
National Commission on Libraries and InfRrmation Science

.r

Thank you for affording me th-e- opportunity to
present these. brief comments to the National Com-
nrlission on,- Libraries and Information Science. I

' address them specifically to the topics mentioned in
your recent letter ;, namely, the academic library as
a public resource and _its funqtion within a -local
or regional network.
it The academic Libraryespecially the tax :sup--

port-a ogerrtilst be considered a publiC'resoUrce.
The high Cost o( developing and ervicing\such col-
lections can be justified only in erms of the widest
possible use. And assuming the atier, can be justi-

' fled only if every effort is made to minimize exceS-
sive costs while maximizing resources 'available
through cooperation with other libraries, including
participation in networks. Interlibrary cooperation
can lake a Variety of form q, including sharing of
resources, cooperative acc(uNitions programs which
aim tat -.avoiding excessive/duplication of -research
materials; sharing of bibliographic data, etc.

It is my opinion that networks are a necessity
if adequate library service at all levels is to be main-
tained. It is my:father opinion that the greatest
need and most practical end to be-served by net-
works is the storage mad retrieval of bibliographic
information. I believe that they should be developed
on a state, or -in some cases, regional basis; that
they can and -should include libraries of Ail types;
Le., public, academic, and six, ial; and that in vieW
of the ultimate economies, imfprovement in
of service, improved access to materials by the
general public, more efficient acquisition and Cata-
loging of materials by libraries, they should be.Sup-
ported by federal and/or state funds. Each state
or regional network would require a central facility
and staff which, would develop a data base and pro-
vide a variety of services to network members, who
should be connected to the central facility through
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An cinTline link. The central facfties could them;
selves be linked as a super netwo on a national
basis, thus providing access to Asonstantly _grow-
ing body of bibliographiC data 1,11 a very lerge'sCale.

Academic libraries ,hould be principal-nedes
on state or regional ne works, making their exten-
sive research coljectio s available to the `general
public in the region'sery d as well as to their normal

nt , students and acuity of their own
tion. It is naive to assume, however, that their re-
sources, purchased ah ,organi4ed at such great
cost, can tie made' ge erally available unless the
libraries are compensated financially for their ad-

! ditional costs.

In my judgivent th mary effort in the devel-
opment of networks sho be aimed at the storage

7!.and retrieval aNbibliog phic data, with the, bene-
fits to membets of the networks inclUdingecqUisi-
tiOns information; computer printed catalog-cards;
union catalog (including serial's) information from
'the central ,,data base which will provide fixations:.
thus..expediting :interlibrary loans; bibliographic
searches of the data balse on request-utilying a

,I,iyariety of entry Points and providing, through so-
phisticated ,retrieval programs, bibliographies of
Matetials and,.their locations. Except fOr limited
projects in very narrowly defined'subjects, thestor-
sge of information per se, i.e., the contents of books
'or.other printed materials, -la not yet practicable
and could be accomplished only at prohibitive cost.
Althtugh the public ia bombarded with "science
fiction"rarticles which indibate that the computer
will' take over and the book will ,fade away, such
is simply not the case within the foreseeablefuture.

I, believe that the Views expressed preceding
are defensible, but it is not within the scope of this
'brief statement to include a Complete rationale.



-Congressman
VANOrs\FARTKE

United StatesSenator' Indiana
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-STATEMENT

Prepared for, the
National Commission.on Libreries and Information
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1

While it is generally agreed, that there is a need,

. Arun effective educational system the library
needs,-of this country are too often overlooked.. If
we accept the -premise that a good educational
SY* Iri is necessary 4or an informed poputace, we

6,contradict ourselves if we do not pUt the same em-
phasis on our libraries and infamation. skrvices
centers,. A nation's 1112raries are the cornerstones
of an effective dduCational system: We, are wast-
ing Or time Nye put our "efforts into educational
programs withOut arrequal emphasis on our library
needs.

The formation of the Nati6nal Commission on
Libraries eiwkd Information Science,, aii'd its nation-'
wide Hearings, ixhibit growind awareneitS of the
importance of library services. It is commendable'
that, when the Commission was first established,
emphasis was placed "pn the special library needs -
of the economically, socially, or culturally deprived
person, and the means bly which,these needs could
be met.

Recently, the United States House of Represen-.
ttatives passed a bill which "called attention to an

area which had not been previously mentioned as
a special area of concern for library information
services. In H.R. 15657, the Comprehensive Older
Americans Services Amendments of 1972,- provi-
sions to amend the Act which set up the National
Commission on Libraries and Inforsnation Science
were set forth. i am the sponsor of a somewhat'
similar Senate version of that bill (S. 3076). These
amendments would provide that The special needs.
of the elderly would be determined by a series of
studies, 'surveys, and analyses. This lepislation
recognizes the need for more- information concern-
ing the requirements of the elderly to regard to li-
braries and information services. I would like to
urge the Commission not to wait in' taking pp the.
investigation of these problems, but to begin to
tackle them now.

The needs of the elderly should never be slight-
ed. In 'a recommendation m ,the 1971 White
House Conference 'an Aging, th pa?ne themeof

Science:

#..
braryimportaRce was firSt issued. Ttle'report cited °
the fact that, `Public libraries serve to support the
cultural, informational, and recreational aspirations,
of all residInts at many community Be

cause 'of this neighborhood Character of libraries,
and the growing interest within older.- citizens' .-

groups in pdrticipating lifetime education, the _re- .
port urges the strengthening of libraries to provile
a major Support for older eaucatih whiCh.

directed toward an acceptance of thedignity and
worth' of non-work pursuits as well as'devel pmerit
of leisure skills and appreciation.

-The need for library resources' for' he elderly
has now been.acknowledged, but the pOblera con-.
fronting us now is how to meet these:needs. 01S-
viously, librarians need to be trainedto understand_
the special 'problems that face the elderly citizen
and they need to be trained to work4ith the elderly

There is a crying need for special ill-
brary prodeerni.foi.the -elderly. In conjunction 'with,
programs providing jobs for the elderly, these library
programs could b staffed by elderly:persons. Thet0
is a need for impr ved trans rtation services which.\',
will'eriabte.many o he erly to have for the first;
time, access to- libra serVices. Fqr those elderly
persons who are homebound, there ie the nepessity.
for the provision- of in-home visits by library per.,:
sonnel.

These ant all good recommendations, and my
'bill would appropriate funds to carry out many of..
these proposals. But the Commission .must begin

"work now to alleviate- the library problem Of -1411;

elderly. These Cider citizens are, on the whole,,,no _
as well educated as younger segments -of ..our so-
ciety., While half of those.people under 65. graduated
from thigh sEhool,half of those over 65 never, went'
beyond elementary school. Because 'Surveys show
that a person's reading habits usually remain with
him throughout his. life,- it is reasonably accurate
to say that the present'35 and older grOup probably
reads-less than the average AmeriCan.

But what about the..future? In 10 to 15 years, the
present.50 to 55 year old group will be entering the

#.



7 65 plus'group. This' more educated, segment of our
_ society will undoubtedly be more inclined to read

and use the libra 'es. The National coUnail on-the
Aging predicts tha by 1980, there will be 24,500,000
persons oye'r thee e of 65. This is ila?ge segment
of reading public .which we must provide with ade-
-quate facilities and services. .

,In conjunction with large-print books, .libraries
can make available talking books to those people
with sight difficulties. There should also be an.

-'awareness of the possible inhibiting factors 4f the
-Phy 'cal plant of the library. Entrances and interior
feat should facifitate use by the senior citizen
as well as by th9:infirm and the handicap ed.

These prog6ms are valUable atturpts:0 lielping
the aged, but there is'one point we should n t oGer-

.
loOk: the relUdtance of the aged to move about.
WhO knowt how many avid readers there ar who
90 without. .reading materials just because the are
too timid to cross a 'major, highway. is these
elderly persons that we must make an extra -attempt
to reach.v, .

'

On way which has been proposed to reaCh.
these p ople is through "drop-in" centers. Any
neigh hood senior center or other neighborhood=
oriented center in wshich. the elderly, participate'
Could be utilized for a "dropAn" headquarters from
which senior citizens can acquire books. A librarian
visits the "drop-in" center on a regular basis bring -
ing boxes of books for browsing anTany specially

\ requested items. The librarians can institute
cussion groups and special programs forthe elderly
readers. In this way, many readers are reached who

A,-would otherwise never get close to the main li-
brary. With the--upsurge in senior centers this ap-
broach is one of the most promising.
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.Resechers have found that the best results in
elderly reader participation occur when the realer
and the glibrarian can meet on a one-to-one basis.
The librarian who can understand he interests of

'the elderly person can beat encour4e his desire for
b9oks.,

Many pedple think the answer to an elderly per-
son's'ireading ins a "Senior Citizens" reading list,
Cut librarians who are active with older people deny

e librarians Point-Tiut that the intereststhis. The
of senior 4tizens are just as varierka8 are younger
peoPre's in ereSts. Just as a single reading list can-

th eeds of everyone 35. to 45, neither
can Oellist satisfy everyone over 65. Again, the
necessity for a one relationship. between the
libraridn and the senior citizen becomes obvious:
Only a librarian who has come-to knovi:Can elderly
person as an individual can help guide: his seleCtion
Of bOolts with g,py successt

We. must promote thei,conceot of. library pro-
grams for theelflerly more actively,. While some
braries, such as the Donnel Library Center in,,New
.York.City and thVglwaukee Public Library have al-
ready begun special prodrams for the elderly; other
libraries must follow theit le d. I urge this Com--
"Inissidn to establish, throug investigation of al-
ready existing program; the various needs of the
elderly concerning library services and make this

,information available to the public. In copjunction
with thiS objective, I suggest the Commission set
Up 'model programs of library, services for the eld-
erly the outlines and procedures of which can be
made available to other libraries as guidelines in
establishinb their own programs.

But foremost, I urge the Commission : to act now
Many of , our elderly citizens do not have five or
ten years to wait before these services are instituted.

0-



JOHN P. HERLIN9
Director. of Librarias

Cleveland State Unhidrsity
Cleyeland, Ohio

STATEMENT

R(epared fa the
National Commission on Libraries and Information

4. The Cleveland State University, which enrolled
its first classes in September 1965, is,itruly urban.tni-
versityolocated in the heart Of downtown Cleveland;
in _Cuyahoga County in Ohio, . Ninety-seven percent
of its 15,000 students come from homes in the city
or trom communities within commuting distanbe.
Approximately twelvie percent come froth 'minority
groups or low-income families, a percentage, whidh
through affirmative action programs ist; constantly
increasing.

.

AS the 'university 'has cleveldPed in seven years
from a four yeakcollege to a university with a f9I1-
range of master% programs, heavy dem nds have
been made, not only on the university's ovdin library,
-but on the Cleveian Public Library; the Cuyahoga
County Public. Libr ry, and libraries of suburban
systems, and the li raries of Case Wester,' Reserve
University. Voluntary cooperation through the Li-
brary Council of Greater Cleveland,Vith a referenCe
and interlibrary, loan teletype network financed
solely from the cooperating libraries' budgets has
done much to make the rich local resources-8,000,-
000 volumesavailablp to all residents 'of the com-
munity.' A library resources committee of the
council ties made some progress in the shared
acquisitions of expensive -materials and in the ex-
cTange of infOrmation amotqg libraries.

Thus, a sincere and continuing eff rt has been
made, in ClIeVeland, to provide effectiv library serv-
ice utilizing local-resourcesmaterials, funds, and
librarians.

Judicious use of relafiVely small.amounts of ad,
ditional money fdr this local effort would rnake
superior library senifice. possible. We have long
recognized the need for 'a full-time executive and
staff for the Library Council for short and, long-range,'
planning and for.the irnplementationof sPecific proj-
ects, Yet we have been unable to finance this. I

recommend, as a first priority, legislation providing
matching federal iunds 'for -local ,coopbrative net-
works. ,.

TITe-Cleveland Public Library,. one of thenation's"
gr t cultural resources, albhg with other large pub-
lic rigearch libraries, ahould7be- provided with spe-
cial assiStance, not onlypo maintain and strengthen
its po'''''llections, but to enable it to make its resources
available,throughout the state and nation. I rec -.

ommend legislation declaring the research 14rary
of the Cleveland Public Library a ?rational ;resource,
making federal flinds avai lable -for its sApport. Such

/legislation/ might well mandate that its bibliographi-
cal records becOme a part of the machine-readable
data4ase of the. Ohio College Library tenter, and
should encourage the physical transfer on loan of ,

specialized materials for academic, library .use.
The library of Cleveland state University is aim-

nrimifted to service to the com unity. This can best be
done by its working closely w thall fypes of libraries
to make the total resources o
able to all who need them.
state and national networks
believg immediate .support to
first priority.

,

th'e community avail-f
Ithough planning
must go forward, I

local efforts is the
mu*
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WILLIAM B. HOP INS /
Director of Edu atbon

Minnesota Society for CripplecrChildren and Adults, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesotat

STATEMENT

Prepared for'Ithe
National Qommission on. Libraries and Information-Science

Thank you very much for affording us the op-
portunity to express our Views to your Commission
relative to\providing'..library services to the home-
bou craind physically disabled- public, j

Firsk libraries- haVe been just as guilty` :as( all-,
other segments of our society in denylrig. to the
physically handicappe,ri.and elderly access to the**
physical . property through the incorporation of
"architectural barriers" , in the building .clekign.
There is no way. that a wheelchair can climb dens
o'r enter a-donventional.toilet compartment. In ef-,
fed; we have been saying to the handicapped, "keep
out! ". This problem is being solved in Minnesota'
through modification of existing libraries and bar-
rier-free construction of new`facilities. This is be-
ing.accomplished through state statute and 611d,
sympathetic enforcement by Hannis Smith, Director,
Office of Pdblic Libraries and Interlibrary tooperar,
tion, State Department' of Education.

Secontl, we feel that all librarians. should, by
some means, b'e 100e aware that there are innumr

I.

,eR

J. 4
erable: homebound people who could and woad .

make good use of library facilities if given the bp-.
pbrtunity. ThiS means that the homebound in the
community would, have to be identified` and a sys-.
tem set up tp bring library ServiceS to them.. The
services could be provided through the-mails, 'peri-
odic. visitatioji, or perhapsa Mortification of the-
bookmobile'system or an entirely.,newvYstem. T4e
need -for serving the homebound%in rural dreasfis
especially acute 16r.,obVioUscreascihs.

N,

Third, after identification of the homebouhd, we
should make theTh aware l of the 'assistivj reading'
devices thWereavailable;to them under Title IV B
of the LibrarYI. Services and construction Act.

Theset. re the basic problems in providing li-
brary serviCes to the physically disabled, home-
bound and elde,ly is we see them. The solutions
will not be come blr easily but we are confident
that thty will come. Til*nk you again forAffording
us tnis opPortunity.



RALPH H..HOPP
Director of Libraries

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

STATEMENT

Prepated 'for the
National Commission. on Librariet and Information Science

I appreciate the opportunity to provide testi-
mony to the National Commission. By way of back-
ground t should identify myself as DireCtor of the
largest library resource in Minnesota, the Univer-
sity of Minnesota Libraries. We have over 3 . mil-
lion volumes in our library and represent an almost
unique situation in the United States in that we are
the only major, university in the state. As .a conse-
querice the University's librarY resburces represent
the key research resource for the whole state. It
is from this vantage point that I wish to relate our
experience here in Minnesota as to the need to"
establish, by national policy, methods by which
citizens of each state can gain access to the infor-
mation that they need, for whatever purRose.

As the result of a two-year experimental program
conducted-at the University of Minnesota Libraries,
through which the University Library shared its re-
sources with the academic and :public Ilbraries,.,

of the state, it was concluded that such service
could be pilovided in an expeditious way,, at rea-
sonably modest cost, without .terious impairment
to the service of the UniversityLibrary its, prime
users= the faculty and students of t rsit
As a consequence of the findings o
mental project the State Legislature funded t e
MINITEX (Minnesota Interlibrary Teletype Exchange)
program, at $300,000 for the biennium. 1971-73.:
These funds permitted the University Library to pro-
vide expedited loans or photocopiestothe out-state
four-year academic institutions, most of the junior
colleges of the state, and, with federal LSCA Title
III funds and matching state-funds, 10 regiortal pub-
lic library resource centers. Through mutual ar-
rangement the program was extended on a quid pro
quo basis with the seven private college libraries.
within the Twin Cities metropolitan area and the
large metropolitan pubIla library systems; both city
and county. We havein effect, an incipient net-
work established as a consequence Of this program. -
There are many facets to. this service which I think
bear further study by the Nationar.Commission as

a prototype of what might be accomplished in other
states. ."

I cite the MINITErexperience here in Minnesota
-as an example or a prototype which the NatiOnal
Commission may want to consider in broader terms.
My sudgestiori for consideration by the National
ComthisSion would be that as a national policy
there might be established within every state "cen.;
ters of excellence" which would have as a respon:
sibijty 'the backup library service to all segments
of the population Of the state. This without a doubt
would be the backbone of a national network of
information apainay indeed serve the need of the
nation for some period of time, assuming that these
"centers of excellence" would have mutual rela-

, tionships: :"

Whereas the MINITEX program is-modestly fund-
ed and even With, ifich funds as are available it
Provides a high level of performance, I think it
should be recognized that in any "cooperative" ar-

:rangement the large library that swerves as the re-
source library makes healthy contribution to the
program. I would not b willing to. estimate at this .

moment what the contr ution of the University of
Minnesota is to' the MINITEX program. The Uni-
verst ity, of course, reaps certain goodwill benefits
from this service, but it probably would not be too
far out an estimate to assume that the Uniyety's"
contribution al-least equals that of the otherlunds
coring from the state and federal governments.;

-In my opiriidn, one of the major efforts of the
National Commission, and an area in which it can
make.significant cohtribution, would be that of in-
terlibrary networks. Frankly, I am less enthusiastic °

about national -networks than I am state networks:,
iWe already have a national interlibrary loan net-
work. Which functions and can continue: to function
intbackup support for major research libraries. One
orily.has to look at the rel ive proportion of service
we, provide here at the iversity pf Minnesota to
off-campus users to rea e that the big need- is
within our state; rather that national,- For example,



we are fast reaching the point when we will be
providing loans or photocopies of at least 100,000
items per year to our state constituency. Over the
years our interlibrary loan activity' in loaning to
other institutions has rarely gone beyond 10-12,000
items per Therefore, the-r-glio will soon be-
crime 10 to 1, I am sure. Needless to say, with that
volume of business to out-state people, tide
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TEX program is gettirfg a lot of attention here in
Minnesota from all sectors.

If you should like additional testimony on our
experience with the MINITEX program and what
we regard as implications of the program for the
future, my colleagues and I will be glad `to corre,
spond with you further. Thank you for the.oppor-
tunity to present this testimony for your consider-
ation.MINI-

O /';
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WILLIAM A: HORNER*
President

Southwest Iowa Learning Resource s Center
Red Oak, Iowa ti

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information science

My comments will center mainly around the po-
tential of the public library in rural America, all
though many of the aspects of the public library
program that will be outlined could function in an
urban setting.. I will focus upon the potential- force
that the public library may exert upon its Com-
munity. °

Alt too often articles and papers concerning the
future of libraries are so esoteric as ,,to frighten
librarians away from change rather than urge them
toward Change. Change must- cite slowly and
methodically, without any noticeable departure from
traditional library policies; i.e., serving people with
learning materials and providing a cultural input
into the-life of the community in whatever way fits
that community. ,

The Southwest. Iowa Learning Resources Center
is not a "public library" per se. Funded under Title
III,' E.S.E:A., in 1966, the Learning,,Center was corn;
missioned to provide learning materials to teachers
in twenty-two school districts while eliminating all
"fed tape" .usually connected with obtaining such
materials. Films, filmstrips, tape recordings, study
kits, flat pictures, books, and other materials are
delivered to each school building in the eight-county
area every day. A WATS telephone line is utilized
to call each bililding every day and confirm the ma-
terials order instantly. Utilizatidn. of the learning
materials has been phenomenal. We have learned
that the.,right materials made accessible at the right
moment callow the teachers to make maximum use
of them to improve the learning climate. When fed-
eral funds were exhausted in 1969county board"
of education. and .local school districts combined
to fund the operation at the rate of $8.00 per pupil.
Since that time, with the help of funds from other
sources, in addition to local tax dollais, new and
experimental programs have been possible through
the Learning Resources Center. Enclosed is a bro-
chure capsulizing each 'of the prqgrams of the
Learning Resources Center.

t.

Cable TV, is becoming a reality In Southwest
Iowa, as well. It appears the Learning Resources
Center will* an origination pOint for local pro-
gramminglor 6-8 communities in the area.

The critical need of the typical rural public li
brary is'ona of logistical support. By that, I mean
training sessions for librarians- and library boards
in the-use a clacquiaition of the new media; utilita: ,
tion cf spac for related "mediated/ activities /arts

crafts, dr ma, film showings); and ways in which
tea solicit, a d organize active community sunort
in library programs. The logistical support can also
come in thelform of a regional ,supportive agency
(such as the Southwest Iowa Learning Resources
Center) which is in a position to solicit help from
other organizations and agencies to participate in
library prograins. One of the Leaning Res9urces
Center programs, LifQlong Learning, provides 1.6mm
film to nursing homes and

Such
homes in an

eighteen-count area; Such related materials as
large print books, cassette tapes, art prints, and tray-

' eling realia cduld theh come from local libraries.
With a central catalog of all libraries, resources
could be brought to bear from a large area to serve 0,,
in an area of greatneed. With higR "speed tapg
dupolicating equipment-kas§ette tape libraries can
be initiated for a v9iy small amount of money to
begin a collection ,of bon-print materials that can
grow. Such other events as photography clubs,
'film making groups, graphics classes, etc., are low
budget easy-to-oPerate programs that dcr not require
additional staff.

s. .

Key to meaningful change in public libraries is
the availability of a media support. center. Not
only does the support, center provide the in-service
training and organization of matedals, but most im-
pcIrtantly, acts as a catalyst for other agencies to
become a participating force in the library program
of the community. Nursing homes, law enforce -k.
ment agencies, hospitals, churches, city govern7
rnprits and schools all have 'basic common heeds
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that a library can and shouki provide. It IV my be-
lief that the library is the only logical agency in. the
community to prOvide learning materials ancrs/up-

,

portive programs to its population. The sooner
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these programs become reality, the sooner the qual-
ity of life in rural.argas will improve. With the many
advantages rural life has to offer, certainly the cul-
tural and educational programs are, its "soft spot."
Libraries can meet this need.

d.
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The state of Illinois is unique, as you know, in
*Oat the Secretary of State also fulfills the function

of State Librefian.
This puts an enormous burden-on the Secre-

tary of State in that his. job does not only consist
of what many people think of it as 'issuing driver's .
licenses and license plates but makes him re-
sponsible for librarieson a very broad basis.

The state of Illinois has without any question
one of the best library systems in the country under
the current leadership of Al ,Trezza, but I believe
the objective of State Libraries should be to expand
the informational and library services of the state
to its residents on as broad a basis as possible.

The state now grants money to local libraries
for books and for general reference service. One

'of the thingi'l think should tie done is that Illinois
%residents should be given a third-serviee and that
is in being a resource to answer citizen's questions
about aovernmerlt.

Illinois state government spends huge sums f
informational service, but the State tnformatio
Service assembles and distributes information in
tiated by the agency. There is no central plac
where a citizen can go and find out what he wants
to know about whathis state government is doing,
or for .that matter, local government. State govern-
ment should supply in c,,q6peration with county and
local government a. central. place where a citizen
can call and find out what he wants to know and
that they should provide an inforthational service
to give the pe6ple information they want rather
than what the state government wants them to.have.

The natural place for anyone to go for iriTorma-
tion is the nearest public library. Hopefully, no one
is mad at librarians. I think it is significant that
when acres of buildihgs were burnt to the ground
in Chicago in the frustration and the rioting ter
the death of Martin Luther King,iw ranchlibran
were left without so much as a bro en window.

I believe thatit is incumbent upon the Secretary
of State to help local libraries expand their service
when it includes state government information.

In addition to that, there is the all important area
which J believe has been neglected too- long, of
interstate library cooperation. There is an enor-
mous amount of intrastate cooperation in *Illinois
on a. regional basis; but there is nor enough inter-
state cooperation .and I think that this is one area
which must be given a great deal of additional fn-'
.terest. For example,, in the St. Louis area There
should' be more cooperation between Missouri and
Illinois because of its central location. In the
amount of resource available in Illinois, this inter-
state idea should be carried forth between all ad-
joining states, so there can be information avail-
able to citizens, scholars and otherS who need in-
formation on a Very broad levet.

The National Commission on pbraiPes and Sci-
nce has takeh some step% toward what I consider

No to be an important area and that is identifying
our public who it using libraries and why are they
using them and why are people nthising libraries.
These are the things we must know -Which, unfor-
tunately, we .do' not know enough about.

How can libraries get more funds ? How can li-
braries develop new funding s.ourcps? As State
Auditor today, I am responsible for some of the fund-
ing. of libraries which goes through my office. This
is money which comes out of-State, but should li-
brariee be supported by State go.vernm'ent, or should
they in fact be supported entirely by local govefh-
pent: I am not suggesting either, but what I aril
sayidg is that ft:aiding libraries and information
centers of all kinds should be looked at very care --
fully so that we 4an6see where the funds are com-
4ng from and where libraries can develop new
sourcesto serve more people.

State government -has an important and mean-
ingftil affect on' citizens of Illinois. Every facility

g
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which is run by the state should have in it the direct
function to provide information for people, not sim- v
ply to issue those driver licentes,. not simply to
record stock trahsfers, not simply.to re6i§ter doau-

,

0
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meats; .lilt to te,sure that all of the people have
the information they need to operate in a more bom-
plex society.

Thank you me, Chairman.

.44 (r.)
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Thank you for the opportunity o present an
opinion about needs in libraries aid information
science. I shall try to convey some of 'my obserT
vations based on my experience as a suburban
library trustee and as president of the Minnesota,
Library Trustee Association.

An. informed 'electorate is essential to our demo-
cratic form of government certainly this is the
major reason for the involvement 9f government
in education: our public schools and public li-
braries

Unthrtunately.. I see no uniform commitment by
the general public or local officials to sUpporting
libraries. More often than not, it appears officials
treat libraries as a much desired amenity for the
community -- not an essential service.

Improvement in this situation has been most
notable since 1958 with federal involvementthrough
Library Services and Construction Act. So it is
that I fully support the leadership role of the fed-
eral government in collaboration with state and lor-
cat governments and private agencies to provide
adequate library and informational services to meet
needs Eif the American people. The statement of
a national policy on libraries will clarify the role of
libraries and focus attention Ord their needs..

Let me now mention dome of the needs of Min-
nesota libraries as I haVe observed them. We need
most to: f--

1) provide normal library service in some of the
state and provide the full range of infor* ma-
tional serviCes'in much of it

2) maintain major library centers and create
a balance of resources throughout the state

3) start, continue and enhance efforts of inter-
.library cooperation

4) provide adequate buildings
5) introduce and implement new technology

strengthen state agency in its leadership role
to provide adequate library service to -all

7) provide more in-service training for librarians
. and trustees.
Many of these needs can, be met with the allo-

cation of more money than we currently 'have. We
must see new and expanded sources of revenue
for libraries in Minnesota. We- can no longer de-
pend. upon the property tax alone for our support
... or the major share of it.

Some areas in the state .have reached statutory
limits for tai levy; otherp have little tax base to
support any governmental service. The legislature
has decreed ceilings on current spending and has
set strict limits to the property, tax burden. I see
no alternative to much expanded state and federal
funding to support library service tnroughout the
state.

It seems to me, we must see federal-state fund-
ing to develop library service in "the rural areas of
Minnesota currently without county or regional serv:
ice. I also expect cooperative efforts in our more
populated areas will falter and change without
steady federal-state financial commitments. This
is especially important in maintaining access to
our major library centerswhether they be. core
city, university or large suburbitin units &they- are
to remain healthy resources. However, support for
major resource centers in Minnesota must be bal-
anced with development of informational resources
throughout the state.

I see no lack of intent to cooperate, no lack of
desire to try new technology or new methods of
service. What I do,experience in my own suburbanr
rural county system is probably typical of most other
Minnesota county and regional systems. f here are
severe constraints imposed on Our programs and
services by a lack of staff, time, but .most
canctlymoney. Our priorities in time, imagination
and finances are channeled to meet.the fairly com-
.mon boolc;film-services programs demanded by the
community. That is not to say that we do not par-
ticipate in several cooperative programs or use

123
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appropriate technology. But most such projects
hav'e been initiated with state-federal funds.

Providing adequate buildings is essential, I feel,
to meet our commitment for acfacivate information
services fqr all people. At least five regiOns, serving
abot4 a third of the state's area, are operating f, rpm

ancient, or overcrowded, totally inadequate build-
ings.

There seems to be recognition on thb national
library scene of the changing technology; but this
fails to reach the local level in too much of Min-
nesota. The National Commission, I. would hops,
could encourage and support projects to further
the developing technology. In order to satisfy the
library' ,user with information he wants, when he
wants it, there is a need for libraries to.tie-in to
community. inthrmation systems utilizing the most
sophisticated media available: telephone,. TWX,
cable television; laser or whatever.

Especially in cable television systems, national
leadership is needed to, study, test, and if appro-
priate, to coordinate hardware development suitable
for library use. This would seem to need coopera-

.
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tion of other institutions desiring,the same capability
(post office, newspapers, publishers,otherineeding
<print-out capability, for instance) so the procesSes
and-hart.vareT-would- be economically feasible. I

also would hope the national interest would be best
served by a policy on copyright that %would allow
free or inexpensive use of the most sophisticated
media-available. . .

Finally, strengthening- the.state agency, in Min-
nesota and= providing in-service training for library
people is appropriate to make any of the. other ob-
jectives truly effective.

There are some very marvelous, forward-look-
ing cooperative projects in nnesota. There is
interest and utilization of mecha ation in state li-
braries. But what I see can and beiiig done in
some areas, and what needs doing in other regions;
leaves many Minnesotans without library informa-
tional services adequate to their needs.

I am grateful forthe attention to library-informa-
tional science problems by the National Commis-
sion and hopeful for the solution to our'fiscal and
technological problems.

To "

ler
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I am so glade that you have invited Miss Ruth
Tarbox, our ExeCutive Secretary, to present testi-
mony in your. hearing in Chicago, September 27.
Hera letter to you expresses concisely our Division's
primary concerns about 'library services to children

484ehildr en's librarians in public libraries hold a
position in the '70s that is perhaps unique in. his-
tory. They are being declared a species extinct
in their own time. Other extinct species like the
dodo and the auk followed the old tradition of quiet-
ly disappearing before being labeled extinct. Chil-
dren's librarians, on the other hand, are still living
and breathingor giving a reasonable facsimile of
such behaviorand yet on every hand ,the'powers
thak move over the land--administrators of large
publicAbrarigs, commissioner's committees of Em-
pire Stateshave spoken out in ringing tones that
they are not needed. This is not because children's
librarians have not done their work well. In spite of

(certain administrators Who have made slighting re-
Marks about their libraries;not being able to do
proper aduJt and business services because of the
Money devoted to playing around with puppet
shows, etc.1- many eminent librarians and research-
ers have reported to the contrary. In the mid-'40s
Robert Leigh's Public Library Inquiry stated, "Public

4 library service tp.L.children is an Impressive Achieve-
ment. Library 6Fhools and libraries have developed
children's librarians of great skill and personal ef-
fectivenessnot only are-the children's librarians
eipert but also in the community they are recog-
nized as such. These children's rooms ,and chil-
dren's librarians have been the classic success in

for the
es and Information Science

i the 70s. She and I both thought .you might be
i terested in an dialysis I did of the position of
c ildren'etibrarianslin the 70s a year ago. We be-
Ii it is still valid. I am enclosing a copy hoping
yo, will be interested. :"

This paper first presented at the Wisconsin Library As-
setiation, was prepared 'before the publication of Position.
Paper No. 8, Library Service, A Statement of Policy and Pro-
posed Action by the Regents of the University of the State of
New York.

'Robert' Leigh, The Public Library in the 'United States:
The General. Report of The Public Library Inquiry (New York:,
Columbia University Preset 1950).

the public library."' In the late '60s Lowell Mrtin,
in is Enoch. Pratt study, made it very clear that
the tandard had not fallen, that the quality was
still here. I quote in full his description of the serv-
ice s well as his evaluation to define our terms,'
for I believe his, thumbnail condensation 'under-
scor some of its most important aspects.

T e notable success in the public library has
been hildren's service. This did not develop from
obser ing which children came.:to the library and
then d terrnining what they wanted taread. On the
contra y, a purpose was firstestablished, that of in-
troduc ng children to the best of literature for their
ages e el. Staff meinbers dedicated to this pur-
pose a d trained for this group were then hired,
approp iate reading materials were acquired, and

method of stimulating and guiding reading were
adOpte ,the children's collections were made up
more o what patrons requested. Selection for
children was done not by the standard of popularity
but of q ality.'In time the children's librarians them-
selves h ve come to influence what constitute the
'most po ular juvenile titles. Methods also have
' been fas ioned to the purpose, with the story hour;

one of tie distinctive educatidnal devices contrib-
uted by the. public library. It is interesting to note
the response to this program, particularly because'
it was not based on reader demand alone. Con-
ceivably, the high standard of children's services
of the public library might have been ignored for
reasons no more complex than that children prefer

mto play the street or sit before the television set
than to read what some remote adults called li-
brarians consider to be "good books." Many .a
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noble_ program that ought to get response has
shriveled up before public indifference. Yet public
libraries today have a decidedly larger portion of the
children than of adults as regular readers. The pro-
gram, though developed' years ago, still has full
vitality. It works in the slum as well as in the AUb-
urb: And in the public mind it is, thought of as one
of the most natural and significant activities of the
public library.2

This is -not a children's librarian talking about
her job but an administrator and educator of recog-
nized stature. With this kind of recognition and ap-
proval the next logical question is why are people
saying now that schools should do the whole job,
and publicLlibraries should bow out?

Isn't one possible reason just because children's
librarians have done their job so well? Children's
librarians have'shown what library service to chil-
dren can mean when developed fully so that.library
service even to elementary children has finally been
recognized as an essential and important part of
every child's education. Allnosi everyone is now
convinced that the media center shotild tie the
heart of the school, and the resource center for
teachers,. parents, and administrators as well as the
children themselves. The public library children's
librarian has always been one of the chief advocates
of the school library. The pamphlet' the West-
chester (New York) Library System produced jointly
with the schools -five s ago was called Partners
in Progress. We wer all -that, and we've done our
job well. So well, they now tell us, that we are no
longer needed, because, you see, money is tight.
There's never been enough money to go around fo
the worthwhile projects of education, so we must
be realistic and eliminate any competition for the
tax dollars for library service to children. In oUr
great country we can duplicate cars on the market
or,toothpastes but we cannot take two chances at
getting a child 'hooked on ,reading. With the edu-
cation. of our children and their-indoctrination in
the use of libraries, we will put all our eggs in one
basket. "We choose the school" say the adminis-
trators, "because that's where all the children are.
for at least a large percentage of their waking
hours." And this comes just at a period when
schools in many places are under fir_e_about the
number' of children who can't read.

This complete take-over and shifting of respon-
siAity for library serviceitto chiltIren is not going
to happen immediately, Er it is recommended that

Lowell A. Martin, Baltimore Beoches Qut Library Services
to the Disadvantaged (Enoch Pratt: 1967), pp. 17-18.

the national standards for school libraries must first
be met, and it is only these media centers that can
take over the dual job. T is, of course, means in-
creased hours of servic (late afternoons, evenings,
weekends, and summe ) in addition to increased
staff and materials and of course some new build-
ings with access from t greet. We are assured it
will not mean less money he public library serv-
ices will be used,to expand services to young adults.

This kind of reasoning suggests a transition peri-
od of indefinite length. Lowell Martin in the Chi-
cago repoii, Library Response to .Urban' Change,
is specific about-this. He undersoores the need for
increased servic'es to children in- the transition
period, saying that the children of Chicago would
behurt by any cutback at this time, planned or un-,
planned, in public library services to children. tSo
we may be safe in calling the '70s, which concern
us, the transition tirne.,Call it what you willthe
Swan Song of Children's Services in Public Librar-
ies, The Transition to Total Children's Library Serv-
ice, or The Coming of Complete Community CO-
ordination of Budgets and Programs for Library
Servicesthis is the decade of the -'70s as chil-
dren's librarians must face it, and We ire_already al-
most finished with the first year!

I believe it is no 4ime to name the decade our
swan song,: and, spend our time moaning about the
rosy past and the leaders wha..are no longer here
to lead the way; Some administratoT have en-
countered. such sentimentalist§ and tend to think
of children's librarians only in these terms. But let
me remind you that the leaders we remember senti-

rrnentally were great because they Were and
forged ahead into the future. They were ready to
meet their administrators and the times in which
they lived with hard -facts and realistic plans. They
knew how to make budgetS-Work and their plans
and projections were pr'oven correct. Their stand-
ards were high and they never lost sight of their
ultimate goalservice to the child. This is no time
for a parochial-preservation of the past nor' is it the
season for children's librarians to sing a duet with
the school librarian, ."Anything you can do I can do
better". It is, instead, a time for taking stock, of
what we are, what we believe in, and h8w we can
further the cause_of_total community library service
by insisting and, proving that the things we believe
in and have supported in public library service to
children are Vital to the whole community.

What do we believe? Because of our lOcal
autonomy and the fact we are, responsible to whole
community, we have made successful fights against
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censorship. Children's librarians know, and have
proved, the Library Bill of Riphts is important. We
also believe in the breadth of a public library1s col-
lection as being important in a child's education.
The child should have a broad range of materials
on every subject from which to brdwge and choose,
and we are today finding ways of integrating non-
fiction collections. We are' also today going be-
yond our buildings to find all the people where they
are, recognizing. the importance of reaching be-
yond our walls to the unserved and findingrout how
and where we can best serve them. We are mak-
ing books a natifral part, of Day Care centers, Po-
litical headquarters, and social clubs, and are see-
ing proved again and again before our eyes the
.efficiency of serving a whole family in one place.
This makes sense tos for We never lose sight of
the child as a personV

M
These things we believe.

Children's librarians are not so different in our
ideals from the school librarians: Let's admit it.
The school library standards make the important
point that the "school library ... goes beyond the re-
quirements of the instructional program and un-
folds for the many private, guests of children and
young people the imagination of mankind." John
Rowell, AASL's immediate past president, expanded
this concept in an article to emphasize that "school
librarians have know.ri they must speak to the per-

. sonal concerns; reflections, imaginations, and unT
structured human development of individual young
people and not to just take such practical. matters
as passing tests, getting into college, or getting
a job.""

This is our language, which we taught sahOol
librarians in the years when there was no such
breed. The schtol librarians are dedicated to-serv-
ing thb whole, child, for who can divide a child into
a curricifluni student and an individual searching for

."his own thing"? With a national effort being made
now across the country to unite all agencies in an
effort to assure ,everyone will read by the 1980s,
everyone must unite to see that communities are
flooded with materials to meet individual needs and
alto provide stimuli to motivate the nonreader to
read for a change.

It would be just as foolish to fight sChool li-
brarianS and public library administrators who
would dt) away with children's services as it would
be for children's librarians-to quietly abdicate and
disappear into the past.' I suggest that children's

3 John Rowell, "Crossroads," School Library Journal (De-
ceniber 1969), p. 21.

librarians assume a much ,harder role and I .chal-
lenge them to speak out loud and clear in advocacy
of it. This period of transition is our one chance
to be heard and to take center stage to prove there
is a way that will work out for total quality service:
It ist our opportunity to write into children's library
service the qualities that are important to us. What
does it matter what one calls the institution so long
as it provides full service: the right book to the right
child at the right time. This primary philosophy
is all important, However there is no simple for -'
mula or method that can be slapped on the whole
profession and all communities of varying sizes as
the final answer. A simplistic answer to a compli-
cated and involved problem. just does not- exist.
This, to me, is the basic: mistake of the New York
Commissioner's Committee Report. Instead of
eliminating public library service to children,
shouldn't total community coordination of planning
and budget have been recommended--:including
city administrators, public library administrators,
school, administrators, school librarians, and public
librarians serving children? A 'planning committee
of this nature could analyze the strengths and weak-
nesses of library service to children in both agen-
cies and list the community assets in .terms of staff,

.materials, and equipment realistically. From this
information, they could. plan the future by coordi-
nating the funds available and setting goals for step-
by-step progress to the ideal of total community
library, service to children. The integration of staff,
space, and materials makes more sense than an
automatic scrapping of either. library agency. In
some communitiest the school library may already

. be the only library agency that is providing more
than token service to the children. In other com-
munities, the public library often has the leadership
with only token service developing. in the schools.
In still )other communities, library services in both
agencies are well developed, and it is here that,the
coordination of service has a real chance.to reach
the goal of total community service. The "satura-
tion level" is just what Mary Gayer has maintained
is the ideal of both school and public children's li-
brarians, and it is possible where there is total com-
munity planning and support of media centers. With
such coordinated budgets, many towns may develop
educational park concepts and really be able to 'in-
tegrate all institutions in one complex for better
service to all. Certainly urban renewal agencies
and community planDers should be alerted to your
concern that this happen, andthe -public should be



aroused to
\
demand if for the greatr use of the Limit-

ed tax dollar.
Cooperation has been talked abut for years and

there have been spurts ot, it hither and yon, but
changing that word to .coordination puts, teeth into
the -consolidation of children's seryices. It has,
furthermore, already been tried suddessfully. In

Montgomery County, Maryland, school and public
'libraries have done more than one \such experi-
ment with summer programming, book lists, and
use of children's librarians as literature specialists
in the schools, but it has been on an indiyidual proF
ect baili. In Westchester County an LSCA project
has been proposed this next year In \ one com-
munity the school and put:Aid libraries will 'combine
forces to identify a gap in community service, and
both will contribute money to fill it as a 'demon-
stration that such coordibation will work. \ Louis-
ville, Kentucky, has become years ahead Of post
public libraries by making its library the media cen-
terbfor the town and school system.

This decade is really the time for coordinated
service. I don't imagine for one moment, hoWever,
that children's librarians who convince their di-
rectors and city administrators of the need forAthis
coordinated planning are going to find courses in
library schools ready to train them in CommIty
Planning; outach to the total community and p-
ordination of funds-teave everyone happy, or the
educational park in the planning stage and the li-
brary's part in it. Life in library schotil is not like
that! However, at this ,tim we should be able to
count on a curriculum that includes all the things
Sara Fenwick has so ably defended in her School
Library Jounral article, "Variation,s on a Common
Theme."'

1. General core courses in the evaluation, or-
.

ganization, indexing, and reference use of major
divisioris of knowledge essential to all libraries so
they can function effectively as specialists in learn-
ing 'resources . . .

2. Courses in communications that will make all
librarians understand the role of libraries in the
procgss of communication as agents of organization
and diffusion of knowledge as agents for social
change and cultural revolution . . . .

3.. Courses in system plannineso all librarians
will understand and be able to use the principles
to implement the role of libraries in the future.

',Sara Fenwick, PVariatithl on a CommorpTheme," Schbol
Library Journal (April 1969), pp. 57-58.
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4.: A special core for children' /,eciaiists (in
school and public library) ;ncludin

a. An acquaintancd, through critical evalua-
lion, with materials for children-Lwritten, re -,
corder filmed; including alrfnedia tape cas-
settes, records, filmstripswith stimulus toward
developing new ways of using media.

b. Knowing the aims of planning; organiz-
ing, and administering library services to chil-
dren in both school and public libraries, and in
special programs,of service for children.

Develop skill in interpreting literaturt in
a va tY of ways and modes of acoss, includ-
ing storytelling.

d. Develop skill in advisgry services in read-
ing, listening, and viewing for individual chil-
dren, and for adults who work with children, in-
cludingcluding parents, teachers, community agency
workers, etc.
In addition, time must be found-for three courses

that earlier may have been considered unnecessary
for, publielibrary service: "(1) child development
and edudational psychology; (2) current research on

- learning theory and its implications jor modes of
inquiry; and (3) Study of the development of len-
gbage and reading skills and methodsused in teach-
ing of. reading and testing.75

It goes without paying that in the study of chil-
dren's, materials the full range of print and nonprint
materials must be integrated and not handled as
separate entries. One of the great weaknesses in
many public libraries has been a reluctance tOrecogl
nize noriprint material as legitimate library material
with the subsequent result that librarians have been
slow to educate themselves in the field and learn
liow the public library can use multimedia. I be-
lieve, as well, that librarians serving in schools and.
public libraries should regularly participate-in semi-
nars for the purpose of interchange and discussion..

I have found that library schools are beginning
to rediscover what librarians have. always known.
In more than one place, there is a real concern
that students have in their course of study some
degree of practical experience in the field while
still, under the direction and guidance of faculty.
You 'could call it, I. suppose, a swing back toward
what in the old days we called practice work. There
are new/terms for it now, but-however You term it
there is a growing realization that librarians todiy
are often thrust straight from school into depart-
ment head status, running a department, or a room

5 Ibid.
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on th ir own with little or no Practical preparation.
A prigram integrating 'theory with practical appli-
catio interspersed through 'that year Of graduate.
stud, makei a great deal of sense and would add
dep h to many of the diScussion courses. s

hildremis librarians in this transitional period
mu -t welcOnie innovative ideas and consider them
as jgolden opportunities to fincliq ourselves and
o r program's not only new methods; and approaches
b t new chances to test our basic principles of spry-

-,
"i 6. For thdpe of us who are yoling enough and

an manage a year for further study, the specialist
rogram beyond the master's degree and before

he...F:h.D. is justt\ what the doctor ordered. Ina vari-
ety of schools aross the country, working librarians
/can -almost write .their own tickets to fill the gaps

in their knowledge and to give them a wcirkable
acquaintance with the technology for expanding
education and services to young people. lt,cart also
aid the children's librarian in understanding how
best to fill needs and stimulate the appreciation Of
the potential of books. If they cannot solve their
problellS, the programs can do the next best thing
stimulate children's Librarians to recognize their
own place in the world and their potential to make
a contribution to the solution :of the world's prob

lems.
I believe in public libraries and know that public

library service to children tias made great contri-
butions in the past. It seem' of primary importance
that we preserve this heritage at all costs so the
child of the Yuture and his, family may use all' li-
braries as a (eSource of pleasure and satisfaction.

,Va
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I am happy \to respond to the invitation of the

National Commission on' Libraries and Information
Science to subrnif written testimony for considera-,,
tion prior to the\ regional hearing in. Chicago on.
September°27. I write from the point of view of one
who has worked for the past twenty-five Years in the
aCaderniO world as a college and university teach-
er, a. foundation officer; an administrator of a large
university and. president of a 'small' 'University and
currently as the director of the qiiilirtium of 'eleven
large midwestern universities. in my latter. capacity
I have :become aware of some of the problems
which the major university libraries of the co6ntry
face. I would like to discuss these problems in gen-

. eral and to dwell in particular on a promising de-
velopment Which may help to alleviate some of them.

' As the universities of 'America have grown in
the post -war period, their libraries have groWn also.
The large, Ph.D. granting Universities, of the count
try number their books in 'the millionaand the peri-
sqals they subscribe' toand subscribeo in the tens -of

iiousands. Their, total operating expenses run from
approximately two millionollars to over nine mil-

: lion dollars a.year.' Each of these has been expand-
ing rapidly for the paSt many years. So rapidIV have
they been growing that .the chief librarian of one
of the- universities in the CIC group (University of
Chicago, University of Illinois,' Indiana University,
University of Iowa, Urilversity of Michigan, Michigan
State UniVersity, University of Minnesota, Northwest-
ern University, Ohio State University, Purdue 'Uni-
versity and University. of Wisconsin) said not tong
agothat if the rate of increase continued the way it
has grown in the recent past, the university would
need to build a library as big as the one recently
Completed every seven years to handle the inflow
of new books. Put another way,lie said, if no new
library Windings are built during the balance .of
the century, by the year 2000 the library would need
every' building on the present campus to house its
books!
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Clearly, neither of these alternatives is going to
haPPen, and the only other possibility is that the
rate of increase of library groWth slow down
in the years ahead. Indeed, some of our libraries
have already slowed down theii acquiSitions sub-
stantially. The chief librarian of anoth.er university
in the group with which I am associated said that
over the past five years his total budget has been
relatively stationary while the cost of operating the
library and the cost of purchasing new books and
periodicals have steadily risen during this period.
As a result he is now able to add less than half the
nurnberof new boOks to the colleCtion that he was
able to add.five years ago.

These', illustratiOria indicate something of the
Problems the large research oriented university li-
braries of the country are facing: Each has tried to

:the' n4eds of faculties and students which
have expanded rapidly dUring the oast generation..
They have added colleCtions to take care of bUr-
georiing new 'arias of studY.whiCh have emerged
during this period. The director of another .of our
libraries told me that' to meet the needs of ar,.....1>port-
ant language and area study field which this univer-
sity has developed infensively dprinb ffie post-war
period, there are, seventeens people in the library
ordering booksand periodicals in several languages
and processing them when they arriVe.

The relative affluence-of -the universities and ever
expanding budgets during the past two deCades
have made it possible' for the libraries to grow as
they have. It 'is clear that we,have entered a new
era as far.as the support of higher education in this.
country is concerned,. Virtually every college or uni-
versity has been beset by financial diffikulties, and:
there is every indication -that. these will' continue
Well along into the 70d. It is clear that some of
the praCtices of the 196bs and '60s cannot be con-
tinued. Chagge is being considered, and changes
are taking place,at the present time.

What can fie done tO help the universities econ-



. omize in their library- operations? A number of ing Library of.Science and Technology located at
things suggest themselves. Libraries-can agree that Boston'Spa in Yorkshire. This library is a national
no single library can acquire everything, and a cer- library that serves the needs of not only the, uni-
tain amount of specilization can be instituted.: High, versities but of the busineSs and industrial libraries
ly specialized collectionsworks on Africa, on Asia, and indeed the needs of anyone in the United King-
on highly specialized fields in ithe sciencesneed dom*(and many abroad as well) who- cares to make
not be duplicated even in large universities. In such use of its facilities. The NLL started out as a sci-

entific and technological It is spreading
into other fields particularly. the `social sciences.
Its collection numbers some 35,000 journals. It
offers- rapid service; usually cfii order is filled within
twenty-four hours. It is a government library, and
most of the cost of operating it.comes from the
taxpayers. A rpeisure of its success may be gained
from the statistic that after approximately ten years
of oper'.ation, it handled in 1970'more than one mil-
lion transactions during a single calendar year. The
NLL operates the way I envisage a large American
mail order, warehouse as operating. The orders '--
come in and.-are opened. They are- placed on mov-
ing baikets which go through the entire facility
and drop off their papers where they are told to by
the person who puts the papers in the basket
originafly. An fora Russian journal of chem.-.
istry, for example finds its way in a.basket to the
section where such joUrnals are stored. A clerk
reads the" order; takes the journal off the shelf,
puts them both in another basket and sends them
on their way either to a photocopy machine or to
the outgoing mail. 'The day I visited the National
Lending Library, I saw copies of journal articles
going to universities and to business corporations
in the United. States.* Apparently they found They
could get them quicker, from England than from
any'source in this country:

The waste in the present American system. of.;
every university subscribing to thousands of °little
used periodicals plus the example of'a successful,
central' Periodical library in England led me to
ponder hOW we could do something similar in this
country. ,I asked this question of a number of uni-
versity librarians and librarians of large public li -

-,,braries in the rnidweSt and in the east. There was
su.Vslantial sentiment among the people I talked to
for a central periodical library. In a few cases they
thought there should be several regibnal periodical
libraries, but the predominant view was that a well
managed central library \Would in al( probability be
suffiegnt to handle,the volume of requests for little
used periodicals. The fields of medicine and agri-
culture, broadly conceived, could be eliminated
from plans because of the existence of the National

fields increased-Use of interlibrary loans must be
made, in my judgment. But the interlibrary loan sys-
tem should be considerably improved over what
it is at the present time. As universities cut down
on their purchases in certain fields, they should at
the same time put more resources into building up
the quality of their interlibrary loan service. Ade-
quate personnel shduld be employed so that re-
quests to other libraries do not stack up waiting to
be typed and sent. Airmail or even teletype might
well be' used to expedite interlibrary loan Pservice
and finally, a substantial public information program
should be undertaken to persuade faculty to make
use of the improved interlibraiy loan program.

The area which has particularly impressed me
as being one in which both greater economy. and
efficiency can be achiever:11s the area of. periodicals.
Large university libraries subscribe to tens of thou-
sands of these. The largest of the libraries in our
group has in excess of fifty thousandperiodicals in
its stacks. Some major university libraries spend
more than 50 perceht of Their new book purchase
funds each year on periodicals. In some fields
such as some sciencesthe vast majority of the
literature is in jourvls rather than in books.

In recent years a number of studies of the use of
periodicals have been made. These are 'unanimous
in their conclusion that -mosl.Periodicals are not
used very much, .A great many are never opened
once they have been placed on the shelf. These
studies indicate that perhaps 70 to 80 percent (give.
or take 10 percent) of all the periodicals (h large
university libraries fall into the Ilttle or never 'used
categories. If these figures are correctand there
iglio reason to believe that they are not--verysub-
stantial sums could be. saved if libraries dropped
their subscriptions to, say, half of-ithe journals they
now subscribe to and use a central source instead
for copies of those they, no longer subscribe. to.
One-copy of a little used periodical could serve the
needs of schblars in the 209 largest universities in
fhe country. -

No Such central liblary or service exists at the
present,time in the United States, but there is a pro-
tot be in Great Britian. This is the - National Lend-
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Library of Medicines and the National Library of
Agriculture, both of which have large periodical
collections and either could or do make copies
available to interested users.

In talking with individuals about how a national
periodical bank could be established in this coun-
try, I asked whether there were already exiting
organizations which might take this ractiVity on as
an added service. Only two organizations were
mentioned, the Library of Congress and the Center
for Research Libraries in Chicago. 1 was cautioned
that the former is already overburdened and so did
not investigate the possibility of the Library of Con-
gress becoMing the national periodical bank. The
Center for Research Libraries, located near excel-
lent air transportation to other parts of the country,
is, at least theoretically, excellently situated to es-
tablis a periodical library. O'Hare Airport is the
busiest in the world, and more planes fly to more
points in the United States from it 'each day than
from any other 'airport in the country. In talking
with the director of the Center for Research Li-_
braries I learned that he, too, had .thought of the
possibility of the Center developing a periodical
library. Indeed., he had conducted one of the stud-
ies which indicated the low usage of great numbers
of periodicals in' large university libraries. All of the
universities which are members of the Con4mittee
on Institutional Cooperation are also members.of the
Center for Research Libraries. It was, therefore,

Jelatively easy to convince the presidents of the
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universities in ,my group and the members of my
board that it made good sense to work through
the Center for Research Libraries ir1 projecting a re-
gional or national periodical library. In January of
1972 the nationwide membership of the Center for
Research Libraries made the decision to proceed
with the establishment of a periodical library, and
these plans are currently being implerriented.

Whether the Center for Research Libraries event-
ually becomes the national 'periodical library for
the United States remains to be seen. It does not
have the backlog of tens of thousands of.periodicals
which some other libraries have. On the other
hand, it is located in the most appropriate city
geographically, and it has the interest and the will
to develop a periodical library. If it is finally de-
cided that there should be more than one such
brary in. this large and diverse country, perhaps the
Center for Research Libraries will be the periodical
center for theiniddle west. Possibly the great pe -.
riodical collection of the New York Public Library
might be the nuclei:is of,a similar center in the East,
and others might develop on the West Coast and in
the South. As I indicated earlier, opinion is divided

"as to whether one or several centers are needed.
I am inclined to think that for the little used periodi-
cals one center is all that is needed. The experience
of the British National Lending Library, which'indi- '
,sates that a large percentage of its collection is
very little used, would seem to bear. out this 'con-
clusion.
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Illness has prevented my meeting your Septem-
ber deadline, but I hope-my 'remarks concerning the
future trended problems of school libraries may
still serve a useful purpose.

During th9 past twenty-five years we have seen
the school library change from a quiet depository
fot a relatively small collection of books, pamphlets,
periodicals, clippings and pictures to a learning
laboratory, buzzing with activity hnd equipped with
large collections of carefully selected media. Cer-
tainly the media listed above form an important
part of any currents collection but included also are
films, filmstrips, tape and disc recordings, art prints,
Nlia, programmed instruction=any medium that
may be used for learning as well as any technology
needed to utilize materials.

A good library/media center is more than a
storehouse for materials and 4bipment. It is a
learning laboratory administeted by thoroughly
trained teachers who have specialized in library
science 'and educational technology: This adminis-
trative staff is supported by paraprofessionals, cleri-
cal a4-atants and technicians.

The change in the composition and function of
the school' library has been rapid compared to edu-
cational Change in general. Many problems exist
which hindet\ the progress and efficient, functioning
of the school library/media center. Because of
the unique function of the school library/media

_center, these problems affect the education of every
child:

1. Many elementary schools have no library/
media centers.

2.. Many schools both elementary and secondary
,have poorly equipped, and understaffed li-
brary media/media centers.

3. The school library/media center concept is
seldom included in classroom' teacher or
s.chool administrator training ptograms. Con-
sequenW, the library/media center program
cannot be implemented fully.

4. Understaffing 91 the library/media center is
presently a very common problem; all iridi-

er,

k.

cators point to an increase in the seriousness
of this situation.
a. Many school library/media centers are

administered by clerical or volunteer per-
sonnel. (A school library media specialist
needs to be competent as a classroom
teacher and, in addition, have thorough
knowledge of library science, including
communication technology.) .

b. Since most administrators haven1 been
made aware of the modern media center
concept in their .academic training, they
do not place proper staffing of the center
-high on )heir priority list.

c. Teachers who are interested in specializ-
ing in this area are reluctant to do so
when they see the practice of hiring 'non-'
prOfe?sionals in school library/media
centers, especially where serious finan-
cial problems exist.

5. In many schools a traditional library and a
classroom audiovisual program still exist.

6. Good faculty in-service training programs are
almost nonexistent.

7. Many school's have inadequate quarters.
8. Many Schools have, inadeqdate collections.

'aY When administrators and faculty do not
recognize the value and advantages of a
"good media center program, they do not
provide for the acquisition of a carefully-
selected, up-to-date collqction.

b. With the rapid increase in the amount of
knOvvIedge, collections soon become out-

. dated unless funds and ptaff knowledge-
. able in 'selection of rnilerials are pro-

vided.
9. All probjems related to school. Media cen-

ters will become even more serious unless
well-planned `solutions are implemented in
the very near, future because of current
trends affecting them.

Among the trends affecting school library/media
centers, the following are significant:
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1. The increase in individualized instruction
and independent study at All levels of in-
struction. (Such programs. require larger

s.
quarters, larger staff4norerquipment, and,
more extensive collection

2. Schools are being used more as community
centers. This will increase-demands on 'all
services of the school library/media center.

3. Better training for administrators and fa-
culty, improved ,rirograms of in-service train-
ing and he influe5e of demonstration pro,
grams will cause the 'school library/media
center to continue to develop as a learning

o Itaboratory 4equipped with all types of in-
structional media and technology.

4. The Use of .technology in' education will in-
crease as current forms are improved and
new ones are devised. (This will increase
the need for more financial resources.)

5. The individuarschooklibrarx/media Center
will be Linable to providefll the informa-

5.0

tion and technology needed by its users;
therefore, cooperation among information
centers willpbe essential. This may develop
in the form of networks, and regional and
national resource centers.

6. More programs for early childhood educa-
tion including services to parents of young
children will, develop.

7. Faster, more efficient information acquisi-
tion, processing and dissemination will, be
developed.

8. Expertise in the selection of materials will
increase in importance as the demand for
voluine and unit costs increase.

9. Operating costs will continue to soar, par-
ticularly irk the area of technology.

10. The library/mediastaff will need to be larger
and more diversified in specializ4ion.

Thank you for this oppoltunity to comment ,on
the present situation and possible future trends in
the school library /media center prpgram.

o
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4 l read your letter with great' interest because of
the importance of the Commission'g corning regional

,
hearing. I wilt respond in the area suggested in
your sentence, "We are particularly interested in

.

is a statment of 'our plans for developing "Com-
munitY Information Centers", and the other is a small
project dealing with lost books and lost patrons.

Both are "structural changes," the first an im-
your assessment of the problems involyed in devel- portant one, the second, a very modest sample.
oping new outreach and service programs in the I hope my observations serve your purpose in
metropolitan public libraries". 1)a.elieve I am on some way.
firm ground in saying that the, pdblic library is the
most immediately threatened of all. However, my k\.. Neighborhood Information Centers
strongly held conviction is that-the financial threat (Information and Referral Service)
is not reater thahthe increasin Ig Y shar challen e
to the essentiality of public library,' services,' as
presently constructed. Urban university libraries
are a threat to the central or main public library;
school libra'ries, beginning to assess their potential,
are askingodtbranch public libraries, "Are we du-
plicating each other?"; city budget directors watch
downward _spiraling circulatiok figures, take note,
and place public libraries lower3and lower on-their
list of priorities.

Deep concern has led me to-seek funds a

local *foundation to'"eall a conference of rectors
of large public libraries for the purpose f facing
squarely this life-or-death nationwide p oblerq of
relevancy, and effectiveness of the public library
program. (This is not an announcement because
I am only in the process of preparing a =propos4:1.)
"The problem" is by no- means confined to the
inner city. There is no place for librarians to seek
comfort except in 'intensive, concerted exploration
leading to immediate, meaningful action. There
is no need, and no time left for more surveys or

t studies. Never before has the Public library had to
stify its very existence, and mere arguments are

of no avail.
I am enclosing, first, a copyof the proposal

mentioned above because it.expresses my assess-
ment of the subject I agreed to discuss: Secondly,
every public library director has many dreams and,
,pet projects, I have my share, which I won't inflict
on .you in any. quantity, but I will submit two. One

. Public libraries In this country have enjoyed a
iohg and distinguished history as ."universities of
the people". The Detroit Public Library, has been
a leader in this area in the peat. Ithas proVided,
under democratic mdate, a service for the entire
community: that required, a great range in materials

* and a diversity of adaptations of fundamental infor-
mation. It hart engaged in rnultidirhentional/multi-

-,service activities that underscore their record of
supplying this information: the' lending of books,
phonograph recordS, films, etc., for institutional and
harm use; free access. to shelves; cheerful and
homelike library buildings; children's 'room; adult
and young adult rooms; space for educational
gatherings and community, meetings; interlibrary
and intra-library loans; reader's advisdry services;
expansion of branch library systerna; specialized I
reference collections; bookmobiles; storefront book'
collections; and adult education programs, to name

a few. The Detroit Public Library. has built enormous
collections that cannot be duplicated by suburbaft
libraries. These collections are now used by
citizens, Organizations, and companies who have
moved (in the rriajority) outside the city limits of
Detroit;

In addition to fulfilling continuing demands of the
metropolitan area, for research materials, the Deb
troit Public Library must adjust to the current needs
of new residents ofthe city in all their diversity, and
in particular to those needs more basic than "re-
search". Our era is one of rapidly mounting. com-
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Ptriunity needs. Our cities are facing pervasive
changes in the social order, with poverty and de-
privation in the midst of our growing national af-
fluence, with consequent increases in the number of
persons requiring financial aid and a wide, variety

' of specialized health, education, social, and re-
lated services. The old, the under-educated, and
the underprivileged have become the legacy of the
city in a time of regional expansion. The ques-
tion is no longer should these problems be solved,
but how best can they be solved. No qne agency,
or any one profession for that matter, can hope to
solve all these social problems; the problems are
interrelated and call for 'action on a wide front.
What part will the Detroit Public Library play in
thii area?

The answer, tb quote Lowell Martin, "is not .to
remake our libraries into something other than li-
braries .. . but rather.to take the inherent strength
of a library, as a resource center with materials for
self-realization, and relate it to the multifarious in-,
terests of a society that is re-examing itself". Li-
brarli strength lies in locating, indexing, arranging,
and disseminating information. Most of this infor-
mation has traditionally been in book form, but the
Detroit Public Library tiaS at 'Various' times under-
taken "comfnunity information center" type activi-
ties. Its "War Information Center", for example,.
during Woqd War II, served the practical needs of
citizens whose lives were drastically affected by the
wartime economy and the war itself. There has
been a recent change in the type of demand made...-
-on our information,stores, . The information needs
of today's c4 residents are oriented, to a large
degree, toward basic human services that deal with,
the problems of living and "coping" in. a complex
world. These services have not been identified and
indexed in deth; nor have they been compiled in
one central. agency. Information and materials
about services, public and nonpublic, is frag-
mented, widely scattered, and in some cases almost.
unobtainable. New services . develop continually.
The Detroit Public Library must use its expertise,
its skills, its trained staff to be an information
searching organization, dependent not only upon
its own accumulated print resources, but upon its
ability to search' outside its walls, Jorli"non.-book"
information as well, to provide a single information
tool available to tnepublic..

The Detroit Public Library is in the process. of
en,)establishing a Information end Referral Service, a

specialized c ter that is ready to be developed
into a network, for the routine acquisitions and re-
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trieval of current yormation about community serv-
ices, resources, and activities. The library has cin-
teracted with existing goyernmental (city,. state, fed-
eral) and community resources to coordinate in-
formation on their special interest programs on a
regular and continuing basis. The Qetroit Public Li-
brary should be the first point of reference for any
inquiry from city residents as a means of securing
Fitrection through the maze of agencies and organi-
zations. It will not replace existing resources, but
rather will develop the climate, the psychological
trust and mutual respeci within which collaboration,
for the.benefit of the individual citizen,' can take
place. It has overcome the limitatiOns of a multi-
tude of directories through application of profes-
sional indexing and cataloging, skills. It will releases
professional personnel in other fields, who are now
engaged in what is essentially "library work," to op-
erate their exisji-rld community agencies, and leave
routines which require library skills in the hands
of the. Detroit Public Library.

The Information and Referral 'Service will main-
tain a directory whose geographic focus is the city
oft, Detroit and any statewide agencies whose eli-
gibility guidelines tinclude Detroit citizens. Every
iridiv'idUal branch library will include material from
its local community, acquired from the following
resources: .associations, cis, governsnent agen-
cies, private non-profit agencies, "grass roots" or-
ganizations, institutions, volunteer groups, councils,
professional associations and societies. At present
it will- not identify political organizations or any
group that does not perform a public sbrvice, but
will refer inquires to its specialized collections in the
main library. Major subject categories covered
will be: Aging Services, Child and Family Services,
Education and Cultural Services, Employment and
Vocational Services, Health and Mental Health Sery-
ices,"Business and Consumer Services, and Recrea-
tionalServices and Legal Services. '

The tasks or functions of 'the Service will be:
1. To establish longLrange plans and time-

tables for program development and modifi-
cation.

2. To acquire and maintain an adequate flow
of supportive materials.

3. To organize materials referred to in (2) by
cataloging, indexing and other appippriate
methods; and arrange in a 34 file (on cata-
log cards) consisting of an A to Z list of
agencies and organizations, and a subject
indeX to those resources.

4. To 'Make supportive materials and the 3x5

4,
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file referred to in (2 and 3) available 'to the
public in each of its branches.

5: To verify information received in printed
forth by direct contact (telephone or visit)
with the agency or organization.

'6. To provide referende and referral assist-
ance, with aview to
a) clarification, of purpose and help rend-

,ereei by a given agency dr organization.

ot b) encouragement of self-referral on the
part of the citizen.

c) establishment of direct contact wits a
given agency or organization on behalf
of a citizen where appropriate.

4-
d) helping city resident explore thecrange

of choices available and make intelligent
decisions based on accurate, up-to-date
information.

e) equipping people with 'sufficient infor-
-: mation to deal, with their social prob-

lems oo a functional level.
',f) optimizing the use of existing community

resources.
7, To ,maintain evaluation procedures and to

use evaluation results in restructuring with a
view to improving and strengthening the
service. .

8. To interpret the work of the Service, to the

Y.

community ng diect branch li-
brary perso el contact witliflocal groups,
as well as (hrough the mass media.

9. To study a d interpret ever-changing com-
munity nee'os to the library staff.

10. To relate th Service to the Work of other
agencies an organizations.

11, To make dat aid other information .which
Can assist i' derstanding and solving cri-

.

tical problems facing the community avail-
able to planning leadership in other com-
munity agencies. A

To exchange, destroy, or store in Burton
Historical Collection any niaterials (books,
periodicals, pamphlets, documents, etc.)

' not needed for a service specializing tin
current infOrnnation about its community.

The Information and. Referral Service will use
several means to ensure that its information 14 kept
upto-date. Specialized subject departments such
as the Municipal Reference Library and Sociology
and Economics Department will alert the Service of
new developments and information which come to
its attention. Local newspapers and newsletters will

be examined daily, and clippings of interest to the.
Service will be indeked and filed. The Service will
request to be added to the mailing list of each
agency or organization in its file. As new direc-
tories are received, the Service will check the iist-
ing against its Own holdings and add new groups
and services. At approiimately six-niQnth inter-
vals, a reply postcard with a select list of questions,
will be mailed to selected agericies and organiza-
tions. Staff awareness. and involvement in com-.

munity meetings and conferences will account for
new listings and updating. In turn, community
awareness will ensure that the Servicesit kept in-
formed of activities, projects, and new services:

The Deb:oft Public Library is the only fully de-
centralized institution in the city, other than the
Police and Fire Departments. The Public Library
is thus ideally located throughout the city to serve
the information and referral needs of residents, on
the neighborhood level and. in the city, at large.
Whereas other types of libraries, institutions and
organizations cater to separate and self-contained
groups 1 \.eople, the public library is accessible to
everyone. In addition, the library brings intensive
knowledge of the neighborhood to this service; its
values and traditions, organizational leadership, cul-
tural opportunities, economic and educational prob-
lems, composition of its population, etc. Through
insights already at hand, the library is able to adapt
and tailor information and referral service to par-
ticular segments oethe.public as well as to the en-
tire citizenship.

There is a deep public distrust with regard to
the established institutions of our society. Of all the
city agencies, thet.Detroit Public Library is perhaps
the only institution which is not circumscribed by
lines of city, state, nation, race; langUage,
cfr century. Traditionally the Detroit Public Library
and 611 'libraries for that matter, have maintained
a neutral role in providing a record on any given
topic that, in its entirely, presents an accurate and
balanced view. Its guard against innpoiing yiewpoint,
has a strong and firm history. The library does not
presume to determine what the public 'shall think,
but rather hasclaktetgati-and sustained the climate
for learning and informed decision. It brings to
general attention the critical problems facing the
community, together with the library materials which
can assist social and cultural growth.

In conclusion, an' Information and Referral Serv-
ice, means that the Detroit Public Library will con-
'tinue a role of leadership:by responding to changing

J.
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community demands by :providing basic informa-
tion in usable format.

LIBRARY HOME VISITORS

PURPOSE To change the nature of the perfunc -.
tory business call made to homes by
the Library Inestigator to pick up
long oxerdue books. To make the

_ call an educative experience for both
adult and juvenile library patrons,
and give the library an opportunity

-to reclaim families who might other-
wise be lost as readers.

NEED. Very commonly, patrons with long
"overdue books feel -embarrassed,
gbilty,. and fearful of large overdue
fees. The traditional Library Investi-
gator who finally calls at the home
seems like one more bill collector,
often dodged and thwarted; anise-
quently, many books are never re-
covered, and even more important,
families are lost as readers. Most
often it is children in question, and
since some' libraries have an exces-
sively large number of overdue

. books, this represents a major prob-
lem in lots of bOoks and patron's.

The Library Home Visitor will endour-
age, continued library use by (1) re-
assuring them that the library is

.17

interested in them as continuing
readers, (2) by emphasizing there-
turn of books more than-payment of
overdue fees, and (3) by informing
them that comfortable arrangements
can be made to pay overdue fees.

OBJECTIVE Library Home Visitors hired from the
and area of each branch library will re-

PROGRAM ceive training in Detroit F'ublic 'Li-
brary philosophy and practice, and
will make a new and more meaning-
ful kind of home calla The approach
will be to visit with parents and ,phil- PROPOSAL
dren to establish interest in reading
and appreciation for the library,
rather than to make a business call
simply to pick up long overdue books.
The Library Home Visitor's major
thrust will be to/explain and strong-
ly emphasize the value of reading in
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a child's educatiohel and personal
development, and to describe the li-
brary as a center that Meets the fam-
ily's everyday adult needs for infor-
mation that affects everyday life, or

. that refers people to the appropriate
sources in the community. The visi-
tor will have with him books already
charged out that are comparable to
the ones he wishes to collect; he will
discuss the books and offer to leave
them with the family as he asks for
the old ones. He .will explain par-
ents' responsibility fdr establishing
good library habits for their children,
and onlyit.it seems feasible, make
arrangements for overclue fees to be
paid. Thus, the Library. Home Visitor
will, put families at. ease and reopen
the way for continued Use of the li-
brary with dignity.

Library Home Visitors will work 20
hours 'a week, We can fit this job
into our already. established "Com-
munity Aide position. Families are
likely to be at horrie on week nights
between 5 and 9 o'clock, and Satur-
days between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m: The
Library Home Visitors should be
males because of the night work,
either family men or fairly young
adults who would be interested in 4n
extra part-time job. The youthfulness
of high school students would not
carry enough authority. Access to an
automobile would be required and
they would receive car mileage pay-
ment. Employees would represent
the Detroit Public Library to the pub-
lic and'would be called upon to Use
tact and good judgment. This would
constitute a very responsible, chal-
lekeikng and interesting part-time job
fo`P residents of the community.

To call aworking conference of di-
rectors of the nation's largest public
libraries for the purpose of discover-
ing needed basic changes in philoso-
phy ,and practice that will lead to
relevant and indispensable service
to the nation's changing cities. The
burden of discovery will be on those
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_attending the conference. No one-
person has 'a master plan, and the
only hope of achievement is in hard
thinking together. This is to be a
working conference, not a paSSiVe
one wherein lectures provide pre-'
digested forMulas.

Although it iesafe to assert that America',$ large
urban public libraries have been vital to the develop-
ment of our industrial society, and that they have
made a rich contribution to educational and cultural
life, there is a feeling of uneasiness amounting to
alarm over their present status. First, severe 'bud-
getory cuts have assaulted nearly all-libraries. Un-
der pressure to effect immediate relief, rearranged
priorities of city budgets place public libraries at a
very low point. The. second cause for alarm' comes
from the challenge to the essentiality of piiblic li-
brary services (as presently delivered) lo the life
Of the changed city. The second factor Rust be
dealt with as seriously as'the first. If public libraries
are servicing today's cities-in-ferment with yester-
days approach; there can ,be little hope of meeting
today's needs or even the institution's continuing
existence.

Common budget problems have galvanized li-
brarians into joint protective action to secure state
and national legislation that would increase finan-
cial aid to libraries, but there has been further
realization that the dramatic financial threat is no
more menacing than the challenge to the institu-
tion's basic relevance. Both threaten the very -ex-
istence of public libraries.

The public library is a -very sensitive social ba-
rometer that reflects broad .trends and changes in
national life, and activity in the local community as
well. Librarians have been alert to tile readings on
this scale and are increasingly concerned because
service, in large measure, is not satisfactorily at-
tuned to currant needs. This awareness has been
evidenced by the volume of thoughtful writing in pro-
fessional journals, and by the variety of imagina-
tive and innovative experimehtal projects that have
dotted the nation.

For over a century the waves of European im-
migrants found in the public library a "people's
university" that helped them prepare to funbtion
in the vigorous young industrial nation. As a re,
sult, the puyic library still holds an enviable posi-
tion of respect in our society. The need of today's
new "immigrants" to flter the mainstream is just
as real, btjt enduring ethnic barriers have changed
the climate and pattern of life. The growing propor-
tion of blacks, Latinos, Appalachian whites, etc.,
emerge from backgrounds of alienation and exist
under vastly different pressures; consequently, the
old format for library service has not reached, them
'effectively.

By now, librarians have surely assimilated all
the benefits to be: derived from the past several
years of introductory discussion. Further, we have
progressed beyond the need' for "projects"not
only does project money eventually run out, .but
because a project is always peripheral, it is seldom.
possible to incorporate it meaningfully into the es-
tablished philosophy and ,operation of the library.
Nevertheless, there have een enough sound ex-
periments to give some important clues to the
search. No one institution has been able to experi-
ment with all the good ideas, but all can learn from
the various trials and failures.

The present seems a ,propitious time for librar-
ians at the "forefront of activity to act upon the evi-
dence that foundational of structural changes are
an-absolute necessity in many phases of the public
library. All library systems have been working in
isolation, each feeling the inadequacy of traditional
ways, trying new ideas, but not really knowing what
to do. The soundest -experimcntal proje9ts must
be carefully evaluated, but the search .for relevan-
cy must now-go deeper than transient ventures on
the outer edges. (Many, many librarians are rest-
less and frustrated, especially the youner ones.)
Any individual library's success, if unrelated to
other libraries, is only an oddity, a single break-
through in a small area. Each needs nourishment
from the thinking and efforts of other libraries work-
ing ,to help the profession to commence an excit-
ing; new chapter in its histdry.
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-LOUIS KAPLAN
Professor

Library School of thp University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
.

STATEMENT

Preparedrfor the .

National on Libraries and infoirnation Sciehce_

In answer to your recent communication I would
say that if I had but one wish for frbrarianship I

would ask for- the establishment of an Office of
Cooperative StuOjes on Computer-Based., Opera-

.tions.
The need for such an office an be seen, for

example, in the scant use so far made- df the MARC
tapes. Very few libraries have the funds and:the
knbytt-how to make good use of this significant ma*
chine-readable bibliographic data.

In this connection I cal' your attention to the
deplorable situation we would have found ourselves,
in with respect to the 1970 census data. on mag-
netic tapes, had it not been for the fortuitous avail-

= ability of Dual Labs and a foundation grant which
;;'enabled a number of institutions to make use of
'this data at little cost.

Then there is the,. circumstance that perhaps
fewer than:six libraries are- in a position to contem-

. plate computer-based operations from .a systems.
point of view. That we have instead, is a number
of disoriented examples which fail to provide the
pay-off in services that a systems approach prom-
ises.

Finally, I call your attention to the circumstance
that-few 000perative projects based on oomputer
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technology have been originated. The Ohio College
Library Center and-lhe New England Libraries In-
formation Netwoyk are among the few. We need
more such developments, but what is lacking is the
encouragement that could be provided- by a na-
tional office devoted-to the furtherance of coopera-
tive- projects.

A few years ago I tried to persuade the library
members belonging to the, Committee on Institu-
tional Cooper.ation to institute cooperative studies,
but the information scientists empjoyed in the'se
libraries were preoccupied with in- house, projects.

EDUCOM is not the answer to what I have in
mind. The establishment of EDUNET presupposes
a range of data nodes capable of participation in
the, interchange of Machine-readable data. In my ,

opinion there .are two retions why libraries are lit-
tle excited by EDUCOM.--First, the kind of data
being proposed is in,the main not now the responsi-
bility of librarians. Second, there is not enough -
kn6w4lowly libraries to. participate. I believe EDU-
COM would eventually profit if libraries were in a
position- to take advantage of the proposed net-
work, What EDUCOM proposes, in so far as librar-
ies are in question, is to bring a nat al electric
grid up to the front door of a house tha has not
been wired for electricity.



CAROL R. KELM
Executive Secretary

Resources and 'echnical Services Dgfision
American .Library Association

Chicago, Illinoii

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and information Science"

In your July 24, 1972 letter yo( asked rne to com-
ment on current problems and future trends within
the' area of technical services 'in libraries. These
comments are my own and do. not necessarily re-
flect the views bf the Resources and Technical Serv-
ices Divisiori. I am interpreting technipal services to
cover the resource development, acquisitions, cata-
loging, classification, reproduction and preservation
of library materials neceasary for meeting the
formation needs Of the world. Since it is obviously
impossible for a library to meet from its own re-
sources the complete information needs even of its
own' immediate clientele, the key coficepts we need
to consider are cooperation, coordination and stand-
ardization at the local, national and international
levels.

The development of library resources is a major
concern of technical services librarians. In this time
of economic and budgetary restrictions; libraries
'need to find the most efficient way to use the lim-
ited finances faclobtaining the information resources
needed by ,present and potential library users. 'Li-
braries of all types need to continue to coordinate
the acquisition of materials by subject and/or geog-
raphic area and to share their resources by inter-
library lending as well as by developing various
kinds of networks for communicating information
and services. Resolution of the copyright issue is
of paramount importance if libraries are to share
resources. Better statistical information is needed
about the cost of library materials and the cost of
selecting, acquiring, classifying, cataloging, proces-
sing, preserving and reproducing library materials
i1) all formats and in all types of libraries.

Centralization of cataloging is a trend which
should continue. The Cataloging in Publication pro-
gram. at the Library of Congress is providing cata-
loging information in many American trade books.
The program, should be expanded further in order
to free the individual library catalog departments
for describing and organizing the material unique

-

to `that library. Improved bibliographic control of
government documents through the improvement
of such document retrieval tools as the Monthly,
Catalog of United States Publications (issued by.

'1,he U. S. Superintendent of Documents) is urgently
needed.

Librarians need to use present technology, e.g.,
computers; telefacsimile transmission equipment,
etc., and to develop new technology to obtaitz pre
pare .for use, and preserve the library_ materffils of
all types- for users of all kinds of libraries. Libraries
need to-Nake the most efficient use of professional
and clerical staff. This may include the develop-
ment of new organizational patterns for increasing
efficiency and effectiveness.

Standardization nationa lly and internationally
goes hand-in-hand with cooperation; and coordina-
tion. One standard', the Anglo-American Cataloging,
Rules, is constantly being updated. Rules are be-
ing developed for handling new types of materials,
e.g., the' cataloging of non-print materials, and of
computer tapes; compbter filing rules, etc. Rules
for. new types of materials must be developed in a
timely fashion so-.these rules are available when
needed by the libraries collecting the material.

6brary school, education, continuing education
and training' for technical services personnel at, all
levels must be available. Thd current trends to
eliminate or. Make optional the technical services
courses' in library schools should not be allowed
to continue- since such courses should provide
knowledge which is basic for -alt Profetsional 'li-
brarians no matter what their specialization will be.
As technical services personnel seek to update their
education, they must have opportuhitles for refresh-
er seminars of courses in subjects related to new
job responsibilities arid opportunities.

Librarians must look ahead and predict what
effect new concepts and technology, e.g., open uni-
versities, and cable television, will have on libraries



(and specifically technical services) in order tobe
prepared for the impact. Librarians must look
ahead to predict the kinds of new materials whidli"
libraries need to acquire .arid prepare for use. As
library collections include more and more objects
(as opposed to printed materials) libraries need to
cooperate and coordinate with other units of our
educational structure, e.g. museums..

The Resources and Technical Services Division
of the American Library.Association apd its regional
affiliate groups must participate actively in identify-
ing the problems of the future and seeking solu-
tions in a timely fashion. These groups can also
participate by sponsoring, continuing education
seminars, by developing arid publishing articles and
bibliographies on technical services subjects and
by identifying libraries with innovative and work-
able solutions to specific technical services rYrob-
lems.

I recommend that the National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science tdruits attention
particularly to:

1) Urging present statistics gatherings agencies
to collect and publish adequate technical
services statistics;

2) Pressing for passage of copyright legislation
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3)

which does not hinder libraries from serving
their patrons while at the same time, is fair
to owners of literary property;
EncOuraging development of new technology
to assist in the acquiring, organizing, repro
ducing and preserving of library materials;

4) Encouraging the sexpansion of the Catalog-
ing in Publication program at the Library of
Congress and encouraging the further de-
velopment of. Cooperative catalogi2g net-

.
works;

5) Urging Ihe U. S. Superintendent of Docu-
ments to improve the usefulness of the
Monthly Catalog by collecting and imple-
menting suggestions from documents librar-
ians;

6) Urginglibrary schools to retain and require
courses in the philosophy and techniques of
technical services and urging all appropriate
agencies to continue to develop continuing
edutation opportunities for all levels of tech-
nital services personnel.

Thank you for giving me this opportuility to
contribute my views on current problems and fu-
ture trends in technical services.

4



FREDERICK G. KILGOUR*
Director

Ohio College Library Center
Columbus, Ohio

.

STATEMENT

Prepared'4,for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Mr. Chairman and Members of 'the Commission,
my name is Frederick G. Kilgour, dnd I am Director
of the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) in
Columbus, Ohio. The Center is a not-for-profit cor-
poration, chartered in the State of Ohio and has 48
members that are colleges and universities in Ohio.
I should add, however, that the charter of the Cen-
ter is undergoing revision to allow nonacademic
Ohio libraries to become members.

The principal academic objective of the Center
is to increase availability of library resources for
use in educational, research and- cultural programs
of Ohio institutions. The principal econo is goal
of the Center is to lower the rate of rise of er-unit-
'of-output, library costs, while increasin ailability
of library resources.

The OCLC system complies with national and
international standards and has been designed to
operate as a node in a national network as well as
to provide a regional computerization of Ohio's
libraries. The 'system consists of a central com-
puter with a large,"random access, secondary mem-
ory, and 90 cathode ray tube terminals connected
to the, central computer by a network of .telephone
circuits; the network is a slAgle node, multiple line,
multiple party, synchronous transmission net. The
large secondary memory contains a file of four
hundred thousand catalog records and indexes in
the catalog record file. Access to this central cata-
log from the remote terminals is achieved in a
median response time of 2.5 seconds.

Activities of the Center are research, develop-
ment, implementation, and operation of the com-
puterized systems designed to achieve the Center's
objectives and goals. The Center has designed six.
major sub-systems of which the first, the on-line
shared cataloging system, is in operation. By the,
end of the present calendar year the Center will
activate the first modules of an on-line serials con-
trol system, and by April 1973 an on-line technical
processing system, both of which will be integrated
with the present Shared cataloging system. An

on-line interlibrary roan communications system
1011 start operation in m.id .1974. The Center has
not yet scheduled the research, development, and
implernentation of an on-line remote catalog access
and circulation control system, and a subject and
title access systeth both for users; the Center will
not be able to undertake (this work until early 1975.
Plans for the mire distant future include- computer-
ization of the. descriptive cataloging process, and
members of the Center's staff intend to venture into
the first research investigation on this subject in the
near future. .

When William J. elaumol and his colleagues
published their chapter entitled "The Costs of
Library Information Services" in Libraries at Large
(New York: Bowker,1969), they were not optifnistic

' that automation would solve the problem of rising
costs of 'library service.; indeed, it is most unlikely,
that computerization in an individual library could
solye this problem. Possibly with the exception of
the libraries participating in the Ohio College Library
Center, the economic goals of libraries have been
to design and operate efficient procedures that
eliminate unnecessary costs. However, the forcing
up of library salaries by rising living standards in
the community as a whole causes an increase in
expenditures despite economies of procedure.

Co uterized cooperation makes possible es-
tablish tiof a new economic goal for libraries.
Until the. advent of computerized cooperation it was
impossible for librarianship to set a goal to de-
celerate the rate of rise of per-unit library costs,
and to depress that rate of rise"to the rate experi-
enced in the general economy. It is now clear that-
economies of procedure and scale_are not enough,
and that, it is necessary to invoke computer tech-
nology to increase continuously the productivity of
library staff memoer,s and thereby decelerate the
rate of rise of per-unit costs. Forthe entire library
population, it now appears that the -only way that
computer technology can be invoked is by com -$
puterized cooperatiOn.
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Similarily, the 010% College Library Center can
establish a new objective of making up-toldate
'union catalog infoftnation available to persons
throughout the region -- heretofore an unattainable
objective for individual libraries and therefore an
undefined objective! At the present time the OCLC
system enters one-quarter oflhe institutional hold-
ings information into the central data bade at Abe
time cataloging is performed, ,and the other three-

.
quarters on the evening of the day cataloging, is
done. Sometime in the future OCLC will modify
the system so that all institutional holdings,informa-
tion will be entered into the data base to be av
fable for users within seconds after cataloging has
been completed.

.
The cataloging objectives of the on-line shared

ka cataloging. system are to supply a" cataloger with
cataloging information when sand Where the cata-
loger needs the information, and to .reduce the per-
unit cost of cataloging? Catarog products of the
system now operating are the on-line union catalog
and catalog cards in final form, alphabetized for
filing in specific, member library catalogs. The
four hundred thousand records in the on-line cata-
log consist of MARC II records from the Library
of Congress and records input by participating li-
braries. Last spring the daily average for records
entering the system was 400 MARC II records and

OCLC MARC records.

A cataloger at'a terminal does cataloging either
by using existing catalog information already in the
system, or by inputting ne cataloging information.
During the period January rough Jive 1972, the
cata!oging of. titles was at the rate, of just over' a
half million titles a year, of which 68% were clOne
using cataloging information already in the system.
In cataloging, libraries achieve economy of scale
by increasing the number of copies of' a titlecata-
lo9ed rather

use
the number of titles Cataloged,

an is the use of existing cataloging information in
the OCLC system that achieves an economy of
scale. At least one library on the system averages
20"titles cataloged per terminal per hour.

Three days after cataloging, the 'Center ships by
United Parcel Service catalog cards ready to be
fired in specific catalogs. These catalog cards are
printed _according to specifications supplied once
by tire participating library. As already stated,The
Center does not supply cards in classic "sets", but
if it did, there are so many options in the system that
it, could'produce over six thousand different sets for
a single title. The annual rate of catalog card Pro-
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diiction during January through June 1972 was over
3,400,000.

Somewhat more than a year ago, the Center
estimated that member libraries would be able to
average six titles per hour cataloged on each,termi-
nal and that an average of 1460 titles or more .per
day would be cataloged using existing cataloging
information by the end of the second year of opera-
tion. At these rates it would be possible for libraries
to achieve a significant net savings, -ploviding, of
course, that the, member libraries used the system
efficiently. [hiring the first six months of 1972,
members used existing cataloging information at
82.6% of the rate in the original estimate; preSum-
ably, after another year has passed and the on-line
catalo has grown, thq use of existing cataloging
information will attain the originally esmated rate.
Moreover, with one library achieving 20 titles cata-
loged per hour per terminal, it is clear that. the
original estimate%of six per hour was low. _Hence,
it appears that if the system is not now cost bene-
ficial it soon will be, and that the attainment of the-
economic goal by increasing productivity of staff
members is in sight.

To develop and the present system
the Center had to undertake research projects
on derived truncated search keys and file organiza-
tion to construct a system from which it would be
possible to obtain a single record swiftly. By using
a six-character-derived search key, a terminal Oper-
ator obtains a desired cataloging record in one-
thicsi of the searches; for the rest of the searches
the operator initiates a second' request. The Cen-
ter's staff has publisjLed a half dozen papers re-
porti'ng the .findings of this research, but system
deyeloPers need much, much more research to
extend accesses and to improve the present design.

Although the OCLC index system works, it
Would be ridiculous to. assume that it is the only
design that could work efficiently. Certainly, others
will produce better designs in the future, but they
cannot do so without extensive research preceding
deelopment.

There are a host of additions.that should be
made to the system in the years ahead such as
automatic ordering of a title on the basis of demand
by users, and so on _seemingly ad infinitum. But
by users, automatic 'establiShment of period of cir-
culation for an individual book on basis of demand
none of these attractive additions can be made
without there having been 'research 'projects to pro-
duce information required for successful develop-
ment and implementation. Anotherexample of the
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need for extensive research is the anticipated de-
velopment of computerized deperiptive cataloging
referred to above: In Stiat, there is a tremendoLth
need for research to make pcissible innovative,
comprehensive, compute0ed regional .libraries.

.- investigators must also do extensive research
before developers an design 1, national network

*consisting of regional nodes serving all types of
libraries. It is imperative that there be a.
library networks economic and substantive objec-
tives described above are to be available to all
libraries of whatever type throughout the nation.
It seems to me that the only real hope of eliminating
a succession of library crises pf fkriancial inadequa-
cy- and ineffective service will be a computerized
national network.,

In general, it can be said-that discussion of net -
works-takes -place at four levels: 1) pipe teams;
2) abstraction (stars, spiders, and the like); 3) the
logical design level; 4) qjrcuitry. There is in print

C-

a variety of discussion at the first two- levels, but
it will be those working at the third and fourth levels
that will ,produce effective results, and to the best
of my ,knowledge no one is Working on a national
library network at these levels. Moreover, bemire
any devoloPment can be undertaken; much new in-
formation- must be available.

I ask the Commission, therefore, to do whatever
it can to increase the number of research workers
available_,to produce information required for de-
velopment of computerized regional and national
networks. For the long range, a cadre of research
faculty pursuing productive investigative programs
should be built up in the 'Motion's triversity library
schools, and in the, short-range there should be
research investigators to work in development cen-
ters such as the Ohio College Library Center to pro-
duce information needed now for immediate de-
velopment.



RUTH KINNEY
President *

Illinois Association of School. Librarians
Illinois Library Association

Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT
Prepared for the ';

National COmmissiorilon Libraries and Inform lion Science

The problems of the school library/instrubtional
materials center are numerous. 6

There are many sc.hools in thisniation that do not
have a school library or an instructional materials
center. In most schools that have these centers
they are inadequate in one or more of these areas:
_staff, materials, equipment, and facilities.

Perhaps some or all of these deficiencies could
be eliminated if there was a federal" Mandate that
each state provide effective school library. service
for all students. Certainly this would be a part of
equalized educational opportunity.

Federal legitlation providing categorical aid for
staff, equipment, and facilities would be most help-
ful. The most significant improvement in school
libraries of this nation,has Conte as a result of ESEA
Title II which provides for the acquisition of mater-
ials. pnfortunately, in many schools there was not
adequate staff, equipment, or facilities to make pos-
sible the best use of these materials. Therefore, if
schools of this country could receive aid to support
the use of these materials, undoubtedly there would
be further significant iinprovement in these centers..

Perhaps it would be advisable if the Commission.
wou'd conduct a study of the school libraries/in-
structional materials centers, their needs and effec-
tiveness before requesting any type of legislation.
However, in regard to any future legislation, I believe
it would be wise, to 'provide funds to those schools
which have already shown local interest and local
effort by establishing such centers and in supporting
them.
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Howeve , staff, materials, equipment and facili-
ties are not/sufficient in theinselves. Mott 'important
is a ,dood media- program that supports the educe-
tonal objectives of the school. Developing the
edia program is the joint responsibility of the edu-

cational community -- the administrators, the teach-
ers, -the school librarians, and other media spedial-
ists. Unfortunately, many of these people do not
know the importance of these resources or how to
use them to deve160 a gOod educational program;
indeed, many are unaware of the great potential of
such a :media program.

Workshops, in-service training, courses on the .

undergraduate and graduate levels,and demonstra-
tion centers are some ways in which the teacher,
the administrator, and. the media specialists could
be helped to reach, their goal of developing the, best
possible design for learning and teaching through
creative approaches using diversified resources.
Perhaps the Commission could develop a pLan
whereby some or all of these means could be used
to provide an optimum learning enviro 'hment for all
students.

Another' avenue to be explored is interlibrary
cooperation on a much larger scale. There, is' a
need for categorical aid to test cooperative-patterns
in such areas as acquisitions, cataloging, and pro-
duction. All over the nation there are many media
centers duplicating efforts in these areas. There
must be a more efficient way to use these resources.

owloato AT,



EDMUND J. KUCHARSKI*

Assistant Secretary of State
State of Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared fort the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

In my capacity as Assistant Secretary of State,
I have been privileged during the past two years to
become better acquainted with the library condition
in the state of Illinois, and I have begun to realize
the need which exists among all people of tile state
for the kinds of services that only libraries can °ger.

The nded for information of some kind or other
occurs almost daily in the lives of a great many
people in the state, and libraries are the logical
places to turn for information.

In order to satisfy this need, libraries on all levels
need increased resources in- materials and trained
personnel on their own premises, and they also 146='
quire backup resources to be found only in the large
resource libraries of the state. The Network of Li-
brary Systems in Illinois provides the opportunity for
the patron of the member public library of any sys-
tem to call upon the resources of the four Research
and Reference Centers in the Network. In order to
mare the.resources of all the libraries available to
a'l the peop'e it is necessary to enlarge the network
which exists through the library Systems tolnrlude
first the academic libraries'and later the special li-
braries and school libraries.

The provisiob of information for governmental:
agencies is an important part of the activities of the
Illinois State Libraity,-and for that reason a reference
office is planned to serve the offices of state govern-
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ment which are maintained in Chicago. This, too,
will need to'call upon the network in order to pro-
vide information for its special clientele. Obviously,
because of the reSponsibility of the state to meet the
needs of the people of the state, it is necessary for
part of the money needed to support library service
to come from State funds. During this fiscal year,
the state will provide more than seven million, dol-
lars to enable library systemd'lo increase and im-.

prove their services to the membeY libraries, thus
enabling the library patron, wherever he, may live
in the state, to call upon his local library for the
kind of information he needs. At present local effort'
to support libraries must Come-entirely from fnnds
secured by ,a to on real property. The citizen whose
taxes support variety of local services is badly in
need of relief The need for increased funding for
local library ejvice and the need to relieve 'the
burdened taxpfiyer indicate that a more equitable
method of providing library service must be found.

A partnership for tile support of libraries should
be developed in order to provide funding for librar-
ies on three levels, the local, the state, and the
federal level.. Such a sharing Of funding would
acknowledge itie. responsibitity of the local corn-
rn,%nity to provide for itself, the responsibility of the
state for all of Its citizens, and the responsibility of
the federal government to implement its goal for an

.educated and enlightened citizenry.
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v
traditional patterns of library service are ineffectual.
The concept of a free public library is foreign to
many who live in the tow-income areas of the city;
they do not understand that it is free and what it
can do for them. Newmethods and techniques need
to be developed on a mass scale to reach the peo-

i- ple living in -our ghettos. Much more money is
. required to reach the people living in low-income

areas than those residing in higher-income com-
munities. School libraries are generally inadequate
and the public irrary must supplement the work
of the school.

Another problem that confronts the Chicago
(11)Public Library is that it extends services to a huge

number of people wh do not live Within the political
boundaries of the city and donot contribute to the
financial support of the library. Approximately
twenty-five percent )of the petsons who use the
Central Library .do not live, in Chicago and ipso
facto do not pay taxes for its operation. The Chi-
cago Public Library has recently concluded recipro-

..
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ALEX LADENSON
Chief. Librarian

Chicago Public Library
Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared fqr the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

The large public libraries of America are in the
midst of an urban crisis that is of crushing propo(3
tions."ayor John. Lindsay of New York has suc-
cinctly diagnosed the nature and magnitude of The
illness When he stated: "Our central cities have be-
come the repository of our two most painful national
problems poverty and race. Together they have
brought frustration and despair, polarization and
fear . and finally violence and disorder." Thus
in examining the needs of a large metropolitan li-
brary Auch. as_the_Chic_ago Public Library, it is me-
tremely urgent to bear in mind the social conditions
under which it operates.

One of the Tnost critical problems that the 'Chi-
cago Public Library faces is how to reach and serve
'effectively the residents of the poverty and under-

rivileged areas of our city. We Daust reach a large
sector of the black population asgweU as a consider-
able body of Spanish-speaking people, Appalachian
whites and American Indians. In attempting to deal
with this probletn, it has become clear that the

cal borrowing agreements with the public libraries
of 165 suburban communities located in the metro-
politan area of the city. Although exact statistics at
this time Ike not available, it,is quite clear that the
Chicago Kiblic Library will lend a great many more
books to the people residing in the suburban com-
munities than the people. of Chicago, will borrow
from the public libraries of these same communities.

Another problem- that affects the Chicago Public
Library is that many of, the institutions of higher
education, located in the metropolitan area of Chi-
cago, do not have adequate library facilities, and
as a result the Chicago Public Library is called upon
to serve many of their students. in Chicago the
newly-establiihed complex of community colleges,
gate universities and private schools has created
a great demand for library resources which these
institutidns cannot fill adequately, and which conse-
quently the Chicago Public Library must attempt to
meet.

Still another problem is the sheer coaplexity of
modern life which has prolifetated the need for
information at all devels, at a time when important
information agencies have- suspended their oper-
ations. The information bureaui formerly main-
tained by the Chicago Tribune and the Sun-Times/
Daily News have been closed and the Chicago
Public Library is attempting to fill, this gap: New
social problerris such as environmental control call
for the dissemination of information which the pub-
lic 'library must provide_ .

The problem of the physically handicapped and
the aged presents a speciakchallenge to the Chica7
go Public Library. Th6 peculiar needs of this seg-
ment of the population requires the development of
new skills in providing materials and services for
these people.

Finally is the problem of the knowledge explo-\
sion with the flood of literature that must be har-
nessed effectively. A major task that the large pub-
lic library faces is finding ways to wed the printed
word to the electronic impulse. It is vital that the



computer, facsimile transraission, laser beam, mil
crophoiography, television and radio become the
everyday tools of the librarian. The whole field of
the multi-Media including cassettes, electronic video
recordings, 'teaching machines, films, filmstrips,
tapes and phonodiscs must supplement the use of
books.

A most distressing element which runs through
all of these probleths is the matter of finance. With-
out exception, the large public libraries of our major
cities are ill-funded. They depend almost exclusively
on local 'property taxes which cannot be stretched
any further. Moreover, the method of collecting the
property tax is undeitattack in the-courts, and the
entire resulting situatiOn may become critical. NeW
sources of revenue must be found, 'if the public
libraries are to function effectively.

Since local property taxes cannot be increased,
we must look to the `state and federal governments
for relief. The rationale for state aid is based on the
principle that education is a primary, function of
state government, and 'since public libraries are
part of the-educational system, it follows -that the
state has a direct responsibility for their financial
support. The recentlyublished state library stand-
ards contain the following guideline:

"The state share in financing of local public
library service shquld be at least one-third

to one-half of the total' cost of a sound mini-
mum public library program as set forth in
the state plah for library development."

But the federal government has also an impor-
tant role td play in the financial su port of public
libraries. However, the legal fra ework of the
Library Services and Cqnstruction Act, which was
conceived in 1956, must be overhauled. It is es-
sentially a demonstration program which does not
meet the needs of the time. What is required at this
juncture is general federal aid to public libraries
on a regular annua basis with a minimum of strings
attached. While it is recognized that it would be
impractical lo attempt to abolish ihe Library Serv-
ices and Construction Act in toto, and start anew,
steps should be immediately taken to amend it so
that it could be converted in the direction of general
federal assistance. As an initial step,it is proposed
that a new title be added to the Library Services
and Construction Act which will provide for general
federal aid to large public libraries on the basis of
$1.00 pet capita.

-With local funding-to remain atits-present level,
coupled with increased state and federal aid as
recommended above, the public libraries of Ameri-
ca can become strong and vital institutions which
can help to further the educational, cultural and
economic development of our people.
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3 ROSE LEVEN$ON.
Superyisor

Work With. Children
ChiCago, Illinois

STATEMENTr Prepared for the
!stational CommisSion on Libraries and Information Science

You have asked for my views on the relationship
.of children to libraries and how the changing de-
mands of this age group have affected the service
of all types of libraries. I must first restate the
question in terms that are meaningful 'to me. Does
the question ask "What do children need from
libraries and how do we go about giving it to them?"
I am still uneasy, so I must start on the word "chil-
dren". Children are not one age group. Anyone
who plans the same service to pre-school and
twelve-year old children is.wasting public funds and
turning await potential readers.

Within each age group there is a wide spectrum
of needs, from the child who is saturated with stim-
ulation till he has loSt the power to be self-activated,
to the child who has been denied the most common
experiences. Can the library offer the same services
to a child in the open.classroom that it offers to a
child-who goes to a school where discipline .takes
most of the school's attention? Should the library
offer the same service to a,Spanish-speaking
an American Indian and a child conscious of his
Black heritage? Will this service be the same as
that to a child from a culturally barren affluent
hotne? Planning of library book collgctions and
programs must begin by identifying the segment of
the youth population that will be served.

Next I am uneasy that by using the word "librar-
ies" we are restricting ourselves to one kind of insti-
tution. Are librariei, as depositories of books, im-
portant or is it the making available ideas and
information, and the stimulation of active response
from the user, that we are concerned about? In
other words, are we primarily interested in libraries
or is the making available of ideas and facts more
important? Public libraries and school libraries 'are
justified if they facilitate communication, the offering
and receiving of ideas and information. If they do
not, then they are monuments to our egos.

So now we come to the question what are the
programs, materials and facilities that will .help all
tnese different kinds of children learn to use cOm-
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munication media and that will encourage them to
respond by Communicating their ideas, feelings and
creative efforts? .

In line with this restatement I will say. that I

think the traditional children's room in the public
library and the grade school library room are ob-
solete. Services must be designed to encourage
pre-school children to use language to communi-
cate,. and to react to the communication they re-
ceive. Books, films, records, artifacts, models, toys,
genies, craft materials will be part of an environ-
ment where children can manipulate, Compare,
organize and react to many kinds of stimulation.

Pre-schooT story hourwitt not bedesigned to-amuse-
passive little ones, but,will be organized as experi-
ences in, which the participants react to the material
presented and actively assume roles in the program.
Finger games, songs, Masks,ouppets, creative dra-
matics, crafts, active audience participation all
stimulate the child to receive and offer communica-
tion. A collection of fine picture books and some
storytelling is not satisfying the pre-school child's-
needs in.the lig t of what we know about early
childhood learn' g. This new kind of service takes
more staff. The articipants in group activities have
to' be few in number and the relationship close to
person-to-person: Flexibility and imagination in
programming and book recommendations can only
be achieved where there is staff trained to elicit
response and who are allowad time to plan activi-
ties that are custom-made to individual needs. They
must have, the Material resources to use in their
pgrarns. . .
/ When we consider service to the school-age
child 'we will 'find that the *traditional good, safe,
well-rounded, basic collection no longer serves.
There was a time when .school-age children came
to the library.to fill a school assignment, or read a
"good book". A library could plan a collection that
covered the school curriculum, the children's class-

,ics, prize books and a large selection of fiction. The
fiction titles were grouped in headings such as



"Sports Stories", "Mysteries", "Adventure" and be engaged beyond their present limits to satisfy
"Teen-age Stories". Such books are still the back- these needs. School libraries will come to be more
bone 9f most school and public library fiction col- a part of the classroom, bringing, printed and non-
legions. Librarians and teachers are saying "Chil- print material right where the learning is taking
dren don't read books' the way they used to." The place. The schools have broken out of the confines
'children find that .a chapter on the colonial period of black-board walls and text-book covers. They
in a U. S. history book is not going to help them are going into the library and the community to find
make a model of a New England town in the 17th 'their leaping materials. These habits of investiga-
century. A book on botany will not stimulate an tion spill over to their outside interests. The chil-
original project on phoNsynlhesis. The story about dren's rooms, like the school library can not contain
a day in the life of Pedro of Puerto Rico will be them unless they"offer a wide variety of sophisticat-
rejected by the child who is trying.to present to his ed 'materials. School libraries will serve their school
class authentie Puerto. Rican folk dances. The child needs. Th community library, because it serves not
who came to the library to read a book for fun now one school, but all. schools in the district will supply
has a paperback book shop in his school where he the unusual, the more advanced and detailed ma-
can buy attractive, inexpensive books that look like terial that is geared to the whole family and the
the kind adults read. individucal. Items that are too expensive to purchase

A boy who follows the latest news on space ex-
for one child in a school are practical for a public

ploration as it is unfolded on TV and newspapers is
library that serves many more children in the dis-

not satisfied with last.
trict. The school library and the children's roomyear's book on astronauts.

If we are offering communication end encouraging
should be able to use the full-resources of a well-

children to communicate we must stock.a wide vari-
stocked adult library. All agencies will have to

ety of cassettes, tapes, films, filmstrips, transparen-
agree on when to duplicate and when to depend

-cies and printed material produced by experts on on other libraries' resources.
All these bright promises of the future depend

Purrerit interests. The_ child who wants to know on two contingents. -.This kind of service is- notdoes not care if he gets the information from an
adult' handbook, an out -of -town newspaper or a cheap. It can't be done on the same budget as tra-

ditional service. Municipal funds can not providefilmstrip. The paradox is that while no collection
can be too wide for his interests, he needs personal .

the variety and quantity of equipment, resources and

attention and recognition that he is an unique in- staff needed. Other sources of revenue. will have
to be found. The second problem is staff. The grad-

dividual. Standardized collections and routine serv-
ice do not answer the needs of the many kinds

of.---uate of library school, with a class in education and

children that should be using' the library. The old a few classes in children:s literature, is not qualified
to delve into a community's needs' and then assem-

estab'ished programs such as story hour and book
bc'ubs are not going to attract children to reading le and interpret the materials' required. Library

a

and creating habits of using sources of information.
students to work with com-schools must train their

Different communities need different collections and
munity groups, to be sensitive to unspoken needs
and to be imaginative in designing programs. Prac-

programs. What all libraries will have in common is ti"ce teaching is required for teaching. A similar
sensitivity to the needs of the individual and the
community. The staff must be Able to analyze the

program should be instituted in every library school

community's coperns and seek out materials and
so that graduates would have actual experierice in

devise programs that fill these needs. They must
institutions that are adapted to the community they

have the skill to diagnose and respond to individual
serve: Those not suited for the work would find

and group needs.
this out quickly. Those With aptitude would be
encouraged by seeing good work.

0 Programs that encourage communicating skills The effective children's department in the future
can not be standardized. .Activities that will evolve will not have just children's librarians. A field work-
ma,/ use cameras, puppets, craft materials, creative er with training in social service, sociology and
writing workshops, choral reading and audiovisual group work will go out in the community explaining
software designed by the children. All the resources the library to the public and reporting the.commun-
of the library will be needed to make such programs ity needs to the staff. Experts in other disciplines
effective. such as art, dramatics, music, education or science

The school library. and the public library will will, be employed to develop programs that use the

ro
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resources of the library to introduce the children to
many" aspects of communication.

This type of prograM makes heavy demands on
the staff. Library school and on-the-job experience
have not proven to be sufficient to insure the best
possible service. Built into every children's, depart-
ment in-service program must be. a plan for con-
tinuous staff development. Expegts on groUp dy-
namics, non-book media, early childhood education
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and other areas muss be used to help the staff
keep growing.

These are trends and needs as I see them. If
children in the future are to be trained to think, use
the knowledge of the past and create the knowledge
of the future, then libraries will have to be more than
collections of books that are dispensed by librarians.
They must be institutions that deal with interpreta-
tion and creation of knowledge.. Money and freedom
frorh past routines will be needed.

0



JOHN W. LEWIS

Secretary of, State and State Librarian
State of 'Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission.on Libraries and information Science

My interest in libraries had existed lokng before
I became Secretary of State and State 1,jbrarian.
This may : have been partly, because two of my
sisters are librarians. One is still the librarian in my
hometown, and the other retired several years ago
from the Illinois State Library.

As a member of the General Assembly (support-
ed library legislation, particularly that which resulted
in our :eighteen library systems, and lialso support-
ed enthusiastically the appropriation bills for library
systems and for the State Library:

In my capacity as State Librarian,) have had an
opportunity to become more aware of the library
condition statewide and to some extent.nationwide.
I have noted the continuing need of our citizens,
for the information that is available to all the people
of the state only through libraries. As Chairman of
National Library Week for Illinois, I subscribed fully
to the concept of the Right to Read and the Right
to Know, and I believe that:libraries have a major
role to play in the provision of 'those rights.

The need to improve methods for providing in7
formation is set forth in our long-range program for
library development in. Illinois which calls for the
strengthening and enlarging of the network that
already exists in the library system framework. in
order to make the network really effective and re-
sponsive to all the needs of the people it is neces-
sary to expand its services to all the libraries,,of the
state, academic libraries first, perhaps, and then
special libraries and schools. Of almost equal im-
portance to the expansion of the network is thk need
to increase theslibrary resources available tb the
.users and the need- to provide adequately trained
library staffsiirassure that the request of the citizen
is given fast, ficient attention.

The need to identify the best way to provide in-
formation to' people has led us to the conference
we are planning on Total Access to Intellectual Re

sources. During, this conference we will attempt to
involve all the other providers of information the
press, radio, television, and whatever other sources
people go to for information in the hope that a'

partnership can be developed to make sure that
everyone in the state can have the information when
and where he needs it, and at the level at which
he needs it.

As State Librarian, I have become more and
more aware of the cost of good library service, and
more and more aware of the inability of some com-
munities to give their people the kind of library
service that everyone has a right to expect. Librar-
ies are suPported by the already overburdened prop-
erty tax. There is obviously a need to provide some
other source of income for libraries and to relieve
the property taxpayer. In the past seven years we
have, in Illinois, provided additional resources and
services to the local library through the resources
and services offered by the library systems, and
through a small equali2ation grant for libraries in
areas of very low property valuafidn. Beginning with
the formation orthe first library systems, all systems
have been fully funded as they were organized, thus
enabling them to begin immediately to provide
meaningful help in the form of resources and serv-
ices for their member libraries. For this fiscal year
more than seven million dollars of state funds has
been appropriated for library systems to provide
services to the local libraries. The' amount of state
money spent tee libraries in Illinois is second only,
to the amount spent by New York. The funds coming
to the state through the Library Services and. Con-
struction Act have been used to provide service or
resources on a statewide basis.

am constantly conscious of the need for con-
tinuing improvement' in the amount of funds for
libraries and the need for some of this funding to
come frorriother than the local level. Like the part-
nership we are W'orking toward in the provision of
information, a similar partnership should be estab-
lished for the funding of library services: first, be-
cause each community must have pride in its li-
brary and want it to be excellent, there alist be local
contribution to the funding; secondly, because the
state, too, has a pride in its libraries and'a desire
for excellence in all of them, there must be state
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Hinds for the support of libraries; and finally; since
excellent library service in any state cOntributes to
the nation as .a whole, there must be continued and
even increased funding from the federal level.
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Only by working together and by cooperation on

all levels can thelibbf ) The individual- to read
and to know be truly achieved.

a
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THOMAS LONG

Butzel, Long, Gust, Klein & Van Zile
Detroit, Michigan

STATEMENT

a Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

^

This will ackn wledge receipt of your letter of
August 11, 1972're uesting me to submit a statement
of library needs. I served for 25 years on the Detroit
Library Commission charged with the operation
of the, main library and branch libraries of Detroit.
The chief problein during the entire 25 years was
that the Commission never in any year had an ade-
quate amount of money for books .and when I say
adequate I mean any sum approaching what the
public libraries of similar or much smaller cities had

a.

for books and other informatory materials.
I am in no condition to come and testify or even

to prepare an extended written statement. I am
90 years of age nearest birthday (January 24, 1973)
with impaired. healing and. eyesight-0 impaired -
that I can no longer look up anything in most books.
The monetary ability of the Detroit Commission to
purchase .books and other library malerials is now
the poorest it has ever been and with no betterment
in sight.. °

4
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JEAN E. LOWRIE
Director

The Graduate College
School 'of Librarianship

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

I have just returned from a vacation overseas
to find your request for written testimony at the
National Commission's regional hearing on Septem-
ber 27. I regret exceedingly:this delay in replying to
your letter, but I trust you will understand. .

I suspect it is too late for any testimony of mine
to be included, but I would like to go on record
informally nevertheless.

My particular interest is naturally library, educe-,
tion and through it, the development of the profes-
sion as a whole. .I believe that library education at
thislime, at least in the programs developed by the
accredited graduate, library schools,. is concerned
with an honest and intensive analysis of curricu-
lum. There is every indication that curricula, both

ircontent and specific courses, are being changed
to meekcurrent and future needs. Emphasis on new
communication' media, on new and improved ways
to serve a wider public, on continuing education for
librarians in the field are matters of immediate con-
cern. Not only are library schools alert to the chang-
ing community pattern and interests, they are also
aware of the need to recruit many kinds of people
into the profession minority' grow obviously,
but ,also specialists in various areas of kn ledge.
They are attempting to educate prospective librari-
ans in the latest phases of management and control
in order to make better use of personnel already
on hand.

(here is still great need for an educational
program for the la an 'in order to b7tter interpret
the value of libra e in today's society. This is a
concern of library educators, but is a need which
must be faced by the entire professidn as well as
others who believe inlibrary services. Tangential to
this, I believe, we must work for closer understand-
ing and for more direct communication among all
media, information science and library personnel.
Audiovisual, computer specialists and print oriented
professionals are still pulling in too many different
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directions. CUrrent economic and .management di-
rections do not allow for this multiplicity and dupli-
cation of services. Graduates of our programs are
aware of this and are disturbed when they, go into
the field to discover old prejudices and practices
still in evidence.

`Although we are having more difficulty in placing
graduates this year, nevertheless if they are mobile,
there are positions. We believe our evidence shows
that this situation will continue for several years.
We need to recruit for the ablest,- both in terms of
intelligence and ability to work with people.

One of the greatest needs at the moment for
scholarship fissistance. Many are interested, but
the number Of "no-shows". who indicate 4hey could
not come without financial assistance has increased
by at least 25%. In view of this specific financial
need and the equally important stress on continuing'
education for people in the field, it does not seem
wise to "put all our eggs in one basket" -- in other
words to allocate available fupds to one type of
library educatibn. There shouid_be equitable distri-
bution for scholarships and loans' as welt as for
institutes, workshops, etc., on both short and long
term basis:

Speaking specifically about the program at West-
ern Michigan University; may I mention the current
experiment funded through EPDA for educating
community`college librarians for work with minority
and special student groups (dropouts, senior citi-
zens, vocational oriented, technical oriented youth,
etc.). Opportunities like this, which permit a library
School to zero in on a particular service need, in an
experimental fashion, are important both to the edu-
cation and to the general future of librarians.
Breadth of choice is a*must for library schools lo-
cated as they are in various parts of the country,
influenced by their local community and state needs,
and having specialized faculties of various fields.
There should not be' tight restriction on the types



of library education programs to be developed or
the types of people to be supported. A professidn
which serves all peoples in all communities must
indeed be supported from a broad base.

I appreciate the_opportunity of sending you this
short statement. I sincerely' hope the midwest hear-
ings will be of value to the Commission as wall as
to the professiog in general.
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JOHN P. McGOWAN
University Librarian

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commissioh on Libraries and Information Science

Libraries must identify new solutions to their
problems if they are to continue to meet the de-
mands and requirements of a diverse and grow-
ing community of users. The 'problems which are
manifestly clear stem from the social and techno-
logical changes that pave taken place during the
last few years and also the diminution in the base
of financial support for many libraries. During a
period "when many universities are departing from
the traditional academic program; exploring new
modes and forms of instructions, dealing with the
non - ,resident mobile Student, introducing. new pro-
grams involving various forms of media, the library
with limited resources is unable to respon to
these changes and contribute to the programs. Even
the most talented library administrator who has
brought his organization to the peak of operating
efficiency will recognize that without increased sup-
port he will ultimately approach a limit in.the op-
tirrium utilization of his 'available resources. In
those few' cases where such administrators have
had the good fortune to be able to use technology
to improve the operation and to increase the capac-
ity of the organization to meet new demands, it
becomes clear that there also are limitations even
with this approach. Such factors as the obsoles-
cence of the technology, the cost of developing,
implementing and maintaining the systems are, by
any standards, sizeable if carried out by any single
institution. One need only point to the very diffi-
cult problem that a single university faces when it
is required to: maintain large computer files of data.
It is unfortunate that many libraries have had to
develop these systems and operations on their
own because there have been nol'regional or cen-
tral agency that could develop such systems 'on
a cooperative basis. Without this type of assistance
many libraries dissipate their energies, and re-
sources in the pursuit and development of .sys-
tems that even if successful will be very difficult
to patch together into a network configuration. The
early development of the telephone system in tbe
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United States is an example that libraries are tend-
ing to emulate: Institutions- with their own com-
puters have developed a -variety-of rOutines, that
in most, cases have limited applications beyond
their own boundaries. Sir-rifler to the early telephone
installations, each institution ,has deemed it neces-
sary, because there have been few alternatives open,
to them, to build their own system rather 4.han
relying on a brbad based utility dedicated to, serv-
ing all and optimizing. communication _by arrivi g
at some common and acceptable' standards. The
concept of:a ,computer utility for the library com-
munity is a good one which needs support, and
such a broad based utility dedicated to carrying
out many library operations needs to be'developed.
Many benefits would be derived frOm such an ef-
fort. As an ,example, one can visualiZe regional
centers containing a variety of library. Nos and
data bases: A file of periodical holdings'of many
libraries, could be accessible _by ,means of remote
terminals.,. The utility would identify items needed
for interlibrary loan, generate the. lending and bor-
rowing notices, 'keep track of and balance the in-
terlibrary loans within the system and generate
sufficient data that might lead,IO a more rational
basi3 for developing research collections. There
are countless other applications. Perhaps the most

, promising possibility is the prospect for making
library resources More readily available to, a larger
community of users. This will be particularly im-
portant if libraries° are to meet their 'obligations
to their own and other institutions which are en-
ter ing a period which will see innovation and.ex-
perimentation and new' demands placed On their
services. The 'library its present form,,of or-
ganization With the prospect for static support will
-qattunable to,,,reSpond to these changes. The
terliativeS that are open suggest solutions that go
beyond the resources of any single institution. Li-
braries must not only employ 'existing technology
lon a broad cooperative basiS but must also plan
and organize with the same principles in mind. 11?e,,
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`proposal considered by .the Association of Re-

searc Libraries that would in effect create a cor-
porati n composed of major libraries is a move
in thi direction. Corporate library planning to be
successful might ultimately require the corporation
to hold .some form. of title to the resources of
member institutions whoz.would have curato jaiai
rights in return for which there ,would be a c m-
mitmenttrie corporation for long-term support
of the collection and staff. There would also be

.14- an obligation on the part of a member library that
it would ,make its resources available to a wide
community of users.

v
(

The National Commission on Libraries and In-
0 formation Science can play a significant role in

bringing about _ some of these-changesu There are
many other issues it might possibly consider, given
adecK,te support and tpe necessarylarescurces.
These issues are complex and of a nature that
mat be difficult to resolve since they bear OR funda-
Mental auestions involVing institutions, perSonnel

, --) -....ancf-s-many s gments of society that have a vital
stake in e geberation, transmittal and utilization-
of info ation and knowledge,.the mainsprings of

r.ou rganized society. The library is only one
rt of this larger domain which includes the pub-

(
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lishing industry, prdfessional societies, govern-
mental agencies and of course a very diverse user
population.. The National Commission on Libraries
and. Infcirmation Science will ultimately have to in-
vestigate the nature and extent of these relation-
ships and assess their effectiveness. It is clear
that new patterns of organization and a realign-
ment of some of these relationships may be needed.
Libraries cannot on their own effect any changes
in the publication industry or influence the policies
Of the professional societies and government agen-
cies which have a vital bearing on the library com-
munity. The acceleration in the rate of increase of
publications, the foiinat and representation of the
material (microform, full size copy), the question
of copyright and the issues related to the applica-
tion of various 'forms of technology in libraries are
only few of the matters that need Lo be investi-
gated. ,The library community needs some global
plans whith will only come about through a series
of 'studiesinvolving many of the above mentioned
components. The Commission needs a broad based
appfoach to this area before it recommends new
directiOns. This series of hearings and meetings
with people in the field is'very sound and suggests
that the Commission is dediCated 'to measuring
the many dirhensions of this complex problem,

o
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CHARLES F. MADDEN

Dean of the Undergraduate College
Webster College .

St. Louis, Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Webster College is a relatively small (1000 un-
dergraduate and 600 graduate students), private.
institution located in Webster Groves, Missouri, a
suburb of St. Louis. Our recent history helps to
identify us as highly innovative and 'future-oriented
both in curriculum and institutional planning.

One of the first actions of that recent history
was the newly unprecedented unification of the
collections ffind services of our library with those
of Eden Theological Seminary in a new building ad-
jacent to our campus .brit constructed by Eden on
seminary property. .Since the collection at Eden
was highly specialized and had been developed for
gradtate education, it did not duplicate to any great
degree the more .divefse collection of Webster Col-
lege which, had been developed for undergraduate
instruction covering many disciplines. The chief
advantages of the union were in more effective use
of space and personnel, a fiscbl advantage in the
expenditures for reference materials and periodicals
and the opportunity to plan more effectively for the
use of media and technological advances related
to libraries.

I provide this institutional note to indicate that
some of the recommendations I will make grow out
of experience with nontraditional approaches to
library services. That federal support would greatly
enhance the development of such innovative prac-
tices I assume is a -"given" in these hearings. The
problem is the organization of the support._ For
your consideration, I make the following sugges-
tions:

.1,) President Nixon when he signed S. 1519
noted his reservation to forming the Commission as
the federal government. Recent changes in the
branch and said that he would prefer to have the
Commission functioning within the Department of.
Health, Education and Welfare. His reasons seem to
me valid and 1 would urge the_'Commission to
consider a recommendation for a change in struc-
ture.

2) The President's reservation is directly re-.
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lated to my next point. The section of Title II-A of
the Higher Education Act of 1965 which provided
for Basic Grants to libraries making application
and promising matching funds was a most useful
piece of legislation for the library of the small
liberal arts college. This allolicved growth in the
collection but committed the institution as well as
the federal government. Recent changes in the
guidelines of this program have eliMinated iinstitu-
tions such as ours from this support. We cannot
be described as a "developing" institution and
funds are being allocated to institutions falling into
that cati4torv. The liberal ads institution is further
eliminated by the _structures of the guidelines since
most of us concentrate on teaching and cannot
qualify as "research" institutions. One solution for
this dilemma would be to increase the funds for
colleges operating in consortia, a practice now lim-
ited to the Special Purpose Grants under Title_11-A.
A footnote to this comment take the form of a plea
for the simplification of the application forms for
these funds. Colleges the size .iot the one I represent
'find that they cannot aivert administrative time to
the preparation of the forms and th9 lose some
possible help by default.

3) Technological advances within the informa-
tion sciences are coming with 'Such speed and at
such high cost that most liberal arts colleges have
been .overwhelmed. The innovative small college
is probably the most receptive institution for the
immediate application of these'methodslo th learn-
ing process but theevaluation and the co;t mitigate
egajnst this implementation. Federal support aimed
at easing this situation would highly desirable.
Such materials as inicrofilnIN books and the
necessary equipment for use might save institu-
tions in construction costs; computer terminals al-
lowing information transfer and retrieval might make
library consortia. a .reality withouttconcern for geo-
graphical factors.

4) Most liberal arts colleges have been at the
forefront in extending library services to include

IR
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the new media. This dimension is expensive and
frequently involves materials which are congenital-
ly obsolescent. The educational value is, however,
undeniable. All libraries could use support for
equipment and materials related to the TV cassette,
cable TV, film making and audio-recording. This
is another area where Consortium activity might be
used as an instrument of evaluation in the consider-
atiOn of proposals. Title VI-A of the Higher, Educa-
tiOn Act of 1965 offers opportunity for proposals re-
lated to media but the guidelines \call for such
speCificity regarding use .that library uses are by
nature excluded.

5) The training of personnel for the achieve-
ment of professional degrees in library science has
been given considerable attention over the past few
years but little or no attention has been given to
in-service training of nonprofessionals or the up-
grading of professionals with knowledge beyond
the perimeters of the information sciences. The
Missouri State Library has, recently, involved the
professional staffs of the public libraries in week-
long institutes covering a wide range of topics. The
objective of the institutes was to stimulate the staff
members to a new awareness of contemporary
thought and social concern. Only tangentially were
the institutes concerned with new acquisitions or
new services. The concept was one of making the
library a focal point in each community for contin-
uous learning and the librarian an able and knowl-
edgeable. guide.

This concept should be fostved , by more sub-

,

stantial' federal support and extended to include
librarians from the public and private'schools and
special librries. Ideally the State library offers the
best possibility for centralizing such in-service train-
ing and such an assignment would strengthen the
network of information services within each of the
states..

While I am on the subject of training for library
staffs, I might also note that most libraries are
being staffed by nonprofessionals while thoroughly
trained librarians are taking other kinds of positions
in order to find employment. This paradox is the
result of low level financing for library staffs. Pro-
fessionals rightly assume that they should be paid
salaries commensurate with their training and li-
brarieS can't afford theml Some method of meeting
this dilemma and as a consequence improving
the community information, services might well
be the item of first priority for the Commission.

6) Finally, my many friends among librarians
are urging the continuation and intensification of
the "cataloging in publications" project. This serv-
ice of the Library of Congress would save countless
hours of .work and considerable sums of money for
the libraries of the country. As a user of the library
its advantage to me would be to shorten the time
between a book's arrival at the library and its avail-
ability on the shelf.

This has been a shotgun type of report, scatter-
ing a variety of ideas, but .l shall be happy to expand
upon them if this would be useful to the Commis-
sion.

47,
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A. P. MARSHALL
Director of the Library

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, tvtichtglan

'STATEMENT

Prepared for the
Commission on Libraries and

Your invitation for me to submit any concerns
that t may have for library and information devel-
opment on a, national scale is appreciated. Much
of what follows represents ideas which I have ex-
pressed previously, though perhaps with a differ-
ent impetus. Anyway, here they are for what they
are worth..

-4,ibraries have become so overwhelmed with the
idea of bigness that they are wasting thousands of
dollars of the public's funds. This fact stems large-
ly from a perennial disregard for some common
sense practices which make better use of the funds
they .have at their disposal. Though ,not alone in
their rampant. display of ignorance in the handling
of money placed at theW disposal, this is no ex-
cuse for their guilt.

A major area of fiscal responsibility. may be
found in most libraries in the number of staff mem-
bers employed. New techniques for the measure-
ment of work load and individual efficiencies are
virtually ignored in many instances. :111 others, the
under utilization of talent results from institutional
failure to insist that professional librarians produce
on a professional Ave!. Academic training and
abilities are ignored, even when demanded by the
teaching faculty. Though 'too little attention has
been given to the measurement of academic con-
tributions of teaching faculty, almost nothing has
been done to measure the effectiveness of librari-
ans. If seems to matter very_little that a patron
receives inferior assistance from a librarian, or
that continuous learning and professional activi-

. ties are not in evidence. A library degree seems
to be the major consideration for the employment
of librarians.

A second area of fiscal irresponsibility occurs
in the failure of librarians to develop methods and
techniques of cooperative buying _and sharing of
resources. Most any library director will readily
admit that it is impossible to gather all of the
boo,ks being published in areas covered by his
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college or university. They will also admit that the
bulk of the books purchased in a given year are
seldom, if ever, used. Multiply this by the number
of institutions in a state or region, each of which
is bent on acquiring* valuable, books for its col-
lection and you will realize that often one or two
copies of a given book within a particular locality is
sufficient. Stich collections as the Verhandlungen
of the German Reichstag, the U.S. War Depart-
ment's Record of. the Rebellion, or Querard's La
France Litteraire may look good on the shelves of
a library, but unless there is a genuine demand for
them on campus, there is no.reason why one set
could not be shared by several institutions. 'It is
the sharing of resources which I believe needs to
be emphasized in order to make more materials
available without the unnecessary duplication now
prevalent..

Librarians have'written and spoken many words
In recent years about,library cooperation but very ,

little has: been .done about it. Since the training
of library personnel has taken on the appearance
of being more sophisticated, college and univer-
sity' administrators have tended to leave the op-
erations.within the hands of library- directors. Yet,
they do not have the voice or the contacts to get
something done about the problem.. They do not
have the ear of board.members or legislators, and
presidents have t6 weigh library requests against
all of the other demands being made. Since there
is little tendency for higher educational institu-
tions to work cooperatively, they are almost totally
unaware of the advantages of library cooperation
beyond interlibrary loan.

AU of the above remarks are made to lay the
framework 4.)r my proposal. I would like to see the
National Commission' become involved with pro-
posed legislation on the, national level which would
really force such cooperation. This problem would
hve to be approached on more than one level, how-
ever, since librarians have to, be convinced that



enormity and effectiveness do not necessarily go
together. Too many librarians are concerned with

d-the number of staff membefs under their, control
or the number of books and periodicals acquired
on- an annual basis. Unfortunately, we have not
been forced to think enough about getting the most
from our tax dollars while 'providing for maximum
service to the patron.

Experimental approaches to this problem might
be the availability of "seed money" to establish
communication systems between libraries that work.
The utilization of (already developed) equipment for
the transference of images over long distances
should also be encouraged. Pressures brought upon
the U.S. Congress to keep transportation of library
books and materials at minimal levels would also
be to the advanta f scholars and libraries.

Technology i ow ready to provide the average
television owner with equipment fo'r using video-
tapeS. Combining our long-existent concern with
the talking book and considering the large audience
we are not presently reaching, I believe that the.

Natiooal Commission, if concerned with this pos-
sibility, could bring this new dimension to library
services. Such a program could have many as-
pects. Prospective mothers could borrow video-
tapes which would provide information on prenatal

care. Young mothers could check the development
of young children from programs designed for chil-
dren at various stages of development. Important
ETV sprograms could be replayed at will to provide
ample study by classes or individuals.

In summary, I believe that the National Com-
mission can provide a great service to libraries and
to the nation as a whole if it becomes concerned
with interlibrary cooperation at all revels, with the
focui on acquisition of important materials on a
state or regional level, similar to the Farmington
Plan, but with improved access capabilities. En-
courdgement by the National Commission would
give impetus to efforts on the state level to im-
prove situations as they now exist and to provide
even better service without tontinuousiy having
to operate with top-heavy staffs.

a
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DORIS I3'.-MARSHALL
Librarian

anagement Information Center
Ralston Purina Company

St. Louis; Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

The Commission has- indicated it would be in-
terested in my corrunerits frogi,/he standpoint of
the "special library in the 4rnetropolitan area."

The special library. that I serve reports to an
industrial firm and consequently is funded by and
primarily serves its employees in the field of re-
search And business, oriented to the company's
product interests, which are specialized. The pub-
lic' may use our library by request, and other librar-

. /ies. public, academic, and special. are served
/ through interlibrary loan. We do not charge for re-

quested interlibrary loan copies.
As President of the Greatei St Louis Chapter,

SLA, I brought your request to the Chapter's Board
for comments, and received none. In fact, I have
had to search to really identify locally "a pressing
need." The libraries in. our area cooperate well;
we share resources and users. We receive good
cooperation from libraries all over the country.

Some of our area needs have been recently
identified and studied by the Committee on Library
Cooperation of the Higher Education Coordinating
Committee (HECC). of Metropolitan St.. Louisa Mr.
John C. Abbott, Director, Lovejoy Library, Southern
Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois, is Chairman
of this Committee with four subcommittees which
cover automation, resources, personnel and train-
ing, and users services. The group has given all
librarians in the greater St. Louis area a chance to
participate voluntarily in future group courses of
action. As part of a questionnaire to establish the
extent of interest, they. listed 34 possible ways in
which. all libraries in the area might like to cooper-
ate, and they have invited response and suggestions.
They are embarking currently on a new, expanded
Directory of Libraries in the St. Louis Area, which
was begun originally by the gnecial Libraries Chap-
ter, and are also now beginning a new union list of
serials by computer output which would be kept
up-to-date by supplements and editions, and would
include one-line hOldings of local libraries instead
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Of simple listings. ',think that this is being funded
through the Missouri State Library and the St. Louis
Public Library. The output will. be available for pur-
chase. The last cooperative effort of this type was
begun about 1964, not updated, and is quite in-
adequate by now, Since the emphasis of this Com-
mittee is from the academic standpoint, not all li-
brarians agree in priority of action. A scrip system.
of payment of interlibrary loan copies is also in
use but as yet my library does not use it.

The largest pressing need on a national level,
that encompasses all types of libraries is reference
copying with respect to the copyright law. Unless
liberal changes are made, the sharing of vital -re-
searcll information will be. curtailed; one library
canna "hold" for another, unless copies can be
made. In some cases. our library has been denied
interlibrary loan requests and the information be-
came unobtainable. The lending library would not
send the original source and they were forbidden to

-send copies. However; the .emphasis should not
Aze on the frustrated librarian, who is simply 'an
intermediary, but on frustrated research worker,
who is acfually denied access to vital information.
The law as it stands does not serve the originator
of the researclj; it serves only the publisher of that
research work. In many cases the researcher pays
to have his research published and he pays for
reprints; he cannot copy or release his own work
without obtaining the publisher's permission. His
only compensation is in recognition of his work and
in working with other researchers whosework he
must be able to study.

Recently it took three weeks to obtain permission
from the publisher in Massachusetts to copy a paper
covering original work .by one of our research staff
in St. Louis. Perhaps published research Informa-
tion should not be copyrighted, so' that it could be
readily shared. Perhaps scientific journals, as dis-
tinnuiched from other publications such as books
should be excepted from tl)e bopyright law becauae

ir*:!:,f)1
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the bulk of copying arises from journals. By show-
ing the symbiotic relationship of.the research work-
er to the publisher, a positive proposal along these
lines from this Commission could be very helpful.

In the past thirty years I have seen, great strides

..r
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made in overcoming inadequacies in providing ade-
quate library and informational services to all users.
I am sure this Commission has \the leadership to
identify and to .correct existing inadequacies and I

wish you sutcess.
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GENE MARTIN
Director

\b. Daniel Boone Regional Library
Columbia, Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Missouri is predominantly a rural state with two
major population centers, St. Louis and Kansas
City. Since 1946, the major emphasis upon develop-
ment of public library service in Missouri has been
through the creation of larger units of service, i.e.,
contractual arrangements between two or more gov-
ernmental jurisdictions which provide for the shar-
-ing\of library resources.

'The above emphasis has resulted in the creation
of "regional libraries" which have been able to
provida,better service than could an'y of the member
units acting upon its own. Development has inklud-'
ed the strengthening of three libraries within the
state (Kansas City Public Library, St. Louis Public
Library and the Missouri State Library) to serve as
major resource libraries whose collections are made
available' on a loan basis to all other public libraries
in the state.

The major problems facing all libraries in Mis-
souri public, school and college is one of
finances. In Missouri statutory limitations place a
limit upon the rate of public library taxation which
can be voted upon the local level. This limitation
has been in effect for over twenty years. Asa result,
a major portion of public libraries in the state are
being strangled by the limitation. Attempts have
been made and will continue to; made to
have this limitation legislatively removed.

Library Service and Construction Act fundS have
undergirded all public library. development and
particularly building -- in this state in the last ten
years. The money has served as the nucletis for
progressive development and for the redirection of
library service Ztnphases.

The library public is increasing and with thrl
increase comes a diversification of demands and
needs on the part of the various segments of that

ry tpublic. Where a library years ago provided
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"standard" services such as book loans, the library
today is faced with providing a myriad of services
which no other organization exists to provide.

.Societal emphases in the areas of aging, the
underprivileged, the handicapped, prison inmates,
etc., all have their effect upon the services which a
library is expected to provide in the seventies. The
development of any of these areas of service
aging, for example -- requires materials resources
and a knowledgeable staff able to utilize those ma-
terials. The demand is there, but the library is un-
able to meet it adequately.

In an era when the citizen rebels against in-
creased, taxes for academic purposes, whether this
be on the elementary, or university level, the first
area to be cut is that serving as an &Ideational
b!anket for the academic institution, the institutirral
library. Students, thus frustrated by the academic
institution, turn to the public library. Their frustra-
tion may be increased because the demand they
make is.simply thrown, into the general pot as the
public library fitfully struggles to do a little bit for I

everyone but little of real significance for anyone.
In past years, publiC libraries have been accused

of a "head in the sand" reaction to the winds of
change. That day is past. Public libraries are fac-
ing head-in to that Wind now and the result may be
crippling both to the institution and to its, patrons.
When a public library or any public service insti-
tuition is required suddenly to be all things to all
people and is provided with just a little more than
nothing to accomplish that task, something will
have to give.

Most public libraries are ready, willing and able
to carry out their share of the common bargain.
Unless increased support of a financial nature on
all levels (national, state and local) is forthcoming,
the effort will be a fruitless one.



VIRGIL, F. MASSMAN
Executive Director

The James Jerome.I-All Reference Library
St. Paul, Minnesota

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and lnformatiop Science

The everyday, general library needs of the vast
majority of Americans are reasonably well met by
libraries. (I am ,using libraries in the broad sense
to' include all sources of information.)- However,
many people in remote areas and students arid

faculty members in many small colleges the
United States for all practical purposes have. vir-
tuallyino access-to what can legitimately be called
library service. Similarly, and certainly as impor-
tant, even in the larger libraries advanced research
needs of a sizable portion of both the business-
industrial world and the academic world are often
met at only a marginal or less than marginal level
of adequacy.

To resolve these problems we must ask some
basic questions. How do many of the 'small pub-
lic libraries and small libraries in educational insti-
tutions fit into the total library structure? Would
an attempt to bring them to a minimal level of
adequacy require an undue amount of money, and
would the potential benefits warrant ttJe cost?
Would it be better to use financial resources in
some other way? On the other hand, those li-
braries which have the resources to be able to
contribute subsitntially to the information needs
of their own communities and the communities`
outside of their normal boundaries need special
assistance to make it possible for them to be able

-to extend their, services to a larger public.
What we need is a carefully planned system of

library cooperation beginning with consortia at
the local level (such as the Cooperating Libraries
in Consortium which includes the Hill Library and
seven private college libraries in gt. Paul and
Minneapolis), state cooperative systems involving
all types of libraries, then seven or eight tegional

0.
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systems (distributed on the basis of both popula-
tion and geography), and finally a truly compre-
henSive collection at the Library of Congress (with
a duplicate collection at St. Louis, Kansas City,
or Denver, both for the sake of preservation, for
historical purposet and to provide better geographi-
cal access). 1

The local, state, regional, and national points
in the network are necessary to guarantee expedi-
tious and effective access to an increasingly com-
prehensive range of information resources.

Implementing such a program obviously will
require federal funding because we cannot expect
the major academic or public libraries to dissipate
their resources by serving people outside of their
normal boundaries nor can we expect the states
to fund library service at the regional level.

Naturally such a plan will require a careful and
detailed analysis Of (1) where resources should best
be located, (2) the depth and range of information
resources neecjed at each level within the network,
and (3) the bet t avenues to.insure expeditious chan-
nels of communication. Obviously such a system
will also require an intelligent, informed, imagina-
tive, and dedicated staff.

To' summarize briefly, we need a comprehen-
sive plan for insuring access to a wide range of
library resources. This plan must include a careful
study of information needs at all levels; it must be

a plan based on a rational analysis rather than on
parochial interests; it must encompass all types of
Jibraries; it must -provide for- increasingly compre-
hensive Coverage at the local; state, regional, and
national level; and it will require federal support;
It-can be done. It must be done.
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JAMES J. MICHAEL

SI! Louis Public Library
St, Louis, Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
Naticinal Commission on Libraries andInformation Science

It was-with a great deal .of interest and excite-
ment that I received your invitation to submit writ-
ten testimony for consideration prior to the regional
hearing of the' National 'Commission on Libraries

;and Informati6n Science. I was interested in ob-
taining more information about the work of the Na-
tional Commission which was supplied in your
letter to me. I was interested also in reading Presi-
dent Nixon's remarks about the importance of li-
braries and information centers and about his hopes
for the commission. I was excited because I strong-
ly believe in the role that libraries have played and
the potential role of libraries in our great free so-
ciety. Since I am a librarian working in a public
library in a metropolitan area, my remarks are
directed primarily to that institution._

1. The public library is an 'important institution
in our free country. This country was founded on
the belief that people have both the ability and
slight to govern themselves. In, order for a people
to properly govern themselves there must be a
knowledge of and access to resources, and one of
the important resources to which people must have
access is information. In a pluralistic society the
informational needs of people are staggering. These
informational needs are met in a variety of ways,
sudh as radio, television, newspapers, magazines.
Since, however, we encourage people to be in-
formed and to make up their own minds, people
need information not only on current issues, but
they need to develop a sense of history and con-
tinuity with the past which will help them pre,epare
for the future and make decisions for the future
that will be in their own, best interests. There is no

in this country that can better meet these
informational needs and permit freedom of access
to information than the public library.

2. The public library is a free institution in a
free society in that fees are not required to use the
resources. But the public library is free also in the
sense that it permits freedom of access to informa-
tion. The public library does not ask why an in-
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dividual wants this information, if he is qualified
to use it, whether or not he understands what he
has' read, whether or not he agrees with what he
has read, ner does it eveil ask whether or not the
individual can read. The public library puts people
in touch with the past, keeps them up to date with
the developments of the present, and provides ideas
and alternatives for the future, The whole idea of
the availability and accessibility of information and
ideas is essential to a free society: The public li-
brary is a most important institution in maintaining
that freedom.

3. The public library is also a stabilizing influ-
ence in a community. Most people do not use the

pgpublic library, but the support public (libraries have
received even from the non-using ic is an in-
dication that public libraries are necessary for' the
cultural, intellectual, educational and recreational
life of a community. Most communities are willing
to support a public library and 'are not willing to
give it up even though the majority is hot actively
using that public library.

4. The public library will never be all things to
all people. For some, however, it is everything,
and it could be something' to more people. (Library

eseniice to the blind and physically handicapped,
for example.) Some people 'do not need the public
library and still others do not want it. There are
literate, upward-mobile who can easily bypass the
public library as an essential source of culture,
information, and education. There are those for
whom the public library is essential, such as the
poor, the aged, the homebound, the uneducated
and the under-educated. The poor cannot buy
books and subscribe to magazines and newspa-
pers, and cannot involve themselves in the higher
education opportunities in the country,- They need
the public library.

Although libraries have in the past been reason-
ably effective in responding on a personal basis
to those using,the resources and facilities of public
libraries, the public library heeds ,to be more dili-
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gent in responding to the needs of people on a
one-to-one basis. The aged, because of small re-
tirement income, immobility, fear of moving out of
their home or apartment, need personal attention.
The Right to Read program is not simply the right
of every individual to,develop the skill of reading,
but is also the right to know, to be informed, to
be educated, to grow intellectually, and to grow
personallW Since newspapers and television and
radio are not able to respond on a one-to-one
basis to the inquiring mind and seeking mind, the
role Of the public library in the Information and
educaction fields must be developed. The public
library must learn to be more responsiVe to in-
dividual informational, educational, and recreatiopal
needs.

The city of St. Louis has 100,000 illiterate and
functional illiterate. These people havea right to

historic 'role) and the potential role' of the public
libraries in this country. It was most encouraging
to read the President's remark in signing S1519
when he said, "Libraries and information centers
are among our most precious national resources.
Amgricans from all walks of life look to these in-
stitutions when they wish to expand their knowl-
edge and wisdom beyond their 'own life experi-
ences." This kind of encouragement and support
must be fostered and encouraged among govern-
mental officials.

Second, state and federal governments have a
broader tax base than that available to local gov-
ernment. Seed monies and development monies are
necessary for the full exploitation of library serv-
iceto communities. Federal help is needed to en-

.
courage, promote and establish greater interlibrary
cooperation. Federal help is needed to more fully
establish the Library of Congress as a national li-

learn to read and to be educated and to have ac- brary and to more fully develop Library. of Congress
cess to the cultural, intellectual and economic re-

as a central processing service for all libraries.
Federal support is needed for the development

of public libraries as an inst tion4ncouraging
and promoting self study and hig er education.
Colleges and universities throughout the country
are beginning to grant aredit by examination and
external degrees as an alternative to the traditional
formal educational process. Someone is going to
have to help individuals prepare for credit by ex-

5. Public library service must be primarily sup- -amination and for ext al degrees, when those in-

sources of this. country. The public library, as an
old, established: operating institution in metropoli-
tan areas can play an important role in helping
people to share in the richness of our society. The
public library cannot solve the economic, racial,
educational problems of a community, but it is one
of the important institutions involved in solving those
problems.

ported by its own community. The public library
must learn to exploit its own potential as informa-
tion, education, and recreational centers in its given
community. Lack of funds on the part of a public
library is no excuse for inactivity. Every public li-
brary. in this country has money and its own local
funding possibilities. Public libraries must learn to
change, to meet people where they are, and to help
people solve the problelns that they face. When
public libraries are, in fact, meeting the needs of
their particular communities, they will receive the
necessary local funding for a meaningful and con-
tinued operation.

dividuals are not able, r whatever reason, to be-
come part of the traditional higher educational
process. The one institution in this country that
has had a. long history of promoting independent
study is the public library. The public library sys-
tem could become the independent study institu-
tion in this country, cooperating with colleges and
universities to 'help people nin credits and/or a
college degree. apart from the traditional higher
education which requires enrollment, and attend-
ance at a particular campus:

kdo not believe public libraries should be sup-
ported by the federal governmea I fully believe

6. To help, however,,,tully exploit the potential. that the communities must support their libraries,
but those aspects of public library service that re-
quire national cooperation and national develop-
ment should receive both the encouragement and
the financial support of the federal government.
The federal and state governments of this free so-
ciety must encourage, promote and support the
idea of an informed public. To support the- idea
of an informed public is to support the public li-
brary system throughout the country.

of the public library system in this country, it is also
essential that, state and federal governments help
support the public libraries in two ways. First, state
and federal governments should encourage and
proniote.the public library system in this country
by challenging the thinking of the library profes-
sion, library educators, and actual and potential
library users. The President, congressional _leaders
and,,governmental bureaus should be aware of the
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HILDA MILLER
Head, Outreach Services.

Cleveland Public Library
Cleveland, Ohio

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

v.
Miss Clara Lucioli, our Director of Professional.

Services, has asked me to respond to your request
for written testimony.

Cleveland Public Library serves the inner-city
through its well developed system of branch li-
braries; through its Urban Services Department
which has "mini libraries" in a number of social
agencies and experiments with other innovative
types of services; and through its Outreach Serv-
ices which include Hospital and Institutions Depart-
ment (including Judd Fund Diyision serving the
shut-ins), Braille and Talking Book Department, and
Bookmobile and Extension Service. Through these
various agencies of Outreach Services we try to
reach the homebound of all, ages, the hospitalized
and socially institutionalized, the 'elderly in homes
for the aged, nursing homes and subsidized hous-
ing, as well as those needing the specialized ma-
terials available to people with visual and physical
handicaps.

To
our

this testimony more pointed, we will
limit our rem \ ks to services to the homebound, and
to those with isual and physical handicaps. If you
wish us to testify in person, we will be happy to
cooperate. -

SERVICE TO THE HOMEBOUND

HISTORY

Cleveland Public Library became a pioneer in
the delivering of library service to the homebound
in 1941, when a legacy of approximately $500,000.00
was left to it for that specific purpose. Since that
time, income on this amount has been made avail-
able each year as the library justified its budget
for that purpose to the Cleveland Foundation which
administers the fund. In the early days, this amount
was fairly adequate but as the service has grown
and costs increased so tremendously, it is woe-
fully inadequate, and crust be supplemented from
the library.'s already overburdened general budget:
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DELIVERY OF SERVICE

Judd Fund Division reaches the homebound in
their own homes, in nursing .homes and in homes
for the aged, through a staff of profess'
pre-professional librarians who travel t oughout
the city, reaching' each person at least ce every
four weeks, using a small van truck.. P rsons are
eligible if they expect to be .homebound three
months or more.

The Division regularly receives referrals in a
variety of ways: from visiting nurses who routine-
ly let us know of newly eligible clients, from the.
Board of Education' which notifies. us when a child'
is -to receive the services of a- home tutor, from
our own hospital...librarians when one of their patrons
is able to leave but must still be homebound, from
social workers, clergymen, friend and neighbors.
In .institutionalized situations, the librarians are
made aware of newly admitted persons by their
staff contact.

SERVICE. AREA

The Division in 1971 reached 1,336 readers, of
whom 60% were sixty years of age or older and
16% were of school age.' During the year 368
new readers (196 adults and 172 children) were
added. At the end of the year the active readers
totaled 874. These number's include readers in
'their homes, in almost all the nursing homes in
Cleveland and in seven homes for the aged.

We serve the homebound throughout Cleveland,
and any one day's visits might include stops in a
variety of neighborhoods. At the present time, a
quick glance at the schedules shows' that of ,the
approximately 875 currently active readers, 150 of
them live in our inner-city and of the 50 institu-
tions being served, 14 of them are located there.

EXTENT AND TYPE OF SERVICE

In 1971, Judd Fund Division circulated 71,300



pieces of library service materials, made - 6,60.0 visit
to patrons, and gave 234 programslargely films
attended by 3,470 persons. The recitation of fig-
ures, however, does not -do justice to the quality
of work. Judd Fund Division gives individualized
service to each patron; learning his interests and
abilities, taking him a variety of reading materials
from Which he can choose what he wants (somtimes

. twenty or more on each visit), checking to learn
if selections have been satisfactory, helping him
develop his reading tastes, working with teachers
and social workers if indicated, keeping complete
records of what each reader has had so that there
is no duplication in selections. The last point is
important since many readers are patrons for, many
years: there are a number now receiving books who
have been served by the Division for thirty years.
The -result of all this is that the service 'means .a

great deal to the patron: the mental stimulation
and the contact and friendship with his personal
librarian can .be very important in his rehabilitation,
or in warding off the effects of aging.

BUDGETARY PROBLEMS

Increased financial aid is imperativ if the serv-
ice is to develop to its full potentiar. We feel we
have the expertise and certainly have esire
to improve the quality and scope of our work but
cannot under present conditions. This year's grant
is a holding one only, allowing for no development

810,000.00 untier the minimum amount
needed to cover the year's expenses.

PLANS FOR EXPANSION OF SERVICE -

1 Our- prime hope is to give service every
three weeks rather than every four weeks. We know
from previous years' experience when we were able
to maintain such a schedule, that this is Much more

. satisfactory, but demands on our time and money
have made it impossiple. This would, of course,
involve considerable additional staff and at least
one more vehicle. .

2 Be able to develop more prograinsfilms,
book talks and sharing, etc.in homes for the aged
and nursing homes.

a

3 Do .chore work with phonb discs and start
work with cassettes.

4 Build up a much larger collection of books
in large print, which are so satisfying for elderly
patients.

J

CONCLUSI011

Judd Fund service to Shut -ins is -still almost
unique in the country. In a city like Cleveland with
a high percentage of elderly and homebound in the,
imier-city, it fills a definite need from a library
and a social point of view.

BRAILLE AND TALKING BOOK DEPARTMENT

Cleveland Public Library provides service
through its Braille and Talking Book Department
to the blind, visually and physically handicapped
in northern Ohio, including. Columbus, as one of
the fifty-one regional libraries for the blind'through
out the country. Service in the inner-city is identi-
cal to that in any part of the area, Since all ma-
terialsbraille, talking books, open reel and cas-
sette tapes, and books in large print-.Lare. sent to
the patron and returned by him free through the
U.S. mail.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SERVICE

No problems arise about eligibility for those
who are blind -pi who cannot see well enough to
read ordinary print,,but there is a great need -to
clarify "physical handicap." At present this re-
fers to a person's inability to hold ordinary library
service materials, or to the fact that he has a
learning disability arising from functional disorders
due to- brain damage. This eliminates the many
persons who could benefit greatly from the talk.;
ing book program but cannot participate because
their mental retardation is not caused by brain
damage.

GROWTH 'OF THE PROGRAM.

This service has grown greatly since the change
in the law which allows service to be given to the
visually' and physically handicapped as well as the'
legally blind. In 1971, for example, our Braille and
Talking Book Department served a total of 7,845
patrons an increase of.,36% over 1970, and cir-
culated 279,386 items, an increase of 15.5% over
that same year. We anticipate a continual growth,
as more local libraries, through demonstration talk-
ing book machines and records received from* us,
make their public aware of the service.

FUNDING

In Ohio, the formula of funding the regional
libraries for the blind through aid from our State
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Library is based on service rendered the previous
year. With the steady increase in demand in re-
cent years this has put a great drain on our local
Library's finances: it does not support current
needs or allow .for any growth factor.

In 19717state aid payments here were as; ollows:

for service totile. blind and visually handicapped

Base Pay/Tient (Cincinnati, the other
regional library in Ohio receives a
like amount, despite a much lower
circulation) , $15,000.00.

For services to 3,549 out-otacoUnty,
readers @ 17.00 per capital 60,333.00

.11
75,333.00

For service-to the physically handicapped

475 out-of-coupty readers (paid from
Title IV-B of the federal Library
Services and Construction Act) @
17.00 per capita 8,075.00

$83,408.00
,

However, during that year we served 4,823 out-of-
county blind and visually handicapped, plus 763
out-of-county physically handicapped , readers.
This means that Cleveland Public Library had to
absorb the costs of these 2,512 additional out-of-
county readers plus that for 2,259 patrons in Cu-
yahoga County.

LIBRARY SERVICE MATERIALS

Most library service materials distributed through
this. Department books and magazines in braille
and talking boolvecordsare furnished in , good
supply by the Library of Congress. Inevitably, for
the omnivorous reader, the 4,000 plus titles in'the
talking` book collection do not satisfy all needs.
Talking book machines themselves are' readily avail-
able free from distributing agencies. .

Books on open reel cassettes and tapes are re-
ceivedfrom the Library of Congress in limited dupli-
Cation. Demand for cassettes is increasing steadily
despite the fact that, for the most part, patrons
must supply their own machines. To fill the re-
quests, we must make our own duplicate cassettes,,
buying the tapes through very limited gift funds.

There is no provision made for the purchase
of books in large print, another category which is
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meeting a continually expanding need for persons
with limited vision: Fortunately for patrons of our
regional librarY, Cleveland Public Library'collec-,
tion of books in-large print, meant for local readers,
is available to them through the mail.

EQUIPMENT

Money is not available for purchase of necessary
equipment. Because we have been fortunate
enough to receive considerable funds from inter-
estecitizens, We have, been able through the years
to buy some urgently needed equipment to keep
this growing and vital service functioning reason-
ably well. We' have, for example, purchased- sev-,-
eral rotary files, open reel and cassette 'duplicat-
ing machinery.

Currently we feel a great need to have' an Ap-
polio laser' beam reader that, could be placed in
our main library so that the tremendoUs wealth, of
reference materials there would be accessible to
students and alt others with very limited vision. The
cost of several 'thousand dollars is prohibitive, how-
ever. Even a braille typewriter costing about $450.00
arc ,item that would help greatly in corriThunicat-
ing with our deaf-blind readertis beyond our bud-
get.

COMMUNICATION
AftDirect communication with patrons, is of tre-

Imendous
to

if we are to give optimum
service to these people tol%hom books and other
reading materials` are. even more (Important than
to the sighted, non-handicapped person. Locally
we and our readers do use the telephone freely and
'find it very satisfactorybut to do this in most of
the 58 other counties we serve is expensive, in
-terms of restricted funds of readers and agency. -
Having WATS lines in and out woUld be a /*eat
asset.

Agaih, it would be most desirable to-baveen,ough'
staff; and enough money -for travel, for them to
occasionally visit patronS locally and to. Spend more
time with other libraries in our area wych hope
eventually to becomesub-regionals in the system.

STAFF

A regional library for the blind is cornple
expensive to administer: it is part of the I cal li
brary, has close ties with and responsibilities to
the Library of Congress, an must work smoothly,

hd
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with state and .local agenci4sgovernmlental and
vOlUnteerserving the blind.

In addition to the normal library routines, there
is a tremendous amount of physical labor involved,

,.since most of the materials circUlateci braille
books and talking books on discs-z'-are bulky, heavy
items. Approximately nine himdred of these items
go out each working day and a like number return
that same day. This alone requires a stall of ship-

°ping clerks.

TO serve ,patrons best, the Department must
keep careful records of readers' interests and ma-
terial they have had, so that there is no duplica-
tion. This again is a; time-t\ansuming operation.
At present time, the ,Department is converting
its records to use with a mini computer so that hope-

.13

fully: we cap have 'complete confrpl of circulatibn
records. , -

With the present funding, always a year behind
v.

our current needs, it is not possible to hire suffi-
cient staff to keep up with the Volume of the work
and maintain the standards of serviee thatwe want
to give and that our patrons rightfully expect.

CONCLUSION
.

47

Service' to the visually and physically handi-
capped read rs is a well-organized service that is
vitally import nt to a segment of the population
who are very ependent on it for recreation, men-
tal stimulation \and the maintenance of contact
witp the world bf ideas. If it is to meet its ever
expanding potential for service, it needs more fund-
ing, with-standards that will allow for equal, growth
in the'varioUs slates.
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CHARLOTTE S. MITCHELL
Director

Library Resources and Services
Miles Laboratories; Inc.

Elkhart, Indiana

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Cotnrdssion on Librides,and Information Science

I

if

,

Thank you for your invitation to submit testiinoq example I car-cite the use of our Miles Library filesat . .
for the regional hearing conducted by the National on various aspects of-the pharmaceutical-chemical
Commission on Libraries and Information Science. industry for research vibrk as well as teaching
I appreciate the opportunity to. comment on the "material by the; faCulty..and braduate students of
problems of special libraries and their users. Notre Dame Universilyotir close neighbor.

There have already been many important gener- Although these libraries are of tongiderabl---eth,,,,
al statements made about the needs and thei6robst value to their parent 'organizations as well as to

' lems facing the libraries and information services others outside, their existence is frequently threat-
,. of the ,nation: I do not wish to merely repeat whet, eried..by- fluctUations in .the economic climate of

has been said though I -support and agree with *their ?uppoiting*grotIp and have sometimes been
them. eliminated. on this- beers and the collectiori dis-

Rather I wish to present some more speCifie persed or left.to gather dust.
problem's that I see -,both froin my own indurstrial

4
With the exceOtion of the large, nationally known'With

situation and from my association with other special governmental ora,Organizational libraries there is
libraries in the indepth indexing and organization of no str*ci ientsimowledge of the importance of these
ters. I -wish Eilso to pointout some activities in thitspecial, indeplh'.collections. Neither the .parent
region, which are 'contribUting to solutions.on one ganizetions or the library' Community has fully
hand, anti creating problems, on the other. . -rrecognized the rt they stupid play in Idcal region-

iiing for library resources and

4aia

al and national pThese problem areas relate to tht place of
services. They have tencled to beoutside the main-special. libraries in the national network systems,
stream of libraphCtivities and 'problems.the problemsof their use as sourbes'of information

It is hoped that the work of the National Corn-
, and the realization of benefits by special libraries

mission tanlibrariee and Information' Scierice willfrom national,,or regional program§ ',already estab-
result in mo participatiqh by special libraries iniished for the acquisition, organization and retrieval
cooperative p nning.tiftesources and in networkof informatiop mffterials.ift all-forMats.
operations at local, state, regional' and national

.

Recognition of Special Librark Resources levels so that they can ,contribute td .the overall
program of meeting. -the needs for library and infor--The arowlh in numlier of special libraries in matipn servioe: nationwide..

recent years, had follovVed the realization by in- . It is encouraging that in Indiana sqrrie7-effort
dustries .arick,Other organizations of the need for, has been made in this, direction. The Indiana.
organized and-eV-4101e Anformation to further their Library Studied program_ has produCed a, Directdry

. goals. -1hese libraries have- traditionally collected of Snr3rgal and. Subject Qollections. which" provides
gild preSered exteneiVe information in their Special a guide -'for other libraries in locating special infor-
subiptareai ',greeter: in scope and intensity than ,rnatiOn when necessary. The" State Library had' also
other ..110raridsf ,surpass large research :served at a referral center for reference service.,

. libraries in thp indepth itidthciiid and organization of requested from all types and sizes of libraries in
the inforircaibd.in..thOr!c011ections. Much of this the state.' The special libraries in tOe state haVelN,
informailifth f the type whichls frequently discarded also been included in pilot network programs andn.

ephemvrat by Other, libraries; but which, never- other activities generated by the state library, in
thelest% sdrveS.:63- dan-Q.serie as a valuable resburc?' recent years.
for rege4r 'cite 4r Aigtorical studies. As a -typical , However, we have also experienced the frus-

, .172. "7
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tration and exasperation of spending staff time
and money contributing to a statewide program of
compiling a computerized- serials data bank, which
Was then not compatible with the regionally plan-
ned medical library serials data bank. Juitification
for developing a new input data supply could not
be found.

The influence of the Commission could be help-
ful in preventing the proliferation of isolated cooper-
ative efforts that cannot be merged with larger
programs lo become part. of the national network
system.

Problems With Use. of Special Library Repurces

Having established the value of special library
collections and their 'OOtential, we must recognize
the problems of their availability and use when they
are privately owned and supported. While many
such libraries are hospitable and generous in sew-
iceto tbe.occasional student or researcher seeking
special information, they are usually limited in 'the
service they can provide, because of policy re-
strictions or lack Of, support for sufficient staff 'from
the par irit organtiation.

To bring into and extend the use of, these special
resources in the national program of library serv-
ice, efforts must 14 made to educate the poliy
setting groups condoning them on the contribution
they can make through broader use of their librar-
ies. This can be developed within the concept of
the growing awareness of social responsibility of
industry.

There must also be methods- developed to
suppoit the cost for service provided beyond what
could be considered economically fea-ible. Ly
a corporation. It is already common practide for
university and research libiaries .to charge in-
duqries for library service: c;To the extent privately
owned special libraries will freely and extensively
provide information and service not conveniently
available in publicly supported libraries, some

remuneration must be established whether it be
direct charges or tax benefit. Consideration of
this question by the Commission is essential.

Problems in the Acquisition and Organization of
Materials

Another problem area for special libraries is
the need for original cataloging of much of their
material. Many items, some of which are not copy-
righted, are not included in the card production
program or are so delayed in their inclusion that it
is of no benefit. This means th t duplication of
effort in classification and catalo s still neces-
sary, though we have long supp the prograin
that has eliminated the 'repetitive analysis and proc-
essing , of bibliographic data. We would urge,
therefore, that the Commission direct its attention
to the expansion of the LC cataloging program and
also to the promotion and extension of more cat-
aloging in source to cover more than standard text,
Monograph and trade publications.

Special libraries share with others the need
for improvement in methods for the location and
acquisition of specific materials for their users.
They suffer from the difficulties of finding-a specific
item because of the inadequacy of union catalog ac-
tivities as well as the vagaries and inefficiency of the
U.S.. mails. They often have the advantage of using
more sophisticated and costly means of securing
them, such as WATS, Telex, direct telephone tines,
and facsimile transfer of printed documents. Many
of them are already involved with advanced infor-
mation systems using a variety of equipment.. In
spite of this, we look to the improvement and
standardization of equipment necessary .for the
various forms of information now in our collections
such as film, fiche, _cassettes, and magnetic tapes.
We look also to the continuing 'progress in tech-
nology application that will make information hand-
ling and transfer systems within the economic
reach of all libraries.
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MOLETE MORELOCK
Interinstitutional Library filt vices

Purdue University'
Lafayette, Indiana

STATEMENT .

Prepared for the
National -Commission.on Libraries and Information Science

Library Systems

1. University! Wide
Purdue has a system of regional campus librar-

ies supporting the instruction in Purdue courses
over the state. These lib are small in compari-
son to the library in Lafayette. They are getting
more independent all the time but they still support
staff with offices in the general library of the parent
campus. Requests from these campuses are given
expedited service partly because we have a tele-
phone system over the state, SUVON (State Uni- 4. Center for Research Libraries
verSity Voice Network). Indiana University has a
similar and perhaps more complicated system with The Center for Research Libraries has long acted

its statewide campuses. Due to slow mail service, as a focal point fcir certain library services in this
prompt delivery of copy is sometimes a problem. region. It now has members on each coast. This
Two or three types of delivery have been tried. has preat potential in service to the research com-.

munity. Membership is presently so expensive that
2. Four State University Library System some iipral les Ting it hard to continue.

The universities have from the start had different
missions. Indiana University has strong schools of 5. Medical Library Network
Humanities, Mutic, Medicine and Dentistry. Purdue

Assistance in the field of medical informationhas strong schools of Engineering, Agriculture,
Home Economics and Science, Ball State and Indi- and literature is available in the state from Indiana

aria State have long been strong in Education and University Medical School Library. This, tied in with

have recently been gaining in other fields. The the Midwest Regional Medical Center at Crerar,

libraries have grown in the fields of specialization and the National Library of Medicine gives good

public libraries in the state through a series of
Center Libraries and satellites. Miss Foote, State
Librarian, will explain this network I am sure. The
state university libraries, along with the State Li-
brary, act as resource centers for this system.
There are; however, areas in the state that are not
served because they do not have a library. More
than 10 percent of the people in Indiana are without
direct library service. [In 1971 there were 4,610,748
served and 584,212 not served.]

on each_ campus. U service to medical personnel. The Medical Library

Since 1969 the four state universities in Indiana is now able to do this with federal help.

have had a cooperative library agreement. All stud- Other Cooperative. Systems
ents (graduate and undergraduate), faculty and staff
may check out books from any other university by 1. Committee on Institutional Cooperation

presenting a university I.D. card. Requests from The Committee on Institutional Cooperation has

universities are given expedited service. Some of been active in the midWest since 1958. CiC was

these requests come, over the SUVON and some started by the presidents of the Big Ten .universities
and the University of Chicago to expand opportuni-come through TWX. We not only cooperate in loan

and Xerox service but give assistance in cataloging, ties in specialized areas of instruction, research and
Public. service. The organization includes repre-reference and exchange pibliographies. A system of

would help.more rapid delivery sentatives from the University of Chicago, University
of Illinois, Indiana University, University of Iowa,

3. Statewide Library System TWX University of Michigan, Michigan State University,
-1(). Through the State Library and LSCA we have a University' of Minnez:Ota, Northwestern University,

statewide TWX system; This system services the Ohio State University, Purdue University and the
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University of Wiscon in. T libraries have taken
little part in it except i rlfie case of traveling schol-
ars who are, of course, accorded library privileges.
This is a possible vehicle for further cooperation.

2. Indiana Higher Education Telecommunication
System (IHETS)
In Indiana we have an educational television net-

work with nodes in different parts of the state. This
has not been used by libraries but does carry some
continuing education courses. The universify li-
braries have been invited' to make use of this sysir
tem.

NEEDS

1. Williams and Wilkins report
The flow of information will be greatly curtailed

if the Williams and Wilkins report is upheld. Ap-
proximately two-thirds of the information requested
from Purdue Libraries during this past year went
out as Xerox copies. With the present squeeze on
finances and personnel, librarist could not serve
the intellectual community with a restriction similar
to that suggested in this report.

2. State Serials List Bibliographic Center
Indiana has made a start on a machine readable

state serials list to which the major libraries have
contributed (university, college and special). It is
not iri MARC format. We are studying the feasibility
of having a local Bibliographic retwork (icing MARC
tapes4and serving this whole area, public, special,

O

college and university libraries. A broad machine
readable data base could afford catalog information,
serials control, and perhaps lead to cooperative
acquisition. A project of this size would need fi-
nancial help. Innitis network there .would be the
added need for speed in transportation.

3. Service to the unserved
Some system should be "devised to serve the

almost 600,000 people in Indiana without direct
brary service. 1 suspect there are some unserved
in other midwestern states.

4. Continuing Education
We should develop some form of systematic

continuing education. With the constant change in
Our society and technology, people shoilld have a
good opportunity to keep up with developments at 7"

least in their own field of endea1or.
Perhaps something on the order of an open uni-

versity making use of the newer media would be an
answer to the last two needs. One unit might beta
B9ok and Media Mobile that could go into unserved
areas and have instruction units on tapes, cassettes
and other new media. It should also have a com-
munication unit to tie in with the State Library -or
Bibliographic Center.

In any cooperative system the brunt of service
falls on the larger libraries. While the have-nots
must be served the haves must be compensated for
the time and materials used in giving service.
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JOHN W., MURDOCK*
Manager

Information Systems

Battelle
Columbus Laboratories

Columbus, Ohio

STATEMENT

Prepared for the .

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

This information is in response to your, letter
concerning-statements on local andiational needs
by those who use and those who provide library and
information Services. You asked for my view of
the role of the privately supported laboratory in
fulfilling the national heeds-for scientific and techni-
cal information. My answer is based upon my exl
periences in a not-for-profit corporation whose
broad objectives a re the advancement, and utiliza-
tion of science for the benefit of mankind through
the processes of technical innovation, and the bet-
ter education of man.

One role,of such organizations toward fulfilling
the national needs for scientific and technical in-
formation is to perform research for the purposes
of obtaining scientific information to be published
in a treatise, thesis, trade publication, or any other
form that is'available to the interested public. This
suggests to me that the Commission should include
such prodUcts of research institutes like Battelle
among its programs considerations related to the
production of scientific information in a form more
useful to disseminators and users of scientific and
technical information. For example:information an-
alysis centers which are often located in privately
supported laboratories, produce among other prod-
ucts, state-of-the-art reports, reviews, and research
memoranda. The reports are intended essentially
for peer usage. Perhaps the Commission could
derive mechanisms to provide for the repackaging
of niuch of this information_ for broader dissemina-
tion.

Some privately supported laboratories have eX-
cellent libraries in their, specific areas of endeavor
and also because of their locatiori have already
developed excellent Community ties. Where it is
consistent with the purpose of these, laboratories,
the Commission might consider enhancing. these
libraries to serve the needs of the communities in
which they are located.

,
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Further, the enhancing Of tige libraries-might be
extended to farm a series of national libraries, each
functioning in its area of greatest strength. These
libraries each would then serve national needs in its.
subject area and have the advantage of being asso-
ciated closely to scientific and technical persons
active in the field. 7

. Within the context of the evalution of the libraries
of privately supported laboratories to respond to
national needs for information, the participation in
a national, network of libraries and possibly of in-.
formation analysis centers could be deyeloped.
Since the nation doesnot have a national scientific
and technical library, (except medicine and agricul-
ture), it might be economically advisable to desig-
nate certain libraries as regional resource Centers
and to contract with them to provide adecentralized"
national S&T library for the nation' and to network
them together electronibally.

I v7ould like to take this opportunity to Offer some
of our findings in research on libraries and library.
needs. A

Identified local and national needs. Our work
has identified certain problems and needs of librar-
ies and information centers:

A

A. EdliPation of librariang and inlor'mation scientists.
Unfortunately many libraries and library schools

are caught in the time lag and are years, behind
current needs. The needs Of society have Changed
with the changing technology, with itriproved.trans-
portation and communication, .with migration, of
people, and with the° problems ..of illiteracy and.
poverty which become more critical as society in-
creases its educational level.

Libraries and library Schools are not addressing
these problems. There have been a few experimen-
tal programs bOt no overhaul of the syttem. Librar-
ians in the PUI4lic and' academic sector should be
social scientists and educators rather than selec-
tors, catalogers, and keepers of books. The.empha-

a
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sis of their jobs should be on the identification of
the needs of their users and potential users 'in the
community and meeting those needs with library
services.

The large urban libraries particularly, should be
infOrmation centers in the broad serM. This re-
quires information scientists on their staffs who can
identify, collect and-make available reports, studies,
data (suchoas the census) in a quick response mode
to business, government, planners, etc. .

Library and information science 'schools should
train some managers, planners and evaluators by
adding such courses (through other departments di
their universities). to their curricula.

B. Need for cooperative planning and network
among different types of libraries within tie
cornmunity, state or region.
Carefully designed networks can prov for:

cooperative acquieitioris of materi
. sharing of qualified personnel

efficient processing and accountability of
materials and trapsactions
time savings tothe user-

* quicker delivery of materials to the user
- wider availability of miterials to Users.

C...Need for public and academic libraries,tb join
other social agendies in an attack on illitera:
cy, poverty, and in providing services to the
institutionalized -and the handicapped.

The library should not live ih isOlktion as. a sep-
vo"

to

. .

era& institution. It cannot do the job, alone and
therefore should recognize what its role is and
cooperate with others working on other aspects of

the problems of the community. The library is st

essentially an educational and informational, institu-
tion in the 1970's. An example of ongoing cooper-
ation of this kind is the program of the Appalachian
Regional .Commission in Adult Basic Education.
The library and the adult basic education relatiOn-
ship is being. studied.

D. Need for strengthening' state library agencies..
The State library agencies are the funding mech-

anisms for federal and state funds for librarr serv-
ices. They are in most instances big businesses.
They require. management techniques and tools
(computers) commensurate with the jobs they are
required to do. .

FUrther, the state agencies are called upon
to provide' special services, information and know-
how in the areas of poverty, illiteracy, service to
iiistitutionalized, shut-ins, handicapped, etc. Their
staffs will have to be augmented to do these things.
Alsbhe state agencies-are becoming the planners,
the researchers, and coordinators of all library serv-
ices within the states. These jObs require special-
ized staff.

I hope these comments and observations will
contribute toward your objectiveS. Mill be glad to
pursue them f4zrther any time you may wish to do
so..

.
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LEWIS C. NAYLOR
Director

Toledo-Lucas Coly Public Library
Toledo Ohio

-STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Your invitation to. submit testimony on the prob-
lems of public libraries for consideration by the
National Commission was received with mixed
emotions.. On the one hand, I was excited by the
opportunity to express concerns about public

- libraries. On the other, your submittal date pre-
Cluded a thoughtful analysis of what has changed
Since the publication of Libraries at Large. I sus-
pect that my comments may be merely corrobora-
tive and add little that is new The enclosed paper
is based on impresSions and observations after
thirty years of professional activity. P

The most frustrating problem facing public
-libraries today is the imbalance between the tre-
rberidOus amount of time and energy devoted to
problem indentification ari'd the infinitesimal time
and effort devoted' to analyzing those, problems
and finding solutions.

°During' the pa t ten years hundreds of com-
mittees, task .force and ad h6c groups have been
appointed, or met by consensus, to discuss library
'problems. Thesegrqups have operated at all levels,

local, state and national.. They have been ap-
pointed by, or 'respon9ible to, Various.authorities
boards- of trustees., local, Otte or federal govern-,
ments and state or national library. associations.
Occasionally there' have been.- joint eillerprisee'.

litttetime and less matley, the busy people;
ppOiritedtb these'cOmmittdes have coitplied data

identified Rroblems, written reports, anicretUrned to Inquiry.
The:nation's files' °ale bulging with materials

WO Identify critical library problems. The Na-
t.tional Commission 'Could perforrri- a proipund-serv:-
ice to the entire information service- industry of the
Country, by recommending or taking -steps-lo, teat).-
'fish at-a national depaetment pf library and
information 'research. = .

O

The basic problems which face public libraries
refuse to be talked to death. They 'are not intimi-
dated by expbsure in print., Their life expectancy
far exceeds the capacity of responsible leader-
ship to overcome complacency or procrastination.
Problems- have no obvious fear of age or obso-
lesCence, nor do they seem to tire of the game. The
only strategy for defeat is confrontation: Only a
bold, well-organized_plan of attaCk, supported by
courageous, sincere and informed field troops, will
force a problem to retreat.

In 1969, Libraries at Large evaluated and inter- .

preted the materials and testimony previously sub-
mitted to the, National Advisory Commission on It.

Librarie-5 The problems whiCh wererisolated and
described in 1969 are equally relevant and un-
changed in 1972. So far, no organized effort hae
been Made,to fihd lasting solutions. ,

In 1972, ALA published A StrStegy for public ,Li-0
briry Change which reexamined the plAblic library'
phenomenon. the project was initiated by 'PIA;
sponsoreq 12y.ALA and jointly funded by the CoUncil
on Library Resouices and the National. Endorneni
fort lice)Humanities. Again, an extremely competent,
professional -committee collected and' evaluated
data, atticUlatecy defined critical
andi?macle 'recoMmarliationF Committee findinS
included the cOnsehsus4 t public librariee,need
action on prob sol g- rather, than,furthefumajor

their jobs'.

.

Intsome cases summaries olio°rirmiittee fin r n gs
have"been pupLghed in librarf jo t als; irrtitpr
cases, reports have-been interpret d published
in book forni;,in° others -results haye been used as
diatussion topic's at Professional conferences; in still.

_ others, the reports have beerviii,ed only to justify the
,purchase,Of additional 'vertical: files.. Occasionally

.,.'another committee, has, been Alipciirited Tor further
stUdy.... Vdry seldom ikas. an organize-scientific
-effbfr been mideto soiVe anidentified 'Problem. .

Such a dePartthent, adequately funded and staf-
fed, could conceritrate4m identifying public service
needs and developing grew' operational techniques
for meeting them. It could analyze current and



future problems of, ervice institutions, establish
priorities, ezwriment ith solutions, recommend
standards, airguidelines, and perform a multiplicity
of other functions Which ar not possible with volun-
teers from professional associations and publicly
supported institutions. It could provide the re-
search time, expertise-trnd funds to do the kind of

job that needs to be done.
As a preliminary step, the National CornmisSion

might evaluate the excellent work of Allie Beth

Martin and her committee in A Strategy tor Public
Library Change. The development of a format and
a vehicle for the implementation'of those recommen-
dations would give public libraries new courage,
hope and enthusiasm. In our critical environment,
action is a key word.

Other types of libraries are surpassing public
libraries in identifying and performing their func-
tions in our "Future Shock" society. The public
library in particular needs the efforts of the National
Commission to strengthen its capacity to make valid
and vital contributions to American life. It needs
more tangible evidence of interest and support.
The time is now!

THE PHENOMENON OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES

In the traditional concept, the public library was
considered by the citizenryeat large to be a place
to get:a boOk to read o', in some cases, to do some
reference work in a specific field of knowledge.
As a result, the library was geared to white, middle-

., class America, in its pursuit of further education,
culture, 'recreation or stimulation. Librarians were
Inclined to buy "books of lasting value" in as many
general subject fields as possible. Collections
were indexed and organized for the scholar or the
Sophisticated user. Rules and regjolations were
adopted to protect resources, and perpetuate the
sanctity of the printed word.

In: the 1970's, librarians have suddenly disCoNXer-

ed that there is a.whole new world outside the ivy-
-Clad walls..- Society has changed. Today's citizen
is involved a bltra-competitive environment.
Successful competition frequently depends upon

-4)triowledge, skill, training and just plain prepared-
,.
ness. It also depends ,upon awareness of life in
all its multifaceted complexities. It places a new
emphasis' on jilafprrrfation resources in purpose,

ofir,
accessibility and usability. The rble of the public
library' has been changed inadvertently from casual
reading to information science.

During this period of social evolution, tech-

nological change has been the chief medium of
creative expression. Information resources of
libraries played a dominant role in the technological
-revolution. But technology itself has created new
life and work patterns for individuals as well as for
business and dustry. A healthier economy has,
raised the come levels of a larger percentage of
the po tion while increasing time for leisure
pursuits. For that segment, information, is in-
creasingly important for job retention, and advance
ment, the worthwhile disposition of increased in-
come, and guidance inthe use of leisure for pleas-
ure or self-fulfillment.;

Fo"r the leas. fortunate, libr les have an even
More important role to play. The six million un-
employed have a critical nee o prove employ-
ability. The retired segment neeqs assistance in
filling unoccupied time. The handicapped hive
yet another category of need which libraries must
recognize and 'meet. The inner-city populations
have their unique problems which libraries can and

must help to alleviate. .

The traditional concept of the public library is
obsolete. The majority of libraries continue to
operate with the "knowledge warehouse" orienta-

tion the "good book in its field". Too often little
thought is given to "good book for whom?" or "for
how many people?" Too often the "good book" (to
the librarian) is used by too few, while the real needs
of larger groups are Unidentified and unmet. As a
iesut1,the level of expectation of large portions of
,the'popUlation has degeneratedato a point of non-
use:

Many librarians and library boards are frighten-
ed at the >prospect of change, consequently, the
numerical majority of libraries are poorly managed
and management styles are inconsistent. For ex-
ample, little attention has been devoted- to market-.

ing "techniques. The identification of consumer
needs has been casual at best: Attempts to identify

needs of potential consumers e, recent and
sporadic. The selection of t. -t "oups and the
development of appropriate res urces nd services
arranged, packaged, publi ed and delivered
are innovations with which most librarians are not
prepared to cope. Even ^the rules and regulations
for library use create physical and psychological
barriers.

The business world invests-millions of dollarS a--
year in research. The fragmented research for
public libraries is usually limited to :a "swcial proj-
ect" in a local situation or a particular type of
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library which may or may not be applicable else-
where. Much more emphasis must be placed on
research at local, state and national -levels with
particular attention to problems which are common
to public 'libraries. L_ arlykr libiarles need resident
staff who are trained in research, systems ana;ysis
and the planning process for constant evaluation
and development of operational as well as,seryice,
programs. Librarians must overcome provincialism
and demonstrated reluctanco.46 become involved

° in joint or coeperative efforts with other libraries,°
with community organizations, with educational
institutions and with other agencies of local govern-

In general there seems to be- a minimum of
modern science and technology applied to the
management of libraries. AlthoUgh the results of
several cost studies of specific functions are avail-
able in library literature, many librarians are re-
luctant to apply them or develop their own. Pro-
gramming Planning Budgeting FF, for the most part,
foreign to library administration. Most 'libraries
spend little time analyzing operational coctq or
measuring the effectiveness of service -programb.
Many librarians have resisted the automation of
routine procedures. Management is hesitant about
involving staff in the decision-making process or
the community in service development input.

Libraries -of all typeS suffer from underdevelop-
ed public relations program. Because of the lack
of expotbre, their respective publics are uninform-
ed about library resources and services. People do
not know what the library has to offer nor w let to
expect from it. Consequently, many question and
answer columnsZip Line, Action Line, etc.ap-
pear in daily newspapers across the country. Colum-

. nists, of course, get their answers in large part from
the local librarV':- Such activity only confirms the
need. for informaiion and more sophisticated ap-

'proach to meeting the need. .

Retarded development of libraries in some
cases is partly due to librarians and pertly to
boards of trustees. In some instances, an ultra-_
conservatism is highlighted iby preserVng the status

oand defending local autonomy. Authorities
are either too limited in concept or too shy to sell-
the importance of libraries to 'fund - allocating
authorities; too apathetic to compete with- other

litical subdivisions for funds or to become in-
volve e political process. To such controlling
groups, e i iency and economy mean "don't spend
money". They accept arbitrary allocations in grate-

18o

ful, avoidance of confrontation with budgek author-
ities or with the planningeffort necessary' for service
improvement.

A part of the public library problem must be
attributed to the failurVf library education. In
too many cases changes in library school curricula
have not kept pace with societal 'changes. Grad-
hates have not adequately- been prepare - for eval-
uation and change.. Paradoxically, man changes
which have been effected-in-operational equipment
and methods have been developed by non-librar-
ians; identification of new or changing service
needs havAreen thrust at libraries by potential con-
sumers or .Special-interest groups. Professional
schools are Iang_farced to "tool up" for the new
model likarian.

The prdfessional associations, comprised as
they are of librarians and library-interested mem-
bers, must accept a fair share of responsibility for
the slow development of public libraries. At both
the state and national levels, associations have
placecrmore \emphasis over the years upon sviial,
commercial and structural aspects of organizational
activity than upon professional preparation to meet
chaging or unmet service needs. A concerted
effoft must be made to provide leadership at state
and national levels to analyze identified problems
common to public libraries, establish priorities, 11
find alternate solutions and communicate with
librarians and trustees objectively, professionally
and meaningfully.

In any discussion of public library problems,
the most critical issue hag long been_ identified as
financial support. AUthorities historically have in-
sisted that library service was a local matter--
locaily supported and locally .controlled because,
for the most part, they are locally used. As a re-
sult, the most common tax bases for library support
have been cities, counties or school districts, sup-
plemented by federal or private funds.

During the last thirty years, the two dynamic
forces behind the , social changes which affect
libraries are perhaps the changing population pat-..
terns and the emphasis on scientific and technical t
research. The implications of such change include
society's changing needs for coMmunication and
an emergence of new responsibilities for public
libraries. The impatrof such broad change will
increase the quantitative, qualitative and immediacy
of demand for library service fFom all social seg-
ments. The new and active role which the library
Must play in our changing social environment will



require a larger public support.
The patterns of financing libraries are diverse

and complex. The mixture of local, state. federal
and private funds expended by indhiidual libraries,
library systems, consortia and various other woes
of joint or cooperative service organizations com-
pounds the problem of accurately identifying the
fund sources applicable to specific functions.

The' problem is further compounded by the lack
of unifoliiiity in accounting and reporting, the
questionable adequacy of library statistics, and
the absence of appreciate national guidelines to
establish uniformity, comparability and efficiency
in operation, evaluation and planning. Because
of such diversity, libraries suffer from insufficient
funds to meet current needs; there are widescale
inequities among libraries; and here is a lack
of dependable bases for future plan ing.

It is inevitable that (1) more fed ralqunds will
be required to compensate for the inadermate sup-
port picture in the large city library which must
function as a resource center for a broader area,
and the costs of the changing patterns of service
to meet inner-city and other specialized needs;
(2) more adequate and klependable bases of local
support must be developed, and (3) more funds
must be diverted to the research and planning proc-
ess, both to identify needs in respective service

areas and to develop services to meet those needs,
and to evaluate services, measure effectiveness,
analyze costs, and devise financial support patterns
to provide essential services.

Today's libraries are challenged to focus atten-
tion upon people instead of 'collections. When
service programs affect the function of people
individually, or collectivelyfor the imprpvement of
society as a whole, the results become socially
desirable. When services become socially desir-
able, ways will be found to'finande them. Attempts
to solve"the problem of inadequate funds have been
fragmented, short-range and ineffective.

Overcoming current inadequacies is one thing;
a plan to resolve*lnequities and develop a sound
financial base for the future is quite another. 'Im-
mediate action should be taken to provide sup-
plemental funding during .the present crisis and
a short-range transitional period. Concurrent with
that action, steps should be taken to initiate at a
national level a research and planning program to

provide a sound, uniform, dependable, and ade-
quate source of income for the inevitable needs in
the long future. Only then can public libraries
accept and meet the br ad range of responsibilities
commensurate with t expandipg needs of a
changing world..
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DOROTHY S. OVERMAN
/Field Associate in Continuing Education

Bi-State Regional Medical Program
St. Louis, Missouri

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
-National-Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Recently, as a professional medical librarian I

expressed some strong opinions triggered. by a di;-
cussion led by Dr. Estelle Brodmari. They are
based on observations pooled during some four-
teen years of library experience, almost fli/e of
which have been in the medical field. Doctor
Brodman asked that I present these ideas. to you
as testimony for consideration at the meetings on
September 27, 1972. -

My present and most deeply felt concern is the
community hospital health sciences library. As a
Regional Medical Program, program staff member
responsible for liaison with the medical information.
area, I am disturbed by several currently develop-
ing trends. The first is that federal dollars for future
library education- seem to be destined to support
the more sophisticated and the Ph.D. programs. The
second is that a number of R.M.P. library programs
are being phased out after' a short life span the
only programs, geared to the grass roots level in
eiistence in large segments of ,the country -- a
one-to-one itheraction. With the community hospital
"librarian".

I have served as field librarian at Bi-State Region-
al Medical Program for sixteen months the rest
of my health sciences library 'experience involved
three years of medical librarianship at a 285-bed
community teaching hospital with a nursing school
of 150 studerfts, seven interns and several residents.
I completed(forrnal course work for an M.S. degree
With emphasis on 'medical librarianship at Drexel
University a year ago.

From my particular vantage point, it appears that
the formal training of Masters Degree medical li-
brarians seriously needs restudy. Furthermore, I

firmly believe that health sciences libraries are not
just the "frosting on the cake". They can and should
be an integral part of the hospitals continuing edu-
cation program.

Fortunate indeed is the person whose training.
includes exposure to the actual operation of a clin-
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ically oriented hospital health sciences library, as
well as to the theory and ,perspective provided by
formal education. Both are neeaed and perceptive
planners will no doubt incorporate internship pro
grams for future librarians at the library school level.

But none of us can wait for the system to change
by following this route not the "librarians" I

serve, the medical and paramedical personnel long
and far removed from-centers of education, nor the
"patients we together serve. I believe a hospital
"librarian" is a very real member of the health care
team. Unfortunately, too fetv hospital staff members
see real aggressive librarianship. What they per-
ceive as library service does nothing for anyone.
Few hospitals under 200 beds hire anyone for even
half-time responsibility for library service. The li-
brary is thrust upon a secretary or medical records
department administrator. This "librarian" general-
ly feels overburdened. She is not interested nor ac-
ceasible enough to perform library service for any-
one, should anyone happen to show a glimmer of

interest in her closet-sized collection of randomly
chosen, 'scarcely releitant materials, neither ar-
ranged nor cataloged for easy independent access.

Giving the rural communities and urban ghettos
the materials, filling shelves with unread books will
not do the job. Much tedious work is ahead. We
must prod by whatever means is at our disposal
for more effective distribution and use of modern
medical information. The hospital librarian must be
an active, respected &member of the hospital's. li-
brary committee. The rigidity index of the profes-
sional library grou,p as well as the medical pro-
fession must be lowered to create a real climate for
continuing growth of personnel in each discipline.
Medical education is changing; so must the educa-
tion and training of the medical librarian includ-
ing the person who, without form'af.training performs
that function. °

My plea is for support for library internship in
an approved hospital library setting, handpicked.



for the purpose. It must be, modern enough to per-
mit the librarian be she a graduate student or
practiting staff secretary° motivated to learn the
procestures to be included in teaching rounds
and introduced to what really goes on clinically.
This seems a valid way to-Snake the librarian an
accepted member of the health team,

But beyond that, I believe .a hosplial librarian's
education ought to include something lika my ex-
posure tó the cries of a woman with a gangrenous
abdomen the night before she dies. She would
never forget, were she to learn as I did, that this
poor farm wife, so important to her family, died
needlessly because her ruptured appendix*was mis-
diagnosed in her rural Community as an ulcer heed-
ing dietary treatment Even as late as 1967 the
knowledge and its proper application were but of
this unfortunate woman's reach. Our hospital had
on its shelves Cope's The Early Diagnosis of the
Acute.Abdomen. Trained librarians knot*, the pa-
tient's problems could have been puzzling to any
'diagnostician but concern grows over whether
her rural physician couldor would be..encouraged
to access the medical information system, in any
form, in his community. (The prsecedent-selting
Ddrling Case has been widely enough publicized

p

to stimulate the evaluation of care against the best
practices rather than generally accepted ones.)

In our.13i-State Region of eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois, we have been circulating, the ex-
panded Stearns core collection of 132 books and
38 journals to interested regional libraries for one-
month's use. I have -not devised a formal method
of evaluating its use. But I have in my confidential
files, a testimony in a handwritten note of appreci-
ation. tWhen this local "librarian" displayed our
core calection in herwhospital, three doctors came
to pore over one new surgery text the night before
scheduled surgery, returned the morning of the

surgery, and-then completely amazed the "librarian"
by sending her a stat call for the book during
surgery. This "librarian" in her fifty-bed hospital
is as impressed with library materials as we at Bi-
State R.M.P. are impressed with how far we have
to go in support of continuing medical education.

I earnestly hope that the decisions reaatied fol-
'Owing your committee's deliberations will result

in the firmest possible support for increasingly
broader dissemination and use of medical informa-
tion at the grass.roots level. If I can furnish addi-
tional information, please get in touch with me.
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A. CHAP N PARSONS
Executi Director '

°hit, Library Association
Ohio Library TrOstees Association

Columbus, Ohio

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
Natic5a1 Com sion on Libraries and Information Science

thank you for inviting me to submit testimony
for the consideration of the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science durhig the
hearing in Chicago, September 27, -t972.' t am
particularly pleased to comment on the role of the
state professional library association' and how it
can contribute to better statewide library service.

In 1968 the Ohio Library Association (member-
ship 2400) and the Ohio' Library Trustees Associ-
ation (1600) approved the Ohio Library Develop-
ment Plan. The Plan provided for: (1) the estab-
lishment of Area Library Service Organization (sys-
tems), (2) the establishment of a Reference and
Information network to meet specialized informa-
tion needs, and (3) strengthening the State Library
of Ohio to enable it to carry out its statewide re-
sponsibilities.-

In 1969 legislation to implement the Ohio Li-
brary Development Plan was approved:~

The responsibility for so great a change in the
reorganization of priorities for statewide library
service falls on many shoulders. :There are local
responsibilities which fall on the various boards and
governmental authorities at the institutionall level.
There are state' responsibilities which should be
_assessed as a part of its total- commitment _to the
total development of educational facilities at all
levels. But perhaps the greatest responsilklities lie
with state and .national professional library associ-
ations.

In fulfilling their objectives associations should
strive to make- the library a vital force as a center
for the communication of knowledge, and ideas, to
make library resources easily accessible to all peo-
ple and to improve professional standards of li-
brarianship. Every state professional library asso
ciation should interpret and adapt national lipi-ary
standards and proorams within the state and when'
possible, offer national leadership through the ex-
cellence of its pro,grams and the achietiements of

its -libraries.
State library associations shodld cooperate in

enlisting public support necessaly to carry out a .,
positive legislative program. A strong _state legis-
lative network will provide a strengthened national
letislative network for the future."

State library associations should develop and
support plans which utilike all the library resources
of the state to provide better library services to
greater numbers of peOpfe through more efficient
use of resources and facilities. The Commission
should encourage and _provide guidance for nation-.
wide development of interstate, library.. compacts.

'State, regional and national professional assn-
ciations Should cooperate with other governmental'
agencies to.facilitate:. 7

1. The training of library nersonnel and
continuing education for Iflarary. trustees.

2, The r ruitment of talented people to
the profession.

Thcreati n .of a climate of unclet-
standinr r interlibrary planning and devel-
opment.

4. The interpretation of professional
ideas to goVernmental agencies and to the
public.

5. The certification of librarians and the
accreditation of libraries:,

6. Research.in library administration arid,
development.
I 7. The continuation and evaluation of 1
planning at all levels of library service.

8. The initiation of studies and the"publi-
cation of materials which will be helpful to
professional and trustee assodiatiOns,, librar-;-

~ .ies and other age'hci0.
The libraries of this nation are carrying a heavy

educational- load. Incrpadled school enrollment at
all levels, broad expanO9of education beyond
high school, and new types' oteducatidnal challerige



at aiJ levels combined with the inflationary' spiral
have caus 'fewer materials to be purchased. This
library fi ncial service crunch Baas left profes-
sional rary salaries lower compared to other- pro-
fessions and new library construction and library
maintenance has fallen behind just to keep li-
brary doors open. 's

Much- has been accomplished by th'ecreative
an'd highly motivated leaders in individual member-
ship professional library associations.- During the
past five years several state and iegiOnal profes-s,

4gsional library associations have organized full time.
executive offices staffed with professionl leader-

ship. 'They operate with marginal budgets and are
seldom, able' to initiate projects with even modest
expense attached. I believe the National Comthis-

.,sion on Libraries and Information Science should
'encourage the program of work of state, regional
and national professionallibriry associations by
performing in depth studies 'or surveys whith can
help to develop plans for the coordination: of asso-
ciation activities at the state, regional and national
levels. , . .

Please be assured that the Ohio 'Library Associ-
ation and the Ohio Library Trustees Association
stands ready to assist the Commission at any time.

No

\
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IRA PHILLIPS
Executive Secretary .

Association of Hospital and Institution Libraries
American Library Association

Chicago, Illinois

StATEMENT

4 Prepared forihe
Natiorial Commission on Libraries and information Science

.

In order to avoid confusion .1 would first,like to ;
define the kinds of hoSpitals and institutions to
which I will be refe'rring in my comments of "pres-
ent problecns.and future trends for libraries within
hospitals and institutions." The hospitals and insti-

'tutions I.will be diScussing under the general term
institutions are residential care facilities designed
to serve residents, patienis, and inmates for an ex-

., tended period,of time. The people served in theSe
institutions include the physically and mentally
handicapped, 'Criminal offenderi and the aged.

It should. be noted that library services in insti-
tutions are unique in that they must serve the du-
cational; recreational and informational needs of the
residents. that in the community are served by a
variety of libraries. ,

Next to the lack of funds the greatest 'problem
-faced .byinstitution libraries is the lack of reliable
information upon which to base programs. When
LSCA funds became available many states, started
institution programs, where. none had pr6viotisly
existed, with no base upon which to build.
some six years of experience we still do not hay
base. We do not know which programs have been
successful or the components that, have made them
so; we only guess. I suggest that as more money is
invested in institution libraries a research compon-
ent be included in all programs so, that each institu-
tion wishing'to have a library program does not have
to go through a wasteful period of trial andik/Pror
before achieving success.

,A strong- research program would have an im-
portant impact on futUre trends in institution librar- .

Since the infusion of federal f9nds fOr institutionianshiP. As the current trend of treating the mentally
libraries of the Title IV amendments to the Library and physically handitapped, offenders and others,
Services and Construction Act, iry 1966, there has moves from theAarge institutions into smaller
been, a continuing growth 'of interest and activity munity-based institutions and outpatient facilities,
in institution librarianship. At present we five the library will have to follow. The prospects are
reached a plateau in the development of progrns that public, school, college, and special libraries.
for the institutionalized andounless additiona' funds will have to assume much of the responsibility of
are found for program, personnel, and materials the, dealing with the special library needs of those now
momentum that, has been building over the last served in institutyps. Knowledge gained WrOugh
sevqral years to prOvide good institution libraries research about user needsopersonnel needs, ain-

,!, ct will diminish, and recent;gains in service to meet ing, materials,,,and effective programs will he
the needs of residents, patients, and inmates will various type Of community .libraries assume thei
be .lost. ° responsibility to the handicapped and the offender.

olso, er
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V. M. PINGS
Direbtor of Libraries

Wayne State Unimersity
University Libraries
Detroit, Michigan

'STATEMENT

Prepared tir
Nati2nal Cominission on Libraries and Information Science

My comments will be confined to those`kinds'of
:libraries, that must continue .to 'grow in size and
complexity-:.the research - resource library. My as
sUmptiortis that-if the "objectives" and "priorities ",
of these large institutions can be established, the
tesponsipilities and function,s Of other libraries a-rid
information center's can be more easily. defined.

1. Political control,: The large libraries and the
gpecializediesource libraries of the late,19th
century were mainly freestanding
tions or publiclibraries. Their role as /the

. universal institution has slowly erodeebe-.

- cause universities concentrated the nati n't
research effort-into their institutional M e-
up. Libliries were supported ,by universi ies
for researcher6 as well .as for the support
of Eilducation. Public and freestanding li-
braries no longer have the tax base to Con-

. ; tinue to .support research-resouree libraries.
University libraries may. possess the re-.
sources, but organizationally they are. not
equipped to provide services except within
the limits df their, institutions. The situation
from my viewpoint resolves itself into a'di-
lemma. On the one hand" nstitutions whose
objective is to provide service to all do not
have the association with the cents of ex-

, pert knowledge while, on, the other hand, the
parietally based institutions do not have con-
tact with knowledge.consumers outside their
own environment. Three choices Seen-i avail-
able if we are to utilize our natidn's library
resources effectively:
a. Nationalize our university re earch-r-

souice libraries to free them from
Confining -self interest of 'ipe ific insti-
tuti nal,contrel.

b.1 Re italize through subsidy,
me ns, our 'Still extant public

r -other
nd free

standing, library institutions to provide

acceSs to the scholarly record for all
groups, including universities.

c. Develop a new kind of organization, per
haps with a regional base, through which
all federal support for libraries be -chan-
neled and which can cut across the bar-
riers of local, institutional and state or-
ganiiations.. 0.

Perhaps other organizational plans Can be de=
vised that are more suitable to our present cul-
ture, buff what I wish to erriphasize is that the
natidn cannot continue to support the ethics of
separate, institutional aggrandizement and ex-
pect improved informs services.
2. Preservation. There ar two aspects, to- the

"need for preserving material. The one is the
deterioration of the scholarly recoil' because
of its age and the other is the acquiring of th
current record. We cannot cbntinue to rely
solely on commercial reprint publisheis and
microform publishers to select What is. valQable
for preservation. Whether our planet will ar)-ive
at zero population growth may or may not occur

inwith dnyonderstandable future, but knowl-
edge will continue td accumulate throughout the
world. The U.S. 'dOminance in- the knowledge-
producing industries is soon,-going to have to .
be shared.. We must have a more stable baie
on which to acquire, materials for. research7re-
source libraries. than /the happehgtanee of par-
ticular institution's interests.
3. Planningland investigation. The complexity
of the bibliographic control of our scholarly out-
put coupled with the 'rigidity of our libraries 'as
institutions h,andicaPske adoptiOn of the results
of investigative work iityondihe institution In
which the work was;done. There must develop
a national (or at least 'a 'regional) organization
that has the authority not o -nly to enearage, and
promote investigative work, but also to iMple-

>1.
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ment' the results of the investigative work with-
in some testable limits. This suggestiorgoes
counter to the past ethic' of federal granting
agencies. The era has passed (if it ever existed)
for our library institutions to ubporf individual
researchers.to seek 'truth far' ruth's Li-

..

brar re conscious creations of man and are
therefore manipulatable. We must reply the
19th century philanthrdpists wh6 started "many
of our great libraries with enlightened bureautra-,
cy to restructure libraries to support our na-
tional Objectives.

4'
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president

America Associa ion of School Librarians
Directi g Supervisor

ivision of School Libraries -

Cleveland Public ools
Cleveland, Ohi
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OBJECTIVES OF SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA
CENTER

The objectives of theschool library media cen-
"ler are to insure that 01 children and' young peo-
ple have library media services, in/adequate facia-

, -ties, withi sufficient staff, res4urces and equipment
to provide, innovative prograrns which meet their'
needs of individual learners.' This requires care-
ful planning at all levels national to lOcal, as well
as modificatien of many existing belief long held
by school administrators, School staff and library
media specialists /As Fibroid Gores states in High
School: The Piocess and The' Place: "As r visit
schools these days I she 1971 architecture, 1960
pedagogy, and 1940 furniture. The latter utterly
fruttrates the former."!-

Beginning with the primary schools, on to mid-
dle school and high schools (or whatever organi-
zational pattern is followed) the library media cen-
ter is the resource center of the school, the heart
of the building. It shpujd be situated so' that stu-
ents pass/through the area many times a day,.

so that books, magazines and filmstrips, all media,
are readily, accessible. It should be an .fintellec-

s- tUal supermarket."11Ws resources- and services pro-
vide flexibility and Meividuality to the tearner d

teachers. In Cl'iteria for Modern SChool Media Fro -
gram, Maryland S.tate- Department of Educations
Dr. Vernon Anderson, states: ..

A. media program does not operate in ,a vacUum
apart from the total education program, but
as a cooperatiVe venture in learning and teach-
ing. . . boopeative -programs must have unity
of purpose and manage sent. The purpose of
the program is 40 bring together the diversity,
of materials, technology, and human resourCes
Which contribute effectively to I ruing' and
teaching.2

.

TRENDS

q.

-115enda in .library service; shies in types of s
ice's' increased relianc an media other than .print
greater awareness of a cial needs must be -consi -
ered as school library edia centers serve prese t

k..yaers and reach out to erve non-users. Providing
\paterials and a program 'to atipport educational ob-
ettives and meeting a .variety 'of individual and
group needs will. requir an ,assessmeni of, (Sur
prersent services, definingof priorities, and identify-
ing( achieiyement 'strategies,- requiring availability
of hinds.

DEVELOPMEN
`'. The development of school librarymedia faeili-

ties has not kept pace with t dUcational develop-
ment, particularly at the Elementary Wel, Stand-
ards at s''the national level are currently being re-
vised, but standar& 'at regional and state levels
do not generally reflect the same high goals or
regard for the school- library- media center. None
of these statements or standards have enforcement
authority, hence all too fteguently they are not 'seri-
ously considered, by school 'systems. Far. too- many
schools are attempting to function-without, a cen-
tral school library media, center, or with one that
is pa equipped, ill-housed and Madluately
staffed ug. !thoh the Elementary and Secondary

i .

Act, Title II, has assisted .in the provision
of reso rces, the other elements or components of
the program have not been forthcoming.

UNIFIED PROGRAM
A unified media program at theliuilding level,

as well as at the system level, is necessary to facili-
tate' the learning process. Many school systems
do not have either a buildingt,level unified progrl
or a system level unified program. There is great
diversity in the numbers and kinds of program, and

189
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in the ways in which the media center concept is
implemented, in the "quality and numbers of the
staff, d of course,. iri the types Of student, and
rteach rs using the facilities. Both eixpeilbnce and
the iterature indicate that there are great varieties
in curricula, educational concepts, learning styles,
m'andafing the media center to provide information.,in many formats, within a unified concept. This,
too, requires funding.

J
RIGHT TO READ

The emphasis, in this decade, in this nation on
Right to Read, on improVing reading indi-
cates an even stronger -role for the library media
center. Resources need to be strengffiened in quan-
tity and 'in quality; they need,to be readily availabl
to children, youth and teachers. The acquisition o
these resources in terms of dollara 'is a continuing
concern.

STAFF .
Qualified Supervisory, professional media spe-

cialist and sUpportiv6staff ,'is anothe identified
need. It is these people who provide leadership'
and sustain the interest of students and staff. Na-
-tionwide efforts to provide minimal staff have been
net with obstacles at every turn. Few elementary'
schoolihave professional trained library media spe-
cialists, even part-time, and library technicians have
not yet been "accepted in many .school systems.
State departmerits of education have small library
media supervisory staff to focus on local- needs.
At the diStrict level this is equally true. inasmuch
as hundreds of school districts over the ration lack
supervision of library media facilities, and hence
-every building operatesrn its own fashion, thereby,
providing a random program, not a unified program.
Federal ,legislation' has 9iven little assistance.

FACILITIES 4

puarters or facilities in schools are in need of
renovation, of new furniture and ,equiprnent? to pro-
vide, an atmosphere,for learning in tune with newer
learning concepts. Unlike provisions for science
laboratories, and other classroom facilities, library
learning- laboratories were not provided for in fed-
eral legislation. ,

GREATEST N B,cD8

The needs of 'school libraries vary from city to
city, from rural to urban. areas, from state to state.
Following, then, is a summary of our greatest needs:

(1). Continuous planning to expedite the develop-

ment Of the unified media center philosophy
and a p n of action for deveraping these
centers,' cularly at the elementary level.

(2) Remove barriers in the minds oft school ad-
ministration as to the library media center's
value and- services in the im'provement of
edhcation, as well as increased attention to
the fact that school library media centers.
require adequate support and financing.
Provision of opportunity for continuing ed-

tern leVl and state levetsuper 'sion;
ucation and staff developpent, t:uding sys-

g
(4) Increased support for equipment and facili-

ties.
(5) Increased attention to planning to reach the

disadvantaged children and, their parents.
(6) Greater assistance in the improvement of

reading abilities, through concerted effort of
all professiOnal school staff.

(3) O.

THE AMERICAN. ASSOCIATION OF
SCHOOL LIBRARIANS VIEW .

Our
professional association is aware of neces-

sary' development in the school library media field.
4 POSitiVe steps have been taken to focus on the Right
to Read. tboperative.plannipg h&-§ Veen made with .

the national Right to Read Office and brochures sup-
porting this haVe-been preparedwnd are, continuing.
(Two of these are attached

The Association haS instituted new committees
to focus on current concerns. These are:

Early Childhood E utation
Careers/Technical:Vocational Education
Funding. Identification
Staff Development
School Library Media Service to the Disadvanged.
We also have many continuing committees :at

work on various a'spects of the school library media
center, with membership frOm all states and all
levels of librerianship:

',Two of our committees have new charges: Stu-
denftwolvement in-the School Library. Media Cen-
ter Program. and Treatment of Minorities- in Library
Materials. (The latter hasa series of bibliographies
concerned with minorities- being published in sub-
sequent issues of The Booklist (ALA) and has pub-
lished a bibliography of bibliographies, Mild-Ethnic
Materials, in School Libraries.) .-

AAS_L has durrently begun a new magazine with
d new format, to replace School Libraries, called
School Media Quarter/Ay.

Our association is alive and active. It has rap-



)

port with* 'Vie state scheol library associations
through the "Regional Directors and State Assem-
bly," and through our monthly newsletter, Hot Line,
from the president's office. Our Ekecutive Secre-'

.tary and Assistant Executive Secretary, as well as
Other association officers, represent us at profee
sional, meetings whel'a we have, displays of ma-
terials, and present apprt riate programs. A Resd.-
lution to.the Chief State Schpol-Ofiicers was. passed
by our Executive Board at the last annual confer-
ence. (Copy attached).

As an Association we are devel ing 'new siirAikb,

L

o.,

IN CONCLUSION
'The school library media cenfer must be brought

to the ftrefroht. The role of the school librarian or
inedia`specialist must be an iative one in the edu-
cational scheme of things. Action. at the national
leVel, with financial support'would surely expedite
positive thinking about: media centers, assistin
solving our concerns, restAt, bettemrervices and
programs, an make the library media center a
viable part of the educ4ional scene for children and
young people. .

t

ards, both building level and distri level, in co-.
operation with Association for Edub ional Corn-
munications and Technology. While p egress is
slow, in any cooperative venture, )rve feel
will be successful.

4
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Congressman
MELVIN PRICE

United States Representative
24th District, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and information Science

I am enclosing a copy of the statement for thy
hearings of the Commission of Libraries and Infor-
mation Science to be September 27, 1972 in
Chicago; Illinois:

Thank you for your letter informing me of the
meeting, and inviting my comments.

Kindest regards.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate having this oppor7

tunity to participate to this regional hearing of the
National Commission on Libraries and Information

.4 Science on library and information services needs
in the country: I am pleased these hearings are
being held because they focus needes:), public at-
tention on the vital importance of our libraries.

.Congress clearly recognized this importance in
enacting Public Law 91-325 which established the
Commission. This hearing is an outgrowth of 'con
gressional intent to See that our library and infor-
mation services capabilities 'keep pace with our
needs.

There is no question that our library systems
play crucial roles in this country. The storage,-re-
trieval and dissemination of information unrestrict-
ed and *unfettered to the citizenry is a vital link in
our nation-maintaining process. Society is well
served by, our libraries.

Unfortunately, I think in all too many cases our
es are taken.,for ganted. We do not, realize

tih valuable services they prOvide or the national
assets they represent. If wc.reflect for a moment
on the important contributions they make, we.cleat
ly see that our educational resources would be
severely, if not criticalljihampered, by their absence
or demise. Fortunately, there are dediated men
and women throughout this country who -work `dill-

...
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gently on behalf of their local ib ries.
The basic question facing u today is whether

this nation is prepared to make t the necessary com-
mitment to our library and information service,.
needs. Adequate financial support Is the paramount '
concern among the libraries in the MadisOn-St.
Clair County, Illinois area. This pleaswas repeated
several tithes from tte libraries from which I heard
in conjunction with this heating. If Tithing. else ,

emerges from this hearing I hope it '*inn clearly
demonstrate the importance of ensuri adequate
funiis so that our libraries and , infix tion serv-
ice specialists can do the job expecte ".Fil them.
Thete is no question that they want to d the job;
die questiOn is will we provide the wherewherewithal so
that theycan.

That, need exists cannot be ignored. 130 ed on
earlier estimates for the 1962-1975 period, t has
been determined that nearly $10 billion is nee. ed
for books and- materials and $360 Milli9n reqUi :Fl

for new construction for academic, libraries al
Another $1 to $1.5 billion is required for coristt \p,
tion needs.,'Of public libraries to say nothing of th Jr`
books and materials requirement. Given these esti=',
mates I do not think that wecan take comfort wit
the status quo.

If we expect to keep grOvsling and maturing as
ajp'eople)and if we expect to continue expandingir
educational resource opportunities for the disad-
vantaged, L fitinly believe that we cannot remain
iille ,and content with ignoring these' heeds. Sim-
ply 'stated, let this hearing be the point where we
move ahead qtiickly and determinedly, ,in providing
the nekledupport for our libraries and informa=
tion 'service facilities:
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ROMAN. O. PUCINSKI

United States Representative .

11th District, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on. Libraries and Information Science

Thanl you very much for the invitation to appear'
at your hearings in Chicago on Septembern, 1972.
Due to previous commitments, I am most sorry that
I will not be able to attend.

However, I have enclosed estatemerl which you
might want to put in the'record. I belieye the work

. you are doing is most important and assure you
of my support.

,
INFORMATION: A VITAL NATIONAL RESOURCE

In an age where men and Rations exist in a
"one world" environment, there is n acute

of informatio for those who'
aware-.

ness of the criticality"
must make the key decisions. he mass media,
augmented by the use of communications satellites,
transmit the happenings .of. the hour to countless
millions, and then donvey>theiresponses which, pave
been evoked among the listeners within a compare -

\ ble short time span _Contemporary man virtually
has the world at 'his fingertips through his mastery
of technology. This achievement, when combined
with,. an ability to .access the factual and critical
knowledge of past centuries, !Yellowing tik to pre-
pare for the unprecedented problems of the future.

There is a statement irl Proverbs which haS
always meant a great deal -to me: "Where there'si no-visio'n, the peoples perish.''' This is particularly
applicable when I think of the role With,which the
National Commission of Library Science is charged.
Your group has been directed to defvelop overall
plans .concering 'the informational needs of the
nation. It iasignificant to me that the compositioc
of your memberShfp,indludes those with broad bacR-
grounds in Jibrary and information science, and a,.
strong awareness of .those informatibn and com-
munications capabilities which Must be created or
enhanced if .this nation is to maintain its position
of world leadership. '

,

., . For the past decade, I ,have been voiding a
genuine concern about the shortcoming's, and in
some instances shortsightedness, of our existing

6

national "systems" for acquiring, filterihg, indexing,.
storing, processing, and disseminating scientific and
technical information.\ Most certainly there are
other- categories of important narrative and statistic
cal information Of equal value, but I should like. to
focus upon this occasion on the requirements
and some possible solutions involving a national/ .

nb-ed ior accurate, comprehensive, and timely sci I
entific and. technical information. In spite of qual -
fied individbals and groups within the executi e
branch, the Congress,- and the university-iridust -
foundation triad studying -and restudying this pr b-
lem area,. no definitive action has been taken by -
those responsible for establishing and sustai ing
such a resource.

- In determining how .to accomplish the br ader
gdal of ensuring a responsive information s stem
for top level decision-makers, planners, and pr gram
managers, there must be agreement that a multi-
faceted capability is required. The so-called "tracli.
tidnal libraries" meat be stOngth ned through a -

'redefinition of. their raises and infor ation andling
procedures. Information analysis ce ters, ow 'ful-
filling an important role as the repositories and
distribution pointsfor specialized date must be de-
veloped so-that they may render a higher (Order of -
service. And fintilly,van all-out effort mUst be made
to deVelop and ere I, use the terminOlogy from
one of.your own statements. a "Comprehensive
plan to facilitate the coordinated develOpMent of
the Nation's libraries, Infoination centers, and other
knowledge resources."

I am especially intereitedin the charge ,to this
commission which Stresses its role in conducting
studies, surveys, and analyses of the blibrary .and
information needs of the nation, including the
special libiary and information needs GO ritral-areas
and of economically, socially, or culturally deprived
persons. This solemn responsibility, including
as it does an emphasis on service to our citizens
regardlets of their circumstances: handicapped,
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poor, inadequately educated,' aged. As you ana-
iltze the various needs Of the person, make sure
that your recommendations cover the full spectrum
of corrective measures: betterc

elementar ana sec--
. ondary school libraries, mobile units to ach far-

flung groups of readers, a strong junior college and
university library system, and the creation of comple-
mentary specialr librari as .required. Lastly, thete
is, a recognized require ent today for what is popu-
larly called "networks" of libraries. I am fully
aware that preliminary steps have been taken to
expedite the transfer of information, such as books
and .periodical items, between library centers, but
the information technoLogy now available can allow
a far greater exchange of written and graphic
material.

As we talk about activities in the worl of the
information sbiences, let me mention a fe of the
technological advncements which win allow the

; -nation's TibrarieCto increase their capacity to serve.
'Widely publicized in the oopular press as well as the
learned journals halve been the ways in which porn-
outer technology can help the librarian: Indeed, we

- are witness to many exciting innovations which have
improved circulation control, book ordering; cata-
loging, and so forth:, Similarly, great strides .haye
been made within the realm of microform technolo-
gy, including the ability to perform a machine trans-

-1 'ter of written -data from computerized to microform,'
and back again. The mood within government and
industry alike is to reduce the amount of hard copy

_

. which exists, and to find substitute media which
can ensure space arid, cost.savings. Dr. James B.
Rhoads, Arc ivist of the United States, recently
noted that by the year 2000 no more than,50 per-
cent of the 'official records-would be on some form
of paper, as compared with 95 percent in054.

At this juncture, I 'should like to return to an
area-of-focus in ehioh-1 have long been active.
Nearly ten-years ago, I initiated an examination of
our national scientiftc and technic/lel information
handling resources. As chairman of the ad hoc
Subcommittee on a National Retearch Data Proc-
es ing and information' Retrieval Center of the

Ho e Committee on Education and Labor, I .sought' to est tallish an atmosphere of awareness and re-
'' soon ve activity which could lead to the establish-

ment of a coordinated system for managing and
making avai'able our precious scientific and techni-
cal information: At that time, in 1963, I said:

It is my firm conviction that before this dec-
ade TS over, data pro essing and information
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retrieval Will be one of the biggest industries
in America and the world. The tremendous,
technological explosion which is sweeping
the world makes it imp:unitive that this civili-
zation develop more efficient ways of grasp-

. ing the full meaning of man's intellectual.dis-
coveries.

In this prediction, I was_ not far afield. Today,
nearly 90,000 computers are in operation in this
country alone; the federal government relies upon
its "arsenal" of 5,800 machines, and even the

- United. States Congress has taken steps to avail
itself of the services and products possible through
computerized support.

In examining.the chronicle of activity concern-
ing .the need for marshalling national information
resources, it is significant that leaders from- many
quarters emerged to urge the establishment Of in-
formation centers and information systems of na-'
tional sPOpe. I, recall the words of the noted neurol-
ogist, Dr. Grey-Walter, who was deeply concerned
about the rate of accumulation of knowledge, which
he said "has been so colossally accederated that
not even 'the most noble and most tranquil brain
can now store and consider even a thousandth part

cof it." And then this remarkable man went on to
emphasize why this crisisgnust be understood and
responded, to:

"The-root of this evil is that factS accumulate
-at a-far higher rate than does the Understand-
ing of them.. Rational thought depends liter-
ally on ratio, on the proportions and relatioAs
between things. As facts are collected, the.
number of possible relations between them
increases at an enormous rate. ".

The hearings on H. R. 1946, which featured an
amendment to Title II of the National Education Act
of 1958, revealed both. an awareness of the Prob-
lem on the part of many public and peZtate Sector
persons, and a reluctance on the part of officialdom
to take those steps which could ameliorate the
situation. Another action of substance w`hich took
place shortly after the 1963-64 hearings of my, sub-
committee involved the report by the Systems De-
velopment Corporation to the committee on Scien-
tific land Technical Information (COSATI) of the
FPriPai CoHncil for Sciences and Technology. Six
diStinct concepts were analyzed, including the de-

. sii-ability of creating a "capping agency" within the
executive branch, passing the responsibility for the
S & T information area to 'a government-chartered
private organization, or establishing much in



- re
the vein which I had proposed a "new 'operating.
agency.' Once again, no action was forthcoming,.
as the Federal Council for Science and Technology

_Pould_not_ decide upon a course of action.
in the later , 1960s, congt-e.ssional action led

to the passage of Public Law 91/-345 which estab-
4 fished ybur Commission...) laud the, breadth , of

'function§ assigned your group, because it is'only
through .,combinatirOn- of analysis, planning: and)
subsequent advisory actiohs that.a real irnpact can

rriade. A- concurrent endeavor, featuring some
Useful "soul searchiiir, on the part of the scientific
community, was the study undertaken by the Com-L
mittee on t cientac and Technical Communication
of..the National Academy of Sences and National
Academy of Engineering. t Thinhree-ypar examina-
tion revealed ,a "diverse and pluralistic network" of
communications functioning "reasonably well," but
the authors pointed out that:

.. new mechanisms and policies are neces
sary to coordinate and guide the) scientific-
and-technical communication ego s of ri-
vate for-profit and not-for-profit or a
and of the government during s 'Or of , e

burgeoning activity and rapia!!:Changef,

One final area of activity which merits mention
is that clearing with intergovernmental information
exchange. r This was the subject of .serious cgrl
,ideration throughout the lederal_government, and
was studied in depth by the Intergovernmental Task
Force on Informat4on Systems. The 1968 Task
Force report, "The Dynamics of Infor'mation Flow,"
called for the creation of an *Intergovernmental

. Information Systems Exchange," to function under
the auspices of the Advisory Commissibn on Inter-
governmental Relations. A related proposal
Senator Edward Kennedy concentrated on'the
for better federals-state-local government ex-.

ange, pointing out that "scientific advances in
computer and information retrieval tichnology ref.
resent a major new capability which may have im-
portant applications to the development ,of a mod-
ern intergovernmental informatiOn.systern."

Having observed the pattern of these activities,
and believing that the passage of time gfte,n results
in the changing of attitudes and action environ-
ments,'1 introduced H. R. 8809 during: the 91st
Congress, which provides for the establishment of
a National Science Resear Ddte Processing.and
Information Retrieval S stem. My thinking had
turned from the single center concept to thiat of a
network augmenting the ,*capability of existing cen-

Ia

p

.. ,
ters to provide critical data. Once again, the empha:
sis of this legislation would be to create a national
system, to "arrange for an orderly. cataloging, di-
gesting, and translating, with the aid of electronic
'devices, if necessary, of all scientific research
data." In opening the highly useful hearings con-
nected' with this bill, .1 again stressed the need for
better information 'support for our scientists and
researchers. Of particular concern was thedeplor-!
able yvaste Of time, talent, ,Ad money as skilled
specialists, lacking knowledge about Whatihad oc-
6urred elseyvliera:,,:spent vast sums of public and
private money lir "reinventing the\Wheel."' -Time.,
is too precious apd-the challenges too numerous to
see the scientific community ,developing or perfec-
ting processes which had been discovered ,years
arlier.

A' point of'
these hear' w
bated, wg. ere 10
tific and !technical
tween the first he'
gress, a rate of Inc ease of 65,000 words per minute
tAtd resulted ink1311 otal of. 200 billion -7words -.tha
equivalent of 25; :0 encyclopedia volumes 7-- being
generated. '\

fsonal frustration, stressed during
s that while we waited, and de-
li-1g further inundated 'with scien-
inforrnation. In the six years be-
rings And those of the 91st` Con-

Also undetsoore
increasing conceMi'
community abou4
mation within an, e

during these sessions was the
of the international scientific
i3Oifficulty in exchanging 2iriftmit
eptable time frame. Meeting

inGene a, more tb n 2,300 scientists adopted a
resolution rnthe .developent of an in;
ormation reirie4' 14 and dissemination systern
hroligh which they c iild,particlOate more readily
irLicientiffc devel §ome of you may recall
that "A Proposal or International. SyStem for
Scientific and Tech nformation" was prepaied
by Dr. Chalmers W. he in, wholleaded A CO8ATI
task force a few )000,abo. His report called for.
the development c,O sk, "comprehensive,* specific,
phased plan" which Wp4Alead to the establishment
of a "machine-langu8g 'Ornpatible record for in
ternati 0 nal scierififi01 chtec mai communica=
tions." Explicit star *mere devised, based'
largely an internatKnal reernents, which would `,
expedite the exphange-)oqinformation. This fine
proposal was piesente to the Federal Council
for Science and TechnOlo ),( but follow-up was not
forthcoming.

As one eminent',
it became evident y?;,
the National Science Ri e

s after another testified,
olding the hearings.on

oti Data Processing and
Iti
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information Retrieval System, that there were.very
few areas of qiSagreement, and a massive .desire
to "get the show on the road." Or. Glenn T. Sea-

_ borg, diStingifished chairman of tile Atomic Energy-,
Commission and a Nobel laureate; commented upcin

-the vital nature of fhe existing scThntific information
services, and the need' for their expansion and re-
finement. In his closing remarks, her4supported the
pending legislation, saying that it was:

. . . on sound ground .in calling for cooper- .
tive efforts on the part of existing information
facilities rather ttian for a mare centralized

.system. In the present developmental phase
of- computerized ,information systems, this
pluralistic approach is the one most likely to
produce the expefirnentak breakthrOughs on
which future progress will depend.
In 'looking to the future, and the need for de-.

^ cisive action, I am reminded of President Kennedy's
adMonition: "A journey of a thousand miles re-
quires afirst step:: Perhaps acne of those first steps..
toward a more effeqtive, decision-Inakinrsystem
took plabe 'when the National Commission on Li-
brary Sciencei was founded. We ire the dongress
watch With interest' and appreciation,your efforts
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to enrich the minds and heritage, of: our Society.
'The recent resolution calling for "new and improved
services . . . at every level of society" and citing
the "need ;for- documentation, bibliographipak, and
other inforrnation resources" to be recognized in ;
federal programs were heWening.

With a deep sense of appreciation for having
had the opportunity to Share these thoughts with
you, I .110'uld like to phrase these three challenges
to the members anti staff of the Commission:

* First, poritinue to provide "leadershijI, inno-
vative advice, and Coordination for 'dtir,Na-
tion's libraries and information scierict es-
tabl'i'shments;'" their eyes are'furned to ybu;

* Secondly, -do not lose sight of the need of
the common man for your attention and
services, fdr easier access to mankind's
intellectUal accomplishments is a prerequi-.
site for future, progress; and

* Lastly,' make every effort to sustain those
lines of communication which allow an ex-_

change of ideas between the overseers
and implementers of our national informa-,
tion policy.

<
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MARY RADMAC.HER
Chief Librarian

Skokie Public Library
Skokie, Illinoii

STATEMENT

Prepared for the,
National Commission on -Libraries and Information Science

Thank yoti so much for inviting me to submit
written testimony to the National CommiSsion on
Libraries and Information Science for consideratii%
prior to the regional hearing, September 27, 1972.
Advancing; ideas, is simple enough but I ain only too
aware of3the need for assistance in planning, or -,
ganizing, anddeveloping procedures to implement
the concepts incorporating nevi ideas. Your com-
mission's grave responsibility is; indeed challenging

`mince so much of the welfare of this nation is totally
dependent upon libraries and informatiOn. The
institution of the -public library as we know it is
more _prevalent in the United Statei than in other
Countries of the =world. Let us not only support

La" strengthen this precious national resource for
Afte welfare of our society.

4

You asked. me to comment on "the need for
new financing and service patterns for medium-
sized libraries' and library networks.;,-,r..

NEW .FINANCING

For the past several years it haa _become in
creasingly apparent that .multilatera levels of fi-
nancing are essential to the continuance of cultural
and information centers, The interdependence of
federal, state and local governMent funds must be
`studied to determine the percentage or support
from each, but' he private sector should undoubted-
ly be playing the larger role if federal and state
support are equal. Any consideration of financing
should also include revenue Sharing.

SERVICE PATTERNS FOR MEDIUM-SIZED
LIBRARIES AND LIBRARY NETWORKS

Medium-:sized libraries to be vital and viable
cultural and information agenCies must, perform the

' traditional library services where it is appropriate
as well as to try some innovative, activities, progiams
and servioeS in anticip tion of and befitting the
community needs. Libr les in a metropolitan area
will po'tsibly require pro rams, of 'a slightly higher

level of sophisticationthn those which might -be
highly acceptable in 'other parts of;thecounty. An
awareness of societal pressures and '`demands of
the service area are of utmost, importance in plan-
fling service patterns.
. Service patterns in medium -sized public libraries

traditionally have included book disbassions, .book
talks, films featiVals and activities for preicboolers .1
and senior citizens. In addition to these long ac-
cepted prograMs library service should. be expand -'

.ed to provide 'concerts, lectures, plays and special
displays and- exhibits. These cultural activities
should be conSidered an integral part of library
service and,. May be sponsored entirely by the II:
brary or be co-sponsored by -the library and another
agency;:-SOcietyslr industry. Cooperation with other
community agencies (park istricts, . social and
service .centers, et*lis' not only justified but very
possibly will reach a postential clientele-tar .other.
library services. .

Fedeial governrnent programs for the handi-
capped and for the aging might very well pfovide
avenues for cooperative programs with library serv-
ices.

Even in its present state dornmunity antenna
television has many ramifications 'for library. use
-Investigation° of its potential with the appropriate
authoritiei should be pursued by library and infor-
mation service agencies.

CredenCe mast be given to studies and research
in preparation of: 1) programs to train people ih
an area of ppblic participation to be able to partici-
pate in the decision-making that is theirs to make;
2) surveys to ascertain meaningful. needS; 3) studies

cto identify. problems arising in fulfilling the needs;
4) plans to establish priorities and to determine area
of responsibility to provide, the service that fulfills
the needs. All studies must be analyzed and evalu-
ated critically and discriminatingly before imple-

serVice th y support
assure success or effectiveness of the

a"; r.,
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In addition ter need for studies and research
there exist certain areas where' specific and irn-
mediataaction can be taken to improve library ,and
information service. One of these is provision of
additional materials. in depth" collections need
tote built up 'in many locale. Greater information-
'al needs have been cleated -by constantly develop-
ng and expanding fields of knowledge.. The infor-

;., mation explosion in the late fifties and. early.
produced ,a'spiralling increase in .thcy publishing
field. Mitre recent-developments have created other
demands. Many new careers are available to young
people and are alsb open to 'adults,changIng their
vocations (sometiines more than twice,duting their
working years). .

Libralies not only need materials to answer a
treineridous variety of requests but must be staffed
with personnel tiained to meet these needs, i.e., I)
to be able to work in an understanding manner with
the public, td be 66nsultant to some degree; 2)
to be knowledgegTe in the use of the materials; and
3) to know when to act in a reeTal capacity by real-.,

izing that the patron needs assistance beyond the
limits of the library's resources and abilities.

"Serving the unserved" and "eqUal access for
" mandates that a service be provided. If there

is to be equal access- fOr all, the majority cannot' be
permitted to deprive the minority.

To date most library' networis have been intra-
state systems, quite probably because Of proprietary
interests or- possible proprietary conflicts. The
regional or sYstern concept should, however; be
interpreted as folloWing the most desirable political,
Social,' or economic bOundaries for a specific Sery
ice area = being interstate and multi-disciplinary
in approach. It is important for all Boards repre,
sented in such-a network to be involved imsharing
Costs: Appropriate financing for the Individual li-
brary's responsibility-must be studied.

To provide free access to alto organize a sys-

tem of networks so thateveryonels part of a system;
and to establish complete reciprocity orto issue
a "universal" library card are goals of every librar.
ian. If there is somer,semblance of equality among
individual libraries of a specific network or regional
system, the concept of reciprocal borrowin'g will be
more acceptable p Boards- of Trustees than where
,great inequities occur.

Aesthetics are a primary concern of librarians,
trustees, and architects in embarking on a library
building program and the -provision of art is one
aspect' of this which,is all too often neglected. Arr-
is an important factor ajong,With the architectural
de9ign for consideration in achieving the goal of on
aetth.etically pleasing building. The provision of
art, whether it be integrated art Specifically planned
to complement the architectural deeignRr whether it
be paintings, sculptures, and tapestries which could
be relocated within the, library buildfng, may very

411 be mandated by law. Art acqUired judiciously
will contribute greatlito,the development of aestnet-
ic values in general and Specifically tp the aesthetic
appreciation as well as to the use of the library.

For many years libraries have benefited from.
the standardization of . cataloging and classifying
library materials through catalog cards provided by
the. Library of Congress...The principle behind this
service, quality .cataloging available for a nominal
fee, might well be duplicated in other areas. This
comment is in nd, way intended to testrict creativity'
and,, ingenuity. e need imagination. Btlt in the
interests of lab r saving routines and repeated
duplication of eff rt, standardization should be rec-
ommkded. The ntire field of . automation is open
and application of its use in libraries.fieeds a great
deal more attention paid it. -

I am happy to submit the above comments, arid
hope that with the emphasis given library service'
through your Commission's efforts, a more enlight-
ened citizenry and enriched nation will be the result.
My best wishes to you.
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SARAH R. REED
Associate Deah

Iridian'a University
Graduate Library School

Bloomington, Indiana

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Conimission on Libraries and Information Science

1
Thank you fair your recent letter concerning ing in library schools, they w ould haye represented

testimony relative to the regional hearing of your.", apprOxim'ately 14% of the full-time library school
CoProission, and, in 'particular, for your interest facutty. A much smaller, numbers certainly fewer
in having a statement concerning the Status of than 50, isthe pool of distinguished professional
library edupation at the present time talIntjor which 57 ALA-accredited librdry schools

One of the. National Commission's objectives and an even larger, numbei of non. -AtA-accredited

is to "provide adequate trained pensannel for the library education 'prograins.are vying. .
varied' and chaitin6 dematids of 4ibrarianship." ' What do see as tho critical.needs of "graauate
The achievement of the Comthission's otherflire-old- library schools today?.
jective's will also ilepend upon, the availability Of 1) Securing distinguisbed faculty members.

competent personnel. In fact, fhe effectiveness of One doctoral studerit in library science recently
all library programming depends upon the calibre accepted an administrativ position at $24,000 a
of the staff involved. It would seenl desirable, there- year He would have .preferred teaching, but the
fore, for the Commission to 'consider adding a rec- highest salary offered for a library school teaching
ommendation which would indicate the importance position was $14,000. For a man with a family, par -
of building staffing and training components into tiC"ularly one who has just survived threeean years

A

all library development programs. The Commis- bf doctoral study, the difference o$10,000 a year°
sion might even consider the need to assist gradu- involved too great a financial sacrifice.
ate library school's in developing progrems respon- Without the HEA fellowship support for library' petent faculty members.
sive to current library needs and in securing com-* education, the situation will deteriorate stiii)rtber.

. Another serious problem facing today's ibrary
In March of tear Verner Clapp wrote me as school administrators is the immThent-Nretirement

follows: "The Title IIB fellowships seemed at last of many senior library school faculty members: In
0 to put,),Frary education on a footing with education each area of librarianship; there are only -a few

in other disciplines and to make possible a con -. library educators competent to direct doctoral re-
sistent and badly needed pattern of. acadeMic re- _ search, and many of these will have retired by
search in library problems. How soon that rainbow 1976;
faded!" Given a cadre of 'distinguished -library schobl

Prior to the establishment of the HEA TitleslIB faculty members including representetion from mi-
fellowships, the largest number of doctorates in nority gro*ups, quality programs' of °prbfessional
library science ever awarded in any one year was brary educatioli would almost certainly evolve.
19. In 1968-69, the third year that the HEA fellow- 2) Developinga valid, reliable library scliool.ad-

, Ships were available, 29 doctorates in library sci- missions test. Some years ago the ALA Library Ed-
ence were awarded; in 1969-70, 40; in 1970-71, 46. ucation Division approached the Educational Test-

,Aso e,summer of 1968, according to a-cen- ing Service concerning the development of an ad-
. sus made by Bay and Patricia Carpenter' ournal missions exanlination for librarianship comparable

of. Education for Librarianshipm XI, Summer, 1970, to that used successfully for many years%in a num-
p. 5), the total number of pdople with earned doc- ber of other professional fields. At that time it was
torates who were stjll active in librar'anship was felt that the undertaking was too costly. If people
191. Assuming that about half of thes were teach- are our most precious resource and if an admis-



siotts test can be devised which will result in a bet-
' ter "fix" on outstanding candidates, 'perhaps the li-

brary profession shoUld find the- money and obtain
this additional assistance for library school admie-

/sions committees'as soon as possible:

3) Securing funding for researchand develop-
ment. It is not unusual for senio library school
facul members to work on twenty t thirty ,doctoiel
dissertations in addition to teaching full time. This
kind of 'workload, not td mention Committeerespon

4 sibiiities, almost precluCies serious significant facul
ty research,

:;Most research and devekpment funding aver
able to library schools has been in the form
contract funds. To some extent, the latter tend
siphon -off talent without making possible the de-
velop7ment of a long-range research program as an
integral part of graduate library school teaching and
research programs..

4) Providing. effecitke programi of continuing
education,. Work with the disadvantaged, leader-
ship training, management training, 9Nlection build-
ing-, library automation,- apd systtems 'analysis are
only, a few of the areas in which there need to be
more {opportunities for quality continuing education
fortibrary personnel. Given limited resources and
the scope of the problem, one possible solution
wduld seem to be some form Of cooperative plan-
ning.. A series of pilot prograMs could make sig-
nificant contributions both in the designing of ef-

.

fective program formats and the develo ent of
successful teaching malerials. .It should be recog-
nized also that -not the least of those in need, of
,dynamic continuing education programs are the li-
brary educators.

The amazing fact is not that the graduath Ir-
brarSi schools are failing to meet the nation's needs
for educating competent library personnel, but that
overburdened, underpaid faculties have accomplish-
ed as much as they have. The gap. between the

:human and material resourcr essential for achiev-
ing outstanding library school programming and
thosenow available. is a very wide' one. The ques-
tion is Do library schools continue to "make do"

' with facultyVo "can't. cut it" in the profession,
with students ho'"walk in off the street,'Pand With-

° out ongoing research and idgielsoment funds, or -

do we try to secure the level of support that will,
enable graduate library schools to develpp distinf'
gUished faculties, to recruit° talented students, to
conduct viable research-end developMent programs,
and to Thount,sticcessful .programs including,,thoee

_for continuing education?
May I thank yciu. in advance _for _any attention

your Commission can 'give to the problems' facing'
library' educators today. Graduate library schools
alone cannot accomplish the needed changes. The
latter can only be accomplished if dynamio leader-
shi9 and cooperation are forthcoming froin both
library educators and librarians. The problem is
not local in scope; it is nationwide.

tl
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LUdILE R MER
Direct.°

Duluth Public Library
Duluth, Minnesota

4

STATEMEN
. 4

isiiy ,- . Prepared for he
N'atio.nartommission on Libraries a d. Infdrmation Sciiice #;,-,

Thank you for the opportunity to: express some
of the urgent concerns of librarians In medium-
sized libraries. Three concerns seem particularly
important to. me: financing, %public ielations and

,,

interlibrary cooperation. They are relatedarid, the
v' solution to these problems would, certainly help

e '' to solve some dthers.
Let me give you% briefly, the background .out

of which I write: Duluth Public Library serves not
only the call of Duluth, population 190,578, but
also, as a member bf the Arrowhead Library Sys-
tem, an additional area pdpulation of 250,000s The
Duluth Public Library i/.the major reference cen-
ter for.the Arrowhead Library System-Which covers
some 17,1)0 square miles'and six counties in the
riorthern part of Minnesota. Our library was built
in 1902 and has all the impoSing steps and pillars,
inefficient c)ritup rooms' and inadequate electriCal
systems that 1902 Carnegie architects could de=
rise. In this building we are with difficulty ,diving -
modern service, with teletype connections (part of

,, the Minnesota Minitex Project) and AV equipment.
I have been Director of this library far alrnost

ten years. Perhaps the only other fact releVant 4o
this discussion is that before coming back into
the library profession-ten years ago, I Was pn the
Duluth City Council for three years 1956-1959. This
experienCe, I believe, enables me to view the li-
brary's place in local government with somewhat
more objectivity-than many librarians.

My first concern is -financing. I believe there is
riled for- substantial federal, as welt as state and
local, support for public.libraries. Further, to be
really useful, it shO d be appropriated as well as
authorized for longe periods of time. We can do
little satisfactory planning and budgeting, on ."great
expectations" from fiscal year to fiscal year.

Locally also, our library has a crisis. al °St
every year at budget time As one of a numb r Of
city departments, the library department's req ests
are giyen a low .rioiity When funds are short and

O

"ha ware" departments* (like ficeand police) are
co eting for the same tax dollar. This is usually
trueeveir when there is goodwill and sympathy
on t e part ,M the city admirilstration,and the city
counil. I understand this hard fact; nevertheless,
there-must be adequate nancial support not only
for o going library progra s but also for expan-
sion of needed, newsprograms, if we% are to make
progress.*

This brings me to my second concern: .,public
relatiorys. I npt talking about "image-making",
which has the cdnnotation of convincing someone,
that you'aid something you are not I am talking
about tryinglo make all people aw4re of what' our

"resent and potential services can mead to each
one of them. This, it seemeto me, calls for a na-

-tional effort untika any that has been tried before.
The mddium-sized library as not enough money
in its budget to hire an excellent public relations
person. A less than excellent person is-4no good
at all. The staff and director "sell" the library's
services asomuch as we'have time- to. It is not
enough.

Interlibrary Cooperation, a third conserii, is so
sensible, so efficrent aconcept that it scarcely needs,
belaboring. Federal funds are needed on a large
scale. Pilot., projects are expensive; but those in
the area of cooperation, have already proyed their.
worth.

LSCA funds in the first years did exactly what
they.w&re intended `to do-they, helped bring better
library service to primarily rural areas previously
unserVeci. When these funds. were later expanded
to include larger libraries, LSCA funds (Title: 1
began to come to us in.,Duluth. From 1965 to dat ,
Duluth Riblic Library has received about $300,0 0
in LSCA grants. These grants have paid entirely

* Note that 20% of 1971 expenditures were from 001 r than
local sources. Since 75% of our budget is in salaries and;
wages, and since the city only takes care of annual salary in-
creases and some very slight increase in a book tqiidget, we
would standstill if it were,not for "other sources."'
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for -ta 'city bookmobile serviCe,..ffirns and records,
additional staff and books. These are not frills,
viously; our service has been improved to.a gr at
extent.

A word abo.4,1_ tle II funds. A ,prof
Slonel survey of Qt:tt ibrary in 1g\66 indiCated
"desperate need" for a new, library.l Twice the si
of this old one has been recommended. We ti
perately need funds fora new library, but the Ti
II funds are jutt a dribble. Lack of adequate phy
cal'facillties is hampering our servic
patrons from using us and causing g
cies in our operation. Many small
been built with LSCA funds availab
proportion; the medium-sized library
75,000 square feet will consider itself
if private or local public funds. can ,be.raiSed. Du-
luth has had its costly blueprints, p id for with
primate Rirlds, for several years now. We need
sever million dollars- and hope for fe eral funds.
Title II has ndt been funded a'dequately to do us any

s-
a
e

s-
le
i-

, keeping new
eat inefficie
ibraries haye
e in greater
hich requires---
ery fOrturtate

il

T,

O

ppreciable gOod; we need -a major new library
ullding in D4lyth for the northern half ot this state,
nd are in a financial quandry as to how to proceed:
ullding costs continue to rise.

The role of the medium-sized.,libraryvappears
ore and more to be that of a reference and-in-
rmation cente': Our reference work has quad-
pled in the pa ten years. We can and must do
re, but we need more staff (professional), more

be ok'S ad:other library .materials, and a functional
f ility -ta vsiork In. We need national and local
re ognition of theclibrary's usefulness for two rea-
so s: first, that mere people will use us who never
ha

re- second, that funds will not be si) hard to
ge

publreNibrary, is a con tractive force in its
co munitX. If the National CorrImission on Libraries
and Information Science can really be a practical
hel 'and soon, 'people will know us and use us as
we ere -meanto be usedby nearly everyone,
for t e common good.
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, ...

One of the pillars of democracy is thp preserve-
tion and -extension of knowledge. .The dissamina
tion pof knowledge to support this democratic prin-
ciple is primarily invested in schools and. libraries.
Cassroom instruction, coupled with libraries, form
the total educational, environment. Both, print and
non-print rylibra materials are eisential to teaching

A
and learning Within pael1, formal educatidnal en-
vironment. However, an.;informal educational proc--
ess continues -after school' graduation, which fulfils

... an updating of vocational needs as well as avoca-
tignal.darep. , In this role, adult education and

1 libraries' tiedOme a useful tool. Historically, the.
41r public Hirer), has been an integral part of Michi-

gab's system of +public education. Each of bur
state consitutions has recognized this importance
anti has provides not only for the establishment of
schools, colleges and universities, but also for
public libraries. In an effort to resportd,to today'S
needs; the State .Board of Education has already

. rnade a, commitment` to 'Change." Approximately a :.
. year agO, the Department 'of Education, at the re-

quest of the State .Board of Education, introduced
a library package,to realign library services in Mi,qhi-
gan. The essential items for-new library services
throughout the state hinge on:

. ,

E'l) flegiohaiisen, which Wpuld .:encourage : re-
/ spqnsibli organization and development of

'7µ librpri4s TntO reglo al units and encourage
the development of dequate standards for
persohnel, bobk sel ban and other ess ri-:
lial services from th e libraries.
School district libraries will likely find them-
selves Without firs Support because. Of
the most recent Kalamazoo*'decision in
Which a judge rules that the education unit
could deprive the echpol 'distriCt librartf
it funds if,-,it were 410cessary -to do so in
order to maintai0 the required educational

. level in the local distritt4;and because of
* the suit filed.hy the.GoVernor and the Attor-

ney General which'indicates`the possibility
1,..,t,

(2)

' .

(3)

that local funding is an equitable method
of support for schools and thtis school dis-
trict libraries;
A research network which would link the
major research collettions of the state and
allow for easy access and exchange ,of in-
formation between kid from these collec-
tions.

(4) The role of State Library Services will have
to change and berresponsive as variousout-
state cohditions change. The State Library,
under the Michigan Department of Education
will have to devise new plans to coordinate
and lead library programs and services and
to develop meaningful patterns of operation
throughout Michigan. A new emphatis. will
have to be placed on'a stronger, more corn-

`e prrehensive research collection to make the
State Library;th 4f9AINpoint and dast-cop
resource among, sTate research. librarieg.
The fbcal point s tewide library pro-
grams must remain vested in the

,..if
State Li-

brary Services. asexecutes the following
functions:(
(a) Provide. all library services to state go\e-

ernment which are 'So integrated as to
function with economy 'and 'efficiency in
service to all departments, :agencies,
branches, commissions and officers of
government.

.

.(b) Provide services to schools, public- li-
braries, community colleges; college and
university, libraries. which 'are not avail-
able elrwheie, orcan Only be provided
more economically at the state level. .

(c) Promote development of all libraries in
*the state.

,

(d) Improve library standaids for personnel,
- space, selection an5/tervices. K-

(e) Secure Legislation to provide total library
%

:service throughout the state.
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1. Regionalism,
Library regions shall be established by'the State

Board of Education and shall recognize the geo,
socio-economic conditions of the area and con-
sider regions established for educational purposesr
throughout the state! Any plan for educational .re7
form in Michigan must provide a working relation-
ship between regional library headquarters and in-.
krnediate school districts, community colleges, vo-
cational learning centers, media centers and voca-
tional rehabilitation services. These regional head-
quarters libraries must L? e transfOrmedinto dynamic
multi-media learning centers; ra her than dusty -and,,
often lonely--repositories for nread callectionsof
books. Sich centers must o fer seminars of local
interest, tutorin services displays, as well
as collections of informatio iii all media. The 'con-,
cept of the "open univers'ty" presents a new and
vital challenge that publ c libraries will have to
meet. If public libraries re to reach all segments
of our, populationespe ially those who have been
deprived of cultural a ducational obportunities
and others whehave no yet been introduced to -the
valuesoof personal en ichnientnewly -conceived,
imaginative and innoy tive libraii programs must
be Provided. Only by providin,g a, much broader
baselor these expensive sarvices and programs in-
volving books as well *ab the 'nedest media

) films, filinstrips, recordings, tapeS, 'Cassettes and
electronic video recordings, can libraries expect
to survive economically..

2. School District Public Librari s'
, . The plight of these school district op t dp b
lic libraries, particularly in the large metropolitan
area3; has' beCome more and more apparent with
the defeat of many school village votes during the
past few1 years. Public libraries are operated 'by

3

ported by both state'aricl .local funds based on re-
gional, conceptd of service may possibly be the
solution. In the light of recent events in Kalama-
zoo were the public library'service is bang Con-
sidered\ an extra; curricular activity, every effort
must be' made by the- Department of Education to
provide for such service in line with its proposed
goals an its state agency responsibilities. School
district p blic .li'b'raries should not be the. escrow
account w ereby the 'school district short of funds
can use lib ary support money to bait out the dis-
trict:

3. Reseaich Network
,,LegislatiO was introduced at the request of the

State Board o Education, to give the major research
libraries a legal basis for interaction and coopera-
tion. There w re no financial implications to the
bill. The legis -tion sees to complete the final
links of a FOsea ch triangle that will' bring together
the five major re earch libraries of the state. These
include:

,
University o Michigan Ann Arbor
Wayne State University Detroit .
Detroit Public Library Detroit
Michigan Stat University East Lansing
State Library canaing'

The establishmen of -'the AcceS% Offip.at the
University' of Michig n General Library. was ,the,
first major step oftyin Michigan's stbrigest scholar-
ly resource library with the 'State Li try and other
four-year colleges and ur4versities of higher educe
tion ill the state: This was th first formal attempt
at greater, utilization of the ric resources of a re-,

\search, library!' Libraries shoul not be expected to
duplicate expensive research items when they al-
ready existwipin, the state.:

4. State Library Services
school districts in: The role of the State Library agency must change

Kalamazoo as the demands change. The more- effective re-
gional libraries become ik.general library services,
the more specialized and sophisticate\d'the Slate

'Library agency must be. The State Library Services
must respond to the varying demands of patrons or
iaaries requesting service. ,

One of the demands is. to service state govern-
ment. The most effective State Library is one which
encompasses all library services of state govern-
ment, so integrated as to function with economy and
efficiency. .

o

In order to fulfil its functions, the State Library
mustheve strong collections of all forms of educe-

.

linr
L -Sing
Saginaw

as well asin many. smaller cities and, towns all over
Michigan.

Any plan to realign school, district 'boundaries
- and to finance education totally at the state level
mast either make provision for the continued up-
keepand support of school district operated pub-
lic libraries, or must completeljerdivorce the op-
.eration of the public libra4tAom the local school
district. A regional public library authority sup-.
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tional and informational materials. covering the vari-
ous fields o knowledge, an efficient system of mak-
ing materals available, and a sufficient number pf
competet professional and clerical persotinel to
provide ,adequate service. Definite policies for de-
Veloang the State Library's collections are forma-,
lated in cooperation with other libraries in the state
or region after- careful corisideration of all the re-
sources and needs.

The recognized components of the State Library
service include:

1. general Library Services
2, Regional' Library Development\
3. Govern ent P4blications
4. Legal R ferencie and Research Materials
5 Legisla rive Referenfe
6. State and Local Aibtory
7. *Spetial Library .gervices

a. Service 'to' the Blind and Physially
Handicapped

b. Service to Institutions
With far greater stress on general library serv-

ice at .the local and .regional Theadquarte?s level,
the Stiate Library will _have the opportunity to con-
centrate on its try role as a. research and media
center for state Overnment agencies. To meet
the growing needs of state departments, special
collections planned, established, financed,and
erated by the State .Library cart fulfill the need in
the areas: of:

Publ,ic Health
Natural Resources
Mental Health
civil Rights
State -Highway
Social Services
Historical Commission

Conclusion
The importance of the work carried on in our

public lib.rarieslOday throughout the nation cannot
and must not be minimized. Every book, repord;
and film borrowed,. every reference question an-
swered, every prograrri sponsoredevery neWs re-
lease written, and 'every personal contact by a
brarian, hasthe potential of changing the lives-of

, every man, woman; and child who have the good
fortune to have library service at their disposal and
make use pLit..

Unless the Public Library can increase its in-
fluence dpon the soda', economic anszkeducational
behavior of its users by becoming a major force
in shaping the liveg ofpeople and, at the same time,
can reach a much larger segpient of tht. popula-

- tionSdfah. its 'present -20%, and unless ways. Can
be fo6nd to properly finance public libraries through
the combined efforts-of local, state and,federal gov-
ernments, the public library in America, as we have
known it 'for more than a century, will go; the way
''of the passenger Vain and the passenger pigeon.

This cannot and Must not happen.
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The sweeping changes and widespread new de-
velopments which have come,tO the world of school
libraries in the United`States and in Europe in the
decade of the 1960's have not come to the majority
of school liVraries in the United Stateg: Probably
the vast Maj rity of them have not been transfornied
in any mean ngf-UI sway from ,kainly print materials
collections nd ,..services to. multimedia service
agencies°. N r has it been pnesible Without addi-
tional staff to expand greatly the-teaching and ad-
visory role o the. librarian and :media specialist.
A great, many schools still lack bright, well-lighted
libraries and edia centers which invite students
wkthin their d ors. .

In! the larg cities, and in many smaller-. corn-
munities, for a number of reasons, there' has been

over the .heads of the administration, directly to
members of the Board, of Education, and .the board
sustained their, appeal. In Chicago a move last
spring by vote Of the Board of Education would
have cut off 250 professional positions and all clerks
in the high school libraries. This move Was de-
feated through the efforts of the Chicago-Teachers
UniOn, w'hich came to the aid of the librarians for
the second time. Miami considerable cuts Were
fir'rally averted.

It seems 'very. obvious that school library:and
media services in these very large cities are 4.on
the defensive, and that the line can not be heiit
much longet. And/should all these positions be lost
the.-librtary aohools would loae a very substantial
market for their-product, alre'ady a glut orkihe maitet

only a Very':limited progress' possible" in this decade' apparently,..not because We do nbt need these gradti-
in most school . In gen'eral, budgets, for materials ates but because there-tis no. money td: pay for the
are-fairly adeq te, but money;f6r4naterials Without positions so urgently needed, for school libraries

441 the staff to sele t, prOcess and service the materialsoo properly staffed have much to offer in the educatiOn-
and without a pl ce to put them or utilize then'ha3 al proCess.,

" ' presented a situation like -6 three-legged stool with Our pbsitidn is direct and cle,ar that we mosttwo legs missin . . k urgently need,-above all, Federal Aid on:a matching
Inilthe las eral years 'I have served as a mem-* funds basis, along with some minimum standards

ber of th arg Urban School Libraries.Cokrnit- specified in Federal Law as a condition for grants.
. . tee.' In -alt this ti , except for ohe.other member We need grants not only for materials as we have

Ofi the committee I found that the other members it now in Title II but alsofor renoyation of school
only wanted to t lk or do' research, despite the library FACILITIES as was provided in the National
'fact that the crisi of school libraries in the largest Defense Education Act for science laboratories. We
cities was' becomi g More acute each year Though also most urgently need a change in Title I as
the. Commission embers may not realize it, the provides money for personnel st that it Will include
crisis ho now reached the point where school li- ALL school children's nclt just the so-called

's largest - cities' are fighting for' "disadvantaged," but only-to provide additional
. .personnel aboye what is already available. "Dis-

year there have been-cuts in advantaged" has become a disrePutable word

braries in the natio
their very lives

Within the past
staff and school library services in cities like New to many school adMinistrators and to teachers
York and Detroit, for example. An effort to abolish and -librarians, because any honest look at library

:school libraries in Lds Angeles was folAght off with facilities and staff situations in large city ,schOOls
the greatest of difficulty' by the unusual, desperate discloses that the Aeally disadvantaged schools are
effort of the librarians themselx)es, who appealed those which are, hot eligible for Federal' Aid.

I
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It seems appalling that librarians should. ever .
go along with legislation which draws' any line of
discrimination against any children, This is a false
line in praCtice. The Federal ,Government has long
provided money to pay .part, of the salaries of Ex-
tension Service staffs in the state universities ,and

- for the of staff in vocational edutation prO-
gfilams, for example, and there are probably hun-
dreds Qf other similar situations, and perhaps thiS
typepf arrangement should be the pattern for school
librdry and media center staff assistance. -

We should like to see the Commission look into
the published standardsof the Arnerican`Associa-,
tion of School..Librailaus.ats to staff, Materials, and
facilities. While'these standards are "too high for
odr purposig," we should like to have the Commis--
sion consider recommending. that the Office, of Ed-

, ucatipn be*given authordy to set soine'rninirnum
'standards as a conditibn for federal money grant's.-
While such minimum,standardS might also tend for
a time to be the maximum, most stilool systems
seem to Nye such poor standakds as to staffing
that things could only be better, not worse. And

once established such standarclt coul-ct later be
improved.

'No one doubts perhaps_ that a country. which
can 'provide twenty billion dollars for the Defense
Research budget; three billion a year forfive years
for investment tax relief for businegs, and $250;r "
000;000 forea single aircraft company should be
rich enough to provide substantial aid:for all types
of librariei. To sell S:pch a program to the Con-,

requi;e: of `course a sUbortlination of
legislative 'rivalries within the library woper and a
country -Wide united legislative effortat local levels Tr
by all libraries and librarians of a \kinflwe kave
never before attempted.

Revenue 'sharing is not prcfmising lore school
braries bedause the money. given to states in most
cases will mto the pressUre groups with the .most
clout. While pubric libraries may get Something,
school libraries cro not seem likely to.

i ibraries, pdrtibularli school libeatie4 have been
stepchildren..too long, and 'what 6rarieS are ask-
ing seems like peanuts of a bag of shells.
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for testimony wad received as an time amputating them) Mr. erbert White, at the
pcirtuhity to voice'sorrie ol the prob- 7 *1972 SLA meeting in oston, delivered a very in-lems which I feel are eroding. the-services of SpCial

libraries specifically, and all libraries , in general.
As a' special librarian-' of 'about' twenty yearS of

on-the-line experience, as a teacher of special li-
brarians in a library school for about five years, and
as an ebserver of special libraEies on three. con-
tinents, only my "gut reactions" are revealed Con-"
cerning tfreee problems, though I feel that the pro-
ftilbsio I library literature, and interviews with
forme special librarians .would probably Confrirn:
my views. Without attempting, to ,becorno scholarly
in describing the prOblems, I should like to merely
present my .own observations..

My Presentatibn will be Categorized under the
following 'headings:

Budget
Reduction,. by eniployer
Effect of prices .

Employment
Effeci0 wave of unemployment
Effect of employment philosophy of em-

.ployer
Effect of paraprofessionaravailability

Cooperation .

Need for holdings informatibn of other
libraries

Need for. networks
Effect 0 "parasites" oft-larger libraries

Copyright
Effect of Williams & Wilkins case

Training
Present courses
Data processing possibilities
In-service training

BUDGET; 'REDUCTION BrEMPLOYER

During times of 'business crisis, organizations of
all-types findTthemselves retrenching, and cutting all

non-profitinaking activities to the bone (and some-
3
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formative talk entitle "Orgarfzatignar placement
of the Special library nd its rely for ship to success
and- survival." Mr. hite's 'as ociation with' the
U.S.Atomic Energy omnSission, BM, and Institute
for Scientific Intorm Van activitie _linked with his
service to the*SLA, lnakei him a worthy spokekman
and observer. Witplin an: the library,
as an ,activity, rarely has the "clou " wielded by
other member of Thelorganization wh n competing-

4or the budget dollar. s a matter, of fac the library
'appears to be 'a user o profit rather than a \producer

f, it in the eyes f most administrators. The
brary is a service to of er groups within the Organi-

z lion, we librariaris in ist.. When budgets are cut,
se , ices are scrutinized. One typical reaction is,:to
consider the special lib ary as a luxury service;

e it or eliminate. it, nd rely on the public li
whick) the taxes of he. organization already

". -

red uii
.brary,

Some difficulties assoc ated with this rather,/
shortsighted Point-of-vieW a :

1: The elimination or re ction, of he special
library service within t e parent org4niza-
tioh decreases the efficipncy, ot information
storage, retrieval and use Within the organize...,
tion. More .time is required to ferret out ob-
scure 'statistics, methods; 'identities of peo-,
ple.and corPoratione, etc. \When afiempted
by people untrained. in the, art of literature..
handling valuable time' is lost. The Aock-in-
trade of the librarian is the.uie of the litera-
ture in solying -problems for his parent or-
ganization. ,

TV eliminating or reducing special library ,
service, the retrionsibility IS transferred to

. other, usually larger, public libraries. These
libraries, having to serve the :gritire commun-
ity, cannot devote as much efgort to an organ-
izations' problem as could the' organization's'
librarian. Neither could the high degree of
expertise available in the special library of

0 v



the organization be marshalled by most p ub-
lic libraries. ('A few large public libraries are
staffed with speciali'sts who have this ,exper-
tise, -but generally a library which Aries to be
all things to all people cannot be expetted
to have collections and/or. staff comparable.

. to those of the gpecialized organization)
3. 'Sometimes the reduction of-elimination of

special library service-within the parent or-
. ganization is meant to be only temporary --

just until the emergency is over.. Then, it is.
assamed, -the _library will regain its former
stature and, meaning in the Organization.
But in most cases the breaking of the con-,
tinuity of service is also accompanied by a
breakdown of staff morale through esense
of lack of security,' and through, a sense of
lowerech.cdatus and value in'the-organization.
The, collections, especially the-\periodical
holdings, co' tain gapS 'Which are ifffficult to
fill;

4. When the b dget shrinks, the parent organi-
iation she Id be researching poSsibilities
for production of new goods and services,
Research requires rapid, precise access to
the existing literature, which rrreans that an
excellent-library service should be 'maintained
or expanded. Thps, the cutback in library
services is the opposite of the reaction which
shetild logically take place under duress.

charging all that the lt will bear.
part of the price.riae- iseC-1 by some publishers .

, .

A library hayl60 ;-if iftXed acquisitions budget,
subscribing to serial I 'tea each year, and simultan-
eouSly trying to 'ac Uire rheceesary monographic
,,items for its coffeclo 4 ', Ands that its serials price
rncreases;can be.P d for.only. by money taken from
the moncigraphs;' pbao iptions to serials require
continuity to avgidilfitereatidn of gaps yvhicti are
very costly ani4.10004*..to fill at a later date, and"?
thereforp:thp 7tibrtiririlries to avoid stepping subL
scriptions by gOttin:O.r,rioneY elseWhere. The "else-
where'rmust be th&'610neli whith'wduld Otherwise
be spent for"MOtiiigraphic items. Thus, price in-
creases forCeilf0 400 It decision to

1,.. redUcerthOtitak of serials in order to obfain,,
needed :MIO;rioor, phs, or ...

2.. burch,l(Nrial at incleesing,pri es to pre-
' Vent gaps'.;'# ij, serial collett' 1, but at the

expehSa.' he ni&rograph cOlfectiom or,
3, redOgejthejt l take of both serials and rriOno-

gra13044,*; practice -Which YVeakeie both
15arte, 0tollection. . -\.,,._

Figures* be cited for rates st increase of
periodical -costs-, this' discUseion'All stop here

/With thp foq itation:
"Price indexes or 1972: 'U.S. PeniOdiaals and

'-Seriaie.:, ,,er:vic'es.
.,

PerioslicAserviees, 1972, by Norman B., , ...,
P:T.,01,' ----, :

SerialiSe Ices, 1972, by Norman B. Brown;
Oa ,I1. Huff. . j,t

Librawi, ti ti t b7:No. 13:2355-2357 (July 1972)"
: '.<.--g.' .,-,

EMPLPAY91 `;'EFFECT OF WAVE OF
UN EM134.0f-". E

By,dget:,010
cutbac4.1 ii

have einPfb
cumber ;:..,602._

presseg
btarY14:

wgritandtittl:
unrelatedAi:Weir professional training. Librarians,
withy'eaiko ;':ixperience encounter severe difficul-
ties :riti'ff employment after being discharged
as a retilli ,Oledection of budget. Many librarians
beyond ',--5$ encounter discrtmination becauSe of
age in i, g library employment' At age. 60 or
higher;'t racrimination is practically insurmount-
able lzr use of,,-'4xisting employment rules per-
taining7.- Vrement.

BUDGET: EFFECT OF PRICES
.

° Most libraries are face with a maximourn, allot-
ment beyond which budget increase for acquibitions
is extremely difficult: All acquisitionS, other than ,

gifts and exchanges, must come out of this allot-
ment. Furthermore, this maximum may, increase

. from year to year, but eventually the maximum
reaches;a breaking point at which the library is told
,that it cannot obtain furthei funds for'acqursitictr
expenditures. In some libraries this limit is reached
early in their development; in others it comes later,
but ultimately the purse, strings are puled .tautly
closed. When that limit is reached the library must
purchase monographic items (e.g., books, parn--
phlets, technical reports; patents, maps, songs, etc.)
and serials (items published.in runs, not necessarily
periodically) Within that budget,. '-

The, price monographs and serials isJising
rapidly. Part of the price rise is caused by
tionaryYpressures passed on to the consume (the
library) by the,preducer (the,publieher). But araher

s hap resulted in special library
Out the country. SLA Chapters

clhairmen, but applicants lar out-
, and the chairmen are shard-
librarians. In some cases the li-

d to maintain all of its services
[iced staff. Some nevelibrary school

Aorced-to find employment, in fields
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EMPLOYMENT: EFFECT OF EMPLOYMENT' paraprofessionals are derided into believing.
PHILOSOPHY OF EMPLOYER

A surprising phenomenon occurs in many or-
ganizations; when setting up a special library,. or

, arrangingfor its continuing operation. In lavPfirms,
`banks, insurance companies, industries, chiirches
and many other types of, organizations desiring H.:
brary servites, the/phlosophy seems to be that
anyone with common sense, can operate a library
well.. A lawyer Who will spend large sums td get
'expert witnesses, and who wouldn't dream of hiring

6, a nop-laivyer to do the work 'of a lawyer, will hire
a clerk-typist to operate his library. The usual
results of such decisions are: -

1. The organization receives minimal librery
sere because of. the lack of training of the
library staff

2. If the service rendered is exceptionally poor;
the organization may decide to abandon the sive 'collection, even in rather narrow fields, is al

'idea of developing a library altogether a most unattainable.. Thus,'every library is, to a great-
decision which might have been reversed er or lesSer extent, dependent on other libraries,
had an alert graduate librarian been em- using interlibrary loans or photocopying services to
played to organize apd operate` the library. fill the needs of itsVients. `

,.3. If the service is poor but the organizatiou To efficiently use 4either interlibTary loan' or
deCides to ;continue, the library; the person- phOtocopying services-or to Send a . olieht to the
nel of the organization are really being short- library holding the desired lip, it would be ideal
changed, and may be coddled into believing. Jar libraries to know what e eat other 'held: Many
that this is really all the service, a library union lists of senalt and union' catalogs have been
should be -expected to \furnish. initiated to compile this' information, but efforts at

. 4. If dissatisfaction develops, and the organiza- best have been mostly local and ratter sporadic agcl
tion decides to continue the library, a gradu- uncoordinated. Many ol" these necessary
ate librarian brought in 'at a later date will graphic tools are' produced.by volunteer help or, by
have to Start the organisation of the library sinadequ6Lely funded groups. Changes in personnel,
and its services from screqh. Usually this interest and budget can quiqkly stifle 'these efforts.
entails more work than starting the project Without access..tO well-cisisigned, accurate aqd

'that the"appliOantNare fully-qualified Jibrari-
14' ens, usually willing to work for redueed re- _

niuneration: If hired, they'often jind them-
.,selVes in dill, eulty in technical situations- ..

when ,decisions .must be made, pecause of
lack of 'background and training.

2. Unemployed, qualified librarians applying for
posifions are faced with competition from

'paraprofessionals to a certain extent. The' .

hiring brg'anizatiOn, in older to save, its funds, ,.
will at least' consider, if nqt- hire, parapro-
fesSidnals this° commtition..

, .

COOPERATION: NEED FOR" HM:DINGS'
INFORMATION OMTHER.LIBRARIES

A library on'a budget musts aarefuliit choose'
.items to be acquired for its collection. An all-inclu-

at the beginning because mubh old' work
must be obliterated to produce a uniform
working''system. Much time and.funds will
have been wasted,.and the organization will

,;'-1/pave suffered loss 'because of. inadequate.
-Service.

EMPLOYMENT,: EFFECT OF
PARAPROFEBSIONAL AVAILABILITY

4
Some-people are being trained to work in librar-

ies as paraprofessionals, relieving the professional
librarians of many of the routine, clerical, nonpro-

. fessional tasks. -this'.use of the paraprofessional
is certainly commendable, especially when; gradu-
ate librarians are in ahort supply. However,, two
results are frequently apparent:

,1. Organizations .receiving applications from
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constantly updated union listS and :Union catalogs,
a library is unaware of which library can be Called
on to lend or photdcopy the desired item. The .

borrowing library uses, the :laws of probability by
Calling the.large libraries for service, assuming' that
they would be mostlikely to have the item. Ironic-

- ally it is quite Possible that a library"' requests and
gets service, frorn a large library far away, when 4
library a few blocks away has..the item and would
have given the requested service. Two rather un-
tenable situations result:

1. The larger libraries are overused, and -may
ultimately Send 'to restrict: their services be-
cause of sheer lack of manpower needed to
handle the requests.

2. If the large library does not have the item.in
its collection, 'the requesting library is faced

"
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with a potentially large number of phone re-
quests before e library is located,which has
the ,item. This hit-or rniss' method is very
time- consuming and inefficient,

)-

COOPERATION: NEED FOR NETWORKS

The need for interlibrary cooperation on a
large scale .has been discussed widely and 14
largely recognized as a coming necessity' for serv-
ice to schools, industries, governments, and other
inforMation-hungry.groups. Collections of data in
centers of all kinds exist; the technology (systems
analysis, computer hardware and software, display
systems, tommtihic ystems; etc.)' exists; and
librarians, cornpu er centers, administrators have
the interest and know-now, to make networks' 'of
libraries and information centers work. But formida-
ble obstacles stand in the way of integrating exist,-
ing facilitiei:

11 Political and intergroups rivalry. City vs:
county. Suburb vs.'tore areas. Private vs.
public facilities. Large vs. small 'libraries.

'2. Funding. :Convincing these factions that they
should cOntribute a it onsiderable amount of
their support budget to the development of

, a nebul us entity Which has not existed in'
their p esence befOre, and which guaran-
tees li tle return on their investment for, per
haps, eVeral years thit indeed requires
diplomacy as well as' technical know-hbw of
the highest order.

3. Attitude toward networ4,0The pre6eht facili-
ties are "working" adequatel why should
we take from our tax 'or profit dollar anything
to sponsor and develop something with
which we have no .experience and for which
we have little assurance of success? How.

do we know that this network project isn't
just a political boondoggle, lining the pockets
of computer corporations and an oligarchy
of "experts" who themselves haven't had
much experience? Let's stick with the status
quo until these new-fangled gadgets become.
infallible (and cheap):

COOPERATION: EFFECT OF "PARASITES" ON.
LARGER LIBRARIES

The cutting back of, special libraries in parent
organizations having financial difficulties,- and the
dependence instead on the collections, stafk and
services of other libraries, brings the horfroWihg

.1

organizatlohs practically into the condition of ,being
parasites, 'dependent on the well-being and benevo-
lence of the larger libraries. Many of the larger
libraries are tax-supported, and fronvone point-of-
view the borrowers have a right to request sell/ices
because of being taxpayers. ,However, the budgets
of the larger libraries are also being cut back by
inflation and actual budget reduction. Personnel
leaving their staffs often are not replaced.' Pur-
chbses of expensive items are cancelled or post-,
poned, in the hope that money will come from
iomew.here. put it ,is a rare library which refuses
to give maximum service to other libraries. In

spite of heavier loads, lower budgeta,_,dedreaseCi
staff, overcrowded physical plants, the libraries must
serve!

COPYRIGHT: EFFECT OF THE WILLIAMS &
WILKINS CASE'

The' firm of Williams and. Wilkins. hag-brought
suit against the United States foE copyright infringe-
ment through the unauthorized -photocopying of
journal articles by the National Libraiy.of Medicine
and by the Natonal tnstitules, of Health Library.
On 16 February 1972 Coinrnissioner James F. Davis
of the U.S. Coat of Claims filed his' report to the
Court In , effect the Coinmissioner recommended
to the Court that the plaintiff (William's and Wilkins)
is entitled to "recover reasonable and entire corn
riensaticin ter infringement of copyright: Us hoped
ti-rat 'the National Commission on 'Libraries and
Information Science, and indeed all bodies whose
word bears weignt in legal circles, Ilfing maximum
resources to bear on the satisfactory .soluilon to
the copyright problem. Because libraries of all
kinds deperithso heavily on photocopying- in lieu of
lending, it is 'recommended that the solution be
aimed strongly at continuing to permit free photo-
copying access to the copyrighted literature. A
confirmation of" Commissioner Davis', findings in
higher courts will certainly work -extreme hardshi
on libraries in g6neral, and on special libraries id
particular. -

TRAINING: PRESENT COURSES

Special librarians who developed' into profes-
sionals by learning what they know on the job,
usually find themselves in' difficulty when they try,
to change from one parentorganization to another.
T lack of formal training in librar,y science is a
detriment.

S*.
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Many definitions have been given for the term
"special library," and rather than recite any of
them here, it would suffice to list the characteristics
they should exhibit. A special library should have
either or both of these:

Serve a parent organization or clientele
Oich-is specialized in a certain subject field
(e.g.--finande, insurance, pharmaceuticals,
geology, foodA etc.)

2. Have a collection specialized in
subject field.

We' usually think of a 'special librarian as one
who (preferably) has a good subject 'background
in the subject field in which the library specializes.
HoweVer, a large public library or a large university
library is really made up of .several special libraries.
even if their total collection has bread coverage.
The patrons they serve work in, or are interested in,
many diverse subject areas, and, demand depth in
the subjects of the colleCtion. Thus, although im-
portant, the type of client served and 'the. breadth
of the subjects covered by the collection are not
the sole criteria for differentiating spedial librarie7,
from-others.. In fact, tl a most important criterion
is that of exceptiOnal service to. Clients... The
librarian in a generally-accepted nor- special library.
is a passive servant of his clients: He' Vaite'for them
to bring their problems to the library, *d then he
takes action many times by simply pointi g them in
the general directien of books which mi ht solve
the problems. The special. librailan takes' tie time
to become acquainted with the patron'and h s prob-
lems, and _becomes an active member of th
lem-solving team by enlisting all possible res
in the solution of the problems. He looks a
raison d'etre of the library -as Aing a tool fo
solution of problems, and every activity behind
scenes (acquiring, markings arranging, housing,
hibiting, distributing) is aimed at maximizint
problem-solving attitude and concept.. A boot(
not purchased if it doei not contribute to this ai
in his organization. A library staff tmber is no
tolerated if he has any idea of giving sseritrvice.
Thus, in my estimation most libraries could be
special libraries if their corteept of service Chang&I.

Now let us' consider how a library? scho'ol would
set up a curriculum which would best train special
librarians. When a student is in school he rarely
.knows in which type of special library he Will be u
employed after graduation. With tasses or 15 to sin
30 students, the course content (subject -wise) of
would have to be general. require;a11 students ni

1.

a certain

to take. a course in, say, reference sources in The
natural sciences would be to waste th time of -
those who will not be working in a library which
stresses these sources. Even if the student
such 'a course, the rate of "change of the
sources and the wide variety of sources enc
in an active science, library would indicate t
ing of the teChniques used by a librarian to
quickly acquainted with the potential uses
a new reference book could be put in hi

studied
ference
untered,
eteach-
become
o which

library
under what circumstances would such a book

be brought to the attentioh of the client f What
types of questions or problems'will it solv It is
the technique, rather than the of the
internal structure of hundreds of which should
be mastered in the library school., The ultimate
knowledge of each individual -title Will have to ,occur
on-the-rob Where the books actually exist, rather
than in an artificiallycclevised situation in the plass- .

room.

What can we teach, then, irithe library schools?.
The techniques of budget preparation, book selec-
tion, cataloging, classification, weeding of collec
tions, building layout, personnel management, cir-
culation techniques, selection of eqUipinent, publiC
relations, literature searching, should be mastered
by all librarianS, incjuding special librarians. The .
latter should be expOseci to those library qualities
whiCh non-special libraries lack, namely, tech-
niques of-hanaling Rroblem-solving situations,gen-
erated by the clients. Visits to many types of
special libraries, interview's with speeial librarians,

prob- ' case 'studies of typical 'problems, study', of tech-
rc6'.5.iniques Used by special librarians to fulfill ,their
the mission (e.g., buildiiig Of special-purpose files for

e recurring problems (peek-a-boo, Uniterm, or .com-
the puterized); selectiVe dissemination of Informition

(SDI) techniques; selection of special equipment to
is allow more efficient access to information; studying
5 of techniques used by clients in problem-solvirig),
- a thorough grounding in research techniques use-

ful iri library operations, on-the-job training in exist-
ing special libraries these are some of the things
the student should work on to prepare himself for
sPeciallibory work, beyond the normal course-work

f the school. Most of VI, the special library student
Mould ,be saturated With the concept of going to
tremes to .give the service his client heeds. The
e of teletype,'telephone, personal acquaintances,
erlibrary cooperation, photheopying, translation
foreign languages, abstracting and. indexing tech-
ues, to solve problems should be stressed.

o
. 0
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'TRAINING: DATA ,PROCESSING POSSIBILITIES

The computer, with all that the wori implies, is
hereto stay. Most librarians have steered them-
selves around the study of data processing, believ-
ing that their lack of a mathematical background
makes the.understanding of the subject impossible:
This 'is like saying th.lt the lack of knowledge of the
chemistry of combustion of gasoline-air mixtures' in'.
a cylinder would make it impossible to drive a car
effectioijirEvery month-the literati:ft on library and
informatir scibnce contains accounts of new situ-,
ations. jn'which data processing has been applied
to library problems. It. is important that future'

^ librariao,s, notably special librarians many of whom
will have access to data processing facilities, learn
what,these fealties can do for them, and what is
needed and expected of the libra0an in applying
the data processing. techniques. Unless the student
wishes to specialize in these applications, however,
it is doubtful that he need go beyttnd a couple of
introductory, courses in library applicatrons of data
processing.

.1
TRAINING: IN-SERVICE TRAINING.

a;

Most special libearieS have few staff members,.

6

1

many being one-man libraries. A library scliool
student wtio has never worked in a library as a
staff rnember,ls unskilled (even with'a degree) and
has much honesT-etikiety about 'being, thrust into
a positton in which he must administer and make
operational deCisiOns for a library immediately after
graduation. One of the ways to overcome this feel-
ing of anxiety is to provide a program ofin-service
training while in library school. During this period
'the student would work on the staff of a library,
obseive how decisions are made: how problems
are solved, how people are handled, hoW collections
are selectgd and organized., In short, he would
get his feet wet in librarianship under the watchful
eyes of a "good librarian, and could compare his
ideas apd what he is learning in school to what is
actually taking place in working libraries. The stu-
denfwbuld bring much to'his course which now are
quite theoretical and sometimes 'riebulous. The

'school would Bain by its Contacts With the cooper.-
afing libraries and librarians, and would have to.
constantly update its courses to reflect new con-
cepts'and techniques. Indirectly it is quite Certain
that some placement success Will be attained by
bringing students and libraries, together.
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'FRED SCHWENGEL

-United States Repretentat)ve
loWa°

- .STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on 1,Ihraries and

It is a privilege for me to present in this state-
ment both only own personal, deeply-fell -concern
and the continuing concern of the Coongresa for the
programs of the Natipnal Commission on Libraries
and Information Scienceo.`' Living; as ;we do,, in the
midst of ar unprecedented information and knowl-

, edge explosion whose/impact is rapidly outdistanc-
ing our existing resource facilities, we confront a
new awareness of our national responsibility to
provide informational and library services and re-
sources adequate to the needi of our people. I

believe that this COmmission must play a significant
role in. helping' to'shape and define. a National Li-
brary Policy, broadly based, wisely conceived, ade-
quately funded, utilizing local, state and regional
structures with cooperation and suppokt from the
Federal Government in pursuit of our common
goals: education; research, and service. Our im-
plementation of these goals is reflected today in
the, ever increasing social investment in scientific

'and technical 'research and development, an invest-
ment which is also a ,commitment to the future of...this nation.

It is a truism and no less true for that that
the survival of a free society is bound up with the
widest,possible dissemination of knowledge among
all the people: an'informed citizenry is the surest
guarantee against every kind of tyranny. It was an
American writer and seer, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Iltho noted tot "we owe to books those general
benefits which come from high intellectual action."
In one of his- most prophetic utterances (The
American Scholar), -he further defined for us today
the vital 'place of books in American society and
their impact upon the quality of life which alone
can sustain freedom:

"Man Thinking. . . Him Nature solicits-with all
her placid, all heir monitory pictures; him the past
instructs; him the future 'invites. Is not indeed
every man a student, and do not all things exist for.'
the student's behoof? And, finally,, is not the true
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scholar the only master?"
It is this vision of Everyman Man the Thinker,

secure jn the integrity of his own mind, able to seek
and to find truth that lies at the heart of America.
I need only citehe example of Lincoln as an illus.,
tration of the power (which) great ,books possess
to nourish that greatness of mind and spirit which
sustains our faith in this land and its people. .

The Biblical Preacher 'could declarevearily Mat
"of the making of many books .there is no end"
(Eglesiastes 12:12), hardly foreseeing the, over-
whelming fulfillment of his words in our own day.
Our, overcrowded librarieb are collections of these
books, whatever else they may be or do. Yet a
library is something more than merely a center for
storage and retrival of knowledge and information,
vital as those functions are. It represents the
accumulated wisdom of the ages yes, and some
of the accumulated folly as well, mindful of the
genial judgment of Oliver Wendell Holmes that "the
foolishestlpook 'is a kind of leaky boat on a sea of
wisdom; some of the wisdom will get in anyhow."

In dedicating the Free Libriary in Birmingham
(U.K.) just over a centuncago (1866), George Daw-
son spoke of a great library as containing "the
diary of the human race.': More recently; Norman
Cousins has described a libtary-as "the delivery '

room for the birth of 'ideas the plaCe where
history comes to life." So it. Is that books, like
ideas, haveconsequences.

Can a book change your mind? Yes, such is
the evidence of experience all through history.
Books can broaden and 'enlighten, 'challenge with
fresh insight and new ideas, sweep away old and ti
discredited concepts. \ On o6casion, books can
boggle the 'mind and shake the:foundations, there-
of. A character, in _Sheridan's The Rivals warns
against "a circulatin9 library :by tocvn" as "an ever-
green tree of diabolical knotedge." Certainly
there is some risk in freedom, but surely far greater
danger in ignorance. For a truly balanced mental
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training or citizenship course; if you will, all our
people should be encouraged to obtain and to read
books which really say something significant. Im-
portaiit biographies, revealing memoirs, and mean-
ingful fiction being' published today can convey
knowledge about history and its makers, opinicin-
molders, myth-killers, curiosity-quenchers, and

.mind-openers. In this sense, books are truly the
best and most enduring form of liberation.

Good authors can turn us on to what is happen-
ina or not happehing! in our society and
environment,, in politics, in the arts, in the sciences,
in education, and in communications. They are
people who are capable,not only of changing your
mind, but of exciting it with, new ideas, exposing it .

to new concepts, absorbing it in new interests.
America needs more people who know of our

early hard beginnings as a nation our mistakes
and our progress, -people who know of and ap-
preciate the profoundly moral and ethical base Of
our society, persons who care deeply about others
and who want to help all people become wiser and
better as they may find or make opportunity
to do so. These are foremost among the funda-
mental concerns of our libraries in their many vital
services to our people.

We are approaching the 200th anniversary of
our. nation's birth-ta fitting time to look back in
appraisal; and to take stock of our achievements
and present direction. Have we, in any way, fu
filled the vision of the Founding Fathers? Whe
have we failedj,what have we accomplished, ho
do we set our sights for thxfuture? Certainly no
nation in history has attempted, as we have, to
educate so many. Eigt have we really educated the.
great mass of our people? A truly educated man
is bonstantly learning bNeading and absorbing the
great thinkers of the past as well as contemporary
thinkers; controversial and noncontroversial. No
man can claifn boredom when he has access to
reading materials. No matter how sophisticated
library systems become, their goal is the,same as it
was when the firSt "free" town libraries were estab-
lished L.-- to bring information to the people. It is
therefore shocking to read the results of .the poll
conducted for the National Advisory Commission on
Libraries and Information Sdience on the use of

e

publk libraries: as you recap
cated that only three' in ten' adult
public librarie-s. Even more shock

this ooll in
mericans use
g was the in-

dication that 45 pereent of those people had not
`read a book in the past 3 months. Other studies

.

have indicated thaf on the average, Europeans read
more than Americans. Evidence such as this indi-
cates, a deplorable situation, and suggests that we
have along way yet to go in educating' our people.
The task facing you as members of this Commission
is truly far-reaching and challenging.

A good place to begin is with nye elementary and
secondary schools which are, in effect, the training
ground for our, youth, our nation's most inecious
asset.. Only within the lasts decade has the Federal
Government recognized the importance of elemen-
tary and secondary school libraries. Whether this
inattentioh was dueto our nation's leaders or to the
fact that the demand for these programs was not
felt until the 1960's is useless to argue, 'though I

cannot but wonder. Have we become so special-
ized,that educators and librarians are not communi-
cating with each other What greater opportunity
can the true educator have than instilling in youth
life-long habits of reading, to implant and foSter
both the desire to read and the enjoyment thereof?
A creative librarian-teacher team can lead pupils
into the fascinating world of the printed word at an
early stage; even the preschooler could be included
in these programs. It is.with great interest that I

watch the development of school libraries.
To expand these very important programs; I

believe this Commission shotild look into the hours
of service proyided by schoolNibtaries. Certainly
Ore trend -should be toward opening the library be-
fore the start of the school day and extending its
hours of service after the 4nd of that soh. sal day.
Supervised study and research for evenings and
weekends, could go a long way toward developing
better study habits for youth. The excitement of
the school library should be communicated to the
parents and this, too, should be the responsibility
of the teacher-librarian team. In this way our
school caries can serve both youth and the
larger ,c munity.. Once parents recognize the
.educational potentiality of their school libraries we
will no longer be faced with cutback in State and
Federal funding and defeat of local bond issues.
Therb is much to be lost by failu to communicate'
with the taxpayer?. is a legislator, I know that tax-
payers today want to see tangible returns for the
burdens.placed upon them.

In these days. of instant. everything, I fear we
place too much emphasis on how. quickly a job can
be done. I know from personal experience that
our educators and librarians should put greater
emphasis on comprehension. Nothing is better
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for the spirit than to savor good books,.books which
cannot be read in hasfe. "The images of man's wits
and,knowledges," wrote Sir Francis Bacon, '.'remain
in books, exempted from the wrongs of time, and
capable of perpetual renovation." Such books,
however, demand not only to be read but to be read
with -deliberation and reflection: their gift to us is
a renewal of- wisdom.

With respect to our tpublic libraries, I hope that
this Commission will direct its attention to making
-the public library a more integral part of the Com.-
munity. The deplorable figures I cited earlier pori
up the need to broaacast the virtues of reading
and of using 'the public library. The socially dis-
advantaged must be made aware of the resources
available in the public library -to help them escape
their ghetto: -The lonely and the aged need special
attention. Much of this can be accomplished with-
ouf greatly increasing the resources of our, public`
libraries. Imagination and empathy are the qual-
ities needed in a publiclibrary staff, together with
a lively awareness of the community in'which the
library exists. the very medium which is -ening
in on the reading'habits of our peopletelevision
should be exploited in behalf of the public library
by acquainting people with the services available
to them and dramatically presenting the satisfac-
tions of good reading. Innovative library programs
must receive , priority. Few Citizens will tolerate
mediocre- health, protective, sanitation, and other
like public services. Yet a service which feeds the
mind receives too little attention from 'our citizenry.,

For those who ask' "Why Have 'a Public Li-
brary?" a quote by author Gerald W. Johnson is
among the best answers to that qftestiori.

"The Publiclibraty is a way of escape from the
narrow area of our individual lives into the field,
finite, no doubt; but, unbounded, of the wisdom and
experience of all mankind. It is not the only way
of escape, but for the majority of us itois by far the
widest and the easiest to pass through, thfii the
one that we should be most careful'to keep open
and free from impediments.

"For we are prisoners without exceptioll, 'if not
of stone walls- and, iron bars, yet of our limita-
tions....We are restricted to-our length of days,
and to our own energy, but not to our own iqlow-
ledge and skill; the accumulated wisdom ,of the
race is available to anyone who can read a book.
The key to this broader, world is the possession of
books, but if the door stands wide open there is no
need of a key. It is the'bUsiness of the public li-
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brarian to keep the door open and to see that no
stumbling block lies in the way of those who would
enter....

"There is the most urgent need'for our people,to
'broaden their intellectual horizen with all possible
speed, for the moment of crisis is already upon' us.
It is not enough to train the rising generation to meet
their new responsibilities, for, irreversible decisions
must be made before they come to maturity: It -
is the quality of American men and women who are
already of voting age that will.tell the tale....

"For the overwhelming majority, the quickest' .
and easiest access to the world's best-thought is
through the public library. To maintain this source
of information open to all and unpolluted by any
self-seeking interest is a task important beyond 'all
computation, not to ourselves alone but to the
world.'" /.

.

Sinbe tIlete advent of World War II and, later,
Sputnik, no area has received greatei attention
from State and National leaders than that of higher
education: Yet, agaiv *6 must question ourselves
as to the success these efforts have achieved. Are
we really educating the *hole man° or are we pro-
ducing narrow technocrats- whose talents will be
quickly, outdated? The college and university
library should exist not only to provide the basics
necessary to fulfill the objectives of the curriculum,

t also to be center for the university by making
ailable those resources needed by students, to
mplement\ their individual course of study -and

o begin a lifetime of selfreducation. .,

We need, to, know more about the actual usage*
Of research libraries. We all know that university
librarians ha been hard hit with respect to fund-
ing. ) IncreaS g educational costs, increased pub-
lishing, lower Federal expenditures,, and higher
costs of service and materials have all contributed. 1

to this. The trend must be toward the sharing of
resources at a National\ level. I recognize that cer-
tain materials must be -in every library 'of higher
education, but others could be shared. If this Com-
mission were to direct its attention to some national
plan, I believe much could be achieved for higher
education. We have all been too hasty in believing ,-
that automation would prove to-be the only salvation
for research libraries, yet we cannot afford to over-

the advantages offered by, the newer tech-
nologies.

Perhaps the Center for. Research Lib&ies in
Chicago should play a greater role ilt the sharing
of resources. Certainly this would be,advantageous
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for those insti tions in the midwest.. I am struck
by the fact at parochialism has dictated that ch
major res arch library be an entity unto itself. r-
haps increased federal funding. could be justified
on the basis that the collections of, research libraries
constitute a national resource. Each of you is more
knowledgeable than I as to how a tr.uly national
network might be effected, but I ,commend it to
yoffr serious attention. We cannot, however, con-
tinue to fund individual collections which are grow--
ing at an alarming rate. In my own State of Iowa,
the StateUniversity has increased its resources
from 526,127 volumes in 1964 to 831,034 volumes
1,Li 1971. The'University of Iowa has grown from
1,226,254 volumes in. 1964 to 1,584,865 in t971.

In any discussion, of our national resources,.
the Library of Congress must necessarily be directly
involved. From its humble beginnings,as a."small
parliamentary library" in the United States Capitol
this library has. come 'to/exceed in breadth and
scope that of any other library in the world; having
become today the greatest collection of books ever
assembled. As 'a member of the Congressional
Joint Committee on the Library of. Congress, I was
especially interested in the Advisory Commidsiods
recommendations with respect to the Library. The
Commission could, I believe, provide some of the
broad support needed to assist the, library in car-
rying out its manifold functions as the national
library -- a National Center for such varied activities
as acquisitions; bibliographical services; serials;
ph tocop.ying; technical reports; cataloging; au-

- ation; interlibrary loAs; referral services; copy-
right; library resources, research, and information;
cultural activities; and.sp cial services to the blind
and physically handicap &I, The technical prob-
lems of our libraries acr ss the country are magni-
fied in the Library of Congress, and a part of 'the
solution may be found there.

In 1944 when Archibald MacLeish, then Librarian
of Congress, was appointed.bi President. Roosevelt
to the State Department, the President is" said to
have observed that Mr. MacLeish was only moving
from one mausoleum to another, to which Mr. Mac-
Leish is reported to have replied, "A rolling stone
gathers no Mausoledm." In a day in which mu--
seum nd. pertiaps ven mausoleqms are finding

opportunities for x loringsrievii ways of serv-
i e, the image is even less true of libraries. No
ne familiar wig] the complek and (dare we say it)

socially relevanl functions of the Library of Con-
gress could harbor any of the older ivory tower or

mausoleum images which, in lingering form,' con
tinue to vex the modern librarian. The pressures
of both social change and technological develop-
ment are making themselves felt in libraries every-.
where,- presenting new opportunities and respon-
sibilities alike. -

'A major step in a national cooperative program
was the implementation in 1966 of the National
Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging authorized
by Title II-C of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
It is impossible to determine 'the dollars that have
been saved by cataloging centrally the foreign
acquisitions of research' libraries. 'Major research
libraries in this country have heralded this-program
as among the most innovative of the century.
Broader financial support will be required if the..
Library of Congress is to reach the goal of catalog-
ing all foreign materials acquired by our research .
institutiaint a goal and programl hope thib Com-,
mission will support.

Certainly no national network of informatiogr
could be implemented without the cooperation of
the Library of Congress. To be sure, the library
has found that automation dyes not solve all of its
problems. It has, howeveff dev'eloped machine-
readable cataloging (MARC) and distributed tapes
containing current cataloging data on a weekly
basis 65 libraries. The MARC format has been
accepted as a library standard,for machine-read-
able cataloging data in this country, and abroad" a
first step toward achieving a ne,4 k of biblio-
graphic information. As techno1:7 develops, I

have no doubt-.that -the Library of Congrgss and-this
Commission can work together toward ,a
plan. That such a plan will cost money need hardly
be said; the 'obtaining of that money will require
persuasion in your behalf.

As a historian, I naturally take keen interest in
preserving for posterity the invaluable research col-
lections throughout our country. The problems of
preservation are overwhelming and acute: we can-
not continue to bury Our heads in the sand and hope
that they will go away:. The preservation program
being carried on at our national library is only a
beginning. The best minds in library science are
'going to be, needed to attain a national plan. Prior-
ities must be defined, and research conducted in
depth. (,believe that this Commission is the -ideal
forum for recommending and coordinating, in coop
eration with all concerned libraries, such a program

Auf preservation. Your task will not be easy, but it
is in the national interest to seek. those solutiong."
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A final area of ,our concern, is that of library
services to the. blind and physically handicapped.'
Congress takes great pride in having crelated Jhie
program, which is administered by the Library of
Congress. State service of the materials supplied
by the library needs to be improved: recommenda-.
tions for State and Federal sharing of this respon-
sibility are needed. No citizen with a physical hand-
icap Should be denied the right to read bea- ause of
insufficient funds.

.
In conclUsion, I would like to commend each of

you for your Public spirit and civic-minded willing-
ness to work toward improving library service for
all. Your goal is to put information into the hands
of each and every citizen, recognizing how vital this
is to our national life. In the 14th century a great
statesman and scholar who loved books passion-
ately, Richard de Bury, wrote: truly that "arts and
sciences, the benefits of which. no mind can calcu-
late, depend upon books," words surely no less
true in this troubled, challenging century. He went
on to speak of books as "burning lamps to be ever
held in the hand." So it is that books have always
een ,o source of light in the darkest times, re-

positories of human experience and wisdom
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through the ages. Respect for the life of the mind
was a distinguishing charactertistic of our Founding
Fatheis of our. Nation, indisputably men of thought
as well as action. To perpetuate and renew tat,

respect in this land today is tO render a:service of
inestimable worth. "The great conqueror's from,
Alexander to. Caesar, and from .Caesar to
leon," wrote the philoSopher Whitehead, ."influ-
enced profoundly the lives of subsequent genera-
tions. But the. Vtal effect of this influence shrinks'
to insignifiCance, if compared to the entire trans-
formation:of human habits and human mentality
produced by the long line of men of thOught from
Thales to the present day, men individually power-
less, but ultimately the rillers..of the world,. . . the
moralof the tale is the power of reason, its decisive
irifluence in the life of humanity."

In this spirit, Thomas Jefferson,, could write to
John Adams in 1815, "I cannot live withotit books.
If every American were to come to share that feel-
i9g, we would indeed then:be a goVernment of
reasoned people, faithful to the Emersonian ideal
of the common citizens man thethinker, instructed
by the riches of the past; open to all the promise
of the futme.

I
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JOSEPH SHIPMAN
Director .

Linda Hall Library
Kansas .City, Missouri

STATMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and InformatiOn Science

Libraries such as the John CrerarLibrary, the
Newberry Library, the. Linda.Hall Library, the Folger
Shakespeare Library, the Henry,E. Huntington Li-
brary,.the2Librar:y Company of Pennsylfania, Mas-
sachusetts. Historical Society, the Pierpont Morgan
Library, the New York Academy of Medicine, Library,
the New Ylork Public Reference Library, the. Amer-
ican Antidtiarian Society, and the Virginia Hiitoridall
Society, are independent research libraries, for the
most part privately endowed, and, for the most part(
freely open to the public.- They rare alyepositories\:
for large collections of.research mated I gf national
significanc
advanced r earch in many subject ar as. These

and vital to study, scho arship and

institutions are not integral parts of an college or
university, are not degree-granting insti utions, and
herefore, were excluded from the Highe -Edtication
Act of 1971 with its assurance of tax-exe pt status.
IVoreofier, these independent researh raries are
hampered in their, individual fund-raising efforts be-

, cause brants from many fo-Undations ar limited to
formal institutions of higher educatio-- Fede?al
funds are not generally available to these inde-
pendent research libraries although a recent pro-
vision under Title II of the Higher Education Act
opened the door to sucilifIbraries wherever a formal
contractual arrangement with academic institutions

-7

tutions and to other libraries throughout the country.
41.1971, for example, the Linda Hall Library served
.1385 institutions in all 50 states,' the District of
Columbia and. Puerto Rico.

Both Joh9 Crerar and Linda Hall,as well-as the
other independent research libraries already men-
tioned, are dependent entirely upon their own ie.-
sources for the support of their operations. John'.
Crerar, aster more than half, a century of self-tuf-
ficiendy, can now provide only one-foUrth of its an-.

nual expenditures from its own endowment. Linda
'Hall is fast approaching in its annual expenditures,
the' limits established by its income froth endow-
ment. Meanwhile the scientific and technical
literature available maintains its typical exponential
rate of,groWth, and the cost of. this material in many
instances grows almost twice as fast as the material

(Fpr example, "Chemical Abstracts," one of
the world's great bibliogiaphical and retrieval
tools, indexed in 1954 about 14,000 articles in the /
world's literature of chemistry. Chemical Abstiacts
at that timewas available to libraries at about $50.00
annually. In 1971 Q.A. covered about -300,000
articles, an increase by a factor of 21.4, and the cost
to libraries of ,PC.A. was about $2400, an increase
Of 48 x.)

The. 4coblerris posed by ever-acdeletating
'growth affect all research libraries; and theseprob-
lems are compounded by the necessary retrench-1
merit currently being called for among. libraries of
all kinds. The realities of the situation suggest that
the research library needs of the nation must even
tually be met by appropriate combinations and con-
sortia of research libraries, pooling their resources
and .services in such a way as to meet the chef-
lenges,- of continuing growthcollectivelli rather
than separately but building upon existinck,
strengths. In order to accomplish such a goal the
stance of the independent research libraries of
national stature mast not be further weakened, but
must in some may be strengthened. It may 'be that

could be demonstrated.
The J91an Crerar Library in Chicago, established

in 1894, and the Linda Hall Library in Kansas City,
founded in 1945, are privately endowed scientific
and technical reference libraries open to the "public,
with collections of more than one million and one-
half million pieces, Pespectively. They are among
themation's largest privately' endowed repositories
of scientific and technical serials and research
material and have a particular advantage, compared
to the huge, general research libraries, in that their
collections are highly concentrated in their subject
coverage, and accessible by means of interlibrary
loan, photocopying and microfilm, to research insti-

d,''PF4.1
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legislation, or legislative amendments will beneces-
sary to establish the positions of such libraries- as
institutions of higher education or as resource li-
braries of national significance, recognized in some
tangible way,- so that the logic of their. participation
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in a .national reordering and reshaping of research
library collections and services will be immediately
apparent, and the means to participate readily'
available.
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JOSEPH F. SHUElERT!'
State' Librarian. and Ohaii:frian

ALA Legislation Committee
State Library of Ohio

Columbus,? Ohio

STATEMENT..

Prepared for the
National Commission on libraries and Information Science

Thank you for a opportunity to submit this
written statement fo The National Commission or%
Libraries and Information Science in' connection
vyth your hearings 'planned for ohicago late this
reranth. comments relate,: as you suggested, to
legislative concerns. I understand that Mr. Robert
Wedgeworth, Executive Direetor of the American
Library Association, hasppinted out the need for a
careful review of laws-and finncial support of li-
brary service at the national, state, and local levels.
in addition to endorsing his statement, I offer the
following cOmments;

Copyright.. Attention has been focused on the
U.S. CoUrt of Glens since the Commissioner of the
Court rendered his opinion in the ease of Williams
and. Wilkins v the United States on February 16,
1972. His opinion recommended a conclusiiin to
the effect that the plaintiff (Williams and Wilkins) is
"entitled to recover reasonable and entire compen-
sation for infrihement of copyright. . ." We are
much concerned that the right of photocopying for
interlibrary loan and the right of fair use for library
patrons be safeguarded apd in August the ALA filed
a brief of exceptions in response to the. Cornrnis-
sioner's report.

In June the Senate passed a resolution extend-
ing the duration of expiring copyrights until Decem-
ber 31, 1974, and the extension is now before the.
House. Sen. John McClellan, Chairman of the
Senate dic ry Subcommittee on Patents,Trade-
marks,- an yfights, stated that this extension
would 'Allow time for completion of general copy-
right- ,revision during the next Congress. He said,
substantial' .progress on copyright revisipn has been
virtually' impossible during the past several years
because of the protracted delay of the Federal Com-
munications Commission in adopting new cable
teltvision rules. _However; now that the FCC has
-Completed its proceedings on the regulatory issues
.dealivg with cable, the way is paved for action on

the copyright revision measure early in the 93rd
ql

Congress.
The public interest yequires adequacy of copy-

ing serVices and the new bill,,must contain clear
.

safeguarcls
..

for interlibrary loan and fair use photo-
copying. fulfilling The National Commission's goal
for "national equality of access to informatight

law
on" de

pen s in substantial measure .on a copyrightsclh

whic facilitates interlibrary loan, exchange of in
formation, and libriry use of technology.

Taxation and Financing of Library. Services.
Cou It decisions in several states have challenged
the basic pattern of local financing "of the public
schPols, holding it to be unconstitutional when (in'
the words of the California Supreme Court) it
"makes the quality of a child's education a function
of the wealth of his parents and neighbors." In its
Febr ary resolutiAti The National Cornmirion has '
alre dy directed attention -to these decisions and
their implications for librarieS. Continued attention
must be given to' the adequacy of tax bases.

We are pleased that The National Commission
.

has ,ontracted for a study of the financing of pub-
lic liarary service, and look forward to` the publica-,
tion,of the results of this. As we understand it, this'
research is exploratory and we welcome the pros-
pect of related studies which examine the financ-
ing, governance, and relationships of all types of
libraries at the several levels of government.

The ALA Legislation ,,Committee awaits with
interest the report of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations which- President Nixon
enlisted to investigate the intergovernmental re-
lations aspects of different patterns of school sup-
port. ,The,report is tlue before the end of the year,
at which time the President has promised to make
his own recommendations for relieving the burden
of property taxes and providing zboth fair and
adequate financin'g for elementary and secondary
education. -
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The intergovernmental aspects of education
finance are a particular concern as we follow the
large and growing number of legislative proposals
for financing education and other public services.
Proposals for general aid for elementary and
secondary education, revenue sharing, tax credits,
and funding for special programs have implications
for libraries, and often raise fundamental questions
on categorical versus general esti-stance. By their
nature, libraries- support education-, and develop-
ment brdadly, and federal assistance, for library pur-
poses is not narrowly categorical. The success of
federal programs of aid. to libraries clearly demon-
strates the contribution the federal government can
make in assuring access to,,Mfofmation through,
development and improvement of library services.
We believe that libraries across the nation public,
school, and college can continue to benefit from
federal grants specifically directed to 'their needs.
As The National Commission plans its studies, we
hope that Mere will be exploration of the impact
these federal programs have had on, library serv-
ices, and _a rQview of still unmet needs-which could
be met if ptgrams were-funded at the authorized
levels.

Measurement. One of the continuing problems
faced in legislative programs Land, indeed, by the
entire library community is it relates to the larger
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community is how to measure and assess the im-
pact of library services. Evensshori of impact meas-
urement,. we, lack an effeCtiVe system of library sta-
,tistics and data-gatherindwhich provides useful and
reliable information on resources and use. The
National Commission's support of the efforts under=
way by. the Nation,al COnter fpr. Educational giatis-
fics fOr improved statistical program- is much
needed.

White House ,Conterence On Libraries., In Jan-.
uary 1972 the Council of the .American Library
Association adopted °a resolution calling updn the
President and the Congress to call a White House
Conference on Libraries in the year 1974. Legis-

lation for this purpose is expected to be introduced
soon after, the 93rd Congress convenes-in January
1973. 4s

A White House Conference would have far-
reaching impact in both the library community and
throughout the entire nation. It would assist the
work of The National Commission and could pro-
vide.for library and inforination service the same

, kind of impetus which the 1971 White oule Coh:
ference on Aging gave to the broadeni g and im-
proved financing of the Older Americans Act pro-
grams. We hope that The National Commission will
endorse thiS call for a White House Conference.

se

O



, DOROTHY SINCLAI
ASsociate ProfesSO

Case W,Stern Res_erve
Cleveland, Ohio

STATEMENT-.,

Prepardd for the.
National Cortinission on Librariet ancliinfaktriaOOrt Science

1t1

The- concerns I wish to call to the attention of guide tojiradticzel activity.- ,

,

the National Commission on Libraries nave= to de , This Jritrdependence supplies a rationale fpr
with problems of cooperatiOn among types of librar- cooberatiVe.activity-among4ypes of libraries. Tbe

ies, and are expressed primarily from the point of diffe'rentiation' of roles, howeVer, creates problems
view of the Public library's' shSre in such cooper- which haVe not yet been sufficiently 7cognited

. , ,

ation. - =, -; .h=, , . and forrhallY, studiedv. ...: .

Government at: all levels accepts the fact that tp -dates, a good deal. of.stiport. has been given

the generation and diSsemination of information is to concerti's of a, technological nature -- e.g., the
in the public interest. lt is for this reason that li- retrieiialianclOransmission -of/information ----: tode-

pra\ties, whose chief cbncerii, is dissemination of velopinent, Of. resources at. /the local and regional

information, receive public support. Until recently, level, and to problems connected with he efficieht.

that \s pport has proceeded from separate sources, sharing of ski ikCh .resoceS.. '
. . ,

in rec gnition of the separate functions of different It; is that'problems ?f a behavioral. ,

types f libraries: - . , , ., nature are equally in need 'of attention.

The esearch library's chief function is to' dis- viction ,is based on Axperience at a.

inpublic library syst.6m develo en
. -.se mete informatidriin,.order to facilitate the ,...

formation
gen ation of new information;. 1 cluding me ot. sys. s, the stud of

, 1

. . systems,aA ajprofessidnal con Ultant, and the in-
Acad iciibraries perform the same function in- Vestigationpf IgroWth patterns of multi-library sys-

sofar s they are in fact research -libraries. Id .. tems for^public Service as a/dissertation lopic.
additi n they ,aseist: in- the dissemination of The.exprtiee provided by the study of organi-
inforniation, both old and newly,generated, for zational behavior, recognI
educatiOnal purposes,

zed discipline in schools
as:do stbobl.libraries; *,of management. may provide part of the necessary

Public ribraes, especially large ones, also serve . aid in a Setrou,sattetript to overcome behavioral and
'es'aids t6 research Almost ail pubkic libraries

k

\attitudfnal barriers,to cooperation. It is behavioral
. are used eidensively as adjuncts to fOrnial and 1_rather than operational in its emphasis; ;HS chief

informal education. An additional public ff-
.

Concern is with motivation, creation of attitudes
brary functio
ilon, 'both of
to the ultimat

is con-
erall levels

and operation

is the dissemination of informa- Which lead. to efficiency and teamwork, and identi-
and newly-generated, directly fication of difficulties which lead to behavioral
consumer fqr immediate utili-, ,oreakdownS'Iarld low _morale. If successful, it cre

zation in practi7I activity.

library pays full dividends only if the othefa are
.

recognize
it Might assist the library'wo

supported. Each has Its function, complementary *recognize and 'come to grips with variations
to the othefs. Without.research libraries to, facili-, could pose formidable obstacles to Coop
'late the gener.ation of new information, education 'effort:'
would become stultified and progress in Practical
concerns halted. Without the means of pasting'on 1 Variations aMbrig- values and , service, orienta-

newly-generated information, one of the 'chief of "-- --, tion

which is the library, newly-generated infOrmation
o would cease to reachositizens land future Citizens,

both as part of a broad information base and as a

ates favorable -*Climates for participative problem°
Thus, in a sense investment in each type of solving. t

d to
hich!

rative

0 r
a. Values: from a hierarchy placing highest

,value-on service to the highly-educated, com-
mercial, and urban compor jerisof society,
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to one maintaining a neutral .pbeition Nis a
'all information needs, to one giving first

priority to the needs of undereddceted
income.: groups; . .

b. Wers :. frolii a 'small, homogeneous,'
sion-oriented clientele to one broadly diVer-
sified as to age,, education,. and infcirrnation
need; . '"-°

c. Outputs: from the individgalized provision
Of information or citations in 'SOS systems,
through the teaching approack :-which pro
vidTs assistance in locating materials, to ihe
'provision of not only an accurate answer
to a specific inquiry, but also one which the
inquirier (however inadequate his formal edu-
cation) can understand.

2. -Variations .in institutional -roles and govern.
ance

a. 'Pplicy Making: fron-p, laY boards (and in-
creasingly citizens' adgagry -groups) in the
pulilibr library sector, =Through a variety. of

°faculty committees, ,admihietrators,:
pals, jurisdiction -Wide supervisors irilhe edu,
cational world; to a variety of governing
bodies and policies in the special and re-
earch sector. In addition to these vari-

ations, there are many libraries governed by
, religious bodies.
b. Legal Consultants:'. legal and semi-legal re-

quireMents Mary widely, especially when in-
lerstate cooperation is in. question.

c;, Variations in operational autonomyof
ies

librar-
..

d. Bairiers to cooperative structures related (o
authority, eg::
(1) Boards of largecity libraries to which

black citizens have; only recently, been
appointed, may see in larger organiza-
tional units an effort to dilute black par-

. ticiPation in library government.
(2) Combinations Qf libraries of different

sizes and incomes have difficulty in de-
vising equitable governing structures
(assuming formal cooperation of auton-
omous libraries, but with the need to
administer the cooperative:effort). On
the one hand, "one library one vote"
reassures the smaller partners of repie-
sentation; on ale other, larger libraries.
which can be expected to Ave and
provide greater resources of materials
and staff' may feel,inadequately protect-

ed from the votes of a large number of.
7

small library representatives, and may
press for ,a type of proportional repre-.
sentation. A third possibility is that the
cooperative itself will become the master

-rather than the servant of the member
libraries.. .

3. Strbises broUght about by societal and policy
changes which affect standards and procedures

. formerly accepted:
a. Personnel: Employment of staff on the basis

of life experience and identification with po-
tential minority users rather than solely on
-the -basis of formal (includinb professional)-
e uc on.

b. Standards: Relaxation of rules, fines, etc.
Inclu$iOndf types of materials formerly:not
added. Introduction of non-bOok-related ac-
tivities, e.g., sewing classee, "social Work'''
activities. Provision of information to activ-
ist groups.

c. Administration: Separation of "traditional"
and 'Innovative" activities and services dur-
ing a period of outside funding, after which'
it is expected that the two formerly separated
staffs will be able to com6ine tinder,the same
middle-manageMen4 and work harmoniously.

These and similar differenCes in activityrvalues:,
and fundtion become problems when formal cpoper-
ation among types of librariet beyond ordinary

'interlibrary loan is envieioned. Failure to under-
stand and appreciate the consequences of such
differences, can resultin tailure to communicate and
ultimately failurelo cooperate effectively. For,ex-
ample, if-a "subject request" (a common -place in
public library l_ydierii and interlibrary cooperation,
but less familiar in academic library cooperation)'
should, be sent from. .a public library source to. an
-,academic library, the latter might routinely (1) pro-
,Vide a bibliography rather than a, docu9ent with an
answer; (2) fail to take into. account the user's level
of expettisein the field, and his reading level (facts
Which, in public libraii circles, are normally trans-
mitted with .a request);, 13) even, conceivably, con-
sider the &quest -one of no importance because
the use's need 'appeared trivial within the context
of the academic, value system.

On.the other hand, the public library staff spighr
fall to appreciate completelylegitimate reasons. wsty
-academic libraries (or special libraries) might lend"
materials for -use within the borrowing tibrary only,
Or refuse to lend materiels which, however, they

---t
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will allow to be used ill the library.
The problem is .raot necessarily one of right and

wrong as proponents of special viewpoints often
assume. but rather one of differenceewhich must
be undeistood before effective cooperation can be
planned. 4,

It is not suggested that the-utilization of organi
zational behavior techniques will remove these diffi-
culties altogether. Certainly it will not erase differ-
ences Which exist. But failure to lake into accoUnt
these problems of an attitudinal nature may result
in the creation of networks technologically excel-
lent but underused, and in "cooperatives" in which
cbdperation has given way to strained relation-
ships. On the other hand, utilization of the tech-
niques may improve communication, understanding,
and participation in a common eff rt.

Specifically, I should like to rec mmendthe fol-
lowing investigations and tests of -t e possible use
fulness of these techniques:

A survey of attitudes, to determine to _What
extent problems of the type mentioned d6
actually exist among librarians, library non-
professional staffs, and non-librarian govern-
ing bodies pf libraries;

2. A working workshop, attended by manage-
ment, middle management and heads of spe-
ciel programs for services to the poor, if
possible comprising teams of people from

in

the same libraries, The techniques and goals
of organizational behavior would be ex-
plained,4emonstrated, and to some degree
tried out, in an effort to' assist these libraries
to move forward Without special funding,
Merging the/ innovative programs into 'the
existing library service without losing the
benefits of either;

3. A-defoonstration of the utilization of a man-
agement expert in organizational behavior
by lilirary cooperative now experiencing
difficulties, not to conduct a survey but to
work directly with, members to help identify
and resolve problems of a behavioral type:

4.: A. course or institute (perhaps 3 weeks in a
.summer session) given under the aegis of a
library schOol in a university with a depart;
ment of organizational behavior, attended by.
trustees, Other lay administrators if possible,
librarians and key staff members of cooper-
ating libaries, and by state library personnel.
A problem clinic in interlibrary cooperation,
it would address. itself to actual problems,
thl'ough a c4bination of grotip process and
fhe assistaiice Of experts, It would require
outaide funding, since rn st public jurisdic-
tion's are legally prohibit d from paying tui-
tion.



DAVID R. SMITH*
President

Minnesota Library Associatipn
Hennepin County

Minneapolis, Minnesota

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information

The Executive Board cif the Minnesota Library.
Association has requested that .I convey a special
sense of appreciation for the approach which the
Commission is taking in the conduct of the re-
gional hearings. We anticipate .that the resulting
communication and exchange' of, infomation will
be of mutual benefit at the state as well as gle fed-
eral level. To 'this end t Minnesota Library as-
sociationsociation intends to- sen several representatives,

A. librarians and trustees, r m the various types of
libraries, to this hearing\ t\-.)\ be available fo'r any
oral testimony desired, 49 observe the proceed=
ings and report back to'fheMLA membership. In
Addition to the following information-requested re-
garding the role of professional associations 19
addressing library problems-on a nationwide basis
some points of general concern are included at

N the-end. .
.

- The role of most profe6sional library associa-,
tions on a national basis seems to parallel that
outlined in Attachment A for`the Minnesota Library
Association:" Aside frpm' 'organizational concerns

ZZ,and oodeation their purpose haS two elemehts:

1. To . advance' the .continuing education and
development of its membership. ,

2. To extend public education on and support
of library services. ..

Although the passage of certain HEW legisla-
tion has provided a minimum aid to various library.
programs, . the, overall objectives hge not been
reached. With the strong demands on all °tax dol=
[ars; library groups should be working to -just
keep from losing' ground. It 'does not appear
that this is being done to any large extent. The
.NCLIS could provide proper-priority and coordina-
ion to this important activity.

GENERAL CONCERNS.

NCLIS COMPOSITION: Since the pbblic li-
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Science

brary serves by far the largest portion of our popi-
ulation we feel that greater CommiSsion representa-
tion should be given to that type of library. While
academic and special libraries are represented_by
four-Or five Commission member; each, there is no
identified practicing public librarfans on the Com-
mission. We would hope that rep'resentation from
the library tducation field could also be consid-
ered. r

NCLIS LEADERSHIP:, Beyond the stated ad-.

svisory role to the executive. branch of the federal
government, with which the CoMmission has been
charged, there is a 'tremendous potential for lead-
ership on the national level. The Commission ap-
pears to be one body which could coordinate and
channel the efforts of the numerous national, re-
bional ariid state library.and related ;associations
who all seem concerned with -the same general
problems although frequently from different angles.
The potential impact of NCLIS leadership work-,
ing through' regional agencies within the Office -of
Education could be' substantift It was also sug-
gested that, either through contract or other means
of establishment, regional federal libraries be
designated to fill the gap between local libraries'
and information centers 'and the Library of Con-
gress.

RESEARCH INTO LIBRARY NEEDS: Library
research haS generally been hampered by a lack
of funds and perhaps a lack of collective Concern.
In a service institution oriented to the suppoll of
an academic community, industrial staff or citizens
at large libraries strive to put the users in per-
spective with the knowledge nand information
neesSed to meet their responsibilities And lead pro-
ductive and rewarding lives. It is 'paradoxical that
most of the research into information needs' or
analysis of patterns of use is fragmentary, out-
dated or of little substantial Use being of a theoretic
nature. There....appears to be little practical re-
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search of the type currently being performed by .
the Preservation Office of the Library of Congress.
Thus, library planning is handicapped by continued
use of trial and error method by individual libraries
as the major means of development rather than in
depth investigation to serve a wider need. There
are early things that we must know to meet the
challenge of the years immediaply ahead. Thd
NCLIS can do.much to make this importaht period
of development a- fruitful one .4

FEDERAL4UNDS: Whatever course of -action
the Commission sets, the past importance and
future potential of federal library aid funds can-
not be stressed enough. Minnesota, with its rela-
tively small population divided between the Twin
City metropolitan area and large, geographic rural
areas has experienced tignificant'development in

clibrary services across the state through coopera-
- five systems, grants in aid for buildings, colledtion

development, networks between different types of
libraries and other new programs. To withdraw
or reduce federal support at this time would force
a halt to activities aimed at many of the dispersed
or disadvantaged populations of the state.. 'At a
time when interlibrary cooperation and equaliza-
tion of service to-all Minnesota residents is being
worked for, availability' of federal funds takes on a
critical priority. The current fiscal 1972 per capita
federal support of $0.20 to Minnesota public li-
braries -should not be considered a 'maximum Or .

even adequate.
,While we have tried to keep these comments

within a amcise but useful statement, we would
be very happy to expand upon them either in writ-
ten or oral form. Again, thank you for the op-
portunity to participate in these preliminary ac-
tivities 'of the National Commission on Libraries
_and Information Science to which the Executive
Board of the Minnesota Library Association offers
its most energetic support.

9

o.

THE( MAJOR ACTIVITIES OF THE I

MINNESOTA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
I. To inform and educate thmembership

4

A. Annual conferences on the reqprit follow-
ing themes:
1., The Indian, Black & ChiCano in Today's

Society
2. Social Responsibilities of Libraries
3. Library Service to .the Underserved
Regional meetings started recently to con-
form with state regional_ plan.
1. Library Cooperafkm and Regional Plan-.

ning
C. Workshops on a variety of subjects.,

1. Children's Service
2. Service to the disadvantaged
3. , Serving the unserved

D. Publications
1. Quarterly journal selected mailings

II. To 'maintain committees and take appropriate
action in the following areas:
A. Federal Relafions and Legislation to

support and develop legislative ,programs
at both the state and federal levels. Cur-
rently supporting state aid formula.,

B. Intellectual Freedom
.C. Public Information
D. Professional Welfare
E.' Library Planning and Development'

, F. Professional Recruiting

III. To participate as members of State Library Ad-
yisory Council in the development of Long-,
Range State Plan and continuing develoPment
of program. (Copy of this plan has been filed
with 1..CLIS. by Minnesota OffictrOf Public Li-

, braries and Interlibrary Cooperation).

IV. To 'participate, through counoil representation,
- in the legislative activities of the AmerIcan Li-

brary Association, (A minor activity at pres-

r.
V. The one state organization that brings-together

and, provides a common meeting ground fo4
professional librarians, trustees and lay persons
to share, support and benefit from their interest
in ,quality 'library service thrortgb all types of
libraries.
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4
STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Scierice

Thank you for inviting me to provide the Com-
mission with some cif my thoughts concerning
libraries and informatibn services for the, public.
I trust that ,you will find this useful. So muchef
my professional concern for the "service aspect of
librarianship is expressed in *article I published
some years ago, that I am enclosing aicopy as a
document basic to whatever I write here. Although
"Seamless Web" and "The Flin-Flon Principle"

(Ihave attained the status of cliches, my own feel-
ing is that the pos'tions taken are still valid.

Foff me, the m 'or tasks we have ahead are
two: (i) To strengthen our libraries to the paint
that every library (public, academic, school, or
special) can carry out its, individual responsibility
to its users; and (2) Eliminete insofar as possible
all barriers (distance, access, architectural, at-
titudes, illiteracy, etc.) to the use of libraries and
the materials (information,, inspiration, recreation)
which they contain.

The first of these means, in most parts of the
country, and certainly in Minnesota, that we need
to build stronger 4ollections of materials, with ad-,
ditiOnal talented and skilled personnel to assist
in their use. The second means that these col-
lections, each designed specifically for service to
their specific clienteles, must be strategically lo-
bated (whether in public library regions, or with-
in academic institutions); be interconnected by ef-
fective communications and transportation meth-
ods, and be willing and ready to participate in
generous interlibtary loan and other networking.

All this has implications for library financing,
and so I 'am enclosing something I did for an LSA

4Institute, when the federal program still had rural
orientation. The.text is still valid, I feel, and needs
only the elimination of its rural orientation to be
generally applicable. I hope this material is of in-
terest.
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A SEAMLESS WEB -

think that I am going to begin with what may
seem to some of you an unnecessary reyiew of
matters which you will call 'old hat." But there
are two reasons for my doing this One is: There
may be some of you who are not yet as familiar
with these ideas as the others are. The other/
whith iseven more important, I will be setting out
the assumptions upon which my thesis rests. Afte
all, it is not possible for any'idea or Concept
stronger than its weakest -assumption.

My first assumption is:-'That within small
group of a few hundred persons librarians will find
just about as broad a range of intellectual interets
as we would, find in a, group,even a thousand times
that size.

After all, once` we have discovered in a group
of people interests that cover the' full rtrig'e of
human knowledge, adding more /People will not
broaden the range of interest, but merely increase
the number of individuals interested in each facet,
and/or multiply the possible combinations of in
terests' in any one individual
. My second assumption is; That this full range
of human knowledge has/in large part, been re-
corded or. encoded in One or .more various forms,
from which in one or More various ways we hu-
merit decode that port on of such knowledge as we
want or need, into another form which is usable
to us. I have stated this deliberately to sound as
though I am referring only tot.electronically com-
puterized knowl dge. But the most prevalent form
of this recordi g or encoding is the printed ward
in which our iraculous minds have ,encoded the
mass of ide s, knowledge, inspiration and beauty
within man Ind, and from which, at any time in, the
future, arf mind skilled in the reading of the Ian
guage w ich has been used, may decode and store
within itself, those same intellectual products which



other minds had origifially stored within the printed
.

page.
My.third assumptionmay be the most difficult

for many to grant as an assumption. It is: That
every., huma'n being, regardless of his place of
residence, NS age, his economic or social status,
and his intellectual attainments, should have avail-
aible to him, the right of convenient access to any
and all of the encoded knowledge and ideas of
:mankind for which he has a need and which he is
able to decode into himself. You;will understand,
of course, this recognizes, differences in the need
for, and differences in the ability to _make use of,
the many kinds of fact, information, and idea to be
found in the full range of recorded knowledge.

Now, to bring these assumptions together in-'
to a coherent structure. Being specific, this means
that any ordinarily literate working man, of any
adult age, who liVes in Flin Flon, is entitled to have
convenient access to the full range of the .con-
tents of the Library of Congress, the British
seum, and the National Library of Canada.. I think
that would just about cover the range 'of what I

am talking about.
We knogetbat this cannot,,be attained in such

simple terms. Nor can we overlook the obstacles '
presented to the ideal of Convenience of use by the
magnificent distances which separate such a man
from the three famous sources of recorded knoWl-

_7.4 edge I have mentioned. But I think you and 1 also
know that a solutiorLcan be found in anoi'her idea.

Ow three basic assumptions can be met. by
creating what I call "A Seamless Web of Library

When our man from Flin Flon wants to read
something, to find out something, he doesn't care
whether the book in which the answer 'is fou41
comes from a public library, a school library, a col-
lege librar,y, a special library, a university library
or a provincial or national library. That isHust
so long as he gets the information,. the idea; the _
knowledge that he needs.

He must be able to get what he needs from one
of them, through the one which he finds most con-
venient and accessible.

All of them together constitute the components
of my "seamless web." I am convinced that if
our libraries are to fulfill their basic function in the
life of our civiiiZatiori, that .we (meaning librarians
operating in organized society) are going to have
to develop this seamless web in a most syStematic
fashion.

Of all the kinds of libraries I have mentioned,
the most generalized in function, the most gen-
eralized in clientele and the most widely accessible'
is the public librarY. And it seems logical that
it is the responsibility ,of the ppblic library to take
the lead in the deyelopment of interlocking sys-
tems of interlibrary communication and use, which
will result in a seamless web of library servicelor
every motivated reader-user in our society.

Nov/that I have throvvn,, a gauntlet, let me get
down to some important details. Of course, the
public libraries cannot do this alone. The cdn-
cept means nothing without the full participation
of all those other kinds of libraries., And it is not
the kind of cooperation where-you coo and I op
erate. All ,are full partners. So, I must hurry to
explain to all the others why I picked on the public
library first, instead of one of them.

Here I should say that when I. say "public li-
brary" I include whatever organization carries the
state, provincial and national responsibility for the
developMent of public library service.

The.public libra6\ is of its very nature pecu-
liarly fitted for ,the task of forwarding interlibrary
cooperation, because it is a publicly supported li-
brary, open to all the public of all ages; having
no specialized -goals, specialized responsibilities,
nor specialized requirements of use or user. While
it cannot be all pings to all men, it can be all of
the things it was designed to be, not only to all
mentibut also 'to all sorts of other kin& -of libraries,
and institutions. But it must ba prepared and able
to*do this leading.

I am sure most of you are familiar with' the
published reports which began, appearing in li-
brary literature during the nineteen forties.. Lowell
Martin's doctoral .disseration at the -University of
Chicago is one of the landmarks. His detailed,
study, w,hich.was concerned with the attainment
of quality in public library service, arrived at the
conclusions we now might call the "cliches" of
the standards: That, irkorder to attain quality serv-
ice, at aasonable cost Reicapita of the popula-
tion, public libraries must be organized on a large
population basis. The familiar 100,000. minimum
population figure came out. of this study.

Other studies, surveys and analyses followed
on this, and confirmed. Dr. Martin's conclusions. So
much so, in fact, that by the time I attended the
Graduate School at the University of Chicago (as
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an ex-G.I.) the courses in public library 'admini-
stration were propounding the large-population,
large-are concept as basic, and graduate students
were in estigatihg the various governmental, eco-
nomic, sociological and sentimental factors in-
volve' in applying this concept to local public

`libra y service .in many parts of North America.
Th- e were Canadians among us. And, of course,
th famous Canadian regional libraries, in British

olumbia and Prince Edward Island were prime
examples.

Following graduation, 'My first job was as As-
sistant Director of the Mississippi Library *Survey
of which Mrs. Gretchen K. Schenk was Director.
We studied, analyzed and toured Mississippi for
several months. One of my assignments was to
write the published repoft from the drafts of the
various -consultants. and specialists. The report,
Which bears the title People without Books, begins
with a paraphrase of the famous, lines of Donne:
"NQ library is an island, entire to itself." All of
you can leap from there to the ,conclusidn that the
report recomMends organizing library service in
Mississippi into a number (18?) of regional (multi-
county) public library systems, each to serve no
fewer than 100,000 people, and some many more
than that.

My subsequent observations' and experience in
a number of states have seyved to reinforce and
expand this principle. A new and intriguing addi-

.tion to this is fkle New Yak estimate that such a
system must have no fewer than 100,000 nonfiction
titles in its collection.

I. will pause here to inject some governmerlIal
background on the United States. Since I am not
sufficiently informed on the parallels in govern-

' mental structure in Canada, 'I must leave it to others
to translate and apply what I say to specific mu-

-nicipal, intermediate, and state, provincial terms.
In the most of the United States, the principal

intermediate unit of government between cities
and villages and states is the county. In all of the
states in which I have worked, this unit is not only
the largest below state level, but-is also the, largest
which has The authority to establish and maintain
public libraries. Although the states accept re-
sponsibility for assisting and encouraging the
establishment and development of public libraries,
they ordinarily do not actually operate direct pub-
lic libraservice. But what is more important,
public 'Wary service in the United states has been
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and still is, generally, a purely local (.e. village or
city) function.

The reasons behind this structure rand alloca- .

tion of function are many; but the one,,most im-
portant it seems to Me is this:" Each function or
service of government' has been organized and op-
erated at that level , of government at which it
could be most effective, the most efficient and the
most economicalall this in the eyes of those who
set up the governmental pattern in the first place.
ThTs principle is still quite valid, circumstances
have changed.

0

Thus, for exaMple, we can easily see why publics
'libraries, like public schools, `started as individual
city or village functions. People.'dould walk to
them, use them, and return home in halt a day or
less.

Similarly, county functions such as law enforce-
ment, courts, tax, collecting, and the keepinglfof
legal records were assigned to the county unit
which was set up so that a man 'could ride to the
central courthouse ,town, on horseback or in a
horse-drawn vehicle, transact necessary business
and return home within a single day. :This limited
the optimum size of a counto a .radius of 25 to
30 miles from the central city or village. The coun-
ty functions are used less frequently than the city -11"
functions, and thus could be farther 'away. These

'geographical limitations have now been overcome
bythe invention of the,.automobile and telephone
and the proliferation of highways.

A good example of the change so wrought by
the automotive age is in th orgahizing of fire
fitting/ If firefighting equipment is to do any
gd d, j,t) must arrive at the scene of the fire before
the building burns down, or even befoye the build-
ing is so far gone it is not worth saving. When
firefighting was done, 'by manly volunteers: who
pulled their own whelled coils of hose behind them,
the area which could be protected by such an or-
ganization was, confined to a few' city blocks, or
a few rural homesteads. But now, we have highly
sophisticated firefighting vehicles capable of mov-
ing in excess of one mile a minute. Combined
with our system of telephonic equipment which
can give almost instantaneous notification of the
discov,ery of a fire, we find that we can, use these
to operate fire protection districts many miles in
diameter. This is a. striking application of neW
developments to an older type of organization,
with immensely beneficial resUlls.
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We should be able td do as well with libraries
and other governmental functions.

Let us look at some of our other governmental,
functions in the light of these and similar inven-
tions and developments. Schol districts are be-
ing consolidated into larger and larger administra--
tive groupings; having elementary units closer to

a the residence' of little children, _and secondary
units of large size to which young people must be
transported considerable distaves. I know of
no universally accepted optimal size for such a
school iistrict, but it .seems logical that the old
size of a county, .which is now less than one hour
of travel time in diameter, is a reasonable one for
this functibn.

For .other functions like law enforcement,
courts, tax collecting and the maintenance of rec-,
.ords, our,old county size is now completely ob-
solete. People eithin a radius of pne hundred
miles can travel to the center, transact business
and return home in half-a-day!

With our more sophisticated knowledge of li-
brary operation, including the concept of strong
centers, medium strength pubcenters, and satel-
lite branches, and adding the bookmobile (which
is a small satellite branch on wheels),rthe optimum
size of an opening lib`r*:ry 'district wodiCappear to
be ,More nearly the same as for these cdanty func-
tions, rather than those for the school district,
which was used formerly. Few people walk to a
library any more, and the basic small library can
come riding to them if they are in remote areas:

In the United States, the principal obstacle to
'The -consolidation of governmental functions into
larger geographical units has been the reluctance
of local and county officials to recognize the ob
solescence of their smaller units. loam sympathet-
ic to the extent that I realize that consolidation
Would greatly reclube the numbers of top jobs such
as sheriffs, tax collectors, registrars of deeds and
commissioners.. it is not to be expected that the
average official will be willing to support a move-
ment which would eliminate_ his job.

But this factor sloes not apply to proposals for
librav consolidation, because the local library with
its staff is still necessary, and probably-needs ex-
panding if there are to be sufficiently accessible
service and appropriately located outlets. So, in
searching for the obstacyes to. this highly, desir-
able library progress, it/Seems to me that the ob-
stacles are a combination of three factors. a lack
of understanding of what public library service

really is; a defense of local status; and just plain.
inertia,'

If the local public library has been little more
than a collection of popular fiction and children's
booksi and/or; if it is the prestige principality of
a few influential people such as board members
or a clith; and/or; if the community as a whole
make little use of the library; then it has nev had ,

any experience by which tolearn how much it is
missing by not having real library service available.
It is entirely undefitandable why in such a com-
munity (or, really and most unfortunately, in all
those communities) there is no strong local. pop-
ular movement to force the improvement of local
pCiblic library service. In fact, and amazingly
enough such, conditions frequently result in a
strong fight to prevent any kind of Worthwhile local
development;

III

The,fortiegoing has been a pr(amble to a core
of prinCiples which can be stated quickly. Given
my first assumptions of the need for i!a seamless
web of library service "; in the light of new inven-
tions and their potential applications to library
service (and their potential forinducing still newer
inventions), and on the basis, of an' analysis of
professional experietfce I will proceed to expound
my thesis, and 'date a few principles.

All of thiS I believe is valid for both the. U.S.
and Canada,' and probably -valid for other devel-
oped countries with, a 'reasonably high level of
posbular education.

Thesis: All public library service .must be or-
ganized on'a large enoug opulation basis topro-
vide the economic base, r the quality of library
service which is described in public library stand-
ards. (The A.L.A. adopted new ones at its 1966
New York Convention.)

To accomplish this in our own parts of the U.S.
and Canada, we will have to create public library
organizationsine many of our smaller
local service areas into multigovernmental -unit ter-
ntories of considerable size.

If this multi-unit kind of system is to be suc-
cessful, it must incorporate certain basic principles
of organization and administration.

The five I list may not be complete, but I be-
lieve them to constitute what is most vital.

1. The public library system must have a sound
basis in law. Since it is a,public servicecfhe laws,
of the state or province must make provision for

l,
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the establishment of such a system by, the com-
bination of existing local units of government re-
gardless of whether they have or have not already
established, and' supporting public library service.

This combination could be. compulsory or vol-
untary, or induced by Ale availability of outside aid-
funds.

The most difficult part ',of organizing the larger
system should' be the job of getting the local units
to want to combine. As discused above, this can
be difficult. enough. Once this motivation is
achieved, the legal iniplemeritation should be as
easy as pogsible.

2. The publiC library system must have a sound
base of tax support. This is imperative. It is im-
portant to remember that I did not say "local tax
Support." In some of our new systems in Min-
nesota, the tax base is composed of local -tax
funds, plus a combination of state anti federal
did funds. There is a basic minimum of local effort
required to earn,'the aid funds. I call this a sound
base.

3. The public library system must have a sound
adniinistrative. structure. This can be insured to
some extent by the basis in law. BLit it cannot be
guarantee'd if the law is made flexible enough to
provide the necessary variations for mutually sat-
isfactory multi-:unit membership. Existing interi-
ests of local units in many varied combinations
must be protected, and will inevitably be varied in
their requirements.

While the structure of the government of- the
system, whether by a traditional type of board or
as a department of government, is an important
factor in this, qually So is the specific authority
which the syste exercises over its individual mem-
ber units. 1 have heard the invocations to local

, autonomy and states rights too long and too loud
to have any illusions about there being any magic
in the word "federation."

Any combination of smaller units, whether by
consolidation, or federation, can be no stronger than
the administrative authority w ich is invested in
its central managernent.

4. The services of the system, and the service
outlets of the system, must be organized and dis-
tributed to provide a maximum of accessibility With-
in the limits, of geography and population distribu-
tion or density. Here we can torn again to our
man in Flin Flon or perhaps more appropriately
to the forest ranger or game warden at SherrideN
He cannot have the same convenience of access to

library service as does the man Who lives just
around the corner from the Winnipeg Public Li-
brary. But this does not mean that his needis corr.

arespondingly less. Therefore, our library system
must take adVantage 'of every, known technique
of dissemination and method of transmission for
getting service to him. While it may take longer
for him to get the service because of a combination
of geography and cost considerations, it still must
be possible 'for 'him to- get the service if he is
patient.

5. And last, but certainly not least, and per-
haps really the first in importance: The system must
be compatible with other systems; \,and with all
other kinds of libraries.. This may sound innocu-
ous, but it is really full Of dynamite or 'dynamics.
Potential dynamite which can throw the whole
system off course; or potential dynamics to help
fulfill the goal of a network of library service form-
ing a seamless web, covering all the required forms.
and manifestations of knoWledge and making such
knowledge available, to all kinds, -conditions and
distributions of men.

There must be compatibility with school libraries
in helping to fill -the burgeoning intellectual needs
of school students; compatibility with academic
and specialized librarieS in working together to
meet the challenge of the college student, of the:
advanced research candidate for higher degreesj
of the analyst or administrator in business and in-
dustry, and of the out of school adult whose in-
terest and ability lead his curiosity into deeper
and broader explorations of the realm of human
knowledge.

Here, the word "compatibility" is used also in its
newer application to the electronic storage, re-:
trieval and dissemination of knowledge. All, li-
braries are going to have to make the greatest and"
best possible use of the miraculous indexing, and
transmission potentials of the rapidly developing
electronic devicestherwise we will all be buried
under' mounds of unused, catalog cards, or un-
usable indexes and abstracts. Unused' or unus
able, not because of faulty organization, but be-
cause of overwhelming quantity.

But, to return for a moment to riy point about
all kinds of libraries; While I have said that the
public' library is- the logical source 'of initiating this
cooperation, and probably the most logical Instru-
ment for coordinating it, it must be emphasized
strongly that all of this will amount to nothing with,
out the full cooperation of all kinds of' libraries: L
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school; academic; and special; °as well as public.
And this id-pot the kind of cooperation where

the others coo while the publiC library operates.
each will have its\own role to fill' in its own area
and field Or resporthibility, but it must also Share in
filling the role of libraries in general in creating a
seamless web of library service.

.IV

Let us turn, for a moment, to the,definition of
"network " given us by the notorious lexicographer
and famous biographer, Dr. Samuel JOhnson. He
wrote:

Network:. Anything reticulated or decussated
at equal distances With interstices, between
the intersections.

Decussated: Intersected at- acute angle0 and
Reticulated: -Made of network; formed with in-

terstitial vacuities.
Those interstices between the _intersections, in

our library network, could be identified as the dis-

0%

tances between our service points. They must not
be identified gas the distances between our prac-
tices and our ideals. For can they represent the
uncrossed distances between us as librarians.

Recent action by Congress has authorized
funds to help develOp networks of interlibrary co-
operation. The first appropriation- is small, and
provides fundd only fo_r the purpose of making
plans for creating such networks. This has a
great potential for our seamless weiip. but I am
somewhat chagrined that the national legislature
appears to be ahead of so many in the library pro- .

fession. But this is the kin,d of challenge which
librarians must rise to meet.

And I think we are going to be successful in
forming stronger public libraries, in forming library
sydtems which work together with all kinds of li-
braries, and we will create Is seamless web of li-

brary service. We certainly can 'do so, provided,
those interstitial vacuities are geographic, rather
than being in our own minds.

tr
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JEWELL SMITH
Assistant Librarian

Springfield-Greene County Library
Springfield, Missouri

1
STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National COmmission on Libraries and Information Science

. Missouri was one of the first states in the early
1950's to prochica a Plan to recommend ways and
means to bring adequate 'library facilities to all of
'Missouri/

When the Library Services Act was passed by.
Congress in 1956 and .extended in 1961, Missouri
made a renewed effort to get a good look at Missouri
libraries and their abijity to serve the .publid. From
this joint effort of Gretchen Schenk and her con-
sultants, Missouri Libra/ies, Boards ofTrustaes and

,=interested citizens cam Rublic Library. Service .in
.Missouri: A Survey. A Plan was structured from
The Survey which has become the basis of most
progress in Missouri in the last decade,

In the introduction to the.f\i?ra1/4revision of the Plan
the concept of IibrarX systems was stated:

The concept of library systems includes all
libraries: public, school, College, university
and speciaj, Overall goals of library service
can be realized only when all types of librar-
ies have attained minimum Standdrds 'of
service. Since a plan of service must be
based on a knowledge of existing ficilities

,and services, additional investigations irr
depth of school, ctYllege, university-and re-.
lated libraries are urgently needed at this
time to complement the.. present 'study of
public libraries and their interrelated func-
tions.
Good reasons derliethis'increasing close
relationship. ore and more Americans to-
day think of their libraries as part of a vast
network of information, beginning with the
library they are using at the moment and
ending only when the information they are
seeking is finally found:

Through the LSCA funds, four public library
systems were established in different areas of the
state. These systems were initiated with the idea
that the participating libraries would support the

.

systems when the federal funds were removed.
This has been only partially successful, burin every
instance it has given the Itprarians involved a larger
concept of library service. Most ofthe systems have
evolved other types of Cooperation such as rotating
collections, in-service training programs, and 're,.
ciprocal borrowing f

It was realized from the beginning that .in order
for the libraries in Missourito make any real prog-
ress, the library laws must be changed. The*Mis-
sobri Library .Associatibn and the State library
undertook a survey and produced a statute which
*as outstanding for its clxtffication of public library
laws. The state legislature failed to pass it, how-
ever. Probably the failure of its passage could be
attributed 4o the half-hearted support the draft re-.
cei(fed froeThany librarians in the state. Five years
later in 1972, a very significant part of the bill which
provides for.consolidation of ,contracting library dis
tricts became law.

In 1966 the Graduate School of Library Science
and Information was established at the University
of Missouri at, Columbia. Since that time the Re-
cruitment COmmittee of Missouri Library Association
has worked very closely with the Librarian-Recruit-
er at the Missouri State Library in continuing to
recruit young people not only for the graduate
scholarships, but also for the internships which go
to undergraduates to work in public libraries. The
salaries forthese interns are paid through the State
Library.-

In other ways the.Missouri Librarians have been
actively showing their concern for all kinds of pa-
trons in all types of libraries. One example is the
Missouri Association of School Librarians who have
worked for years to establi h a School Library
Supervisor in the Missouri tate Department of
Education. This finally has be aocaMplished in
1972.

lk 1971 all Outreach Committee Wis established
in MLA. This committee has grown rapidly and is



working dlosely with the Missouri State Jail Com-
mittee to bring materials to the persons incarcer%
ated in the prisons and jails of the stfe.

The Missouri Library Association in`1971 asked
. that p,ri_Advisory Committee to the State Library

Commission be formed to .act as liaison between
the library association and the state -commission.
This 'committee consists of libraridns, trustees, civic
leaders, and legislators. The goals it haeset to
improve library serviceSin Missouri are impressive:
If these goals are successful, they will involve the
full cooperation of the Missouri librarians,

ry
e As-

sociation and the State Library and the wise use
of local, state and federal funds. So far, the great-
east successes in Missouri have come from the local
level, often subsidized by the state and federal
governments. I) .77

The Advisory Committee has decided upon the
following goals as essential to the future 'growth of

'library service in Missouri. 1

That the fullest understanding of the use, value,
and potential of library service of-the interchange
of information through a library be hid by all
of the, citizens -of the state.

- That there be employed in all of thet libraries- of
the state sufficient personnel fb,carryqout prodrams
appropriate to each library's role and that these
persons be equipped by education, training, and
experience to deal successfully both with the in-
tellectual and informational content of libraries :and
the intellectual and informational needs of clientele.

That access to and availability Of library materi-
als of whatever kind appropriate to,the interests and
information needs of every, citizen, of whatever
condition, in the state be accomplished and this
with a minimum of needless duplication.. - -

,-

That every citizen of the state, of whatever

0

condition, have convenient access to a kind of
library service appropriate to his interests, needs,
and state of life.

That libraries of the several kinds in any area of
the istate develop means for the fullest use \by.

es

all
citizens of the materials, staff, and special :compe-
tenC of each library. .e, t

That larger units of library service tending `to-
ward greater operating efficiency. and more.effec-
tive service be established throtighout the. state, J

either by formal consolidation and merger by
contractual means. .

That the State Library be empoWered to plan,
guide, and direct the development of total library
serviqe within the state,. with local decision and
cont in no -way. being compryffised.

+hat every library prograrrybe conducted ifiikari
"atmoSphere" conducive to and productive of the
fullest an*cmost effective use of the information
sources available.

That information service as provided by libraries
become an increasingly more important part Of the
processes by which -the decisions of government
are made.

That libraries entertain and, experiment with 'in-
novative methods of operation or service in recog-
nition of unprecgdented needs of citizens and as a '
means for pioneering totally new methods for serv-
ing peOple. .

Objectives and -goals related to finance or to
law necessarily inclUde the assent and support of
legisaltive bodies OF of other, i.e., non-library acl-
rninistrators and officials.- The degree to which the
goal of maintaining, continuing communication with,
citizens regarding the "library idea" is achieved
will in great measure determine to which these other
objectives and goals can be achieved.

e.
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MARGARET STEFFENS
", Vice-Chairmen

State Board for Libraries
State of Michig'an

Department' of Education
Lansing, Michigan

STATEMENT

, Prepared for-the
National dornmission on Libraries and 4nformation Science

I am pleased to present to you the State Library
of Michigan establithed by taw in 1828 and oper-
ating today from the headquarters building at 731
East Michigan Ave., Lansing. The state agency has
had a constant and substantial growth in reference,
retearph and inforination. The Main library is /in a
remodeled building which is functional' but not/ade-
quate for the collection of'1,309,320 volumet and
the staff of 141 people. Facilities inaddition'to the
main building include a.LegitiatiVe Reference Serv-
ice,-the Law Library, a Government Center Branch,
the Upper Peninsular Branch; and the Access Office
at the University of Michigan.

.Specialists or consultants are available to all
public end school libraries in building and con-
strUction, state-certification, penal fines, and library
contracts. Service is given to state institutions
including hospitals, prisons, welfare and to the
Trustee and Friends DivisiOns of the Michigan Li-

--6rary Association..
The .board, appointed by the governor, and,an

advisory botTNirtbe 1965 following a constitutional'
revision is responsible to the State Board of Edu-
cation. There are five members, four white and one
black, representing four population areas in the
state. Two members are former trustees of public
libraries and their knowledge is valuable. One
member is a publisher of a foreign language news-
paper and the fourth member is the principal of an
elementary school in our largest city. The.. last
appointee and recently resigned had no experience
in,a library leadershipeole and was not an effective
member.

The board meetings, a full day session, are held
_ every two months when all state and federal pro-,

. grams 'are reviewed. The State Librarian and the.
Deputy Librarian attend all the meetings and the
Executive Secretary of the Michigan Library Asso-
ciation is-a-guest at each meeting. The advice of
the board is respected by the Board of Education
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and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction
and the relationship is cordial. , The present legal
status of the board without the power.to act is
weakness in the library service to the people ol.
Michigan. The current annual report of the Michi-
gan Department of EducatiOn consisting of 'eighty-.
-three pages devotes six pages to library .services.

The staff and board have after a careful review
of a study and analysis, of the public libraries in
Michigan approved the plan for a regional library
system in Michigan. The nine million dollar funding
needed for the program in a state with a population
of over' eight million and a .Proposed operating
budget of four billion, dollars for 1973 is snot .un-
reasonable. At this writing the appropriaticin has
not been granted. Library service which shall be
available t0 ali the residents of the state is a trustee
responsibility under the Michigan Law and if the
people use our libdries or do not, we are charged
to provide access -to information, encourage re-
search, initiate new programs, establish new learn-
ing centers, acquire, regard, process, and share all
the collections in the state.

Federal grants since 1965, approved and super-
vised by the state library, have strengthened the
standards for service. Two important services un-
der this. program are the grants. to the' library ir
the Blind and the Physically Handicapped and the
Library Services and Construction Act. The first
grant has made possible service to 6500 people,
215 institutions} and a dramatic increase in two Sub-
Regional Centers. The second grant has' resulted
in the construction of nearly fifty new public librar-
ies. The requirement of local funds.has increasedL,the performs ce Of the local trustee and aroused
a citizen pr' 'n the new accomplishm, t. My
recent visit to the Grand Rapids Public drary,
serving a large population area in Western Michi-
gan gave me a tour of the new central building and
an interpretation of the 150,000 special grant to

0
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serve four counties With extension of services. The
summer prograrrO to bring books to the inner city
has had an exciting beginning. All prograrns are,
well advertised. o

Securing adequate funds and space are two of
the most serious problems we attempt td solve.
The state has a responsibility in they direct costs
for library services and facilities whidh are a part of
the educational system. The word adequate I have
discovered has one meaning for me and another
Meaning for the State Appropriations Committee.
The state aid has not been increased since 1938.
The State library budget remains at $3,078,800. The
trustee can as a citiZen communicate to the legis-
Jator who is a Wizen. In, commitment and commun-
ication we have not been successful. Our dialogue
has not been continuing and we have been reluc-
tant to advertise. The words; to develop, to provide,
to allow, to enlarge are meaningful words in the
annual report but they have not resulted in action.
Information, speakers, brochures, TV and Radio
prdgrams could be de/eloped in a, publicity de-
apartment.

The Access Office at the University of Michigan
is the first step in bringing together the major public
and univerbitys,libraries in providing resources and
collections that may be available to all, the people.
The state library is planning to be the booking agent
and the principal distributdr for all state agency
filnis. This will provide a serAce to all elementary

-and secondary schools in making available to them
information from state goveitm'ene

The, state library has provided a very limited
program in education for t ustees. A workshop

session held_ once a year is not adequate. training
for the trustees of the public libraries in Michigan.
Most trustees have the poWer thrust upon them
and if they serve with an alert and informed librar-
ian, attend state and national conferences; continue
profedsional reading they develop iritol'sponsible
board members. Unfortunately epproxiMately 100
trustees out of a possible 2000 participate in a
Once a year state workshop- and a handful attend
the National Conference. A well planned Governor's
Conference in 1965 attracted 1000 people, Trustees,
Friends and Citizens. A plan for a trustee seminar
was submitted to a nat)onal foundation and_was not,
granted. We will continue our se ch for a- donor.

In the summary of my study of NI e State, Library
of Michigan. I have obseryed:

1A dedicated staff operating without adequate
funds and space.

2A legally restricted board without power.
3A strong influence on the public and school

jibrary.
4An effective plan for regional service with all

libraries, public and academic.
5A competent distribution of federal funds,
et--Inadequate state-wide publicity.
7kstrong need for trustee education in State-

wide seminars funded 'by government or pri-
vate foundation.

This study is the viewpoirit of one state library
board member.. I believe a valuable project for
the state library board in Michigan would be a
study and review from each board member in under-
standing a unctions and objectives.
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, LESTER L. STOFFEL
EXecutive Director

Suburban Libeary System
Hinsdale, Illinois

ST

a Prepared to the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Sconce

,

Theleuburban' Library System is a cooperative
established by its member public libraries as a
result of state legislation,providing funding for its
operation. Its formation was and its operation is
based on' the voluntary actions of its'independent
locally Controlled public libraries. The only require-
ment of rnentlbers is free access to library materials
owned by any member library by patrons of any
other member library. Basic services include Cen-
tral Reference, Interlibrary. Loan, Audio-Visual Seni-
iaes, Reciprocal Borrowing, delivery of library ma-
terials, and Consultant Services.

Our 58 independent Public.libraries, for the most
part,during our initial years sine 1966 have shown
that they will work together for the iMprovement of
their services to the million and a half people within
the systeth boundaries. In my Opinion, SLS has
proved that cooperation works when equity is built
into the programs. We have succeeded in raising
the level of library service throughout the western
and southern suburbs. Our member library boards
are more responsible. Multimedia materi:als are
now available through even the smallest member
librarY as well as a sophisticated reference service
and an efficient accessibility to aaignificantly great,
er doeptti of library materials. We are -Convinced
these acdemprishments could not be attained with
out state funding from a broader base than individ-
ual municipalities. ,

Yet, inequities in ability to support local public
libraries are evident among SLS Member libraries.
If all libraries in the system levied the .15%, tax
rate against real estate, the yield would range from
$1.53 per,capita to $309.75 per capita. .Of our 95
communities 62 would be unable to reach a level
of $6.50 per capita at the .15% rate maximum
permitted by state law without a further rate refer-
endum. Forty eight communities containoa copula:.
tion under-16,000.

The need for merging these libraries into viable
sized units with realistic tax bases is obvious to
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the Suburban Library System. The dilemma lies in
our desire to maintain community control of public
libraries versus, existing local attitudes toward the
definition of the term "community." We need: to
instill a larger sense of the term "community"
which it notttimited to existing political bOundaries.
Local pride is the frequently Used term; parochial-

`isrtimay be a more accurate one: Many people Will
sacrifice many advanaaes, including a respectable
level of library service, to preserve, their narrow
sense of community.

Within our boundaries are over 300,000 people
residing in 34 communities whp-TOpport no:public
library.. We feel an obligation' to these uns4rved
people, and have a strong ongoing program of
assistance to them in establishing library service
in the most practical Arely( New independent, small
and inadequately financed publib libraries are not
the answer we already have too many like that.
We encourage establishment of librdry districts
(similar to school districts) with lexisting'- public li-
braries. Our goal. is torealm toward a significant
reduction in our number. of independent libraries
while establishing locally supported library service
for every resident of the system area. In fact, we ,

haves drawn our system map as a goal for the
future with eight large district libraries, hopefully
replacing the current 61 libraries: plus 34 unserved
communities. It is also our hope, that these eight
-districts can be library communities controlling'
their own destinies.

By means of a state program which uses federal
'LSCA funds, we are proving that the stimulus of
even, temporary financial sulbport encourages the
formation. of larger library districts and tends to
outweigh the influence of local pride in decision
,making. The program Project PLUS (Providing
Larger Units of Service) funds a demonstration
of service to unserved areas from an existing library
and 'obligates the holding of a referendum to estab-
lish a larger library district. Although it is.too- early
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a
to be certain, first results', indit e this to. b; very
successful method of carrying opt

for
jeCtive of

locally supported library service for e entire pop-
ulation within The system area, e service
areas and still Maintaining local control of libraries.

The existence of several black poverty suburbs
in our system poses a difficult probleni. Not being
a part of a larger city makes them totally responsible*.
for their own services, but being small and with rib
industry there is .practically no tax base to support
public services. Racial prejudice ang the fact that..
the number of people- outweight the value of prop-
erty discourages neighb8ring suburbs from inlud--
ing them in service areas:' This isitru'e even though
their immediate neighbors enjoy ,the 'tax base pro-
vided by the industrial developments in whichresi-
dents of both the wealthy and 'the poor suburbs
work.

Q.

r.

Our goals of locally controlled larger service-
areas and library, service' -for all can be accom-
plished only through the stimulus of grants from or
through the state which are used to promote a
statewide plan. Revenue sharing, which returns
morriy to municipalities, would not answer these,
needs. Rather it would help to preserve parochial-
ism and separatism in public libraries, and would
perpetuate inadequate- libraries duplicating func-
tions and materials. The onlyother solution would
be forced' mergers, but we believe local decision
making should be preserved.

Therefore, I urge ttie National Commission .on
Libraries to recommend the continuation of and an
increase in the level of LSCA type grants which can
be of significant help in solving library problems on
a planned area-wide basis.
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' ANN, SINANSON

North Iowa Library Extension
Mason City., Iowa

STATEMENT

. Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

As per your request, I am ,submitting the en-
closed material to the NationakCorhMission on 'Li-
'Praries and Inforrnation:Science for your regional
hearing on. September 27, 1972.

Exhibit A: "Nile, Inc. -- A First" attempts to
give some background on the development of
NILE, its new existence as a nonprofit corporation,
and the services it offers.

Exhibit B provides, .a look at the goals and spe-
tific objectives of, our two newest programs: rv-
ice to the Disadvantaged and to the Handicapp d.
These services were begunin the late-Fall of 197
We hope to be able to continue theM into 1973 with
the aid of LSCA funds.

Exhibit G.- are some examples of letters written
about NILE. Perhaps they will give ydu some idea
of the rapport which we think we have with our area.

If you have questions concerning any of this
material, please feel free to Contact me,

What happens to your library system if the elec-
. ted heads of Iowa government are non-library peo-

ple?
if 'salaries and qualifications of its personnel

must be regulated by the Merit System?
if one of the system's vehicles is demolished

or a person injured therein sues?
if the headquarter's library asserts more au-

thority than desired by member libraries?
These were among the many question's asked

of the North Iowa Library Extension (NILE) members
during the past three years.

In 1958, NILE started as a child of the Mason
City Public. Library. Member libraries contracted
with the Mason City Public Library for service from
NILE. In 1969, the State Auditor's Office recom-
mended that "the contract with the Mason City Pub-

; lic Library be amended to provide authority for ad-
- ministrative officials of the Library Extension to ac:'

count for their funds under the direction of the
State Tra'veling Librari."1

'Official Auditor's Report, January 1, 1968, through June.
30, 1969.
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To coMply-with this, Iowa State Traveling Library
drafted a new 'contract with the Mason City Public
Library Board enabling NILE to handle its own book-.
keeping. It soon became apparent that such action
put NILE in a peculiar position. It was no longer
tied firmly to the Mason City Public Library: and 'it
did not want to be strictly an arm.of the State Li-
brary subject to politics. The member librhries
wanted the authority to jointly establish policies
and programs and carry them out; yet NILE had no
legal right to stand alone under, the lowa.Code with-
Put incorporating.

In May of 1971, these member libraries took a
straw vote in favor of incorporating. As a result, the
NILE Advisory Group, made up of one representative
from each county, voted on June 10, 1971, to take
action to make ,NILE a. nonprofit corporation.

The Iowa State Traveling Library Board voted
to approve the incorporating' of NILE and to estab-
lish it as their agentn North Central Iowa; thus`
making NILE eligible for federal- funds on. the same
basis as the other cooperAves. The Department
of Health, .Education and Wielfare gave its O.K. to
the new organization and spelled out rights of own-
ership of federal and state properties.

With these authorizations, the lawyers for "NILE
were able to proceed with incorporation. On July 1,
1972, NILE, Inc., was established and granted its
corporate license by the. Secretary of State..To our
knowledge, this is the first public library_ system
offering total library services to lie incorporated in
the United States as a nonprofit institution.

What does this mean to libraries which belong to
NILE?

It means NO CHANGE IN THEIR RELATIONSHIP
WITH NILE. There need be no change...in the
governmental status of existing libraries. Each
local library board retains its identity and con-
trol over its affairs. 'The local library board buys
services from the corporation.

a.



Who-runs the Corporation?

The affairs of NILE, Inc., are managed by a board
Of directors elected from each cbunty-director
district as prescribed by the bylaws of the cor-
poration. The first Board consists of:

Mt. Ernest Gerardi, Klemme Chairman
Mrs. Lois Zimmerman, Whittemore Vice:

Chairman
Miss Sarah Senior, Clear Lake Secretary.
WS, R. M. Christianson, Joice
Miss Frieda Blum, Hampton
Mrs. Donal Halvorsen, St. Ansgar
Mr. Keith Loveland, Ackley
Mr. Fred Smith, Forest City
Mrs. Carl Magdsick, Charles City
Mrs. Robert Gram, Belmond

This board adopts said bylaws and policies of
the Corporation and hires and prescribes the
duties bf the corporate officers. The first cor-
porate officers are:.

Mrs. Ann Swanson, PreSident
4JVIre. Martha Meyer, Vice-President
Mrs. Eunice. Findling, Secretary
Mrs. Anne Hegel, Treaeurer

What services are currently available?

Reference: 'Librarians may request specific
titles or broad subject materials through
NILE either via the mails or the telephone.
Many of these materials will be readily avail-
able through NILE!s 130,000 volume collec-
tion or Mason City Public Library's.125,000
volume collection. If not, these materials may.
be obtained through the Teletype Reference
Network which daily circulatemequests to
other major public libraries and college li-
braries in the state.

Telephone: If a library h6' its own telephone,
NILE provides the library with a telephone
credit card and pays the bills for all long
distance phone calls to NILE or othermem-
ber libraries.

Book. Cataloging and Processing: NILE can
order books from any publisher or book job--,
ber for 38%,to 40% discount Olt most items.
(Most individual libraries receive from 20% -
33% from these sources.) NILE catalogs and
processes these books at no extra cost to
the member library. The member library
pays the bill for the cost of the books only.
NILE provides book order forms for librarians
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to use- in submitting their orders. Nonniem-
ber libraries buy this service at cost.

Rotation: Some of each year's budget is- alto
cated to the purchase of books for a rotating
collection. Once each Year, each library de-

, siring this service is asked to choose the
number and broad 'categories which will be
in their deliveries. (About 85% of the books
will never be older than five years, and few
books will be received a second timeunless
they are requested.) The collections will
be exchanged via truck every four months.
NILE does not ask libraries to interrupt their
circulation and call in books which are
checked out. We ask only that libraries
return all NILE books remaining o'n their
shelves from the previous exchange..

Give Away Program (G.A.P.):'Each yeat the ro-
tation books copyrighted three to six years
before are reprocessed, and memberilibrar-
ies are given the opportunity 'to select those
ti *Ies which they would like to keep in their
libraries.. These books are theirs to use as
long as they remain in the program. Title to
the'ibooks remains with NILE. .

Workshops: Once or .twice a year, workshops
are held Nil librarians and board members
on such subjects as book-buying, reference,
library budgets, children's and young adult ,

services, etc. Member librarians and repre-
sentative board members are expected to
attend.

Bookmobile Service: A book van housing from
9,500-2,000 titles is available for stops at
retirement ,centers, 'nursing homes, com-
munirity centers; rural locations, etc:-

Reciprocal. Borrowing: A NILE borrower's card'
is available td patrons of member libraries.
When these cards are presented to other
member libraries, they entitle the bearer to
free service in those libraries. (Ex: A
Joice boy attending college at NIACC in
Mason City, could use the Mason City Public
Library free of charge upon presenting the
NILE card). Courtesy card holders borrow
according to regula.tions of the host libiery.

8mm.,,Films: A collection of 300 silent films is
available upon request to member libraries.

16mm Films: NILE owns 31 16mm films and a
projector which are available to member
libraries. Through its -two memberships in
FILMS; INC., an- additional 38 films every
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Q two 'months are available to member libraries.
Access is provided to the Iowa State Travel-
ing Library's film collection.

Cassettes: Approximately,. 250 cassettes are
available for immediate loan to member li-
braries plus access to 1,000 mg_ r6 from -the
Iowa State Traveling Library..

Art Prints: 654 art prints are rotated three times
- annually to .those member libraries wishing
this service. These are fine art reproduc-
tions, framed and ready to hang in patrons
homes.

What does it cost to buy services from NILE?,

To become a full member with use 9f all avail-
able services and voting privileges in the cor-
poratien costs 500 per capita from. alll town and
rural residents (minimum fee $2135); or 650 per
capita from a town whose surrounding rural area
is not covered by a county library tax (minimum
fee $371).
Other nonmember libraries not wishing full
membership in the corporation may soon be'
able to buy a specific service for a base fee
plus the cost of that service.
Members of other cooperative library systems
may use the cataloging and proCessing service.
'for 750 per book.

Whit are the prospects for the future?

NILE, Inc., hopes to extend librAry service to all
- those persons in North Central oWa who pre
currently, unserved. It will formulate plans for
and implement projects which member libraries
would like to have to improve existing library
services.

Exhibit:B1

SerVice to the Disadv ntaged in North Central *Iowa

NILE works with the Migrant Action Program,
the Community Action Program and the Alcoholic
Coordination'Center to Pr vide library service to the
disadvantaged.

Three organizations Will help cooperate and
promote the program with NILE:

1. The Migrant Action Program, which has its
headquarters in Mason, City but serves all
Mexican-Americans in Iowa, tries to help the
migrants to improve their life Patterns, to
alleviate Anglo-prejudice against' a native
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'American 'of brown-skinned origin, who, is
poor, and who knows little or no English.
NILE and MAP want to help restore and re-
vivec the Spanish culture background and
make the Mexican-Americans all vseful Citi-
zens.

2.. The Commu6nity Action Program of the Office
of Economic Opportunity, whose primary job
# to mobilize public and private community
resources to assist the low-income, unem-
ployed, or unskilled persons in the area,
serves nine counties around Mason City.
Part of. kpAP's.work is to help thee people
organizAeffectively so _that they can -tackle
and solve their own problems.

3. The Alcoholic Coordination Center, also serv-
ing nine counties, has a primary purpose to
provide rehabilitative services that will make
it possible for the poor alcoholic to, reach and
maintain sobriety, and thus free him to face
-more realistically- the other factors involved
in his poverty status,

These organizations -act as referral agencies to
inform the library personne of such people (mi-
grants, 10w-income families, and alcoholics) who
are in need and would benefit rom a share of liter-
ature, knoW,jedge, culture, ent rtainment, and un-
derstanding.

NILE wants to continue the challenge to bring
the disadvantaged people up to a higher Niel of
living. We want to restore their hope and 'confidence
to prevent driftirkg to the open road.

GOALS:

1. To give low-income. people a hand up instead
of a hand out!

2." To educate the public and the community on
the 'problems of the disadvantaged, (includ-
ing the functionally illiterate, the reader
whose native tongue is not English, and the
rejectedelcoholic). /Societal attitude toward
poverty level persons is a challenge since it
has always been difficult to deal with, in
terms of the prejudicial nonacceptance "di-
rection it his usually taken.

S. To attempt, to break the barrier of misunder.-
standing dividing library staff and the disad-
vantaged. This aducation involves the in-
formation of who they are, where they are
located, and how many are in each, com-
munity.



4. To assist local libraries wfth display mater-
ials, posters, fliers, and brochures to involve
them in the. cooperative effort of serving
those who are disadvantaged.

5. To unite the lopel and state agencies working
with the disadvantaged to strive for cooper-
ation, and extensive sharing in their similar
outreach services to these people. This in-
dudes surveying agencies to find what each
has that Would be relevant and useful for
work with the disadvantaged,

6. To make.audio-visual materials and bilingual
literature available this year to other cooper-
atives, agencies, and groups who are also
serving the disacivantiged. 'Faster progress'
can be accompffAheq *hen ideas dre mutu-
ally shared to rrieet the goals of all who have

, concern.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

By September 30, 1972, NILE will have reached
65% of the 1,345 Mexick-American migrants via
direct weekly home visits and.monthly mass migrant
.meetings with the delivery of bilingual books, peri-
odicals,, and audio-Visual media. Three-fourths of
this specific target group are in- the locale for the
duration of the summer, approximately 'fiveamonths.

By March 31, 1973, NILE will have provided the
following:

f: Materials on how to .attain U.S: Citizenship
as well as material in Spanish on what is
covered in the exams, including information
about the Constitution, the government struc-
ture, American history, etc., to the 260 mi-
grants settling, out of the migrant stream.

2. Will have supplemented the 144 people
in the CAP,classes on a weekly basis with
books and audio-visual learning materials
will have provided serviCe to 50% of the
11,152 people in the total CAP area.

3. Will have further enriched the lives of those
less fortunate by establishing a "lending
brary of toys" to the 360 migrant children
and the 400 children at the three CAP Cen-
ters in order to give them a chance to play
with toys their parents cannot af rd.

4. Will have provided '40 books and au to-visual
materials twice a month to each 8f the 19
residents located at the Alcoholic Coordina-
tion Center, and have reached 50% of the
850 people afflicted with alcoholism.

5. Will have promoted services for the Cffsad-
,

vantaged by television communication four
times and by monthly newspa
to the North Iowa. Community.

6. Will have further informed the
NILE and the cooperating agencies"- (MAP,
OAP and the ACC) services to the disad-
vantaged by making a film to publicize the
work with those in need.

7. Will have assited each of the 63 local librar-
ies and one institutional library with materials
to advertise and involve them in the cooper-
ative effort of serving those who are disad-
vantaged. Forty volunteers will have helped
to promote and extend library services to the
disadvantaged.

8. Will have contacted and corresponded with
65% of the state agencies involved With the
disadvantaged program and will have ex-
changed and shared catalogs of material as
well as innovative ideas.

r coverage

blic about
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Exhibit B2

Service to the Blind and Physically Handicapped
In North Central Iowa

NILE works with its meMber libraries, the Iowa
Commission for the Blind 'and the nursing homes
and county homes in the area to provide library
services torthe blind and physically handicapped.

GOALS:

f:' To provide-adequate collections of commer-
cially produced materials (large print books,
talking books, cassettes, 16mm and 8mrr3
films, and kinetic learning materials) to the
physically ,handicapped.

2.. To distribute library media to the physically .
handicapped to meet the needs of those un-
able to effectively utilize the,regular services
of the library.

3. To provide catalogs of available library ma-
terials that are particularly usable by the
handicapped.

4. To become a full regional public library de-
pository for the state for complete materials
and equipment available from the lowa State
Commission for- the Blind.

5. To make a film demonstrating services pro-
vided to theiphysically handicapped.

6. To have the film about the physically handi-
capped available to all interested people,
cooperatiyes, and agencies in tiystate. To
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promote an exchange and sharing of ideas
with other persons working throughOut the
'state' with the physically handicapped.

7. To set up a volunteer prgram through local
facilities to have materials shown or read to
the people.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

By March 13, 1973, NILE will have provided the
following:

1./ Twice a month delivery of audio- visual -and
print materials directly to 320 physically
handicapped residents in the area's eight
largest nursing homes (those .having 40 ac-
tive library patrons).. Film requests are also
received daily by mail and tele0one.

2. Once a month delivery of :audio- visual and
print materials directly to the 1,740 physically
handicapped persons, at eight hospitals and
32-nursing homeS and retirement centers.
Film reqiiests are also received daily by mail
and phone.

3. Will have handled 224 total monthly spacial
research requests for specific subjects, book.
titles, and authors to the physically handl-
capped.

4. Monthly rotations and delivery of children's
audio-visual and print materials to the 16(ly
children of four day care centers, retarded,
and handicapped homes. (This includes cas-
settes and their accompanying books as well
as kinetic learning materials.)

5: Catalogs of audio-visUal materiaVincludin
talking books, cassette's, large print boos,
and regular books to the 48 homes andicen
ters serving the physically handicapped.

6. As a depository for the Iowa State Com-
mission for the :Blind, NILE will have con-
tacted each of the 48 nursing Nimes to
demonstrate the talking books'and machines
and cassettes and cassette recorders direct-
ly to those eligible for the service as well as
to the administrators so we can be immedi-

p ately informed of new people. entering the
home.

aware off the services provided and, the work
beingddhe for the physically handicapped by
making a film showing these facts. To/have
this film available to all cooperativeS and
agencies in the state' also working_with the
physically handicapped as Sven as/to pro-
mote an exchange and sharing cliiideas with
these interested people.

8. ,The servicewill also have been extensively
advertised in the 32 Area newspapers in
order to inform the home-bound and shut-in.
The available services will also have been
communicated via television 'and radio:
Will have utilized the voluntary service of at
least 72 individuals at each of the 48 homes
and centers.: /

10: Will have-provided tapes' and cartridges for
those interested in nursing hOmes to record_
information of their toyon and area's history,
etc..

9.

Exhibit

Mr. Tom Jam
City Hall
19 S. Delaware
Mason City, Iowa 50401

Dear Mr. Jolas:

June 27, 1972

I am writing` to/you concerning the program of
/ the North Iowa Li wary Extension' Service and the'
excellent opportunity it has ..been affording to the
eople of NOrth Iowa. in general and to our program

;at the Alcoholism Center in particular. Through .

close cooperation we have been provided with film'
rnateria!e, books and other materials tbat lave
been invaluable in providing service for the Ico
holic person and his family. Through the use of
the North Iowa Library Extension facilities we have,
bee able to project edUcatrve materials iegaraing-
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It is also. hoped NILEwoUld have been/
granted the right to become a full-regional
public library depository for the state f r
those 'materials and equipment available to

- the blind and physically handicapper) for
the Iowa State Commission for the Bli d.

7. TO make peoPle in the area and/ state/ more

al ohalism into the communities of North Iowa, and
we anticipate their resources as a continued sup-
port to our program.

/ It has been brought to my attention that there
is a possibility of discontinuing the program of the,"
Extension Service. I would consider this a serious
blow to the continuing development of an entire
di 1'41 isior11 life; namely, the educational and in-
tellectual realm that must not 'be. ignored if North
Iowa is to keep abreast of the times which we live:
I would encourage your suppo nof this pro ram



and>I look forward to our continued cooperation
with the Eitension Service.

Sincerely,
Ken Bakker
Director

I

Exhibit C2

Manlyjowa
April 9th;1 971

North Iowa Library Extensiob
225 Second St., S.E.
Mason City, Iowa

Gentlemen:

After polling'Of many patrons that use our library,
we found a tremendous response to use of Art
Reproductions, should they become available at
NILE.

We urge you therefore, to consider adding this
service to the excellent faailities you now assist
our own library with, and countless other small li-
brariestthat do not have access, to other art forms,
being so limited in this specific area.

\*.
Thank you
Lydia Kalous, assistant librarian
Doris Gerdes, Librarian

Public Library
June 20, 1972

Exhibit C3

outhave filled out forms for the 'twelve .people
who have been served by thg NILE Book van plus
one new peison. At the present time one person is
in a hospital and one is now able to walk to the '
library.

Some. of these people, even though they are
confined to their home or even bedfast, are able to
use normal printed material.

We certainly egjoyed our day in Mason. City :
last week and I know that our Library patrons willy
enjoy the books. I am continuously amazed at the
quality of service NILE offers, especially in the area
of reference materials and services to the handi-
capped. thanks again.

Mrs. Lloyd Bates
Union, Iowa

N,
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MARY 'ANN SWANSON
Librariari

Evanston Township High School
'Evanston, Illinois

r

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

ven more than in past decades the school li-
ary media specialist must be knowledgeable in
the area of curriculum and instructional programs
in order to meet the needs of students and teach-
ers working at all levels ck the educational pro-
gram. He must be involved in ondoing in-service
education for all educators so that he is con-
versant .with current research and trends in the
field. This, presupposes "access to educational
literature at the local level that must be available
both to the media specialist and to the teaching
staff. Workshops, mini-eourses, and other in-
service -courses for teachers in the use of a wide
variety of, media must be associated with their

Ar- curricular development thus the school library
media specialist must play an ever bigger role in
helping 'teachers deYelop their skills in the use of
instructional media.

The changing role of the school library media
specialist involves more than greater knowledge,
it requires' access to greater scope and variety of
materials to suport the educational program. Title

ESEA, was a good beginning to the supplement-
,

lag of local support. It provided materials, for all
students' and should be expanded to provide even
greater support for, the yarieties of materials need-
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ed in the devellopment of independent learning
programs and lh the recognition of the learning
styles of all students.

This leads to ,a need for greater access to ma-
terials supplied outside the local school district.
An opportunity for reciprocal borrowing between
school library media centers and, other libraries in-
cluding those of higher education and public 11:.
braries, and for the development of specialeribd
collections by various libraries rather than each
developing gpneral collections should be a na-
tional goal. The privilege of reciprocal borrowing
would .m'ake such specialized collections ava1-
able to all users in a ,lamer library.

r,

Such services as are required for specialized
collections should be developed so, that not all in-
structional media services are provided by each
center: Every center may not develop video oaste
settes on every subject, but production of certain
materials may be assigned to one center while an-
other develoPs.slide collections, but all materials
will be available to all students in the area.

If we as a national group believe in education
for all citizens, we must develop a means to make
materials available to all.
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RUTH W. TARBOX*
,Executive Secretary

Children's Services Division
Americah Library Association

Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Thank you for the opportunity to present testi-
mony to the National Commission on Libraries and
Information Science for its hearing in Chicago on
September 27, 1972.

In your letter of July 24, 1972 you' say "We are
particular,ly interested in your views on the rela-
tionship of children to libraries and how the chang-
ing demands of this age group affect the service
programs of all types of libraries."

Libraries need new .directions to read' and
serve children of the "seventies." it is impera-
tive if the impact on children today is to equal, andt
it - ought to surpass, the past contributions of li-
braries in this special area of service.

.Genuine progress in this,, as in all areas, is too
frequently hindered bY inflexibility, mediocrity, a
lack of intelligent and realistic understanding of
purpose and method. , -

The needs, and rights, of children are recog-
. nized today by .more agencies than ever before:

physical, emotional, intellectual needs are fre-
quently noted, as well as the material needs that
are common to all children. However, few com-
munities proceed to analyze the situation where
it is apparent that such needs are not beihg met.
Libraribs can make a significant contribution by co-
"operating,- coordinating, and initiating programs
thatiocus attention upcin the needs of children.
Many libraries are already involved in Outreach
Programs, and the need, for increased participa-
tion with other agencies serving the child, is recog-
niged. I, .

...

The role of libraries in,services .to children in, (thie_tAeuenttes" includes supporting all services
to.r-thAdren,.;':adViticacy"; work with children in-

''dividu 1.1y1r in groi.lps;14,fork with parents and other-
admits wgrking with or for children; work with other
agencies serving children. The last requires reg-
ular cornmunicak_n .1 with other agencies, and x-
change of-dians and feedback into library actiyit es.

Materials, of course, include' non-print as well as
print, and human resources are also iMportant.
Listening and viewing guidance are as basic and
iryiportant as reading guidance.

Programining needs to provide opportunities
for participation, achievement, stimulation, self=
direction, including guidance in channelling ener-
gies, help in continuing anal expanding interests
begun in the library.. It _involves structured pro:
grams for groups as well as 'unstructured, flexible
programming with children participating in the
planning. Creative programming provides oppor-
tunities for children to think, perform,,accomOish,
enjoy.

The White House Conference on Children
recognized these needs. In its Report to the Presi-
dent,..racommendations relating to the Right to
Read Effort include:

, The 'availability and accessibility of appropriate
materials and, experiences to meet the childs'
needs and interests.

The importance of preschdol and out-of-schoal
activities with parents and others in the community
to cognitive and affective development basic to
learning to read.

Creative library service to -children is basic to
'fulfilling both of these recommendations. The Re-
port further recommends:

The success' of the national Right td Read effort
will depend, in largeipart, on the availability and .ac-
cessibility of materials and experience's which
meet the needs and interests of all children.

A broad range of appropriate materials should,
be provided in, school 'media centers am? public
Libtaries, relevant 'to every' child's needs and in-
twests.

With its recommendations relating to Parents
and Community:

Libraries should be required by state library
agencies to initiate community surveys to deter-
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mine the kinds and cgentities of materials and serv-
ices available and to identify gaps in such materials
and services.

Public and school libraries should coordinate
planning to optimize the, use of facilities and trained
personnel and to pull the community and the school
even closer together.

To fulfill these roles and to carry out a viable
program of library services to children, adequate
staff, materials, and space are required. Strong ad=
ministrative and financial support must be secured
in order to actf eve these. objectives.

In setting it priorities we urge the, Commission
to:

1. Reco ize the importance and the urgent
ne for increasing and strengthening library
p ogramming for children at all levels of
governmentnational, state, local. Present-
ly, there is inadequate provision for consul-
tative service in this area at the national level.
Less than 25 states have consultantstin chil-
dren's services on State Library Extension
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Agency staffs. At the local level, when budg-
ets and/or staff have-to be cut back, in too
many instances the first budgets decreased
and positions eliminated are those relating
to children's services.

2. Encourage and support a review of the cours-
es presently included in Library tdudation on
services to children. Preparation for library
work With children in the seventies must re-
late to today's needs, and ought to include
not only courses in child psychology and ma-
terials for children, but also management,
community relations, programming for serv-
ices outside of the library. Programming for
the needs of children in libraries of the sev-
enties requires personnel with special skills
and training.

Librarians working with children can be active
agents for changA, that are needed in our society.
We urge the understanding and support of the Na-
tional Commission in providing that opportunity.
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DONALD E. THOMPSON
Librarian

' Wabash College
Crawfordsville, Indiana

STATEMENT -
Prepared for the

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

I have long felt that the library is one of the
informal Or formal education. I have been inter-
ested in all aspects of library use but particularly
as it 'applied to academic instruction. I think that
it is -important, however, to encourage. library use
at all levels !and in all circumstances,

I have never been satisfied with the type of li-
brary instruction that has been given to students
in colleges and universities. Several years ago I
made a study'bf all of the literature that had been
written to that time on the subject. With very pw
exceptions, it all centered around the library toof
and instruction by a library staff mertber on how to
use reference books and the card catalog. The
missing ingredients seemed to be the lack of the
human or individual approach and the use of prob-
lems or experiences which may not have been rele-

.

vent.
With the assistance of 'a grant from the Council

on. Library Resources, we started 'a program in the
fall of 1970 which I :believe.wilf prove to be a Prac-
tical and worthwhilsemodel. Our-approach centers
around library student assistants working with stu-
dents,.the use of research problems or library ex-
periences which the students themselves have cho-
sen or that interest them, and the help and guidance
of the. libraryff.

The library student assistant works in three dis-
tinct categories at present. The first is an assistant
to faculty members in freshman seminars and se-
lected upperclass seminars. Each helps the faculty
member with class instruction but his principal duty

' is to assist the students with library research. The
second works as a library student assistant for in-
terested living units (dormitories and fraternities),
acting as a liaison between the library and the living
unit, helping students with library. research.. The

. ,third is a combination of the above twosome from
0

r-

each group elect to be employed for reference desk
duty during the school year. In all cases, these
library student assistants learn about the use of

. library materials and how to do research by active
involvement in the library, in an experieptial rather
than lecture situation, under guidance of reference
personnel. Involvement rather than perfection is
the objective. D

We see an increase in the use of the library and
believe it will continue to grow if the problems en-
countered algang the way can be_ met. The' problems
have become evident in The form of adequacy of li--.
brary personnel, commitment of faculty to good
teaching, an identifiCation'of knd understanding a 4'
educational objectives, systems analysis,' and in-
stitutional priorities. The new one-to-one encounter
with students learning what makes a li.brary, tick
may bring ernbarassing questions to answer. Such
accountability has been.long overdue in higher edu-
cation and ought to be welcomed.

The particular, contributiq of Wabash College
to, this Commission hearing would be, in my opinion,
to call attention to the creative input of students in-
to the teaching-learning situation not only for them-
selves but for their peers. As they learn more about
what the total library can offer rather than what a
specific number- of books can do for them, they see
the library in a different sense and hopefully have
a new and different learning experience.

As far as. I can see this adds rip,to two things:.
(1) we hope and believe that students are learning to
use the library by involvement with real and per- ,

sonal problems rather than by memorization and
rote learning, and; (2) we feel that .there is a clos-
ing gap which brings faculty, library staff ind stu-
dents into a more equal partnership in the teaching
learning process.

w.:



LAWRENCE W. TOWNER;
Director and Librarian

The Newberry. Library
Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and, information Science

I drn LaWrence i')/. Towner, Director and Librar-
ian -., ..ian of The Newberry Library, a privately-endowed,
independent research library in history and the
humanities. I am pleased to have the opportunity
to present to the Commission some recommenda-
tionefor the support of nationally important research
iristitutions such as The. Newberry Library.

The basic problem face by: such libraries
whether the research branch f the New York Public
Library, The American, Antiquarian ,Sotiety, The
Fol er Shakespeare. Library, 't he Newberty Library,
o the Henry. E. Huntington Li raryis one of grow-

g obligations'anti relatively . iminishing resources.
The inreasing'-.--obligatiohs are a direct conse-

)quence of national policy 'decisions, particularly
since World War II, that made-education through the.
college level (and beyond) not the province of 'the,
few but the right of-all those who can profit from it.
The consequences of these deCisions can be seen

4n almost any statistic one cares to mention: in-
, creased numbers in college, increased p ortion

of population in college,-increased numbers f
-- advanced degrees, increased numbers of faculty,

increased Ph.D. degrees, and increased scholarly
research and pubHcation.

demands on the grea rivately-endowed .independ-
ent

of these are reflected in increased
i

ent research librarie44 services, for library ma-
terials, and -even for-financial support for research
and publication on the part of the rapidly growing
scholarly community.

At the same time, the general inflationary trend. .

in the cost of everything (from paper clips to salar-
ies, from utilities to journal subscriptions, and from
current books to antiquarian books) has made great
inroads on the libraries' available funds. Even the
wisest management of endowment and the most
vigorous fund raising has not allowed the research
libraries to keep up with regular acquisitions, let
alone- to grow at a rate so as to maintain the j pre-
eminence' as research institutions they currentlY en-
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joy. In the case of the Newberry, for example, op-
erating costs only ten years ago were. such that
some 25 percent of endowment income could be
spent on acquisitions. Today operating costs' are
so high that, eventhougbite have more income, the
portion of the budget available for libraty materials
has dropped to sixteen percent.

If rising costs and increased demands continue
without relief on the income side, sooner or later
all independent research libraries will be in 'jeopardy:
Funds. for acquiiitions will .be absorbed by higher
operating costs, and even the, books we currently
hold will be, in serious danger because of paper de.7
terioration and overuse. Then the 'growing; yng
colleCtions housed in these institutions of great edu-
cational and cultural .significanbe and vitality will
becorrie,static or decaying collections in dead mu-
seums of the book. The danger signals are all fly:
ing: they must be heeded.

Theiemedies for all-these ills are not all to be
found in the National Cornmission on Libraries and.
Information Science, of course: But within its;inan.:
date, it can do much.

1. It can prepare and publish a Special Report
on Privately' Endowed Independent Research Li-
braries for distribution- to the public, to the Cori7
g-ress, and to-private foundations.

2. It can urge upon the President and the Con-
gress the elimination of certain legal disabilities
under which.we operate. For example:

a. To declare privately endowed independent-
research libraries Public charities fOr income tax
purposes, thuS putting them beyond the provi--
Sions of the 1969 Income Tax legislation and
making them eligibile for the full benefits of
charitable donations; including gifts of personal.
property.. 4'

b. To declare them "educational institution's,"
and thus make them eligible for federal support
for construction grants and loans, for acquisi-
tions, and-staff, etc., as is now the case for other,

n.X...+0



educational institutions, private as well as public.
. 3. Finally, after establishing basic criteria, the

Commission can designate the great. privately en-
dowed independent -researoh libraries as "National

LibrarieS" deserving support for all aspects of their
,operations, not only from their local cominynities,
but also from individuals, and private foundations
Throughout the United States.

O



ALPHONSE F. TREZZA*
Director.

Illinois State Library
Office oft' the Secretary of State

Springfield, Illinois

STATEMENT.

Prepared for the
N'ational Commission on Libraries and Information

Public Law 91-345 the Act which created the
National commission on Library and Information
Science states that "Congress hereby affirms that
library and information services adequate to meet.
the needs of. the people of the United States are
essential to 'achieve national' goals and :to utilize
most effectively the nation's educational resources
and that the federal government will cooperate w with
state and loaal government and public and priv to
agencies in assuring optimum provision of such
service." Almost every word in that statement of
policy Is important in that it not only declares that
library and information services are essential to
national gbals as a platter of national polidy, it
states the need to effectively use our resourges and
requires the federal government to cooperate with
state and local government in assuring such Serv-
ices. If there is to be even a remote chance of
meeting this national policy then the role of the
state library agency must be clearly defined and

:

vgiessively purtued. It is, of course, easy to Pro-
claim goals and develop high sounding phraSes.
We can order extensive research in the problems
that have been studied and restudied, hashed. and
rehashed for decades. What is needed today Is
more action and less talk, more implementation and
less. research. -

Librarians have traditionally been given credit for
cooperating and working together. Compared to
other educational agencies, librarians and,:ilibraries
have done rather well in areas of cooperation but
that ie'really saying little in terms of real aftaZimplish;
menti. Most educators' including librarians piously

. express their "-full support" to cooperate. What,
they really mean, however, is what can I or my li-
brary gain by cooperation. It seems to me that our
first goal should be to somehow educatelibrarians,
library trustees, administrators, and friends of librar-
ies to, fully understand and belier in what I choose
to call "unselfish cooperation." Let us go back to
the principle of doing for others rather than doing
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Scienpe

for ourselves. :Let us agree to cooperate, to help°
the other library and the other person rather than:
to plan 'for the gains for our own clientele and.our
own particular libraries. Cooperation is never equal
and in most cases its benefits to at least some are
Only realizable in the long, run. This is especially true
of-the "havei libraries. The "have nots" generally .

gain some benefit almost immediately.. But in the
long run even the "haves" will benefit immeasurably.
All of the resources that any library has accumulated
is the result-in some direct or indirect way' of the
support of, every citizen in the country. We should
stop thinking in terms of our `primary clientele" and
think in terms of °Lig,. clientele as being all citizens.
Obviously priorities must be set in order to achieve
the goal of services adequate to meet the needs of
all people.

If we are to achieve a national syStern 'of library
and information services that will Meet the needs of
people then the role-of agencies at 'various gOVer'n7
mental' levels must be cleat: An effective national
system of libraries can only become a reality-if 'there
is a partnership of national, state, and local- govern-
mental concern and support. The three national li-

. braries (Library of Congress, 1\iational Agricultural, .

and National Medical) have fairly well defined goal's
and are doing an increasingly better job of support-
ing the nation's librariei by, offering m ray services
both basic and supplementary. in may y wags the
Libi-a of Congress is both the'most and least effect
tivelryt can nevel.truly fill its rightful role as our na-
Ilona! library until Congress is willing to make that
most important,decision designating the Library 'cif
Congress as our national library. This is an action
that is long overdue. Needless duplication and waste

4 of funds cannot be even slowed unless L.C.'s role is
clearly defined, MARP, cooperative cataloging,
serials and the like still lack cohesiveness, unity and
intelligent long-range planning because the basic
issue of national role remains unresolved.
One major go,al of the national comI mission should

o



,,beft) make every effort- pOssible to settle this issue work.. In Illinois, for example, our Network of Pub-
regardless of .how controversial and difficult. lic Library Systems works becaute there are state

At the pposite end of the continuum the local funds that make it possible. Use of exclusively
public, s ool, academic, and special libraries are state funding encourages local libraries to partic-
generally doing a very inadequate job. Somehow ipate in a cooperative public library system. Not

we must close the gap between even minimum every member library, of course, fully cooperates or
standards and the reality of the present 'generally is completely on the whole ole .seven

Year experience is a most encouraging and positiveinadequate a ca_tirleffective service.' A viable system
of libraries must include libraries at the local, state, one The big bug-a-boo is fear of loss of local au-
regional, and national levels that are adequate in tonomy Any library or.personwthat agrees to enter"
staffs resources and facilities if they are to become into a cooperative arrangement for library service
effective nodes in a nationwide -network. In my must recognize from the outset that what is involved
view one of the most basic coordinating units, which is the loss :of some 'lode' autonomy. Basic local
must be at the center of a national network; is the autonomy remains this includes control and re-
State library agency. This agency has the opportun- sponsibiity for budgeting, personnel, collection de-

to coordinate total library services in its own velopment, etc. However, the minute you have two
state, and can more easily. enter into regional and' persons or two institutions joining together in a
national agreements for large groups of libraries. voluntary cooperative arrangement some sacrifice
At each level -- local, state, reg(Yonal the litItarieS on the part of each is automatic-and some loss of
must be strong enough to meet their owr), basic autonomy occas, The acceptance of this fact to
needs' if jhey are to be strong supporting parttc- me is,the second important principle, the1first being,
ipants and contributing members of a national net- to accept the concept of unselfish cooperation. The
work and not become parasites. The state agency fear of loss of local autonomy by public libraries in
in my view is the key level if We are to really make a statewide system is sometimes very great. This
some gains in a national system. To do SO, how- same fear in the mind of academic, school, and
ever, the state agency must be willing to exercise a special libraries is -even greater. The attitude of
responsible and positive leadership role. It can- -many abademiO103i-aries is, so defensive as to almost

not be a follower, it must be a strong and articulate. make their participation in a cooperative impos-
leader. It must convince, cajole, coordinate and sible. The one element that goes a _long way
sometimes insist that all of the libraries in the state towards making the acceptance of the lbss of some

,autonomy Rossible is, of course, outside funding.
Although people Must somehow become committed
to unselfish cooperation and must accept the fact*
that there is obviously some loss of local autonomy,
they must alto come to ,believe that there will be
adequate utside funding to. make both the short
and long-range benefits of cooperation become a
reality in a. reasonable time. The commitment of
local funds to help support the cooperative is 'a

(long-range hope and goal in a funding concept of
local-state-federal support. In working 'towards
this goal the state librari agency in my view must
develop a single statewide cooperative system
which encompasses all types of librarIes4based on
volUntary membership but with a fraink recognition
and acceptance of the twIl% principles stated abOve..
The state agencies with the support andleadership
of the profession eat'. all the libraries in the state
must successfully achieve the state funding levels

. necessary to make real cooperation viable. The
responsibility placed on a-state agency is, of course,
a great one and requires that they first of all have a

really and truly work together in an honest coop--
erative effort without selfish' motivation. This, of
course, isinot easy .inasmuch as' in. most' states the
legal authority for the public, School and:academic
libraries resides In separate agencies,. klowevei;
I am not convinced-that the situation is any better
in those states where, all, three respoodglities. are
under a single,agency. In both arrangements the
jealousy with which the differe.nt flypes of libraries
guard their prerogatives and resources is almost
Unbelievable. Theif foremost concern is what they
consider to be.their primary clientele. They forget
that this,very attitude in the long run really works
.to the clisServiee of their primary clientele. It is,
orcourse, easy to indicate what seems to be the
true attitude towards cooperation but that does not
solve the problem. I frankly think the solution is
not impOssibl or event, extremely difficult. What
iS required is first of all a commitment 49 unselfish
coopePation, a d secondly, funding at.,spte end na-,,

.... tional level gufficientpto cause the kind .ei changes
both legal and operational that Will'make cooperation,
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strong staff, a good collection and a more tharrade-
quate operating budget. The state agency must
provide leadership in long-range planning and con-
tinuing evaluatidn. This requires involvement by
a broad and representative group of librarians, li-
brary teustees and other citizens who can partici-
pate in a full and frank way through a. variety of
organizational devices. in a reasonable, workable
and effective partnership. Participation by es many
as wish to be part of the decision making process
should be encouraged. The state library agency
must have the courage to make decisions, no matter
how unpopular, after reasonable- discussions, de-
bate and participation by this wide spectrum of per-
sons. It is too easy to put off making decisions be-
cause they are difficult or because they do not
please everyone or.do not have unanimous endorse-
ment. With thebest planning in the world and with
reasonably fullglemocratic planning in developing
programs, it is impossible to either: satisfy everyone
or to involve everyone, Leadership requires the
willingness to not only provide ideas, involve many,
make decisiOns, but to admit to failures when that
is the case.

The role of the library association, and in the
Case of public libraries trustees, is obviously an
important and essential one. Librarians and trust-
ees must becomebetter educated in their awareness
of library problems and library cooperation before
they cap be effective in helping provide solutions.
They must be willing to give the time necessary to
worry through possible, resolutions of espeCially
difficult problems. They too must be willing to pro-
vide Jesponsible leadership in their roles in the
developing of a statewide cooperative program. If

- state, agencies (with the help and support of these
various partioipants) can successfully bring about
viable and strong cooperative progrAms on a state
level, then the.next step towards regional and ria-
tional levels .becoMes much easier.

The National Commission has asked me to also
express my view on the role of the state agency in
statistics and researph. Most state agencies, of
course, have legal requirements specifying their
responsibility for the collection of library statistics,
on a statewide basis. In some states this may be
limited to publiclibraries.and in others it may in-

. elude all types of librariea. For a number of years
b. the . American Library . Association and the Na-

tional Center for Educational Statistics of the Of-
. fice of Education have been Working together to

develop an effectiveand valid program of collecting
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library statistics for all types of libraries on a
national basis. As a matter of policy the Nation-
al Center has determined that the collection of
library statistics shobld be done by the use of a li-
brary general information survey (LIBGIS) which
would include core questions applicable to all types
of libraries. This would serve as the base for. col-
lecting national Statistics. It wpuld be supported by
the development of a series of model forms for
the different types of libraries:, The core .statistics
would be gathered annually and the information on
different types of libraries through the model forms
would be on either a two; or three year basis. By
this method of standardization it would be possible
to develop a comparable data base for national
library statistics. The information wpuld have valid-
ity because the questionnaires include definitions of
the various statistical terms that have been adopted
both nationally and internationally. Thus the WI-
lection of a high level of comparable data is pos-
sible. However, implementing such a national pro-
gram is complex. Each state has its own require-
ments, with strength's or, weaknesses in its staff ex-
pertise in statistics. The Natiorial Center's goal is
to try to get each state to designate a single state
agency to assume the responsibility for collecting
the library statistics:in their state using the national
forms.

E3ecause'of my personal involvement in library
statistics since 1961, and my present responsibility
as Chairman of the American Library Association's
Statistics Coordinating CoMmittei; the National
Center negotiated a contract with the Illipois.,State
Library. The project is detigned to devdlop and
test the core and model forms mentioned above with
the goal of finalizing the officialsforrns to be used in
gathering library statistics in 1974. The role of all
state library agencies in this statistics program is
one of coordinatiOn; collection and.editing of library
statistics in a national network. The Nation' Cen-
ter both on its own and. in working with the, Illinois
State ,Library on the project is also trying to identify

,those states which are willing to particip in a
national pilot program of library statistics. Irongly
feel that the state library agency is the natural focus
for this purpose. I think' the whole question of li-
brary statistics is one of the most important odes
facing the profession. "Constant -insistence on ac-
countability and new measures of service by legis-

.lators and other government officials makes it es-
sential for the profession to resolve thisseemingly
impossible problem.. The first step is not to devise



new statistical measures but to at least make sure
the present -methods however inadequate are at
least valid and meaningful in their limited context.
The development of new statistical measures is, of
course, important and there is some research cur-
rently undervyay.

I cannot at this hearing deal with this subject
in the detaiknecessary but along with the. National
Center for'Edticational Statistics we will make avail-
able the result's of our projeot. The National Com-
mission's role in this area, it Seems to me, is one ofll
strongly supporting adequate funding for the Na-
Iional Center for Educational Statistics so that it
can properly fill its sole. Federal funds should be
made available through the National 'Center to
state agencies so they can undertake their very im-
portant role in any national system for the collection
of library statistics.

The role of the state library agency-in research
is less a national role than it is a statewide role.
Librarians Must become more aware of the need,
for research in trying to deal with many Of our prob-
lems. In Illinois, for example, almostten years ago
the Illihois State Library entered into a cooperative
arrangement with the University of Illinois and set

4.

up a library research center. This partnership has
been most effective in producing research studies
.which have been useful not only in Illinois but for
libraries nationally.. However, our experience in-
dicates that not only do we need to undertake re-
search but we need to'-train librarians to interpret
research and learn research techniques. This also
ties in very closely to developing in librarians the
ability to do planning and evaluation. In Illinois (
we s,re planning to provide through the library re='.
search .center at the University of Illinois the kind
training necessary to teach librarians at Various
levels to do planning and evaluation. We will con-
tinue to have ttle center undertake research that
we feel is necessary for our statewide planning.
Like other state agencies, however,, we must not
only utilize library oriented, research agencies but
also major research agencies throughout the coun-
try. However, in cloSing my comments on research
let me emphasize one point. I think sometimes we
use research asp' an excuse for inaction. Most li-
brariens claim that library research. should be one
of our highest priorities. Unfortunately, Most of the
library research that heS been done rests on sheiVes-
unread and with its recommendations igriored..

cr;' r'00- to
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MADELINE TRIMBY

Ferris State College
Big Rapids, Michigan

-se
STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

As an instructor, and coordinator of a library
technology program my most immediate area of
concern is obviously for the library technical assist-

- ant or library technician). I would like to see the
Commission concern itself with this level of librAry
,personnel, as it is a vital and necessary level -in ITie
profession and manpower structure.

OR of the main problems faced by many library
technical assistants has been that of acceptance'by
the profession, for not only were some of .the early
graduates not understood and not accepted, but
were actually opposed. As increasing numbers of
library technicians have demonstrates on the job
their full potential and value, and have successfully
relieved the professional of many of the routte
and technical duties in the library; they have become
very welcome staff members. Frowever, there are
still a vast number of librarians, library board mem-
bgrs, administrators, and others concerned with the
fiejd who do not understand the technician, or the
work that may be perfdrmed by the technician: Thus,
I would like to see the Commissisn work on this
problem, and attempt to clarify and promote the
positionof the library technical assistant.

Secondly, and closely related to the above prob-.
lem, I would like to see job classifications and pa§
schedules firmly established for the library techni-
cal assistant. The Council On Library Technology
(COLT) and the American Library Association have
finally both adopted the term of "library technical
assistant" for this level of library worker, and mem-
bers of COLT have attempted to, determine both
job classifications and pay schedules for the LTA's,
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but little of this work seems to have filtered down
to the libraries who are actually doing the hiring.
If the Commission Couldosomehow aid in this area
it would be providing a great service, not only to
the library technical assistants, but also to others
involved in the field who are constantly asked to
supply this kind Of information.

There is one further problem that I would like
to comment on, as it involves all librarians, not only
the library technical assistants, and that is the prob-.
lem of making the library, field 'understood to thogi4
outside of the field. Although library work is be-
coming a little better understood by the general pub-
lic, there is still much left to be desired, and much
work to be clone before it is fully understood. If
the Commission could somehow .aid in this area, I
feel that it would Make the librarian's job' easier and
more effective and would also aid in recruiting de-
sirable persons to the field.

In summary the three`pfoblems that I have oom-
rriented.on above, and which I felt I would like to
bring before- the Commission, are:

1. The acceptance andipromotion of 'the posi-
tion of the library technical assistant,

2: The establishment ancl acceptance's of a job
classification and pay schedules fOr the li-
brary technical assistant, and

3. Increasing thetawAreness of those outgide
the field of the work performed in the library
field.

Thank you very` much for providing me with the
oppOrtunity to express my views to the Commission.--
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JAMES A. UBEL
'Director

Shawnee Library System
Carterville, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Thank wit, for the opportunity to comment on
the problems facing rural public libraries and li-
brary systems. It is my conviction that the library
needs of citizens in small communities and rural
areas are as great and as diversified as the library
needs of citizens residing in more populous areas.

Some of the major problems rural library sys-
tems face are:

1. Many people in rural areas do not have legal
access to public library service, and do not
contribute to local public library support.
A way should be found to insure that every'
citizen has ac ess to a good public library
and pays his (air share of public library
support.

2. The major sourci f public library, revenue
in 'Illinois is the overburdened property tax.
Recent efforts'to reduce property taxes have
been in the direction of tax relief for the eld-
erly,. for agricultural interests; and for the
individual homeowner. All public libraries
areaffected by the loss of proRerty tax in-
come, but the losses -sto rural libraries- are
ditproportionately high. Other 'sources of
public library income are needed.

3. Larger units of service are needed: in rural
areas. The small library'is efforts to widen

ev

its .boundaries need to be better coordinate
with the efforts of other units of local govern
ment that are also seeking larger units of .
service. In the interest of good gbvernment
special districts .with erratic boundaries
should,be kept to a minimum.

4. There is a problem of finding a proper bal-
ance between the need for local library
autonomy. and the need for grleater financial
support at the state and federal levels and
for larger units of service. Not only is-local
library autonomy clearly the will of the
people, but the loss of local library decision
making to the state or federal government
will seriously threaten intellectual freedom.

5. In sparsely populated rural areas more at
tention needs to be given to the number of
library outlets. The goal of making librpry
use convenient to the population, served
dictates a large number of outlets, but this
same action serves to disperse available're-
%ources too widely. The rural public library
systems in Illinois have been successful in
creating larger and better materials collec-
tions, but there needs to be more effective
and cheaper methods of materials distribu7
tion.



.,ROSE VA INSTEIN*
Professor of Library Science

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

STATEMENT

Prepared for the L .sr

National. Commission on Libraries and information Science

I am most appreciatlye of the oppartunity to pre-
sent my views on library problerfis, and priorities.
especially those pertaining to 1) the nation's public
libraries, and 2) professional library education. Al-
though I wish to speak only to two particular areas
of library concern the changing mile of public li-
braries, and the changing heeds in profestional and
continuing education), .1 would like, to stress from
the outset that these concerns stern not from self-
-serving needs of librarians, but rather from the
needs of. society at least as seert,by a ptiblic
brery practitioner of some thirty years of experience,

:and now practitioner turned full-time educator in
one of the country's fifty - seven, accredited graduate
library science programs.

11

THE' CHANGING ROLE OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Today, all public agencies are reassessing .their
roles, programs, priorities, and service needs. At
no time in our nation's history have societal
come about so quickly, or with such institutional im--
pact. This is true whether considered on the local
or state or national level. Caught up in this national
reassessment are the over 7:500 ,public libraries of.
the United States. They too are attempting to de-
termine effettive'and appropriate roles to meet the
diverse yet Unique library needs of their particular
communities and constituencies.

Patterns of organization, collections of materials,
and programs of library service, heretofore con-
sidered "successful" or even "exemplary", are now
being criticized as being bureaucratic, irreleVant,
and even counter-productive. Osidly enough, some
of the most vocal and persistent critics of.
public library are those Who are or were actual users
of the institution. They sense, often know from their
own experience, how well public libraries can de-
liver or relate, assuming effective direction, com-
munity commitment and financial support4. Non-
users may not really know what they are missing;
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for them, library delivery systems have been too
slow, too late, too little, too invisible: A great per-
sonal deprivation has beep experienced by'those
who have been programmed by years of low or nil
expectations from their local pubfic library. The
system, if used at all, has been found -wanting and
non-responsive to well over fifty petcent of thepub-
lic,.and in all age groups.

Undoubtedly, some of the public libra4's diffi-
culty stems, from inadequate fOnding. I find it a
strange anomaly that a nation which prides itself on
.the concept of universal public education, at least
through high school, a nation whiCh can spend an
average of\ some $700 per child per annum in its
public schools, cannot somehow manage an average,,-._
of even $10.00 per capita per annum for the local
support of nation's public libraries. to .enhance or
continue that lifelong education which takes place
after high school. If current trends continue, those
of glater flexibility of options within the educational
system (i.e., "any time, any place" of the Carnegie
Commission Studies), then the public library must
become not a discretionary option to that system,
but ,a built-In component of the' lifelong learning
fordo, especially of its informal and voluntary as-
pects. As presently constituted, support of public
libraries is a permissive act of local and state gov-
ernments. Governmental bodies may legislate for
and finance such 'institutions. Rarely are they so
mandated. And as most communities can testify,

---
levels, inadequate to user needs in a changing so-
cietywhether urban, suburban, or rural. Wealthy
communities can usually provide the tax base nec-
essary to support quality public education, while im-
poverished communities are handicapped from the
outset in providing adequate schooling for their
children. This same tax inequity which .produces
inadequate school systems also produces marginal -
public libraries, an unfortunate`-opncomitant which
is in conflict with a basic American tenet of equal



access to educational and cultural. opportunity.
However, with inflation and the increased costs of
local governments; public libraries are undergoing
stringent cuts in their budgetswitness the recent
financial crises of the New York Public Library, the
Newark Public Library, the Enoch Pratt Free Library,
and countless other libraries, especially in metro-
politan areas.

What are some of the target groups which pub-
ic libraries can serve for information, civic, career,
or personal needs? They are as .diverse in age
range as the preschooler is to the senior citizen;
in geographic- diversity as the rural resident is to
the suburban and urban dweller; in education attain-
ment as the illiterate is to the college graduate, and
the native American to a new immigrant; in housing
as the slum resident is tOthe condominium owner,
and the individual-in a institutionalized setting is to
someone who is at leaM a mobile free,:agent. No
other single public agency exists which can poten-
tially relate to such diverse community interests and
personal needs. If the pi:plc library iri'concept did
not already exist, we would find ourselves atterrrpt-
?rig to invent such a community educational and
cultural resource. My strong °recommendation to

-the Commission is to help build on existing strehgths
of publicjjbraries, directing energies toward improv-
ing or, modifying the existing model; although not in-
to any single or monolithic pattern. Ratherlet us
concentrate on the development of pluralistic ap-
proaches to public library development, those whiCh
best and uniquely meet differing area nerds.

This calls for acontinuing and improved national
commitment, with long-range planning and support
so that states and local communities can interrelate
and sustain their own efforts in Ways that are most
meaningful to their particular publics. Our nation
has benefited from national public library support
since the initial enactment of LSA in 1957, What
has been lacking has been the delineation of long-
range and sustained national priorities, with suffi-
cient/monies to permit the states, and the public
libraries within the states, the essential .lead time
to plan; enough monies for sustained efforts for
research, development and experimentation; and
enough staff to plan, support, consolidate, and
evaluate these efforts. Nor have efforts toward li-
brary coordination and 9ommunication been entirely
productive. These laCks are as true at the state/
local level as they are at the federal/state level,
albeit significant improvements have I2een made, in
the past decade. If the library network concept has

any validity, then it must be made to work at each
, level, between levels, between types of libraries,

between libraries and the various gckernments
which support them. The links musttle Continuous,
not because they sustain institutional orb govern-
mental needs, but rather- because they serve and
enhance user needs. If planned and interrelated
national changes are to take place, then coordi-
nation of the federal library effort is essential, an
effort which must insure meaningful and not token
dialogue with the states and local communities,
communication from the bottom up as well as from
the top down.

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY EDUCATION

The previous discussion on the changing scene'
in-the American piiblic library suggests a concomi-
tant need, for changes in library education, possibly
at two levels: at the first professional level (the fifth
year or graduate degree), and at the continuing edu-
cation level. If professional library education is to
be relevant to the needs of diversiUsers, then it
must provide not only initial competencies for per-
sons new to the field but also reeducation, updat-
ing and special knowledge competencies for those
who are already practicing in the field. In addition,
those who teach in library\schools need opportun-
ities to learn about new teaching methodS, about
effective'use of educational technology, and about

.emerging or changlfrgoprofessional competencies
which are needed if librarians are to function in our
coniplex society.

Far a most immediate approach to-..upgrading
library education, coordination and planning of, all
related agencies is needed: This would involve the
various professional associations (such as AALS,
ARL,ALA, MLA, SLA, etc.), library schools, state
library agencies, state library associations, and
appropriate units within federal government. At

"present, if such efforts exist, they do so on an inter-
mittent and fragrhented basis. What is lacking is an
ongoing and coordinated planni% effort, one which
would involve all constituencies, provide leader-
ship for the development of a national plan for li-
brary education, and significantly influence funding
at all leVels so, that plans can be translated into
coordinated reality: /

Library leaders have spoken eloquently, to the
crucial need for change, whether in the context of
libraries as organizations per se, or librarians as
providers of user needs. However, when it comes
to the staff necessary to meet emerging require-
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ments, library directors find a serious lack of ex-.
perienced and specialized personnel. Some of
these required competencies include:

1. New service cOmpetencies, especially to
meet the needs of special target population
groups which are either inadequately served
or which have never served at all; included
here are personnel to work with senior citi-
zens, with ethnic and other minority groups,
with other community agencies working on
social problems such as drug abuse; delin-
quency, environmental pollution, career
obsolescence, etc.;

2. Higher level service corn etencies for seg-.
ments "bf the population lready served, but
whose needs accelerate ecause of increas
ifig educational attainment, changing career
patterns, and special civic or educational
responsibilities;

3. Managerial and administrative competencies,
especially those relating to new concepts of
communications, interpersonal relationships,
participatory managernent, cost effective-
ness, decision-making, operational research,
and library evaluation; and

4. Special competencies o assist libraries in
their own efforts to upgrade collections, pro-
grams, services, especially those in the media
and non-print fields.

Individually, many officials, librarians, faculty
members, and others are making important and con-
certed efforts toward the improvement of profes-
sional library education. However, if funds and
planning efforts could be directed toward the de-
velopment of a coordinated system of library edu,-

1
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cation, the impact on public services at all levels
would be considerably enhanced. The investment
and-return of library service dollars is no better than
the competence and skill of those who do the plan-
ning and then provide the service. I wish to em-
phaSize not so Much the development of specific
blueprints for library action as the active encourage-
ment of learning about the planning process and
the concomitant develospment of skills of learning
how to plan, no matter what the local circumstance,
Past efforts at library planning appear to have been
sub-optimal-, short-range and opportunistic primarily
because of pressures for immediate action, to meet
qhort-range goals. And many have. assumed that
the completion of plans or blueprints is somehow
synonymous with action arid change. Libraries are
full of published surveys, plans and reports which
have, never been implemented. Unless there is
active staff involvement in the library planning proc-
ess, unless there is personal understanding about
how effective planning occurs, then no significant or
sustained planned change can really take place in
our nation's public-or other libraries. EducatiOn
and inihg for technical competencies is not
eno gh, impoilant though this may be. To this
lib arian, increased funding (federal, state and local)
to upgrade library services will, be insufficient
without the supportive dimension of federal fund-
ingfor both initial and continuing professional edu-
cation. Today's librarian, whether a recentoraduate
or an experienc,ed practitioner, must have ready
access to a wide spectrum of innovative profes-
Sional development opportunities ,if the complex
and changing service needs of library users are to
be met.



FRITZ VEIT
Director. of Libraries

Chicago State University(
Chicago, Illinois

STATEMENT

Prepared for the -
National Commiesion on Libraries and Information Science

This is t response to your letter of July 14, 1972
_ regarding remarks apprOpriate to the work of the
commission.

I believe that it is necessary for all 4-year (and
'5-year) colleges to build up and maintain a collec-
tion of -books which are required for everyday use.
As far as I can ciscover most college libraries in.our
area adhere to this policy. However, it is necessary,
that the 'tendency towards cooperation be fufther
strengthened .and supported by all means and thaf
all college libraries find access to the less frequently
used resources which may be held by other libraries

_ of the area. The Illinois Regional Library. Council
is furthering these efforts. gh a smaller scale, the
Library Association of Colledess of- the West Subur-
ban Area (LIBRA') has successfully pursued coop-
erative efforts for some years. 1 believe the commis-
sion can be helpful by noting its support (perpaps
even financially) of such cooperative efforts.

Some of the institutions of higher learning ip
the Chicago area have,undergone changes. For in-
stance, last year. Chicago. State College (my insti--
tuti.on) has become Chicago State: University, and,
at the same time, Northeastern Illinois State Col-
lege, our sister institution, had become North-
eastern Illinois State University. 'While these
ranges in designation did not bring immediate
radical changes in scope, the lOng-range goals and
objectives of,these institutions have been broaden-
ed.. For such institutions in which more specialized
needs will arise, cooperation resulting in ,avail-
ability of each other's resources will become even
more crucial. It can be, noted that the thirteen
Illinois State institutions of higher learningfive of
which are in the Chicago areawork cooperatively.
For instance, a user card is available to faculty of
all state institutions which entitles°the faculty mum- _
bers to use the resources of all state institutions.
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LU OUIDA VINSON
Executive 'Secretary

American Association of School Librarians
American Library Association

Chicago, Illinois
'STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National. Commission on Libraries and Information Science

This testimony is presented in behalf cif. the
Ame}ican Association of School Librarians, a divi-
sion of the American Xibrary Association and an
. associated -organization of the National Education
Association. As. Executive Secretary, I speak par-
ticularly to the future course of the school library
'media center and its relationship to the educational
proCess. The school library media center serves a
large and discreet segment of the population of our
society. School library media specialists serve 50
million cAildren and young people from 5 to 6' hours:
a day for at least 180 dayS per year for an average
of 10 years of.their lives. During those hours this
segment of the population does not have access to
any other type of library.

The successes and the plights of the school li-
brary media center may well represent American
education's greatest paradox. School admini-
strators acclaim its need and importance. A
thorough search of educational literature 1950-1972
reveals not one treatise (book or article) denying the
value or necessity of a central resource center in
the school. 'Similarly there ie no record of testimony
before dongressional committees or at HEW hear-
ings disclaiming the library media center or Offering
a viable alternative. to this vital function of the
school. The Council of Chief State School Officers
in resolution is backing the.unified media approach
concept. Yet statistics of the numbet of library
media centers, the number of employed trained
brarians or library media specialists, and the rates
of growth of the library media centers deny general
affirmation of the importance of library media
centers by he educational world.

A comp rison of estimateS'of 1962-63 and 1970-
compile b the Research Division of the National.

- Education Association (NEA) shows these growths:

Public School
Enrollment 40,390,049

1963 1970 -. % of
1962- 1971 Increase
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47,863,380 + 18.50

Number of
Classroom
Teachers 1,512,653 2,062,243 + 36.33
Number of
Library Media
Specialists 29,695 30,757 + 3.58

MANPOWER IS THE GREATEST NEED

A room with books and other learning materials
is not a library media center without a librapy media
specialist any more than a room with a ckkboard
is a classroom without a teacher. Therefore, the
truest estimates of library media services are based
on figures showing the number of qualified librar-
ians or library media specialistS. The Standards for
School Media Programs published by 'theAmeri-
can Library Association and the National Educa-
tion issociation in 1969, and endorsed by 22 edu-
cation. al organizations recommends that a school
have a full-time library media specialist for every
250 students or major fraction thereof, Using a
moresattainable ratio of one library, media specialist
per 500 students, note the cOmparison of this goal
with actual conditions. NEA Research Division sta.--
tistics are for the school year 1970-71:

Public School:/-' Minimum Standard Every
school with a library media ssrlter and one
or more trained .Iibragy media specialists.

Actual Conaition There are estimated to be
' 90,821 schools and 30,757 library media spe-

cialists. If all schools are limited to one
library media speci list, only 33.9% of the

'Schools are thus se iced.
TeaChers: Minimuni tandard one library

media specialist per 24 teachers.
.Actual Condition 7 One library media specialist

per 66 teachers.'
Children: 'Minimum Stbndard -- One library

media specialist per 500 children.

Actual Condition.-- One library m.edia special-
,
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ist pec every 1,492 children.

Again, the acuteness of the problem is shown by a
decline since 1962-63:

1962-63 =One library media specialist per 1,254
7 children.

1970-71 One library media specialist per 1,492
children.

LEGISLATION AND INCENTIVE FUNDING ARE
NEEDED

On the basis of previously quoted figures using
the 1970-71 average library media specialists' salary
of $9,806 and an arbitrary salary of $3;600 for a li-
brary aide, it would cost as follows to bring schools
to .a minimum, of one library media specialist per,
school as follows:

One library media specialist per school
$539,575,944

One library media specialist, one aide per 500
children $871,387,820

If the standard was raised on the basis of enroll-
ment, costs would b9:

One library media specialist per 500 children --
$637,495,820

One' library media specialist, one aide per 500
children $871,387,820

Negotiated contracts for teachers de tradition-.
ally followed by personnel cutbacks and the library
media specialist and the budget for library media
center materials are likely to bear the brunt of the
action. The city of Chicago, which is. eliminating
much of its school library services and curtailing
secondary services is a dramatic example in, the
midwest that unfortunately only tops a 'is! of less
spectacular but equally severe. cutbacks.

A similar situation relates to materials. In 1970
among 134 school districts on austerity budgets in
New york State, 132 eliminated purchases of new
learning materials for the library (Source: Bernard
Ka115, Bureau of Educational Statistics, State De-
partment of Education, Albany, New York). It is obvi-
ous with the ratio of library Media personnel.to that
of other teaching staff being so low that school li-
brary media personnel have little power at the state
or local level in efforts to save orNextend existing
programs.

The answer has to lie in legislation at the state
level mandating the continuation of library media
services: and adequate state funding to establish
library media services where they do not presently
exist. Financial incentives from the Federal govern-

ment are urgently needed to prime the program.

SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA ;CENTERS ARE A'
MEANS -FOR CHANGE /

Most educators agree that improvement in pres--
ent instructional practices are inherent to the future
,of our schools. Efforts to shift the high premium on
paternalism and years of service to rewards for pro-
fessional competence often result in alienation and
estrangement between, teachers and students. Many
school; are struggling to create positive, effective
learning environments.

The library media center and -the library media
specialist serve as' agents for positive change in
manyschodla: Library media specialists effect new
patterns of student-adult relationships. , They
prompt th9 introduction of v lid systems of learning,
and they provide the mea s wher tea ers ex-
periment with new modes f instructs he Amer-
ican Association of Schoo Librarians can furnish
the names of schools where, library' media centers
and 'specialists have motivated, and actually created
alterations in school practices.

While the school library media center contributes
to learning initiated in the classroom, it also sup-
plies a system_of pedagogy entirely apart from the
classroom instruction, a condition recognized readi-
ly in European systems of ,educatiOn. It offers the
student these experiences unique to its setting:

Train' g and practice in the art of selecting
lev t information sources. Such experiences

ar t only essential for higher education but
for every type Of life situation.
Expansion and branching into interest pursuits,
thereby providing new dimensions to the library
experience.
Comparison of evidence with the student devel-
oping discriinination and discernment.
Wide opportunities for random learning and trial
and error experiences, plus the development of
power to act on reliable evidence.

Because the library media center is free from
traditional classroom practice it provides uriusutl
opportunities for experimentation and growth at
a very low cost. It warrants being entrusted with
funds for research aid development designed to
lead to More relevant systems of education. .

ACCOUNTABILITY EVIDENCED IN PROGRAMS

. School library media specialists are soliciting
. an active role in current efforts to 'Act-ease student

s ;

t
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performance in a variety of areas. Their interests
and caPabilities extend beyond the traditional sup-
port role to where they, initiate individualized learn-
ing, schemes of paired learning, peer and adult tu-
toring, and furthering team approaches to student
success. They stand ready to assume specific re-
sponsibilities and totevelop programs to meeethese
obligations.

Examples of programs in which school library
mediaspecialists are already involved include:

Right to Read -- The American Association of
School Librarians was the first national organi-
zation to offer support and is reinforcing the
program with regular directions to members.
a move toward total literacy by 1'980.
Drop Out Prevention --An AASL Committee
works actively in aiding members to increase
services to the traditional. non-library user.
Vocational Choices The Arberican Associa-
tion of School Librarians is working jointly with
tha American School- Counselor Association
to increase the joint effort pf library media spe-

-cialists and counselors in serving student needs.
Early Childhood Education, Career Edudation,
S/11111Deve/opment, Gifted,_and Otherwise Excep-
lion& Children are areas where the Association
iscAding its membersirn working within the
framework of national a td state priorities.

METRICATION

Work-hie-- begun with the National COuncil of
Teachers of .Mathematics in order that better edu-
cation of youth- (K-12) in the area of, metrication
can bePin ahead of the change to the metric system
in the U.S.

School Library Manpower Project funded by the.
Knapp Fordation of Ninth Carolina, Inc., is in the
final year of a five year research; study and experi-
mentation with performance end competency based
higher education programs for School library media
specialists. Six programs at the college and uni-
versity level have been funded as a part of this
project. o Again, we have an opportunity to lead
since Teacher Education is calling for performance-
competency based education for teachers. The
American AsL-ociation of School Librarians is in-
volved in the conferences tp plan and implement
the-teacher education programs.

Many library media centers ere- already Institu
ting accountability practices, and library media spe-
cialists are prepared to validate expenditures and .

to measure performance as Compared to estab:
lished criteria and order of priorities.
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Among professional educational groups, the
American Association of Schbol Librarians is sec?
and to none in movements toward planned program:
budgeting, the creation of behavioral objectkies,
and the introduction of valid systems of evaluation.
to measure performance as compared to established
criteria and order of priorities.'

LIBRARY MEDIA PROGRAMS NEED FUNDS TO
DEVELOP INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT

Everyone, is aware of the knowledge boom and
the proliferation of print and 'non-print mat vials.
These are accompanied by moresophieticate sys-
tems of storage and retrieval in 'industry and com-
b mercer Instead of budget cuts, library media cen-
ters should be funded to develop,siMilar efficiencies.
They need to develop lattices of professional; tech-
nical, and suppbrt- personnel that wouldLprovide
economical and effective services. It is :,extrava-
gent and wastefuj for clerical and' mechanibel opdr-.
ationsio be done by trained library Medialapedial-
ists. Yet adequate models for improved; OyPaniza-
tion as well, as improved models tor ptctrage and
retrieval are not aVallable and money 'for research
in all areas of library science is almost nonexistent.

Similarly, library media centers need to develop
expanded services involving' students and teachers
in selection and evaluation of materials and provid-
ing greater opportunities for their use Extended .

hours of service, expansion'of facilities, and coop-
erative services with other communication agencies
need to be developed and tested for effectiveness.
In 'addition, a concerted effort beginning in, library
education needs to be made towards -cooperation
of all library media sources to avoid duiTlicatipn of
materials and efforts while increasing their effeCtive-
ness with heir users.

A BRIGHT PICTURE

Despite personnel shortages, cuts in materials
expenditures, and .the overwhelming pressures of
the teaching profession, school. librarianship' is
dynamic, creative, and vigorous in its efforts to
respond to the interests and needs of the learner.
The typical library media specialist has a Master's
degree in Library Science, has the' rank of Dep-art-
ment Head or Grade Level Chairman, has six years'
of service and earns nearly $10,000 annually. He
is-an active force in curriculum improvement---Htwv
often serves in a liaison role between teacher ant
student. He may act 'as surrogate when both
social and scholastic problems arise. He sees the



learner's potential power and seeks to find materials
and experiences that °change latent efforts into
successful actions.

Library media specialists are ready to- experi-
ent, to modify, to create as new situations arise.

They continue to support tecahers' efforts while
deVeloping their own systems of learning. In 'this

action, they provide a realistic hope for rejuvena-
tion of the educational process.
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-FREDERICK H. WAGMAN*
Director

University Library
University 'of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

STATEMENT

o Prepfired for the
National-Commission on Libraries and Information Science

I am grateful for your invitation to submit a state-
ment of my views on "problems within the academic
library cornmunity, especially in regard to inter-
library co_pperation."

For generations academic. librarians have
. worked together magnanimously and idealistically

and .their joint accomplishments have been sub-,.
stantial. Through cooperative enterprise they have
established standards and rules for cataloging,
strehathened the totality of American research Ii-r
bra% holdings and improved physisCal access to
those collections., They hayecollaborated in de-
veloping' union catalogt and .have: planned and
guided publishing projects to improve bibliograph-

i-it access to research library holdings. We shall
continue to make progress covperatively in 'many
ways, for example, in the adoption Of ;qinternational
standard serial and book numbers, in developing
policies and procedures for dealing with audio-
visual materials and data bases in machine readable
form, in developing pwami of continuing educa-
tion for librarians thrbugh home study courses cov-
ering various aspects of Management and the latest
technological developments of interest, to the" library
profession: But cooperation is not the -philosopher's
Stone. Some problerris are of suc magnitude that
academic libraries collectively lack the resources to
deal with them: I should like to limit my comments
to a very few of these that 1 regard as-critical.

It seems to me that academic libraries, especially
'university libraries, are passing through a tranei--
tional stage. The period of expansion of the early
and middle 1960's quite obviously is over. A few
years ago the shortage of trained personnel seemed
almost desperate to the library profession. Today,
apart from efforts to increase tithe representbtion of
Certain minority groups on our library staffs, we
are less Concerned with, recruitment programs than
with finding work for new library school graduates.
DirniniShing supPOrt from university budgets that do
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not keep pace with the inflationary spiral, increas-
ing personnel costs, unusually large increases in
the cost of books and journals, and increased pro -'
cluction of publications in many subject fields have
seriously reduced the aCademic library's ability to
maintain its former level of acquisitions. Noy doeS
it seem likely that the financial situation willlm-
prove in the foreseeable future. It is clears'that we
can no longer proceed' on the tacit assumption that
every university should try to achieve, self-'suffici-
ency in its library collections. It has been custom-
ary hitherto to give lip service to the doctrine that
no librarycan have everything if-needs. Never-
theless the-coopdrative acquisitions , or interlibrary
loan arrangements have been arirkstill are based on
the assumption 'that most university librTies would
try to be as self-sufficient as- possible and coopera-
lion' would limit-itdelf to items very difficult or im-
possible to procu-re, or too expensive to justify Pur-
chase by individual libraries, or so unlikely to be
used as to make their purchase by'man6 libraries ,
quixotic.

In 1970-71 the 78 university libraries in the As-
sociation of Research Libraries added 7;989,803,
.volumes to their collections at a cost of $86,057,942.
The median of the group was 96,254 volumes` added
at a cost of $1,026,270. At this rate the median li,-
brary should double in less than 14-1/2 years at a
cost of almost $15,000,000 exclusive of personnel
costs involved in selecting, ordering' and cataloging
books and other m*rials. At a project cost for
new library construction of $40.00 per square foo
a net gross ratio for usable space in library buil
ings of 66-2/3 percent and the sta dard ratio of. 15
volumes to the square foot for sto ge capacity,

medianmedian library would incur an add ional obliga-
tion to spend $5,568,000 for library construction, to
house its acquisitions during that 14 year period.
(This calculation is unrealistically, low since it is
based on the assumption of static book and jour-

.
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161 production and static costs.), the staff of no
one of 7'8 University libraries in .this group would
argue that. despite, such an -expenditure- their ac-
quisitiond'program is fully adequate for the research
needs of the corrirnunity. they serve.

So far no cost formula for acquisitions exPendi-
1
ture has been developed that would justify the Our-
Chaseand retention Of library materials on_the basis- -.

of 'the frequency or significance of the use made
of And .pvery university library acquires ,and'
retains many 'thousands of books and journals'
which initially or eventually have such limited utility
as to suggest theta better method should be found
to .insUretheir availability withoutduplicative pur-
chase by individual libraries. The need for a cen-
tral :resource or a number of resoulcce institutions.
to which-fIcademic libraries.'could turn for the loan
of such materials is'.dbviOus.,

A cooperatively SuPPorted organization of this
; nature does exist in the. Center. for Research Li-

. braries in Chicago but the likelihood. is very slim
that cooperative support through the 'membership'
dues and. subsidies of member libraries can make
sufficient'inroad on the problem' of .centralized ac-
quisition to free hundreds of universities and col-
leges of the burden of acquiring and. retaining
marginal material or even more heavily used ma-
terials that they cannot afford. That such a central
lending library can succeed, given governtnental
financing and good management, is demonetrated -

-in England by.the National Lending Library. This
institution' at Boston Spa serves its whole country.
Although it began by acquiring and lending scien-
tific and technical journals it has now moved into
other ,subjec fields and is acquiring and lending
mohograPhs, to ical, reports and other publiOa-
tions. A similar cen in the United States to store
and lend' journal literature has become a necessity.
The Center for Research Libraries has already un-4
dertaken a small program of thiS sort with financ
ing from its members but the likelihood of its ex-
panding' its acquiSition of journals on this basis to
such an extent as to make a significant difference
in the:acquisition program of its member libraries
is small. :The.possibility of having the federal' goy-
ernmenf finance the Center for Research LibrarieS
to undertake a prdgram for journal literature simile
to that of the National Lending Library in Englan
shdvld be pursued.

The difference between a leriding library of jour-
nals which may have 100,000 titles to contend with
and a resource library for 'monographic publications

is one of several .orders of magnitude and it may be
necessary to have more than one lending agency
for books. Conceivably guch centers could be de-
veloped byfederal finanCing utilizingalready-eXist-
ing university research library ,collections in' vari-
oueparts of the country if it proves tOpe techni-
cally Unfeasible to depend °none national .rpource
for the purpose_

For the success .of such a, development -it is
essential that the faculties of the various universities
alter, drastically their expectations regarding the
potential of their own university libraries for satis-
,fying all local needs from their own resources. A
satisfactory solution also must be found for the
copyright problem since the ability to make electrow:
static or photographic copies of smalt.bibliographic
units or parts. thereof fot rapid transmission to
scholars in, other remote locations underlies 6
entire interlibrary loan strucjure today and is- cer-
Aain to be an essential element in any future net-
work developments.. Indeed, if we are to see the
evolution .of a truly succpssful.national library sys-
tem in this country it will benecessary that we have
a copyright lavi which makei, it possible/or libraries
to share their resources rapids' without being pe-
nalized by special i'ubscription rated and without
having to cope with royalty paYments.'

° The impetus given to centralized cataloging at
the Library of Congress through Title II-C of the
Higher Education Act of'196S was one of the most
significant developments fol. research and university
libralies in this century. The establishment of the
principle that -the federal- government should, fi-
,nance a national lending library or a number of
national lending libraries as descri d above so
that academic libraies (and all other libraries that
Acquire research Publications) could limit their in-
take to materials fr whipen they anticipate a rela-
tively high rate :of use, depending on the central
lending libraries. fot 4111 else, would. be a coritribu-
tion of eq IlY dramatic consequence for our uni-.
versities nd bolleges.

-If t e solution of the problem pf physlcal .access
to p lications and especially /o jotirnais c11..s for'
federal assistance, certainly there is need fbr im-

rovernent,.also through federal aid, in the work of
.pro sing bibliographic access to the worl's litera-
ture. the extension df ceritralize\i cataloging
throu h the Library of Congress, apmenti2ned; rep-
resent a great Advarice Rdthere is considerable
room for-improvement in the work of indexing and
abstracting journal literature. Already a great Many

,97
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indexing and abstracting'services are available but
Solar not,enough has been ,dOne to coordinate them;
fo eliminthe duplicate cow/rage and to develop ad-
ditional services in the subject areas where none
exist ;" Involved in thiS problem are numerous so-'
cieties, associations and agencies that'are jealous
of their perquisites and very concerned with the
special or 'even uique neecy of their clientele. It
is conCeiVable that no more centralizationdharLat-

,ready- exists is feasible or advisable: The possibility
Should be explored; however, of effecting Greater.

it:coordination and of improving the coverage of the
indexing 'and abstracting servites and for this some
agenby is \needed.that can bring representatives of
the various' interests together _and' persist in the
effort until iniprovernents are effected:,

But the problem of journal:literature has a more
profound aspect than is reflected. in the inadequacyl,
of.the indexi0 and abstracting of its content. Iris
a good question Whether the very form of the lour-

\ nal is not antiquated oreconomically Wasteful, corn -.
' pellin the wide distribution to all' subscribers, with
ever issue of each jdurnal, or copies of articles in
whi h, many of tilern may

that
no, interest. Al-'

tho gh we have no data that tells us what percent;,,
age the content of any scholarly journal is of
inte pst to what percentage of the sullscribert,
would probably be safe to guess that in-many cases
a.: more efficient arrangement, might be togive the-
s'ubscribers_,a publibationcontaining, abstracts of
articles plus: be right to'reqqest delivery of any ar-
ticles that interest them,...preferably in 'niictoforM:
Such an 'arrangement might restrain the. prolifera-.
tion of journals. It.cogid facilitate. the abstiabting'
and indexing of journal 'literature at source as well
as insure its prOservalign in rTlicroforfn: It might
evenmake possible the .more' tismeycpublication of
more contributions to ,knOwledgp.. Libraries would,

A.,
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of course, stor .the literature in microform and bene-
fitfit from the inde ing and abstracting provided. Ob-
viously'subh 'a d tic change in the system o de-
livery of scholarly and scientific literature woo be
difficult to bring ab ut but some central age cy
should undertake, 'to ove the scholarly and sc
tific associations tow rd exploring the possibiliyi f
such an arrangement or of other possible alter
natures ,to- the present inefficient system of journal
publiCation. : c,

. .

The most pressing of all. problems that academic
libraries contencriiith may well .be the threat that
we have only a limited time bgtorp the deterioration
of publications produced after '1070 reaches dis-
astrous proportions.: -We helm not yet developed
a satisfactory prdcess for neutralizing, on a very
largg scale, the .acid in book and Magazine paper
produced within the pas.1 century: At the same
Mile, any effort to reduce the magnitude of the prob-
len; 1S4 serecting .Onlythe more important. publica7
lions for preservation would. involve great difficulty
and high cost -in decisioh making. The current
effort,of-the Iiibmry,of 'Congress to find a chemical
r'mleans of restoring deteriorated bookpaper appar- .

ently is pparaisifig-nbu,t 'it may turn Out that our best
hope for preservihg the published record. of. the
past: ury would be fo reproduce it in Microform.
In Meese it would e. too much to hopelhat any

,serious attack on' th0<problem could be mounted ,

.by libraries sharingpfhe;Work anddividingjthe cost..
The preservation ofArr. deteriorating publications
lba matter of nationiNmportance. It shoUld be
one of hationkconcern also and unless there is s-a .

technological breakthrough hat helps us. Solve this
enormous problem cono y and soon, an un-
dertaking to:preserve thi record of the ,recent past' :
in microform should be..'suppoped by the,yederal °-
goyernmerft.
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JOHN S. WALLACH
Diiectbr

Greene County District Library
Xenia, Ohio

STATEMENT

Prepared for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

Thank you for the opportunity to present this
testimony to the Commission. My remarks will deal
mainlyrwith rural public libraries since I am..mOst
familiar with them. As a former director of a rural

.public library and with over one-half of my present
library district being considered rural, I feel that I-
am keenly aware of the problems faced by the rural
public library- today.

. Inadequate fOnding, lack of trained professional
staff, limited access to library materials and poor
physical facilities are usually the typical problems
encountered. Many rural'areas have an inadequate.
tax base to fully support even the most basic library
services. With inadequate funding it 'is next to
impossible to attract trained professional librarians
and even when there is mdaney available, most pro;
fessionalb prefer the metropolitan areas where the
pay is better and where the so-called "action is."
Interlibrary cooperatiOn is looked upon with distrust
as just another means of consolidation and the loss
of local autonomy.. Tice proud, individualistic rural
American is not about to see hid, library absorbed
as were his public schools. Lack of an adequate tax
base has also 'meant that the obsolete physical
plant has not been replaced or remodeled.

These would seem to be insurmountable prob-
lems, but fortunately they are slowly being over.-
come. One Program that is helping rural libraries
to overcome these problems is the Library Services
and Construction Act. Congress recognized the fact
that rural libraries needed help when they passed
the original Library. Services Act, id-1956. Funds
for construction' were added in a new Title in 1965.
It is safe to say that without LSOA Funds, there
would not have been eighteen new library buildings
in rural areas of Ohio. It has been through LSCA
Funds that rural public libraries in Ohio have been
able to form cooperative' systems and obtain pro-
fessional assistance to carry out _activities that
would not have been possible-with each operating
akin: There are nine such cooperatiVes in exist
ance today-due to LSCA Funding in the state of

Ohio. My reason for mentioning this is to empha-
the the vital importance of LSCA to the rural public
library, And yet funds for this Act, &specially for
construction, continue to dwindle.

It would be 'naive fOr anyone to think that the
library needs of rural America are any different
than those in the metropolitan areas or in suburbia.
School and college assignments are just as sophis-
ticated in rural areas as elsewhere.. The needs of
the businessman, the farmer, the housewife and
the senior citizen are no' different from those in the
cities. However, the resources available to ade-
quately accomplish these assignments or Satisfy
these needs are usually limited, difficult to obtain.
or .9onexistent. In mbst -areas the public library
selves as the major resource center for the schools,
and in some cases, the junior colleges, small rural
colleges or the branched of larger univerdities.
Neither the staff nor the collection is cap ble of
adequately handling and satisfying these d ands.
The Elementary and Secondary' Education Act
(ESEA) and the Higher Education Act (HEA) have
done much to improve the resources in the public
schools and in the colleges and universities as has
LSCA for the public libraries.

-I would urge the Commlssion to do all in its
power to see that these' vital Ants are retained and
funded at an adequate level to improve library
service in all types of libraries. This is* especially
important at the present time due to President
Nixon's recent veto of the HEW Appropriation Bill.

The futile of the rural public 'library is going
to depend a,great deal upon the amount of federal
and state support provided. I have already stressed
the importance of LSCA to rural libraries. The .

State Library of Ohto through the Ohio Library De'
velopment Plan is attempting to ensure that every,
resident of Ohio has access to 'essential public
library service. The Plan provides, for the establish-
ment of Area Library Service Systergs, Reference
and information Networks and the strengthening
of the State Library_in" order that it may fulfill its
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state wide responsibilities. I am pleased to see that
the. Commission also feels that the strengthening
of state libraries is an important objective.

To meet the needs of the future_the rural public
. library can note go it alone. Cooperative systems

providing access to additional resources and trained
professional personnel will be the most efficient

eaqd least expensive means to ensure that essential
library services are made available.

Certainly new methods of. disseminating infor-
mation will also have to be utilized. The great dis-
tances between the patron and the library in rural,
areas will have to be breached in order to provide
library service to all:residents. One of the most
promising mergds of accomplishing this task ie
with cable televigton originating from the library,
as is being done in Wyoming at the present time.
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Two-way communication utilizing CATV will be
available in the not too distant future and will.
'further enhance the usefulness of this important
tool. Other methods Which are now in use but °
will receive more use in the future include mail
order service, teletyp.e reference and interlibrary
loan service and computerized information retrieval
systems.

I foreiee the rural public library taking a more
active role in the every day life of its community end
its citizens. However, the success and perhaps
even the survhIal of the rural pubfic library may de-
pend upon the work of this commission. Thank you
for giving me this opportunity to express my views
before this very distinguished and dedicated Com-
mission.

A
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit a writ-
ten statement for' the regional hearing being con-
ducted in Chicago by the National Commission on
September 27, 1972. As Mr. Clift indicated in his
letter of July 31, I am taking the liberty. of replying
to your letter of July 24 to Miss Ruth Warncke, who
recently retired 'from the position of deputy execu
tive director.

In earlier ,estimony to the Commission, Keith
Doms, then President of ALA, noted the principal
goals of the association and several of the factors
effecting library service. You will rethember that-
briefly stated those factors were: the, need for clari-
fication and codification 'of responsibilities , for li-
brary- support and development at all governmental
levels, the 'development of a national system of
statistics and data gathering and 'research and ex-
perimentatiOn in the library services reflecting the
needs of the library user.

Since its formation the Commission, has been
hearing, many broad definitions of problems in the
areas of financial support, the effective delivery of
existing library services, the prompt identification
and acquisition of materials, the anticipation of
user needs, and the organization of efficient coop-
erativeentures which will insure, a maximum util
ization of participating agency resources.

We realize that the Commission is faced with
. the identification of needs and the establishment of
'clear priorities. A multitude of needs will be identi-
fied and will undoubtedly win a sympathetic

thein the nextofew months. We all understand tne need
for a sophisticated system of bibliographic control
utilizing the existing national libraries; and the
necessity, of strengthening state agencies so that
they may become coordinating units of re-

sources. All of us have been painfully aware of the
millions of people in this country who for a variety
of reasons do not have or -utilize library services.
We know of the problems faced by cooperative sys-
tem's, consortia, and networks faced with the cros-
sing of political and jurisdictional lines to provide

resources and services. Indeed the crisis of the
cities has spread to the libraries creating special
urban library problems which threaten the .very
existence of library service in these. areas. Edu-
cational change has had a devastating effect on the
materials and type of service expected of the li-
braries" serving those institutions. The fact that
approximately half of the elementary schools in the
nation do not have the benefit of collections of
learning materials dulls the pride in the growth and
development of library service in the United States.

We all know that the development of the com7
munity college-and the concomitant *demand for a -'

broader base of continued-formal and informal edu-
cation of our mature citizens has placed an addi-
tional burden on library resourcefulness. And the
needs of the academic and research library sorely
pressed to maintain their growth and development in
the face of burgeoning publication, technology, and
research must be met: lasic to it allis the need for
assured growth and development of library person-
nel who through training and edubation will be ex-
pected to provide the skill, imagination, leadership
and research which provide the best possible sup -`
_port to the library and informational needs, of the
country.

WheFe do you turn in the face of.just this general,
sampling Of theA3roblems which have become ser,
ious ObstacleOlot only to the-ggawth but the main-
tenance of the nation's library resources? s

We$ould reemphasize, at this point, the state-
ments on goals and factors effecting' the develop-
inent of libraries whicti were Otovided to you pre-
viously by Mr. Doms, however, We feel that at this

time we wish to delineate first steps which we'
believe should be undertaken' by the Commission.
There are two, areas in which we feel the National
Commission could concentrate its current efforts.
Many of the problems being brourght to their atten-
tion in this series of hearings.wilf be,found\ to have
their 'roots deeply buried in Ihese propositions.
Improvements in_ these -two, aas could ,,provide
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considerable alleviation, to the many needs facing
libraiies.today.

First: The National Commission should embark
on a program of experimentation in the economics
of library service. th the past few decades of
change in library service many institutions' have
found. themselves trapped into service patterns,
collection techniques, classification and processing

_Library interest groups such as the American
Library Association with its network of State and
regional chapters along with special interest groups
listed as affiliates can provide' the National Com-
mission with immeasurable support and service.
The Commission has already recognized tint library
associations provide an excellent forum fot the
delineation and discussion of-library problems an .methods with little or no opportunity for effectivepossilite solutions. Through the many conferences

experimentation in possible new methods and opera workshops, seminars, instituteS, projects and com-'
ation .designs,, Experimentation in library systems mittee activities the Commission will not only be,
and services deinonstratirigthe most economical able-to- sound out -the- profession -but -will be able to
and efficient use of limited library fundsMould be 4 perform a valuable function as educator as its activi-
themost Imniediate and positive step that this com-
mission could take to strengthen library and infor-
mational resources of this nation.

Second: The National:, CorfirriissiOn should re-
view the laws effecting library service. In the Com-
mission's Resolution II acid III passed in February of
this year there is a concern expressed for "national
equality of access to information for all citizens"
and the financial support necessary to insure that
"appropriate documentation, bibliographical and
other information resources should be recognized in
federal programs." Certainly the equality. of access
and financial support in federal programs are very
basie to a consideration of copyright revision. Cur-

-rent litigatiqn carries serious implications for the
future of access to library materials as well as possi-
ble precedential action which would return libraries

. to merely 'record keeping institutions. The Com-
mission will

a need to be fully cognizant of laws
governing library service in schools, academic insti-
tutions, and ta7supported public libraries on the
national, state, and local .ieVel if there is to be an
insured equality of access as well as' parity in tax
investment. A detailed review of legislation and
libraries will assist in bringing needed clarification
and.codification of the responsibility for library de-

`velOpment and support. The demand for library
serVice does not respect institutional or political
jurisdictions, and yet those very confinemehts with-
in ,the laws of this nation have placed inequitable
burdens for fiscal support on the taxpayer. We
believe'cthe Commission must focus national at-
tention On one of the library services' Most baSic
problems..

ty isolates problems and proposes a course of
action. These associations and affiliates have with
in their membership the most active and dedicated,
members of the profession ready and eager to'
undertake the tasks necessary to insure the success
of the National Commission. Therefore, 'we urge
the National Commission to establish regularly
scheduled participation in the annual programs of
library associations to provide the basis for an
exchange of information preferably in the format, of .

informal hearings:
The American Library Association has been in-

volved'in the administration of many projects whiCh
have contributed significantly to 'the development
of the nation's library service. Grants totaling over
$15 million in the past 20 years have been ad-
ministered by ALA in such areas as standards,
review media, Statistics and data gathering, school
libraries, adult education, technology, classification
of materials, cataloging, documentation, library
education, recruitment; acquisitions' for college li-
braries, public libraries, and international relations.
And, ALA is 'readftoday to assist in the identifica-
tion of problems, recommendations on resource
institutions and individuals, as well as undertake
the design and administration of specific projects.

What role we can play in the ,immediate future
may Well come from the ALA -Council's. resolution
to seek a White House COnferenCe pn Libraries.
This program- could well provide an additional
source of inspiration, communication, 'and support
fOr the National Commission as it participates in
this:important method of focusing public attention
on the needkof library service in the United States.'

D
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What I wid to say concerning rural public li
brary -services is more in the nature of comments
on various aspeCts, rather than a presentation of
facts and statistics.

RURAL PUBLIC LIBRARY SERVICES

Des Moines, Iowa's largest city by far, simply
cannot be called metropolitan. It, is also quite fair
to state that in terms of libraries, no metropolitan
facility exists. Although there are'government
lines on -what may be determined urban and rural,
it would be fair in the state of lowalo call the totality
rural.

In the state there are four main divisions (and
these are not governmental divisions,'but everyday
ones currently in use) of libraty services; com-. majority of *articles? The answer to this question
munity library services serving 5,000 people or is the samecas the- answer to many others concern-
(fewer town libraries serving from 5,000-15,000 ing thp majority of public libraries in the United
people, city libraries serving 20,000 people or More; States, rural public libraries. An examination
and ''systems" which are a most tenuous. cooper- of them is,sin order. Althoughthese few comments
ative venture serving 300,000 people, or more ° concern Iowa public libraries, they are no doubt

A reason why all public library services may be-
termed rural is that there simply exists no pablic

true for Vast portions of the United. States.

plibrhry collection that approaches even a moderate -

metropolitan standard, No collection in a public . COMMUNITY LIBRARIES
library approaches adequacy. No public library
collection offers more than a minimum amount of
nonfiction or research materials. As a consultant
for many years for the statei.library, it IN& my duty
to begin- a survey to investigate the adequacy of
library collections. -Although I did not have the, time
to examine all 430+ libraries; a general survey,
of the larger libraries on an informal and spot-check

.basis revealed shoCking and disheartening gaps in
even the largest public library' collections.

EVen though -much of lowa today fits the govern-
ment definition of- "urban" in terms of its population
library services would have to be termed definitely

'"rural".

'

A RURAL VOICE?

A frequent question put to me is, "Why is So
little heard from rural' public libraries?" The an-
swer is deceptively simple: The people in rural
°areas are so busily doing, that they have little time
to write about it. -Perhaps the writing of periodical
articles is a phenomenon. based upon the amount
of. leisure time, that administrators have in 'City li-

mrnent is not a jab at the writers
thousands of .library periodical articles.

ursOry examination will. show that time

braries. This
of literall
But even a
and againj e,se are generated out of a very few
institutions, and almost without exception, rather
large ones.

Why, out of over 8,500+ public libraries in the
United Statei 'are only a few responsible for the

Tile community library was typically started by
° eworneret club l who, although they malnoW be
legally apriointed byte council S?a librery board,
still run the institution as they had before they be- '
gan to4receive a small subsidy from the community.

4overhment.,Although this legally makes them a
public .library,-they arein essence still an extension
of/he women' club.

The wrdnieres. clubmembers typically take turns
being "librarian" in .IKeepjng*e facility open 10,
15, and perhaps everf25-hours per week.

The Collections in,thesAbraries can be.charac-
terized as light, romantic, ephemeral; feminized

.



collections, prima ily desi ed for re' reational read-
ing for members of t club.

A children's section, if one exits at all; is chief-
ly characterized by aging "han -me-down" copies
of the Bobbsey Twins, Horatio Iger, Pilgrim's Prog-

,&ss, and the like. Very little onfiction is available
Wnd none of it of the type t at could be considered
usable for any ,kind of ci 'zen research. The refer-
ence collection proba consists of a ten-year-old
copy of an encyclop dia, a collegiate desktop-type
dictionary, and a -w aging copies of the World
Almanac. If a -w reference book is in evidence,
then almost ays it is something like The Joy
of Cooking, or, 'The Bride'S Wedding Book. There
are no g ernment documents.

, it would be completely incorrect to minimize the
effec that this institution has on its community:
Si e there is nothing else, it represents to the
c mmunity its efforts in both literature, informatisn
nd knowledge. We should not make the mistake

of deriding the ,ladies for whet they are doing; if
anything, we should loudly applaud their efforts at
overcoming almost insurmountable obstacles in
providing this minimum service facility. The ladies
often' receive as little as $200 a year from a tax
source, and supplement this/kith innumerable bake
sales, chilli suppers, watermelon stands, etc.

In. Iowa, a library may join a cooperative system
for the srriall_sum of $200. This membership then
enables this minimal service facility to provide
reference and' interlibrary loan service through
utilization of the larger public libraries in the sys-
tem. Therefore, every the senallest library service
facility can find itself giving services that it would
not otherwise hope to provide.

The chief problem Of the, comilnunit library is
now, and will always be, finding enougl funds to
provide-the most minimal of basic services. One
of the,penalties of living in a community' that has

, never known 'good library service is that the citi-
zens frequently feel no need to acquire what- they
have never known.

TOWN LIBRARIES

Town public libraries are-characterized by finer)-
dial support through taxation that enables the ern-

, pjoyment of 1, 2 or perhaps even 3 people, &LC! is
typically housed in an aging Carnegid bUilding,
circa.1910-15. There is typically a good fiction coil

° lection (althou6h. none of the "naughty" current
best sellers are likely to be found except Under7the-
cOunter) with a heavy emphasis on 'Mystery novels:
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The etlections usually reflect one person's literary
tastes. In community libraries, all the ladies in the
club help choose the volumes purchased. In towns,
a librarian Usually Vas hired who remained on. the
job for many, many years. A quick glance at the
collection will tell you that _lin town X, librarian Y
is very interested in the area,, of English poetic
writers, while in another library, the librarian's
obvious bias toward's- "Catholic books" can be
documented.

'Therefore, while the fiction collection has a
,tendency to be- somewhat balanced, the nonfiction
collection may consist of over half the volumes on
the subject of religion, w e there are no books at
all in electronics, automotive echanics, sociology
or psychology. This institution too, reflectse highly
feminized viewpoint of libraries and their potential
users. Much has been done to change this problem .

and thus bring into' perspective the purchases being
made.

There ig usually a children's room in which a
concerned attempt has been made to develop a
fiction collection. In spite of the fact that many
surveys and reports have pointed out time and again
that boys are primarily interested in nonfiction,
little has been done 'to purchase material that

- would interest boys.
Tfiere is usually a reference collection coriS ist-

ing of about 100 titles (including several encyclo-
pedias) which are slOwly, aging, as most of them
were probably purbhased under a reference grant
several years ago as a part of the state's usage'of
L.S.C.A. funds. There may even be &Jew govern-
ment documents. .

0

Usually open from one in 'the afternoon to,nine
in the. evening, Monday throUgh iSaturday, they 'find
that their largest problems are high school students
The most obvious and persistent library users are-,
the high school stUdents, and the .reatsons are sev-
eral. Firdt,lhesbhool collection is generally totally
inadequate if one exists at all, and,the services of =
the,tnonfirOfessional personnel are limited: The
studeAt turns to the public library fo -remedy :,,the

, . . .

Second, the school library is not 'Open at any
hours but school hours = when students are neces°
sarily.tied up in classes. In many cases) the school
library also serves as study'411, with its attendant
problems of discipline and regulation spperseding'
the less obvious ones of- service, materia+-and user

,:Further, the atmosphere is not free -- students, by-
-virtue of merely being Students for being4nerely
students, one might se,y) -- are constricted arld



constrained, by the :various ,appurtences of admini-
stration. Library "prlifffeges" may even be with-
draWn for those who'are in other trouble with the
school authorities -- disciplinary, financial, or the
like. Third, the students want a change of scene
and atmosphere from the academic one.

FoUrth, and very, telling in rural areas: mass
consolidation of schools has resulted in several
communities united in one high school district
an -the school-in-question-raay-belopated in none
of them but in a cornfield pentrallyt located some-
where betWeen --- and accessible only by car. In
such cases, even if the schOol library were open,
were. adequate, it would still not be available be-
cause, of transportation. Again; the town library be= '
comes the -stop -gap measure, the reading room is.
filled with high School students everyevening,, and
adult potential patrons come 'to regard it more and
more as a convenience prOvided,,"for the kids". The
library is forced to fill the collectibn more and more

. with items of ourricUlum interett- and funds are
diverted from programs designed for an-other cli
entele:

k CITY LIBRARIES ,

City libraries can, be characterized by having
-fairly well balanced fiction and- nonfiction collec-
tions. In most cases, there is a substantial juvenile

,I,department 'where purchase of current and past
materials have been -made with the, juvenile in mind,
rather than the juvenile's parents in mind. (It is
amazing to note how many times juvenile librarians
choose things becaUse they like them, or they feel
that a mother would like it) Basic reference col-
lections of -several thousand volumes are common,
and, although most cities do-not have-many goyern-

. ment documents; they at least obtain and utilize a
few.

The most single striking difference between town .
libraries and city libraries are the cities'' extensive

collectiorA of periodicals.

giirtlibraries
typically. have several special sie-

. .

partments such as an audio-visual department °ker-
ing films, records,°cassettei, etc.

'City libraries also ienerallY have a prefessional
librarian as the adfninWatorabr director wittiOne or

- More', professional 'librarians being in charge of
departments or areas of the' library.. The city 'library
makep a concerned attempt to give reference 'Sep,-
ices and provide as' -much -information fo the patrons
as they require: Most -of the major public libraries
in the state are connected With the teletype systerk
which will be described, a little later.: ,ThiS system

enables librarieS to share their resources. In short,
the city libraries approach what is taken for granted
as normal library rvices.

The library d' ector of city librarles ca.n general-
ly be charac ed as an' individual who spends a
tremendous amount, of firm working with govern-
ment agencies, community groups, clubs and or-
ganizations. The city library director usually is
involved in all_aspects Orthe community simply
because then job requires a abet deal eif knowledge -:-

about the internal workings of a corrienunity. Where-
as community librarians feel they "know their
community,,town' librarians generally feel that their
board "knows" the town, the city librariakgeneraily
has a mandate from the board of trustees to keep
them informed and be informed on_ "what's going
on".

In "spite of all these facts, it is well known that
several of the state's city librarians regularly spend
time in public_servise contact at the circulation desk
or the service department.

The city's problems are-in many ways the same
as the community and town libraries, i.e., inadequate
collections, inadequate staff, aging physical facili-
ties (if not totally outgrown) and generally hampered
by a past tradition of being the "genteel" institution
of the city.

Three main problems characterize city libraries:
They have found themselves in the process of re-
ceiving a smaller and smaller' share of the total
city's budget in a time when everything is costing
much more. As an example, one city that had a
book budget of $35,000' to serve 33,000 people
suddenly found, because of re-evaluation of 'the
city's property, a situation where its budget for
books was cut to only $7,0001 This is the same

-amount this library had to spend in 19211" In 1921,
the average cost of a book was a Trier: 980, and
about 3,000 volumes were published , of with
the average cost of the book being er $ g and
with-Over 33;000 books being pub d, it is amply
evident ,,that' this institution can begirt to deliver
only one-tenth of the serVices that it offered in 19211

A second Jargep problem is that although- cities
pave generally larger collections and deliver more
'services, people living.outside cOrporate city limits
are barred from using .the facilities because cif ihe
legal and financial city-6y-cily method of support.
it is obvious that as cities have* had to join with
'their suburb§ in order to provide what are terned,-,
"metropolitan" services :such as police, and fire, it
also stands to reason that the same will have to.

.occur in libraries..

07.



A third concern is simply how to ease the pres-
sure on the collection and the services. One con-
sideration that would .ease the load on city libraries
would be for college and university libraries to
begin to carry- the complete load _lor their own
student body. These academic Furies in many
cases, need to have a larger colledtion available
for their total student body, including correspon-
cje-nce and commuting students. Many of the public
libraries' more difficult demands are made by off-
campus students thrown onto_ the resources of
their local librariesby conditions, policies, and
practices that curtail their use of the academic
shelves. For example, each year we have a number
of students who commute from Ottumwa to Iowa
City to the University of Iowa or who take corres-
pondence courses or special courses or Saturday

-.0.courses there. Library policies and practices ap-.
parently severely limit these students in their ac-
cess to the material they require and they turn to
the Ottumwa Public Library for ,help. While we are
under no obligation to obtain and provide curricu-
lum oriented materials, they are local citizens and
we xio our best to serve them. So we borrow by tele-
type from other libraries in the state, public and
college, who belong to the I-LITE teletype network,
and then frorrtlowa State or the Denver Bibliograph-
ic Center's network of resources. But, we are ob-
taining items that essentially should be available
to these university students from their own library
instead of from such sources as University of Denver

? or Brigham Young University! This means that,
instead of the academic libraries assisting the pub-
lic libraiiies with thein:more difficult reference re-
quests, in our state the public libraries are supply
service to the university! .

SYSTEM LIBRARIES

The'fourth type of library to take into considera-
tion arethe very loosely amalgamated cooperative
libraries. Granted under L.S.A' and increasingly
funded under L.S.C.A., cooperative systems were
initially designed lo4help the smaller library oroc'ire
and catalog more materials. This function has
gradually changed to the point where many types

services are, offered to libraries (community, town
and tity)-who choose to join together. Of the 430+
public libraries in the state, over three-fourths of
them currently belong to one of, the seven cooper-
ative systems.

The key services that should be brought to your
attention are the interlibrary loan an'd reference
services., by

11

use of the Iowa Library Information

TeletypTExChange, known as I-LITE, libraries have
devised a system whereby community and town
libraries communicate by telephone with the city.
libraries, and they in turn communicate with Oach
other to obtain material from I-LITE loan and at-
teipt to answer reference questions that are other-
wise unanswerable. The system does not stop
there, for 7 acajornip institutions within the state
are also a part &this network, as well as the Iowa
Stat,e University Of, Science and Technology at
Arne... What cannot be procured throtigh these'
Institutions it then further sent on to The Denver
Bibliographic Center for research which then pro-*
vides iocations'for materials.

These cooperative systems are loosely construc-
ted and depend upon an annual contract agreement
with the state library in order to provide for their
existence hi addition to the 6-6sic amounts of their
funding.

STATE USAGE OF L.S.C.A.

L.S.C.A. has'been neither a failure in rural Iowa
nor a success. The L.S.A. and subsequent L.S.C.A.
seemed intended to reach the normal citizen, but
the Iowa .experience has been that this is simply
untrue. The only successful cooperative in the
state of Iowa was started by a person who directly

-disobeyed orders from the state, library.
Monies allocated and sent through the state have

a tendency only to benefit the upper levels with far
less of the money reaching down to the citizen.
This is.not meant to sayithat the purposes for which
the Money is used are not legitimate, but4he monies
are not reaching the target group: e.g., the mollies
were used to increase salaries of state per§onnel
add personnel, buy materials for use at the state
level and used as a supplement to state appropria-
tions. What this meant was that instead of the
state providing increased monies out of state funds
they used L.S.C.A. monies. In the State of Iowa
for example, before L.S.C.A. there were 22.full-time
posiVons funded at the state library, completely
and wholly by the state of Iowa. At the beginning of
1972 there were only 11 wholly state funded.

Because the monies were funneled through the
state level, implementation was subject to all of the
vagariesof state operation: e.g., when personnel
were hired the highest qualified personnel were
often not available because of state salary levels,
restrictive and outmoded. qualifications. For an,-.
other example, when. it was obvious that the person
administering L.S.C.A. monies would be required to
attend a conference of all such administrators in



Washington, D.C., the state of Iowa happened to
be under a "travel ban" at that particular moment
and so the 49 states and the trust territories were
represesented, but not the state of lawa.

LC' CAL LEVEL LS:C.A.

The libraries of our rural areas; and I speak not
only of Iowa, hive been beset by a number.of
problems. The rural areas have been skeptical of

_cure-all programs that promise to change everything
for the better: In manicases, the funding level has
been too low to accomplish even a. minimal change.
In other instances, the funds required uld have
to be pulled -from other Sources that 'are actually
or apparently more important. Many es, the
matching requirements for use of federal funds bear
no relatiorrto what is actually needed or .enforce
a clerical burden to "move" matching that over-
loads the program or eats up the available funds in
paperwork. Finally, in many, many areas, there
simply are no matching funds available. Thus, the
areas most in need of library, development are least,
able to support such activity.

Often, local 'authorifies.are fearful (and justifi-
ably so in many instances-) that outsiders will apply
a set of arbitrary standards with no understanding'
or concern for diverse situations. Most such stand-
ards, such .as those devised by A.L.A., seem de-
signed for large metropolitan libraries or for large,
well-supported regional systems. In our rural areas,
neither dxists. The tax-base suOport, is not there
and never can be. These are marginal areas, eco-
nomically and dernodraphically, and extensive local
library support is a luxury item and always will be',
In these areas, local money is not available, and
federal money has been inappropriately spent on
developing yet. another level of service, instead of
expanding and improving service at the local level.

L.S.C.A. matching provisions penalizes those
M io need it most and have the least resources with
which to work. Although the rationale is that these
funds are intended only as pump priming, in thi
case the well is dry! In many rural towns, the p
library and the newspaper are the last sources of
information. Radio and television come from'the
nearest "metropolitan area" many miles away
in both actual and mental' distance and are of
little continuing concern with the small town.

Recent court rulings. on the use of the local
tax base as a means of" determinind quality oin the
school system' may conceivably be applicable to
library services as well. Somewhere,- sometime op,
a court may decide that libraries, as well es schools

need not be baSed on local property taxation alone.
What will be the effect of this? Determinatioil and
answer of this question is simply unknown.

OTHER FEDERAL LEGISLATION"

The State Technical Services Acit of 1961 was
intended to set up a- reference service providing
technical information to business and-industryilow-
ever it operated elsewhere, in Iowa' it apparently
became buried in.a plethora of other programs and
the businesses and indlistries of our state were
never really notified that it existed"

The Right to Read Program, probably one of the
most singularly significant educational proposals
of-this administration, will begin to utilize libraries
as one of the components of the program. While
there are only a few public libraries currently in-
volved in. the program, this will grow in the future.
The question is whether or not local adult basic
institutions will recognize the fact that libraries Owe
hAd traditional roles in this field, and will worleto

. the best of -their abilities in complete cooperation
jn order to achieve the.administration's! oals.

There have been several other acts n which
libraries played a small part. The, basic question
concerning them is why' only the large metropolitan
institutions were able to obtain benefit from them.
This is in spite of thefact that the administration
has acknowledged that many of the problems need
solving on a local basiS, nationwide, not in. just
the "metropolitan hot spots ": Could it be that the
other 'libraries, lacking adequate information
sources, obviously lacking the intergovernmental
connections, be in a position where "those that
have, get, and those that don't, do Without"?

THE FUTURE OE RURAL AMERICA

JIK

Although the current trend of mass out-migra-
tions of people from the rural apeadto the already
overlarge cities is expected to continue, there may
be some signs Tat' this will be chianging.

First, several cities. at least one state have
now simply'declared that they wish ho more growth.
There is ever/sign that fhis position will Continue
to gain adherence, particularly through'out' the
"Golden West". .

Another factor is simply that of usable resources,
the key one being water. Inseveral of our Rocky
Mountain states, the rights to every bit of water have
now been assigned and ascribed. It is a simple fact
that when all water is used, continued growth simply
must cease. The citizens _of Denver in turning down
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a one-fourth billion dollar bond issue for the devel-
opment of future water resources were simply ancl
effectively declaring their public intent that the city
be, allowed no More untrammeled growth. This is
not unique.

The mayors of ouV_Iargest cities have often.
publicly declared that the growth in the metropolitan
areas must be slowed down rn order for pe city to

At attempt to "catch up"._ It seems obvious that many
of the city's problems have been caused by "too
much too soon ". Periodicals have been filled with
stories of people undergoing the "California trans-
formation". That is, people who have suddenly
felt the need for a different environment and/or

-life style, and left to find it, leaving .city and suburbs
behind,
- One solution would-seem to be to provide and
encourage employment at the local level so that
the need to move.to a metropolitan area is greatly
reduced. Therefore, in my opinion, rural America
does have a bright future a few -years from now,
because in the midwest alone, there are numerous
communities, towns and %cities that already have
established water systems, sewer systems, etc.,
to lake care of a p,opulation that grows rather than

' diminishes, in addition to having water in vast
quantities.

It would seem Obvious that, it might be wiser to
give a multi-mifiion dollar Federal tax break for
industries to locate in an area that could sustain
growth, rather than having to federally support a
multi-billion dollar project to bring in more water
to-areas in which it is a-scarce commodity.

THE LIBRARY'S PLACE IN
RURAL AMERICA'S FUTURE

If, any of the above would come to pass in, the
next decade, many improvements would be needed
in order to provide adequate° library services, as
well as fulfilling the basic needs that now currently
exist to serve the present. population.

Adult Education

The library is basic adult education. The re-
sources of the library make possible self-dirptted,

l individually. based progress in the direction of 'an
individual's own goals. This is adult. education,

"but not from the usually visible sources of the aca-
demic institutions: It should be noted-th t-the early
libraries often w literaryout of litera societie , debating
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societies, or other- spontaneously generated at-
tempts by adults to continue and further their
intellectual experience. Also, libraries were in the
forefront of basic adult education when the waves
of immigration left successive groups of foreign-
born citizens-to-be grappling with -the problems of
language, literacy; and naturalization. The "Sunday
schools" of the libraries were instrumental in help-
ing the immigrants become a part of their new
country. Many of our midwestern Ilbraries still have
in their files proud group portraits of the naturalize
tion and citizenship classes, posed stiffly awaiting
their graduation ceremonies. How many of our
grandmothers and grandfathers studied in those
night classes or Sunday classes to become Ameri-
cans? Where would they have been and where
would we be today if the libraries had not stepped
in to meet this great need?

Are today's libraries meeting similar needs?
Are the libraries in our rural areas sending off the
new waves of immigrants to the cities as effectively
prepared to fit into a new society? Or have our
rural libraries remained a depository of light love
stories and shabby-toVered best sellers, a place for
the high schoOl students to study and meet their
contemporaries, a last and ,negleCted epitome of,
propriety/in an aging Carnegie structure just off
Main ,Sireet?

Even though the .library must be regarded,as a
source, of adult education, we must not see our
libraries forced into the mold of academia. We
are not asking to march in step with the schools,
colleges and universities, for in all such cases; the
march becomes a lock step, in which the needs of
the whole.cdmmunity are 'subordinated to the giant .

mill of the school machine. The community-based
library, with a citizen board sin! remains the most
responsive form to community needs and wishes, if
funding can be maintained at a level that makes
possible programs beyond the .simplest mainten-
ance of a sub-standard collection. Several com-
munities thattaVe attempted to integrate the school
system and public librariea have found' that this
"Flint Plan", is a disaster. The plan does not suc-
ceed in practice. It presumes that the public wants -

and needs to know similar things to those in the
school curriculum, an assumption that does not
work out in reality.

,Therefore, thp librarydoes have a plate in adult
education, particularly under the administration's=
Right-to-Read Program. it tis amply evident that the
administration wishes for adult education of a basic

-.nature-to take Place.
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Continuing Adult Education 11 Services tO Children

People who have had to work hard for their
education, and value it, do not want it to ebb away.-
The public librtary serves waves of people attempting
to, keep abreast on a plethora of subjects. Many
of these patrons are women, caught permanently or
temporarily in the narrowing spiral of child care and
homemaking, whilethey watch their academic skills
and disCiplines fade from lack,of use. Some- librar-
ies have tried to bridge this gap by providing story
hour'prograrns-for pre-school youngsters while of-
fering simultaneous discussion programs for the l4
mothers.. AlmOst universally, the proglrams most
attended and. most requested were those on world
-affairs, science, the humanities; and the arts!, The
Women spurned offerings dealing with child care,
home decoration,"and cosmetology, programs gen-
erally, being considerd , for women's
groups. For the most part, the participants wanted
contact with- intelligent human beings. They did
want lively discussions and an Opportunity to ex-
change thoughts and ideas: with other, adults. They
ometimee, .but not. ifivariably, stook material- home,

but this was not the prime objective they looked
to the library to provide the Space and the speakers
and the opportunity fcir thorn to participate, while
their children were taking4:art in an equally stimu-
lating and enjoyable activity. Adult education also
has the aspect of providing those research materials
that the average citizen may desire. If we are totally
honest about the history of business and industry,
A can be said that some of the most inspired inno-
yations and discoveries occurred by an individual
working alone:

Today's society requires more than-tinkerings in
,a garage to produce an airplane.? Vast amounts of
research materials are needed and must be provided
on an inchridualized basis. Surely, the demand for
generil information and reference Cervices will Con:

_ tinue to increase in an ever-larger" geometric prog-
ression.

Recretion
..

Although -the normal town" and community li-
brary in the rural midwest has traditionally gmpha-
sized recreational reading, and although they will
experience a great deal of ehdnge in the future,-this
important need gf our citizens will continue to _exist.
-If ,the leisure time that we are told is going to be
coming does indeed arrive, we will most likely hive
to increase the numbers and kinde,of materials'pur-.
poses,.

The Library has a lremendOus potential in the
educational opportunities open to the pre-school
chid. The library should and can be involved in
pre-school Etory hours, in reading readinesi pro-
grams, in malcing pre - reading and pre-sChool earn-
irig interesting and fun on a friendly and info al

basis. The library can conduct clinics and 'sho
sessions on Teading to your Child", which can
be instruniental in breaking the chain school
failure that prevails' in many families and cultu s.

.

Services to the Handicapped
a

Many. libraries do not :or cannot give adequate .
service to the handicapped. Yerthese libraries may
be in. violation of the equal rights provisions: How
can small local libraries begin to overcome this
problem of physical accessibility?

The -28 steps in front_ of the ottumwa Library
have always liben used as a g_athering place since
its building *in 1901. Today' there are teenagers
instead of men-in NaVy. blue (not otherwise changed
from the days when Lt. Richard Nixon received a
salute as he passed. on the way to Union Bank to
pick up Pat), but those 28' steps area heartbreaking
blow to those that are wheelchair-bound or who
have heat trouble and like problems. ;

future Shock

Although' there haye been many -articles pub-
lished abd0 the future of libraries, there are several
items that-need reemphasizing. If we wish to look
'into ,thee' future and ayoid the shock of those-chang-
es, 1 would- suggest that we I6ok cloSely. at the
_new "information business=;. Currently, publishing
companies and conglomerates are beginning to

'offer reference services for business and industry.
Sortie businesses are making use of these. If library
services are not upgraded, then the government*,
may be in the position of itself havtng,folpurchase
such services for.a/I business and industry. The
right of the average citizen tb have access to the
information he needs is avifal and baSic one, wheiti------
er he Chooses to use that knowledge at any given

-time or not. lewaS for this ?reason that public rec-
ords are on file, and that newspapers publish notices

. of public: ordinances, expenditures, meetings, and
the like: The right of the 'citizenry to have access
to knowledge must not be abridged, and this, more'
than any other tanetlies at the heart ,:of the problem
of pu6iic: libraries'. for, in our rural'ateas, the right
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to' knowledge and information is abridged by
distance, by lack of finances, by lack of trained
staff, by lack of support on the state and fedethi
level.

A second item is the traditional asset of -local
library board... The responsiveness of the library
and the library board to the special needs and wish-
es of the community is a marvelous and delicate
balance. Yet, the library can become over7respqn-
sive to a few people. The exclusiOn of material
which one beard 'member or members of the com-
munity find objedtionable can grow into 'covert
censorship on moral, literary; or political grounds.
A board filled -by a mayor from members of one
"dominant political party may 'See no duty to locate
materials of another point of view in th;e collection.
A town in which one religion predominates may not
see the need to, include 'representation of another
point of view. A town corriposefl of various ethnic-
or racial '''inay give' 'display to material
favorable only to- one. .

Thirdly, C.A,T,V.i. should be closely' watched.
The community antenna television increase has
occurred, mainly in rural and semi-isolated com-
munities: The potential. of the librapes participating_
through either a channel for all- educational *facili-
ties, or even a channel designated specifically for
the use of the libraries, provides an unlimited. Op-
portunity. 'The' current operating .systems using
cable TV have thuS far occurred in rural areas, with
The most notable usage being that of Nutrona Coyn-
ty, Wyoming! It is quite possible that because of
these factors, rural libraries may well'be the leaders
in this field.

EXPECTATIONS AND PROBABILITIES

Because of the complexity of to'day's society and
the tremendous increase in the necessary level of
education tor urban as well as rural residents, and
because of the huge variety of employment careers,
there has been a fantastic need ,created for in-
formational and educational resources that are
simply not available on the local level. It is likely
never to be possible to make such ,resources feasi-
ble, given the financial methods that- we now use.

Even with the utilization of maximum financial
resources, including maximum state aid, maximum
mileage on property, and complete arse of bequests

-7--
and special funds, et cetera ih fact; calli6g up all
available resources on the loCal and state level --
our financial situation in the rural was would still
be inadequate to meet current, /et alone future,
demands. This is without considering.any expan-
sion of existing library roles.

Se-verai conclusions can lae{drawn; first, that
library service, may not be a local responsibility.
If the library is truly, to be -the university of the
people, especially in those areas. %there other
foirnational and educational institutions do 'not exist
on the pile- and post-schpol level, then support must
come from outside the local tax-base.

Secondly, that the Library Services and Con-
struction Act has provided much needed monies
and increased services -as well as materials.
ever, it has not had the expected impact that we had
hoped it would. This 'may be' due to a number of
factors, some of which hava'been' mentioned here-
tofore.

,

Thirdly, that a federal subsidy on a continuing
long-term basis may be the one remaining source.
It must be noted that' this does not mean matching
funds; it does not imply grants, it does not imply a
loan, nor -does it' me designating it as "pump
priming" funds. It in tes, out-and-out federal
support for substarsear.d libraries on a year-after-

...year basis. es

Fourthly, rather than merely being written to "en-
courage" cooperation, acts should be written to
require coordination of tax resources. For example,
E.S.E.A. materials cart only be used in schools.
Why should this be so? Why shouldn't universities
and colleges be specifically exempted from 'receiv-
ing any federal funds until proper actions or state'
legislation makes them "open" institutions avail-
able' to all?' Why :-.shOulci metropolitan libraries
hOard special collections of a research nature? '
Why should not all materials that. are- purchased
with, public taxpayer's monies be as widely available
to everyone as possible?

In conclusion, it would seem that' the ,admini-
stration's proposal- for, revenue-sharingmay be the
ansWer for ,which the. grass roots are crying_

The 'public library, bastion of individual educa.;.
;ion' since inception in this country by Benjamin
Franklin; continues' to be the hope jof the "New
ghetto' --;rural America, home of the proud ne-
glected. '



LUCIEN W. WHITE*
University Librarian

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

STATEMENT

PrapEired for the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

In response to your letter with respect to the
priorities to be established by the National Corn-
mission on Libraries and InfOrmation Science, I

would urge-that a very high place be given to the
development and support 9,f library networks as a
practical, means of improving bibliographic and'
physical access to the world's rapidly expandin
information sources.

In this connection, I know that the COmmission
' is familiar. with the recommendations of the 1970
Airfle House Conference on InterlibrarrCornmunica-
tions and Information Networks, and I am confident
that the recommendationsjof the conference will
have the Committee's general support. .

However, bsed on my ownexperience, I would
like to 'single out for special emphasis one, of the
Conference recommendations, namely the recom-

.
mendation:

That the Natiodal Commission assure
the financial support required for net-
work programs by developing
five' proposals at the federal;.and state
levels,. generating- a base of under-
standing within the library and infor-
rnatiori Science professions, and prb-,

' \'fiding a broad base of public under-
Standing of the needs for a national
network of libraries and information'

denters.

My views on the significance of this recom-
mendati n are 13ased on experience in the state of
IllinOis ith the campaign for pUblic acceptance
which I d to library network legislation in 1965
and on y- knowledge of the functioning of the
network Once that time The Illinois'network made
it possible to work in the direction of a truly state-

, wide library, service with the library resources of
,the entire "state and -available, 'and
dignificant strides haiie already been made toward
that goal. Eighteen public library systems blankbt
the state, backed up bylour reference andnisearch
centeYs, and library service of all ISinds has been .
greatly expanded' at far less cost than could h4v.*

been possible for comparable service- Without, the
network legislation.

Although the opportunities for further develop-
ment in the Illinois network are many and varied, I

believe that the Illinois experience .has already
demonstrated two basic principles: f

(1) Significant advances in library network-
. ing are not likely to be successful in the

long Jun without legislative .support, in-
cluding appropriations.

(2) What has been accomplished blt net-
'works on a'state level is also needed and
can be acoomplished on a national level.

More specifically, on a national basis, what is .

required IS legislation to establish and support a
system of regional networks which would build, on
,state networks where they exist, encourage state
networks where they do not exist, and form an in-
tegrated systerri linked with the Library of Congress. .,r

The regional networks shou10 include the major
libraries within the regiori as resource centers, and
specialization in functions and resources should be
effectecias:much as possible in order to avoid the
needless duplication of special services or of lesser
used and, unusually expensive.materials. Formulas '
for payment. for services beyond the needs of pri-
rnary clientele should, be established yin order to
assure fair and equitable reimbursement to resource,'
centers. \

The development of such a'system, along with
the bibliographical and connmunicatidn network to.
support it is essential if the widening gap between
the generation of information and the accessibility of
'information is to be natrowed to any appieciable
extent and if the costs involve .4re to be held-to
reasonable limits in relation to benefits.

The present system which relies' largely on the
voluntary caperation of -libraries is ineffective and
incapable of meaningful expansion since it places
an unfair financial, burden on large libraries which
are already overburdened by increasing costs of
all kinds.

Although a national network of. the type. out-,

er6; -411
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line.d above might be established without any sig-
nificant change in the role of the LibtAry of Con-

.' gress, it is my ttew that the full' benefits and long=
range success of 'networking on a national, basis
can only be achieved by transforming the Library
of .Congress' into a genuine national IibtarY., with all
the basic servicesthat a national library would be
expected to peiform in support of.a national net-

' .work. Among these l'w,ould mention the following
as essential:

0.(1) Full °funding of an-acquisition prograni .
which would bring to the Library of Con-
gress a much .greater proportion of our

estate,
litepture, lricluding federal,

1state, and loal docti-ments; and to-,eri-
able 'the Library of Congress to, serve, as
a -procurerrient agency, for foreign ma
terials'of research value in behalf Of net-
-work itiembers, The PL480 and NPAC
programs are examples whiCh need to be
repeated and expanded.

(2) ,FUnding of the Library of Congress to ex-
band its bibliographical services so that
all materials available .through the ret-
work could be located by title an 'by
subject. Manual probea6es would prob-

be,necessary at first, but, the Library
of Congress, acting' as a national library,

'
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Should be empowered and funded to. take -

the leadership in providing automated
bibliographical and indexing services.

(3) Rapid expansion of the MARC program,
for serials as well as for, monographs in
order to provide a-standard data base for
network members:

(4) Developmenti and vigorous encourage-
ment of standards of bibliographical prac-
tice and data control capable_of nation-
wide acceptance and use, with monetary
incentives if necessary to secure adop-,
tion.

Obviously the development ot,network activity-
will. proceed at an uneven pace, even under the
best of conditions, and some of the goals outlined . .

here are by necessity Long -range in nature, but .1
believe that some progress-,can,,be.made .quickly
by building on the experience we already. have With
networks, by greatly strengthening the resources
and services of the Library of ,Congress, and by.re-
defining its. role to meet present-day heeds for ef-
fective and efficient library service.

The, costs may seem high but the benefits are
high tog,, and the alternative of inaction and deteri-
oration is not one that AmeriCan;i0liolarship . or
leadership can afford. ,

° r--6-.;
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STATEMENT

Prepared for the -
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science

The Metropolitan Public Libra'ry today faCes postr"'
sibly some of the most gargantUan problems of its
entire' existence. One of these is the problem of
fundingin lay terminology., "money problems."
Another, restructuring itself to meet the new service
demands imposed on it. The plight of the. Metro-
politian Library is reminiscent of the frustratirsig sit-
uation that cogfounded Alice, when she made in-
quiries of the Queen relative to running asdast as
stile could to reach another place at a given time.
When the Queen. answered "it takes-all the running
you can do to keep in the same place. if you,want
to get somewhere else you must run twice as fast
as that." -n

The "Big Qustion",is how are we to cope with
the "problems of funding,and restructuring the Met-,-,
ropplitan vl'ublic Library to meet the new service
demands" whet we are "running all (we) can do to
keep in the sale place." BuLinasmuoh as we wish
to, and must get somewhere else (we) must run twice
as fist es-that.. -

First we must and.do assume that many of the
thihgs we must do have been d e or tried before.
If this is true then the questions arise were we too
timid in our efforts? Were we somewhat smug and,
rather- satisfied withA3usineseas usual " ?' Did we
wish that someone else would do .the job for us?
Have wit been able,to completely/seller curselves
and our thinking from the nineteenth-century phil-
osophy of service t and for the elite ancj, to the
middle classes?

Even though these are the Hopi questions, they
Indy embody a modicurrt'of .t uth. There is strong
'testimony that too many librarians are bound: in
shackles of fear. Fear to- try 'something new, to
niake mistakes, to try something that someone else
may have tried, fear of being accused of extrava-
gance, of daring, of Changing things. What is the
role of the librariam end the library in our present
day society? o -

Eric Moon, long tine editor of.Library Journal,

said in the early sixties, "It is undeniable that there
are too many instances of librari4ns failing, for a
variety of reasons, to gain representation for their
libraries in community, educational or bookish .ac-
tivities at local, regional or national levels." But :
even then he cifed two instances occurring, one ...,.
hird on the heels \of-,the other that may have given ...
iciSQ to hope and eiken optimism. Two White House
Conferences, one on children and youth, the other -
on Aging. Of this Mobn states "They (the librarians)
tookpart in.a great variety of discussions, not only
on the education of the aged, but also on their
health, medical care and many other/subjects less
obviously the direct concern 'of the librarians'."

. The impact of this conference was evidenced
by remarks from the keynote, speaker, Dr. Edward
L. Bortz, Chief of Medical Services, Lankenau Hos-
pital, Philadelphia, obviously a non-librarian. He
stated. "There are cerain key fadtors in planning a ' .

broader program forlearningin addition to imag-
inative personnel' there is need for wider utilization
of the school and libraries of this nation." -11-he o
casion is instantexperiments are not always peril-
ous, but they do demand application, sincerity, and
emotional dynamism which will uncoverqiidden 're-
sources that will be a )6y to behold!! .. ., ..

Evenin the early sixtieA r. rtreasily foresaw11;

the derrilinds of the seventie . e advised his list\
ehers, "Community libraries- ar a most valuable
germinal center from which recent 'acquisitions in
the form of reports, bulletins, books, magazines of .

all kinds can be ''distributed. Libraries area rally-
ing headquprters tor the cowmunItY. Their real
worth has yet to bó discovered. We pan no longer
kV to support them. For the public is now awak-
enidg to the need for additional infOrmation with
which each citizen may reach a rhoie enjoyable,
healthy, Jonger life, freed of many nuisances."

Recent Studies in a few states with large/;met-
ropolitan areas fciund many librarians uncommitted .
and Jinconvined'copoerning the central role.inthe
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community that librarians a
and should play. Some-wer
in their'apprdach to communi
times the librarians not yet
brary's full development as a t
caticinal institution., 2..,

A final 'statements and :reco
White House Conference declar
ulation of ethicational programs
peop/e, should be through insti
public responsibiDty for education
tioh have flationwide coverage
confidence of all .groupS. These
public schools, public libraries an
higher learning."

W. Howard Phillips, mithor and f
of the 'British Associatioh of Librari
that "It is quite incomprehensible
board members, readers and even

d their librar es can
found som hat lax
y service an fteh-
ommitted to th li-
te' ommunity`edu-

mendation -of the
d "The initial stim-
for, about and by9
utions. that have
that in combine-
d that have the
Mstitutidns are

institutions of

rmer president
ns,, suggested
why so many
rians seemed

satisfied and even proud-of the pathetic attempts,
to provide service under poverty stricken 5ondi-
tionslike' a very poor relatlo 'shoWing a brave
front with secondhand, threadbarg blot itng, and in-
sufficient income to provide more than the barbst
necessities of life....`' ;

Mr. Phillips is that kind of critic we need in li-
brarianshipdissatisfied NA, present ,Out full;
of faith and hope for the future, as the\ followin
statement from the same address slibiks;

"A reaffirmation of fait is urgently needed. / It
should,be proclaimed log .1y,and consistently that
the public library, is still ti)kgraiversity of the /nen-

, .--in-the-iltreet,the coilede of urtther education of the
post-graduate, the specialistand the researc work-
er; that it stands fairly and*uarely as a inter-
mediary between the beginning of learning nd its

-` mature expression; that a comprehensive coil ction
of dood books well administered is a bank in-

' destructibleknowledge, Saving the money o the
rate-payer and taxpayer alike. For no modern ou9-
try, at least not an industrial democracy, can a ford
the wastage caused by general ignorance, b in-
tolerance, by the lack of understanding of vital so ial
and economic fordes, by the lack of reason ng
power', by a superfluity of unskilled labor and y
the ill-health 'of its citizens. When a country sto is
learning Itis already dead!"

- We all know that library service- can only be a
good and can Brow only ai fast as the people wh
Operate it. But why are so many members of ou
Own profession stunted in ihn growth, limited in
their vision?
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who opprate them) are being str gled by their
history, and by their devoti9n to that history; of local

May it not be that libl'aries the,

autono y and control?
"T

k
e tight fists of local control Avek been pried

looie From many other SOcial services bedause
those small hands were no longer able to hold the
wild horse's- dragging society into the future. Li- 1
braries are too .often among 'the few remaining/
captives coxitined to the local corral; and too many
people, inoludiR49 too many librarians and trustees,,
are determined ti: keep them-there. But the fences
of that , corral are buckling, and will surely. fall
before the growing pressure of cpntemporary social
forces, , % I

If librarians don't Stop driving in the stakes and
instead open the gate and make a dash for wider /
horizons, they may find themselves and. their li-
liraries''buriid as jhe 20th Century pound on lover,
the without even noticing that they Were really
there.

Ralph Shaw said: "The traditional 'readers' are
moving to the .suburbs, where often they are with-
out librety)pervice as they have known it, while the
major libraries in the core cities are being left in-
creasingly in areas populated by underprivileged
people Who have nexpr acquired the habit" of 'li-
brary use or any perspectiVe of their potential, 'and
whom libraries have rarely made any determined
effort to reach. These libranes*ust now go out
after a readership which will n''Ot come to them
easily, and to succeed They will have to discard
what Ralph Blasingame called their "obsession with,
a middle class ethic.

We heard *hat some large,librarieS are doing to
reach this audience. Detroit'S library programs
and' services, designed to cross color and, status
lines, were described by Ralph Ulveling. Janet
Stevens gave a 'vigorous account of the- ten-year
record of the Pennsylvania Avenue' Branch of the
Enoch Pratt Free Library in establishing quality
service in an underprivileged section of Baltimore.
And 'Hardy Franklin left most people gasping with
his story of life as a community coordinator in the
Bedford-Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn. Has. any li-
brarian, we wondered, ever dRred quite so deeply
into the life of the community as Franklin?

Here, then,.we had three examples; not just of
aggressive librarianship, but of imaginative library
salesmanship, and of a dedication to people as the--
reason for and the end "of library service, but it was
clear that.we were' not hearing about "typical"- li- '-
brarianship. Few libraries can back up a selling'



job with the resources of these three great libraries; brary are in competition with one another for scarce
few have the motley or the staff to implefnent such p*ublic! funds: .The. librarian . . . must fight for his
programs, and some just plain don't have the desire. share of the budget"

Blasingame7rOrnpted by his recent experience Because of the traditions_of minimal service to
, in, Pennsy:vania, brought .us back to the realiza- a minority, an4 frightened aloofnessi"rom politics,

tion that the need for equalization of opportunilylbe free public library, in a sense, exists in that im-
applies everywhere, in city, suburb, and rural &rag -0-bVerished "other America:: -its resources, alr'eady=
alike. He cited for example, ,Lowell Martin's 1956, ad by this minority :service, are in no way pie-
survey of Pennsylvan public librariet, which ,:p red to pro_ viderthe service in depth that could
thowed the average per capita support, statewide, make it the important agency for the whole public
'to be about $1.09. This as bad enough, but if that it has never been The potential public is
the large metropolitan libr,a 'es were extracted, the thee% indifferent and unaware that it could be ;

figure would have been onl lbolut 40 cents per served. Unless libraribos are prgpared to declare
capita. , a "war on library poverty" as well as enlist in, the

Blasingame spoke of the profe sion's refusal to war on material poverty, "fhe role of the public li-
discuss real issues, and offered th recent Midwin- brary, imprisoned in those two long standing tradi-
ter ALA Council meeting as an exa ple. "The topic- tions will continue to be as en irripoverishiedcousin
of equalizatiOn of-opportunity o e", he declared
"the profession .must soon discusS very seriously.
We are headed more and more toward increased`
support for library Services from state and fed0al,
sources and if we make no attempt at equalizatlkin,
we deny the very basig,for such support."

Certainly, with the broadening of the scope o
the Library Services Act, the- profession must b
vigilant in remembering that its great success any

acceptance thus fanhave been based on establis -
ing and improving services where theyrare, mO t
desperately needed. The needs, the inequaliti =s,
are sliffin abut dander but they are forever changi, g

shape because society is not. static. Our admini
tralitoris, our methOds, our organizations must be s
flexible as society itself. They, are most likely
be so if they are defined 4nd designed always n
the context of human needs and opportunities.

We are reminded ,by another authority "One, rnf
the reasons that the larger and more- importa t
public has given up on the public library is th
pr2fession's desire for 'political neutrality'." On
could concede the necessity, in the early days, r

the avoidance politics. -By 1964, however, nearly
every professiolal organization had entered the po-
litical arena in one way or another. Back home in
the community librarians are fill content to ride
on the coattails of the school 1:1.)ard or the depart-
ment- of public works when it comes to fiscal sup;
dolt Few are willing to bring th free public library
into ttie real battle for the tax,,d Ilar. In tha words
of Norton Long: "The price of olitical neutrality
has been public indifference and eglect. As most
public administrators htA,e found dew programs sell

.themselves. Public policies, even such widely ac-
cepted policies as the desirabliity of the public, li-
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to richer and more vita%, public agencies." So
writes John Berry.

Not Igt-ig ago, we heard a prominent and dedi-
cated yelling adult librarian complain about what
she considered the intrusion of the library into
domains where it has. no legitimate rote,. and no
particular competence: the area of extensive social
service. 'The. librarian, she said, is 'a specialist in
books; he_ is nota social worker or a therapist, and

, even his well-meaning attempts, to assume these
roles may harm those whom he js trying to help,

It, is an old argument, and the lady may 'be right.
But if she is, we feel it is. up to the library itself to
do something about it change its qualification .re-
quirements, work out better liaisons, hire specialists
fro othe, fields as part of its staff. t I, .

The reason is that th library no longer has a
choi'ce, in much the same way tha't the school no,
longer has a choice. Both professions share in
origin and purpose a' nineteentlitcentury concept
of educaffbn: the democratization of society within
an accepted social framework and within a fairly
well defined range of services. School and li-
brary haye tried to give the individual from the
lower-classes acceSs to the samebedy of knowl-
edge complex ,of skills which more fortunate

°groups have had as their birthright.
it aim; in other words, has been the equali-

zation of opportunity through the standardization
of background, To take -a precise instance: the.
"deprived" child could begin his formal schooling
on% level with the middittcass +Id through a kin-
dergarten program whicM, by a variety of social
and 'treading readiness" activities, would provide a
-nucleus of concepts and attitudes. Given -a-basic
core of knowledge it was held, the individual would:

0,,
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develop according to his ability.' IQ and achieve-
ment tests were based on this 'assumption of a
common background.

Twentiet -century history; for, all its sociarquid-
?Jay, has s wn the grotesque over-simplification of

, the concept. Culture is part.of the child'a,weaning;
itis notimposed-from without parental indiffer-
ence or discouragement, prejudice, squalid stir-
roundingi, all take their toll early: The child enters
school crippled by the neglect and contempt he has
already faded, stunted by his parents' illiteracy, or
simply frightened by a foreign tongue. Each failure'
is compounded; the teacher never compVetely
reaches the child in a group situation; the IQ test,
invalidated from the start 139 inequality of back-,
ground, becomes a weapon against him. He fails,
loses his self-esteern,*and accepts, in .Jam s Bald-

,- win's wards, Some form of death, be it anomie,
alcoholiSm, of Crime. .

The librarian, in fadt, has an edge- over, the
teacher in several ways; his one-to-one relationship
with the child, the, greater flexibility of his gUidance
function'. Today these advantages impose new re-'
sponsibijities upon him. a

The new potential's for library service may in-
deed, find librarians inadequate to fulfill their role,
but to the extent that,this is so, it is essential that
the library profession forget its parochialism even
its struggle for recognition (which will come to it
anyway, in the long run)! We have reached a point
Where the barriers are failing not. only between
school and public, academic and special library,
but between adult and children's, or adult and
"young adult" services. The child depends on
his pares s' literacy; the "young adult" is some-
times ma ried and a parent himself. If we are to
create a,lcontinuum of service, we must not only
revise o r definititms but bring utsiderssocial
workers, civic agencies, psychologists, into*Our
rOks!, a many schdols have done, and as the

\1 brary pr grams described have done. The extra-
,horainary flekibility of library ervite displayed by

these fe Systems only hints at its possibilities; and
the ,pro rants therftelves are not, -in any broatfr
sense, i novations. They are only part of what the
library orld must accept at its own "strategy for
change -- the 'adaptation of traditional institutions.
and se vices to new conditions."

The public library like other public and demo -.
cratic i stitutions, has found itself being many things
to man fieoPle, but even this concept must be.modi-
fied, r there is, in the winds, .a cry to meet new

11,
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service demands by .becoming many things /to all
the ,peopld. -)

Lowe! L A. Martin, in his r6ent book, "Library
?.Res pOns rban Change" which was a Study of
the Chicagb Pu ic Library, offers practical and
realistic recomm ations for 4he devel Pment of
metropolitan library seryice.T- rie avoids imple pat
solutions, but draws heavily upon varic$us experi-
ments, programs and protect developments of;other
libraries, and fashions a people -oriented program
that he hopes,' "will be equal to the future needs of
a restless urban area,"

Dr. martin do s not doubt, iQr on =talent, that
change must c me andthe twerns-that "effecting
change in a lar e and long established-institution is
not easy" but ontinues "the essential and Most ur-
gent requirem nt is to get moving at vihhatever points
are amenablq to Oarly response, and from this start,
(the needed Oncesses) enthusiasin, confidence and
momentum'Will -grow and sprea to other parts of
the system.'"

In his "Priorities for the Peri d Ahead," Dr. Mar-
tin stressed :several cogent p ints, namely:

1. Make contact w,ith com unity groups, city-
wide groups, and subject gro ps in order to start
planning library developmen with the people 'to
be served. ,,

' 2. Consider, and adopt several educational
"themes': (e.g., racial understanding, consumer in-
formation, the younger generation) and push thetn
in appropriately different ways in different coni-
munities (a ing a standardized centrally-struc-
tured program) throughout the librar stem..,

3. Study the prospects and I atio for small
neighborhood individualized storefront units in cfrs-
advanfted areas, at least two* three to be opened
by early 1970s.'' ,

4. As -an early and ongoing project, carry out an
enlarged publicity prograrn about the i'ibrary, de-
signed not so much to create and sustain an "im-
age" as simply to inform Chicagoans, all Chicago-.
ans, about the resources of the agency, how the
agency can serve them, and the new activities' and
facilities being inaugurated along-the way.

5. Put into operation an internal system-wide
and continuing review of every existing service unit
from' the user's standpoint, to make thesetunits in-
viting to the visitor and easy to use, and effective in
the service delivered.

6. Stress intensified service in. the ghetto, built
on experimentation, accessibility, variety of pro-
gram, new media, and planning with local groups;

..n



open store-front libraries or study centers or infor- phisticated cosmopolitan as well as the cultural
mation centers-or cultural centers. initiate.

- k

7. Organize the "Business Sponsors" of the
Chicag6 Public Library, composed of firms and in-
dustries making regular use of the library, to carry
part of the cost of the service they receive.

8. Enrich service for tooth children anc4 yoUng
people, in increasingly closer coordination with
the schoo(S. -

Draw on local, ingigenous personnelmoth-
ers, part-time -college students, even high schobl
studentsasaides.to the professiOnal-core in work-
ing individually with users.

10. Expand the in-service training program for
stiff, reaching all levels from supervisors to new
high school aides.

Dr. Martirrfooks at the picture as a three dimen-
sional operation -7 or phases one, two and three.'
The first two phases are embodied in prints 1-10.
The third phase is described as "Holding to
Course." This is an ongoing phase which Dr, Mar-
tin envisions as extending through several years
sat through 1975=801 and hp states:

"By 1975 the Chicago Public Library, under.,the
program outlined in thisitudy; should exhibit focus
and quality in its programthat is, clarity as to what
it is seeking to accomplish and let least a degree q
of effectiveness in carrying out sits tpnctions. At
that point two underlying principles _should, guide
its planning, administration, and operation: (1)
Whatever is done ,should be ma ntained at a high
level and with impact and not .beiust another likely
service provided to a limited ex 'ent for a fraction
of .the People who seek it, an (2) Whatever -4s
done must be subject to review nd riange as the
chariacter andiRproblems of Ame 'can life change:
These broad principles 'alone ay be enough
, tett the ship to course, but th ir applications as
developed in this report may be w rtch recapitulating
here as markers, in :the channel which may con-
tinue to apply five and ten years hence.

1. The Library within four w Ils will .have given
way f; the concept of the,librar as an immediate
and integral part of the lives of people on the block=,
wheie they live, in the groups wit which they asso-
ciate; in the jobs they hold, in th= cultural and rec -.
reational activities which give lift and ,tolor to their
existence.

2. The Library will have a pl ce in. the,thope-
fully disappearing) ghetto as well is in near-sub-
urban areas, and particularly in t e many working-
men's Communities.
/?3. The Library will be a' res Circe:for the so-

. ) -,

4. The Librarian will also be "advocate" pro-
moting and guiding the use of resources on selected
social concerns_raciar understanding, urban re-
newal, consumer buying, crime and drugs, pollu-
tion of the environment, the search foevalues---or
whatever issues mark a. given ticne.

5. The Library will be staffOki- by a diversity of
personriermatchingth_e_ diversity of its programs:
specialized libraQans, non-library professionals de-
voting their ikills to library service, technicians re-
cruited at the college level, clerks 'in satisfying

career sequence,loo41 residents attracted to the .

cause. . .

6. -If many Or most of these qualities are
achieved by mid- decade, the, Chl6ago Public Li-
brary will be a considerable influence in the life
of its'city and region, and will at the some time be
in a good position to change course as Conditions
change.

The Chicago Public Library is inctne position
of vanguardism. Many of the points suggested have
been orare in the throes of implementation. ,,But,
the 'Truk of the etitire problem is financing.. Dr.
Alex Ladenson, Chief Librarian, Chicago. Public
Library, an astute person with expertise in the leg,
islative arena, states that "A most distreising ele-
ment which runs through all the. problemS of the
public library is the matter of finance. Without
exception, the large public libraries of our major
cities are ill funded." He further states that "new
sourcesAhrevenue muss be found."

There are strong .feelings arnong both the pro-
fessional and lay people of the library world that
the cities alone can no longer support adequately,
their many service needs. Social unrest and change
have made this imposeible. Where, then are new
funds to be found, to meet these new demands?
There are two other sources: ,from the states, and
by all means from the federal government. The
federal government is where the lion's share of our
tax dollar, goes, a fair share of; this dollar should
be returned to the urban community. The federal
government should be equally as concerned, if not
more, about the little ,,wars that are being fought
daily in big city.-streets .inside this country as it is
about the big wars fqught outside the country, and
the tax Money :should be used accordingly: With
pressure and vigilancegood hard lobbyingL-'-in
the legislative.hall, much can be accomplished in
favor of the public library.

There are many bright spots on the metropolitan
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library horizon Chicago, for example, has trail-
blazed in innovations' with HS many' reading and

". study centers particularly those in.the ghetto high-.
rise apartments its busing of schooLobildren to
and from the nearest libraries --.- its Nokmobiles,

,,,stopping on neighborhoodstreet corners story-
telling audiovispal aids a people -to- people sort
of thing. .

On theAtther end *the Innovative spectrum-is
the special extension service, which reaches out

288
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supplying bo6ks and materials. Not only to tile .-
unserviced areas and pockets of Chicago, but to
special interest groups, agencies, organizations,
and schools% This special service reaches out and
provides library services for 'use at their locations,
in their oWn buildings.

A0of this is good and well but it simply is not
enough. Remembering again, the Queen's advice
to Alice(If we) "want to get-somewhere else (we)
must run twice as fast as that"
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STEPHEN: WHITNEY
dr iristrat ve ssistant lo the birectOr

St. ouis 'Linty LibraEy
, St .\, issduri

.,(Introductory .remarks by Donell J. Gaertner,,,Olrector)

a
Prepared for the

National 'Commission on Libraries and Science

' STATEMENT

My apologies for the lateness of this reply.
,Enclosed is a more lengthy report written by Mr.

Stephen Whitney, administrative Assistant.
I. am' anxious to emphasize o} e° point which I

feel requires, very serious. consibteration., Is the
research function Which is performed by large muni-
cipal libraries properly a local government respon-
sibility? Would it not.be wise to separate the financ-
ing of this service? .The larger suburban libraries
such as St LOuis.County Library, have proven that
library services to focal citizenry 'erg merchandis-
able. While we _can state that the reason we do not
develop.large resedch 'collections is that these are
available 'through central cit libraries, I question
whether this answer is com etely. honest. I strong-
ly suspect that we have a much closer tie with the
everyday user who demands services4ifferen from
foreign journal articles.

While the research function has unmeasurable
long term worth, the direct retui-nto the taxpayer is
not readily assessilSe". If the research'function can
be sechrately finanCed with the funds coming from a
much largerSse, the public library then will 'justify
its o-,k,n survival on how well it meets' the every day
educatjonal and-informational nee1s a its taxpayers.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this.
Concern to yccOr committee.

yet one o the largesand libraries in the nation.
The St. Louistounty "Library is one of theyoung-

est and
It now serves three quarters of a million people in
a 450 square mile burgeoning area which mush-

;roomed following World War II from a largely rural
to a complex residential and industrial maze. The
ptioblems faced by the library are peculiar to it but
eery bit, as real and as critical as the deolining
population and ghetto growth of the coke city. .

GEOGRAPHIC SIZE: To cope with so many
people spread over stic13 a large area, a systefri of
'regional branch libraries was designed, eachserv-
ing from -50,000 to 75,000 people.. These in turn

1
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were supplemented by 25 bookmobiles the
largest /fleet, in the world which visit schools,
shopping centers and residential subdiisions. As
the county darititUes to mature more branshes will
be,needed,enckthe bookmobiles' limited resources
will Ahereby'be replaced with more sophisticated re-
soikrces 41Ale,*e similarly convinced that Vrength-
ened school'; libraries will aid Our efforts if school
and public 'library programs, can be effectually
dOqrdirlieted:

:qt444R/ALS: As a young library,:no extensive
baOklOgi of old' and expensive research materials.
ws #cOymulated. Rather than duplicate older
retefehce collections in the area, the decision was
made to take the greatest number of books possible
to 'the ,greatest number of people. Our own refer-
ence pOtential has been considerably strengthened
over the 'years, but we will have a- commitment in
the years ahead to the continued maintenance pf
the oldefpollections of other libraries.

UNIT +CONSOLIDATION. AND COOPEOtTION:
Independent municipaqibraries continue to operate
within St: Louis County. Although they. maintain '
local autonomy over libraries older than otirsmost
were built in the thirtiestheir residents py higher
taxes and receive less library service. Realistically
our librarNi system should blanket the entirecounty..
Theepoarent recurring theme, of 'course, Is coopera-
tion between libraries and types of libraries.. The
Highet;,Edycation Coordinating Council, the MUTlic-
ipal, Library Cooperative, and reciprocal film and
bOok loan'agreements in the metropolitan area are
all.elerfientary recognition that libraries cannof con-
tinue to operate aslhOL4h other libraries are npri-
exist4nt. More and more sharing of costs and
materials will be needed.

FINANCE: We cannot plead financial destitude,
nor imininent need:. At present the 8t. Louis County
Library.,operates vtith a property tax of half sot., less
than half' thal of many of the other libraries in the

I/
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area. The answer is ob ous; 'steady .growth has
produced an ever increasift Otax base. n the other
hand, We cannot be so blind to ignore'the indicators
of ,e future. Industry is already Moving into out-
lying areas even farther than St. Louis County. The

. property tax must be d,uestionecras rimarys'o r
of income and other resources fou iid, ifp ssible.
And secondly a greater amount of "revenue sharing
will be required hrough.-the state, Missouri cur-
rently enjoys on Of the lowest state taid grants in
the country. '

FUTURE TRENDS: Automation and its potential,
both blessings and headaches,.has not been fully
realized by libraries. Its cost, will continue to de -.
crease and its labor-saving feature will certainly
make it an intrinsic tool in,-the future. The disad-,
vantaged areas of the core city. are gradually en-
croaching on the county boundaries, and coupled
with pockets of blighted areasboth-white and black
citizens in the county now will %quire a new range!.
of specialized services from the library' in the future.
Finally multimedia equipment and software will: cre-
ate new demands and, problems for the library, but
the promises. spectacular% Cable television, video-
cassettes, micro-reproduction: all these open new

'doors for carrying information, education, and rec-
.
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reation into thtr very living rooms of our, users.
ipummATioN: . Libraries have made substantial

gerhs in the past twenty-fivyears and at the same
time face a whole new battery of pressures for the
future. The St.-Louis County Library is nosdifferent.
Sound library leaderallip and management .at the
.local, state, and national levels is essential to prog-
,

ress. The- training provided our tersonnel both
in-house and in graduate schools of -library eduda-
tion may possibly have the,single gre,atest effect on
.our continued ability to meet the tasks of new chal-
lenges.

Neither`-funds no size wilt ever be enough to
cope with all the demands for new services.. For ex:
ample, continuing education will occupy 'more and
more of a major role for all public libraries as we

. come to realize a "leisure" society through shorter
work weeks and °earlier retirements. If these new
requirements are to be met competently all types of
libraries will need to work closely together at the
local level, and.networkb of libraries will link nation-
al' concerns in realistic patterns. Public library de-
ielopment in:the metropolitan area depends heav
ily on the particpation of the county library, but we
depend as much. on the geneou's assistance of
thcAe about us.

6-7 ei.:;
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, The fundamental library problem, though caused
by the complex interrelationship of rrianancrsom&
times %idely disparate factors, can be simply stated.
It is simply the increasing inability of every library,
not merely of' some, to provide its readers with

. ready access to all of the$ooks, periodicals, and
other library, materials they/need fdr their resear
education, or information.

As the world's knowledge has increased and
become more detailed and complex, its 'recording
in permanent form so that it can be preserved and
disseminated for consolation when needed at anytitime and place has become mor er teal. The
'number of publications of signi Dee, matching
the growth of knowledge, is'ngt merejyaccumulat-
ing, but is accumulating at aft: acCelerating rate.
At the came time the growth in populaiion and its
sclispersai over a wide geographic area has required'
a matching growth in the number and dispersal

9 of the nation's .educational and research facilities,
and of its .industry and commerce. From this has
resulted the need fo,r access to the same compre-
hensive body of scientific,,itechnica humanisti
and social science information in virtually eve
region of the country, notmerely in a few centers f

learning.
The manifest inability Of an individual

to buy and to: house in his own home or of
the publications he needs from time to ti e to dm-

-1(1' suit made the library an early and 'necessary in-
vention for the- adequate preaprvation, an dis-
semination. of knowledge. But as more and more
putlioations have accumulated, and as the rate of
new publications .has accelerated, even 'libraries
have become unabLe to acquire all of the publica-
tions their readers need to consult. fiCcintinuing sta-
tistical sfudies show that, in.,their attempt to cla this,
research libraries have been growing in size and ex-
penditures at a geometri9,rate. For the past several
decades at least,' on the average every academic
research library" collection- has been doubling in

fford
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size every sixteen to sey'enteen years. Its total ex-
penditures have been doubling even faster, abou
ykery.seven years.

Universities are already findirib it difficultJci cdn-
tinue to supporilibrary growth at these rates. In-
deed academic library budget growth is already
slowing, dnd in m cases budgets are actually
being redUced. But he fundamentally more critical
problem is hat even ttre past rate of increase has

° not be n enougli to make the library's collections
and 4ervices adequate to satisfy the informational
needs of their reader's.; Harvard University, after
a recent study, has even concluded that its Rbrary is

.
-.

now actually \less 'ade.quate to satisfy the needs of
its faculty and students than it was some sixteen-
years ago whin it had onlOalf as many volumes.
The froula.le is that research and educational needs *,

haVe grown evarn faster than the library; requiring
access to more \older materials not previously.:ac-
quired, and 'to .,larger proportion of the irtOre ing
numtipr of 'new publications..

With the impossibility of any research libraty, let .
alone each one oi them, being able to afford to ,

acquire its own .copy of every book, journal, many.:.
script, -and other pubication its readers.need to con-
sult, there is only one wAy in which society can pro-
vide access to what is, needed. This is for many 11

raries to share the use of the same copy of as many
as possible of those publications for which such
shared use is practical, \ and it is now known that
such shared use is practiOal for a very great number.

Librarians and sCholers have known tor some
time that many publications are infrequently used,
even though they are esse tial when they are need-
ed, but it is only..withi the a,st few'years that dare-
ful Studies have provided pr cise information on the
actual frequencies and patterns of use. There are
now many such studies. Cf. the bibliographies by
Davis and Bailey, cDeWeese, and 'Wood. Though
covering many different librari s and,kinda of pub- . o
lications, the basic pattern di losed has been es-
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sentially dimilarlin every Case. These studies show
13,oth that. the nOtrnb'er-of infrequently used,. titles- is
much greater than had been commonly thought an
that the actual frequency of use of these infrequent-,
ly used titles is even less tbian had been suspected.

.For example, a Study of use ot.Cu'rrently-publishT
ed serials at the John Crerar Librarfoundthat,65%.:
of -the journals it currently recelvv are used less
often -than once' a year. .A study of interlibrary
loan use at the-National. Library ofkledicine found
that 88% of the Serial'40titles in its collectioh (includ-
in( discontinued as "well as currently publiShed
titles).were used less ohen than once a year,, :Put
another way, 100% of-the use during the twelve-
month period was satisfied by Only '4,347 nes out
of the approximately 37,000,titles in the414. col-
lection. ; /

- ./
Both of thesestudieS (and they ay cited merely

I as examples for many others shoW essentially sim-
filar patteins) indicate only }that substantially more
-than half of their journals are used less often than

.'",,r- once .a Sear. They'd° not show exactly how much
less often this may be; but other studies have looked
into this. for example, a study at the Uniwrsity of
Chicago found that fii some fields as many as 45%
of the serial vlumeSin its collectia: are UCed on the
average leSs, \than once in 300 years. The per-
centage. and f eqyency of course vary" from field

\.to4field,but in a case it-is Clear that in every field
a very signific "portion of the-publicationsthe
evidence suggest at least 25% nd probably more
are Lised no oftener tirali3Once in every 25 to 100

_ .

years in any one library.

I. The Solutio

TheSe facts provide a sound
to the problem of providing rea
wherever it may be located, w

basis for a soilfutidn'
ers in every library,
th ready ac Less tot

all of the publidations they need to consult, despite
the eConornic inability, of every library to,buy a copy
of every title its readers need. This solution is the
establishment of 'a national lending collection that

' will make readily vailable by loan to libraries those
many.,publicatt used so infrequently that than
libraries can share the use of the same copy without
undue conflict.

In essence, such a system is merely theYekten-4
sion, td a brOader base thah in the past", of the fu de -
Mental' ptinciple that' haS made the libraryltself both

.necessary and practical. An indrvidual cannot af-
- ford. buy for himself all. of the publicsatiOns he'

.

7 \

needs from time to time to consult, but neither does
he need to have every publication he has read or '
may want to _read Constantly Oithin arm's reach.

-Nor does everyone who needs a, given title need it
'`atthe same time, so that many persons can "uSe'the
same cooy.without conflict or hardship if it is.readily
accessible tOzeach one liv'hen needed. It was be-
cause of these conditions that the-library itself-was
evolVed to enable a local community of users to con-
centrate the 'resources 4vailable to' it oh the pur-
chase* of.single copies f many different titles-for
their joint use. In this w y the library makes avail-
"table to them more-of t e publications they: need

han if the,saine fads w re spent on buying many f!
ciiples of the same title 'in order to Of Ovide: one
for \every individual who t sometime netded it.

In brief, as.the problein of tlidtotaf community.'
of users is the same in pr,
the individual, so is'the a
ple; namely a library,for th
shared without conflitt, by
of users, a 'd with a base d
single loca
library".

nciple as, the piroblem of
swer the same`in princi-
se materials that Can be
any local communities
support larger than a

comenunity -- in fact, a. "libraries',

,Present Inadequacy of Acpess to Journals
Q

(though the above principle aPplie0o all kinds'
forms of library materials s, journals,',

pa i phlets, manuscripts, -etc_ such a 'systern-for-
A

providing access to journals is the mol urgently
neede Many research libraries in the U. U.S. are now
spending 6 half or more of their annual acquisitions
funds on, journal su soriptions, but eveM-so the
numer of titles co pletely available in any one
library, o , all of the 46rades of the nation ,

to etheiOsilkit a ifraCtiiin of 'those publish d and
t nee t -be available. ,

t.survey by Chemical Abstracts rvioe
tract withAtlie U.S. Office of Ed cation-

s'erials .lmportant - to
gine ring, 'everi \c011ec-
eyed held only 66.15.
mplete, filed;.ranel that -,..
ingt at' all in the U.S.
situation for any one
e' standard44JSOE re-

sisting of five or six neighboring'
till with even the best holding.corn-
than half (45.3%rof the

.7%: See the complete tali es by
Append' I of this request

\While the above figures show or,/ the distribu-.

A rece
under a co
found that of the/ 16,36
chemistry a d chemical e
tively e,3 5' libraries sur
(10,810) of e titles in c
th"dre.wa n /reported' hOl

les' (.7.5%). ,?The
e oiintry t

Of 1,230 ti
region.of t

) gionak each
1states) is wor
plete files of I
the poorest o ly 1
tateand region i
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tion of holdings of titles important to chemistry and
chemical engineering, other but less quantitative
observations indicate-that the picture is at least no
better in the humanities and.scicial sciences. 'Prob-
ably it is worse becaute of the generally greater
emphasis g(veh *Jo- science and techlgology in the
last two decades. .

Though library holdings -- individually, region-
ally, and even 'nationall9 are already incomplete
and inadequate, because of budget pressures many,
libraries have now had 'to reduce ,their journal sub- t
scriptions below even their present levels. Of the
fifty major universities ow members of the Center'
for Research Libraries two-thirds report that they
have already cancelle an average of 300 titles,
with some having had to cancel as many as 2,000

titles.

,Economic Ber efita of PrOpoSed Solution

Although. there are many jourrffl titles that ever*
"library has never been able to afford to acqUire, "and

many they have been receiving that .they mu.snOw,
cancel because of a. reduction in budgets or 4oss

of buying powei-or both; eybry library is also now
spending-large suns to acq4ire, catalogue; procest, -
bind, and house, many jornals that are very in-

frequently used by; its readert. It' is making this
expenditure' becapte if it does not hve the title in
its own collectidit.there is no assurance that it can
provide access to a copy - when it is needed. No
gtaer llbrary.may have it either, or if one does it is

expensive and time-conoMng to locate such a
brary, and even` after this it done the. library may
not be able to lend it In any case such loan (or
photodopying) is slow simply because the lending .
library is not organized. effectively to service such
requesti. But w the assurance of access, from
a central lending 'racy Ciliectioni and with the fast
response, time it provides because 'it is organized
precisely for servi4 to other libraries instead of to

a lOcal clientele of readers in person, many libraries
can be freed from the unnecessary expenditure of
maintaining their own individual copies of hundreds
or thousandt of titles With a consequent easing of
pressure on their budgets'.

Thit saving, is as real as it, is 'important, and
oniy the proposed central collection of journals can
practically make it possible. It would be misleading,

though.; ifuthis were misunderstocid as a claim that
it would lead td;a reduction in alocal library's own.
budget. . All categories, of a library's budget, :not
merely its axpenditUres":-for acquisitions, are now

1

inadequate anti need to be increased. Personnel
costs at all levels are- rising. As the number of,
extant publications increases through accumulation

,at; increa%ing rates of production it is less and less
possible for the reader to browse through them all
to find what he needs: he must be provided with
more detailed and comprehensive, and consequent-
ly morn expensive, bibliographic-ibuldes to enable
him, to identify and locate the publibetiOns that
contain the 1pferniation he needs, Equipment and
'supply costs are increasing,' ,and so 'on down theline. , , .

The savings thata library can-,realize by not hav-
lhg to acquite- infrequently used journals 'thative
available, from a central lending library; though
these can be very subitantial, are not therefore like-
ly to enable anyAwary to reduce its total budget.
But what these tai/ingt can do, is enable libraries
to meet these offer Abreasineabsts with a lesser
increase ini their total budget than would otherwise
be required; or in times of no increase 'lin their.

budgets or Of increases lets.than those required
to offset inflation and rising unit costs to. reduce
their services and the access to inforniation less s

than,would btherwist be required: .

An indicationof the magnitude of the 'savin.gs
or perhaps, better, the amount that would" be mad
aV'ailable to libraries to help meet other costs'
is given by the study on the cost of access-to journ-
alswdone 'by the Center for Research itibraries.
For jouknals Withan annual subscription cost of $20

(the apkge subscription costfound in tha study),
the total net savings on the average -range from
about to $68 for each journal that the library,
can proi/ide access to by borrowing a copy when
needed'instead of maintaining its own subscription.
For every thousand suchtitles that a library is saved
from having to acquire its budget gain would thus
range from $57,000 to $68,000 per year. With the
number of journals major university research li-
braries have typically been receiving' and the prp-
portiOn.thatare infrequently used, budget benfits of
this or even greater amounts would not be unrea-
sonable for them to expect.

1V, A Pilot PrOgram,

ideally, ;there should, be .a national lending li-
brary for serials, that would subscribe to all cur-
rently dublished serials and make these readily
available to every' library, in the nation. Over a
period of time, as itsjiles accumulated, it would
be able to provide acess as well to longer and
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longer back runs. But the cost Of such a totally
comprehensive collection and service in atifieldw
science, technology, the 'social sciences, and huT\
manities ,,will reqUire a continuing operating° bud-
get of' Marto five million dollars a year; perhaps

; more: (The National Lending Library for Science
and Technology, in Great Britain, has a current bud-
getof about two and a half million dollars, but it
does not cover the humanities at all, and although
beginning to cover the social sciences does-det
include all of the titles in this area. rn addition,
labor costs are higher in the U.S., and because of
our greater population and larger number of
ies, the annual volume of transactions in the !?.SI.

would be greater.) This is a modest amount When
compared to the benefit.. But it is, large.

.s .that, most probably only the federal gOvernmen.thas
a large enough base to support a comprehensife
system with the Continuing commitment it must be
asseired before libraries can responsibly. modify
their own -policies to rely. on it. Such a service to
the hation in the, national interest justifies federal
support, but none of the appropriate agencies of
the federal government are now authorized to make

, such a continuing commitment. This will require
legislation by CongresS: The Center and other. li-
braries Will try to see that this is acc.amplished.
But by the nature.of the political process this will
take time, while there is urgent need for improved
access now A small& project, with a limited selec-
tion of titles appropriately chosen, can significantly
help to meet this present need, and can be begbrr
with a much smaller budgie. Further, and hardly.
less important, suchra begirilling will provide a firm
base for expansion to the ultimately needed com-
prehensive project'. Finally, its existence, its demi-7
onstration of the value of such a system, and the
operating experience and data it will provide, will
help to speed the establishment of, the more com-
prehensive system.

V. the Centerlor Research Libraries as Agency

The Center for Research Libraries is the most
logiCal institution to begin and to operate such a'
project: It is a non-profit, tax- exempt, institution
that was established precisley for the purpose of
enabling libraries.most effectively to cooperate in
sharing the use of library material's. Founded in
1949: by ten midwestern universities, its member-
ship has steadily grown and expanded peographic-
ally until it now has over eighty members and ,assn-

-date. members, and has become not merely na-
tional but international in scope with five Canadian.

members. Its members now span the continent,
,

iand beyond, from Harvard in the east-to Hawaii in
'the west, and from Toronto in ttiq north to Texas
,in the south.

. .

Except for special grants "for specific projects,
such as that, requested fiere the Center is wholly
supported by the membeithip fees paid by its.rneim AA
bet universities and other Member institutior4. kipt
though the Center is intended to Serve the library
needs of its member institutions, its poliCy is,to per-
mit the use of -its collections ,by nonmethper.-librar-. ,
ies as well. The only restriction on use by a non- 1J
member library is that if it begins to make regular,
and continuing use of the Center's collections
must become a member, and thus help to Support it,
if it wishes to continue such -use:

The Center's colleCtions now number over three-
million volumes, covering-all aubjectsand'all forms
of publications. It is already receiving about 7,000
current journals, which it will contjnwe with its own
funds: With the addition of s-One 6,000 titleS, as
proposed by this request, the total number of
journals made available will be large enough to
make a significant impact on library economy and
the improvement of ready access to information. ,

VI. International CoOpeotion

As this exposition 'has tried to make clear, the
.primary need is to agave all who need inforrna-

,
ton, whether foilteseareff; for application to current,
problems, or for, their basic or continuing educa-
tion,' with ready access to the. publications con-
taking this information. Because of the cost, this
need can be satisfied only by broadening the'baset-
of users, and thub of support, and the lbw frequency
of Nse of many library materials plus the spe of
modern communicationd,and tiansporA,makes ch
a broadened base. of use .practical. In fact, e
present evidence strongly indicates that for a great
many publications the user base can. be interna-
tional and not merely national, and it rs obvious that
the larger' this base the lower the cost to any local
community, and consequently the more access that
society can afford.

International cooperation in this matter poses
problems-of organization, and political problems as
well as others will have' to be resolved., Nonethe-
less, theie appear to be 'no insuperable baraers, to
fairly large scale international cooperation in the
provision'of access to publications and great bene-
fits to' be realized. For this reason the Center pro-
poses to 'initiate such international cooperation, on
an experimental biSis, with the National Lending

;IS
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-Library for Science and Technology in Boston Spa,
L. England.

The Notional 'Leading Library for Science and
technology (NL) Was established. in 1960 by the-

British government to provide for all libraries in
'Great Britairkprecisely the kind of ready tccess,tO

. all journals.in science and teehnology that Ike have
'spoken of as necessary for the U.S. The original
collecting policy of the NLL, as indicated by its
full name, was limited to the natural sciences and
technology, but within these field's it attempts to
acquire all currently published titles. Because of
the dedonstrated xialueof its service, in 1971 it was
authorized to extend its, coverage to the social
sciences as well. At time this extension was au-

Np.thorized it was four id that, because Of the diffuse
boundary lines of serials, it already held, ,as "ne-

- tural,science and technology", 'many titles 'that so-
cial scientists and humanists also included in their
fields.. In fact, the collection-then contained about
halt of the titles included in the 'Sodial,Scien,be§
and Huma'nities Index. Ttle NLL is now receiving

- about 38,000 titlesincluding.t11 of thbse currently
published in science.and technology and perhaps 'a
majority of those in the social sciences.

Although the NLL IS serving all libraries in Great.
'Britian, as is the usual pattern many of the titles
in its collection are infrequently used. In fact, ap-
proximately half of them. are used less often Than
once a year.- -While the titles infrequently used in
Great Britian may not in every case be, the same
titles infrequently used in the U.S., present evidence
suggests that they- are the same in most cases.
Thus both countries Can probably share the use of
a signi.ficant .nt inber of titles without undue con-
flict, provided that access is assured andlispeedy.
The NLL, -Bice the Center for Research Libraries,
is organized to fill requats the same day they are
received. Bcause of this fast respone, time, plUs

,7 the availability of frequent air mail service betweeh
the U.S. and Great Britain, access can be quite fast
four to six days, or even faster if transatlantic
teletype is used to transmit therequest. This-is less
time than many present interlibrary loans between
loCal libraries in thee U.S.

The Center has therefore suggested to the NLL
that the two libraries conduct an experiment in co-
operatively providing access to journals aim some
other materials: Although the( burden of the ex-

ange may fall more heavily onithe NLL than -on the
enter, .at 'least initially, the' Director of .the NLL

is interested in trying the experiment. Specifically
we are proposing that, for an experimental period

a.

the Center provide its member tibfarres with acgess
to a specially selected group of journals, not by sub:-
scribing to them for its own colleotionpbut instead...
by relyiLig.on access to copies in the NLL collection.
The libraries will send,their requests directly to the
Center in the usual way and the Center, will relay
them the same 'day to the NLL by eifher interna-
tional teletype,,or air mail. The' NL.t. will photo-011)1)y
the article required' and send the pliCliocopy via
first-class air mail directly Act\the library request-
ing it. The new Britith copyright law specifically
authorizes' such photocopying of journal articles
for scholarly Use.) The Center will pay the .NLI.
for the photocopies at the NLLs presently estab-
lished rate. In return, the Center. will provide Brit-
is'h librarie, on requests relayed ihlough the. NLL;
with access to materials irf its collePtions not now
available in the NLL, such as foreign doctoral dis-
sectations; certain foreign newspopers, and 'certain
foreign 'monographs. .

. .
This program will be useful irr several ways.

First it Will enable the Center to test whether pr
not the U.S. and Great Britain can in actual practice
effectivelyshire the use of some titles through the
Center and the NLL. If so., the information from
the experiment .w ii provide a firm base for arriv-
ing at an equitable- and permanent arrangement fo'r
a system .of providing access to library materials
from which all libraries and readers in, both coun-,
tries will benefit:6, Second,

will
data on actual use

the program will provide will enable the Centr more
accurately to .determine the priority in whi& addl.;
tional titles are to be added to the Center's own.,
collection ierder to make its program MOst quickly
benefit U.S. libraries. Finally, since it will immedi-
ately provide the 'Center's members with prompt
access to many more currently published journals
than would be possible from thinitially.more limited
collectioat the Center itself, it will prbvide a much
more useful demonstration of the 'value of such a
centralized system of access than would otherwise-,
be possible.

*

VII: Budget for Proposed Pilot Program

A five year budget tot the proposed program
folloWs. It is based on the cost of adding approxi-
mate(y 6,000 currently published journals to the ap-
proximbtely 7,000 journals already being received
by the Center, in accordance with the time sched-
ule shown, i.e. adding 2,000 titles the first year and
1,000 titles in each of the succeediu four years.
Approximately three-quarters of the tiles will be in

295.
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the physical sciences, technolqgy, and.the social
sciences, and about one-quarter in the hum_ ariitjes.
(The.cost of the experiment with the NLL in-inter-
national cooperative access is notzincluded in the
following budget. This experiment *ill be paid for
from the Center's own funds.),

A minimum five-year period of opelAtion and
demonstratidn isv required in order both to accu-
mulate a collection of effective size and to provide
an adequate period of demonstration.. Unlike

a.

o A

296..
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4.

books, which are complete. wh rchased, journal
files must be built over a period o ear's to a re
spectable length before their value be mes apprec-
iable.; Short or broken runs are virtbally useless
for librpry purposes

During this it'll' I fivelear period of establish:.
ment and demonstr tion -the Center will develop
other *paid' continuin' sources of income to assure
the, continuance of he project's operation at the
established level at I ast, and for its expapsion to
thp maximum. extent ossible.
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DONALD E. WRIGHT
President

Illin Ois Library AsSociation
Chicago, Illinois

\ STATEMENT

o Prepared gr the
National Commission on fbraries and Information

This statement has been prepared on behalf of
the. Illinois Library Association in bonsultation. with
some members of the Executive Board 'but* with-
.out the advantage of general discussion by either
the board or the association me-4-er". WG ap-
preciate the efforts being made by .the National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science
to listen to the voices of those interested inland con-
cerned far library development.. It is hoped that
such groups as an association will have frequent
opportunity and adequate time to provide informa-
tion and viewpoints to the Commission.

%t is in this regard that the library association
can best address itself to problems of library de-
Velopment. The professional library association of-
fers a veil' special opportunity for the National Coin-
mission as it determines its. priorities, develops its
progranos, and initiates its activities. The,,library
association 'represents a special channel of con-
cern and communication which can reach, when
confidently and competentfy organized, across the

*vaTiousi elements of the library community. The
state, library association represents a composite of
the- state community involved inlibrary service; the
,large library and the 'small; the academic, the spe-
cial, the school, the public, the private; the "profes-
sional," the "subprofessional," the interested citi-
zen and the library trustee.

Asa route to the grass roots, this state asso-
ciation can be tapped:

as a sounding board for 'new ideas
as 'a- generator of projects
as a lobbyist for legislation

-- for conducting/sponsoring continuing edu-
cation activities o .

for identifying new talent

o

Sciences

\
for developing leadership Potential

-7-. for recruiting activities
a volunteer association, the members of a

state library association are, perhaps, better able
than otherS to generate an enthuieem about li-
brary service because they already believe in it.
There is a ready and able corps of perSons avail-
able. Because of the variety of libraries and li-
brarians active within a state associiticii, there is
oPportunity for an interdisciplinary approach to \
questions; There should alto be the possibility of
tapping g variety of expertise.

The library_association can, when so organized,
operate effectively as'a state sounding board. The
library association is free of. the legaiNand govern-
mental restrictions which might..limit OrNcircum-
scribe the activities of certain library agencieg,'such
as the State Library. This very, fact argues well for
the close ,coordination of objectives and activities
betWeen the governmental unit and the ,nrgov-
ernmental for each can support the other with its
special expertise. The working in consort betWeen
groups en the state level and between state and
national elements is of paramdunt importance inthe
development of any national plan or piograp.

The problems of a changing\ corps of personnel
in a state, kssociati and the laCk of a permanent
office (hopefully so to to be remedied in Illinois)
must be recognized. This; too, howevei might be
turned to a Plus factor as it develops\Fd 'identifies
new leadership. , , .

The Illinois-Library Assopiationhopesvery much
that it will be able to assist the entire library com-
munity in its work toward library developniant and
improvement. .

i
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VIRGINIA YOUNG"
Library Trustee

Columbia, Missour

Citizen boards which govern- public Libraries
have a leadership role to play in the development
of public library service in our country. It is the
trustees who set goals and policies which deter-
mine the direction the library will take and the serv-

. ices thai will be giVen. They constantly reevaluate
these policies in light of social and educational
changes.

Library boards must be composed of individuals
who are sensitive to the needs of their community
and the needs of people--individually and

.

collec-
tively It is the trustees who must make.vmicertain
that the library is-truly se.rVing thche needs.

Equally important, the trustees must let the pub -
lic know the services which are available. It is
only when people know what the Relic library
can dcvlor them and make use of its services that
the library is truly servingits function. Moreover,
people will spend their money for that which, is im-
portant to them. SO it is only through 'a broad base
of citizen support that the public library can survive.

Library trustees really belong to all libraries and
:not just a library. Library syatems and _networks
_ have long been recognized as indispensable, . It is
only .through cooperation with other agencies,
schools and libraries of all kinds, that the publioli-

p
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brary ca provide.equal access of all materials to .

every citi en. Trusteesare concernetlitith total
library de elopment and not just their own little
'bailiwick. .

There i a continual turnover in library board
membership Therefore, there is a necessity to in-
fo):m' new m mbers of their responsibilities. Acting
as a liaison between the citizens and the library is
espebially im ortant. A number of/tools are avail-
able to librar trustees, including films, filmstrips, -

and handbook . At the sametime, it seems to me,
rcit would be wel for the N time) Commission to take

note of the imp rtance o the role"trustees play and
stress the need or constant trustee education, both
'for new trustees end for those of long tenure.

Anoth4.aclio I would like to see the Commis-
sion undertake is to initiate all steps, necessary to
encoLicAe the ca ling of a White House Confer-
ence OA Libraries. For citizens to see the national
spotlight focused o libraries would direct their at-

. tentipn totheir own ibrary resources.' It would also.
- b.e important for lar numbers of citizensio be in-

volved in such a ference. ,

The ComrrassiO can have a very poaitive in-
fluence in reconnizing, supporting, and encouraging

, -,,,

library trustees in,their.,,ifnportant rcile anNunction.

d
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.14.4NGMEYER*
Coordinator

(Instructional Meilia
Oak Park Elementary Schools

Oak Prk, Illinois

r
STATEMENT

. Prdpared for the
National` Compission on Libraries and

With respect to theethpp School Library proj-
ect demonstrationsit is difficult to assess.the actual
impact made by these six school library demonstra-
tions in variouspatts of the' country. Subjective
judgment would- suggest that the programs, demon-

, strated, visited and written abAut/had significant inn-
-pact on the development of "school library/media
prograMs not 04,,y 'In the' immediate area of the

\ demonstration school, but also nationally by virtue of
'The substantial publitation program relating to the
project.

Although some masters theses and doctoral dis-
f sOations have been based' on the Kn gp Projeq,

been a
f such

had evaluation and research compo
IVrger pailof the demdnstrations, ther
research would have provided data conc ring the
value and Ontribution of school library pro-grams
to the educatiorial process at eleftlentary and sec-
onciary school levels.' ,..

While one outcome of the initial Knapp project
t. was the% current Knapp -School, Library Manpower

Projezt focusing on pre-service preparation of
. school library media speciakts, there is little evi-

denbe of the influence of the demonstration projects
an these six teacher training institutions which were
associated with the, KSLP. Of great influence, how-
ever, is the body of jterature of a substantive and
provocative nature which developed as part of the
publicatLn progr m of the project.

Of serious con ern to school media specialists:
is the lack of curre t hard data about ttle status bf
school libraries eith r nationally or in a given region.
Statistrcs related to school libraries are inadequate
and often unavailable; more, serious is the lack of
any substantial b+dy of schobl library research data
on which to bass planning fur ihe,future improve-
ment and ,developineht of programs. While individ-
ual schooLmedia programs are accommodating in

,..' pratice to' charving teaching methodolOgies, cur-
: Ficulum desight-f and instructional organization pat-

Information

a

Science

terns, etc., there is no significant research base up-
on which to build for, the future. What-existing-re-
search there is of relevance to school lib ries
should be updated and.expanded.

School library denionstration projects can pro-
vide one means of achieving such a research base.
There is a definite7d for demonstrations of ex-
emOlary school libra Media programs in individual
school buiidings. Also there is need for demdtistra-
tion of regional resource centers providing 'on an
area basis optimum supportive services and re-
sources to alrtschool libraries within an.area. Such_'
emonstrations of regional centers, not necessarily

housed ina school, should be designed to illustrate
the fUll range 9f consultant, resource, and suppor-
tive services available to area school libraries, and
might also include in-service training components.
The effectiveness of the federally-funded institutes
provided during. the .past years points up,the con
tinuing' need for in-service and continuing education
provision for school librarians and the teaching and
administrative staffs with which they work. Such
regional demonstration- projects' could be tailored
to meet specifib'problems and emphases within a
region or area. L

Any effective demonstration program must em-
phasize the school library media program and
should include the following: library media serviced
and programs shown as integrated with the educa-
tional programs of the schools of which they ar6 a
part; research and evaluation components specifi
cally designed prior to the implementation of any
demonstration project; a variety of methods of corn:.
municating demonStration activities and the evalu-
ation of these activities, not only to the library pro
fession but to all the Nlated professional, admin-
istrative and lay. groupsl, built into the demonstra-
tion proposal.; and, planned pre-service and in-serv-
iCe 'training activities for media specialists and other '

school staff members app well as ,for visitors to the
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,,demonstration,
What occurs to a demonstratio grogram once

funding beyond -Kat afforded locally is a so of con-
cern,,a d suggests thaf funding for demonstration
proje t might be sought andl granted for innovative
and/or exemplary school library media 'programs

`, on the basis. of past effort apcl performance. Such
fundi,ng of extant progranis would allciw for re -_

search, intensive visitation programs, and cornmuni-
cation about locally developed and supported pro-

N, grams; would allow expansion and refinement of
4, such programs; and should help inAire continuance

of tlie'school library`prograrn oncoutside funding
was no fonder available.

'Lis men suggested that such effort in -the'area
of dembnStrations eliminates continuance of effort
to secure and increase direct categorical financial

I.

000

aid t ,all school libraries. With the incep 'on of
ESEA, and the development of school library
materials collections resulting from these categori-
cal funds'', substantial improvement in school libr ry
media programs throughout Illinbislrass been evide t.
Hard data 'concerning this improvement is clea ly
visible in reports to the Officof the Superintend nt
of Public InStructiont as well as in-The increase

Nariety of materials available in individual schools.
This catedorical aid has been the most significant
element for improvement of school library serv-
ice to ally children in Illinois. It is critical that such
categorical said be continued, and that funding and
guidelines for this aid be amplified to incliide ac- .

quisition of,s.taff and equipment to support effectivt
use of matdriais in school library media programs
for all elementary and secondary ,school children.
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